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P R E FA C E.

JL HE Arabic Manuscript of the Travels performed by His Holiness MACARIUS,

Patriarch of Antioch, and composed by his attendant son and Archdeacon, Paul

of Aleppo, was selected for translation from a Collection of Manuscripts in the

possession of the late FREDERICK EARL OF GUILFORD, purchased during a tour

made by his Lordship in the Levant. The merit of the Selection is due to

IBRAHIM SALAME, His Britannic Majesty s Oriental Interpreter, who, as early as

the year 1819, commenced an English Version of the work; not, however, on

the plan usually followed in Translations, and faithfully adhered to in the pre

sent performance, namely, that of pursuing the original thread of the writer ;

but, by a peculiar method of marking out a certain portion of the matter to form

a text, and throwing aside the remainder for digestion into notes. In this

manner Mr. SALAME prosecuted his labours, amounting to the translation of about

one half of the First Volume, until 1824, when LORD GUILFORD was pleased to

transfer the work into my hands : and it is now, under the auspices and at the

expense of the ORIENTAL TRANSLATION FUND, presented to the Public in these

Volumes, containing a complete and faithful Version of the Travels from the

commencement, with the omission only of some uninteresting and tedious repe

titions of the Greek-Church Ceremonies. As a record of the early struggles of

the Muscovites for empire against their natural enemies the Poles, so steadily

and triumphantly maintained by the Czar Alexius, whose sword of conquest is still

wielded by his successors to the present time, the writings of the Archdeacon

will be found to be of considerable value : nor, as far as I have been able to

discover, is there any document extant of equally curious authenticity, as regard

ing the distinctive policy and prescriptive maxims of that Colossus of Modern
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History, the Russian Government. Of inferior, but valuable importance, are the

descriptions of Moldavia, Wallachia, and Turkey, and the recorded transactions

of their rulers, during a period of events, of which but very barren accounts are

elsewhere to be met with. The author, therefore, of this Translation entertains

a fair hope, that his time will appear to have been well employed on its difficult

and protracted performance, and that a part of the subscriptions to the Oriental

Fund has been most usefully expended on its publication.

LONDON, November 20, 1836,
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TRAVELS

MACARIUS

PART THE FIFTH.

MUSCOVY.

BOOK IX.

SECT. I.

ORIGIN OF THE IMPERIAL FAMILY OF MUSCOVY.
HISTORY OF THE CZAR IFAN.

AFTER the Patriarch had dismissed the chiefs of the Dog-faced tribe, he called

in other persons ;
for just at this time had arrived the Voivode of the province

of the Inner or Northern Siberia, called in Greek
^-.jJU \j}&amp;gt;}*

which is in

Turkish Uj Jou that is, the New World; which has recently, in the reign of the

present Emperor, within a period of three years, been added to his dominions.

The occasion of its conquest was, that in the Outer or Southern Siberia is settled

a vast portion of the nation called Cossacks, who are men of great bravery, and

are they who effected the subdual of this Southern Siberia, in the time of Czar

Ivan, or the Emperor John, whose memory is spread in our country ;
who lived

about one hundred and twelve years ago, and, before he died, became a Monk.

Till the reign of this prince, the sovereign ruler of Muscovy was not styled

Emperor, but Kniazi, with the rank of Great Beg, or Grand Duke
; and could

with difficulty assemble an army of one hundred thousand men. The whole of

the Muscovite territory was in the hands of the Kniazes, each of whom main

tained private possession of a portion of it, as inherited from his father and

grandfathers ; precisely in the same manner as the countries of Poland are now

held, each of the Governors of which is lord of his own demesne, and is inde

pendent of the Cral. In this situation were formerly all the Muscovite land-

VOL. II. B
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holders. The origin of this Imperial family of Muscovy is believed, by persons

who examine into the truth of history, to have been from Rome ; whence the

present Emperor s remote ancestors came by sea, through the Great Ocean,

about seven hundred years ago, to this country, and established themselves as

its masters. Observe how this august race, from that age until now, has been

preserved in uninterrupted succession ! When the before-mentioned Czar Ivan

had fixed his residence in this city, he soon shewed himself to be eminent in

bravery, skilled in artifice, prone to excessive anger ; and so fond of shedding

blood, that he put to death his own son with his own hand. By certain

machinations he brought to his court all the seventy Kniazes who ruled over

the whole of the provinces and districts of Muscovy, each of them in that one

of the seventy which belonged to him, and put them all to death, seizing their

treasures and effects, and making himself master over their troops and territories.

Bvsuch means he became very powerful, and, raising the standard of war against

twelve Crals of the Franks, obtained equal success over them; so that all their

treasures and landed possessions fell into his hands, and their lives were sacrificed

to his ambition, as it is related in the writings of his history. He was a man of

great abilities, and had the art of gaining victories to an astonishing degree.

Afterwards, he marched out to make war on the province of Cazania, which

was in the hands and under the absolute government of the King of the Tartars.

The capital of this province, as we were informed, is a very large and strongly-

fortified town
;
and the great river which flows entirely round it is of vast depth.

The distance of this city of Cazan from the city of Moscow is seven hundred

versts by land : couriers on horseback, or drawn in sledges, perform the journey,

in winter, in four or five days ;
in summer, within seven or eight : merchants are

fifteen days on the road. By vessels on the river of Moscow the traject requires

five weeks or more. In the siege of this place he was detained twelve whole

years ; until, at last, he opened a mine under ground, below the bed of the

river before mentioned, which he filled with gunpowder, and by its explosion

threw the walls in ruins upon the inhabitants. Thus he effected his entrance

into the city; and putting the whole population to the edge of the sword, he took

the King alive, and sent him to Moscow, where he kept him till his death.

Having taken possession of all the treasure which had been amassed by the late

Ruler, and experiencing no need of it, with the vast riches he had collected in

the course of his reign, he devoted it wholly to God, by gilding with it the five

great domes of the High Church, together with the nine cupolas of the Church
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of the Annunciation, and its entire roof, thinly spreading them over with pure

gold. Not content with this, he melted all that remained of these treasures
; and,

forming the mass into a very large cross, no one knows how many millions worth

of gold pieces, he set it on the dome of the Church of the Annunciation ; where

it stands to the present time, shining like the sun, being more than three,

perhaps four cubits high, and as many broad. From the abundance of gold

which he employed in gilding these cupolas, they shine to the present day as if

they were newly gilt, though they have been such a length of time, more than a

hundred years, exposed to rain and snow and continual frosts. Thus also he

covered with gold the dome enclosing the lofty belfry, which is descried at a

distance of more than ten versts, and, when the situation for the view is par

ticularly favourable, at a still more considerable distance. This belfry resembles

the minaret, or more properly the mazanet, of the Great Mosque at Damascus,

called
j)%J),

in its stories and elevation ; only it is much larger and higher, and

more roomy. Under the gilt dome with the cross at the top is a circular

inscription,, in four lines, which may be read from the ground below ;
so that God

only knows how large the letters must be, to be distinguishable at such a height !

The whole is very richly gilt.

To return : From the vast extent of this province of Cazan, and the great

size of its capital, there are three resident Voivodes, Ministers of high rank, who

carry on the government in the city ; and it furnishes, as the belief is, four

hundred thousand men for the army : for when the Emperor Ivan effected its

conquest, he left the greatest part of the troops on the same footing in which

he had found them, and continued their pay. We were told that there are

residing in this province, to the present time, some sixty thousand Moslems, who

pay the kharadge or tribute ; but the major part of its population consists of

the Tartars, inhabitants of the deserts.

When the Emperor Ivan had made himself master of this city, he marched

against the city of Astrachan, and laid siege to it. Astrachan was in the hands

of another powerful prince, who ruled over all the northern country as far as

Siberia, which is also Tartary. Indeed, all the inhabitants of Astrachan and

Cazan, as far as the borders of Siberia, are Tartars, who know the Turkish

language. They are still professors of the Moslem Unity; but there are con

tinual instances of their being baptized in the name of the Christian Trinity.

By reason of their poverty, the Emperors of Moscow work upon them by the

following course of medicine : every Tartar who undergoes the rite of Baptism
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rises to the highest grade of his condition : he is immediately invested with a

robe of honour ; and some are made Kniazes, that is, Lords ; some Begs, some

Agas ; some are appointed as Generals in the army, others as Colonels, others as

private soldiers, c. On this account they are continually undergoing the

ceremony of being admitted Christians; and are said to be sincere in their faith,

to a greater degree than others of their tribes, as we observed
; and we even

remarked that they are more religious than ourselves.

The city of Astrachan is said to be surrounded by seven great walls; a

structure of the Muscovites, in earth, wood, and stone. It is situated in the

midst of the great river Volga, the breadth of which, according to report, is four

miles. Around the city are sixty castles, built of stone, erected also by the

Muscovites. The extent of the environing country is very great ; and therein

grow vast numbers of mulberry-trees, from which they produce silk, and, having
dyed it, carry it to Moscow for sale

; the Muscovites being supplied with all their

silk from this country.

As the climate of this country is warm, and the vines are in great abundance,

they make wine here, which they carry to the Emperor for his private use: but
he sends to distribute it, for the service of the Holy Mass, to every district of his

dominions, as it is pure and neat; whereas (and this circumstance was mentioned

by us before) he has been informed that the wine which the Franks bring from
their country is by them adulterated, in order, as they imagine, that they may
corrupt the Divine Mysteries. For this reason, on receiving the information, he

instantly ordered that the wine should be brought in ships from Astrachan. It

is a red wine. The wine imported by the Franks is as strong and intoxicating
as pepper, and we found it no otherwise : for unless they boil it down to a great

strength in the countries where it is made, it will not keep in Muscovy, in con

sequence of the severity of the cold: it is therefore manufactured of great

strength and body, but it has no delicacy of flavour. Each quality of wine has
its particular name : that called Renskov is a light white wine, and dearer than
the others.

To return : This city of Astrachan is named, in ancient books. The city of

Dzorgitmisht. By the Tartars it is called Ajdarkhan, from the name of its lord.

The meaning of Ajdar is Lion : Khan is the title of the Tartar Princes, up to

the present time. The Emperor Ivan, having laid siege to this city, took it by
capitulation. It is an exceeding large town, having, as is reported, seven

several walls of earth, of wood, of stone, &c. After the Czar had subdued
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Astrachan, he made himself master of the whole of the Persian or Caspian Sea,

except a very small part. He took out of the hands of the Persians the city of

Tarki, a well-known port in the hefore-mentioned sea ; and opened the gate, or

strait pass, into a great part of the country of the Yozhegs, on whom he set a

yearly tribute, in discharge of which they every year bring leopards and lions.

All these tribes he enslaved and reduced to the most abject submission
;

so that

to the present time they continue to pay a contribution of one in ten, and, for

the most part, press forward to attend the Emperor in his wars.

After this conquest,, he marched to Siberia
;
and subdued that country in like

manner, by the assistance of the Cossacks, whom we mentioned before as being

acquainted with these regions foot by foot, which previously had been entirely

unknown, and are still in the progress of being brought under subjection. On

the Tartars who dwell in Siberia he laid a tribute, which they pay annually in

birds of chase, called, in Russian, Kpeifenrt., ber ejerfalfe. They are white and

very large, and are made presents of by the Emperor of Moscow to all his

brother Potentates. This homage the Tartars are held to pay every year, with

the intent to humble them to submission. Such are the great victories and

feats of valour which the deceased Emperor Ivan achieved during his reign. He

held the sceptre of government for a period of eighty years, three only of which

he is said to have resided on his throne in the city of Moscow : the remaining

seventy and seven years he roamed about, making war for the love of the Chris

tian Religion, and subduing the vast countries we have mentioned, which, before

blinded with the false light of ignorance, he guided to the knowledge of the True

God ;
so that from having been the region of barbarians, infidelity, and superstition,

they became the peculiar site of Christians, of churches, and of monasteries.

In his reign he placed under the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan of Moscow

twelve subordinate Metropolitans and Chiefs of Clergy. The first of them are

four Metropolitans wearing white Latias, after the manner of the ancient Metro

politans.
We asked the reason of this ;

and were answered, that the Divine face

had appeared to them precisely as the Monks of Saint Pacomius the Great used

to wear white Latias, according as the angel of the Lord had commanded.

The first of the Metropolitans is the Bishop of the city of Novgorod, who, as

we saw, wears a sakkos in the presence of the Patriarch : the second is the

Metropolitan of Cazan, a place we have been lately describing : the third is the

Metropolitan of Rostot : the fourth, of Krotitska, who never ceases, as long as

he lives, to reside at the palace of the Patriarch : the fifth is the Archbishop of
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Siberia, who never leaves his see to come to court, on account of the distance :

the sixth, the Archbishop of Astrachan, who for the same reason never visits

Moscow: the seventh, the Archbishop of Kazan : the eighth, the Archbishop of

Twerska: the ninth, the Archbishop of Sozdilska: the tenth, the Archbishop of

Vologda : the eleventh, the Archbishop of Pscov : and the twelfth, the Bishop

of Kolomna. For each of these twelve the before-mentioned Emperor built

apartments, and a church appropriated to him, in the city of Moscow ;
and to

each of them he assigned lands, rents, and stipends. In every one of these

episcopal palaces are Archons and attendants for the service of the Bishop and

of the church. All the regulations of government were framed by this Emperor,

even as far as regards the alms and charities ;
and they remain without altera

tion to the present time. Having performed all these illustrious acts, he deemed

himself worthy of assuming the crown, and of being styled Emperor, in con

sequence of the testimony borne to him by the other Potentates, and their report,

that the Caesar, Emperor of the Niemsas and Alemans, had sent him a crown,

and given him the title of Emperor : for the Caesar holds the place of Constantine,

and it is he who crowns Sovereign Princes. From the time therefore of the

Czar Ivan, until now, the Sovereigns of this country are styled Emperors of

Muscovy. This is what we discovered of the history of the Emperor Ivan, to the

best of our power of investigation ; and we shall frequently hereafter find occa

sion to add to these details.

SECT. II.

ACCOUNT OF THE SIBERIAN FURS.

To return : In this country of Siberia are found the most beautiful sables,

together with the valuable black fox, and the various kinds of ermine. Besides

these, all other qualities of furs are to be procured. The description of the

sable, or Scythian weasel, is said to resemble that of the cat. Its offspring is

numerous, and it inhabits the hollows of lofty trees. The most healthy situa

tions are required for the well-being of this animal ; for if any of them dwell in

places unsuitable to their nature, and they are compelled to drink bad water,

they are weak, and their fur is short and white. The manner of its chase is as

follows. The hunters repair to the remotest parts of the wilds, mountains., and

forests, where they know that these creatures dwell, attended by dogs trained to
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this chase. On the path which it takes to go to the water they all station

themselves in ambuscade : on its return to its abode, they meet it, and the dogs

run after it, and catch it, as they are taught, by the neck, that its skin may not

be injured. If it escapes from the dogs and ascends its tree, the hunters are

there to encounter it, and shoot it with bows and arrows, the head or point

of which latter is of bone ; striking it below the neck, to avoid injuring the fur.

It falls
; and, cutting its throat, they skin it with most admirable dexterity. They

eat the flesh, and repay themselves for their labour by the sale of the fur. The

Emperor s Voivodes residing in this province take one in ten, the handsomest and

most valuable, for the Emperor. Many of these animals are taken alive, and are

made presents of to his Majesty : they fetch a very high price. The back is the

most valuable part of the sable, and very dear : the under part, covering the

belly, is sold cheap. They put every two backs together,, and call them a UenTb.

The most valuable of these are worth one hundred dinars, and are the furs

destined for princes : the inferior bear a proportionate price. Every forty backs,

which are twenty ^eirib are called a Copoicb which means &quot;

forty ;&quot;
and every

two soroks and a half form an entire body (^Jo). The lowest-priced sorok is

worth fifty dinars : the high-priced fetch one, two, and as much as five hundred

dinars : these are the furs designed for the use of princes, which are never taken

out from the Imperial treasury without a ticket appended to them, and are often

kept many years before they are purchased : for a peculiarity of these furs is,

that they every year diminish in value. In course of time, after having been as

black as night, they turn red, which is the worst colour they can assume. In

regard to these furs, it is impossible for any one to be clear-sighted and to possess

a sound and unerring judgment ; for they are like gems, which deceive the most

skilful jewellers. Every hour they reflect a different colour. When the sun

shines bright, they are as brilliant as diamonds; and this is the favourable

moment for the seller : in cloudy weather their colour and beauty are hidden,

and, from being extremely valuable, they lower in price, and become very cheap ;

for a clouded atmosphere is unfavourable to them, but favourable to the buyer,

who by choosing such an opportunity shews his skill and experience. These

sables are very low priced in the country where they are obtained
; but, on their

transport, they are required to pay a high duty to the Emperor, at each of I know

not how many towns on the road ; besides the expense, which is the greatest of

all, caused by the immense distance they have to be carried. It is well and

clearly ascertained, that a period of upwards of three years is consumed in their
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carriage, as we shall explain presently. All the princes throughout the world

send to the Emperor of Muscovy their treasures, riches, and superfluous com

modities, and receive from his country furs only. What then shall we say of

the blessed creature which supplies the whole world with this valuable article,

not found nor produced in any part of the universe except Siberia ? Some of its

natural properties are, to strengthen the back, benefit the sight, and fortify

the heart
;
and for these causes it is highly esteemed, and bears so high a price.

Kings regard it as a rich possession ;
and wear it even in the summer season ;

for it is cool then, though warm in winter. Among the great number of the

very wealthy merchants of Moscow, some are found who can shew in their ware

houses a thousand soroks, and even thousands. Such merchants as these we

used to see here clothed in excessively mean and poor apparel ;
and when we

met one of them, we used to think him a mendicant pauper : for the apparent

wretchedness which is observed in this nation is very great; so that even the

grandees of the empire we used to see drest in their palaces in patched garments,

which the commonest persons among us would disdain to wear : the truth is,

they are utterly unacquainted with vain pomp and grandeur.

In regard to sables, it may be remarked, that none are to be found naturally

and absolutely free from white hairs. The people of Siberia wear them, in their

own country, sewed on their clothes, just as they find them ; spreading the whole

body of the skin, with legs, tail, and all, on one side of their clothes
; and these

pelisses they afterwards sell. In Moscow there are persons taught the trade,

who pull out from these furs all the white hairs, and receive a piastre on each

sorok. As the Muscovites have great numbers of captive slaves, they send

them to these masters to be employed under them, and for each sorok they

obtain for their services two groshes ; for they attend to the making of the

pairs equal, as well as to the clearance of the white hairs- Such is the trade

carried on by all the merchants.

To return: In the province of Siberia are found also, in great quantities, the

fine white furs of the ermine, which are so beautiful and high-priced. The

ermine is a small animal, of the size of the youngest kitten. We saw many of

them in the houses. When this creature is angered, it is very fierce and

obstinate. During our stay at Kolomna, one of them made its escape to the

outside of the town, and was closely pursued by a great number of persons ; but

none was able either to catch it or to kill it, though they were all armed with

sticks and clubs ; so diminutive is it, and swift in its movements. At last it fled
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into the river, and dived under water : still they closed the pursuit ; but it leapt

upon the bank and escaped, without their being able to do any thing against it.

This animal is found in the province of Moscow, even in the forests and hills near

the city ;
as is also the Cacom

(^UJI),
which gives the white fur worn by the

Cadis and Mollahs in our country. To the skin hangs the tail, the extremity of

which is black. The animal we saw called by this name resembles a cat, only it

is longer and thinner. The manner of taking it is as follows : The hunters go

and lie in wait for it by the lakes of water from which it comes to drink : they set

a large net on the bank of the lake, stretched upon the ground ; and hold the

extremities of it at a distance, concealing themselves. These creatures come, in

thousands together, to drink, according to habit. When they have drunk, the

hunters raise the borders of the net perpendicularly, and give a loud shout. On

taking to flight, the poor creatures have no other way to pass but by the net,

which they enter
;
and having run their heads into the meshes, they are closed

upon by the hunters, who huddle them together, and massacre them all with

clubs ; for not one can be taken alive, their teeth are so sharp, cutting at once

through a man s hand, or any thing they seize on. The persons engaged in this

chase have a wonderful dexterity in skinning the animal, and turn the fur inside

out, with not even the smallest rent, so as to excite the astonishment of the

beholder. The skin is drawn off whole and entire, as when upon the body.

In Siberia is found also the black fox, so celebrated for the great value of its

fur, and the high price at which it is sold. But very few of these foxes are ever

found ; and the few that are, they carry to the Emperor s stores, whence they are

seldom removed. It is said that the price of every fox of prime quality is one

hundred and fifty dinars, to buy it in the country: here they ask double that

sum. For a body dress of this fur are required thirty skins of foxes, so as to

make a full pelisse ;
and this is a sufficient quantity, as the skins are large.

None but the Emperor ever wears a pelisse of this fur. Its excellence is, that

of being very black, and of shining in the night. The very highest-priced sables,

and this black fox, are never exported to other countries ;
nor does any one dare

to trade in them. In the furs which we saw of this fox we found nothing par

ticular, but the intensity of their black. Many of the Clergy and Scribes pride

themselves in wearing this fur in their calpacks, as it is so excessively dear.

Know, Brother, that the relation I have given is beyond all doubt : for when

I returned to Moscow a second time, from the country of the Georgians, in com

pany with the Patriarch of Misro and my father, I examined and confirmed all

these accounts, to their foundation.

VOL. II. C
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The persons 1 have mentioned were ambassadors ;
I know not whether on

the part of Alton Padishah, that is, the Sultan of the Yellow Calmucks, or

whether they were ambassadors from the Emperor of Tartary (U*.). The above-

mentioned city, and the hills around it, are certainly within the dominions of the

Emperor of Tartary ;
for I afterwards wrote the history of that country by sure

and certain information copied from the reports of the ambassadors sent thither,

by the Emperor Ivan formerly, and by the Emperor Alexius ; which embassies

were much talked of at the time, and resulted in true and accurate details.

SECT. III.

ACCOUNT OF SIBERIA, RHUBARB. FISH-TEETIL LARGE DOGS.

To return : The Patriarch Nicon invited to his palace the Voivode who was

come from Siberia*. He made his appearance, therefore, attended by a crowd of

officers,, grandees of that country, who were deputies of the Treasury, of which

they now attended at Court to give in the accounts. We were much amazed at

their outward appearance ;
for they are of a tawny colour, and very dry-skinned,

looking like aloes-wood. Their faces are broad, and their eyes small. None

of them have any beard, nor are the males by that means distinguished from the

females. The hair on their head they wear tied up ; and some tie up with it a

portion of a horse s tail, so that it looks like the hair of the women in our

* &quot; Siberia is a vast unknown province, reaching to the walls of Cataya. I have spoken with one

that was there, who traded with the Chinese ; and another also, who said he saw a sea beyond Siberia,

wherein were ships, and men in strange habits, like the Chinese, by their description, rich in cloth of gold

and jewels; no beards but on their upper lip. From hence this latter brought Chay and Bourdian.

The Chay is that which we call Tea/i or Tey, and Bourdian is Anisum Indicum Stellatum : the

merchants say they use it (as we do in England) with sugar, and esteem it a rare remedy in

diseases of the lungs and distempers of the stomach. Tis brought over in papers about one pound

weight, written on with Chinese characters. They who travel into these parts are six years in their

journey ; staying for winter way in some places, and summer in others. The metropolis of Siberia is

Tambul, the residence of the chief Vayod. They trade in furs, and chiefly in sables, which, as some

say, are found in no other part of the world beside. They hunt six or seven weeks together; and are

drawn by dogs, which they feed with fish, wherewith their lakes and rivers abound : they put forty or

fifty dogs in a sledge, and are clothed with treble furs : they lie out all night in the coldest season,

and make fires with which they dress their fish. The dogs are expert in finding out the sable, and the

men as dexterous in shooting them in the nose with a bolt, which makes them become a prey to the

hounds. Except they hit the sable in the nose, they lose him
;
for he is a hardy beast, and will run

away with an arrow in his body ; besides, it spoils the fur.&quot;

[A Survey of the present State of Russia, 1671. p.
74.
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country. Their apparel is of silk, resembling satin, dyed in beautiful colours.

Tbeir garments are not stitched together ; but are looped with knots within each

other, as we found on examination. Figured on them,, in the web on both sides,

are shapes of dragons (not such as are usually formed for devils), and other

animals and wild beasts, of frightful aspect, with eyes of crystal and eyelids of

bone. All are worked in gold brocade. They pride themselves much in

these dresses, which are worn by none but their grandees and magistrates.

These persons were not from the first or southern province of Siberia, nor yet

from the second
; but from the third, called Yanki Doonya (Uj 4 &amp;gt; J^_), or the New

World, which the Cossacks discovered and subdued six years ago, the beginning

of its sera in history. It happened, that about forty thousand Cossacks, em

ployed in the reduction of the former provinces, were assembled together, and

marched from their homes, with their firelocks and other arms, a distance of

several months journey into the deserts, for the purpose of catching sables. On
a sudden, they beheld themselves in a cultivated and inhabited spot, which

they had never expected to see
; as they did not believe that, beyond their own

country, any such place was to be found. Their country they had supposed
was the remotest towards the north, and the very last of human habitations.

Raising their eyes, however, they saw before them a large city, with stupendous

walls of rocks, situated in the midst of the sea. On beholding it, they were filled

with astonishment; and concealed themselves, till they found some persons of the

number of the inhabitants, and seized them. Not knowing their language, they

bound them hand and foot, and carried them down to the beach
; where they em

barked in some boats, and made off for the island. When they came near the

gates of the city, they discharged all the firelocks they had with them. The

people in the town, on hearing the report of the muskets, instantly fell on the

ground through fear, and became as dead men. The Cossacks therefore, finding

they could do what they pleased with them, possessed themselves of the town,

and, reducing the inhabitants to subjection, imposed on them a tribute, to be paid

every three years to the Emperor, to whom they sent an account of the trans

action. Afterwards, they went round to view the place, and found they had

never seen its equal ; for, as they reported, the island is entirely surrounded with

vast rocks of God s creation, for a circumference of three months circuit ; and

the whole of the interior is studded with cliffs of huge mountains, like walls. On

every side of it is the Great Ocean ; and there is no entrance to it but by the one

gate which the Cossacks had passed in their boats. All their crops are grown
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within these precincts, wherein are found mulberry-trees in abundance, from

which the worms produce silk, which is very cheap among them : their clothes,

therefore, are mostly made of it. The climate of this city approaches that of

the Eastern countries, as it lies between the north and the east ; and thus, it is

said, the ports of Persia are near to it. According to the accounts found in the

history of the Modern Greeks, Shah Ismail, son of Haidar, when he conquered

Farsistan, subdued likewise all the places and countries, till he reached Bagdad,

the country of the Tartars, and all the sea-islands as far as the Ocean. This

Shah Ismail is the sovereign who reigned in Persia in the time of Sultan Selim,

son of Bajazet, and was at war with him before he marched to carry on war

against the Circassians in Egypt. It is said that the distance from this port to

those of the Persians is three days journey, and no more. As they have a gold

mine in this country, they manufacture with its produce the gold brocade which

they use for their dresses. The tribute which they pay to the Emperor, once in

every three years, consists of sables, fish-teeth, and ingots of gold. Siberia in

general is the great Tartar region, extending so far as to join the Empire of

China.

The first province of this Siberia is at a distance of between three and four

months journey from Moscow
; and most of its inhabitants are Moslems. They

bring to the Emperor every year their tribute, in birds for the chase, called in

Russian KonHiiiCb, in Greek izouzia, and in Turkish
^^&amp;gt;,

which the Sovereigns

of Muscovy make presents of to all the Potentates.

The second Siberia, whence this Voivode was lately come, is thirty thousand

versts distant, as he told the Patriarch. He said that he had been absent from

Moscow nine years; three years of which time he had spent on his journey out ;

three he had remained there
; and the other three he had consumed since his

departure thence, till his recent return to the capital. He had brought with him

three years tribute to the Emperor, according to custom, to the amount of one

hundred and eighty thousand dinars value, in sables, ermines, and fish-teeth. So

also we were informed by the merchants of this city, who trade for the Emperor,

the Ministers, and the Grandees, that they take three years to go, and as many

to return, staying only one winter there to traffic. The rule, established by the

Emperor Ivan during his reign, is, that every Voivode shall reside in the province

to which he is sent, three years, and no longer : but the Voivode of Siberia enjoys

his appointment for nine years, including his journey out, his residence there,

and his return. This is a circumstance, regarding distances and the government

of this vast empire, so astonishing, as almost to surpass comprehension. It is
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said that the number of troops in the province of Siberia exceeds two hundred

thousand,, most of whom are Cossacks. For our parts, ifwe had not seen these

things with our own eyes, we should not have believed them, much less should

we have committed them to writing.

The whole of the population in these Siberian countries is absolutely un

acquainted with wheat corn, and consequently with the use of bread. All their

food consists in boiled fish., and the flesh of wild beasts
; for snow and frosts

are perpetual in these climes, and never cease, either summer or winter.

However, it is said, that at the Feast of the Apostles the frost at length thaws,

and the rivers flow
; but that again at the Assumption of Our Lady the snows

fall, and the frost returns; so that these forty days make the whole of their

summer. The greatest gift therefore with them is bread and wheat.

Near Cazania is said to be a river that comes from Siberia. It is very

rapid ; and is not indeed one river, but several different rivers, or rather gulphs.

Each river has its peculiar kind of boat ; and it is said that the boatmen enter a

cave hollowed in a large mountain, in which they travel for the space of a

month ; and then come forth to a vast river of perfectly white water, the breadth

of which is said to be a three-days passage. On reaching this river they con

sider their dangers and troubles as over: but few are the boats that ever arrive

there. For this reason, not many travel this way ;
and what they carry in their

vessels is nothing but wheat. They told us, that the Siberian river flows down

by Astrachan, together with the river of Archangel. It is reported, that the

English Franks have paid, for a length of time, to this Emperor, two hundred

thousand dinars yearly, for permission to pass in their ships to Siberia. They
no longer frequent the port of Archangel, having discovered the above-mentioned

river, which enters the sea on the confines of Siberia. The Emperor does not

choose that they should pass through his territory, or see it
; because they are

his natural enemies. As to the ocean on the coast of Siberia, they cannot pass

it, because it is frozen both day and night. The road to Siberia is said to be

very direct, cutting through the deserts of Cazan
;
but exposed to many terrors,

on account of the Camlokyed Tartars
(^jo^Ull^&quot;)

who infest it.

To return : From this province of Siberia is brought a great quantity of

rhubarb, which grows in Khota, and is sold in this city ;
for every Pood, that is

thirteen Okas, when it is of the first quality and dear, at forty dinars ; when it

is cheap, and of lighter substance, at fifteen. The Muscovites make it an ingre
dient in their spirituous liquours ; as it gives them a yellow tinge, and renders
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them very wholesome. The best of the rhubarb is that which is hardest and

heaviest, and red in the middle ;
and which, when moistened with spittle on the

outside, will dye a leaf like saffron. In this way we used to see the Greek

merchants making purchases of it for the market at Constantinople ;
and they

are said to realize great profits by it. From Siberia is also imported musk of

the first quality. Concerning the fish-teeth, we were informed that it is a con

tinental, some said a marine, animal which produces them. When the rivers are

frozen, and it suffers from thirst, and comes to drink ;
not finding water, it cuts,

with one of its two teeth (which, as we saw, resemble the tusks of a boar) into

the ice, that it may reach the water. In this operation its tusk breaks in the

ice ; and the people of the country come and collect the fragments. The Pood

of these teeth, at the highest price, is worth, at Moscow, fifty dinars ;
sometimes

it is as low as ten. The Pood is equal to forty Pfund, and every Pfund is one

hundred and thirty-three drachms : it is exactly thirteen Okas of Stambol. The

treasure or tribute of Siberia is regularly carried to the capital every year, at

the Feast of St. Nicolas, or at the Feast of the Immersion : for during the time

of its arrival at Moscow, another conveyance is setting out from the province : so

that the annual importation of the tribute is never interrupted.

The Patriarch then, through his interpreter, asked these people concerning

their country, and how many versts it was distant from Moscow. They an

swered :

&quot; The distance of our country is forty thousand versts ; and we have

now been absent from it above three years and a half.&quot; Their faces, accordingly,

were blackened and withered by exposure to the weather. When the assembly

heard
&quot;

forty thousand versts,&quot; they were greatly amazed ;
for every distance of

a thousand versts requires a month s journey, particularly during the summer

and the continual rains of that season, when the roads are very difficult and

uneven, especially on the approach of winter; at which time travellers com

monly are obliged to stop, till the ground is hard frozen : for at the beginning

of the cold weather the mud becomes like hard nails on the legs of the horses,

and it is difficult for them to penetrate the snow, to step on level ground.

The second thing to be waited for is the freezing of the rivers, which do not

freeze quickly ; but it is a considerable time before the travellers dare venture

to pass over them, and they are obliged to halt till the ice has acquired a great

thickness ; even then the passage is for some time hazardous. Long before

the rivers are frozen so as to be passable on foot, they are impassable to boats
;

as the ice is formed on them gradually, in thin flakes upon flakes. Then the
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Patriarch said to them :

&quot;

By what do you travel ? Have you any horses in your

country ?&quot;

:&amp;lt;

No,&quot; answered they;
&quot;

but we have large dogs, which we use^ instead

of horses ,,to draw our wagons and sledges; and our roads in winter are easily

traversed.&quot; He said to them :

&quot; What is it you eat?&quot; They answered : &quot;When

ever we see a wild beast, we loose our dogs, and send them after it : when they

have caught it, we and our dogs eat it raw, without fire. This is our manner

of life and
feeding.&quot;

&quot; What do you drink ?&quot; said he.
&quot; We find no water,&quot; said

they :

&quot; we therefore eat snow, which serves us instead of water. So our dogs,

when they are thirsty, lick the ice.&quot; He asked them,
&quot; What is your religious

worship ?
&quot;

They answered, that they were Yonanis (juj j^) ; meaning, that

they worshipped images and animals, and that they paid their adoration to

the sky. When the assembly heard this, they were much astonished : for our

selves, we rejoiced exceedingly at beholding this sight, and at hearing what we

heard ; regarding the arrival of these people as a piece of great good fortune for

us. Then the Patriarch dismissed them : and we went to see the large dogs they
had mentioned, in the houses of the Grandees, who prize themselves much on

their possession, and build them wooden kennels near their gates, fastening large

chains round their necks. God is witness, that each of these dogs is larger than

an ass. As for their heads, they surpass in size the head of a buffalo : their

mouths even are large enough to hold it. They feed them with bullocks heads :

which they cut in halves, for their meals twice a day. When we saw them,

God knows we shuddered with fear; for their appearance is more appalling than

that of lions. These dogs they harness, two and two, in their handsome sledges,

which are shaped like the Barmias
(&amp;lt;xx^)

at Constantinople, having a place in

front covered with silk, in which the traveller sits. When he carries with him

sables or other goods, he has them packed in leather-bags, to guard them from

the snow and rain, and sits over them. He strikes the dogs with a long whip,
whilst he holds the reins in his other hand ; and they run swifter than horses,

day and night, as we were credibly informed. These things, which we have

related, God granted us, after much desire, to behold with our own eyes ; and we
have written them, one by one, for the benefit of our hearers, and that they may
ever and at all times kindly remember us. The next year, when we were staying

in the city of Moscow by the Emperor s command, in those days there came

from this province of Siberia many tribes of Tartars, of a strange habit
; some

of them resembling the Yozbeks in the length of their beards, and the fulness of

theii dress, which was peculiarly rich. We conversed with them in the Turkish
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language ; and they told us that they had to pay a tribute to the Emperor, every

year, of three thousand dinars ; for which they brought him rhubarb and musk

of the first quality, which he sells to the Franks. They related, that the wild

animal which produces musk is found in the deserts which are between Siberia

and Tartary. Here these persons are under great restraint, and are not allowed

to walk about by themselves : they must have janissaries following them
; nor

does any one speak a single word with them, but in the greatest secrecy, as we

did. After they had presented their tribute to the Emperor, they began to sell,

secretly, musk-water, which they had brought with them, at twenty-two dinars

the Pfund. The Muscovites do not like it, and do not drink it : for this reason

it was very cheap. The Persians buy it from the Siberians, at forty dinars
;
but

at present there were none of them here. They told us that they had formerly

mosques, built of stone ; and minarets, which this Patriarch Nicon had sent and

destroyed. They call churches, Monasteries
;
and Christians they call Cossacks.

The country of Sin (
t
.;
xo) they call Chin

(^A-),
and Pachin

Q^*sJ) ; and Khota

(iLi.) they call Khotakhotay. They told us that these countries were distant

from their native land more than three years journey. They call the Sultan

of Tartary and the Emperor of China, infidels*. They said that the Emperor
of Dhahab (L-^&JJ! ^ILL,)

was their near neighbour.

SECT. IV.

ACCOUNT OF TARTAEY. TREATY BETWEEN THE TARTARS
AND THE RUSSIANS.

To return: The Patriarch then informed our master concerning the Queen of

Khota and Khotaya, and how she had recently sent to pay her respects to the

Emperor. The Muscovites call the country of Khota and Khotaya (&amp;lt;uL&amp;gt;-X
m their

language, Kitaska (^XJk^). He mentioned, that of the blessed Cossacks, before

spoken of, who were employed in the conquest of this country, about forty

men set out, with muskets, in the direction of the East, in search of adventures.

After they had spent a long time in their travels, they arrived at the port of the

above-mentioned country. When the troops guarding this port beheld them,

they were seized with great fear : for the latter immediately discharged their

muskets, and the former fell to the ground. When they arose, they conducted

the Cossacks, with great civility, to their Queen. She, as they said, was a widow,

Hail!
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and governed the kingdom, with a little son. When she saw them, she was

much amazed ; and after having entertained them at a banquet., and made them

presents, she requested them to discharge their muskets
; upon which all the

people of the city were struck with dread, and feared them greatly. They
afterwards found interpreters, and she asked them concerning their kingdom.

They told her that it was of high degree, and possessed numerous armies.

She wondered that there should be found in the universe another world besides

her own : for these people thought that they were alone in the universal world.

Blessed be God ! and exalted be His name ! She said to them :

&quot;

There is a

prophecy in writing among us, that the White Emperor is destined to subdue all

the kingdoms of the earth. Is it, perchance, your Emperor?&quot;
!

Yes,&quot; replied

they ;

&quot;

and he has subdued a vast portion of it
already.&quot;

On this, she stooped to

entreaty, and said:
&quot;

Perhaps you will become mediators between us, to present

to him our submission, and to entreat him to defend us against our enemies, by

sending us troops with muskets, like yourselves, for our protection : on our part,

we will send him our treasures.&quot; They asked her, therefore, to send with them

an Ambassador ; and they came with him to the Emperor, bringing, among the

presents, some ingots of silver. They told us, that silver is as common in that

country as stones ; and that the tiles of the houses are all made of it, instead of

clay or wood ;
for the whole soil of their land is pregnant with silver. The

Emperor wished much to send and have some quantities of this silver brought

to him ;
and the Ambassador was dismissed, after the Emperor had treated him

with kindness, and consented to the wishes of the Queen. They calculated that

they should have three whole years to travel
; and that though the silver were

gold, they should have more trouble and expense with it than it was worth :

they therefore desisted from the undertaking. The Emperor wished to send the

Queen some troops ;
but none were found willing to go, on account of the length

of the march. The Queen also desired to send the Emperor an army, to fight

with bows and arrows and spears : but again, they calculated that the distance

was too great ; and that they would have three years to go, and three to return,

a thing not to be attempted. These Cossacks brought with them some captives;

who said that in their country there were churches, and bells, which they are

perpetually ringing ; and they perform a certain worship ; but no one knows

to whom their worship is directed; for their religion, which was formerly

Christian, has now been forgotten, through length of time. Thus mention is

made, in the ancient TOMTIXOV of a Patriarch of Antioch, concerning one of the

VOL. II. D
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four Catholic regions ; saying,
&quot; The third Catholic region is Khota and

Khotaya;&quot; an evidence of the truth of which assertion was manifested on this

occasion, in the established fact of their ringing bells for worship. As we had

a foundation to go upon, in the writings we had with us, we told them that they

were dependent on the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Antioch ; and they were

much surprised. The Patriarch above mentioned relates, that he sent them five

hundred priests, who were engaged in baptizing them day and night. He says,
&quot;

They sent to inform me, that they were baptizing every day upwards of twenty

thousand persons.
&quot; Thus he writes ; whether truly or falsely, we know not :

God best knows. This country, according to their account, is beyond the Ocean,

rising like a cluster of towers on the brink of the sea. But towards Muscovy

they have no other way but by land. Thus they said that the King of Spain

(UiUJ) had subdued one side of their continent, and that all his silver came from

their territory. As for the Sultan of Dhahab and his country, they are situated

near to Outer Siberia, between the north and east. This prince submitted in

the time of the present Emperor of Muscovy s father. It was the Cossacks who

conquered his country, and reduced him to obedience. He sends to the Em

peror., every year, a treasure of gold ingots, from the mines there ; saddles, made

of gold wire and brocade, c.
;
fine horses ;

and armour of surprising beauty, made

of the purest yellow copper, harder than steel. The length of time required for

performing the journey to this country is said to be about a year. The people

are ugly in their appearance, and wilder than the Lobani, with large clubs of

wood perpetually hanging at their necks. In Turkish, their sovereign is named

Altoon Padishahy (^blijU ^yil),
or the King of Gold. He is said to be of the

sect of Hanifa : for before the conquest of this country by the Emperor Ivan, on

the north and east of it, all were Hanifites, that is, Moslems. Even in the

heart of this very city of Moscow were Tartar kings, at the time of Basil the

Macedonian.

After this prince had sent his sister to Vladimir, king of Kiov, and all that

country had been baptized by the hands of St. Peter, whom we have already

mentioned, the saint came to this city of Moscow, which was in the possession

of the Tartars, and performed here great prodigies. For this reason they loved

him much, and believed every thing he told them : yet, when he saw that they

did not embrace the faith of Christ, he said to them :

&quot;

Behold, I will shew you
a sign from before the Lord ; fire, to burn you ; and water, to drown this your

city !&quot; They arose, therefore, and departed from it for a period, and believed in
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him
;
and finally removed to the confines of the province of Cazan. Upon this,

he immediately sent to summon King Vladimir with his army ; and gave into his

hands this city, with all its possessions, without trouble or slaughter. After this

they became powerful, and conquered many countries. This Vladimir had

twelve sons, each of whom he made king in his respective territory. He built

many cities, of which one is still called by his name. Thus the provinces

became divided from that time ;
and were partitioned, to the number of seventy,

as we have before mentioned, until the time of the reign of the Emperor Ivan.

Afterwards, St. Peter effected a treaty between the Russians and the Tartars ;

and imposed, in favour of the latter, a tribute on Vladimir and his sons, which

they were to pay to the Tartars annually,, till they should be remunerated for

the cession of their territory ; pronouncing anathemas on the party who should

break the treaty. It is this saint who built the second wall of the city, outside

the palace : for in the time of the Tartars, nothing existed but the castle, which

is now the palace. The treaty continued in force between the two nations till

the time of the Emperor Ivan ;
when this prince marched and conquered Cazan,

and forced those who survived the conflict to seek refuge in Astrachan. After

he had taken this town also, the inhabitants all fled to the Tartar country, which

is still in their possession; namely, Crim, Baghchehserai, Kifa, &c. From

Astrachan to Crim, the residence of the Khan, it is only fifteen days journey.

The Tartars had under their government all the lands and countries which lie

to the north of the stream which runs from Potiblia to Moscow
; and they are

still called by their names. Over these the princes of Muscovy prevailed by

artifice, in the following manner. Between the two nations were lands lying

waste and deserted, for the distance of forty or fifty days journey. Each Em

peror used to send and build a castle ;
and then, inclosing the surrounding

country, and portioning it out into farms, he thus took possession of the ter

ritory ;
for the Tartars had not strength sufficient to ward off the encroachment :

till the time of this Emperor, who, during his reign, has built thirteen castles,

and called them by his name ;
besides the forts and towers which he has erected

on the borders of the trenches dug by his orders between his territory and

theirs. The main trench, they informed us, is very deep and broad : it is five

thousand versts in length ; that is, from the vicinity of Potiblia to the mouth of

the great river Volga : it is very skilfully fenced, all along its banks, with wooden

railing : on it he has built thirty large forts
;
and at every thirty versts is found a

tower, with a garrison of five hundred men. They say that the whole number
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of troops composing these garrisons amount to about sixty thousand men, and

that is the utmost : however, it is well known that one hundred and fifty

thousand are exchanged every six months They have built for themselves here,

towns, and laid out farms and corn-fields, on lands which were before waste and

deserted. On this account, since the beginning of the reign of this Emperor,

they no longer turn their longing eyes to their own country ; as the Tartar

territory is so extensive and so near to Moscow, and is now entirely within

the power of the Muscovites. Whereas then, formerly, Crim, which is the govern

ment-seat of the Khan, was about forty days journey from Moscow, it is now

within five days journey of the Emperor s frontier. For the reason above

stated, the Emperor still pays every year, in money, sables, ermine, vestments,

&c. to the Khan and the Mirzas, some say to the amount of twelve thousand

piastres. Others say, that the tribute was at first, in the time of St. Peter and

afterwards, forty thousand dinars ; but at present, in the reign of this Emperor,
the whole thing has been broken up, and he only sends them a very trivial sum,

about twelve thousand dinars ; and this, not through fear of them, but for the

rent of their lands, which the Muscovites have taken possession of : and were it

not for the anathema of St. Peter, they would have cut off the whole tribute.

The former Emperors knew not how to manage affairs as the present does
;

who has made a boundary between himself and the Tartars, by the vast trench

we have mentioned, and by castles, towers, batteries, and the large armies he

keeps perpetually in garrison to guard his frontier. It is now about ten years
since he ascended the throne

; and during that time the Tartars have not once

trespassed on his territory, nor taken from him a single captive, being wholly
destitute of strength. During the two years that we were in the country, he

entertained a wish to cut off entirely the tribute paid them
; but through the

breaking out of the war between him and his enemies the Poles, he did not do

it
; knowing how many millions of treasure the Poles had promised the Tartars,

if they would march to their assistance. Afterwards, the Poles laughed at the

Tartars, and gave them nothing.
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SECT. V.

TREATMENT OF FOREIGN AMBASSADORS IN MUSCOVY. EXPULSION OF

THE ARMENIANS, AND ENGLISH. TRADE OF THE ENGLISH.

FOR the security of the treaty between the Tartars and the Muscovites, there

comes, at the beginning of every year, an Ambassador from the Tartars, accom

panied by a suite of fifty persons, who stay at Moscow a whole year, as hostages.

After the arrival of another Ambassador to succeed him, he takes the tribute and

departs. Thus also, on the part of the Muscovites, an Ambassador, accompanied

by a Secretary, two Interpreters, and a numerous suite, is sent to the Khan, and

stays with him a year. The Muscovites do not permit the Tartar Ambassador

to leave their frontier till the Muscovite Ambassador comes away from the

Tartar country ; so that the two Ambassadors meet on the road. The residence

of the Tartar Ambassador in Moscow is without the wall of earth, where he is

very strictly watched by a numerous guard of janissaries : these never permit

any person to go in to see him or any of his suite ;
and when any of them go

out to purchase in the market what they want, each of them is accompanied by

a janissary with his halberd, who never quits him for a moment. They are

never allowed by any means to enter the gate of the castle, that is, the palace ;

nor is any person permitted to speak with them. Whenever the Ambassador is

presented to the Emperor, either on his arrival, or when he wishes to depart,

janissaries are drawn up in great numbers on both sides of the road, in their red

dresses, to astonish him. They do not take him back, on his departure, by the

road which he came from his own country, but by a different route ;
for the

knowledge of the Muscovites, and their artifice and cunning, are not found in any

other nation whatsoever ; as we were told by some Greek merchants, who had

passed backwards and forwards, and had formerly accompanied hither the

Turkish Ambassador, at the time there was amity between the two nations.

These merchants told us, that the Muscovites had led the Ambassador, on his

return, by a quite different road from that by which they had conducted him to

their capital, that he might not become acquainted with the roads and countries ;

nor did they lead him by any thing like a direct road, but made him take vast

circuits, with the intention of making him believe that their territory is immense.

When he arrived near the city, they came out to meet him, to the distance of

seven versts, and lined both sides of the way with janissaries, to the very hall

where the Emperor sat ; besides dispatching a number of troops to march before
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him. Their whole intention in this was, to astonish him with the multitude of

their military forces. Thus they do with all Ambassadors, whether they come

from the Redhead (Persian ^il^s) ;
from the Emperor of the Germans, Caesar ;

from Sweden (Ui la^) ;
from England (1/xdXJl);

from the Fleming (^UJj); or

from any other state. Though their road be but the distance of a month s

journey, they lead them round a circuit of several months. The Tartar

Ambassador is allowed everyday, for himself and suite, a horse, which the Tartars

kill and eat according to their custom ;
besides sheep, fowls, liquors, and so forth.

The Turkish Embassy is allowed daily ten sheep, an ox, twenty fowls, five

ducks, and as many geese ;
besides ten okas of butter, and ten of honey and wax

wood, sherbet, &c. Over and above these allowances, they and their suites are

furnished with a certain number of copecks daily. In the same manner is treated

the Ambassador of the Redhead (Persian) ; and every other Ambassador, in pro

portion to the number of attendants following them from their own country
:

indeed, every thing they ask for they obtain. AVith none however of these

Ambassadors do they at all mix ; regarding as unclean all foreigners of a different

religion from theirs, and holding them in the greatest abhorrence : so that, not

even does any one of the common people venture to enter the house of a Frank

merchant, to buy any thing of him
; but he must apply at his shop in the market :

otherwise the police-officers instantly seize him; saying :

&quot;

So you went in there

to become a Frank !&quot; As for the whole class of priests and monks, not one of them

ever dares to speak with a Frank or foreigner, on any occasion whatsoever ; and

over them there is a particularly strict watch. In this city are many Franks from

Germany, and Sweden, and of the English nation; merchants with their families

and children, who formerly resided within the walls, in the centre of the town.

But this Patriarch has recently driven them out ;
for he bears an immense hatred

and animosity against all heretics. The immediate cause of this was, that when

he passed in procession through the streets of the city, he observed these persons

not taking off their caps, nor crossing their foreheads to the crosses and pictures.

As soon as he had ascertained that they were Franks, disguised in the Muscovite

dress, he forced the Emperor to drive them out
; not only from this city, but

from all the towns and from all the fortresses and castles, causing them to dwell

without the walls, excepting only those who offered themselves to be baptized.

They destroyed also the churches which these foreigners possessed from the

most ancient times, together with the mosques of the Tartars ;
nor did they

permit them to build others, among themselves,, outside. Among them they
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particularly distinguished the Armenians, dwelling at Astrachan, whose churches

they laid waste, and whom they compelled to take up their abode without the

town. By these means they forced them, with others of their tribes, to be

baptized publicly, both day and night. It is said that one of them was a very

great merchant, and Interpreter at the court of the Emperor. When the imperial

order was issued by the Patriarch, that they should put off the Muscovite dress

which they had adopted, and, clothing themselves in their usual garments, should

shave their beards according to their custom, this merchant, who had a very

long and large white beard, and was ashamed to shave it off, sent to offer the

Patriarch a fine of fifty thousand dinars, to permit him to retain it, that he might

not incur scorn and disgrace among men for the remainder of his life. But the

Patriarch absolutely refused ; for he stood in no want of the money ; as how

should he, in a town of this magnitude, governed only by two persons, himself

and the Emperor ? The only answer he returned was,
&quot; Be baptized ; become

like one of us.&quot; The merchant however resisted : and the Armenians were all

expelled to a man. They had vast princely palaces, built of stone, delighting

the eye of the beholder, which they were forced to sell to the Muscovites.

There are in this city resident Consuls from the King of England, from the

King of the Flemings, from Germany, and from Sweden, as there are residing

with us at Aleppo. When the English (jKj!)
some time ago rose against then-

king and put him to death, this Emperor Alexius was enraged at them for being

perfidious to their sovereign, and sent and drove them out from every part of

his dominions ;
until now, that the new king has sent him a Great Ambassador,

to reconcile his heart ;
and we obtained a sight of him. All their ships come to

Archangel, which is a port of the empire, on the shore of the Great Ocean ; in

which is an immense fort, called by the name of St. Michael the Archangel. It

was anciently in their hands ;
but Czar Ivan conquered it from them. They bring

to Moscow all kinds of merchandise ;
loads of Cretan wine Q^AL^ I) ; and wines

from Spain and France, and from their own country, of various sorts, at half a

dollar the oka ; oil, olives, nuts, sugar, biscuit, glass, cassia fistularis, &c. ; house

furniture, clothing, and other European goods. From the Russians they take sables

with the tails, ermine, ^J Ij^Jl jjU. us ^^lj which they stamp with gold in

their country and afterwards export to them and to us, together with fish-teeth.

At the feast of the Assumption of Our Lady, on the fifteenth of August, is held a

great fair, for buying and selling ; when the Muscovite merchants repair to the

English with their merchandise, which they sell to them, and purchase theirs.
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These goods the Russians do not transport thence till the winter season
;
when

they set out in their sledges, about the feast of St. Demetrius, and arrive at

Moscow upon St. Nicolas day. The Government derives great advantage from

this commerce, by the custom-house duties
;

for the merchants are said to bring

to the customs large barrels of piastres and gold coin, on account of the multitude

of bargains which are made; on which the customs take ten per cent, both from

the foreigner and from the merchants of the country. The principal commodity

which the English carry away in their ships is wheat and rye (fariza l^j) ; for

the food of the Frank countries is all supplied from the provisions of this. The

Emperor gives them the wheat and the rye, and receives from them steel coats of

mail of wonderful beauty, called jabakhanah (&amp;lt;xJl^U^) 5
arms of all kinds, &c. : these

are the articles which he wants from them. We were informed that the distance

of the great islands of England from Archangel, when the wind is favourable, is

fifteen days voyage. They are three magnificent islands, near each other, in

the midst of the ocean, eight thousand miles in circumference. The first is

called Ingliterra (juiXjl), the second Filondra (ljiUi), and the third Scotsia,

In the Emperor s court are found persons who have been released from cap

tivity, who are acquainted with our country every span, and the whole world as

well. For this reason they become Interpreters. One of them was constantly

with us, who knew twelve languages : he knew Arabic of Egypt, Turkish of

Constantinople, and the various European languages ;
and he was by birth and

origin a Muscovite.

Note, that in four different places a great fair is held, on the festival of the

Assumption of Our Lady, on the fifteenth of August : the first is held in the

Russian territory, to which merchants of Bursa resort, and is called the Dolian

(^Ulj-ali) ;
the second in the celebrated Monastery of Petcherske, in the country

of the Cossacks
;

the third in a monastery in a town called Sinska, under the

government of the Muscovites, between their frontier and that of the Poles ;

the fourth in Archangel ;
and all four in four magnificent monasteries dedi

cated to the Assumption of Our Lady.
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SECT. VI.

ACCOUNT OF CIRCASSIA AND GEORGIA. HISTORY OF TIMOURAS KHAN,
AND THE QUEEN HELENA.

HAVING finished our account of this northern side of the Russian Empire,
we now revert to the completion of our account of the country of Cazan, and
that of Astrachan. As we have already mentioned, the largest tribe of these

Tartars is the tribe called Bashkird (j/b) ; for they inhabit from the confines

of Cazan, as far as the frontier of Siberia. The Emperor takes the kharadge
from all this people, of ten per cent, on their horses, camels, oxen, sheep, and
such like. The Voivodes of these countries oppress them much. The city of

Bagdad is near to that ofAstrachan. The Georgians have two ways to Moscow;
one by land, the other by the Caspian Sea; only that the latter is much exposed
to danger ; and when they have attained a port of safety, they arrive next at

the Demir Capy (^ ^.Jj,) or the Iron Gate, which Iskander built between
two mountains, (the edge of the side of which mountains is like a sword,) that

none might pass hence to the frontier of Crim, which is the residence of the Khan
of the Tartars. He built here also a castle, which is in the hands of the Persians

to this time. Whoever passes, must necessarily pass by this gate ; from which to

the frontier of Georgia is a distance of fifteen days journey, that is, to the frontier

of Timouras Khan. It is the custom for the Emperors of Muscovy to send this

prince a great quantity of treasure, besides sables, arms, and so forth. Two years

ago, this Emperor sent him three Ambassadors together, accompanied by seven

hundred men. With them he sent three hundred and seventy-seven soroks of the

finest sables, each sorok worth three hundred dinars, more or less. He sent with

them, also, forty thousand Spanish dollars, ten thousand pieces of gold coin,
and arms and furniture. These he dispatched in ships to the aforesaid

Timouras Khan. When they arrived at Astrachan, they removedthemselves on
board vessels of the Caspian Sea : upon reaching the middle of which, there arose

against them a wind and a great storm ; and whereas this sea is very difficultof

navigation, from the quantity of rocks which are spread in it and enclose it on

every side and, being very narrow, has gained the title of sea, only because its

waves swell like those of the ocean they found no place of refuge ; their vessels

were wrecked, with them on board ; and they all sank to the bottom. Only
twenty or thirty of them were saved, and got to land in a state of nakedness.

These, walking forward, came to the city of Shamakh, and were kindly treated by
VOL. I/. E
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the Governor, as there existed great amity between this people and the Emperor.

The Governor sent to inform the Shah of what had happened ; this town being

under his government. The Shah immediately sent an answer to him, com

manding him to use the Muscovites very kindly, and to rouse the peasants near

the sea, to collect their effects together. They collected therefore all that could

be found ; and the Governor dispatched with them a company of men, to conduct

them to the residence of Timouras Khan. They sent also to inform the Empe
ror of what had happened, expressing how sorry Timouras Khan was that it

had not been in his power to prevent it. When the Emperor heard this, he

dispatched another portion of treasure to him, and sent with it another body of

men. It is their custom, when they send an embassy in this manner to a distant

country like Georgia, to place three persons at its head, one above the other. In

like manner, they treble the appointments of Secretaries and Interpreters ; so that

if any of them happen to die, the others succeed to their places. When these per

sons had passed the sea, and, having landed, were nearly approaching the confines

of Georgia, it fell out that the principal Envoy died. Observe the contrarieties

which at this time perplexed Timouras Khan ! first, the murder of his son ;

secondly, the seizure by the Persians of his throne and country ; thirdly, what hap

pened to these Envoys, the first and second time. This last misfortune compelled

the Muscovites to halt where they were; and they sent one of the Greek Monks,

who were with Timouras Khan, as a courier to the Emperor, to inform him of the

death of the Ambassador, and to inquire who it was his pleasure should act in

his stead. This Greek Monk is now, during this Great Lent, arrived at Moscow.

He came to pay his respects to our master the Patriarch, having known him

when Metropolitan of Aleppo ;
and we asked him in how many days he had

come from Georgia to Moscow. He told us that he had been eighty days on the

road, though he used the utmost diligence, riding post, and taking fresh horses

at every place he came to. He told us that he had ruined five and twenty

horses, and that he rode during these eighty days without stopping day or night.

He observed that the road is particularly difficult, with high mountains to pass ;

and beset with much dread on the side of Circassia, whence issue many robbers,

who not only strip travellers, but make them captives, and sell them to the Per

sians and Tartars. For this reason, travellers prefer the passage by sea, though

attended with so much danger of shipwreck. One side of the Circassian country

is subject to the Persian Emperor ;
but the remainder of it rebels against

him. Each of the Chiefs is independent, and has none to rule over him. He
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said, that at ti mes he was escorted by five hundred horse, to protect him from

danger, though passing through a country subject to the Emperor. The road,

he said, from Moscow to Georgia was similar to that from Moscow to Constan

tinople ; as he knew, having travelled both. Subsequently, after Easter, the

Emperor dispatched with him an Ambassador, in a vessel on the river.

When the Emperor received intelligence that the Persians had marched

against Timouras Khan, and were making war upon him and seizing his terri

tory, after having killed his son David, he was much enraged ;
and immediately

sent to the Shah an embassy ; saying :

&quot; From ancient times until now, there

never arose any war between us : why then have you now marched and made war

upon my territory and subjects ?&quot; When the Shah saw the violenceof his rage,

he had recourse to a denial, and sent to reconcile him; saying: &quot;We two are

brothers. Till this moment, I had no knowledge of what has past : but I have

at length been informed, that it is one of my Governors, in rebellion against me,

who has been guilty of this transaction. For your sake, therefore, I have sent

to order him that he retire from the Georgian territory, and restore Timouras

Khan to his
place.&quot;

We were indeed informed that very great and continual

friendship has always existed, from ancient times, between the Emperors of

Muscovy and the Shahs of Persia. The present Shah styles the Emperor his

brother, as their age is equal : it is said that they were born on the same day.

Their age is now seven and twenty. In consequence of the great amity which

we have mentioned as subsisting between the two states, when the grandfather

of the present Shah, called Shah Abbas, thirty-two years ago, subdued the capital

of Georgia, and found the shirt of Our Lord the Messiah in one of the large

churches, he immediately sent it to the late Emperor Michael, father of the

present, together with all they had plundered of sacerdotal robes, most of which

were adorned with gems and pearls. When the King of France heard of this, he

sent to promise the Shah much treasure, and two large cities with every thing in

them, which belonged to him, if he would give him the shirt. In like manner, the

rest of the Franks, who were around him, made him large promises; but he

refused them all, saying :

&quot;

I shall send it to my brother, the Emperor of Mus

covy.&quot;
In our country, we heard that he divided it into two, and gave one-half

to the King of Spain, the other to the Emperor of Muscovy. But this report is

not true : for we saw it afterwards on Good-Friday, and worshipped and kissed

it. It is in its original shrine, adorned with gems, with its Georgian inscription.

The shrine is smaller than a neatly-written Missal, and about the size of one of its
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pages, with two and twenty lines only, in length and breadth : but it is more

elegantly shaped and thinner than a Missal. The divine shirt is of fine brown

linen, filling the case, so that the cover shuts with difficulty upon it. Such a

treasure, infinitely above all price, which all the Christian Princes sighed for,

thus fell to the lot of the Emperor of Muscovy !

To return : Then the Emperor sent a message to Timouras Khan, requesting

him to send over to him the wife of his son David, who was now become a widow,

together with her son Nicolas, that he might comfort her heart, and marry her

son to his eldest daughter, Eudocia : for the Emperors of Muscovy love this

Timouras Khan and his children exceedingly, and style him King ; knowing that

he is of ancient origin in his demesnes, from the time of his remote ancestors.

When we afterwards arrived in Georgia, in the year Seven thousand one hundred

and seventy-three from the creation of Adam, the people told us, that the

progeny of Timouras Khan ascends as high as David the King and Prophet.

They say that David of Kerbela, prince of Georgia, who made war against Basil

the Macedonian Emperor of Greece, was one of their ancestors : but the other

four Principalities which exist at this time in Georgia have no remote origin.

The second distinction is, that these latter sell their children and subjects to

foreigners. But of Timouras Khan nothing was ever heard, except that he

employed his wealth in the redemption of Christian captives. On this account

they send him, every now and then, as of late, treasures of great value, accom

panied with presents to each of his grandees. On the occasion we have been

recording, he obeyed the injunction of the Emperor, and sent him his son s wife,

called the Queen Helena (&lo&), with the Vasilopulo, or Prince s son, Nicolas.

He dispatched with them a great retinue of servant-men and girls. When they

came to the middle of the frightful desert, it is said that the Shah received

information of them, and sent five hundred men on horseback to take them, and

make them captives, and seize this valuable treasure. But he was deceived in

his expectations : though his troops fell in with them, and fought with them.

Afterwards, when we passed, by order of the Emperor, from Georgia to Muscovy
a second time, we learnt that the person who went out against them was an

Amir, called Shimkhal (JU^~), the governor of Dhaghistan, a country inhabited

by tribes of Lesgis and Comocks
(j^oyill),

and extending from the borders of

Kakht and Tosh to the vicinity of the river of the Ghanam (*JUJ1), the bound of

a Turkish fort. As the troops accompanying the Queen were few in number, the

Persians defeated them, and, having killed the greatest part, made the whole of
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the suite prisoners. When the Queen saw what was passing, she cut off her

hair instantly, and, clothing herself and her son in poor garments, fled away.

It was in the night-time the attack was made
;
and it was the darkness which

saved her and a few of her people. Whilst the others were fighting, these

made their escape with her
;
and day had not dawned before she arrived at the

Turkish fort. Thence they escorted her to Astrachan, and afterwards to

Moscow ; forwarding intelligence to the Emperor of what had taken place. The

Emperor immediately sent, to the travellers, princely robes for their journey, and

troops to accompany them
;
and when the Queen arrived near the city, he made

her halt till night came on. Then he caused all the roads and the whole city,

through joy of her arrival,, to be illuminated with wax torches ; so that the entire

country seemed covered with a stream of fire. We will complete the account

of this affair in its proper place.

SECT. VII.

ACCOUNT OF THE CHURCH BELLS, T07FERS, AND CUPOLAS, IN MOSCOW.

To return : The number of the steps of this belfry, in which is the great

bell, is one hundred and forty-four. Thus, within and all round it are many

apartments. From this tower they pass to the place where are the two bells

appropriated to the week-days and eves of festivals ; to the Church of the

Nativity ; and to this high belfry ;
as they are all in one row. The late Czar

Ivan, during his reign, founded for the support and service of these towers and

bells, after he had erected them, one hundred and twenty houses, as habitations

accompanied with pensions, for the men who, every week in rotation, come and

pass a day and night in these chambers in the tower, to attend to the ringing of

the bells. On the great festivals, and on the days that processions go forth,

when all the bells are rung, the whole of them attend. Such is the way in

which they manage the ringing of these bells. Note, that near the outside of

the corner of the sanctuary, in the Great Church, is a small bell, with a person to

attend to it : and when it is time to toll the bell, in winter after the second

hour, in summer after the third or fourth, this man comes and rings this bell

once. The men above, who are ready on the watch, as soon as they hear it

begin to toll the large bell by the clapper, for the space of an hour. On the

entrance of the Patriarch into the church, this man comes and rings this small
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bell, twice ; and when the others hear it, they cease their ringing, till the Clergy
have recited all the Hours, to the end. When the mass begins, the man carries

out the small bell, so that they above can hear it
; upon which, knowing that it

is mass-time, they begin to chime the bells, one by one. Then the persons

standing in this lofty belfry answer them with all the middle-sized bells together ;

and the others, at the same time, with their day-bell, three times. If it is a

Sunday, or a great festival, they finish with all the great bells
; together with this

huge bell, the sound of which issues forth like the rolling of thunder. As the

situation of the Castle of the Kremlin is very high, commanding an extensive

prospect even over the fields and distant villages, this place having been formerly

a steep hill, and being still of very considerable ascent on all sides, the voices

of these bells are heard, not only to the extremities of the city, but in the

neighbouring villages. This huge and lofty belfry, the top of which is gilt, is

seen at a great distance
;
and though the country round the city is flat, without

any rising ground, yet the spectator beholds it at a vast interval, particularly

when the rays of the rising or setting sun fall upon its cupola. We saw it from

a distance of ten versts. What people assert, as to their seeing it at a distance

of two days
*
journey, is all imagination. On this subject, the late Metropolitan

Isa, in his poem, says : &quot;In the palace of the Emperor are twenty-five cupolas

of
gold.&quot;

He then exaggerates the distance at which their glitter is perceived,

so far as to say :

&quot; And at the distance of two days journey is beheld the beauty
of their lustre.

&quot; Then he says of the great bell :

&quot; And at the distance of two

days journey its voice is heard.&quot; We however neither saw nor heard, but at

the distance, at most, of ten of our miles. Of the five and twenty cupolas we

have mentioned, the Sobor Church has five
;
the Church of the Annunciation,

nine; the Empress s church above, which is dedicated to St. Catharine, has

two ;
near it a church, named after St. Ann, has two : behind the court of the

palace is a lofty church, which has a large gilt cupola, dedicated to the Nativity

of Our Lady, which we afterwards went to see ;
this high belfry has also its

cupola : in the Monastery of the Chodaby, over the Tomb of St. Alexius, are

two cupolas ; the large one immediately over his tomb
; the other small one

over the sanctuary : behind the Empress s palace is another church with two

cupolas ; and outside the palace, in the middle of the town, is another cupola
over the church of the Entrance of Our Lady into the Temple. The whole of

these cupolas, gilt with gold, is five and twenty, remaining from that time until

the moment of our finishing this chapter.

* The Arabic text has ^^L two hours
;
but this is probably an error of the pen for

JUojJ*
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To return : The tolling of the bells in the evening, in like manner, is at the

signal of the person who rings the small bell
; and it is continued a short time,

till the entrance of the Patriarch into the church. When he has informed them

of this, they strike a number of the bells together once ; and this is the announce

ment of Vespers. In the same way, in the night-time, he makes his signal ; on

which they ring the appointed bell for a considerable while, to rouse the whole

city, to get up and ring the bells of their respective churches ; nor do they cease,

in the common churches, from midnight till morning. The ringers aloft, at the

signal of him below that the Patriarch has entered the church, discontinue

their ringing till the time when the Lauds, or morning prayers, begin ; of which

he gives them notice, and then they ring the appointed bells, both large and

small, according to custom. When it is a Sunday or a festival of Our Lord,

they finish, as we said before, with the huge bell, ringing it for some length of

time. With it they ring also all the rest of the bells, at the time of the

Iio\v^oLiov
,
three times: once only at the reading of the Gospel (Uxiyl Jos- il!).

The regulation for their rising to night prayers, in the winter season, when it is not

a festival of our Lord, is, that they ring the appointed bell at the eleventh hour

during the long nights : if it is Sunday, or a distinguished festival, they ring the

bell at the ninth hour. In the summer season, when the nights are short, they

ring for evening prayers before nightfall, after nine o clock ; and for morning

prayers, at four of the night, throughout the week. But on the eves of Sundays

and festivals, they ring them at nightfall, before the first hour of the night is

past. On this account we suffered great torment, and excessive watching and

discomfort : particularly on the eves of Sundays and festivals, of which latter

there is an almost continual succession, we were much annoyed with the ringing

of the bells, at the sound of which the very earth trembled, and that being

uninterrupted from midnight till break of day; for in this city are some

thousands of churches. As to their precise number, after much inquiry of

others, I at length asked the Patriarch s Archdeacon how many churches there

were : he answered, that there were more than four thousand. But the chapels

or sacristies, in which mass is every day performed, are more than ten thousand :

for every church in this town has three sacristies, or more ; and every church,

however small and poor it is, has ten large and small bells hung over its
gate^

which they ring successively ; but on Sundays and festivals, and on stated nights,

they ring them all at once. How expansive this is to the heart of a Christian !

when perhaps in Constantinople and Antioch together there are not two

thousand churches, nor two thousand bells.
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SECT. VIII.

PAY OF THE CLERGY. CHARACTER AND ANECDOTES OF THE EMPEROR.

EVERY Priest in this city has his stipend from the Emperor, of two roubles

annually : the Deacon has one rouble : there is one rouble allowed to the

candle-lighter ;
and six copecks are allowed for the preparation and baking of

the host, or sacrifice. Those churches which have no peasants that pay them

rent, are provided for by the Emperor. The pastors of the churches are

accustomed to go round to the houses of their flock, several times in the year,

to perform the Polychronion, and to receive their fee : these seasons are from

the Nativity till the Feast of the Immersion ; on that festival, and at the beginning

of every month ; at Easter, and on the festivals of their respective churches.

The regularity of all the Muscovites, both rich and poor, in their attendance at

church, is very great and constant. Their love for great Metanoias, which they

repeat over and over again, and for holy images, is beyond all description.

Perhaps they surpass even the Saints themselves in the number of their prayers.

These devout persons are not merely the common people, the poor, the plough

men, the women, the girls, and the children
;
but also the Ministers as well, and

the Grandees of the empire, with their ladies. We have already mentioned

the excellent qualities of their Emperor and Empress, who are the leaders of

the nation in religious observances : how then should the courtiers be otherwise

than devout ? We were informed, that one of the excellencies of this monarch is,

that on all the days of the year when the festival of any Saint is kept who has

a church dedicated to him in this city, (and they are so many, that their festivals

run through the whole year, and even double over,) he is accustomed to go to

the festivals of most of the principal Saints, in their appropriate churches, on foot,

abstaining from the use of his carriage, through love and veneration for them.

He stands up from the beginning of the mass to the end, with his head unco

vered, like one of the people, bowing continually in Metanoias, and striking his

forehead on the ground before the picture of the Saint, in weeping and lamenta

tion ; and this in the presence of the whole assembly. Within his palace, and

in the society of his Empress, he is said with her to use his constant endeavour

to walk more holily even than the manners of the Saints, by patient watching,

and persevering prayer, in his church, during the length of the night. What

we here relate, we partly heard from others, and partly saw with our own eyes.
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In its proper place, we will give an account of what the Emperor did in this

first week of Lent. The Interpreters told us, that he had asked the Patriarch

of Jerusalem, when he had met him at dinner,, saying :

&quot; O Batiotchka !&quot; (for he

is accustomed to address the Heads of the Clergy by this appellation, which

signifies Father )

&quot;

I have been informed concerning Vasili Beg of Moldavia, that

he is a very rich man ; that he is gentle ;
and fond of building churches, and

giving away in charity. But is it true, that he stands in church with his calpack

on his head, without ever taking it off?&quot; The Patriarch answered :

&quot;

Yes, it is

true
;

for I myself observed that he never took off his calpack at all, except at

the time the Gospel was read and the body of Our Lord was carried round.

This, as I afterwards learnt, was for two reasons : the one was for his greater

magnificence ;
the other, because he had become gray, and was in the constant

practice of dyeing his beard and part of his hair black, that he might appear

young. For this reason he was ashamed to uncover his head; for the hair

under his calpack was white, whilst his beard, &c. was dyed black.&quot; Observe,

reader, whoever you are, that have any love for Christ, the remarkable circum

stance, that a question was asked concerning such a matter by an Emperor of

Muscovy !

&quot;

When,&quot; said the Interpreter,
&quot;

he had ascertained this fact from

the Patriarch, he raised both his hands to heaven, and uttered, from the bottom

of his heart : O Lengthener of his days ! how is it that Thou cuttest not off the

life of this man, who dares thus to stand before Thee ? And this proved to

be a denunciation of the Emperor against Vasili ;
for about this time happened

to him what happened. Observe these circumstances, which are sufficiently

awful to turn the hair of an infant gray. This accords with what we said of

Vasili on a former occasion ;
for not only did he not take off his calpack in the

church, but he neglected to do it even to the Heads of the Clergy ; and con

stantly sat on his throne at the head of the divan, whilst our master was seated

in an humble position on his right : whereas the present Emperor of Muscovy

and not only the present Emperor, but all his predecessors in the empire-

have always been in the habit of standing in the church with their heads unco

vered ; and not only that, but they have always uncovered to the Heads of the

Clergy, and to the Priests. Such has been their custom, through their great

excellence, their humility, and their entire exemption from arrogance. We
heard also that the Grandees of the empire, in the time of his father, held the

present Sovereign in no respect ; as he was a sincere and affable young man, of a

weak constitution, and no lover of blood or of war, or of any thing of the kind ;

VOL. II. F
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and they even went so far as to give him the nick-name of Monk. He, however,

has overpowered his contemners, reduced them to the lowest condition, and

killed most of them. We have been told, that he killed one of them with his

own hand, on one occasion, in the midst of the Council. This man had been

sent by the Emperor to one of the provinces, to bring up the troops for an

expedition. On his appearance among them, the people of that country came

to him, and entreated him (bribing him at the same time with a large sum

of money) to avert from them this arduous service for the present, and to

give them a respite till the following year. He returned therefore to the

Emperor, and interceded for them, alleging various pretexts to excuse them

from the expedition. The Emperor immediately guessed what had passed ; and

forthwith secretly sent one of his servants, in quality of a spy, to inquire from

the people of that town what the sum was which they had given to the officer

who had been sent to them. This commissioner received the requisite infor

mation, and returned and informed the Emperor ;
who immediately sent for the

wretched man, and killed him with his own sword in the midst of the Council,

being a valiant young man, and of great severity. And whereas the Muscovites

were constantly averse to expeditions and wars, seeking quiet and an easy life,

and saying,
&quot; Our country is large and sufficient for us, our possessions are

vast, and we are rich
enough,&quot;

the Emperor and the present Patriarch have

argued them in the wrong, and treated their wisdom as folly ; and the Em

peror has gone out himself in person to war, in order to strengthen the

courage of his subjects, and seeking, as he said, to fight for the sake of his

beloved Christ. And as such was his design, so was his hope granted him ;

for he not only lately took Smolensko, a city which his ancestors had built, but

he afterwards made himself master of all the towns of Poland, as we shall have

frequent occasion to mention, one by one, and entirely subverted the dominion

of the Poles.

What we have now to relate will suffice to complete the chapter we

began, to shew, that, instead of quiet and idleness, he compelled the Grandees to

undergo abundant fatigues and hardships. It is this : Last year, we were

informed, he set out with them to visit one of the monasteries without the city ;

and whereas the large river Moskwa flows round the greatest part of the city,

and his road lay over one of the bridges upon it, he left the bridge on one

side, descended with his horse into the middle of the river where it is very deep

and rapid, and arrived at the other side with his clothes all wet. Then he cried
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out to his nobles:
&quot; He who does not pass over, where I have, loses his life !

&quot;

His intention was merely to sport with them
;

for most of his courtiers were

large, fat men. Fully sensible of the calamity which awaited them, and seeing

no means of excuse or of flight, they descended to the river in the greatest

vexation, and gave the reins to their horses. Most of them being heavy men,

they sank up to their necks, and with difficulty kept their own and their horses

heads above the water
; whilst the Emperor looked on, and laughed aloud at

their distress. At length they waded over ; and made the further bank, in the most

wretched plight, with their favourite and fancy clothes dripping with wet. They

immediately began to upbraid the Emperor with really intending the loss of

their lives
; but he answered them :

&quot;

My intention in this was to lessen your

fat paunches, which you fed up, in my father s time, in rest and idleness.&quot;

Then he rode on with them, till they entered the church of the monastery ;

where they assisted at the mass from beginning to end, he being with them,

with his wet clothes, and the water dripping from them : nor did he permit

one of them to go out, till the mass was over. Then they all left the church,

shivering ; and they begged of him to let them go their ways, to change their

clothes : but he would not part with them, till he had made them drink three

cups of brandy, one after the other; saying:
&quot; We have to-day earned great

merit and a vast reward, having assisted at mass half-drowned as we were:&quot;

nor did he permit them to depart till the teeth of most of them chattered with

a cold shivering. They also told us a story of him, that one Sunday he

assisted, as usual, at morning prayer. It is the custom for the Grandees to

repair from their houses, and attend him on these occasions at prayers: it hap

pened on this day, that they did not know of his going to his devotions so early,

and put off their attendance on him till noon : he immediately wrote down the

names of those who absented themselves, sent to fetch them from their houses

with their hands tied behind their backs, had them carried down to the bank of

the river Moskwa flowing near his palace, and ordered them all, with their fine

clothes and gold brocades, to be thrown by the hands and feet into the water,

whilst he talked to them, and said: &quot;This is your reward; which you have

merited, by preferring sleep with your wives to the splendid lustre of this blessed

day, and not coming forth to assist at morning prayers with your Emperor.&quot;

Many stories are related of him similar to this
; a few only of which we have

committed to writing, to amuse him who reads and considers them attentively.
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SECT. IX.

CONTINUATION OF THE HISTORY OF RADZIV I L. PERFIDY OF THE POLES.

To return to our history: On the morning of the Sunday rr
t g

after we had entered the church, came the Patriarch Nicon ; and they chatmted

&quot;Af/ov la-riv
;

that is, the Anagnostai, and the Subdeacons and the singers,

chaunted it
;
and they added a IloXu^ovioy in his name. In the mean time he

shook hands with our master; and they went together to kiss the pictures and

the bodies of the saints, as usual, and came to put on their robes in the porch.

At this moment the Emperor entered the church, and the singers chaunted a

HoXv^oviov. After he had paid his devotions to the pictures over the doors

of the Sanctuary, he approached the Patriarchs. The Patriarch of Moscow

immediately descended from his throne to meet him, and blessed him
;

first

with his right hand, then with the cross upon his forehead, and sprinkled him

with the
cA yidff^og ;

and also his crown, carried upon his sceptre, by one of the

Grandees, at a distance. When the Emperor had kissed the hand of the Pa

triarch, the latter in turn embraced the head of the Emperor with his hands,

and kissed it, as he is accustomed to do. In like manner did our master, after

he had blessed him with his right hand, with the cross, and with the Ay laa-fAog.

Then the Emperor bowed to them, and went round and came and stood in

front of the large pillar covered with red satin, near them, and looking towards

them, as usual. Then our master, by desire of the Patriarch, consecrated Priests

and Deacons. When we entered the Sanctuary, the Emperor also entered, and

stood in the Treasury, looking at us. Thus we recited the prayer ; Ayiog povos

o 0soc, tec.in Greek; and the Anagnostai, whom the Patriarch was endeavouring
to teach the Greek Prayers, from his love for that language, assisted us.

On this day, news came to the Emperor, that the wicked Radzivil, his

enemy, as soon as he heard of the Emperor s arrival at Moscow, had returned

from his distant flight, and was come with twelve thousand troops to lay siege

to one of his towns which the Emperor had lately taken, called the city of

Mohilov, one of great magnitude, and much celebrity among merchants, who
know it by the name of the City of the Rich

;
for all its inhabitants are traders.

When the Emperor took this city by force of arms, the Voivode, who had suc

ceeded Radzivil in the government there, came to him, and entreated his

clemency ; which the Emperor granted him. He requested also to be baptized,
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and the Emperor caused him so to be
; granting him, moreover, the favour,

that he should remain Governor of the city as before, in conjunction with one of

the Emperor s Voivodes, who was to be in command of the troops. This was

after he had sworn, upon the Cross and the Gospel, that he would not be un

faithful to the Emperor. But an oath with the Poles goes for nothing ;
and it

is this sin of perfidy which has ruined all their undertakings. Their oaths go

no further than their lips, and they have no steadiness nor fidelity to their en

gagements. Thus they acted towards the Hetman Chmiel many times repeatedly,

when he had prevailed over them, and purposed their destruction : they swore

to him firm and constant fidelity, and he treated them with kindness and set

them at liberty : they then violated their oaths, and marched to war against

him, as before. But this crime of perfidy, in profanation of God s name, has

proved their ruin
;
and the hand of God, with Chmiel, has been lengthened

against them
;

for no one has heard of Chmiel, for these ten years, but that he

has always defeated them, and has never been defeated by them. As perfidy,

therefore, is no sin in their eyes, this Voivode fied one night secretly, with all his

people ; and went to his supporter, Radzivil, with whom he came and laid siege

to the city. When the siege became pressing, the inhabitants sent to inform the

Emperor, and requested his assistance. No sooner had the Emperor heard of

this affair, than he fell into a violent rage : he gave the letters to the Patriarch,

to read them immediately in the church, as the Patriarch was the chief of his

Privy Counsellors. They both perceived plainly that the Poles had been desiring

nothing so much as the return of the Emperor to his capital : for we ourselves

had observed, that when there is no one in the field, the Poles sally forth to war ;

but if they hear the sound of a march at a distance, they instantly take to flight,

and hide themselves in the deepest of their caverns. Such is the condition

of the Poles at present. When the Emperor is among them with his troops, the

utmost consternation prevails in their towns, of which he has subdued more than

fifty, and from which he has taken many thousands of captives ;
and not one

of them will come forth against him, nor stay to fight with him
;
and this has

been the case both during this year and the preceding. The Emperor now de

termined, therefore, to select six of his twelve Ministers, and send them before

him, this very day, to meet with their troops the detachment of the wicked

Radzivil ; resolving to follow them quickly in person ; and this after all the

people had relied upon his celebrating with them the festival of Easter in the

utmost joy and solemnity. We, in particular, had hoped that the Emperor
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would settle our affairs by the Easter holidays, expecting that he would then

depart, and dismiss us. But no one knew the purpose of his heart ;
for it is not

the custom of kings to let any person have an insight into their secrets : and as

to the Muscovites in general, no intriguer of any sect or tribe ever reached them,

in cunning, or in the secrecy of their designs. Then he wrote the names of the

six Ministers, and their appointments, with his own hand, in the church ;
and

after the two Patriarchs had come out from the Sanctuary, and the Patriarch of

Moscow had taken his station at the
&quot;kp&uv,

and read the lesson appointed for

the day, preaching upon it, and explaining its meaning at great length, he

concluded the service ; and descended, together with our master, to bless the

Emperor, according to custom, and to wish him health for the Avroxgea,.
The

Emperor now presented the six Ministers to the Patriarchs with his own hand ;

having gone himself to the outside of the door of the church, on the west, and

called them by their names, one by one, to present them ; beseeching the Pa

triarchs to recite over them the prayers for war, that God would please to lead

and assist them against their enemies. They did so, praying over all of them,

one by one. Remark these actions, which we witnessed of this Prince, or rather

Saint, on this day ! He did not remain in his place, and call one of his writers

to write the names of the Ministers: he asked for ink and paper, and wrote their

names with his own hand. Secondly, he did not send to call the Ministers by

one of his servants : but went out in person, and, calling them, conducted them

with his own hand to great happiness I mean, the blessing of the Patriarchs

upon them, and their prayers on their behalf : so that, from the greatness of our

amazement, we were perfectly astonished at the extent of what we saw of his

humility, which exceeds description. Then the Patriarchs presented to each

of the Ministers the cross to kiss, and sprinkled upon them the Ayictirpog, and

they departed.

On this occasion was come the Metropolitan of Novgorod, who, as we men

tioned formerly, is the first of the Metropolitans ; and he this day put on his

sakko, according to his constant custom, and was accompanied by the Metropo

litan of Rostov, in his OsXowoy. They were come from their Sees, to pay their

respects to the Emperor ; and each of them, after bowing to him, made him a

present of ten pictures of the Saints in the name of whom their episcopal

churches are dedicated, adorned with gold ; being for the Emperor,, the Empress,

their son, and for the Emperor s sisters and daughters.

We did not go out from the mass on this day till the afternoon ;
and could
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hardly give credit to our senses, when we found ourselves returned to the

convent, to our warm apartments there, half dead with exhaustion, and with

standing on our legs throughout the course of the whole morning, in that

dreadful cold. But wre were consoled in all this by the pleasure of observing the

wonderful constancy of this nation, in standing on the cold iron pavement from

morning till night on this Sunday (rq$ IvgoQuyov). Beyond all the preceding,

was, that we had scarcely time to sit down to table before the bells tolled for the

day prayers, to be followed by those of the evening, as usual. For the evening

prayers, the Emperor came with the Empress to the convent of Nuns opposite

to us, in which, as we mentioned before, are the tombs of all the Empresses.

SECT. X.

OBSERVANCE OF LENT. BLACK BREAD, AND QUASS.

FROM the morning of the Monday (^iull)
till the following Wednesday, for

these three days there is no buying or selling among the Muscovites, nor any

opening of shops, least of all butter-shops, to sell any kind of victuals what

soever. The Emperor, with his Empress, are accustomed every year to fast

these three days, devoting themselves to prayer, \vatching, and Metanoias, and

appearing meanly clothed in the churches day and night, as we ourselves wit

nessed on the present occasion, till the time of mass on the Wednesday ;
when the

Emperor breaks his fast upon morsels of sweet cake, according to his constant

custom, and sends portions of it to his Grandees. Afterwards, he fasts from this

eve till the forenoon of the Saturday ; when having assisted at mass, and received

the mysteries and the A.vri$tagov*, he then breaks his fast. During this whole

week he sees no one, nor attends to any worldly business of any kind, unless

some necessary State affair occurs. In like manner do all the Grandees pass

this week, being assiduous at prayers in their several churches, day and night :

nor do the common people buy or sell during its continuance, but attend to

their prayers in the churches. As to the wine and spirit taverns, and all other

places where intoxicating liquors are sold, the Emperor s troops go round to

them, and seal them all up ; and thus they remain sealed up till after Wed

nesday in Easter-week. Woe to any one if he be found drunk, or with a

vessel of liquor in his hand ! They strip him naked in the dreadful cold, and tie

his hands behind his back. In this manner he is made to go round the city,

, that part of the Sacramental bread which is not consecrated.&quot; EARL OF GUILFOKD.
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with the executioner behind him, proclaiming his crime, and striking him on the

shoulders and back with a long lash of a slit bull s nerve, which, every time it

touches his flesh, fetches blood instantly. Thus they proceed in the round with

him, till they have made the circuit of the whole city, and brought him back to

the prison ;
where he remains a certain number of days, according to his sentence.

But the Muscovites are generally very cautious during this first week of Lent,

the Wednesdays and Fridays of the following weeks, Passion-week, and the four

days of Easter, not to get drunk ;
for they are flogged without mercy or com

passion, if they do. Thus the Emperor is used to fast, together witli his nobles,

in Passion-week : he does not break his fast after receiving the Mysteries on the

evening of Holy Thursday, but endures hunger till the eve of Easter-day. It is

the custom for the great and celebrated monasteries in this country, such as that

of the Holy Trinity and others, to send to the Emperor, by the Archons of the

monastery, who reside in their palaces in the city, as a blessing from them
; first,

a large black loaf of rye-bread, of the kind they use in the monastery, carried in

the hands of four or five men, and looking like a large mill-stone ; (this is con

sidered as a particular blessing, being of the very bread which the Fathers eat) :

secondly, a barrel of quass, extracted from rye-water, which they are accustomed

to drink, enclosed in another empty barrel ;
and a barrel of pickled cabbage.

They said that the Emperor always received this loaf with his own hands ; and

kissed it, as being blessed. Similar presents they made to the Empress, to the

Vasilopulo, her son, and to the three sisters and three daughters of the Emperor,

to each by name, as they are used to do every year ;
then to their Patriarch ;

and

to our Lord the Patriarch, as the Emperor had enjoined them. Before the

latter the Archons brought the loaf of bread in their hands, saying :

&quot;

Archi

mandrite Such-an-one, of such a monastery, beats his head on the ground before

your Holiness, and presents to yon of the food of your brethren the Fathers,

according to usual custom.&quot; Hereupon our master kissed it, and placed his

hand upon it after their manner, and we took it from them. Likewise, they

presented a barrel of quass and a barrel of pickled cabbage ;
and in this

manner they went round to all the Grandees. The reason of their making

presents with this black bread is, that it is held in great esteem with them, and

they prize themselves upon it as an article of their food. It is therefore what

they invariably place first upon the Emperor s table ;
and the greatest present

which they make to their nobles is of this bread ; for they say this was their food

in ancient times, before they were acquainted with wheat-corn. They prefer it
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therefore,, to white wheaten bread ; and we saw the carriage-drivers, and the rest

of the common people,, breakfasting on it constantly, as if it was dainty sweet-

cake. We, however, could not eat it at all ; for, from the largeness of the loaf,

it was not baked inside
;
and was as sour as vinegar, both to taste and smell.

The Muscovites, however, are accustomed to it; and say that it gives strength,

and nourishes more than the white. The quass is brewed from rye or barley,

and is drunk by the Muscovites instead of water ;
for in no part of this country

are they at all used to drink plain water, and never use it but in case of necessity :

for this reason, their diseases are few, and their illnesses unfrequent. We after

wards got used to drinking quass, finding it cool and nourishing. The Muscovites

are accustomed to breakfast upon it, as if it were wine or some delicious beve

rage. We became used to it afterwards ; and I liked it much, for it is very

grateful, and refreshing to the stomach, and nourishing, and has an agreeable

sharpness in the throat. You must know, that I was seven whole months

without ever drinking plain water ; but always taking this quass, or honey-

water, or cherry, or cider. The Muscovites take quass for breakfast, early in the

morning ; soaking their bread in it as we do in wine, and get drunk with it.

The vinegar of this country is made from grain : they call it Borsh. It is

also made from honey-water. This last beverage, as being intoxicating

(jjj Jjui- Jyls^X they do not drink at all in this time of Lent. They therefore

brought us, instead of it, every Saturday, a large barrel of delicious sherbet,

allowed us from the Emperor s cellar, during the whole of Lent.

With respect to the regulation of the churches : The order of service in the

common churches is similar to that of the convents, except that every day they

recite eight Kc^V^ara (e^lLUjK) of the Psaltery at day-break till sun-rise, and

at every hour a KaOia-^a. At the evening prayer, and at every Alleluia,

instead of the small Metanoias, they bow three times to the earth
;
and in the

same manner at every &quot;Ayiog o so$, and at
&quot;

Come, let us worship.
&quot; The

twelve small Metanoias, which we make, after the three great ones to the earth,

they do not practise ; for they make no small Metanoias at all during this time

of Lent, but all great ones to the earth. We observed in them a constant piety,

an earnestness, a devotion, and many other qualities connected with religion,

which we should find a painful difficulty in imitating. Thus, during this week,

not one of the Great Officers of Government went out from his mansion, but

they all remained assiduous in their prayers ;
nor could we, for this reason, go

to the houses of any of them, to make our presents. Their entrance into the

VOL. II. G
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churches every day, after the bells have tolled, is after the sixth hour : and they

do not come out till after the eighth or ninth ;
for they are very long in their

prayers, particularly
in reading the Ka^ara, and in making their Metanoias,

all of which are to the earth.

SECT. XI.

PRESENTATION OF GIFTS.-ACCOUNT OF BISHOPRIC* AND CONVENTS-

MINE OF CRYSTAL.

ON Saturday, we went with our offering to the residence of the Metropolitan

of Novgorod, the first of the Metropolitans ;
and we stood at the outer door, till

they had asked his permission for us to enter, and had informed him what we

had brought with us. Then they admitted us. When we entered the room

where he was, we found him dressed in his mantya and latia, to receive us, with

his crosier in his hand, turned towards the Mzuvoffraffinv and the lighted candles ;

and he chaunted with a low voice the
&quot;

A*iov io-riv. Then his attendants ap

proached him, after he had bowed to them, and we accompanied them; and

turning towards him, they said,
&quot;

Glory to the Father,&quot; cSrc. ; after that,
&quot;

Kyrie

Kleison,&quot; three times, and,
&quot;

Bless O Lord.
&quot; At the conclusion of the prayers,

we bowed to him, and he gave us his blessing. We then presented to him

blessing and salutation from our Lord the Patriarch, by the tongue of the Impe

rial Interpreter, who always went about with us. The Metropolitan made many

Metanoias to the earth in honour of our master ; and we, in like manner, bowed

to him, and offered him our present. He kissed every tray, and, at the end,

bowed much, and returned many thanks. Then he went into his inner apart

ment, and brought out to us plated pictures, composed on the title of his

cathedral church, which is dedicated to St. Sophia ( Ay/a 2o&amp;lt;p/a),
that is, The

Wisdom of God. Then he made a gift to each of us of some copecks, wrapped

up in leaves of paper ; and we bowed to the pictures
and to him, and, having

received his blessing, went forth.

In like manner we went to the residence of the Metropolitan of Rostov ;
and

found him at mass in the church within his palace, consecrating Priests and

Deacons. We have before mentioned, that the Heads of the Clergy, in Muscovy,

to the number of twelve, have each a palace, and a church, and great officers,

servants, and administrators, constantly residing in the palace. He received us
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as the other had done in the church ;
and l)owed to us, returning thanks for

the kindness of our master. He also presented to us pictures formed on the title

of his cathedral church, which is dedicated to St. Leontius, the original Greek

Metropolitan of Rostov, together with the three Metropolitans who succeeded

him, whose bodies are preserved to this day, and perform miracles. We only

knew the names of the cathedral churches of the Heads of the Clergy by the

pictures which distinguish them, which are seen upon all the Bishops robes and

ornaments. If it is his sakko, there is gold thread forming this picture upon

its sleeves ;
which is also on his Omophorion, his girdle, and his Extrgctxfatov.

Thus, when they make presents to the Emperor, it is of the pictures appropriate

to their Sees ;
for it is their practice to come at the feasts of the Nativity and

Immersion, to make him a festive present of pictures, and so return to their

Bishoprics. In like manner they come at Easter. The cathedral church, as

we said before, of this Metropolitan of Novgorod, is in the name of Ay/a 2o&amp;lt;p/a;

that of the Metropolitan of Rostov, in the name of St. Leontius and his com

panions : the cathedral church of the Metropolitan of Ca/an, who is the second

in rank, they said was in the name of the Annunciation ;
that of the Metropo

litan of Crotitska, in the names of Peter and Paul. The Archbishop of Kazan s

cathedral is dedicated in the name of the Assumption of Our Lady ;
the Arch

bishop of Tversk s, in the name of the Divine Manifestation : the Archbishop of

Sozdilska s, in the name of the Birth of the Virgin ;
the Archbishop of Vologda s,

in the name of the Assumption of Our Lady ;
the Archbishop of Pskov s, in the

name of the Trinity ;
and the Bishop of Kolomna s, in that of the Assumption of

the Virgin. The Archbishop of Astrachan s cathedral is also dedicated to the

Assumption ; the Archbishop of Siberia s, to Ay/a 2o&amp;lt;p/a
and the Spas, that is,

the Redeemer. These are all the names which I have collected of their cathe

drals ; and you may observe the perfect beauty of the ecclesiastical constitu

tions of this country. Not only have these Heads of the Clergy each of them

a private painter, who is continually occupied in painting for them pictures to

make presents of; but even the Archimandrite, of every convent of any note, has,

in the same manner, a private painter continually in attendance ; and the name

of his monastery is embroidered in his sacerdotal dress, on his sleeves, his

E?r/r^a^X/oi/, and his girdle. Thus, to every person that visits him, at his con

vent, or at his palace in the city, he makes a present of a picture of the title

of his monastery : for every convent of note in this country has a palace in

town, with appropriate attendants. They say that the Convent of the Holy
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Trinity ( Ay/a T^a^a) has one and twenty palaces in this city, with Priests in

them.

Remark this order and beautiful constitution of their Church ! which we ob

served with so much delight. Our Lord the Patriarch spoke the truth, when

he said :

&quot; The whole of these constitutions existed formerly with us, in the time

of our Emperors ; and, being lost from us, came to these people, who have fruc

tified and augmented them beyond our
experience.&quot;

He asked the Patriarch

Nicon, one day, what was the number of the convents existing in the whole

of the Muscovite Empire. Nicon answered ;

&quot;

There are more than three

thousand, without including the country of the Cossacks.&quot; He added :

&quot; We
have in this country three convents, which are large imperial castles, and are

very rich.&quot; The first of these is the Monastery of the Holy Trinity, which is

the largest and richest of all. The second is the Monastery of St. Cyrillus the

Minor, in the palace of which we were lodged. It is known among them by

the name of Cyrillus Bielozersky, that is, of the White Lake. They say that the

lake hangs over the monastery, and, by the power of God and the favour of the

Saint, does not overflow it. Its water is as white as milk. This monastery is

larger and stronger than that of the Holy Trinity ;
for it is said to have three

vast walls of large quarry-stone : but the Convent of the Holy Trinity, and the

walls surrounding it, are built partly of brick and partly of stone. The third

convent is that of Solovoska, in Greek called Solovka, which the Saints Zosimus

and Sabbatius built in the middle of an island in the Ocean, as we mentioned

before. The walls of this monastery are reported to be very large, and strongly

built with huge quarry-stone. They say that the two Saints forced the devils

to build the walls
;
and for this reason they are of great extent and strength,

and are much spoken of and admired. These three convents were founded by

the direction of God at one time, more than four hundred years ago. In this

Monastery of Solovka is a mine of stone crystal, of great beauty, which they cut

out of the mountain in slabs. It is composed, like a handful of leaves, one upon

another,, in layers ; which they peel off one by one, without breaking. Its name,

in Greek, is
&quot;Sfcicrrogi

in Arabic, Hajfir at Talk(Stone of Separation), jiiy)^. By
this name, also, the Tartars and Redheads call it. In this country they make of it

all their house furniture, such as mirrors, window-panes Lul^Jlj
&c. The Persian

merchants take of it many ship-loads, as do the Franks and Greeks ;
and who

ever travels this way takes some of it ; for it is produced no where else. One of

the monks of this monastery told us, that between the island and the main land is
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a distance of forty or fifty versts. They say, that from the main land a stream of

sweet water flows unmixed through the midst of the sea, to the vicinity of the

convent; and that they drink of it, and have their mills upon it under the

ground. This sea is said to freeze; but no one ever walks on it, as it is agi

tated by waves ; and thus the passage over, which is open in summer, is closed

in winter. Round the island are said to he towers, which prohibit the entrance

of vessels ;
nor can these force an entry, as the island is surrounded by rocks,

and the roads are exceeding difficult. In regard to the mine of crystal here, it

is reported to be a deep fosse, which fills with water. In the winter season they

draw it empty, and, filling it with fire-wood, let it bum for a fortnight. Then

they open it for a week, till it cools
; and the men go down to the bottom, and

find the crystal like a pavement, rolled flat one layer upon another, which they

take up.

As to the fish-teeth, they say that they are taken from a sea animal, which

goes forth and sits upon the ice. Then the Muscovites come to it, and say :

&quot; A guest is come to visit thee :&quot; to which, of course, it makes no answer. Then

they strike it with spears, having coils of rope fastened to them ; and, as the

animal runs away, they draw it back several times, and, killing it, draw out its

large teeth.

SECT. XII.

FEAST OF IMAGES ON THE FIRST SUNDAY OF LENT. DEGENERACY
OF THE GREEKS.

To return : On the first Sunday of Lent, early in the morning, they tolled

the cracked bell, with the rest all round, for the assembly of the Heads of the

Clergy and of the Convents, and of the Deacons appointed to carry their pictures,

at the Sobor Church ; there to assist at the prayers for the Emperor, at the

UagaxXTKris, and at the other acts of the congregation, appointed at this great
season. After they had tolled this bell a short time, they ceased, and began
with the other bells, one by one. In the forenoon they tolled the small bells

and the larger ones, together with the huge bell, all of them three separate times

each round. Thus they rang till the whole city shook : and all the men hastened

forth with their wives and children and infants, in their best clothes
; for this is

a very great day with them, and they throng to the Sobor Church with great
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eagerness and devotion, to meet the pictures and the bodies of the Saints. This

they do from year to year : and most of them kiss the pictures only on this day.

The women took off their calpacks of fur, when they kissed them ; as they wear

under them a kind of white turban, in folds. Then the Emperor sent to invite

our Lord the Patriarch, who accordingly went in the imperial sania ; and we

remained in it till they had finished ringing all the bells three times. This is

the signal of the Patriarch s entrance into the Sobor, who came about the third

hour. It is usual for the Deacons, on a festival like this, to put on their surplices,

and proceed all in a body to his palace, bearing large tapers in their hands.

When they come before him, they chaunt the appropriate Lauds of the day ;
and

others, accustomed to the office, take him by the arms, and lift his train. Before

he entered the church, the Archdeacon and the Protodeacon had preceded him ;

and having put on their robes, they came out of the sanctuary, and met him with

the censers. Then he ascended to his throne, and made his adorations ;
whilst

they performed the &quot;A *ov ttrrtv, and the singers chaunted the YloXv^ovioy for him.

Then he gave his blessing to the people, with the Tgixqgi ; and descended from

his throne, and shook hands with our master. Then they went together, to kiss

the pictures, the relics of the saints, the box containing our Lord s garment, the

sanctuary, the cross, the Gospel, and the altar of sacrifice, as usual. Then we

went out, and put on them their robes : and after they had blessed the people,

we went with them outside the south door, to meet the Emperor, who approached,

wearing the imperial dress and his crown, whilst all the bells rang. The Priests

and Archimandrites preceded the Emperor with the pictures from the churches in

the palace, coming from the side of the Church of the Annunciation, in rows and

rows before him, till they were all come up, and took their places near the gate.

Then the Patriarch took the censer, and incensed them one by one : then he

incensed our master, and afterwards the Emperor, who was bare-headed. Then

they both together blessed him, and we entered the church. The Patriarch

ascended his throne ; whilst our master took his station on his right hand, and

the Heads of the Clergy with their Priests, on each side. The Emperor s Archi

mandrites and Priests, bearing the pictures, placed themselves near him on the

east side. After he had paid his usual devotions to the pictures, and the singers

had chaunted for him the Polychronion, he came and placed himself near the

two Patriarchs, bowing to them. They advanced to meet him, and, bowing to him,

blessed him; sprinkling him, and his retinue, at a distance, with ihe AyiKrrpog,

and presenting him the cross to kiss. Then he went and stood in his usual
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place, near the pillar. The Patriarch requested our master; and he, in con

sequence, ordained some Priests and Deacons. After they had performed the

hours, they begun the mass, and we entered into the sanctuary. On this day,

the Patriarch had five of the Heads of the Clergy to assist him as Ministers ; viz.

the Metropolitan of Novgorod, the Archbishop of Ca/an, and the Archbishop
of Vologda, on his right ;

and the Metropolitan of Rostov, with the Archbishop
of Tversk, on his left. At the head of them was the Archbishop of Servia.

Whenever the Patriarch says mass, he always has four Archimandrites, with

their mitres and their Deacons, to attend him. The first is the Archimandrite of

the Monastery of the Jodaby ;
the second is the Archimandrite of the Monastery

of the Spas ; the third, the Archimandrite of the Monastery of Simeon
;
the

fourth, the Archimandrite of the Monastery of Andronicus. The Protopapas of

this church with his companions, and the Protopapas of the Archangel with his

companions, also assist at the mass
;
which is also attended by more than forty

of the higher and lower Deacons : for with them a great congregation is always

collected, to attend the Patriarch s mass ; and, though it be a common week-day,

all these persons equally attend. When the Patriarch had thrown incense round

the altar, he went out and incensed the Emperor. Before the
&quot;iV/iog, the Arch

deacon went out and mounted the
&quot;A^/S^v ; and the EzzhTjtriagfflg placed before

him the Lesson for the day, which he began to read with a loud voice, very slowly

and deliberately ; till at the end he mentioned the two Saints Patrons of the day,

each of them separately. When he became silent,, the Priests within the sanc

tuary, and all the attendants, chaimted,
&quot;

May their remembrance be eternal,
&quot;

three times. The singers without responded to them, in the same words, three

limes. Every time the Archdeacon mentioned the name of a Saint, the Etp/iftsgiog

of the church and the Deacons brought his picture, and presented it to the

Patriarch, who bowed to it and kissed it, as did also our master. Then they

carried it out to the Emperor, who bowed to it and kissed it also. He was

standing bareheaded before the Patriarch s chair, with his hands in his bosom on

account of the cold.

Afl/e, That in this cathedral, and in the Church of the Archangel, as well as

in that of the Annunciation, and also in many of the large churches and mona

steries, is a box in the shape of a book, covered with velvet or brocade, and

adorned with gold and silver, in which are twelve beautiful very thin picture-frames.

On both sides of each of these frames are the portraits of all the Saints of the

month. This box they call Sanavi, or the Calendar; because all the Saints who
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are commemorated in the course of the year, together with all the Dominical

Festivals, the Seven Councils, and other holidays,, and the Greek Saints as well as

the Muscovite, are all pictured in it. Nor is one only of these Calendars to he

found in each church, hut three or four of different kinds, placed upon covered

desks, before the doors of the sanctuaries. The
E^^X?jo-&amp;lt;a^^? places the pictures

of every month open on the desk ;
and at the end of each month opens out

others : there are tapers always burning before them. Besides these Calendars

lying one upon the other like books, there are in each church very large picture-

frames, divided into twelve parts: each part is a month, and contains the pictures

of the Saints and Festivals belonging to it. AVhoever directs his devotion to one

of these Saints or Festivals, he brings his taper and places it before the Saint or

Festival, on an iron candlestick, which moves up and down, and round about, to

each picture. Opposite to this picture, on the other side, is a similar one with

the Axu010-70$ Hymn, or four and twenty verses of it, written within it ; those

which are sung on the eve of the fifth Saturday of the Cross.

To return : when they had presented the picture to the Emperor, they

carried it back into the sanctuary, where the Heads of the Clergy and all the

attendants kissed it. In this manner they went on commemorating each Saint,

and repeating, for each,
&quot;

May his memory be eternal,
&quot;

with one voice, three

times, till they had finished the commemoration of our Saints.

Then they began with their own. When they mentioned those of Nov

gorod, the Metropolitan of that See came out with their pictures, and presented

them to the Patriarchs and to the Emperor, as well as to all the assistants,

glorying in this office and in the two Saints of his city. In the same manner

did the Metropolitan of Rostov and all the others ;
whilst the Archdeacon said,

at the mention of every Saints name,
&quot;

May his memory be eternal :&quot; and the

Priests and assistants, with the choristers, chaunted it three times. Then they

mentioned the Emperors of Greece who are esteemed Saints, and chaunted in

like manner for each of them. Afterwards they began the commemoration of

the whole of their own Emperors God have mercy on them all, and place our

portion with them ! who have now succeeded each other on the throne for such

a length of time, for more than seven hundred years, as we mentioned formerly.

Of these, not one shewed himself an enemy to holy images, nor appeared as an

heretic; but all were Saints in their own person, as we observed by their pictures,

and the histories which are given of them : not like the Emperors of Greece,

who contaminated their reigns, (God have no mercy on them!) by making war
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against images, by heresies, and innovations. God knows, when we saw the

pictures of the Seven Councils, and of these heretical Emperors, and the loads o

paintings representing them as gone down to Gehenna, we felt shame before the

Muscovites, and before their Emperor and Grandees, who ridicule the Greeks
and their empire ; saying :

&quot;

Observe these Greek Emperors, from whom we
received the light of the faith, how they acted in the holy Church of God, making
war upon the images ! and how, filled with corruption and iniquity, they perse
cuted the Patriarchs, the Heads of the Clergy, and every order of the Priesthood,

together with the devout and holy men, more fiercely than did the worshippers
of idols, such as Dioclesian, Maximian, and others !&quot; How could the Emperors
of Greece be expected to act otherwise, being ruled and guided by the enemies

of our religion ; such as, Leon the Armenian, and others, who were ass-keepers
and horse-breakers and such like, and belonged neither to the household of the

Emperor nor to his nation ? How could it be otherwise, when their Empresses
were such as Eucloxia, who struck Chrysostom on the face, and, borne away by
violence of her passion, committed acts in the Church of God which the wor

shippers of idols in their time refrained from doing ;
and such as other Empresses,

who intrigued against their husbands, and murdered them, and, taking others to

their bed, made them Emperors ; as the modern histories of the Grecian empire
describe ? Would to God no memorial existed of their infamies, nor of the idle

sports with which, like little children, they amused themselves during their sway ;

at the hearing of which our youth are made to blush ! Through these reports,
and such like, and the vices and deformities of the Greeks, at all times, and in all

places wherever they are found, we observed they are no where at all liked : and

this fact we were continually confirming, by the evidence of our own eyes. In

Moldavia, from their tyranny as Vasili s Archons, and their viciousness and cor

ruption, the whole of the population rose upon them, and, putting to flight or

massacring them all, made plunder of their property. A similar fate has lately

overtaken them, as we have just heard, throughout the whole of Wallachia. We
did not see the Cossacks bear any love to them

; and the Muscovites will not

receive them, except through pity, and to give them alms. How many of them
have they not banished to Siberia, and to the Monastery of the Sea of Darkness !

And how many have been driven back from the frontier, by the Governors of

Potiblia ! And all this comes from the multitude of their vices, and the greatness

of their crimes. In none of the Frank countries can they endure to hear them

mentioned; as they say, that the Greeks, by the perversity of their conduct, basely
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forfeited their empire ;
and have strengthened the Turks, by the possession of it,

against all the powers of Christendom. What a degenerate people ! and what vile

conduct! As their Emperors acted thus formerly, what wonder is it that they are

at the present day guilty of so many crimes, wherever they are permitted to settle !

As for the Heads of their Clergy, God be merciful to us and to them ! This saying

of ours is not a private judgment of our own against them; but thus we heard

them spoken of, wherever we came; and thus criminally did we see them conduct

themselves. Yet they have some laudable qualities, as far as regards their love

for the Heads of their Clergy, their Monks, and Priests. For though they witness

the fla^itiousness of their Clergy, and the crimes they commit and see that their

Patriarchs banish some of them, some they behead, and others they drown yet

they shut their eyes to their infamy, and love and honour them as befits the

sacred character of their office. Even when their Chiefs of the Clergy and their

Monks and Priests depart from the purity of their religion, as many of them do

daily, they still entertain no doubt concerning their orthodoxy ;
nor do they

subject the Priests and Monks to their temporal authority. They have man}

merits like this; for which we were constantly grateful to them, in the circum

stances in which we found ourselves. But they have little judgment or resource

amonj? themselves ; though some persons of sense and sagacity affect to value

them above us. God be merciful to us, and to them ! and free us from the tor

ment of hell-fire, with them !

To return : When the Archdeacon mentioned the names of all their Em

perors and Empresses, and their children, from the period of their becoming

Christians till the reign of Michael, father of the present Emperor, they chaunted

for each of them,
&quot;

May his, or her, memory be everlasting,&quot;
three times. Then

the reader began mentioning the names of the officers and troops who were

killed during the war at Smolensko, and elsewhere, in the course of the year :

for they number them with the saints and martyrs, for having fought in behalf

of the true faith; and chaunted for them
&quot;

Everlasting remembrance&quot; three times.

When he repeated the names of the heretical among the Patriarchs and Priests

and others, and those of the Emperors who had made war on holy images, they

chaunted for each of them
&quot; Anathemas

&quot;

three times, and cursed the whole of

them, together with the sects of the Franks, Armenians, and others, till he had

o-one through them all. Then he began the mention of the name of the Em

peror, and to recite his Imperial Khotbeh, or (&=-Lwj) Dibqjeh, that is, Preamble,

savino- a Polvchronion for him, in this manner:
&quot; The Lord God grant many

.
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years to our Mighty Emperor, in whom is all direction, the Crowned of God, the

Glory of the Orthodox, the Preserved of God, the Greatest of Kings, the Greatest

of Kniazes, Emperor of Muscovy, and of all the: Russias, both Great and Little,

King of Cazan, King of Astrachan, King of Siberia, Greatest of the Lords of

Novgorod, Kniaz of Pskov, &c. &c. &e. !&quot; When the Archdeacon had finished

the Imperial Preamble, the Priests and all the Assistants within the sanctuary

chaunted with one voice the repetition of it ;
and in like manner the singers

responded from without This they call the Polychronion. All this time the

Emperor was standing on his feet before the Patriarch s chair. At the end of it, the

Patriarch went out
; and, approaching him, prayed for him, and saluted him much

with wishes for his long life. In like manner our Lord the Patriarch went out to

him, and prayed for him, and wished him length of days by the tongue of the

Interpreter. So also went out the Heads of the Clergy to do in like manner. Then

the Archdeacon recited the Preamble of the Empress Maria, with a Polychronion

for her: and the Assistants and choristers chaunted as before. In like manner

he mentioned their son Alexius; and they did as before. Then he mentioned

the Emperor s three sisters, by their names and titles, Irene Michaelovna,

Hannah Michaelovna, and Tatiane Michaelovna
; and they chaunted for them

as before, both within the sanctuary and without. Then came the mention of

the Emperor s three daughters, Eudoxia Alexiovna, Martha Alexiovna, and

Hannah Alexiovna; after which the two Patriarchs came out, saluted the Em
peror, and then returned. The Archdeacon then recited the Khotbeh (lulaiO

or Preamble of the Patriarch Nicon, after having mentioned the names of the

six Patriarchs his predecessors; and they chaunted as before, the Assistants within

the sanctuary and the choristers without, a Polychronion for him. When they

had finished, the Emperor came to him before the door of the sanctuary, and

prayed for him, and wished him a long life, and bowed to him, as he did to the

Emperor. When the Emperor kissed his hand, the Patriarch kissed the Emperor s

head, as usual. The Emperor then saluted our master, with the rest of the Heads

of the Clergy in attendance ; and theybowed to him, and he to them : all the Clergy,
both Priests and Deacons, at the same time bowed to the Emperor. Then he

went, and, approaching the Archdeacon, bade him perform a Polychronion for

the Patriarch of Antioch. In like manner he requested it of the Patriarch of

Moscow, and it was done. After the mention of him, they chaunted for him

both within and without. At the conclusion, the Emperor came to him to the

door of the sanctuary, and, praying for him, made to him his salutations, (God
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lengthen his days!) of which, as he spoke, we understood not a word : but we had

the explanation from the Interpreter, afterwards. As the Emperor bowed to our

master, he bowed to the Emperor ; and when the Emperor kissed his hand, our

master kissed the Emperor s head, according to custom. In like manner the

Patriarch of Moscow, Nicon, offered to our master his good wishes, as did all the

other Heads of the Clergy, and the attendant Priests and Deacons. Then the

Archdeacon mentioned the names of the attendant Heads of the Clergy, with the

names of their Sees, and the rest of the Heads of the Clergy of the Muscovite

country, who were absent ;
and the choristers chaunted for them, as before : and

they came out and bowed to the Emperor, then to the* Patriarchs, and offered

their good wishes to each other. Then he mentioned those who were present of

the Archimandrites by name, and by the names of their monasteries
;
and all the

Archimandrites and Chiefs of Monasteries in the Muscovite territory ;
and they

chaunted for them as before. Then he mentioned the Priests of Muscovy, for

whom they chaunted in like manner. Afterwards he mentioned the Archons of

the empire, and the Emperor s civil and military officers, and all orthodox

Christians in a body ; and they chaunted the Polychronion for them, and con

cluded. As for us, we were astonished at what we saw and heard of these forms

and ceremonies, with such surprising regularity and so minutely observed : and

we consoled ourselves for our fatigue and long standing, and for our endurance

of the severe cold, with the joy we felt at what we witnessed, and with the beau

tiful melody of the Archdeacon s reading, which was with a suppressed, but broad

and delightfully sweet voice, charming the heart. They all indeed read so, and

so do the Greeks ;
not as we, with a loud voice. Even the Patriarch and the

Priests read only with a suppressed voice ;
and even at the T^oTa^a, no one hears

them but persons standing in the choir, chaunting as they do with a voice con

centrated and softened. Such is their practice ;
and excellent it is. Then they

began the Tgnroiyiov, and blessed the congregation, as usual ; and we finished the

mass. Then our master consecrated Priests and Deacons ;
whilst the Emperor

sometimes stood at his chair, sometimes before the chair of the Patriarch, and

sometimes in the treasury of the Tabernacle, looking at the officiating Ministers.

After they had covered the table, the Patriarch went out and mounted the

A.u(Bav, whilst we the Assistants took our stations round it. Nor did this length

of service, and standing till it was now evening, satisfy the Patriarch ;
but the

Deacon must open for him a book of Homilies, in which he read the proper

Homily for the day, on the subject of Images. Nor did he read it to the end
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only, but added exhortations and explanations of great length ; whilst the Em

peror, and all the men, women, and children present, stood on their legs, with

their heads uncovered in the intense cold, from the beginning of the service until

now, in silence, and with perfect order and quietness. In the midst of his dis

course the Patriarch had both the new and the ancient images brought forward.

The new pictures some of the Muscovite painters had gradually learnt to paint,

in the likeness of the Frank and Polish pictures. And whereas this Patriarch

is a great tyrant, and loves the Grecian forms to an extreme, he sent his people,

and collected from every house, where they were found, such paintings as I have

mentioned, even from the palaces of the Grandees of the empire, and had them

brought to him. This took place during the last summer, before the plague

appeared. Then, putting out the eyes of these pictures, he sent them round

the city by janissaries, publishing an Imperial proclamation, that whoever should

be found henceforth painting after such models should fall under various kinds

of punishment. This was done in the absence of the Emperor. Now the

Muscovites are vastly attached to the love of images (pictures), neither regarding

the beauty of the painting nor the mastership of the painter ; for with them

a beautiful and an ugly painting are all one : and they honour them, and bow

to them perpetually, though the figure be only a sketch upon a leaf of paper,

or the daub of children : so that, of the whole army, there is not a single man

but carries in his knapsack a gaudy picture within a triple cover, with which he

never parts ;
and wherever he halts, he sets it up on a piece of wood, and

worships it. Such is their practice, to which we were eye-witnesses. When

they saw, therefore, what the Patriarch on this occasion had done to the pictures,

they judged that he had sinned greatly. Vowing imprecations upon him, and

making a tumult, they pronounced him to be an open enemy to holy images.

Whilst they were in this disposition of mind, the plague manifested itself among

them, and the sun was darkened on the afternoon of the twelfth of August.

They immediately said : All this that has befallen us is through the wrath of

God, for what our Patriarch has been committing, in contempt of our holy

images.&quot; They were all so violent against the Patriarch, that they made an

attempt to kill him ; for the Emperor was absent from the capital, and there

were but few troops in it : when an order came to him from the Emperor to

conduct the Empress and her attendants to the Monastery of the Holy Trinity

to remain there through fear of the plague. They went out, therefore, from

Moscow ; and the Empress took up her abode in the Monastery of the Holy
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Trinity, till the Christmas lent. The Patriarch quitted her there
; and went to

pass this season in the mountains and forests, through dread of the plague, with

drawn from human society, and dwelling in a tent, under the rain and snow,

with no other companion but his fire. For the Muscovites having been un

acquainted with the plague for about one hundred years, were exceedingly

terrified at it. Most of the Grandees of the city took to flight, and, by the

providence of God, mostly escaped danger. When the Emperor came from

Smolensko to Viazma, he sent his commands to the Patriarch, to come to him,

with the Empress. They repaired thither accordingly ; and there remained till

the plague had ceased in the metropolis, as we mentioned before. On this day,

therefore, the Patriarch, obtaining his first opportunity of making a discourse in

the presence of the Emperor, preached at great length, to shew that the painting

after this Frank fashion was unlawful
; and he called on our Lord the Patriarch

to bear him witness, and to certify that certain pictures before them were on the

model of the Frank paintings. They anathematized therefore, and excommu

nicated, every one who should continue painting like them, and every one who

should place them in his house. Touching them with his hand one by one,

and shewing them to the congregation, he threw them on the iron pavement of

the church, to break them to pieces, and ordered them to be burnt. But as the

Emperor is extremely religious, and has great fear of God, and was standing

near us, with his head uncovered, attending in humble silence to the discourse,

he entreated the Patriarch, with a suppressed voice, saying:
&quot;

No, father! do

not burn them ; rather bury them in the earth.&quot; And in such sort they were

disposed of. Every time the Patriarch took up one of these pictures in his

hand, he cried aloud, saying :

&quot;

This is the picture from the house of the Archon

such an one, son of such an one (all Grandees of the empire). His design in

this was, to put them to shame, that the rest of the congregation might see it,

and take warning by their example.

After this, he preached to them on their method of making the sign of the

Cross, with the same vehemence as he had clone on the former subject. For the

Muscovites do not cross themselves, as we do, with three fingers joined together ;

but in the manner in which the Heads of the Clergy give their blessing. And

he called to witness our Lord the Patriarch concerning this. The case was,

that our master had told him of
it, and had mentioned to him that their manner

was not the right : and our master now addressed the Heads of the assembly by

the tongue of the Interpreter ; saying :

&quot;

In Antioch, and no where else, were
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the believers in Christ first called Christians ;
and from that See issued the rites

of the Church. So that neither in Alexandria, nor Constantinople,, nor Jerusalem,

nor Mount Sinai,, nor on the Holy Mountain, not even in Wallachia or Moldavia,

nor among the Cossacks, does any one cross himself as you do ; but we all use

the same form.&quot;

After this, the Patriarch concluded the Service
; and they went out to the

Emperor, offered him their best wishes, blessed him, and preceded him with the

pictures to the outside of the south door, whence he passes to his palace. The

carriers of the pictures having formed a circle round him, the Patriarch incensed

them, and, taking off his crown, kissed them one by one. In like manner did

our master ;
then the Emperor : and the Patriarchs blessed him as before. On

his right hand stood his Prime Minister : on his left were two youths, brothers,

standing side by side ;
we knew them, from their countenances, to be Tartars.

They were the sons of the Sultan of Siberia. Their grandfather surrendered to

the Czar Ivan his whole territory, without fighting, by convention. The Czar

therefore confirmed him on his throne, on condition that he should pay a yearly

tribute. His children, and his children s children, have continued his race until

now. These two the Emperor had sent for, to come to him
;
and by words,

exhortations, offerings, and gifts, he had made them Christians. The Patriarch

baptized them, and the Emperor stood their godfather. Their names previously

were Mohammed and Ahmed : they now named them John and Alexius. We
were astonished at them, seeing that the one differed not in the least from the

other. They were the most honoured of the Emperor s nobles. We said

amongst ourselves :

&quot; Who could have believed that the children of Satan would

become the sons of God ? What a miraculous event ! Blessed be our eyes for

what they have seen, and our ears for what they have heard !

&quot;

Then the bearers

of the images passed before the Emperor, with the pictures : and the bells all

rang, and we entered the sacristy to put off our copes. The two Patriarchs then

took leave of each other
; and we returned in the sania to our monastery, asto

nished and wonderstruck with the constancy and firmness of this nation, from

the Emperor to their very infants. We entered the church as the clock struck

three
; and did not leave it till ten, having stood there with them about seven

hours on our legs, on the iron pavement, enduring the most severe cold and

piercing frost. But we were consoled for all this, by witnessing the admirable

devotion of this people. Nor was the Patriarch satisfied with the Ritual and the

long Swafc^a, but he must crown all with an admonition and a copious sermon !
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(Joel grant him moderation! His heart did not ache for the Emperor, nor for

the tender infants ! What should we say to this in our country ? Would to God

we were thus patient ! Without doubt the Great Creator has granted to this

nation to be His peculiar people ; and it becomes them to be so, because all their

actions are according to the Spirit, and not to the flesh ; and they are all of this

disposition. Nor was yet this enough ; but, after the Emperor and the Patriarch

had sent us a banquet, and we had sat down to table, still in a state of stupefac

tion, the bells immediately began to ring for Vespers !
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BOOK X.

SECT. I.

EXPEDITION AGAfNHT THE POLES UNDER RADZIVIL. MORTUARY SERVICES.

IN the course of the first week of Lent, the Emperor dispatched the six

Archons, having with them, as we ascertained, more than three hundred thou

sand troops : and a report was spread, that the Emperor himself would speedily

follow them : for he was exceedingly exasperated when the two accounts were

brought to him
; one, that the accursed Radzivil had seized on the city of

Mohilov ; and the other, of what had taken place in the country of the Cossacks

of the devastation, slaughter, rapine, and burning, which had been committed

there
; particularly when he saw the prisoners sent him by Chmiel, taken from

the Tartars, Poles, Hungarians, Moldavians, and Germans ; and when he heard

from Chmiel how God had granted him the victory over them, by the prowess

of the Emperor s high estate, and the dread of his name. We, for our parts,

could not believe in the report of the Emperor s speedy departure ; as he had

not completed even a month s residence in the capital. But when we were

assured of its truth, our joy, which had commenced at his arrival, fled away ; and

our grief and sorrow increased as the time of his departure drew near. We began

to utter prayers, from the bottom of our hearts, against that enemy of God and

of the Christian Church, Radzivil ;
as we had before directed our imprecations

against Stephani Beg of Moldavia ; for, without doubt, the Creator raised up

these two for a punishment on Christians. One would think that these enemies

of God were only to appear, in our time, for the increase of our sorrow, anxiety,

and confusion, which have driven us from our own country, and do not quit us.

One reason why we supposed that the Divine vengeance was exercised on his

Church, was deduced from what happened through Vasili, at the time he ascended

the throne
; by whose hand were slaughtered more than one hundred thousand

Christians, of Moldavians, Wallachians, Hungarians,Greeks, Servians, Bulgarians,

Arnaouts, Turks, Arabians, Tartars, Poles, Cossacks, and other nations. For
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this, however, we did not weep, but because the Almighty had not patience with

us for fifteen days only from the Thursday before Palm Sunday till the Thursday

afterEaster ;
as Vasili had promised us about that time to do us every sort of kind

nessto pay off our debts, to furnish us with sacerdotal ornaments, a valuable

crown, and so forth. If we had passed the Easter holidays with him, we should

have congratulated ourselves on the receipt of all these benefits : he would have

sent us hither without fatigue or trouble : and we should have been certain

about the time of our return to our own country, and not have been detained

here until now. The second reason is, that this accursed Radzivil is at this

time in the field, and has roused the dormant ire of the Emperor ; who, until the

present, had entertained the intention of passing the Easter festival with us ; and

we rejoiced at the expected opportunity ofbecoming the objects of his regard, and

in the hope that he would incmire into our circumstances : for we had almost de

spaired, previously, of ever seeing him, and could not believe our own eyes when

we had at length the happiness to behold him. O Lord, look upon our condi

tion ! How long wilt thou avert thy regard from us ? In all circumstances, we

are grateful to Thee; and we thought, upon escaping from the troubles of

Moldavia, that our afflictions were at an end ;
but they have never quitted us,

even until now. O God ! send upon Radzivil sickness and disease, in proportion

as he has waded in the blood of thousands, and turned our comfort and joy into

uneasiness and sorrow ! For this accursed wretch, as we mentioned before, was

the origin of all these evils, being a man of ruined circumstances, without fortune

or success in war, and without force. When the Emperor marched to Smolensko

with more than six hundred thousand men, this said person came to fight

him with thirty thousand. As soon as the Emperor s advanced troops met them,

they dispersed the whole thirty thousand at the point of the sword; for how could

these resist twenty times their number ? What insolence and presumption to

attempt it! The wretch himself, as soon as he saw the face of the enemy, took

to flight, in such mean attire that no one knew him, leaving his troops in distress

and in the hands of the enemy, exposed to the worst of evils, till all the chiefs

were captured, and but a few escaped with him. Nor did it suffice him to have

brought himself to this shameful flight ;
but he must now return, with twelve

thousand men, to plunder the country. Observe, sensible and intelligent reader,

this insolence, this pride, and abject meanness ! We will, in another part of our

volume, complete the history of this affair with minuteness, that thou mayest

know how that from God is all empire and dominion ; and that he who uses
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them with humility increases in power and command ; but him that is haughty

and tyrannical, God reduces to a place on the dunghill, amid filth and rubbish,

bringing down his nobles and warriors, as happened now, to be contemned and

trampled on, under the feet of their enemies.

To return : On the eve of the second Saturday in Lent, the Emperor came to

the Monastery of the Nuns, opposite us
;
in which, as we have mentioned, are the

tombs of the Empresses ; and sent for our Lord the Patriarch
; who, with the

Patriarch of Moscow, put on his full robes, according to custom ; and they

performed a MvyfAcxruvov for the Mother of the Emperor, in the Choir. The

Archdeacon having said the Troparion for the Dead, the Patriarch came down,

and threw incense round the boiled meat (&uU), towards the sanctuary, to the

pictures, to our master, the rest of the Heads of the Clergy, the Archimandrites,

and the assistant Priests ; then to the Emperor, and all the persons present. In

like manner did our master ;
and the singers chaunted the

&quot;

Benedictus,&quot; and the

Canon for laying the corpse upon the bier
(&amp;gt;Us*l ^yU j, as usual. Each Deacon

in the mean time repeated,
&quot;

Have mercy on us, O God,&quot; with the rest of the

prayer, in the proper place, having the censer in his hand ; and, at the suitable

time, our master recited the Troparion, till the conclusion. Then they began
the second service

; and the Archdeacon recited,
&quot; Have mercy on us, O God,

with the rest of that prayer ;
at the same time incensing the Empress s tomb ;

whilst the Patriarch, in a whisper, said the prayer,
&quot; O God of our souls and

bodies
;&quot;

and all the Assistants individually chaunted it, according to custom.

Then he concluded with the prayer,
&quot;

For thou art the Resurrection
;&quot;
and having

incensed the Archdeacon, gave to him the censer, saying,
&quot;

Pramudrosti&quot; that

is, 2o&amp;lt;p/a. Afterwards the Patriarch recited verses, and concluded the prayer,

continually incensing her tomb. Then the Archdeacon, with a loud voice,

chaunted,
&quot;

May the memory of the deceased Empress (such an one) be everlast

ing ;&quot;
and the singers repeated it after him. Then the Patriarch went round to

incense all present, and concluded the service. Afterwards they went in, to put

off their copes; and, coming out again, accompanied the Emperor to the outside

of the church door. He gave them his commands concerning a mass on the

following day ; and they took leave of him, and he departed ;
and we returned to

our residence.

Thus, on the morrow, we went as before, and performed mass, with a conse

cration of Priests and Deacons. After they had finished the prayers, they

proceeded to the Empress s tomb, and began the Prayers for the Dead ;
and
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the Patriarch., and the Archdeacon, and the singers, did as they had done the day

before. After this we left the church. On this day the Emperor was not

present at the ceremony, being busied and confused with the preparations for his

journey on the following day ; as it actually took place.

SECT. II.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE EMPEROR S DEPARTURE. SIEGE OF MOHILOV, AND
DISCOMFITURE OF RADZIVI L.

EARLY in the morning of the second Sunday in Lent, they summoned us,

and we went to the Sobor. After the Patriarchs had paid their devotions to the

images, and had put on their copes, the Emperor arrived. As soon as he had

paid his devotions to all the pictures and the relics of the Saints, and the singers

had chaunted for him the NoXu^oviov, he approached near to the two Patriarchs :

and the Patriarch of Moscow, descending from his throne, advanced to meet him,

and blessed him with the cross, concluding his benediction with the Aytour[tog.

In like manner did our master. Then the Archdeacon brought forward the

large cross of gold, with another smaller. The Patriarch of Moscow blessed the

Emperor with the one, twice ;
and the Emperor touched it with his right hand,

for success in the war. In like manner our master blessed him with the other,

and made him touch it
; saying to him, by the tongue of the Interpreter :

&quot;

As

God formerly granted victory to the Emperor Constantine the Great, by means

of the venerable cross, over his enemies, so I now beseech Him to grant it unto

you.&quot;
The Emperor answered,

&quot; Amen !&quot; and kissed our master s hand
;
and he

kissed the Emperor s head. Now, this was a prophecy of our Lord the Patri

arch s : for the Emperor had heard, that in one of the convents of the Holy

Mountain, known by the name of YlatToxgdriug , that is, (J LjLail) &quot;the Omnipo

tent,&quot; was the very cross of the Emperor Constantine, which the Greek Emperors

had bestowed by a
Xgu&amp;lt;ro(3ouXXo,

or
&quot;

Golden Bull
&quot;

( ^yyajp-),
on that convent. He

sent therefore to ask the convent that they would send it to him, in order that

he might receive a blessing from it : and lately, on the Festival of Pentecost,

they sent to him this very cross, whilst he was in Poland. We ourselves saw it

afterwards
; and blessed ourselves with it, as we shall hereafter explain. The

Emperor, having bowed to the two Patriarchs, went and stood by his chair, and

sent to our master, by the Archdeacon, a beautiful sakkos, astonishing the
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beholder with the excellence of its workmanship, the lustre of its colours, and

its shining in the dark. We therefore took from him the sakkos he had on, and

replaced it with this. Such an occurrence was to us the cause of great joy and

exultation ; as it passed before so great a multitude of persons, whose eyes were

bent upon us, in admiration at the great love of the Emperor towards our master.

On this occasion, and at this moment, it was worth treasures of gold : for honour

belongs not to riches, but to station.
&quot;

May God lengthen thy days, O Emperor
of the Age ! and give thee victory over thy enemies, at all times, and in all

circumstances ! It was not enough for your exalted mind to be occupied with

the preparations for your expedition, O Greatest of the Kings of the Earth,

Emperor of the New Rome, which is Moscow, Autocrat of Great and Little

Russia, and Meyotg kvdevrqg iraa-yc Trig Boppaiag] but you would not forget the

Kyr Macarius, Patriarch of Antioch! May God grant you victory over your

enemies, the demons, and perpetuate your reign for ages of ages ! Amen!&quot;

After our master had put on the sakkos, he passed near to the Emperor,

accompanied by the Interpreter, and bowed to him, thanking him for his good

ness, praying for him, and blessing him; and having kissed his head, returned to

his place. On this day there was also an Ordination of Priests and Deacons ;
and

at the time of the E;Vo&amp;lt;W, before the Archdeacon said
2o&amp;lt;p/a ogdoi,

two Deacons

presented to the Patriarch one of the Officiating Priests, who bowed to him, and

lie blessed him, and recited over him the Prayer for the Office of Archimandrite
;

that is, he placed him at the head of a monastery which is within the city, dedi

cated by the title of the Divine Immersion. Having clothed him with sleeves,

and placed on his side an ornament resembling precious stones, he put a mitre

on his head and blessed him. Then they led him down, bowing, as he retired,

to the Patriarch ; then to our master, who also gave him his blessing. Then

he went round to the Heads of the Clergy, the Archimandrites, and the Priests,

who stood on each side ; and kissed them on the mouth, as is their custom,

whilst they blessed him. Then he stood in his place ; and the Archdeacon

having pronounced ^o&amp;lt;p/o. ogfloi,
we finished our fifth mass in the presence of the

Emperor, and our seventh in the company of the Patriarch of Moscow. After

the latter had concluded the prayers, and they had entered the sacristy to put

off their copes, they went out to bless the Emperor. At this moment our

master begged of the Emperor that he would send him his way. He answered :

No, my Father ; but, on the contrary, I entreat you to remain here, praying for

me, that God grant me victory over my enemies, that I may return joyfully, and
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look into your affairs, and bestow upon you the favours which are suitable for

you.&quot;
Our master replied :

&quot; You know, my Lord, that up to the present time

I have been more than four years absent from my See; having, to my great mis

fortune, been delayed on the road, and in Moldavia and Wallachia, nearly the

whole of the time. If, then, it is your royal pleasure, dismiss me.&quot; The Em

peror answered him : You tarried so long a time in foreign countries ; stay

then likewise in mine, that it may be blessed by your presence : for by your

prayers, and with my sword, I shall be victorious over my enemies.&quot; On this

our master was silent, and made no answer. Then the Emperor took him by

the hand, and presented him to the Patriarch of Moscow, saying :

&quot;

This is my

Deputy: I commit you to his care. Whatever you wish for, ask of him.&quot; Then

bidding them farewell, he departed ;
and we returned to our monastery.

The Patriarch gave us notice to return after a couple of hours, to take our

last farewell of the Emperor; to whom, at the toll of the great bell, the citizens

hastened forth from every part of the city, to bid adieu. We also went to the

church ; where the two Patriarchs put on their copes, together with the Heads

of the Clergy, the Priests, and the Archimandrites, within the sacristy. We then

went out to the N^|, or Porch, where the Heads of Convents had taken their

stations as usual, whilst the great bell tolled. While the Patriarch was coming

down from his palace, they rang all the bells together ; so that the very earth

trembled, and our ears were deafened. The two Patriarchs then went out to

meet the Emperor, and to give him their benediction. He was dressed in his

imperial robes of Venetian gold brocade, of great beauty, and dazzling to the

eye ;
with all round them, to the breadth of four inches, pearls, precious stones,

and gold ; being similar to the dress of the Grecian Emperors. He did not stop at

his usual place ;
but came and stood behind the pillar on the right, that which

was covered with red cloth, as we mentioned before, near to us. Then they

began chaunting the prayers of the War Service, in responses from the two

choirs, in the most delightful music ;
and the Emperor approached the Patriarch,

who came down from his throne to the lowest step, and gave to him a letter,

which he read. The Interpreter explained it to our master. Its contents were

concerning the Voivode of Mohilov: That when the cursed Radzivil laid siege to

their city, and made himself master of the line of walls raised of earth, the troops

of the Emperor sallied forth against him with great bravery, and took up positions

round the whole circuit of the city. There came also from the part of the Het-

man Chmiel, one of his noble Polkobniks, known by the name of Zolotorinskos,
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accompanied by forty thousand chosen Cossacks. These attacked Radzivil on

the four sides
; whilst from within the town they kept up a continual fire upon

him with the guns. Seeing vengeance surrounding him on all quarters, he

changed his clothes, as before, like Satan, and took to flight with a few attendants.

Of the rest of his army, not one escaped. We rejoiced therefore at this good

news. After they had finished the prayers,, the Emperor went into the sanctuary,

to perform his devotions ; and returning, bent down his head before the two Patri

archs, who read over him the Prayers for War and Victory over Enemies, by the

intercession of all the Saints, both ancient and modern, naming each of them, one

by one. Then they blessed him ;
and took him by the hand, and kissed him,

weeping. Then the Patriarch stood before him, and raised his voice in prayer for

the Emperor, making a beautiful exordium, with parables and proverbs from the

ancients
; such as, how God granted victory to Moses over Pharaoh, &c. ; from

modern history; such as, the victory of Constantine over Maximianus and Max-

entius, &c. ; adding many examples of this nature, and with much prolixity of

discourse running on at his leisure, like a copious stream of flowing water. When

he stammered and confused his words, or made mistakes, he set himself right

again, with perfect composure. No one seemed to find fault with him, or to be

tired of his discourse
; but all were silent and attentive, as if each were a pauper

or slave before his master. But what most excited our admiration was, to see the

Emperor standing with his head uncovered, whilst the Patriarch wore his crown

before him
;
the one with his hands crossed in humility, the other displaying

them with the action and boldness of an orator addressing his auditor ;
the one

bowing his bare head in silence to the ground, the other bending his towards

him with his crown upon it, speaking to him ; the one guarding his senses and

breathing low, the other making his voice ring like a loud bell ; the one as if he

were a slave, the other as his lord. What a sight for us ! God knows that our

hearts ached for the Emperor. Was not this singular humility ? Let us thank

God, and praise Him, for granting us the grace to behold these strange and won

derful things. When the Patriarch had concluded his discourse with the prayer,

he bowed to the Emperor ; and they shook hands a second time. Then they

went to bid adieu to the Emperor, at the outside of the south door of the church,

where his banners were stationed with his troops ; and he placed one of the two

crosses which they had given him on a banner, on both sides of which was painted

the Golgotha with the cross upon it, the whole in gold leaf. The other cross he

set on the banner of the church which is dedicated by the title of The Assumption
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of our Lady. Then the Patriarchs returned ; and proceeded forth, from the west

door of the church, with the Priests and Deacons carrying the banners and pictures,

in great procession, on a platform of boards, till we met the Emperor, and passed

before him, observing to turn our right hand towards him. The janissaries had

strewed the whole of the road with yellow sand as far as the entrance of the

castle-gate ;
and large wax torches, in great quantity, were burning around us, for

it was evening ;
whilst all the bells rang, till the earth shook and our ears were

deafened, until we passed through the castle-gate to the open space and court,

whence we ascended to the stone circle appointed for prayer. The singers

during the procession had been chaunting passages from the Ha^c^cX??^?,, which

they finished here. The Patriarch then said the Gospel, and gave his blessing

with the cross on the four sides. Then he blessed the Emperor with it, assisted

by our master
;
and they sprinkled him with the Aytcta-pog, and read over him

the Prayers for War, a second time, and took him by the hand. In like manner

the Heads of the Clergy and the Archimandrites came to make their obeisance to

him
;
and kissed his hand, and presented to him pictures covered with gold, as is

their custom. After the Priests, we also, the Deacons, passed forward and kissed

his hand. Then he bade them adieu, and mounted his sledge ; having the sons

of the Sultan of Siberia constantly on his right hand and on his left
;
and he

departed in peace, saying,
&quot;

Brosti !

&quot;

that is,
&quot;

Pardon me !&quot; The image Vlashirnas

was set up before him in the sledge ; and there were carried round him great

quantities of torches, for it was grown dark. We remained standing till all the

troops had passed. With the Emperor went also the Archbishop of Tversk,

together with his Priests, Deacons, Monks, and painters, in great number. We
returned by torch-light to the church ; and, having put off our copes, repaired to

our monastery. As for the Emperor, he went to pass the night in one of his

palaces, distant from the city three versts.

SECT. III.

AMOUNT AND DESCRIPTION OF THE MUSCOVITE TROOPS. JUNCTION OF
THE SWEDES. ACCOUNT OF THE POTENTATES.

OUR master asked the Patriarch of Moscow concerning the number of the

troops that marched on this occasion with the Emperor. He replied :

&quot; Three

hundred thousand chosen troops, of which forty thousand are continually round
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his person, armed with excellent steel cuirasses ;
besides those he had sent before

him, with the Archons, as we mentioned above. He added :

&quot;

I myself have given

him ten thousand men, with their horses and arms. So many has he also re

ceived from the convents in the territory of Moscow, in conjunction with the

Heads of the Clergy ; from each according to their condition, and the extent of

their lands and revenues.&quot; Even from the very small convents he has been fur

nished with at least one man, armed and mounted, accoutred and paid : for all

of them dispose of the benevolences and territorial grants made to them from the

crown entirely to their own benefit, until a moment of necessity comes like this.

This quota of men was over and above the treasure which he imposed upon them

to be sent to Smolensko.

The steward of the Monastery of the Holy Trinity told us, that they had sent

with the Emperor one thousand armed men. They had sent likewise to him, to

Smolensko, a great quantity of wheat corn, biscuit, flour, rye, barley, fodder for

the horses, butter, and so forth, about three and twenty thousand bushels ; three

of which a beast of burden would with difficulty drag along in a cart. They
calculated the value at more than two hundred thousand dinars. In this way he

took from the rest of the convents, according to their degree.

They sent him from the Monastery of Cyrillus Bielozersko, in which we staid,

as being the second monastery after the Holy Trinity, one hundred armed men,

and more than ten thousand dinars in treasure carried to Smolensko. Thus they

sent to him from the Monastery of Solovka five thousand dinars, which was the

extent of their proportion. These three hundred thousand are the Emperor s

own troops. He had sent with the Archons about four hundred thousand, as

the Patriarch now told us. He took with him of the Dogfaced Tribe (^K!
1 *^ ,y)

twenty thousand, at the sight of whom the horses and their riders are terrified.

It was not his intention to make them fight ;
but to use the terror of their name

and character against his enemies, when they should see them eating human flesh.

As we mentioned before, Chmiel had sent to him the Polkobnikos Zolotorinskos,

with forty thousand Cossacks, on whom the Emperor settled a yearly pay, out of

his treasury. A fortnight after the departure of the Emperor, his Vicegerents

and Ministers dispatched after him one of the Great Archons, named Vasili

Potorlin, with one hundred and twenty thousand men. Of these, thirty thousand

were infantry ;
the remainder, cavalry. With them marched ten thousand of the

Dogfaced Lobani. But the greatest part of these troops were Tartars of the

Cheramishids, Merdevan, Mogul, Bashkerd, and Calmuck tribes, c. Many of

VOL. II. K
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them were enlisted with the regular pay : the remainder were levied by taking a

man from every two Tartar houses. Thus were collected together these immense

bodies ;
which we used to go out to see, observing the various-shaped faces of the

different tribes, which are distinguished from each other by no other names but

such as are taken from their peculiar countenances. To each of these tribes they

gave particular kinds of arms. But the greatest part of these troops, and of all

the Emperor s troops, were armed with a handsome musket. Most of these tribes

were furnished with handsome steel coats
;
and wore small caps on their heads,

resembling helmets. Their arms, shoulders, and thighs, even at the joints, were

covered with steel. Many of them had lances and hatchets, and such other war

like instruments. We went every day to view them, during this long Lent. These

people, by the directions of the Emperor, were sent to Chmiel
;
that with them

he might form a junction with the ninety thousand Muscovite troops who were

in observation at Kiov, and march with the whole of them to carry on the war

at Kamanitsa, the city of Kiov, and surrounding countries. Chmiel, having left

the greatest part of his troops in his own country, to defend it from the attacks of

the Tartars, got together, of the Muscovite troops and Cossacks, more than three

hundred thousand men, as we ascertained afterwards from the Patriarch. With

these he subdued a number of towns in that quarter ;
of which we shall make

mention, in the proper place, hereafter.

The Emperor also sent one of his Archons, with one hundred thousand men,

to guard his frontier against the Tartars
;
besides the sixty thousand (some said,

one hundred and fifty thousand) who already garrisoned the castles and trenches

on that line, without intermission. He afterwards sent one of his Archons to the

cities of Cazan and Astrachan, to take the greatest part of their troops, together

with the Calmuck tribe, who are enemies to the Khan and the Tartars ; that with

them he might subdue the Tartar towns. We afterwards ascertained that he

collected together of them more than two hundred thousand.

Then the Emperor sent and commanded the troops of the cities of Novgorod

and Pskov, and their territories, to march towards the sea-coast, and form a junc

tion with the army of Sweden, in order to close the territory of the Poles on its

three sides : Chmiel, with his army, being on one side, towards Moldavia and

Hungary, and on the side of Germany ; whilst the troops of Novgorod and Pskov

would come along the sea-coast, in company with the army of Sweden, on the

other side of the Polish territory. For the Virgin Queen *, reigning in the kingdom
* &quot; Queen Christina.&quot; EARL OF GUILFORD.
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of Sweden, whom we mentioned before, would not be married to any man.

When the people of her country rose against her, she left the kingdom, and chose

for herself a place to live in
; leaving her nephew to reign in her stead. This

new King sent speedily to the Emperor an Ambassador, in token of his friend

ship ; saying :

&quot;

I am disposed to stand by you,, at the risk of my life. But the

Poles have taken possession, by force, of fifteen of the towns belonging to my

kingdom. My desire is, to rescue them out of their hands.&quot; The Emperor re

turned him an answer suitable to his wishes. We afterwards heard that he came

by land and sea, and, having regained his territory, did great damage in the country

of the Poles. By sea, he sent fifty large galleons, manned with twenty-five thou

sand warriors : by land, he marched about the same number. To the Emperor
he sent, on this occasion, twenty-four thousand muskets in cases, equal in value

to more than one hundred thousand dinars. For all these Kings, I mean the

King of England, the King of the Flemings (AJulai! & ), the King of Sweden,

and the rest of the other Kings, send every year to the Emperor, instruments

of war, such as muskets, coats of mail, and beautiful armour of all kinds ;

and he gives, in exchange for them, wheat and rye, for their food and main

tenance. All the Frank ships which come to the port of Archangel take in

corn in exchange for their cargoes, in the same manner as the Poles derive their

sustenance from the country of the Cossacks. For this reason, these Kings

make immense presents to the Emperor, and are ever sending Ambassadors to

his court, to maintain their amicable relations : otherwise, were this supply of

provisions to be cut off from them, they could not subsist ; for their country is

vary narrow, and produces no corn, but in small quantities. The import of

the word Rega (U^X in these countries, is inferior to that of Cral or Beg ;
for in

Poland there is a Cral, in Hungary a Cral, in England a Cral ; but in Flanders

a Cral or rather Rega, from the narrowness of his dominions. In the same

manner, also, in Venice is a Rega, Of this kind are also all the Dukedoms (c^j^!)),

As to the Emperors, as far as we could ascertain, the first of them is the Turk

in Constantinople, reigning in the place of Constantine. The second is the

Emperor of Germany, surnamed Caesar ; for they pretend, that, after the death

of Constantine, he was the first to assume the crown and style himself Caesar.

The third is the Emperor (King) of Spain. The fourth, the King of France.

The fifth is the King of the Redheads, or Persians (^iU^i ). The sixth, the Em
peror of Hindostan. The seventh, the Emperor of China. The eighth, the

Emperor of Abyssinia. The ninth, the Emperor of Khota and Khotaia
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(Tartary). The tenth empire is what remains of the Empire of the Georgians.

The eleventh Emperor is the Emperor of Muscovy : for he acquired the dignity

after all the others., aswe mentioned before, in the time of the Czar Ivan. They
reckon before him even the Emperor of Siberia and the Emperor Altoon Padishah,

that is, the Sultan of the Country of Gold. But the Turkish Emperor glories in

three things above the other Emperors : the first is, that he reigns in the place of

Constantine, who was Emperor of the Seven Climes in his time, and was styled

Monocrator, that is, the sole ruler: the second is, that the Turks slew seven

Emperors, besides Begs and other Princes, and subdued their dominions ; first,

the Emperor of Greece ; second, the Emperor Cassar ; third, the Emperor of

Bulgaria ; fourth, the Emperor of Servia
; fifth, the Emperor of the Arnaouts ;

sixth, the Emperor of Trebizond ; seventh, the Emperor of Cherson (&**&amp;gt;}.

These make up the number, without including the country of the Tartars. Over

all these countries the Emperor of the Turks prevailed, and slew their Emperors ;

and not only them, but all their subordinate officers. Afterwards, he subdued

the kingdom of Wallachia and the kingdom of Moldavia, and a part of the pro

vince of Hungary ; imposing on them a yearly tribute, and forcing them to march

whithersoever they are called. They are to the present time under obedience to

his commands, which pervade the utmost extent of their territory. In like

manner, he has taken Belgrade, Erivan, Wan, and the rest of those countries ;

and the borders of Abyssinia and of Yemen are in total subjection to his sway.

The Turks have also subdued most of the islands in the White Sea, as Cyprus

and Rhodes
;
and the twelve celebrated islands, which of themselves formed an

independent state. They have also taken a part of Georgia. Their sway is

absolute over the whole of the Barbary States ;
and extends over the greatest

part of the White Sea, the whole of the Red Sea, the whole of the Black Sea,

some of the coasts of the other seas
; and over many provinces on the borders of

Romelia, taken from Venice, including Canna, Saloniki, c. All these conquests

of the Turks we obtained information of, from well-instructed persons who had

travelled round the greatest part of the world, by land and sea. The third boast

of the Turks is, that they are in possession of that half of the world which is

best for its climate, water, air, and aliments. But the greatest of all is, that they

are in possession of the tomb of our Lord God and Redeemer, Jesus the Christ
;

and have this to glory in, over all the Christian Princes, who to visit this holy

sepulchre must enter their dominions.
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SECT. IV.

PROSECUTION OF THE JFAR AGAINST THE POLESTHEIR NEGOTfATIONS.
STATE OF THE RUSSIAN ARTILLERY.

To return : The number of the troops that marched out from Novgorod,

Pskov., and those countries which are near the frontier of the kingdom of

Sweden, the empire of the Caesar, and the kingdom of the Poles, was, in all, one

hundred and twenty thousand, under the disposition and command as before

mentioned. These marched out, and subdued most of the provinces of Poland

near them, having a Voivode with full powers for their separate guidance : nor

did they cease, on their side, taking towns and castles, plundering the country,

massacring the inhabitants, and making prisoners, till they approached the

Emperor. This side of the Polish territory is the second, having Sweden on the

sea-side. The Emperor in person marched into the midst of it
;
and let loose

the anger of God against the Poles from the four quarters, so that they knew not

from which way the main brunt of war assailed them. Nevertheless, they shewed

no inclination to make peace and to pay tribute, so great was their haughtiness ;

but rather had recourse for assistance to the Turks, importuning them with a

multitude of embassies ; promising them immense treasures, and agreeing to pay

them a yearly tribute of thirty thousand dinars
;

to be under their government;

and to march as their auxiliaries whenever they should summon them to war, in

like manner as the provinces of Hungary, Wallachia, and Moldavia ; declaring

openly to the Turks :

&quot; When the Cral of Muscovy shall have taken our country,

you will be most concerned
; for he will then speedily come against you ;

as we

are the people who now make head against him, and repel him from you and

your territory.&quot;
For the further confirmation of their sincerity and friendship

towards the Turks, they placed in their hands two sons of the former Cral, as a

pledge for the promised treasure and tribute which they offered them. For this

Cral, who had assisted Chmiel and strengthened him, the Poles had poisoned,

and placed his brother on the throne in his stead. What did the latter then do ?

He married his brother s wife, with the permission granted to him by the Pope ;

a flagitious proceeding, which not even the worshippers of idols were guilty of in

their time. His brother s children he sent to the Turks, as we have mentioned.*

Notwithstanding all their improvements, the Poles are a scurvy nasty nation as ever I conversed

with, proud and insolent, hugely self-conceited, always extolling their own country above all others,

vain and prodigal in their expenses before company, gaudy in their apparel, rich in their horses and

trappings, civil and hospitable to strangers, till they have seen all their pomp, and have been drunk

twice
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In like manner they sent and promised the Tartars immense treasures, to come

and assist them. But the Turks, as the report goes, being endued with vast good
sense (Jib), refused to help them; giving them two reasons for it: for the

first, saying :

&quot; You are Christians
;
we have no admission among you :

&quot;

for the

second : If you wish that we assist you, and that we send for that purpose to

command the Khan of the Tartars, the Cral of Hungary, the Beg of Moldavia,

the Beg of Wallachia, and the Pasha of Silistria, to ride off with all their troops to

your succour against your enemies, pay us the amount of the tribute which you

agreed to, in your treaty of peace with the deceased Sultan Othman, to be every

year paid, to the amount of seventy thousand piastres and thirty thousand head

of oxen and sheep; -whereas it is now five and thirty years since you paid us

any thing. Pay us then the whole of these arrears, that we may comply with your

request.&quot;
With this answer they silenced them. But the real motive of the

Turks for refusing aid to the Poles, was their fear of incurring the particular

enmity of the Emperor ;
as they apprehended much danger from him, on the side

of the Black Sea. The Poles, however, ceased not their correspondence with the

Turks till the end of the summer, as we shall detail hereafter. The Poles had

hoped also for succour from the Ca-sar : but the Emperor had anticipated them,

twice or thrice
;
and then, like Welsh men, they are willing- to be rid of them. They are greater

drinkers than the Russes ; and so quarrelsome in their drink, as that few gentlemen are seen without

some eminent scars, which they wear as badges of honour gotten in the wars of Bacchus.

Their laws are the most barbarous of any people living ;
for homicide is satisfied by a pecuniary mulct ;

a crown (as I remember) for killing a peasant; and so higher, according to the quality of the person.
&quot; Their king may be styled Rex Bacchatorum : for in their Comi/ia, when a vote has passed all but

one peremptory coxcomb, he will rise up in the spirit of contradiction, and, laying his hand upon his

cimitar, saucily protest against it, though not able to give a reason for what he says ;
and perhaps the

business is demurred for that time : next day, being half drunk, he will be the first in passing the very

same vote. Their king is little better than a painted rudder
;
which seems to steer, but does not. Iftnry

the Third, afterwards King of France, was (as I take it) King of Poland ; and so weary of his kingship,

that he would willingly have changed it for a pair of shoes of good running leather. On a certain day

he made an entertainment for many of the nobility, whom he made drunk
; having for his own wine

nothing but fair water, coloured red. One of these drunken lords he laid in his own royal bed : the

curtains were drawn, and waiters stood by the bedside, who knew nothing of the design. In the mean

time the king slipped away, and, by horses laid on purpose, made his escape out of the confines. The

son of Bacchus, being in the interim well attended, at last awakened, and betrayed the plot ; whereupon

they made all possible haste to catch their king again; but being gone into another country, they treated

with him, beseeching him to return, and they would for the future be very civil unto him
;
but he

answered, No.
&quot; The bird deserves to be a prisoner all its days, that will return again to the cage when he is once

got loose. As for mine own part, I had rather be a peasant in France, than king in Poland!&quot;

A Survey of the Pre.se?it State of Russia, 1671. p. 92.
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by sending first an Ambassador to him, to strengthen the friendship between them ;

and the Caesar consequently refused the Poles any assistance. Thus their hopes

have been cut off on all sides : and may it please Almighty God completely to root

them out, in retribution for what they have perpetrated against their poor neigh

bours and the Cossacks during these last three years ; murdering their children

and pregnant women, who knew no harm, setting fire to their houses, and massa

cring all of them without mercy, particularly in the nights of the Passion-week !

To return to the computation we were making of the number of the Emperor s

troops now marched out : As we said before, he sent with his Archons about four

hundred thousand, and with himself marched out three hundred thousand. From

Chmiel there came to him forty thousand : the army from Novgorod and Pskov

was to the amount of one hundred and twenty thousand. From the first, the

Dogfaced Tribe were with him, to the number of thirty thousand : then came to

him afterwards, in the summer, a tribe like to them, but wilder than they, as we

ourselves witnessed, to the amount of forty thousand. Of the army of Archangel,

called Cossacks, there came to him fifteen hundred youths, like fighting daemons-

blessed be He who made them ! When we saw them, we likened them to the

youths who rove about our own country. After the royal son of the Moslem had

been baptized, he marched to the assistance of the Emperor with the ten thou

sand troops which he had under his command, being sent off by the Patriarch.

The Emperor dispatched towards the country of the Cossacks about two hundred

thousand, besides the army of Chmiel : he also sent one of his Archons, named

Sheranmanz
(JJuIyi),

with one hundred thousand, to make war upon the Tartar

frontier with these troops ; and stationed the other fifty thousand in the towers

and castles, upon the trenches. Near the person of the Emperor there are

always thirty thousand German soldiers, well exercised as cavalry and artillery,

belonging to the different regiments of his army, and receiving yearly pay. From

ancient times he has always had with him one thousand Poles, in regular pay.

Under the Greek banner there exists, in some years, a corps of four hundred men

in his pay. Then he sent another Kniaz to take the command of .the army of

Cazan and Astrachan, and of the Kalmuck Tartars, of more than two hundred

thousand men, to lay waste with them the country of the Tartars, and keep them

so much employed as to hinder them from marching to the aid of the Poles ;
for

the Crim
(&amp;gt;^J1),

which is the seat of the Khan, is only fifteen days journey from

Astrachan. Then there came also to the succour of the Emperor one of the

Begs of Circassia, residing near Astrachan, with twenty thousand Bashajans
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This is what we ascertained and saw of the nature of the Emperor s

army, which Almighty God only can number : for as the Emperor of the Turks

boasts, above all other Emperors., of the multitude of his men, so does this

Emperor boast still more of the multitude of his. The most wonderful of all

was, that all these troops are armed with firelocks ;
and not only with one each,

but several. The Cossacks of the Don, to the number of forty thousand, are also

under the Emperor s government. Those Tartars who live at the mouths of this

river,, on the Black Sea^ keep aloof from the Cossacks ; for they are continually

laying waste their country, and making them prisoners, and carrying them to

Moscow for sale. For as the Tartars are an annoyance to the Christians who

are their neighbours, so do these Cossacks annoy them in return ; and may God

increase their power over them ! Even the Turks on the Black Sea fear them ;

for they are hardy and brave in war, to a great degree, as we witnessed ; and they

fear not death. If we live till next year, we will give their history. Most of this

information we verified from the mouth of the Patriarch ; who, in continuation,

said:
&quot; The Emperor has taken with him, of last year s artillery, three large

guns, the length of each gun being more than fifteen braces ;
and each being

allotted fifteen hundred horses to draw it, and five hundred janissaries for its

management. With them he made a breach in the vast walls of the city of

Smolensko, though built of large quarry-stone.&quot; Concerning these guns, certain

Greek merchants, who had seen them with him, have informed us, (and we our

selves have seen cannon resembling mortars, which are short, and thick, like

barrels,) that, when they are fired, they shoot to the skies what they are charged

with, which, falling in the midst of the city or the castle, burns and spreads

mischief far and wide, digging up the ground to a great depth. The Emperor

has lately received guns from Europe, which, when discharged, make no noise :

these are in his store-houses.

SECT. V.

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE MUSCOVITES AND TARTARS. WARFARE OF
THE LATTER. PREDICTIONS CONCERNING THEM.

IF any person should ask :

&quot;

Why then did not the Emperor, having all this

collection of hundreds of thousands of troops with him, march straightway against

the Tartars, and root them from the face of the earth ; since they are perpetually
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trespassing on his territory, burning and carrying away captives ; and com

mitting equal horrors upon the Cossacks, and the Moldavians and Wallachians ;

though from these latter especially they receive treasures in tribute
;
thus trea

cherously breaking their engagements?&quot; We answer, that we inquired mucli

concerning this matter, even of the great officers of government, and ascertained

the cause of this to be two things : the one, that the Poles, during the period of

their strength up to the present moment, have shewn no constancy nor good faith,

on any occasion. How often did the father of this Emperor wish how often

has this Emperor himself desired to march against the Tartars
; but they feared

the treacherous attacks of the Poles on their own territory : for when the Poles

had conquered Smolensko and its province, there remained between them and

the city of Moscow no more than three hundred versts : and Sovereigns have greato o

good sense, superior to ours ; none of them ever march forth against an enemy,

leaving another behind them : this is the first excuse for the apparent neglect

of the Muscovites. The second is, that the Tartar frontier is above a whole

month s severe march distant from the frontier of Muscovy, the whole way lying

through deserts and difficult passes, now taking to the right, now to the left, and

passable in some places only, as is said, to one at a time. But the filthy Tartars

sally forth on a sudden, and load themselves with no provisions but roasted meal

in leathern-bags. Each of them, if he is but a poor man, has with him four or

five horses
; and in one night they perform five or six days journey, stopping

only where they find water : there they put a portion of this meal into a vessel,

and, drenching it with water, sup it, making it serve them for both bread and

beverage, Avhere the water alone would be bad. Then they slaughter some of

their horses, and eat them without cooking ; laying a store of the flesh under the

horses saddles, for the prosecution of their journey. For the food of their horses,

they collect the dry grass in their own country, and tightly twist it into ropes,

which they load upon their horses, giving them sparingly of it to eat. With this

parsimony they continue to live contentedly, in their own way. To whatever

place they direct their march, thither they rush forward, like wild beasts, on a

sudden, spreading fire on every side
; hunting and chasing the people from their

houses ; loading them on their horses and carts, with all the stores they have

plundered, and riding off with them. To these captives they give sparingly, from

time to time, only a little horse-flesh, such as they eat themselves ; so that many
of the prisoners die, on the roads, of hunger, thirst, and fatigue. But the Mus
covites have not strength to pursue such a way of life on the road

;
and therefore

VOL. II. L
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are unable to perform the march. This august Emperor,, however, as we men

tioned before, has not ceased, since the beginning of his reign, to make conquests on

that side, and to build castles in that direction, and towns, and entrenched walls ;

so that the march between his frontier, and the Crim* under the Khan, is become

the work of five days only. For how many years has he not been laying up stores

in this quarter, with all kinds of warlike apparatus for the expedition, to be

undertaken at a suitable opportunity ; which is perhaps now near at hand, and,

please God, will be in our time ! May be, that this is the prediction prophesied

by the late Metropolitan Isa (^^), in his poem, saying of the Tartars, who eat

horse-flesh :

&quot;

Surely they are like the Arabs of the desert, sustaining themselves

by what they gain in the night of plunder : otherwise their memory would have

long since been annihilated, and their root have perished. But, if it please

God, whose power is infinite, vengeance will speedily and suddenly overtake

them : He will send them the Aga of the Russians, with an army of Poles, and

with horses that in their course resemble the rushing blasts of the wind, who

will mow them down as the corn is reaped in the harvest, and will give their

filthy bodies for food to the wild beasts : and thou shalt exclaim :

&quot; On to the

aid of the Christians ! The Tartars are perishing without mercy !

&quot;

Probably,

what the deceased prelate said at that time, we are now coming to ; and what he

desired, is now arrived. Indications of this are manifest : for since the reign of

the Czar Ivan, not one of the Muscovite Emperors had marched out to make

war upon any one ;
but they had remained, contented, within the boundaries of

their own empire and provinces, regulating their own internal affairs, and, glory

* &quot; The metropolis of Tartary is called Crim : it is a strong walled town upon the Tartarian Sea,

from whence the great Cham is named Crim- Tartar. They say the city is built of stone and brick,

very stately. The people are tributary to the Turk
;
and Mo.scua was formerly tributary to them, and

paid two thousand sheep-skin coats yearly to the Duke of Moscow s homage, which was, to feed the

Crim s horse with oats out of his cap : to this, also, he was sworn by a strict oath. But within these

years, the tribute has been refused, because the Tartar broke the league by invading the confines. And

indeed they are troublesome neighbours. Like flies, when they are routed, they fly in a moment,

dispersing themselves one by one, but at night rendezvous again ;
and it is almost as impossible to get

one of their led horses, which will not leave their companions.
&quot;

They will march an hundred miles a day, with changing their horses once or twice
;
for every man

is furnished with three or four, at least. If any of them tire or die, they share them among the troop ;

and being sufficiently chafed under the saddle, they make an hearty meal of them. If any of them fall

sick, they give him some mare s milk, or fresh blood from an horse, which they bleed on purpose.
&quot;

They bring no salt nor bread along with them, nor do they eat any at all
; alleging, that salt makes

them dim-sighted, and bread breeds a dull and heavy nourishment.&quot;

A Survey of the Present State of Russia, 1671, p. 86.
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to the name of God ! all looking with eagerness for the coming of the Patriarch

of Antioch. At our arrival,, then, in Moldavia, the world arose against Vasili ;

and in Wallachia something of the same sort happened. The Tartars, after

having been united in friendship with Chmiel for eight years, like brothers,

became divided from him
;
so that he was forced to fly for refuge to the Emperor :

and the Poles, who had been very great friends of the Emperor s, were so set at

variance with him, that before we reached his presence he had marched against

them, and performed the feats elsewhere recorded. Again, after the Tartars

had been at peace with the Emperor, he became their enemy, on account of the

devastations they committed in the country of the Cossacks, now become his.

They have an eye to the wealth of his territory, and fear his encroachment upon
theirs. All these circumstances, which are intricate as the meshes of a net,

have so confused us, that we know not whether most to rejoice or to fear. God

take us in safety out of these countries ! which, when they are once thrown into

disorder, are not likely again to be pacified. We know not how the end shall

be
; but God knows whether the period is at hand, and whether we are coming

to the end of our time.

SECT. VI.

RUSSIAN COINAGE. PUNISHMENT OF DESERTERS, THIEVES, AND
FRAUDULENT GOLDSMITHS. EXECUTION OF FELONS.

To return to what we were speaking of before : The Emperor, up to the

present time, has not yet opened his stores and treasures, to furnish the mainte

nance of these troops ; but this last year made the money, which he collected

from the merchants and grandees of the empire, suffice for their pay and sup

port. It is said that he found besides, in the treasury of one of the castles

which he took first, six millions of gold dinars. Moreover, within the course of

this last year, great fortunes have fallen into his hands, from the property of the

rich who died and left no heirs, as he has entered into the possession of all

their treasures and effects. He has also lately issued a new coin, by dividing

every dollar into four, and stamping every piece with his image, an equestrian

figure. This coin is named Chertwert, or
&quot;

Four
pieces.&quot;

The piastre is thus

made into two piastres. Afterwards, he stamped the genuine piastres with his

die and image, and made each of them from one to two. He made also red-
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copper coin, which he caused to pass for the value of the piastre, proclaiming

their currency in trade, and issuing them for the payment of his troops. All this

has resulted to the increase of his power., and to the love of all the Muscovites

towards him, nothing inferior to their love of their Creator. We observed, as

a proof of this, that when we offered them Spanish dollars, they refused them

and spat upon them, because stamped with the image of the Frank: but when

we gave them of the currency stamped with the figure of the Emperor, they

kissed the coin, saying,
&quot;

CyAiipb;&quot; that is,

&quot; We love this: this is the currency

of our Lord the Emperor, which is better than the coin of the heretic Franks.&quot;

After the Emperor had taken his departure, and arrived at Smolensko, some

of the poor, weak, and sickly soldiers secretly deserted, and returned to their

homes, without its being known to any one. They did not, however, lon&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-

remain concealed
;
but were soon discovered by the Emperor s officers,, who were

making their rounds through the city and the surrounding country. They brought
them into Moscow, with their hands tied behind their backs, loaded with chains ;

and carried them before the ministers and deputies of the Emperor, where they

immediately stript them. Then they made them go the whole round of the

city, with the executioner behind them, holding in his hand a long lash of a slit

bull s nerve ; at every stroke of which, upon their backs, he proclaimed the crime

of which they were guilty. Each lash was marked by the gushing blood of the

sufferer, to the great horror of the spectator ; whilst the unhappy wretch only

cried CyAapb (^Ijy.) ! that is, called upon the name of the Emperor to save

him. Thus they went on till their return to the Court (j^j); so that the

shoulders and back of the poor wretches were reduced to such a state as to

excite compassion, with the blood gushing from the wounds like water from a

fountain. Some of them they afterwards threw into prison : some of them they

hanged. In this manner they punish criminals. If a thief has stolen a piece of

gold or silver plate, they hang it on his tongue, and shew him round the town,

with the executioner lashing him : then they throw him into prison, for the term

of his sentence.

Over the goldsmith there is a strict watch by the police ; such as we have

never found in any other country ; for they sell nothing but pure silver, clear of

fraud and deceit. All their silver is of Spanish dollars (o-j/ lyill),
and their gold

of ducats. Whatever article, of whatsoever kind, you may wish to purchase in

a goldsmith s shop, in the scale opposite to it are put dollars, silver for silver,

over above which you pay a stated price for the workmanship : and if the plate
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is
gilt,,

the price of the gold is added. If any goldsmith is ever found committing

a fraud in his business, they instantly take the silver or gold, and, melting it,

pour it into his mouth. This is a thing well known, and a strict regulation.

With them their copecks are more esteemed, by much, than dollars or ducats.

We observed that they punished with death four crimes, without mercy or

remission treason against the government, murder, theft in a church, and

deflouring a virgin without her consent. Persons guilty of these crimes never

escape being shewn round the city, with the lash at their backs ;
and many of

them die under it. We saw some of them, whose heads they beat off with

maces (c^HaLo ) upon a stone, not cutting them off with swords : these had been

guilty of the murder of their masters. One we saw them burn in a house they

made for him in the square ;
in which they tied him, and then, throwing (/.ijlli)

straw on fire into it, burnt him to death : he had purposely set fire to his

master s house. Thus they burn the Sodomite (\s^\} without mercy. As for

the adulterer, when the case is unknown to the Emperor or the Patriarch, fre

quently he escapes, after his exposure through the city, and suffering the lash

in the manner we have described and witnessed ; then imprisonment, and a

heavy fine.

Whoever speaks ill of the Emperor never escapes punishment : this we

particularly observed, calling to God for refuge : for it may be, that a person

blaspheming his Maker in the most impious and execrable language shall meet

with forgiveness among them ; but he who reviles the Emperor is sure to lose

his head. If any one accuses his fellow of crime, they put the accused to all

manner of torture, that he may confess
; and if he confesses, the law takes its

course : but if he does not confess, and the other has accused him falsely, they

punish the accuser worse than they would have punished the supposed criminal,

and force him to pay the expenses of the cure of the other s wounds. Woe to

the man who commits any offence, whether he be rich or poor ! No interces

sion, no bribery, avails him. They drag him off to judgment, executed, God

knows, with the strictest justice, as we often witnessed
;

for to the degree of

good government, which exists among them, no ruler of any other country has

arrived. This is strictly and truly what we heard of the state of things here.
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SECT. VII.

REGENCY, CHARACTER, POWER, AND INCOME OF THE PATRIARCH NICON.

ARCHDEA CON ARSENIUS.

BEFORE the Emperor s departure, he appointed a Vicegerent and many

ministers, each awarded to a certain duty, with an appeal from them to the

Vicegerent or Regent. The Patriarch he placed as inspector over all ; so that no

affair, whether superior or inferior,, should be decided without his advice, nor

without their declaring it before him every morning of every day, as it occurred.

For they were in the habit, every morning, of repairing to the Court or Divan, to

look into the affairs of the state, and the affairs of the people, with all diligence ;

none ever going, on any occasion whatever, to transact business with them at

their own houses. Thus, even in the frosty season, we observed the greatest

among the Ministers, the Emperor s Vakeel, or Deputy, repairing to the public

office in his splendid sledge, drawn by a pair of white or black cattle, with two

or three servants behind, not more ; both he and they being dressed in mean

clothes
;

for they are accustomed to dislike fine dresses. Whenever it hap

pened that the Ministers were not all assembled in the divan at the time the

Patriarch s bell rang for them to repair to his palace as the door of it is always

closed during prayer-time, and the door-keepers are strict in guarding his doors

till the time that the bell rings again and he comes out to his outer hall those

Archons who were too late were obliged to wait at his door in the excessive

cold, till he should order them to be admitted. This we saw with our own eyes :

for our Lord the Patriarch, during the whole period of the Emperor s absence,

every now and then went to the Patriarch s palace, to inquire of the Emperor s

health, and learn the news from him. On these occasions, when permission was

given him, and he entered into the Patriarch s presence, the latter would never

salute him till he had first turned to the images and chaunted
&quot;

A.%iov Itrriv in a

low voice, and the Archdeacon had said Kvgie IXsqffov three times, and EuXo-

y/itrov, whilst they bent to the ground : then the two Patriarchs, having shaken

hands with each other, sat down to converse together ; with the interpreter to

interpret
between them, till they had finished their conversation. In the mean

time, the Ministers were waiting without. On their being permitted to enter,

the Patriarch would turn to the images, and in secret repeat the
&quot;

P^tov

t&amp;lt;rTiv ; whilst they bowed to him, all together, to the ground, with their heads
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uncovered, as they remained till they went out. Besides this., each in particular,

advancing and making his bow, received the Patriarch s blessing ; and this he did

twice. Even their little children they brought forward with them, to be blessed

by the Patriarch. Thus he conversed with them, standing, whilst they pre

sented to him their accounts of every thing that was passing. To each he gave

his answer concerning every affair, commanding them what they should do. By
what we observed of the grandees of the empire, they do not much fear the

Emperor, nor entertain much dread of him : they rather fear this Patriarch, and

by many degrees more. His predecessors in the Patriarchal dignity did not

interfere at all in affairs of the state ; but this man, from his ingenuity, com

prehension, and knowledge, is accomplished in every art and skill as regards

the affairs of Church and State, and all temporal affairs whatsoever, by reason of

his having been married, and having become acquainted with the world in

general. So, after he had dispatched these affairs, he would again turn to the

images, chaunting &quot;Af/ov l&amp;lt;rr}v a second time
; and, having blessed his visitors,

dismiss them, setting off before them on his way to the church
; for he never

intermits the service in the church three times in the day and night, besides

assisting at mass and vespers. Most days he performs mass himself. At his

entering the church,, and leaving it, he is presented by many persons with

cholojitat (cjlisujj^.)
that is, memorials of their circumstances and affairs

;
for

there is no possibility for any one to have an interview with him in his apartments,

except the grandees, who see him in the morning. But under his suite ofrooms

are seven courts or halls, presided over by seven judges, attended by numerous

clerks. Each divan is appropriated to certain affairs. One of these divans is

appropriated to the Monks and convents, and there all their causes are decided.

Another is set apart for the Clergy ; and here every person coming out of the

country, far and near, to be made Priest, presents himself, with his testimonials

from the people of his district. The archon of this divan, who is also treasurer

to the Patriarch, and a Monk, keeps these testimonials by him till the applicants

amount to twenty or thirty, altogether ;
then he presents the documents to the

Patriarch, for each : and as the candidates stand before him, the Patriarch goes

round to them with one of their books. He who reads it readily,, upon his

petition the Patriarch signs his certificate and approval ;
and those who cannot

so read, he rejects : for here the authority of the Patriarch is equal to that of the

Emperor. Many of these candidates for holy orders we saw, who had come a

distance of some thousand versts, from the districts of Siberia, and other parts.
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Neither the Patriarch nor any other of the Heads of the Clergy receives any

contribution from his flock. Their maintenance is from the Imperial benefices :

and they have a tax on each of their Priests, according to his rank, from year

to year.

Another divan is for Inheritances ;
on which the Patriarch takes ten per cent,

besides what is taken by the judge and his officers. So, also, every person

becoming a parish Priest has large fees to pay. Every thing that passes in

these courts every day is reported to the Patriarch by these judges, who take his

answers as to what he pleases should be done. The petitions which he receives

from the people he goes into his palace and reads ; and to some he returns an

answer, and the affair is decided : but if any one s name is passed over, the

petitioner knows that his affair has not succeeded.

Attached to every court is a prison, well furnished with heavy chains of iron

and large wooden stocks. When any of the Heads of Monasteries, or of the

High Clergy, has committed a fault, he is sentenced to irons, and condemned to

sift flour day and night for the bakehouse, till he has completed his sentence :

and in tiiis condition we used to see them. Around the Patriarch are many

Archons, most of whom are in office ; some of them being entrusted with the

government of provinces, in like manner as the Voivode of Potiblia : the rest

are deputies, treasurers, and stewards of different kinds ; some being inspectors

over the treasury, some over the buttery, some over the cellar : some- being for

the superintendence of the revenue, others lor that of the expenditure. 15ut lie

never permits the Deacons to pass into the interior of his apartments, nor any

person that can read, for fear he should peruse his papers of secrets, &c., or any

thing else he should find. He has his own goldsmiths, tailors, iron-smiths, builders,

carpenters, painters, and every kind of artist, each paid an annual stipend, found

in clothes, and gratified with presents, &c. Such a man is this Patriarch, by

means of his vast influence with the Emperor. Where the Patriarchal fief was

formerly ten thousand houses of peasants, he has now made it five and twenty

thousand ; for every time any archon dies, he goes to the Emperor and obtains

from him a part of his peasants and farms. In this manner he has got posses

sion of many lakes, which bring him in immense riches from salt and fish. Thus

he has been acting of late
; having prevailed on the Emperor to issue a X^tW-

{BovXXo, or ordinance, that whenever any archon dies without an heir, the Patriarch

shall enter the succession. In this way has he acquired many salt-lakes, which

yield him an immense yearly income ; whereas the Patriarchs before him had to
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buy their own fish and salt. In like manner, he has forbidden any duties to be

paid to the Emperor on his merchandise ; and all this by the X^txro/SouXAo. When
horses used to be sold in the city, or in any other town of the empire, out of the

price the Emperor received two copecks the rouble, and the convent of the

Holy Trinity one : so that in every custom-house resided an archon to levy for

the Emperor, and another for the convent
; the former taking two parts, the

latter one. But this Patriarch has taken the half of their revenue on these sales ;

so that his daily income is said to be twenty thousand roubles. His income from

the churches of the capital and the surrounding district amounts yearly to four

teen thousand roubles, as he receives from each in proportion to its revenue ;

taking a rouble from the poorest. Thus from every church, and all the Clergy

of his province, he receives a contribution, which they pay both to him and to

their own metropolitan. The revenue of the Convent of the Holy Trinity used

to be equal to one-third of the Emperor s income ; but this Patriarch has by force

taken one half of it, saying,
&quot; The Patriarchate has the better right to it.&quot; So

has he also taken the best part of the collected treasures in the Imperial

monasteries, as we afterwards ascertained, and placed them in his Patriarchal

church, where they were by no means wanted, enriching it with their splendid

copes covered with pearls and stones of the greatest value, their gold vessels,

and other riches, and leaving them only a small portion. Being a man of acute

intellect, he is sensible of his own ability for taking the lead, and for interfering

in the government of the empire ; and every one fears and respects him. Whereas

formerly no person was raised to the dignity of an Archimandrite but by com

mand of the Emperor, nor deposed but by him, this man has annulled the rule
;

and promotes to that office, or deprives of it, whomsoever he pleases, without

consultation with any one. He from whom God has withdrawn His protection,

and upon whom His anger is let loose, is the person who commits any lapse or

error before the Patriarch, or is known by him to have got drunk, or to have

been negligent in his attendance at prayer : for he is immediately, by his order,

consigned to banishment. Whereas formerly the convents of Siberia were

empty, the Patriarch, since his power began, has filled them with Chiefs of

monasteries and of the Clergy, and with dissolute and wretched Monks. When

any of the Priesthood has been guilty of an offence, he immediately takes his

calpack from off his head, which is the same thing as annulling his office. If

he ever has mercy on him, and pardons him, it must be of his own free motion,

for he allows none to intercede : and except the Emperor, no one has the courage

VOL. II. M
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to mediate with him. Against many of the Clergy he has been so much enraged,

as to have their hair shaved off
;
and to have banished them, with their wives and

children, to Siberia, there to fulfil their days in a most wretched mode of life.

By this severity he makes all fear him ;
and his word prevails. Latterly he

has gone so far, as to deprive the (^5/0 High Steward of the Convent of the

Holy Trinity of his dignity, and has banished him to one of the monasteries :

and this notwithstanding his rank was so high as to be the third (^U) High

Governor : for they reckon in this country three High Governors or Magis

trates ; the Emperor, the Patriarch, and the High Steward of the Holy Trinity.

\Ve saw him, when he came from his convent and was passing to some place,

with many grandees and attendants and troops in his train, such as were not

seen attending the Patriarch. After this had been his dignity, the Patriarch

placed him, in the convent to which he had banished him, as a corn-grinder (Uls^).

We were informed concerning the Monastery of Sifska, that it is in the midst

of a lake, at a distance from the sea. Its distance from Moscow is fifteen hun

dred versts. Its inhabitants are reported as exceedingly malicious, and altogether

hard-hearted and unmerciful to the persons who are banished thither, giving

them no rest
;

so that the greater part of them die by violence.

The reason why the Patriarch so treated the High Steward was this : infor

mation had reached him, that the steward was taking, in numerous instances,

bribes from the rich, to excuse them from marching on this expedition with the

Emperor ;
and was sending, in their stead, poor men, destitute of means for the

journey : for the Convent of the Holy Trinity has been charged by the suc

cessive Emperors with the burden of furnishing four pulks of troops, each pulk

consisting of three hundred men, to be employed alternately in garrisoning the

place, and in the general service of the empire. The Patriarch then appointed,

as High Steward in his stead, the Archdeacon Arsenius, who had come into our

country with the Patriarch of Jerusalem. From Aleppo he had passed to Georgia.

On his arrival at Moscow, the Patriarch and the Emperor convened a meeting,

and sent him to the Holy Mountain, with a large contribution of alms for the

convents ; and with letters to the Priors, requesting them to give him whatever

they could command of ancient Greek books. This was because the present

Patriarch and the Emperor are lovers, to an extreme, of the Greek ceremonies

and Ritual
;
and had observed, that, through length of time, alterations had taken

place in their books. They had heard, that on the Holy Mountain all the

writings of the Greek empire had been collected. They therefore sent this man
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to gather up all he could find of what was curious among- them. He went,

therefore, and obtained of them about five hundred large books of various kinds.

VVe had met with him, as he was passing into Wallachia. After that, he went to

Constantinople, and saw every thing there : then returning, he carried along with

him planks of cypress in great quantity, as he had been charged to do by the

Patriarch, for the pictures ; as that material is much admired in this country.

On his arrival at Moscow, he brought all these things with him ; and the books

were deposited in the treasury. For these they have translators, natives of

Greece ; who translate them one after another, and print and publish them. In

reward for these two services which the Archdeacon Arsenius performed ; namely,

for going, at the command of the Emperor and the Patriarch, to Mount Sinai,

Egypt, Jerusalem, to our country, and to Georgia, to ascertain the condition of

all those countries ; and for this second service ; the Patriarch satisfied him, by

placing him in the highest possible situation. And, there is no gij t but from uefore

ihe Falhe-r of Light*.

SECT. VIII.

STORES SENT TO THE SCENE OF WAR. CELEBRATION OF THE EMPEROR S

BIRTH-DAY. DESCRIPTION OF THE DIEVITZA CONVENT.

To return to our information concerning the Emperor : Stores of victuals

and drink, &c. for the men and cattle, and quantities of armour and ammunition,

such as swords, muskets, coats of mail., powder, and cannon, did not cease to be

conveyed to him till the latter end of the summer. These things continually

passed under our eyes. During this week, there came from Archangel more than

three hundred carts, laden with suits of iron armour, made to the entire shape of

man, so that, when they are put on, not the smallest part of the wearer s body is

seen ; together with swords, pikes, muskets, &c. without number ; all from the

country of the Franks, the Emperor having ordered them a long time since.

We were astonished at seeing them, having never beheld any thing of the like

sort in our own country ; for, as we were assured by the Europeans, they never

export them to Turkey, such exportation being prohibited. The Emperor pays

for them in eatables.

On the third Saturday of Lent, which was the seventeenth of the month of

Adar, was the commemoration of St. Alexius, the man of God. As the august
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Emperor was born on this day, completing on it now the seven and twentieth

year of his life, and was named after this saint, Alexius, he was in the habit of

having every year, on this day, a solemn mass celebrated, and of giving a feast to

the nobility and commonalty, with great rejoicings. Besides, he had built and

dedicated to this saint a new7

convent, behind the palace, near to the second

wall of the city ;
and placed in it Nuns of noble birth, in great numbers. This

establishment he loves much, and continually visits it with his Empress. If he

had been present in his capital on this day, he would, as usual, have convened a

great assembly. But the Patriarch perhaps did better than the Emperor would

have done, if present : he invited our Lord the Patriarch ; and they w7ent toge

ther, in their sledges, to the convent ; where they arrived in company with the

Emperor s Lieutenant (Jj^), and all the Grandees of the empire. Alighting

together from their carriages, near the gate, they were met by the Priests and

Deacons, bearing the pictures, the cross, and the thurible. The two Patriarchs

having paid their devotions to the images and to the cross, the Patriarch of

Moscow blessed with it the people, whilst the Deacon incensed him. Then the

Nuns came all out to meet him ; and conducted us into the church, where the two

Patriarchs performed mass together, assisted by the rest of the Heads of the Clergy

and the Archimandrites, who always officiate with the Patriarch. On our leaving

the sanctuary, the Abbess brought before him the picture of the saint, patron of

the church,, covered with silver and gold, according to custom ; and bade adieu

to our master. After the Abbess had presented to them large cakes of black

bread, and they had all kissed them, the Patriarch mounted his sledge, covered

with satin, the Metropolitans taking their places behind him, and on his right

hand and left ; and the Archons before and behind him. As for us, we returned

to our monastery, where we had a banquet sent to us from the Empress s table.

On the third Sunday, our master said mass in the church of the small convent ;

and ordained Priests and Deacons, whom the Patriarch had sent to him by reason

of their great numbers. In like manner, on the fourth Saturday, he said mass,

and ordained Priests and Deacons, as before : and whereas on the morrow fell

the Feast of the Annunciation, the Empress sent him wonderfully large and

beautiful royal fish, of various kinds, in carts, as is customary with them. On

the next day, therefore, which was the fourth Sunday of Lent,, and the festival of

the Annunciation, they rang their fine bells from an early hour in the morning, to

assemble the people to the feast ; and the Patriarch said mass in the Church of

the Annunciation, as usual, and one of the Metropolitans in the Sobor. If the
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Emperor had been present, there would have been a great assembly. Our master

said mass in the church of the Convent, and ordained Priests and Deacons.

On the fifth Tuesday they invited our master to the funeral of one of the

Kniayinias (t^ll&amp;gt;Ul ), or Ladies of a convent without the city, at the distance of

three versts : they call it Dievitza Monastir ; that is, the Convent of the Girls.

It is dedicated in the name of the Mother of the Divinity in Trinity and True

Direction. We went to it in the sledge, in company of the Patriarch, the Heads

of the Clergy, and the whole body ecclesiastic. The Priests and Deacons of the

convent came out to meet us, with the pictures, the cross, and the thurible,

accompanied by the Abbess and all the Nuns ; and having ascended to the church

with them, we performed our devotions. This convent is very large, with vast

walls, and ten towers around it. It is situated on a lofty and commanding emi

nence, with a river close to it, and is in the vicinity also of the river of Moscow.

It has two large gates, and lies to the westward of the city. In it are two

churches : the largest is entered by a very high flight of steps. This church is

of vast dimensions, and raised to a great height, upon four pillars. It exactly

resembles the church called the Musallabat (*jduo*!l), with its three doors. Its

Iconostas is like that of the Sobor, with three sanctuaries. The cupola over the

table is admirable, being all covered with gold, with arch over arch, supported

by angels. There are crosses and cups in it, having the appearance of massive

gold. But the picture of Our Lady, which is on the right side of the door of the

sanctuary, is beyond all price, from the quantity of gold and diamonds, rubies,

hyacinths, emeralds, and pearls, which are lavished upon it. The same ornaments

are abundant on the rest of the pictures, which are on the row of the doors of

the sanctuary, and in front of the silver candlesticks, going round the whole of

the church as far as the outer doors ; and round the pillars are also small

pictures, covered with silver and gold, in rows, one above another. Many of

them are inestimable, from the weight of pure gold, and precious stones of various

colours with which they are inlaid. Even upon the windows and lattices of the

church are pictures closing over each other, for want of room. I conjecture that

the number of all the pictures must be more than three thousand ;
so that we

were perfectly astonished at the sight of them : for the smallest picture among
them is valued at five dinars. We found no likeness, not even among the

Emperor s churches, to the beauties of this church. The Patriarch told our

master from his own mouth :

&quot; We possess no convent equal to this in riches ;

and this is, because all the Nuns who reside in it, and successively resort to it,
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are Kniayinias, widows, or maiden daughters of the Grandees of the empire, who

come with all their property and possessions, their plate, gold, and jewels, which

they settle upon the convent. For this reason it is called the Girls Convent

Round this church are large galleries.

SECT. IX.

FUNERAL SERVICE OF A NUN. SEVERITY OF LENT IN MUSCOVY.
DEVOTIONS OF QUEEN HELENA.

THEN the Patriarchs entered the sanctuary, accompanied by the Heads of the

Clergy and all the ministers, and put on full black and violet copes, with ^ri^agia,

sleeves, Us^T^cc^Xia, OsAowa, and sakkos, all of the same colour, as well as the

lfAo&amp;lt;pogta,
and crowns of the Patriarchs, and mitres of the Heads of the Clergy

and Archimandrites, which were old and worn, and all appropriated to the service

for the dead. After they had robed and blessed the Deacons, they all met near

the chair ; and, bowing thrice, went out to the Na^f or nave, where the body

was placed, covered with black satin. Upon it was a large cross, with a row of

pictures inlaid with silver and gold ; for she had been a professed Nun. Then

they all bowed to the east three times, and formed themselves into a line, as

usual ;
and after making their obeisance, two by two, in that order they took

their places. Then they presented to the Patriarch tapers twisted in three folds,

which he distributed to all the ministers as they came in pairs, bowing to him,

with perfect regularity, order, awe, and reverence. In this manner he distributed

also to the Grandees of the empire, the relatives of the deceased, her children,

and to the wives of the nobles. Then the Archdeacon took the censer and

incensed the body, saying, l&vXoy/iffov Aso-^ora and the Patriarch began with the

EyAoyjjrog. Then the Archdeacon recited the TooKugtov appropriate for the

dead, with which we are unacquainted, of ten verses, like the great Svvtwsre,

incensing the body very closely during the whole time, while the choristers, at

every verse, chaunted, Kvgie Ixtvtrov. Then the Patriarch said aloud,
&quot;

For thou

art the Resurrection,&quot; and the Anagnosta? began, c. Then one of the Priests

came with a picture of Our Lady, and stood with it on the right of the corpse ;

and the Patriarch bowed to the picture and kissed it ; and then, taking off the

veil from the dead body, blessed it with the sign of the cross ; and placing upon

it a paper of absolution (^lai^l ^\ and the oil, returned to his place. Then the
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ministers entered, according to their rank, two by two, bowing to it and doing in

like manner ; till the Grandees of the empire, entering, approached the corpse ;

and after they had kissed the picture, they bowed towards the body, weeping.

Afterwards the Priest advanced with the picture to the left side of the Patriarch
;

and the Abbess and Nuns, and the wives of the Grandees, relatives of the de

ceased, approached to kiss it. Then the Nuns raised the corpse, and carried it

out of the church
;
the Patriarchs and their attendants following behind, till they

descended to the lowest of the church vaults ;
and there buried her, after the

completion of the funeral service. The Patriarch concluded the prayers, by

blessing her tomb
; and we went out, and put off our copes.

As we were leaving the convent, the Abbess presented to each of the Patriarchs

a large cake of black bread, on which they placed their hands. Then they

blessed her and her companions ; and the Patriarch of Moscow mounted his

sledge, covered over with violet-coloured satin, having his Metropolitans around

him. We also returned towards our monastery ; and, on the way, took a turn in

the Parade (J\^), which the Emperor had formed to review his troops in, as he

sat in a wooden pavilion (viJLi^) of considerable height, with a dome covered

with tin, and surmounted with a gilt cross. At present it was shut up. It is

reported, that the Patriarch Patalaron was present at the review, and asked the

number of the troops which the Emperor was reviewing. The Patriarch of

Moscow answered him,
&quot;

Seven hundred thousand, all receiving pay.&quot;

On the eve of the Thursday of Penance (^I l .^jy^) they tolled the bells on

the fourth hour of the night ; and we entered the Church of the Monastery,

which we did not leave till after the eighth hour, almost dead with fatigue and

with standing up in the cold : for we underwent with them, during this Lent,

such excess of torment as one might liken to the violence of the rack, particularly

as to our eating. We could find nothing to feed upon, but (^jjU) confection,

resembling boiled
(^Ul**) peas and beans : for they do not allow themselves the

use of oil, during Lent, in the smallest quantity, as an article of food. On this

account we were in great distress, such as cannot be described ; so we readily

excused them for not eating fish during this Lent : and as to their eating flesh-

meat, there is no fear nor need of any prohibition ;
for there is no such thing to

be found amongst them, as we mentioned before ; nor are they even acquainted

with lentils, nor with vetches, unless there happen to be some in the houses of

the Franks, dearer than pepper. Other vegetables they never see, unless it be

pickled cabbage and cucumbers. They have indeed violet-coloured and white
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beans, the dearest at three copecks the pound : every three pounds make an

okka, and we bought the okka for nine copecks ; that is, every five okka and a

half for a dollar
(Jl^^jiyl). Except fish, what is there very cheap with them ?

And what is the poor man, who can call nothing but indigence his own- what

is he to eat, if fish is forbidden him ? But, except the soldiery, the poor people,

and the ploughmen,, there is not one person that eats fish ; for the rich do not

allow it themselves at all, reckoning it a great sin to do so. Oh, how we burnt

with desire for the food of our own country ! There was not a man, I swear most

solemnly, among us, who, after this experience, continued to complain of Lent

as kept with us. But God knows, the eatables which are found in our country

during the Lents are not found with them, even at Easter and Pentecost ; for

besides fish, flesh, and quass, they are unacquainted with any food. Without

doubt they are the true saints ! Even in the places we came from, in Moldavia

and Wallachia, we were bewildered as to what we should eat on the two days,

Wednesday and Friday, and the rest of the fast-days.

To return: The Patriarch on this day said mass (UU; Us^), and ordained

Priests and Deacons, through the necessity there was of them. On the eve of

Saturday of Hymns f^.Uj! i^ju) they tolled the bells, after the third hour, till tin-

world trembled, and we entered the church. They began the Prayer for Mid

night, then the Matins, &c.
;
and we left the church at the eighth hour. In this

month of Adar (March) the nights and days are equal. At day-break, our Lord

the Patriarch went in his sledge, which was the Emperor s, to the Queen Helena,

the Georgian, the widowed wife of David, grandson of Timouras Khan, whom we

mentioned that the Emperor sent and had brought hither, with her son Nicolas,

to marry him to his daughter. He went to say mass for her
; as she had re

quested him many times to do during this Lent, and he had hitherto found no

opportunity : for on the second Saturday he said mass for the Emperor s mother
;

on the third, for the feast of the Emperor s nativity, as we mentioned ; and on

the fourth began her period, up to this day, the fifth Saturday. She had fasted

the first week of Lent, and wished to receive the mysteries from his hands ; but

an opportunity had not been offered her till this day ;
for the Georgians believe

that there is great advantage in receiving the mysteries on the Saturday. On

this account she would not have mass said for her on the Sunday, but on

the Saturday.
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SECT. X.

A SYNOD HELD. ADMISSION OF TWO POLISH PRIESTS. VISIT TO THE
QUEEN, AND HER COMMUNION.

THE Patriarch of Moscow had held a synod during this week, by reason of

what our master had said to him, and of his admonition to them concerning

various innovations and defects in their religion. The first was, that they do not

say mass upon an ( ^^1 ) AvrqfMo-v, as we do, painted and delineated, as ours

is, with the relics of the saints, but simply on a piece of white linen. The

second, that they do not sacrifice the sacred host, and make of it nine pieces

(ray^ara), but only four. The third, that in the
&quot; We believe in one God&quot;

they make a wrong inflexion at every word. The fourth, that they kiss the

pictures only once or twice in the year. The fifth, that they do not receive the

\vridaga,. The sixth, that they make the sign of the cross with a contrary dis

position of the fingers. The seventh concerned their baptism of the Poles ; for

of late they had been baptizing them by the second baptism. The synod was

held concerning other affairs also of defective rites and ceremonies, which we

have already mentioned, and shall hereafter more particularly mention. The

Patriarch, therefore, attended to the words of our master ; and on the present

occasion interpreted the
(jljJu) ritual of the mass from the Greek to the

Russian, and explained by it the ritual and rubrics in so clear a manner, that

children might become acquainted with the true Greek rite. Of these rituals

he printed several thousands, and distributed them to the churches of the country.

In like manner he stamped more than fifteen thousand Andimisy, so as to delineate

and figure on them the relics of the saints, and distributed them over the country,

as in the former instance. He corrected also many of their errors, in points of

ceremony, by Imperial admonition and ordinances, and by authoritative prophetic

testimonies. Then they concluded the business of the meeting by declaring that

the second baptism of the Poles was not lawful, according to what our master

had told them, and according to what is commanded in the
Et%oXoy/oi&amp;gt;

and the

NO/AOJ ; for the Poles believe in the Trinity, and are baptized, and are not far

removed from us, as the rest of the heretics and Lutherans are ;
like the Swedes,

English, Hungarians, and others of the Frank sectarians, who do not fast, nor

bow down to pictures, nor to the cross, &c. This Patriarch, therefore, being a

lover of Greece, corresponded obediently ; and said to the Heads of the Clergy,

VOL. II.
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and the rest of those who were present of the Heads of Convents and of the

Priesthood :

&quot;

I am a Russian, son of a Russian ;
but my faith and my religion

are Grecian.&quot; Some also of the Heads of the Clergy corresponded obediently ;

saying :

&quot; The gift of our faith in Christ, and all the rites of our religion and its

mysteries, arose to us from the country of the East.&quot; But others of them, as

there are sure to be found in every nation of men persons of a heavy nature and

understanding, demurred inwardly ; saying within themselves :

&quot; We will not alter

our books, nor our rites and ceremonies, which we received from of old.&quot; But

they had not the force to speak openly ;
for the anger of the Patriarch is not to

be withstood : witness what he did with the bishop of Kolomna, when he banished

him ! Then he confirmed the sentence, that the baptizing of the Poles is un

lawful ;
and presented to our Lord the Patriarch six Priests from the country of

the Poles, ordained in presence of the Cardinal of the Pope, residing in the city

of Wilna : they said that they were Priests in the service of the Russians, and of

our own church. The dress of the Polish Priests is like ours. The only diffe

rence between them and us is, that they exercise their functions in the name of

the Pope. Even the (jljos)
ritual of their mass is like ours. These persons,

when one of the Emperor s archons had made himself master of one of their

towns, and was destroying the Polish churches and killing the Priests, presented

themselves before him in a suppliant manner, and informed him that they were

orthodox. He sent them therefore to the Patriarch Nicon, to look into their

affairs. When they came, they staid eleven weeks ;
and no one regarded them,

as the Patriarch was too much occupied to attend to them until now, that God

sent them consolation at the hands of our master ;
and they passed the whole

length of the night in his attendance, chaunting the prayers.

On this day we took them with us to the Queen s Church ; where, as soon as

our Lord the Patriarch had arrived, he was met by the Queen s archons and the

Emperor s deputies, appointed to the Queen s service : these led him up to where

her Majesty was ; and he went in to her, and blessed her and her son, and encou

raged and consoled her. She was dressed in black, according to the custom

of widows in this country : even the pillows and coverings of the couches were

of black silk. Her son was sitting near her, on a gilt chair trimmed with red

satin, dressed in royal robes of gold brocade, adorned with pearls and diamonds.

Then we arose and descended to the church dedicated to St. John the Evan

gelist: and she came with her son, and all her domestics and attendants. We

robed our Lord the Patriarch in his cope ; and he made an AytcwfAog, and sprinkled
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the church, and her and him, and all the assistants. Then we brought to the

Patriarch two of the Polish Priests we mentioned, after we had taken off from

them their gowns, girdles, and calpacks. Bowing to the Patriarch with three

Metanoias, they stood before him with their heads uncovered, and with the in

terpreter standing near them. Our Lord the Patriarch then began to expound to

them the mysteries of the true faith, one by one, and belief in the Seven Councils ;

and they blessed what the Councils blessed, and cursed what they cursed. Then

they cursed all the heretics, and the eighth Council. Afterwards he read to them,

We believe in one God,&quot; word for word : then he presented to them the pic

tures, and the cross to kiss, and they bowed to the ground. Having read over

them the appointed prayers in the Evy/oXoyiov, and the prayers over the chrism,

he anointed them with it upon the head only, in the form of a cross. Then we

commanded them, and they bowed to him three times, both together ;
and we

took them to the door of the kings, and they bowed before it three times, and

before the picture of Our Lady. Thus much for the consecration. Then we

took hold of them by their arms, according to custom, whilst we said KsXevffov,

*gXgy&amp;lt;rare, zzXtvpov, Ato-fora, ayis. Then the Patriarch blessed them, and vested

them with the 2r/^a^/ and the girdle only, as Deacons, without reciting any

prayer ; saying to each of them :

:

Thy soul rejoice in the Lord, for He has

clothed thee in the garment of
purity,&quot;

&c. Then he blessed them a second time,

and they stood with us. Thus he consecrated, on this day, other Deacons and

Priests, &c. At the time that I said the Gospel, I went and presented it to them

to kiss, as is customary. So also we mentioned their names, after the mention

of the Emperor and the Empress, and their son, and daughters, and sisters.

After the carrying round of the body, our master went out with the cross ; and

they came near him, and he blessed them with it, as usual. Then we brought

forward those two Poles ; and they bowed before the table three times, and the

Patriarch blessed them, and put on them the HsgiTga.%faiov and the QsXoviov,

whilst he repeated the verses. Then he delivered to them the ritual of the

mass ; and the other Priests kissed them, as usual, and they took their station

with them. After the offering of the cup, the Queen advanced forward, to

receive the mysteries from his hands. We went out therefore, first of all, with

an image, from which she took a blessing. Then she bowed to the ground three

times, and the Deacons held the covering of the cup removed. Having given

to her of the mysteries, he presented her also with the Avr/^a. Afterwards,

when he had finished the communion service, we made a commemoration
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for her husband David, over a vessel of boiled meat and a vessel of

wine. Then he blessed them, and we left the church and came to our monas

tery. The Queen sent after us her archons, with a
Tg&amp;gt;aTga

and cups of wine

gilt, and jars of honey-water, and other royal presents. On this Sunday eve they

performed Matins, and assembled in immense congregations, to commemorate

St. Mary of Egypt.

SECT. XI.

GRAND CEREMONY ON PALM-SUNDAY.

ON the morning of the fifth Sunday of Lent they tolled the large bell, and

thronged in great numbers to the churches ; and this was for the sake of the

Empress s name ; for she was born on the first of the month Nisan, and was

called Mary. She is accustomed to hold, every year, a large assembly on this

day, and to give a banquet to the Magnates and their wives. This was done

now ; but if the Emperor had been present, he would have invited every order

of the Clergy. As to our Lord the Patriarch, he said mass on this day, in the

Church of the Monastery, and ordained Priests and Deacons. On Saturday, the

day of St. Lazarus, they rang the bells from an early hour in the morning, for

mass, for the sake of those who were fasting from the day before till now, that

they might approach the sacrament. But the Patriarch of Moscow said mass

before the Empress in a church by the name of Saint Lazarus, which they say is

one of the new churches. On this day the country people brought in their

sledges branches of a plant resembling the ( b ) palm-tree, which had put forth

buds without leaves. They were selling it in the markets ; and the priests were

buying it for all the churches, to distribute to the people at night. Observe the

providence of the Creator, and his care for these his people in this country ; for

seeing that not only is the olive-tree not found among them, but that at this

season there is not a tree in their forests in leaf, he has brought forth for them

this blessed plant, with branches, as if it were the very palm-tree itself; that

they may be deficient in nothing, which the rest of Christians in the other parts

of the world possess. In the evening, they tolled the huge bell, for Vespers ;
and

tolled it again, with all the other bells, at midnight, for Matins. We arose there

fore in the night to prayer, the earth all the while trembling with the vibration

of the bells : and after the reading of the Gospel, they brought large twigs of the
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afore-mentioned branches, which they call, as the Greeks do, Ba/^v
(&amp;lt;jjjujj),

and

fix tapers on their points. Our Lord the Patriarch came and incensed around

them ;
and having recited the usual prayers, took the branches, as they were

given him, with his right hand, the Priests and the Kav&jXaTT^ cutting them for

him, and fixing on each of them a lighted candle ; and he distributed them to

all the congregation ; who ceased not to hold them, with the tapers burning, till

the third Eudiet
(jo&amp;lt;^l;.

When the reader began the lesson, and they sat down,

they extinguished them, and went out of the church. When he had finished^

and they rose again to prayer, they lighted them till the seventh : in like manner,

also, they lighted them at the ninth : then they extinguished them, and went out

from the church, each with his branch in his hand, to their homes, to which they

believe it imparts all kinds of eminent blessings ; and there they fail not to keep

it from year to year. If the Emperor had been present, the Patriarch would

have given him a branch of the real palm-tree ; for there is none who aspires to

hold a branch of the real palm-tree in this country, but the Emperor, on this day.

On the morning of this great Sunday of Palms, they rang all the bells round, one

after the other, as usual, to assemble the Priests of each district and the people

of the city ; for the festival observed on this day is with them exceeding great,

as is the Feast of the Immersion. On these two festivals they assemble in vast

numbers, greater than at Easter or at Pentecost, as we witnessed. The Patriarch

had sent to invite our master, since the day before, to perform mass with him
;

for he gives a banquet also on this day. We went therefore to him. The

janissaries, during the previous week, had put the road in order, from the great

church to the entrance of the castle-gate, nailing on it planks, and drying the

clay with sand
;

for in this week the ice had begun to thaw, and the rain to fall.

After they had rung the third hour, the Patriarch descended from his palace,

clothed in a mantya of green velvet ; having for its emblems, as we mentioned

formerly, the Cherubim and Seraphim, in gold pearls and precious stones ; for

its border, on both sides, white small clear pearls strung together ; and for the

red in the middle, valuable red shells. His white latia, like the mitre on his

head, was adorned with gold and precious stones, having a cross at the top, and

having its lappets, which hung down, equally covered with gold and gems. All

the Deacons and Readers and Subdeacons had come and put on their surplices

in his palace ;
and now preceded him, with tapers in their hands, chaunting the

Hymn of St. Lazarus, till they reached the church
; whilst the chief Deacons

supported him on each side, &c. Then they brought to the Patriarch branches
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of the afore-mentioned tree ; and he took one of them, as did also our master.

Then he distributed some to the attendants ; then to all the archons of the

Emperor : these had clothed themselves, on this day, in vests of gold brocade,

to attend the festival. Afterwards, we all went out of the door of the church,

on the western side : first those with the banners, then the Priests, after them

the Heads of Convents, in innumerable multitude. In front of all was a large

tree, formed of those branches we mentioned, which they had been preparing

from the dawn of day till now : they had tied on its several twigs, bunches of

dried grapes, pieces of sugar, and apples in great quantity. They had then

placed it in two sledges, fastened together, and formed around it benches of

boards, on which they placed six little Anagnostas in their surplices, chaunting

the Hymn of St. Lazarus with a very loud voice ; the whole drawn by two

horses, at a quick pace. They had got ready also, from an early hour in the

morning, one hundred boys, sons of the janissaries, and hadgiven them out of

the Emperor s Treasury, as was customary every year, one hundred cloaks of

various colours green, red, blue, yellow, &c. Each of them had put on his

cloak ; and they had been altogether trained and were under the direction of a

Yeuzbashi. Then they brought before the Patriarch a horse all covered with

linen, as white as a shirt, so that nothing of it could be seen but the eyes. It

was well exercised, sensible, and manageable ;
and was tied up from year to year,

no one ever riding it till this day. Upon it was a kind of saddle, thickened to

the size of a chair, and covered with velvet, set on one side. The Patriarch

requested our master to ride upon it, instead of him ;
but he would not, wishing

that we should be mere spectators of this their strange ceremony on this day

a ceremony which excited our utmost astonishment. And now they brought

before the Patriarch a chair covered with black cloth, on which, sitting, he was

mounted upon the saddle before mentioned, with his feet hanging down on one

side, and his back leaning against the chair on the other. He held in his right

hand the cross ; in his left, the Gospel. Then the Archons, with the Magnates of

the Government, all clothed in brocade, richly bordered with pearls and gems,

took their places on each side of him. Then came forward the Emperor s Vice

gerent, and took hold of the horse s bridle,, which was of a great length : and

they led the horse forward, step by step, before him. If the Emperor had been

present, he would have led it with his own hand, according to custom. Thus

we went forth in Imperial procession, the janissaries being drawn up on both

sides, and the chiefs of the six hundred around them. The boys we mentioned
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before, being fifty on each side, vied with each other in spreading their cloaks,

which we have described, under the horse s feet across the path ; and, when the

horse had passed over his cloak, each took it up, and ran forward, to spread

it again, as before. It was an hour of delight, such as we should wish every

true friend to enjoy. Meanwhile the bells rang violently, so that the earth

trembled ; and the Patriarch gave his blessing, with the cross on the right hand

side and on the left, to the crowds assembled ; our Lord the Patriarch and the

Metropolitans following behind him, as also the Grandees of the empire and the

Patriarch s archons ; whilst the chiefs of the six hundred were, some behind him,

some before him,, and others on each side of him. But nothing transported us

with so much joy as the sight of the boys with their cloaks of various colours,

which they spread with so much diligence and emulation. In this manner they

continued to proceed, till we wrent out of the castle-gate, and descended to the

plain. The Chief of the Deacons and his companions were all this time incensing

the Patriarch, as he rode, from a distance ; till they came to a large church, sin

gular in the beauty of its structure and form, and the variety of the paintings of

its cupolas. It is not indeed a single church, but many churches joined together :

the name of the whole is the well-known name of The Holy Trinity. Here they

set down the tree and the banners, and the Patriarch in his chair covered with

cloth, till he alighted by the steps. We went up with him to one of the churches,

which is dedicated by the name of (^UiJ!) The Palm Procession : for the before-

mentioned churches are likened to the house of Ania (Ixb) or Ananias, and the

Palace of Jerusalem. In it they performed the service of ( LlyU! ) the Procession ;

and the Patriarch said the Gospel ; and, after reading it, took the cross upright in

his hands, and gave a blessing with it towards the East, moving it, perpendicularly,

three times. The Archdeacon, in the mean while, incensed him thrice ; saying,
&quot; An Sabodo&quot; ( jJy^ ^ ) ; and coming to kiss a picture, added

&quot;

Bomolimsa Risa

Mifsi&quot; ( u5
*w^} LJ

;
UxuJ yo ^j),

that is,
&quot; From the Lord we ask, we

say.&quot;
Then

the Patriarch turned with the cross to the other three sides, and moved it for a

blessing in the same manner
;
whilst the Archdeacon incensed it, as before, three

times, with the same exclamation. Then they kissed it, and placed it in its

stand or box, and came and kissed the picture of the
(^jol^i)

Palm Procession,

together with our master. Then they concluded the prayers ; and we descended

from the church. The Patriarch mounted the horse, as before
; the sledges with

the tree moved forward ; and all the Deacons walked before the Patriarch, with

every other person in the place assigned him
;

whilst the boys spread their
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garments on the path. Thus we returned to the Sobor, which we entered amidst

the ringing of the bells. With the tree they stopped before the south door of

the church. Then the Patriarch ascended his throne ; and, after the lesson for

the day and the conclusion of the prayers, came down, and went out of the south

door of the church, with us attending him. Approaching the tree, he incensed

it, and blessed it. Then he gave orders that branches should be cut from it ;

and one of the janissaries cut some off with an axe, and carried them into the

church ; where the Patriarch cut them small, and placed them in vessels of silver,

together with dried grapes, sugar, and apples. These he sent to the Empress,

and to her son and daughters, and the sisters of the Emperor. The rest of the

tree the people divided among themselves, having great faith in the branches of

this tree, and taking them home with perfect confidence in their virtues : for

they assured us that they are good for all diseases, particularly for the tooth

ache : if a small piece is put under the tooth, the pain abates immediately.

When we had put off our copes, we went up with the Patriarch to his palace,

to dine with him : for the banquet is given by him on this day ; and he sent

to the Empress, and to the whole of the Emperor s household, dishes of meat

from his table, with wines first. Then our Lord the Patriarch sat down to

table ;
as did the Heads of the Clergy, and all the Archimandrites. We also sat

down at a board on his right hand : the Grandees of the empire all sat at a

table on his left. If the Emperor had been present, he would have sat at the

head of the table ; and at his departure from the feast, would have had a claim

on the Patriarch for the sum of one hundred gold dinars, as a remuneration for

his fatigue in walking at the procession, and guiding the reins of the horse by a

cord at a distance. It was mentioned, that the Emperor deposits these hundred

dinars every year in his treasury, for the day of his funeral ; it being the price

of his sweat and toil. Observe how beautiful are these regulations ! The Patri

arch makes him a present, also, of three soroks of sables, two satin dresses, and

two of velvet, as a recompense for his walking, whilst he himself rides.

Then they brought forward to the middle of the board-room two poor blind

men, and two maimed and crippled, and set them a table near the Patriarch ; who

called them one by one to his side, and gave them meat and drink with his own

hand, with very great respect and reverence
; so that our hearts were moved at

the sight. Afterwards, he arose, and they presented to him a basin and ewer ;

and he went round to the poor men ; and having washed their feet, one after

the other, dried them and kissed them, and then gave alms to them all. We
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wondered much at this spectacle, and were moved to tears by these affecting

circumstances. Thus, they say, it is usual for their Emperors to do at their

banquets,, constantly. This festivity they did not terminate, remaining at table,

until the evening ; when we arose and came to our monastery, penetrated with

the utmost astonishment at what had occurred. As for the boys, when they had

returned with the procession, and the Patriarch had entered the church to say

mass, they all went to the river ; and having washed their cloaks from the mud,

put them on again, and came and stood in the Patriarch s way, as he came

out of church, crying out all together aloud, and praying for him. He com

manded, therefore, that they should be treated with a meal, as usual
;
and after

they had eaten, he distributed among them a dollar ( Jb ^jijc.)
each : and they

ceased not to sing hymns the whole length of the day, standing in front of the

Patriarch s banquet-room, from the time he left the church till the evening.

This joy of being equipped in the cloak, and of receiving the dollar, they look

forward to from year to year : none but the children of the janissaries and

chaoushes ( *i*ojU- ) dare enter themselves among them : to these the turn goes

round, annually. What we have described of surprising things, Christian

brethren, we saw with our own eyes in the city of Moscow, as the Greek cere

mony observed by the Muscovites on Palm Sunday. May God preserve the

Muscovite empire to ages of ages ! Amen.

SECT. XII.

CEREMONIES IN HOLY ITEEK. LI8T OF HOLY RELIQUES.

ON the day of Great or Holy Wednesday, after the performance of the Hours,

the Patriarch gave absolution to all present, and took the cross in his hands
;

and they all advanced forward to kiss it, and begged pardon of it. In the evening

they began to perform in all the churches the great Service of the Sleep, which

they do not interrupt till the eve of Easter-day, as we observed. During this

week they do not open the markets for buying and selling, except for eatables ;

but all are patient in prayer during the succession of prayer hours, with great

circumspection and devotion, and many bowings and metanoias. On the morning

of Great or Holy Thursday, they tolled the bells from dawn of day ; and our

Lord the Patriarch went, at his invitation, to the Patriarch of Moscow. After

the tolling of the third hour, they all came together from the Patriarchal

palace to the church : then they robed in the porch, as usual ;
and the Heads

VOL. II. O
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of the Clergy, and of the convents, and the rest of the Clergy, in their copes,

came out to them, and took their places around them, in the usual order. The

Exxhijfftdgws had placed in the middle a table like a reading-desk, of carved

marble and of European manufacture, supported on four wooden legs. He had

covered it with a veil of gold brocade, with beautiful fringes ;
and on its four

corners had set four candlesticks of silver-gilt. In the centre of it he had

placed a large gilt silver vessel, furnished with rings to carry it by, as though it

were a huge cup, or a large marble (^jli,) bowl, filled with oil: near it was

a silver jar of wine, and a tall cup (J&*) filled with wheat
(^.U ^lc ^^

S* *!*), on which they had fastened seven burning tapers, and seven twigs

of wood covered with rolls of cotton, as is the custom. This is what they set

on the left side. On the right side they placed the Holy Gospel. But the

Patriarch of Moscow having asked our master if this rite of theirs was correct,

he was answered,
&quot; Yes ;

but one thing is wanting. It is, that the minister

should take the vessel of wine and pour it upon the oil, according to what is

commanded in the book and the Holy Gospel ;
where it says, He, whose name

be exalted, poured, upon the wounds of the person who had fallen among robbers,

wine and oil together. The Patriarch was delighted, and perfectly agreed with

our master in this. Then they began the service of the Lamp ; that is, of the

Holy Oil, according to the ritual, &c. After the Patriarch had finished the

prayers, he took from the vessel of wheat one of the twigs of wood, and signed

with it the form of the cross upon the oil. Then he set fire to it, and fastened

it on its place ;
and taking a burning taper, extinguished it in the oil. In like

manner our master said the gospel, and then recited the Prayer for the Oil ; and

having signed on it, with a stick, the form of the cross, set fire to the stick
;
and

having extinguished a second taper in the oil, returned to his place. In the same

manner did the Archbishop of Servia ; then the rest of the Heads of the Clergy,

till all seven had performed the rite. After the burning of the seven twigs, and

the extinguishing of the seven tapers, the Patriarch of Moscow descended from

his throne with our master near him ;
and the Heads of the Clergy opened the

Gospel over their heads, near the oil. Then he took a beautiful silver ladle,

and stirred the oil with it from top to bottom, as they think, to spread the

blessing equally through every part of it. Then he laid out three glass vessels ;

and a Karandilet (iiojJ/) of silver gilt, of exquisite workmanship, which he had

ordered to be brought from his treasury, to send to the Emperor. Having

* The translator knows not what meaning should be given to
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blessed it, and recited over it a prayer, in supplication for his Majesty, he

requested our Lord the Patriarch to do the same
;
and he blessed it, and said over

it the Prayer for the Oil, as before. Then the Patriarch sealed it, and delivered

it to the Emperor s Lieutenant ; who sent for one of the sotniks, to dispatch him

with it to the Emperor. The Patriarch had written a letter to him, as he stood

above in his place ; and he now sealed it, and prayed a blessing on the mes

senger, bowing low to him, as if he were bowing to the Emperor in his person.

After he had sent away the messenger, he turned towards our master, to (JJAJOUJ )

chrism him
; and they two did it to each other : then they two stood with the

Archbishop of Servia, and with the Deacons before them holding the three phials,

and they began to chrism all the congregation, from the Heads of the Clergy
and the Priests to the Grandees of the empire, and all the people, with extreme

composure and tranquillity. After they had finished, they sat down in their

chairs a little while, until the desk was removed with all the vessels.

It was their practice formerly, when the Emperor was present, to conclude

the prayer and depart, and afterwards return. But now,, to our good fortune,

God inspired the Patriarch ; and they entered the Sanctuary all together, for the

washing of the table. Having ranged themselves around it, they took off from

it its covering of gold brocade. Through the love of this Patriarch for the rites

of the Greeks, he was continually entreating our master and Lord the Patriarch,

that whenever he saw any fault in theirs, he would inform him of it, and conform

in his own practice to what he knew was right. Now, it had been their custom

to take off the table the upper covering of damask only,, and to wash its under

linen covering, by drawing a sponge over it
; because all their tables are of

wood. But our Lord the Patriarch now commanded them to take off the linen

also, and then to wash it with the sponge as usual. Besides, there was always the

TVKIXOV ( jCjuxiSI) on the right hand of the Patriarch, in which he was constantly

looking ; as well as into the several rubrics, one after another. After they had

dried and dressed the table, they went to the outside, and began the Hours ;

and we finished the mass with an ordination of Priests and Deacons.

Then we went out to the porch, for the washing. They had placed a long

chair on the left of the choir, covered with a large carpet : this was the chair for

the Disciples : and at the head they had placed a high chair, covered also with

(a^JuiL) a carpet, on which they seated our Lord the Patriarch, as in the chair

of St. Peter, the founder of his See. Observe this coincidence blessed be the

Creator for it ! Below him, on his left hand, they placed another chair, on which
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they set the Archbishop of Servia. Then the Archdeacon, with his companions,

entered into the Sanctuary ; and first brought out the person representing Judas,

and placed him on a high chair near the candelabra. Then they went in and

brought out, two by two, first the Heads of the Clergy, then the Heads of Con

vents ; and bowed with them to the Patriarchs, as they stood supporting their

arms near the door of the Sanctuary, and made their first salutation : then they

advanced with them a second step, and made their second salutation
; then a

third step, &c. ; and seated them on the high chair near the candelabra, till they

were all placed. Then the Patriarch rose from supper, and laid aside his gar

ments : and they took off from him his crown and sakkos. When he had said,

&quot; And he girt himself with a towel,&quot; they brought him a linen apron with long

strings, which they tied under his arms, crossing them before and behind.

Then they put on him white linen sleeves, tied as before. When he had said,

&quot; He poured water into a basin,&quot; they brought before him a large silver ewer
;

which he took, and poured from it into another beautiful ewer. Then they set

down the basin before him; and he began to wash the feet, first of the person

representing Judas. When he had finished, he kissed his feet, and blessed him. In

like manner he did with the rest. After he had washed their feet and kissed them,

he gave them his blessing ;
till he finished with our Lord the Patriarch, and

said the well-known saying concerning Peter : the dragoman interpreting between

them. After the gospel, the Patriarch came down to the middle of the church, and

began to sprinkle the people, with the assistance of our master, with that water,

with a brush of hog s bristles, from the Heads of the Clergy and the rest of the

attendants to the Grandees of the empire who were present ; and when they

crowded upon him, he sprinkled them to as great a distance as was practicable.

Afterwards the Patriarch mounted the pulpit, and read the portion of Scripture set

apart for this day, of such a length, that our legs were near dropping under us from

lassitude, having stood from the early dawn of day until now. Then he con

cluded the service ;
and the choristers chaunted a HoXv^onov for him first, then

for the Emperor as usual. Afterwards, they went in, to put off their copes, and

made their salutations to each other. We did not leave the church till after the

chiming of the eleventh hour ; and were cursing our very souls from fatigue, as

our legs dropped under us. God grant us His especial assistance for the whole

of the present week ! As for the Muscovites, their feet must surely be of iron !

and yet, from their perpetual standing in their churches, they are subject to a

disease in the feet, which attacks all ranks, from the Emperor to the beggar, and
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is incurable : and this, and the gout, are the only complaints they appear to he

afflicted with.

On this day, the greatest part of the laity, both men and women, go to confes

sion in the churches, where they make for them holy oil. It was told us,, that

the Priest places before the person confessing, the cross, the Gospel, and the

appropriate picture, in order to frighten him into an exposition of his sins, one

by one
; and that, with them, confession out of the church is not permitted. For

this reason they do not open the markets during this week, as we mentioned

before ; but are assiduous in confession and prayer, and continual metanoias.

In the evening they rang the bells, and went in to the Sleep Service
(,yul

sla, ).

At the second hour of the night, on the eve of Great or Good Friday, all the

bells were tolled at once, and they arose to the great matins. When we entered

the church, they began to distribute, to all the assistants, tapers,, which they lighted

at each Gospel &c. ; and at the third hour of the morning we arose and went

to the great church, whence we ascended in grand procession to the Church of

the Annunciation, in which are the reliques of all the Saints. In the meanwhile,

all the bells rang, till the very earth trembled
; and the janissaries were ranged on

each side ; the Emperor s Lieutenant, and all his Ministers, also attending. On

entering, the Patriarchs, as usual, took some of the church pictures in their hands.

Before the door of the Sanctuary was placed a long table, covered with brocade,

with small long boxes, set in rows upon it, made of silver gilt ; in none of which

does any one know what is contained, nor of what Saint the reliques are, except

by his picture, which is stamped upon it and accompanied by his name. They are

all together thirty-five boxes. In many ofthem are contained the reliques of several

Saints, having their pictures and names on the outside, worked with great skill.

The Patriarch took the censer, and incensed around them, and kissed them,

with his head uncovered, one by one. In like manner did our master
; and I, a

poor sinner, with him, giving thanks to God Almighty for having granted us such

mighty favours, blessing us with the sight of these treasures of venerable reliques,

and with the opportunity of taking a blessing from them on this day of Good

Friday : for no one enjoys this privilege, except the Patriarch, and the Arch

deacon devoted to his service, who continually appears at his right hand. After

he had incensed them, he took a picture for himself, gave a second to our master,

and gave a third to the Archbishop of Servia. Then he distributed the remainder

to the Heads of the Clergy, and the Archimandrites, and the rest of the Priests,

till he had gone through the whole of them. Then the two Patriarchs first, with
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their heads uncovered, and we near to them carrying their crowns, went forth

from the church
;
and they carried the pictures upon their heads, whilst the

Deacons in turn threw incense before them ; and the Heads of the Clergy, together

with the Heads of the Monasteries and the Priests, walked behind, two and two.

In the mean while the bells rang all together, and the people stood on the ground,

facin gthe procession, and bowing, till we entered the Sobor. Here the Patriarch

passed on, with all attending him, to that part of the church where are the treasury

and the beautiful brass cupola which has in it the precious jewel and what a

jewel ! of Our Lord s garment, namely the shirt of Christ glory be to His name

which is above all price, for the sight and blessing of which all the kings of the

earth sigh. On a signal given by the E^A^/ct^^c to the ringers, they rang the

whole of the bells in honour and respect to it. Then the Patriarch and our

Master bowed down to the gilt box containing it, and incensed it
;
and the

Patriarch carried it on his head, and advanced with it step by step, whilst the

bells rang till the church quivered with the sound, and all the persons present

bowed down to the earth, weeping, crying, and saying,
&quot;

Gospodi pomilui!&quot;

(^bujj ^Jo^yt) that is,
&quot; O Lord have mercy !&quot; When he came to the nave

of the church, he put it down from off his head
;
and having broken the Empe

ror s seal which was impressed upon it, he opened the lid, and took out of it a

kind of small thin book, inlaid with gold and precious gems, and placed it on

the middle reading-desk, on the beautiful covers, with extreme veneration and

reverence. Then having placed the box on its side, he opened a corner of the

covering a little, so that the very shirt of Our Lord appeared ; and he incensed it,

and bowed down to it, and, taking off his crown, kissed it. In like manner did

our master; as did I also, a wretched sinner, though unworthy to touch it with

my mouth, or even to set my eyes on it at a distance. It was of beautiful dark-

coloured linen, dazzling the eyes with its lustre, and inspiring those who approach

it with fear, awe, and trembling. Blessed be God Almighty, who, of His exceeding

goodness and mercy to us unworthy sinners, was pleased to vouchsafe to us the

favour of kissing and beholding it on this day, when Our Lord was hung upon

the wood of the cross, and the soldiers parted his garments among them ! The

Georgians think, that the soldiers to whom the lot of this shirt fell, which has no

seam, were Georgians also ;
and that when they beheld the wonders of that time

and hour, they set great value by it, and carried it into their own country, to

preach upon it and its Divine Master, as the Magi had done ; and that it was

kept in their treasuries till the present time. For our parts, we gave entire credit
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to this their report ;
because the Empress Helena acknowledged its truth, as

well as some other European sovereigns. Moreover, they now informed us that

the cloak also of Our Lord is in their possession,, laid up, until the present time,

in the treasury of one of their churches ; that no one dares to uncover it, to look

at it
;

for they imagine that fire comes out of the earth and burns the be

holders, as it has often happened, with an earthquake and many terrors. They

have also in their possession a chemise (^^) of Our Lady the Mother of God.

These blessings and treasures were formerly in the possession of the Georgians ;

but now, by the gift of God, the Russians possess them.

To return: Then the Patriarch ascended to his throne; and all took their

places around him : and they began the Prayer of the First Hour. At the time of

the gospel, he himself read it in his place, with his head uncovered, as is always

the custom, word for word, amidst perfect silence : and woe to him that coughs,

or sneezes, or spits, when he has once begun ! For this reason they preserve

always very great silence and quiet, though the church is full of men and women

and children. After the gospel, the Patriarch came down ; and, standing before

the water, dipped the cross in the two vessels three times, after he had first

signed, it with the form of the cross, whilst they chaunted
&quot;

Inordani&quot;
(^jl^ybl).

Then he placed the cross in its case : and the Protopapas, together with the

two Ety/ipsgioi of the church, advanced, and began presenting to the Patriarch

the boxes of reliques, one by one ; and, as he read the name of the Saint whose

reliques they were, and the choristers chaunted his rgovugtcc, he dipped one side

of the reliques in the water which was in the two vessels, and kissed them : then

our master also kissed them, as I did too ; and we looked at them. Then he gave

them to the officers, who dried them, and replaced them in the box. Afterwards

they brought forward others, till they had presented them all. These are the

names of some, which we were able to observe a hand and wrist of Mark the

Evangelist, being the right hand and the five fingers with which the Gospel was

written : an arm of Stephen, the chief of the Deacons : the right hand of the Em

peror Constantino the Great : the head of Gregory the theologian : the head of

Christophorus the martyr, resembling the face of a dog with a long mouth, and as

hard as adamant ; so that we were very much astonished to see it : the right hand

of Theodosius the Great, &c. These are some of the large reliques, preserved in

salt, which we noticed, and of which I wrote the names. I had a very great desire

to write the names of all ; but I found it difficult, on many accounts. One was, my
fear lest any one should know that I was busy writing every thing I sawr

;
which
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would have been very disagreeable and dangerous : for they were very cautious

of us ; and not one of them allowed us an insight into their secrets, because we

were strangers to them,, and dwellers amongst the Gentiles. The second was,

the perplexity surrounding us at this moment ;
for who could, in so short a

time, commit to memory a thousand names of limbs and reliques ? But what

facilitated to us the whole affair was, that I prevailed upon our Lord the Patriarch

to ask the Patriarch of Moscow, saying to him,
&quot;

Is there any List or Book

among you that gives information as to all these holy things ?&quot; He answered,

&quot;Yes ;
but it is in the Emperor s Treasury.&quot;

To return: The pieces of the wood of the cross, which were fixed on the

pictures and on the rosaries in the trays to a vast number, he dipped all in the

water
;
and with the towel which he held in his hand he wiped off from them the

dirt, and then wrung it into the water-vessel. Then he took the chest in which

was the garment of Our Lord, and, opening one half of it, plunged the whole into

the water-vessels. Then taking it out, he wiped it with the towel, and, shutting

it up, put it in its place. Afterwards he took a silver ladle, and mixed the waters

together, stirring them from top to bottom, that the blessing, as they think, may
be spread equally throughout, to the very bottom. Then the Empress s steward

came with a China tray, in which were suns belonging to the Empress, and

crosses, and rosaries of gold, and the Emperor s jewels, and those of her daugh

ters, and of the Emperor s sisters
;
and he dipped them in the water, one by

one ; some said, that they might be sanctified by it
; others, because in the

greatest part of them there was some portion of the precious wood of the cross,

and it was necessary to dip them, to clear away any dirt. After he had done so,

he placed them in their tray, and the steward went away with them. Then they

brought him large and small silver vessels ;
and he filled them with the water,

and sent them to the Empress and her daughters, and to the Emperor s sisters

and all their relations. But, before all, he filled for the Emperor a beautiful

silver vessel ;
which he sealed up, and sent to the Emperor s Deputy ;

who imme

diately called one of the sotniks, and, giving him a letter, committed to him the

vessel ; and he set off with it immediately to the Emperor. Then he filled a

vessel also for our Lord the Patriarch, which we preserved with exceeding great

joy. Afterwards, he filled also for the Grandees of the empire. Then the

Patriarch uncovered his head, and incensed the box containing Our Lord s gar

ment, and raised it upon his head. Immediately they gave a signal to the

ringers, who rang the whole of the bells ; whilst he proceeded, step by step, to
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the place where it is kept, chaunting &quot;Ayioq
c. Then he incensed it, and the

two Patriarchs bowed to it together. Then they entered, and took up the covered

table which is placed here, having first incensed it. It is this table upon which

the before-mentioned box always stands, with candles burning before it, in imi

tation of Our Lord s Sepulchre, in the Church of the Resurrection, at Jerusalem.

He carried it, assisted by our Lord the Patriarch in front, and the Heads of the

Clergy behind, all round the church, till they came with it before the door of

the Sanctuary. It is the Table of the Heart (^UJl), and they placed it (lengthwise)

from the door to the choir, before the table of the reliques. Then they entered

the Sanctuary, and took the
E*nra&amp;lt;p/ov (^^UsjuJII), upon which is embroidered

the Descent of Our Lord from the cross, with portraits of Joseph, Nicodemus, the

Redeemer, and the Women, from off the table ; and, placing it on their heads,

carried it out, to set it on the other table, with the head to the west and the

feet to the east. Then the Patriarch took the censer, &c
;
and when they had

begun the Prayers for Sun-set, four Deacons stood facing each other, two on each

side, with large long silver fans in their hands, with which they fanned upon the

Evr/ra&amp;lt;p;ov in a very pretty manner ;
so that the fans resembled the wings of

angels, each two in the form of a cross : and when those at the head ceased, the

others at the feet began to fan in like manner. They were like angels fluttering

with their wings ; so that we were delighted and amazed, and wept with joy at

the sight of this ceremony. The persons bearing the banners, the crosses, and

the tapers, were stationed all round. When the Order of the Prayer for Sun-set

was completed, they returned with the reliques and images to the Church of the

Annunciation, where they placed them on the table we mentioned, &c. After

wards, we returned to the Sobor, which we did not leave till the eleventh hour,

half dead with fatigue ; with our legs dropping under us, from standing since break

of day till the evening. The peace of God be upon the Muscovite people, men

and women, boys and girls, for their patience in standing still, and enduring from

morning until now ! When we were come to our convent, and the Priests had

departed from the Sobor to their own churches, this which had been done did

not suffice them ; but the bells were tolled again, and they went in with their

flocks to the Prayer for the Setting Sun. As for the Church of the Sobor, they

rang their bells again for the Prayer for Sleep. What a prodigious wonder,

what a surprising thing, is the corporeal energy which we remarked in these

people ! What bodies, what legs can they be, unless of iron, that feel no weari

ness, no fatigue ! May God Almighty preserve them !
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On the morning of Holy Saturday, or Saturday of Light (^JJI c^,x*j, they rang

the bells,, and we went to the Sohor. After the Patriarch had read the Morning

Prayers, &c. they brought him triple tapers, lighted ;
of which he took one for

himself, giving one to our Lord the Patriarch ; then to each of the Heads of the

Clergy, and of the Archimandrites, who came, two and two abreast, to receive

them. Then he distributed them to the Emperor s Lieutenant, and to all the

Grandees of the empire ;
afterwards to the rest of the ecclesiastics, who attended,

and were standing in their places : for in none of their churches is there found,

in this country, a single stall or chair: but the Priests stand, in rows turned

towards the east, on their legs, without chairs to sit on, or posts to lean against,

in the middle of the church*. The length of the service of the JLvrtrdqHov, during

this night, was such, that we did not return to our convent till sun-rise.

* &quot;

I had, in the course of my travels through Greece, in 1803-4, enjoyed frequent opportunities of

witnessing the service of the Greek Church ; and, by way of comparing it with that performed according

to the Russian Rites, while in St. Petersburg, I attended more than one of the principal churches. The

first thing that struck me, was the undistinguishing equality with which all ranks of persons, from the

prince to the boor, assembled promiscuously in the body of the church, and near to the sanctuary, standing

or kneeling ; but never sitting, there being no sort of accommodation for that purpose. The service

is long and complicated, and, like that of the Roman-Catholic creed, varies in many points every day ;

but that part which is permanent, and of daily occurrence, is striking and impressive. The monk, priest,

or dignitary of the church, reads prayers, collects, and psalms, from a variety of volumes, all of which

are written in the Slavonic language ; and, like the Latin used in the services of the Roman-Catholic

churches, is not readily, if at all, understood by every class of people. The greater part of the Russo-

Greek Church service consists in psalms and hymns ;
which are either sung, or read in a sort of recitative.

No musical instruments are admitted in the Greek Church, and on this point the Russians are very strict

observers ;
but they are permitted to have experienced and well-taught choral singers, to assist them in

increasing the solemnity of the worship of their church, already considerable from the magnificence of

its decorations and the splendour of the ecclesiastical vestments. Three distinct services are performed

each day in the week, at all churches
; the Vespers, and on festive days the Midnight service (Mesonyc-

tion), the Matins or Morning Prayers, and the Liturgy. The Greek Church observes its festivals from

sunset to sunset. The benediction of the people by the priest, and the frequent exclamation of Let

us pray! which he or his deacon pronounces, with the responses by the clerks or singers, of Lord,

have mercy ! form an essential part of them all.

&quot; The ordinary religious ceremonies, which the Russo-Greek Church requires to be observed on many
occasions in the course of the year the celebration of anniversaries of the Imperial Family, of impor
tant events and victories, by singing the Te Deum, either in the Imperial Chapel, or in the Church of

Our Lady of Kazan the practice of observing certain solemnities or festivals at Christmas and Easter
;

such as, the Benediction of the Waters in January, the Lavipedium and the Offering of the Paschal

Lamb, or Egg, at Easter the Imperial christenings, and the lying-in-state in the cathedral of the

bodies of deceased sovereigns, and of the great in all other churches, afford so many opportunities for

the Russo-Greek clergy to display grandeur and magnificence in the celebration of their rites ;
and of

which they fully avail themselves, to the edification of the congregated Christians.&quot;

DR. GRANVJLLE S St. Petersburgh, Vol. II. p. 203.
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The Patriarch told our master this morning, concerning the Emperor of

Moscow, that he was passing the holidays at Smolensko
; and that he intended to

march out thence against the Poles, on the ninth of the month lyar ( L&amp;gt;1), having
assembled with him, at this moment, more than six hundred thousand troops.

To return .They did not come out from mass, on this day, till the evening.
We did not attend them, through the excess of our fatigue : for God is witness

that we returned home in the morning so weak, that we could not stir
; par

ticularly my wretched self, who remained many days entirely overcome with

weakness. However, we did not escape altogether from mass
; for the Patriarch

sent to our master two candidates for holy orders
; and he said mass, therefore,

in the Church of the Convent; and consecrated, the one Priest, the other Deacon.
Fn the evening they rang the bells for the Prayers for Sleep.

KND OF PART THE FIFTH.
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PART THE SIXTH.

MOSCOW, ANJ) AOVOGOROD

BOOK XI

MOSCOW.

SECT. 1.

EASTERN CEREMONIES. REASONS ALLEGED FOE
THE USE OF RED EGGS.

IN the middle of the night preceding the Great Passover (*j&*il f&-), which

fell on the 10th of the month Nisan, they rang the bells of all the churches in

the city, till the earth shook and trembled : and the people entered their

churches, to be present at the Avao-rao-/?, according to custom, leaving their

homes in the dead of night. But of the Great Church they did not rin-

the bells till about three hours before day-break. Thither we went : and as

soon as the Patriarch of Moscow was come, we entered the sanctuary, to put on

our copes : after which he distributed candles to the attendants ; and they went

round the table, and went out in procession ^LJ^J ^Js), through the door of the

tabernacle of sacrifice, to the outside of the church door on the north side, till

they came to the Catholic door on the west ; where they stopped, and performed
the usual ceremony of the AWO-TOUTI?. Then the Patriarch opened the door,

and they entered the church : he went up to his throne : the rest formed a

choir, chaunting the Canon for Easter. But it was far and widely different from

the service of the Greek Church
(^J\ ike) ; and the solemnity was much

removed from that exultation which takes place in our country, and from that

tumultuous joy and gladness and clapping of hands. After the prayers, they
entered the sanctuary, for the Patriarch of Moscow to lay aside his ,V/-/YM- f^yl*;,
which, from its weight, is insupportable, and has been recently made for him

quite new, of yellow Venetian brocade embroidered with pure gold, of which

the ell is worth more than fifty dinars, set all round its train, sleeves, and sides,
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the breadth of four fingers, with large pearls like vetchlings (u-^o;]^), with

valuable gems among them. In like manner, on his breast there was a kind of

E-7riTgc&amp;lt;,%fa(oy, reaching to his feet, which he desired us to lift up, but we

could not. He said that there was in it the weight of a pood (&amp;lt;ty),
that is, thir

teen okkas of Constantinople, of pearls ; and that it had cost more than thirty

thousand dinars. He has not one only in this way ; but he has more than

a hundred, kept from ancient times ; and, subsequently, to every robe he

adds new ones, as we shall relate hereafter. Then he put on another, that

was light, to breathe a little
; and took in his hand a cross ; giving another to

our master, and the Gospel to the Servian ; and they arranged themselves in a

line, with their faces to the west. Then the Patriarch of Moscow went to them

in succession
; and kissed the cross in the hand of our master, and his mouth,

saying, X^&amp;lt;rroj aviary (J*J! ^^k-a^i-). Afterwards they went out, and stood

in a line in the porch ; where they placed before the Patriarch a basket of red

eggs ; of which he first gave three to our master, on kissing him : then he gave to

each of the Heads of the Clergy two, and to the Archimandrites and the Priests

one each, as he went round to them. Then the Grandees of the Empire
entered and kissed the cross, together with the right hand of the Patriarch, and

his mouth, saying, &quot;Kgurroe averry. After them entered the Monks, and all the

persons present in the church. Some of them presented the Patriarchs with

eggs ; while, on the contrary, the Patriarchs gave eggs to others, namely, to the

poor. It was told us, that when the Emperor is present, he himself distributes

the eggs to all, with his own hand ; and each person that receives one from him

preserves it in his house, as a kind of blessing from his hand, which he neglects

not, during the length of his life, to contemplate with respect every year. After

this, the two Patriarchs entered the sanctuary, with all the attendants ; and after

the Archdeacon had said the prayer &c., we left the church, at sun-rise.

We observed on this day something in their practice which surprised us much ;

for they did not interrupt their great metanoias to the ground, either now, nor

yet during the whole of Pentecost, though at this season they are unlawful : but

such is their Ritual.

AN ANECDOTE.- There came hither, once in former times, one of the Heads of

the Greek Clergy, a philosopher celebrated for his knowledge and eloquence.

Now it is the custom with the Muscovites to make attempts to puzzle and put

to trial a man like this. They asked him, therefore, on the subject of the red
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eggs at Easter,, whether there is any authority for that ceremony, or mention of

it in the Scriptures. He adduced to them the testimony of the Prophet, who

says, &quot;Who is this that coineth from Edom, with red garments from Fosor?&quot;*

When they saw the beauty of his answer, they were silent.

The philosopher Alligaridif ^Jo^UjJdl), Metropolitan of Gaza
(^c), the learned

man from Rome, when we asked him concerning this, replied, that it was

because when Mary Magdalene went to Rome, and complained to Caesar against

Pilatus, her garments were dyed with the blood of the Messiah.

On this festival of Easter they hung up in the Sobor Church ten crowns of

lamps, or (^^), woXveXatov, of yellow brass, a work of the Germans, with

carvings of flowers and other ornaments of wonderful beauty; and with candle

sticks, each of a different form, the handsomest of them being in the likeness of

the large pearl-shells of the ocean
QUfl! ^1), with bars and stripes. Each of

these chandeliers was larger than a tent, so as to strike the beholder with

astonishment : the value of each was estimated at five hundred dinars. Four

they hung before the doors of the sanctuaries, except the middle one
;

for it

they made one of silver : other four they suspended in the four arches of the

Na^Tjf , each of them having four rows of candles : the last two, making up the

ten, were in the two cupolas of the Na^f, forming the shape of a cross.

After the third hour of the day of Easter, they began ringing the bells of the

Sobor : and our Lord the Patriarch went to the palace of the Patriarch of

Moscow, to meet him : and the Patriarch of Moscow took him with him to the

Empress, to pay her a visit on occasion of the festival. They had with them a

cross and ay/ao-^o?. When they came near her door, they requested permis

sion, and entered. The Patriarch of Moscow said the prayer,
&quot;

Save, O God,

thy people&quot; ; in it commemorating the names of all the Saints f , and praying for

the Emperor, for her, for her son and daughters, for the Emperor s sisters, for

the whole house of the Emperor, and for those present with the Empress. Then

he sprinkled the apartment, and her also
; and presented to her the cross to

kiss, and blessed her, and kissed her right hand
;
and sprinkled her son and

daughters, and the Emperor s sisters, and blessed them. In like manner did

our Lord the Patriarch. Then the Empress asked for the Metropolitans, who

&quot;6 Isaiah Ixiii. 1. f Ligaridius.

1 The words &*OSU\
^u&amp;gt;lc

_*o which follow here have no discoverable meaning.
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were standing without; and they entered, bowing to her to the ground, and

kissing her hand, and blessing her. In like manner was done by the Archi

mandrites, as our master told us afterwards. Then they went forth from her

presence, and descended to the church.

The Patriarch on this day was clothed in &quot;a robe of deep red velvet, reaching

to the ground, with sleeves of (J-JJ, according to the custom of their dress. Over

it was the mantya of green velvet,, which we mentioned before, and he wore

the same latia. On his feet he wore green slippers ; and thus on most days

we had seen him wearing green or blue or red slippers or sandals. He is

not singular in this : most of the Monks and Clergy and Nuns walk out in green

dresses, and in green slippers or sandals : for the greatest part of what is

imported to them by the Persian merchants is green stuffs
; so that the clothing

of the generality of the people also is of such ;
and an excellent dress it is.

When the Patriarchs robed, the Patriarch of Moscow put on the sakkos of St.

Sergius, Patriarch of Constantinople ; and our Lord the Patriarch put on the

sakkos of St. Photius, Patriarch of the same : for they relate, that the Grecian

Emperors and Patriarchs of that time sent them to them afterwards, with all

manner of blessings. They are entirely embroidered, both in front and on the

back, in blue satin
; having before and behind representations of the festivals of

Our Lord, and most of the portraits of the Saints, with all the writing and

names in Greek. There is written all round each sakkos, from the sides to

the skirt,
&quot; We believe in one God &c.&quot; with large embroidered letters. For

this reason, all the sakkos which belong to this Patriarch of Moscow have been

thus written on, all round, either in embroidery or in large pearls. Like their

trrifcctgia, they have four appendages, besides the main piece ; namely, the sleeves,

the square cape between the shoulders, and the bottom of the skirt. This

division and arrangement are very pleasing to the eye. Their cpsA^W, also, are

very wide and large, flowing down in a wide sweep to the ancle, and having a

seam at the shoulders. They have all broad fringes at the bottom of the skirt

of their trn^a^Kx,, on the great festivals. The joining of the sleeves is of pearls,

as is also that of the shoulders entirely, or else of heavy gold lace
; and so are

the seams of the (peXwiu. These seams they make an ornament to the dress,

by covering them with figures, pearls, gems, and small portraits between the

pictures, to the great admiration of the beholder. So the Patriarch s sakkos

are always furnished with appendages for the arms, of a stuff different from the

main piece ; and the seams are adorned with figures in gold lace, or in pearls or
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gems. In like manner, the sides and skirt are of thick cloth, with either gold
lace in letters, or pearls in large letters or beautiful figures. This is not the

description of the priestly robes of Moscow only, but of those of the whole

country of the Cossacks also, all of which are of this make. On all their robes

there is always a cross of pearls, or heavy gold brocade, behind. We therefore

made crosses for all our robes and sacerdotal ornaments, lest they should scorn

at us and our habit. This method of piecing together different stuffs is a good
idea ; for how often does it happen, that there are found in our country, and

frequently in our possession, pieces of stuff, and caftans, which are insufficient

for robes, whether
o-rt%Kgtot, (psXuvia, or sakkos ? But if any person makes them

in the fashion I have described, as I did with my trri-fcagia,
and joins the sleeves,

shoulders, and skirt of a different stuff, the piece or caftan suffices, and the

robe becomes more tasty ; as, if we live, you will see.

To return : -Then they began the Mass; and there was an ordination of Priests

and Deacons. At the time of the reading of the Gospel, the Chief of the

Deacons went out to the ApjSav, and the Patriarch to the table
; where they said

the office, verse for verse, with much chaunting, and at great length. It was the

Patriarch who always began ; and when he had finished a verse of eight or ten

words only, they tolled the great bell by itself. It was managed in this way :

the Kav^Xarr??? stood at the door of the church, opposite to them, with a small

rattle in his hand
; and whenever he heard the conclusion of the Patriarch s

verse, he rattled it once
; and the ringers above, hearing it, answered with the

large bell. At the end of the Gospel they rang all the bells together ; and in

like manner at the carrying round of the Body. During the whole year, it is only

on this day that they ring them on these occasions. At the time the Body went

round, the Deacons carried, at the head of the procession, a representation of the

City of Jerusalem, with the Church of the Resurrection and the Sepulchre of

Our Lord in the middle, and all the cupolas exactly as they are, with crosses at

the top : the whole of it was of silver. When the Mass was over, the Patriarch

went up to the Ambon and read a sermon of St. Chrysostom : then he con

cluded the prayer, with the cross in his right hand. Our Lord the Patriarch

held another
; for such is their custom during this week : even the ordinary

Priests do not conclude the prayer without a cross in their hands. And whereas

it was not their custom to take the Antidora, our Master on this day compelled
the Patriarch to make a distribution thereof to them

; so that from him sprang
the subsequent practice. He gave them therefore of the Antidora, and they
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kissed the cross as they received. Then they brought, on the part of the

Empress, baskets of peeled and coloured eggs, and pieces of saffron-coloured

bread : over them the Patriarch read the well-known prayer, and, having blessed

them, sent them back to her. Then we went in and put off our robes, and did

not leave the church till after the eighth hour
;
but in the common churches

Mass had been celebrated from an early hour in the morning.

We then passed on with the Patriarch to his dining-room ; for it was he who

gave a banquet at his palace this day, in lieu of the Emperor. The first thing

they placed on the tables were portions of red and black caviare : after that,

fish of various kinds,, according to a rule they always practise ;
and a bad practice

it is. As for us, it was no feast at all, but rather a fast : and there we staid

more than two hours. At length they rose from table
; and went down to the

church again, to give thanks to God. After they had said their prayers to the

ITavay/a, and had returned thanks, they took leave of each other
; and we came

to our monastery, nearly fainting away from fatigue experienced during the

whole of the past week. We remained debilitated with the pain in our backs

and legs for some days during these festivities
;
which were certainly no holidays

for the foreigner, though he might be endued with the strength of Alexander.

Every day this week they rang the bells at the Patriarch s coming out from the

church to return to his palace, and also at his return to the church from the

banquet : for it is the custom of the Patriarch, during this whole week, after

the repast, to descend to the church and give thanks to God through the

Nor were the young men and boys during this week idle in ringing their bells

in every street throughout the city, both night and day, taking a great delight

in it ; for this is their joy ; this their sport and glory. It is to be noted, that

their Easter lasts from now till Ascension Thursday ; and that, during this

period, every time any of them pays a visit to his friend, he presents him with.

a red egg, and kisses him on the mouth, saying, X^;&amp;lt;rro5 avtffTq. Thus, when a

person arrives from off a journey, they make him this salutation, with a kiss on

the mouth.
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SECT. II.

POLICE REGULATIONS AT EASTER. DESCRIPTION OF THE RirER MOSCffA

AND ITS BRIDGES. OF THE MARKET, AND MANNER OF TRADING.

THE shops and taverns for the sale of spirits and liquors continued shut up

and sealed from the beginning of Lent till the Monday after Low Sunday

(AJ^S^ A=^1 New Sunday) : for they do not suffer them to be opened at all

during this week
; being stricter even, in this regulation, now, than during Lent.

In like manner, during the whole course of the year, they are prohibited from

opening them from the eve of Sunday till Monday morning : and on the distin

guished festivals the like prohibition holds. During this week the janissaries

went round the city, like fire
;
and whenever they found any one drunk, and at

the same time mischievous, they dragged him to the justice-court ; whence he

was consigned to prison for a number of days, after much beating and bruising ;

a thing we saw continually happening.

During Passion Week, as also during the present week of Easter, the Patriarch

visited the prisons, and did much kindness to the prisoners. As to those

confined for debt, he paid their debts for them, and let them out. If the

Emperor had been present in the capital, he would have done so too, according

to his usual custom. The Patriarch paid a visit also to our Lord the Patriarch,

and distributed to us the festive rite
(&J&amp;gt;^).

In like manner, also, the Deacon-

readers and the Choristers came, in troops, to our residence, to pay the compli

ments of the festival to our Lord the Patriarch, chaunting Xg&amp;gt;;&amp;lt;rro
avsVr^, and a

TloKvfccoviov for him. He then made them a benefaction, and they went away.

To return : In the beginning of the month of Adar (March) the days and

nights are equal : but after the tenth, the days began to increase
;

so that on

this day of Easter, which is the fifteenth of the month of Nisan, the day became

fifteen and a half hours long, and the night was reduced to eight and a half.

On this day the ice covering the rivers broke up ; and we went to take a view

of the River Moscwa, which runs under the palace and through the middle of

the town, not having seen it up to the present time
;

for there had hitherto

been upon it mountains of snow and ice : besides, the people here are

accustomed to heap upon the frozen rivers all the filth and rubbish of the towns

and villages through which the rivers pass ; so that when the ice breaks up, the

whole goes away along with it. When, on this day, the ice got loose from the

banks of the river, and the sun grew hot, and the rain fell warm and in torrents,
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we saw surprising sights upon its current ;
for mountains of snow and ice moved

along with it ; and it increased in the night to such a degree, that, by the

violence of its flood, it threw down the outer stone walls of the palace, and

deluged, destroyed, and carried away a multitude of houses and trees, together

with a number of persons : so that, after the people had so long been accustomed

to walk upon the river, they were now forced to betake themselves to boats, to

pass from street to street, and from house to house. After some days, however,

the stream having begun to diminish, subsided at last within its wonted channel ;

and in the month of Ab the people forded it on horseback, such was the

shallowness of the water. On this river are many bridges, most of them sup

ported on wooden piles. That which is near the palace, and opposite to the

gates of the second line of the city wr

alls, is much to be admired : it is level, and

formed of large pieces of timber joisted into each other, and bound together

with very thick ropes of the bark of the tree called Fihmioiir
y,^ili (the Lime,

Teil, or Linden-tree),, having its ends fastened on the towers and on the opposite

bank of the river : so that if the water rises, the bridge rises too
; for it is

supported without pillars, being composed of planks lying on the water, and,

when the water is low, resting on the ground. When boats come with treasure

for the palace from the provinces of Cazan, Astrachan, the Volga, Jangina,

Kolomna, and other parts of the country through which this stream passes (for

it traverses all the countries we have mentioned), on their arriving by it at the

bridges supported on pillars, their masts are taken down, and they are driven

under one of the arches. When they come to this bridge by the palace, the

boatmen loosen some of the pieces of timber fastened by the ropes, and, taking

them out of the way of the boat, they push this on towards the palace, and then

replace the timbers : thus they do also on their return. Here are continually

found great numbers of vessels, which transport all kinds of provisions to the

city. We even saw boat-loads of hens eggs, brought hither from the countries

we have mentioned. On this bridge are many shops for buying and selling ;
and

over it there is a constant passing and repassing of vast numbers of persons.

On it we were perpetually walking, for the purpose of enjoying so easy an

amusement. Over this bridge is the road to Kalouga and Potiblia, and also to

Smolensko and the country of the Poles ; and over it are the troops perpetually

coining and going. The servant-girls of the neighbourhood, and the women of

the lower orders, used to come to this bridge to wash their clothes in the river,

as the water flows to its very edge. This river runs from west to east, and
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abounds in a great variety of fish. There is one kind, always with a belly-full

of red caviare. This river is constantly supplied from fresh-water lakes, which

flow into it without interruption, both in winter and summer.

From the north-east of the city comes another river
; which, falling into a lake

in the midst of it, is used to turn a number of mills, and, having gone round the

whole palace, unites itself with the river Moscwa. Thus on three sides of the

walls of the palace are vast trenches filled with water ; and for this reason the

walls are continually falling, and being repaired.

This city of Moscow is very open and cheerful
;
for wherever you go, you

have a view of the fields and meadows and villages at a distance ; for it is

situated on several hills, and is very high, particularly the palace. All the

houses of the city are inclosed within the precinct of a court-wall, which is very

wide
; and all have their gardens. For this reason they say that Moscow is

larger and more open than Constantinople : for in the latter, all the houses are

contiguous ; nor are there found in it any squares, or palaces within courts, but

the houses are connected one with the other. On this account, when a fire

happens in Constantinople, it is not speedily extinguished ; whereas here, if

a fire breaks forth, it is put out very quickly, because the open spaces are

numerous, and the streets wide to an extraordinary degree.

The market-stalls of this city are on the east side, in front of the parade

before the palace ; which is a large open space of level ground, having at its

entrance some very large cannon, resembling that large gun which is seen in the

Tophana (^Jlsr^) at Constantinople : so also, at the other end of it, are other

still larger guns, on which the people sit and sew. The pillars here are crowned

with huge bones, like vaulted arches; and such are placed on high vaults

opposite the churches of the Holy Trinity and of the Palms. Within the bars

of these, in the winter, they set pieces of ice from the river, making full-sized

panes, and shining clearer than crystal. The shops extend from one side of the

square to the other ; most of them built with stone, and furnished with polished

iron window-shutters : even the store-house doors are of the same material. In

front of these shops are wine-cellars, built of stone and brick, which are cool in

summer, and warm in winter. Here is a shop for books ; a shop for images ;

another for new vestments ; another for bells, censers, and holy-water (ay/ao^o?)

pots ; and another for incense and tapers. The goldsmiths shops are most of

them appropriated to the gilding of pictures, or inlaying them with gold and

silver. There is another shop for the mantyas of the Monks, their cloaks,

VOL. II. R
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paramantyas, and black shrouds which are adorned with crosses. To every row

of shops are large dogs, for guards. The shopkeepers have a long rope tied

from one end of the row to the other ; on which is a pulley. When evening comes,,

they fasten a cord on the dogs necks., which they tie to the pulley on the large

rope ; leaving the dogs to jump about, from one end of the rope to the other,

along the row of shops, without rest or intermission. There is a shop for iron-

goods, such as are wanted for doors and windows, c., for large cauldrons,

buckets, and frying-pans, of polished iron, of surprising workmanship. There

is a shop also for beautiful silks (cj^i); and for window-panes of stone-

crystal, which does not break, and is as smooth as paper. The Bezestan

is t\vo large rows of shops ; among which is one called Bcito bazuri (L/;^ &amp;lt;-^*#),

resembling the Soko ICamila (aU*5l|
&amp;lt;jyO,

at Aleppo. Here are found all

kinds of clothing, armour, and trinkets, both old and new. The trade of

the Muscovites is rudely free
;
and their sales are abundant, as they are not

asked for tribute or taxes, nor are oppressed by any tyrannical collectors.

Their language in dealing is something like that of the Franks. When we

purchased any article, and the dealer mentioned its established price, if we gave

him the sum he demanded, he would frequently make an abatement of his own

accord, and take less ; but when we haggled with him, and offered him a lower

price than that which he mentioned, he would fly into a passion, and not, after

that, sell the article, even for what he had before asked
;
and if we went back to

him, it was worse and worse. The most wonderful thing is, that in the mouths

of all of them there is but one tongue : for if you shop from one end of the

bazaar to the other, they have all one price : so that we experienced great

surprise in dealing with them, finding them all in the same way. Young boys

are stationed in most of these shops : and we observed in them such a degree of

prudence, artifice, and cunning, in their sales and purchases, as quite astonished us ;

for they used to obtain from us more advantageous bargains for themselves than

their elders would have done. Most of these lads are Turkish and Tartar

captives, of those made prisoners by the Cossacks of the Don. We knew them

by their eyes, faces, and hair. Their masters place them in their shops, to buy

and sell, knowing how superior they are to themselves in artifice and cunning.

W^hen we spoke to them in Turkish, they blushed, and would not answer us in

that language, for fear of their masters, who, from their childhood, have baptized

and confirmed them in the Christian religion. Credible persons informed us,

that no proselyte from any religion shews such sincerity in his conversion to
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Christianity,, and his adoption of our creed at his admission to the sacrament of

Baptism, as the Turk and Tartar. They are brought over with their whole

hearts and souls ;
and we saw many of them become Monks, and abandon the

world, displaying much devotion and many virtues, and pitying their infidel

parents who begot them in paganism. These persons excited our great

astonishment, highly pre-eminent as they are over the Muscovites in sagacity and

artifice, and passing so widely before them in their capacity for the arts of policy

and commerce. When we asked them, by the tongue of the interpreter, concerning

any affair of importance, they invariably answered,
&quot; We know nothing about

it,&quot;

though all their hearts were full of the knowledge of it. We gained the advantage,

frequently, in buying, and selling over the grown-up people ; but these youths

laughed at us and made fools of us, and with them we could do absolutely nothing.

A certain converted Jew, born at Saloniki of Jewish parents and ancestors,

who was interpreter at the Emperor s court, for the Greek and Turkish languages,

told us, that the Jews surpassed all nations in treachery and devilishness (%-$) ;

but that the Muscovites were above them, and had much the advantage of them,

in cunning and ingenuity.

The markets in this city are held on Wednesdays and Fridays, throughout the

year. On these days the people flock in from the villages, to make a market

for buying and selling ;
and all the shops are opened. This market is held in

the square we before mentioned, which overflows with the abundance of persons

resorting to it, for the purpose of buying and selling whatever they want, without

impediment. When any one of the distinguished Dominical festivals happens

to fall on a Wednesday or Friday, they do not open the shops, nor does any

buying or selling take place, till after Mass.

SECT. III.

DESCRIPTION OF THE KREMLIN OF THE SECOND AND THIRD
CITY-WALLS AND THE OUTER MOUND.

As to the description of the Emperor s Castle and Palace ;
it has, as we

mentioned before, an immense ditch all round it ; on the bank of which, on

both sides, are two walls with battlements (uJj;!^), and within them are two

other very high walls with towers. It has five gates, at the front of each of

which are four or five barriers ; and of these, one is always in the form of an
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iron cage, which they raise and lower with an engine. Over the great Imperial

and Eastern Gate is painted,, on the outside, the portrait of Our Lord the

Messiah, standing upright, in the act of giving his blessing : his lower robes are

azure, laced with gold : his upper of velvet, laced in the name manner. To this

image they give the name of
&quot;Spas (that is Saviour ) of Smolensko,&quot; believing

him thus to have appeared to Zosima and Sabbatius, two of their Saints. On the

inside of the gate, to\vards the palace, is an image of the Virgin, on a chair or

throne, with the Heads of the Muscovite Clergy humbling themselves before her.

On the top is the great clock-tower of such extraordinary dimensions.

At the second gate,, on the outside, is the picture of St. Nicolas, holding

in his right hand a drawn sword ; in his left, this city of Moscow ; because it was

he who saved it from the violence of the infidel Tiinour Leng ; as we shall relate

hereafter, in speaking of him. This they call Nicolaskia Vrata (IW/), that is,

&quot;St. Nicolas s Gate.&quot; On the inner side is the picture of the Lord; before

whom, St. Leontius, and his companions, the Heads of the Clergy of Rostov,

are humbling themselves.

The third gate is vastly strong ;
for here the moat is very deep, and the

water in abundance. Leading to this gate is a long bridge ; at the head of

which, on the city side, is a huge tower ; so that the gate is defended both by

the tower and the bridge. On the bridge, also, are two walls, with battlements

on both sides. On the outside of the gate of the above-mentioned tower is the

picture of Constantine the Emperor : on its inner gate is that of the Emperor

Vladimir. On the inside of the palace-gate is the picture of the Lady Bala-

titara (l^lI^Jb TLXarvrtga ?), with the heavens, the angels, and the Four Evan

gelists, around her. Above this gate is a huge tower ;
in which is an iron clock,

besides the one we mentioned before, which strikes, and is heard by the western

inhabitants of the palace, by the height at which it is placed : and as this tower

and the gate are very high above the ground, the ascent to this bridge is very

considerable. From the circumstance, that within this gate, and opposite to it,

is the palace belonging to the Monastery of the Holy Trinity, in which the

steward constantly resides, there is painted over it a representation of the Trinity,

with the portraits of Abraham and Sarah ; and with a table set.

The fourth gate, looking over the Imperial gardens and pleasure-grounds, and

situated on the south-\vest of the palace, has St. John the Baptist painted

over it.

The fifth gate, on the south of the palace, has painted over it the Samaritan
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Woman and Our Lord the Messiah, at the Well. They call it Vodali Vrata

(U^j ^jljy),
that is, &quot;the Water Gate&quot;; because by this gate they go out

to draw water from the river Moscwa, which flows near it. By it, also, they go

out, on the Day of Immersion, and on the first day of the month of Ab, to

perform A.yiu.crftos in the river. As the whole of this looks over the river

on the side of the town, it has four walls, such as before described ; and a huge

tower, without the gate, in front.

Across the river, in this place, are many gardens belonging to the Emperor,

and an immense plain for the cavalry ;
in which are innumerable rows of cannon,

thrown close to each other for ornament ; and some of them tripled, with three

guards
*

;
for here is the road to Kalouga and Potiblia. Whereas, formerly,

within this palace was an absolute want of water, and they always had to draw

it for the Emperor s kitchen from the river above mentioned, there came,

in the time of the present Emperor, a certain German Frank, who built an

immense tower on the bank of the river, and, artfully forcing the water into it,

by means of a wheel, contrived, by a multiplicity of wheels and other machinery,

to pump it up both day and night ; so that, without trouble or fatigue, the

Imperial palace is furnished with water for every purpose it is wanted for.

Having dug four or five large wells, and built over them arches, hollow pillars

(JbLuJj), and canals, he set an iron wheel on the outside. Whenever they want

water for any purpose, they turn this wheel with one hand, and water flows out

in great abundance. This is what we observed in the exterior circuit of the

Emperor s apartments. As to their interior, we know nothing of it
; nor do they

permit a foreigner, though it were Christ himself, to enter them by any means.

Such, then, is the description of the Palace Fort.

In regard to the second wall of the city, its first part is from the corner tower

of this fort, on the eastern side, extending along the bank of the river Moscwa :

the other part of it is from the opposite corner of the palace towers, reaching

along the other river. The situation of this wall, to the eastward of the fort, is

entirely beyond the large plain before mentioned and all the rows of the shops.

It has seven gates : two close to the bridge over the river
; and two opposite

them, near the extremity of the plain, at the mouth of the other bridge upon
the other river and lake. The other three gates are single. Each gate has,

over it, both inside and out, some figures painted. Upon one is the portrait of
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the Mother of God, known by the title of Our Lady of Cazan : upon the other

is the picture of Mary of Egypt : upon the third, the portrait of St. Elias the

Prophet : and so upon the others, other pictures.

As to the third wall of the city, known by the name of the White Wall, being

built of white stone of the largest size, the Emperor Vasili, son of the deceased

Czar Ivan, built it. The two former walls which we mentioned are of brick.

This wall he began on the south side of the fort, on the bank of the river, and

carried all round the city. It is larger than the wall of Aleppo, and is a

wonderful structure ; for, from the ground up to its middle, it slopes ; from the

middle to the top it forms a belly, against which a cannon-ball has no force ;

whilst the port-holes, which are filled with cannon, bear, by the contrivance of

the builders, upon the very bottom of the wall. This contrivance we did not

see either in the walls of Antioch, or in those of Constantinople, or of Aleppo,

or of any other fortified town : their port-holes have a level range only over

the ground at a distance ; whereas these allow an aim at every person who

approaches the bottom of the wall
; and this for two reasons

; one, because

these walls are not, like the walls in our country, built perpendicular, in the

form of a cube, but are sloped upwards, as we mentioned before ; and because

the port-holes, or embrasures, are contrived so as to command the very bottom

of the wall. One side of this wall joins the corner of the second wall. Thus

one side of the city, on the west of the palace, is inclosed by this white wall ;

and on the east and north, the greatest part of the town : for it extends from

the east to the west, inclosing two walls; and on the south, one wall; as the

great river Moscwa is defended by it. In this white wall are more than fifteen

gates, distinguished and known by the names of the various pictures that are

upon them. All these pictures that are over the gates have round them broad

rims of brass or tin, to keep off the rain and snow. Before each picture is a

lamp : these lamps are let down, and raised up again every morning, by means

of ropes ; and have lighted tapers placed in them by the janissaries, who are

stationed at every gate, with their muskets and accoutrements. At each of the

gates, also, is a number of beautiful large and small cannon, upon wheels ; and

every gate has tortuosities and crooked turns
; not straight passages, like those

of the gate Annasro f^l) and the gate Cansarina f^^oi ) at Aleppo : and every

gate has four doors, all closing upon each other, in its long porch. All the

gates, without exception, have their cages of iron bars, which are let down from

the top of the tower, and raised again by an engine. All other doors are
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liable to be opened in some way; but for this cage-door no artifice avails; nor

can it be broken through, nor raised up, except from above.

The vast wall of earth, looking like the other three put together, which has a

moat both inside and out, is beyond all these walls ; between which and it there

is a great distance. It was made by Philaretes the Patriarch, grandfather of the

present Emperor. Its circumference is thirty versts. It is more defensible

than all the walls of stone and burnt brick
; and stronger even than walls of

iron : for in these, breaches may be made, and they may be thrown down
; but

walls of earth, of this thickness, are secure against all attempts ; and cannon-

balls do but sink into them.

This, then, is the description of the city of Moscow ; and of its walls, ascer

tained by our own observation, as far as we could carry it by stolen glances of

the eye. For the janissaries who are stationed at each gate, whenever they see

any one looking much at the walls or at the cannon., take away his life, even

though he be one of their own nation. This very week they seized one of

their own people, whom they had seen going round, looking about the walls ;

and brought him before the Minister (^1). Then they stripped him naked,

and carried him round the whole city, with his hands tied behind his back ;

whilst the executioner followed behind, armed with an instrument made of a

bull s nerve, with which he struck him continually crying aloud, that he was a

spy, and that this was his reward until he beat him out of his senses. We
ourselves saw his back and shoulders ;

and it was a sight to cause the beholder s

heart to ache ; for the flesh was torn and scattered, and the blood flowed from

it in streams. The man s life was afterwards lost
; for, subsequently to this

cruel punishment, they threw him into prison, naked as he was ; and there he

pined and died.

From the number of houses required in this city, and the extent of its popu

lation, there are houses built even outside the wall of earth ;
and very many

palaces, perhaps still more numerous than those within
;

for people, in all places,

love the fields. Many times, when we went with our Lord the Patriarch to the

outside of the town, on any of its four sides, either in the sledge or the coach,

I calculated, with my European watch in my hand, that from our residence in

the convent within the Seraglio or Kremlin, in the centre of the town, to the

wall of earth, it was more than a full hour s distance : but a person walking

would, probably, not perform it within an hour and a half. The length there

fore of this city, from west to east, is a journey of three hours full, as I in this
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manner reckoned it. The country-houses are close to the city, all round

it; and are innumerable, reaching to the distance of a vcrst, two vcrsts, three,

and even seven, as we saw them plainly from within the city. And whereas a

great part of these villas near the capital heretofore belonged to the grandees

of the empire, the present Emperor has now obtained possession of them ; and

not as regards this city only, but every town of his dominions ; having made it

a law of the empire, that all the villas in the vicinity of the towns, within the

distance of seven versts, are the property of the Emperor ; allowing all at a

greater distance to be that of the grandees of the empire.

SECT. IV.

REGULATIONS FOR THE PREVENTION OF FIRE. HISTORY OF THE TWO

SODASHIS JUDICIAL AND PROVINCIAL ADMINISTRATION. IMPERIAL

REVENUE.

To return: There is charged with the superintendence of the palace and its

environs, a Grand Sobashi, who guards it night and day from fire ; and besides

him, in the city, is another, who makes the circuit of it day and night, for fear

of fire. During this season of summer they were in the habit of sealing up

the stoves and ovens in the city ; and not opening them, except on Thursdays,

for the people to bake their bread. Every person from whose house smoke was

seen ascending was dragged off to prison, and made to pay a fine. Such is

their regulation, to prevent fire ; and it is indeed a very severe measure. When

they cook their victuals in the court-yard of the house, they cannot do it

without dread, lest the wind should blow upon the fire, and spread it to the

houses around : for all the houses of this city, as we mentioned before, are of

wood ;
and the lives of the inhabitants are on this account very melancholy,

as it is at Constantinople and its suburbs; and indeed worse, for on many

nights, whilst we were at Moscow, some great fire was announced. Now, whither

are the poor tenants of these houses and of the district to fly, in such a calamity,

for refuge
? and what is to become of their goods ? As a precaution against

such distress, each parish keeps its chests in their stone churches. When a fire

breaks out in the night or in the day-time, the people of the district start from

their houses, and, hastening to the belfry, ring one of the bells on one side of

the tower, that the guards may hear it, who are always stationed on the walls
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of the palace : for on the four sides of the palace walls, over each gate, is a

covered place, a kind of cell, of wood,, in that eminent and lofty situation, with

a hell hung upon it, of a large size, capable of being heard from one side of

the city to the other
; and these sentinels are continually looking round, both

day and night, during winter and summer,, that whenever they discover a

lire, though it be outside the earthen walls, they may ring this huge bell on

that one side, and its horrid voice may go forth. When the troops who are

stationed in that quarter hear the sound, they know where the fire is ; and

hastening to the spot with axes and mattocks, they lay all waste around it, and

so put a stop to the fire. As this accident is perpetually occurring, even the

country-people are obliged to turn out ; and whoever delays or neglects to do

so, is subjected to very severe punishment by the Sobashi, and made to pay a

heavy fine. Fires, as we remarked, are more frequent in summer than in

winter; for during the latter season the houses are covered with snow; but in

the summer, from the heat of the sun, they are as inflammable as sulphur.

These Sobashis are two in number, brothers, and of Turkish origin, from the

province of Romelia, sons of one of the Pashas of that country. We afterwards

associated with them, and there arose between us a very great friendship and

intimacy. They knew the Greek and the Perso-Turkish language. They
related to us, that they had been with the Vazir Khosruf Pasha on his expe

dition to Bagdad ; together with their father, who was Pasha of Romelia. After

the defeat of the Vazir and the slaughter of their father, they were made

prisoners by the Persians,, and became own slaves to the Shah. In this situation

they ceased not the exercise of their ingenuity, till they escaped from the Shah s

court, and arrived in the country of the Georgians, at the court of Timouras

Khan, after speeding their way on horseback, by day and night, for fifteen

days. Hence they passed into Moldavia; where, by their own choice and

request, they were baptized, by the late Theophani, Patriarch of Jerusalem, and

were raised to rank and office in the service of the Beg. When Theophani

had become acquainted with their history, he sent them with letters to the late

Michael, father of the present Emperor; who was delighted with them, raised

them to the highest dignities, and gave them the title of Kniazes ; that is, sons

of a Beg : for it is the rule with all sovereigns not to overlook the origin of any

person. One of them was named Kniaz Anastasius; the other, Kniaz Theo-

dorus. They frequently came backwards and forwards to our Lord the

Patriarch s
;
and we observed in them a religiousness, a devotion, and an ability

VOL. II. S
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to read in the Russian language, superior to that of the original true believers.

They took us to their palaces many times,, and gave us information on many

subjects ; but they would not consent to speak Turkish, or to read any thing

in that language : for the late Philaretes, the Patriarch, grandfather to the

Emperor,, they told us, had made them swear upon the Gospel not to speak

the Turkish, nor to read it, lest they should become denied, as before. This is

one of some that we witnessed of the wonders of the age. When we asked

them about the number of janissaries employed as guards of the palace, they

told us they were six hundred, and were relieved every day.

They informed us, that within and without the palace are about seventy

Precauzes, courts or divans, for all intents and causes ; courts, very numerous,

for Inheritances ;
a court for Monks and Monasteries ; a court for the tipahis

(ax&UJO; &amp;lt;l court for the Janissaries ; courts, very numerous, for the different

kinds of offices in the Government and Army, as the Military Tribunal, &c. ;

a court for the Perception of the Imperial Revenue ; a court for the Expendi

ture
;

a court for the Grant of Pensions ;
a court for Ambassadors, and all

Foreigners coming to Moscow ;
and so on, courts for different purposes, to the

number of seventy. Every person, to whom any affair occurs, goes to the ap

pointed court ; where they look into his affairs without any trouble or vexation
;

such is the excellence of the government.

They informed us, that the Emperor employs twelve Vazirs, or Ministers ;

and that when any one of them is absent, no other person is bold enough to

take his place, but it remains vacant. They told us, besides, that under the

Emperor are seven provinces or principalities, to each of which he sends two

Vazirs, called Voivodes. The first is the city of Kiov ; that is, the whole

country of the Cossacks ; for from ancient times it has been dependent on

Moscow ;
and having of late come under the direct command of the Emperor,

it has been named by him the Great and Little Russia ; and the Patriarch has

confirmed it in this appellation. The second province is the city of Novogorod ;

the third, Astrachan ; the fourth, Cazan ;
the fifth, Siberia ;

the sixth, Pskov ;

and the seventh, Archangel. These are the seven provinces, to each of which

he sends two Voivodes. The inferior departments we know not the names

of: but the inferior Vovoides are like the great Sandjaks, or the judges of dis

tricts, who do not put to death, nor give judgment, but by appeal to the Imperial

Council, as well in the highest as in the lowest and smallest affairs, even to

charges of theft. The Voivodes are upwards of fifteen hundred in number : for
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example, there is a Voivode of Kolomna and its district, consisting of more than

two thousand villages ;
of Kashira and its district, which contains upwards o f a

thousand., and is smaller than the government of Kolomna : for each of these

Voivodes exercises jurisdiction, at the utmost, over something more than two

thousand villages ; and the smallest among them over a thousand. Thus we

were informed
; and, also, that all the peasants of each district are entered upon

registers, and that not one of them can travel without permission from the

Voivode. These districts are the property of the Emperor : those which, from

ancient times, stand in the name and are the property of the grandees of the

empire are without number. When we were at Kolomna, some peasants from

one of the villages came to see us
;
and informed us, that in their village were

more than twenty thousand souls, of whom more than eight thousand died of

the plague. Those who died in Kolomna were ascertained to be more than

ten thousand ; and this blessed country is thus become ruined of its population.

We were informed by the Greeks, that the annual income of the Turkish

Emperor is twenty-four millions of gold pieces (the million is ten times one

hundred thousand) ; and these riches are obtained by innumerable tyrannies and

oppressions. The income of this empire, according to law, justice, and good

government, is said to be thirty-six millions yearly ;
the whole arising from the

trade in wheat and rye, which are sold to all the countries of Europe ; and from

the coinage of the copecks of commerce, from fractions of the Spanish dollar.

We weighed every dollar against two or four and sixty copecks, and the price

of the dollar is fifty : this difference, therefore, is in favour of the Government.

There is a third source of revenue, which is the distillation of spirits ; for all

the distilleries of spirits throughout the whole empire belong to the sovereign ;

and are carried on, by night and by day, in admirable laboratories, mostly

situated on the banks of rivers. All their spirits are drawn from the rye,

macerated in water, of wrhich they make their bread. No person dares to

distil in his own house, whether he be a grandee of the empire, or whether

he be of the commonalty ;
but all buy their liquors from the wine-houses of the

Beglik (C)JA)|) ; that is, the Government wine-houses. Every Wadereh (*;OU)

stands the Government in thirty copecks ;
and is sold at a hundred, or a hundred

and twenty. This profit, again, is all for the Government. The Fadereh is

equal to eight okkas of Stamboul. The Custom-house at Archangel is also a

source of vast wealth. All the above-mentioned millions, therefore, are a re

venue legitimately accruing to the Emperor s treasury. This is the information
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which we obtained from those brothers, in all sincerity and truth. Besides

them, no one person related to us any thing of the secrets of the empire,

neither of the Muscovites nor of the Interpreters : for all were sworn, on the

Cross and the Gospel,, not to communicate to any person any of their secrets

by any means, as we mentioned before.

SECT. V.

CALCULATION OF TIME. PRINCESS IRENE. PROCESS OF ADMISSION TO
HOLY ORDERS.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE CALCULATION OF TIME IN THE PROVINCE OF MOSCOW, DURING THE TWELVE

MONTHS, AS WE COPIED IT FROM THEIR IYNASAPIA.

ON the eighth day of the month Iloul, the day and night are equal. On the

twenty-fourth of the same, the day is eleven hours, the night thirteen. On

the tenth of Teshrin the first, the day is ten hours, and the night fourteen. On the

twenty-sixth of the same, the day is of nine, the night of fifteen hours. Teshrin

the second is not reckoned by them, as no alteration takes place*. On the

eleventh of Canon the first, the day is of eight hours., and the night of sixteen.

On the twenty-seventh of the same, the day is seven hours, and the night

seventeen. On the first day of Canon the second, the day is eight hours, and the

night sixteen. On the seventeenth of the same, the day is nine hours, and the

night fifteen. On the second of the month Ishbat (klxil), the day is ten hours,

the night fourteen. On the eighteenth of the same, the day is eleven hours,

and the night thirteen. On the sixth of the month Adar, the night and day

are equal. On the twenty-second of the same, the day is thirteen, and the

night eleven hours. On the seventh of the month Nisan (^U^i), the day is

fourteen, and the night ten. On the twenty-third of the same, the day is

fifteen, and the night nine hours. On the ninth of the month Adar, the day is

sixteen, and the night eight hours. On the twenty-fifth of the same, the day

is seventeen, and the night seven. In like manner, as above, they omit

reckoning the month Haziran
(J^j*-),

because during its continuance no

material alteration takes place. On the sixth of the month Tamouz (j^c),

the day is sixteen, and the night eight hours. On the twenty-second of the

same, the day is fifteen, and the night nine. On the seventh of the month
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Ab, the clay is of fourteen, and the night of ten hours. On the twenty-third of

the same, the day is of thirteen, and the night of eleven hours. Here we end.

To return : Our Lord the Patriarch said Mass on the Monday of

Processions, in the large church of the Monastery, used in the summer season,

which is dedicated in the name of the two Saints Athanasius and Cyrillus,

Patriarchs of Alexandria ; and ordained Priests and Deacons. So, also, on

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, he said Mass in it again : and at every

Mass he consecrated Priests and Deacons, till Friday ;
when the Patriarch of

Moscow invited him, and they celebrated Mass together in the Sobor, in com

memoration of St. Jonas, who was the third Metropolitan, after Petrus and

Alexius, over the See of Moscow. After the Mass, they performed for him a

MvqfAoa vvov, according to custom : and we went up with the Patriarch to the

banquet in his palace, which he was accustomed to give whenever there

happens an anniversary of any of the Heads of the Clergy of Moscow. He set

also a table, in the middle, for the poor, the crippled, and the blind. He ceased

not to distribute, to all the persons present, dishes of meat, and cups of drink, till

the end of the feast; when they stood up, and elevated the Humyia ; and we

returned to the convent.

On the Saturday in Easter week, and Low Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday, he

said Mass in the same church again, and consecrated four Priests and Deacons.

On the first day of Ayyar, the length of the day was sixteen hours. On the eve

of the second of Ayyar (;WX they rang the bells of the Patriarchate, at the fourth

hour of the night ; afterwards, those of the remaining convents and churches in

gradation ; and they performed great Vigils (&*J&A 5]^), in commemoration of

St. Athanasius, Patriarch of Alexandria, in whose name the church of the

Great Convent is built, as we mentioned before ; for they love him much.

When we had entered it, and after they had recited the Prayers for Midnight,

they read a portion of the Saint s history. Then they began the Matins
;
and

at every KaGiff^cx, of the Psalms they sat down, and read a portion of his life.

At the time of the llo^vb.aiov, they brought to our Lord the Patriarch a

quantity of tapers, which he distributed to the persons present. After the Gospel,

at the beginning of the Canon, the Deacon went out with his taper, and the

Priest with the censer, to throw incense ; and at the ninth hour they lighted

the tapers. At the time of the &quot;A%tov zirriv, at the end of the Canon, the

choristers assembled in the middle ; and all chaunted together, according to

their custom; and with it they chaunted
(

Glory to God on High.&quot;
We did
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not leave the church till break of day. Afterwards we went in again, after the

third hour of the day, to Mass ;
and having robed our master, we performed the

llugax}.7]&amp;lt;rig,
in supplication, for the Emperor ; then the Ay/ao-^oj ;

at the conclu

sion of which the Chief brought vessels, in the shape of glass wine-bottles, made

of wax ; and our master filled them for him with this water, that he might

distribute them, together with (u-wl^O loaves and pictures ; first to the Emperor,

and to his whole household by name, and then to the Patriarch and the

Grandees. Such is their custom, as we mentioned before, in all this country :

in every convent and church, which is the See of a Head of the Clergy, they

always do in this manner. We finished the Mass with a consecration of Priests

and Deacons. So also, on the following day, he said Mass, and consecrated

Priests and Deacons.

On the fifth of Ayyar, on which is the commemoration of St. Irene, they

rang the great bell ; and the people assembled in great crowds in all the churches,

not in this city only, but also in every town of Muscovy. This was for the

sake of the name of the Emperor s eldest sister, Irene, the Emperor s governess ;

for she was born on this day. She was represented to us as a reading, philoso

phical, learned, and sensible lady. It was she who governed the Emperor till

he came of age : for when the Emperor succeeded to the throne, he was only

twelve years old. She has often sought to take the veil in a convent ; but he

will not let her go : he pays her great respect, and listens to her counsels

replete with wisdom. They performed for her a IlagaxhTitri?, and supplication;

and if the Emperor had been present, he would have given a banquet at his palace.

In her honour, the Patriarch Nicon said Mass, assisted by the Heads of the

Clergy, in the Sobor.

As for our Lord the Patriarch, he said Mass in the church of the Convent,

and consecrated Priests and Deacons : for, in consequence of the great number

of deaths among the Clergy, during the plague, they began to pour in from all

quarters, in request of the priestly office *. Their multitude made it impossible

* In the general distribution of the Hierarchy of its Church, the Graeco-Russian religion differs but

little from the Roman-Catholic, with the exception of their supreme head. The one, like the other, has

a. Monastic and Secular Clergy : but the attributes and privileges of these divisions differ, in many

respects, in the one, from those existing in the other. Ever since Peter suppressed the Patriarchal

authority, and declared himself and his successors, Heads of the Church; and still more so, since

Catherine united the Church property to that of the Crown, substituting other means of support for the

Clergy; the latter may be said to have become a department of the Imperial Government.

Among the Monastic Clergy in Russia, we find the following gradations or dignities, beginning

from
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for the Patriarch s time and labour to suffice for their consecration. Nor were

the Heads of the Clergy, in attendance upon him, with the aid of the Arch

bishop of Servia, sufficient to relieve him
; but he was obliged repeatedly to

send the candidates to our Lord the Patriarch. With us, there was no hesita

tion or difficulty in performing for them this rite
;

for among the Seventy Courts

we mentioned formerly, is one set apart for Ordinations. When, therefore,

twenty or thirty candidates are assembled, they give their papers to the

Patriarch s Treasurer, who is Judge of this court ; and he presents them to the

Patriarch, who, after reading them, gives to each of the candidates a book; and

for each of them, who reads in it fluently, he makes a note on his paper,

rejecting him who cannot read. What he writes upon each of the papers, with

his own hand, is as follows :

&quot; On such a day, of such a month, of such a year,

I send the bearer to my brother, the Patriarch Kyr Macarius of Antioch, to be

consecrated.&quot; When they had come, and been consecrated, our Lord the

Patriarch gave them a certificate with his own hand. With this they went to

from the lower, namely, that of a Monk or Friar, lliero-monachs (Deacons and Priors), Hegoumenos
(Abbot), Archimandrite, Bishop, Archbishop, and Metropolitan. Of the various high dignities forming
the Church Establishment, there are three classes, exclusive of the Patriarch. In the first, the Metropo
litans, to the number of four, are included

; in the second, the Archbishops, of whom there are thirteen ;

and in the third, the Bishops, amounting to twenty in number. The empire being divided into thirty-

seven dioceses, each of the members of the three classes has one of the dioceses necessarily under

his care.

The Secular Clergy consist of such persons as, having been ordained by the Bishops as Deacons,

after having been clerical students for a certain time, afterwards become Priests ; and, as such, have a

distinct parish assigned to them, in the church of which they are to officiate ; either as simple Priests,

with several others, if the church be large ; or as Proto-Presbyters, the highest dignity in the Establish

ment to which a Secular Priest can aspire. In order to officiate, the Secular Priests must be married;

and they cannot be ordained by the Bishop, if they are single. On the other hand, they are forbidden to

marry a second wife, when once ordained, if they become widowers
; and should their wives die

immediately before they are ordained, that ceremony cannot take place ;
and an individual so circum

stanced must resign all intention of forming part of the Secular Clergy. He may either enter the

Monastic Order, or he will be obliged to follow another career. The Monastic Clergy cannot marry ;

neither can they absolve themselves from their vows, under any circumstance or pretence whatever.

Plurality of livings never occurs in the Greek Church ; neither is the system of paying the Clergy by
tithes known among them.

The ordinary costume of the Monastic ditlers from that of the Secular Clergy ; but both must wear

beards, unless residing out of the empire, and then they are allowed a dispensation. The Monks wear

a klobouk on their head, or a high cylindrical cap, with a flowing- veil. The Priests have more

commonly a broad-brimmed hat. The Secular Clergy may wear cloth or silk, of any colour
;

but the

garment must be loose. The Monastic Clergy are forbidden to adopt any other colour than black,

whether it be silk or cloth that they prefer for their ordinary dress. The hair of both is long, and

floating upon their shoulders. DR. GRANVILLE S St. Petersburgh, Vol. II. p. 178.
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the Patriarch s Treasurer, to have their names entered in his Register. Each Priest

pays, according to his condition,, to this Treasurer first ; then to his hedels and

secretaries ; and, lastly, to the attendants of the Head of the Clergy who conse

crated him. When we saw the attendants and Deacons of the other Prelates

receiving money from these newly-ordained Priests, openly, we also accepted of

it equally. Many of these Priests paid more than ten dinars ; some less.

To return : On the Sunday of the Women carrying Spices (^^ 1 c^uU*.

KvPiaxr; rw NLugoQoguv),
and on the Monday and Tuesday, our master said Mass

a&quot;-ain, in the church of the Convent, and consecrated three Priests and Deacons.

On the Wednesday of Mid-Pentecost, they rang the great bell from an early

hour in the morning, together with the rest of the bells all round, for the assem

bling of all the Clergy of the district, with their pictures, in the Sobor : for it is

a &quot;Teat festival with them, like Easter. A great congregation was formed ;
and

&quot;&amp;gt;

the Patriarch put on his robes, as did all the Heads of the Clergy and the whole

body of the Priesthood. Then they went out in great procession, whilst all the

bells rang, to the outside of the castle ; and when they arrived at the place of

prayer, they went up to it, and performed a Tlaga^ffis, in supplication for the

Emperor. Because there happened to fall on this day, ninth of the month

Adar, the commemoration of the Translation of the Reliques of St. Nicolas

Allika iCdll), the Worker of Miracles, from the city of Mira, to the city of Baro,

which is in Germany, the congregations of the people were augmented to a vast

degree, through the greatness of their love for this Saint. The commemoration

of the Translation of these Reliques is found only in their books, and those of the

Cossacks. The Patriarch having returned from the procession, said Mass in

the Sobor. On the evening of this day also, and on the morrow, they assembled

again in great multitudes, to commemorate St. Christophorus, the Dog-faced ;

and one of the Heads of the Clergy said Mass, in a new church dedicated

in his name, in the vicinity of the Sobor. As for our Lord the Patriarch, he said

Mass every day, from the Sunday of the Samaritan Woman, till the Sunday of

the Blind Men ;
and consecrated ten Priests and Deacons.

On the Monday, the twenty-first of Ayyar, they assembled again in great

congregation and procession, as on the former day, for the sake of commemorat

ing the Mother of God, whom they style Vladimirskah ;
from Vladimir, one of

their cities, where her picture was concealed : she herself revealed it, and

performed many miracles. They set apart, therefore, this day for her festival ;

and the Patriarch went, with the Heads of the Clergy, all the Heads of Convents,
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the Clergy of the district, and all the men and women, in procession, to the

convent dedicated in her name, and there said Mass
; nor did they return till

the afternoon, It is the custom, on such days as this, for the shops of the city

not to be opened till after the procession and Mass. On the Wednesday before

the Ascension, our Lord the Patriarch said Mass in the Church of the Convent,

and consecrated Priests and Deacons. He converted four Priests from the

country of the Poles; and having anointed them, delivered them in charge to

one of the Priests of the convent, to be taught the rite of sacrifice and the Mass

for a certain number of days.

On Thursday of Ascension, the Patriarch of Moscow sent an invitation to our

master
;
and they said Mass together in the convent of the Nuns opposite to us,

where are the tombs of all the Empresses, as we observed formerly. Here were

assembled all the grandees of the district, with their wives : for this convent is

dedicated by the name of this festival. After Mass, the Abbess presented to them

pictures of the Ascension, inlaid with gold, in the church ;
and sent some of

them, in like manner, to the Empress, and all the Emperor s household. On

the Friday, Saturday, and Sunday after Ascension, our master said Mass in the

Church of the Convent, and consecrated three Priests and Deacons ;
for in this

country they know not the name of Khori (^ji-). Only the Heads of

Monasteries set the Hijr (psr
2^

ly^y.)
: besides them, neither in Greece, nor

Wallachia, nor Moldavia, nor in the country of the Cossacks, are they acquainted

with the name of Khori ; nor does any one set the Hijr for himself, except the

Head of a convent, that he may be distinguished from the Clergy, who, in

common, are all Priests. For this reason we did not see the Greeks contemning

or despising us for want of knowledge, regularity, or ordination ; because all the

Clergy in their country are Khoris, and they set the Hijr on them all.

On the Thursday before Pentecost, the Patriarch of Moscow said Mass in the

church of the convent of the Nuns, as before
; and in the evening, after Mass,

they performed a Mvq[too-won , in memory of all the faithful departed among the

Empresses buried in the church. In like manner also, on the Saturday of

Pentecost, they said Mass in the Church of the Archangel ; and in the evening

performed a Mytiftoffuvov, after Mass, in memory of all the Kniazes and Emperors
buried in it from the time they became Christians.

VOL. II.
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SECT. VI.

SPREADING LEAVES IN THE CHURCHES, AT JVHITSUNTIDE.-ORDER OF CON-

SECRATING BISHOPS. THEIR FEES AND EXPENSES. EULOGIUM
ON THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT,

ON Whitsunday, they assembled, in vast congregations, at the ringing of the

great bell ;
and after the Mass, they rang all the bells for the Adoration, which

they perform at that time. Our Lord the Patriarch said Mass in the Church of

the Convent ;
and they rang the bells in like manner after the Mass. Every

person present in the church had brought with him a bundle of leaves, of a tree

resembling the Ghar (jUJlj ;
and spread them on the floor of the church and

sanctuary, in order to perform their adorations upon them. The peasants had

brought in, the day before, many wagon-loads of them, and sold them over

the city; the inhabitants all buying some for their several churches.

On this day the Patriarch consecrated a new Bishop for Kolomna, in the

place of the banished prelate, who was still alive. The custom in the consecration

of the Heads of the Clergy is this : if the Patriarch pleases, he chooses whom he

likes; and if he pleases, he selects twelve persons, and, writing their names on

small leaves, sticks them on a taper, which he places on the altar. After Mass,

for three successive days, they call a child; and whichever leaf he takes off, the

owner of it is elected. After his election, they publish him, in the attendance of

four men clothed in red coats with large sleeves, wearing high caps on their

heads, and carrying staves in their hands. They call them Khuhlunis (^1^);
that is, they are intended to represent the people of Bakhtanasr (^A^.), when

he wished to burn the three young men in Babylon : we did not succeed in

learning the reason and design of this. These men go round with him, before

his consecration, during the space of three days, that every person who sees him

may know that he is intended to be consecrated a Head of the Clergy. On the

day of the consecration, when the Emperor is present, they say, there takes place

a very great meeting in the church, because the person to be consecrated goes to

a very great expense : for they set a high chair for the Emperor, opposite the

Patriarch s chair in the Naf^l ;
and the person to be consecrated presents, at

his own cost, a quantity of red cloth, to cover it all over, down to the ground.

He spreads also with thick brocade the passage of the Emperor from the two

chairs to the south door of the sanctuary. He spreads moreover, on the two

sides, other carpets, for the passage of the Grandees of the empire. Again, he
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spreads the floor, from the Patriarch s chair to the royal door of the sanctuary,,

with black or purple velvet ;
and the passage of the Heads of the Clergy, on

both sides,, with green cloth. At the time of the &quot;Eii trotiov, when the Patriarch

enters the sanctuary, they all tread upon these carpets ; and the Emperor descends

from the one chair, wearing his crown and imperial robes appropriated to a day

like this, arid, walking upon the brocade,, comes and stands at his throne. When
the consecration is over, the brocade and the red cloth are taken for the

Emperor, the other carpets for the Grandees of the empire, the velvet for the

Patriarch, and the green cloth for the Protopapas and the servants of the

church. If the person to be consecrated finds these carpets in the shops, it is

well
;

but if he cannot, he takes them from the Emperor s treasury, and

the church is security for the payment. After the consecration, the four

Khaldanis, in the same way, go round with him three more days, accompanied

by three Archons, on the part of the Emperor. They mount him upon a horse,

with the cross in his hand ;
and carry him the first day all round the interior of

the Palace Fort, that he may bless it. The second day they take him

round the second line of the city-walls : the third day, round the third line : for,

as he is newly consecrated, they wish the whole city to receive a blessing from

him. Afterwards, he goes, first, to make to the Emperor presents of the following

description : 1st, a picture of the name or dedication of his cathedral church,

inlaid with silver and gold ; 2dly, a large silver gilt cup. When, as in the

case of this Bishop, his see is small, he makes the Emperor a present, inside the

cup, of a hundred gold dinars ; of a sorok of sables, worth a hundred dinars ; and

of dresses of brocade, velvet, satin, damask silk, c. But if he be a Metropolitan,,

or Archbishop, he makes a larger present than this, in proportion to the value

of his see. In like manner, he makes a present to the Empress, of a picture of

half the size ; of a smaller cup, of fifty dinars ; of a sorok of sables worth fifty

dinars ; and of a suit of embroidered clothes. He presents also to the Vasilo-

pulo, son of the Emperor Alexius, certain presents. In this son s name, at this

time, were all the offices and dignities ; so that also the letters which the

Emperor sent to his Vicegerent were written as to his august son, and not to his

Ministers by name. So also each Voivode, and each Governor of a province,

used to send his letters addressed
r To His August Highness, whom God

preserve.&quot;
What a blessed plant is this, that all these kingdoms should seek

protection under it, and invoke its name!

To return: In like manner, the Bishop made presents to the Emperors
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sisters, all three by name, and to his three daughters by name : for each of

them, though in her infancy, has her own separate treasury. After he had

done with them, he went to present similar gifts
to the Patriarch, and to all his

suite ;
to all the Heads of the Clergy present ;

to the Archimandrites, the

Priests, and the Deacons. So also he went round to all the great officers of

state, and made presents to them in proportion
to their rank ; then to the

three Archons who went round the city with him during the three days, to

each according to his station, in dinars, sables, and dresses ; and to the meanest,

(IJj,;)
marten. All this expense is incurred by the Heads of the Clergy in this

country. To a Bishop, like this (of Kolomna), three thousand dinars do

not suffice; to others, not six thousand; as we were informed, and credibly

assured. It is true, that a Head of the Clergy in this country is the great

governor, before whom the Voivode humbles himself, and that the wealth

and treasures of the church are in his own hands ;
but he has guards and

inspectors over him, who are ever in a line of observation around him. Every

year he comes three times to make his presents; on the feasts of the

Nativity, the Immersion, and at Easter, and at the festival of his own church.

For this, a great income and a great expense are required : besides, every

Bishop, like the one we have mentioned, has Priests, Deacons, Monks, Ana-

gnosts, sub-Deacons, choristers, grandees, stewards, servants and soldiers, to the

number of more than a hundred, who eat and drink from his table every day,

and have salaries, and new clothes twice a year, in the summer and winter.

Only calculate what an expense is required for them ! When, too, the Emperor

has proposed an expedition, as this year, he lays upon the Bishop contributions

of men, troops, treasure, and so forth, in proportion to his ability. Such are

their regulations in this country. The name and appearance belong to the Head

of the Clergy or the Head of the Monastery ;
but the wealth and effects result

to the Emperor, who is not like Hercules ( Ji&amp;gt;),
Emperor of Greece ; who, when

he mounted his horse, collected all the plate and vessels from the churches, and

melted them for coin, through the total emptiness of his treasury. Here the

government and administration are such as we have described: and what

millions of troops must have been maintained, what millions of money expended,

whilst the Emperor has been for these two years riding out in person ! and yet,

after all, they have not opened one of his treasures, but are still obtaining from

the Heads of the Clergy, and from the convents, what supports the whole

expense. What then becomes of the saying in our country, that the Christians
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know not how to govern their states ! Assuredly they do. It is we, and the

Greeks, who know nothing of government, and never succeed in it : according

to the observation of a certain learned man amongst us,
&quot; What a defect of

policy in the Greeks what blindness in their eyes and understandings who,

at the time of their power, permitted the Turks to build a fort in the gulph of

the Black Sea, to lock them up/ (a fort which we ourselves saw),
&quot;

until, by

means of it, they subdued them, and extirpated their empire !&quot; See how different

it is in this country ; where the police is so excellent, that a stranger can by no

means hide himself from them
;
where it is impossible for a spy, by any con

trivance, to enter their territory ; where not only do the great, but also the

lowest of the people, and even the children, carefully abstain from commu

nicating to a stranger, even though he be a Patriarch, the very smallest of their

secrets. This arises from their knowledge of what passed among the Greeks,

when they lost their empire. May God expand the intellects of the Muscovites

to a greater extent than even that at which we have seen it, and augment the

excellence of their government even beyond the degree at which we have

witnessed it ! and let no one persist in saying that the Christians do not succeed

in ruling states. It may be, that a person, not himself an eye-witness, will

discredit these accounts, and not believe in the many good qualities we have

mentioned as belonging to the Muscovites ; but God is witness to what I say,

that I have uttered no falsehood that I have not been bribed by any of their

nation to praise them in this manner
;
but that I do it from sincerely appre

ciating their good sense, and the beauty of their institutions.

SECT. VII.

PRESENTS OF NEW RADISHES. MIDNIGHT PRAYER, AND ABSENCE OF
DARKNESS IN THE SUMMER SEASON. PILGRIMAGE TO THE CONVENT

OF THE HOLY TRINITY.

To return : On the first day of the month Haziran (J^^), the clock had

struck eighteen hours and a half, and the sun was not yet off the cupolas of the

Sobor Church nor the high dome of the bell-tower. The day remained thus in

length till the sixth of the same month only, when it began to decrease a little.

On this day, the Empress, instead of the Emperor, sent to our Lord the Patri

arch, in a dish, some small new radishes, as the first of the new produce,

according to their custom : so the Archon, who brought the dish in his hands.
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presented it, saying,
&quot; The Vasilopulo, Prince Alexius, son of the Emperor

Alexius, bows to your Holiness of all Beatitude, and presents to you these

radishes, as a commencement of the new produce.&quot;
After he had bowed to

the ground, and our master had returned thanks, &c., we made him a present

of some scented and some Aleppo soap, and of a handkerchief; and having

made a similar present to his suite, we conducted him to the outside of the door,

and he departed.

In respect to their ringing the bells : from Easter, during the whole of the

.summer, on account of the length of the day, they rang them for evening prayer

at the twelfth hour, or sooner ;
at night, at the fourth hour

; and on the morning

of the terms and festivals, a little before or after the first hour of the night.

Observe these circumstances, and their hastening to prayers every day during

the fifty days of Pentecost, and their rising at midnight in the summer to

prayer. As for us, we were in great bitterness, affliction and oppression, from

fatigue on this account, not being able to sleep during the night ; for the Musco

vites are accustomed to sleep before sun-set, that they may rise in the night :

but, as we had not been in the habit of doing so, we could not sleep to take our

rest, as they did, till night ; and then we could not, in decency, neglect rising

for prayer. After prayers, our ability to sleep was gone beyond recall. But

our affairs are in the hands of God ! As to the sun, during the summer it

rises from the east, as usual
; but it does not set in the west, but in the north :

thus we saw it go round, to our astonishment
;
not departing altogether, and

scarcely setting ;
but its circuit was manifest in the heavens the whole length

of the night ;
for after the clock had struck the twelfth hour and a half, there

was no longer any nocturnal obscurity, but Aurora and much light, which we

could not but account as day. We purposely went out to the platform in the

court-yard of the convent, to read in our Greek books, which we did fluently ;

for there is no type clearer than that used in printing Greek. Within the

house, the light of the sun came in upon us ;
and we perceived it going round

from the north-west to the north, clearer than the light of the full moon, till it

came in the morning to the east, and rose to form the day. It is a wonder

where it circulates during the nights, and to what other world it passes ! Glory

to God, its Creator ! We have not, in what we have said, asserted a single

falsehood ; for, God knows, thus we saw. Wr

hen we expressed our wonder at

this, many persons of those who had passed to the islands of Inglitar (^U&amp;gt;iO|),

that is, of the English, from the port of Archangel, informed us, that in all those
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parts the night is of two hours and a half, no more : not indeed night, but day,

in which there takes place a little obscurity, as the sun does not cease to illumi-

minate the air with a portion of its rays ; so much so, that a stranger would not

know the night from the day, nor distinguish the one from the other. Thus the

cupolas of the Sobor, and those of the Church of the Annunciation, were bright

and shining during the whole night, from the quantity of the gold upon them ;

particularly the cupola of the lofty bell-tower, which is seen from on all sides,

both within the city and without, as we mentioned before, to a great distance,

from the quantity of gilt on its cupola. And, wonderful to relate, in these

months of Haziran and Tamoz, we sat till the eighteenth hour, or the seven

teenth, three hours more than in our own country, before the evening closed in,

actively conversing and amusing ourselves, whilst our countrymen were sleeping

in tranquillity; it being here day, when it was there night! Glory and praise

be to God on High !

Much above the severity of the cold and frost during the winter season, in

the months of Canon the first and second, is that of the heat of summer, and

the burning of the sun, in these months of Haziran and Tamoz. For our parts,

we took our recreation within the houses ; but the Muscovites, from the rich

to the poor, were, with all their barrels of drink, in their caves or cellars, over

the ice which they had collected from the rivers during the Great Lent, and

with which they had filled the lower parts. So with regard to the sale of fish :

they brought it in carts filled with snow, heaped upon the fish, to prevent it

from stinking. By reason of the extreme coldness of the water and liquors

served from these their cellars in the summer season, it was impossible for any

one to take a full draught of them, for fear his teeth should suffer.

To return to the subject we were upon : On the Thursday after Pentecost,

our master said Mass in the Church of the Convent, and consecrated Priests

and Deacons. It is customary with the people of this city to go forth altoge

ther to the outside of the town, with the Emperor and Empress, and the

Patriarch, and to perform Almsgiving, Masses, and M.y/]^cxrvvov, in memory of

the dead who have been drowned in the waters, those who have been mur

dered, and all deceased foreigners, with exceeding great joy and exultation
;

all

the merchants of the city, and of the market, transferring their stalls to the

outside.

Our master had asked of the Patriarch, and of the Emperor and his Deputies,

permission to go on a visit to the Monastery of the Ayicc Tgtuda (Holy
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Trinity), of so much celebrity, according to the practice of the Patriarchs of

passing the Feast of Pentecost in that place ; it being, in fact, the festival of the

monastery. If the Emperor had been present, he would have gone, with the

Empress and the Patriarch, to pass the festival there, accompanied by the

Grandees and the population of the whole district of Moscow, in a crowd, so

as to form there an immense congregation : for a visit to this holy monastery

holds with them the place of a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, to the Church of the

Resurrection, and to all the sacred reliques. But, as the usual celebration of

the festival did not present us an opportunity, and no news had yet arrived

from the Emperor, they sent to us, to-day, notice to repair thither on the morrow.

They first sent advice to the monastery : then they appointed a Perevodtchik,

an Interpreter, a great Sotnik, and ten janissaries,
to go with us. Then they

brought us a Vodvods (u*^) ;
and the Patriarch sent to our master a

coach ;
but the horses were from the Emperor s stables, that, as they imagined,

the merit might be shared between them ;
two led horses chosen from the

Emperor s own, and with them two outriders : in all, there were six horses.

We prepared, therefore, to travel in the carriage got ready for us; and set out

from the city on the morning of Friday after Pentecost, with the ten janissaries,

carrying their arms before us. I sat in the coach opposite the Patriarch,

according to the custom. The monastery is sixty versts distant from the city.

When we passed out from the earthen walls to the open country, we observed

that the town and country-houses joined all the way from the city

monastery; and between these houses lay our route. We travelled till the

evening, a distance of fifty versts. After we left the city, we stopped twice on

the rivers, to take refreshment; and arrived at a bazaar (market-town) belonging

to the Emperor, called Zidfijni (J^iiJ;),
in which is a large palace, with gar

dens, and a large lake of water, &quot;in it is a church of wood; which he built, in

the name of St. Alexius, the man of God. In this palace we slept ; and in the

mean time sent word to the monastery of our approach. Most of the bazaars

on this road belong to the Emperor. In every bazaar, or town, is a vast palace

of wood for the Emperor ;
which is in consequence of the honour in which

this monastery is held by them. It is related, that the Emperor s deceased

father, together with his mother, went several times on foot from the city to the

monastery; the Emperor walking with all the Grandees, and the Empress with

all their wives. Such, also, is the custom of this Emperor and his Empress.

For this reason they gradually, long ago, constructed these inns, and numerous
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palaces along the road, that they might walk a little way, and then rest awhile.

And whereas this distance of sixty versts is one day s journey on horseback

only, they used to arrive on foot in three or four days, at the soonest. This

monastery, with them, holds the place of Jerusalem, of the Church of the

Resurrection, and of all the sacred reliques. To every one who has performed

a pilgrimage hither, his sins are forgiven. This saying we heard much in our

own countrv.

SECT. VIII.

RECEPTION WITHOUT AND IVITHIN THE CONSENT ITS DESCRIPTION, AND
CHURCH CEREMONIES AND ORNAMENTS.

On the morning of Saturday, we arose, and walked about eight versts, till we

came in front of the monastery, and its cupolas were within our view. In the

mean time, persons sent by the Archimandrite, the Steward, Treasurer, and the

rest of the Brethren, accompanied by the Grandees and servants, came to meet

us on the road, and inquired about the health of our Lord the Patriarch, bowing,

on their part, to the ground. After them we met the Deputy Archimandrite, and

the Deputies of the Steward and Treasurer, in their coachesj attended by all

their military. Alighting from their carriages, they bowed to the ground, and

asking concerning the Patriarch s health, welcomed him, on the part of those

who sent them. Then they presented to him a large cake of black bread, a

large salted fish, and a barrel of mead, according to their custom ; bread and

salt of the product of the monastery, and the food of the Fathers. Then they

took leave of him, and departed : and we, having accomplished our ten versts,

arrived at a large bazaar belonging to the monastery, by name Kliminski
;

in

the church of which we attended Mass, for they were waiting for us. They
made us alight at an inn

; and a dreadful place it was ; for we were almost burnt

to cinders by the fire they made in it ; as they had heated the stoves, in this

month of Haziran, out of respect to us. Wonderful is the love this nation has

for fires, both in summer and winter ! All their intent was to do honour to us

but we ran out, into the open air, without fear or retinue, to escape from the

heat. Our master however, the Patriarch, could not go out among the people.

After a little while, the persons who had met us on the road again made their

appearance, bringing with them an immense and princely banquet, of fifty or

VOL. II. U
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sixty dishes of various kinds, of excellent meats,, borne by the servants of the

monastery and the janissaries. Then the Treasurer entered, and, bowing, took

his place within ;
whilst his Deputy remained without, accompanied by a clerk,

holding in his hand a register, which he read. Thus he first told over the

loaves, then the dishes of various meats, crying with a loud voice, and saying,
&quot;

Such a dish of such a fish, or such meat,&quot; as he enumerated them one by

one with much order and minuteness. In the mean time, they carried them

in
; and the Treasurer presented them in his right hand ; first, the black bread,

then different kinds of white ;
then dish after dish, saying,

&quot; The Archimandrite,

together with the rest of the Fathers, present to your Holiness of all Beati

tude some of the products of the Convent,&quot; which are so and so ; going

through the list, to the end, with order and great regularity, till he had finished

with the eatables ;
and began to present the drinks in large leaden pitchers,

consisting of mead of various kinds, and a vast variety of other drinks : then, in

a box of brass, he presented small jars and pitchers of pewter, covered up to

the top with ice. In each vessel was a different colour of drink; as of cherry-

water, there was red, clear, yellow, white, and so forth ; but we could not taste

it in our mouths, from the intensity of its coldness. Its flavour was superior to

that of Cretan wine ; and its sweetness excelled that of royal sherbets, or any

other. We were astonished every time we observed the excellence of the

flavour and the richness of these drinks, used by the principal persons here,

and made of cherries, apples, and many other things of which we know not

the names. We could not satiate ourselves with drinking them, so cool and

pleasant were they ; and indeed, from their richness, they serve for meat as well

as drink. After having presented these things to our Lord the Patriarch, he

bowed to him ; and began to present a small quantity of the same sort to the

Archimandrite, in his own name and capacity ; and to me, the Archdeacon, in

ray own name and capacity. Then he presented large brass pitchers of mead,

quass, and beer
(l^ju) IIMBO, to the servants : and having taken leave of us,

he departed, leaving us to dine : and there we remained until the evening.

This was, because it is the custom, when a foreign Patriarch visits this convent,

that he shall not leave the city till Friday, that he may arrive, as it happened

to us, on Saturday ; towards the evening of which day they invite him forward,

and after the Short Vespers they give him a banquet. Then, as night begins,

they ring the bells for Matins ; and towards morning they give him a lodging.

The next day, if he pleases, he says Mass ; or if not, he assists at it. Afterwards
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they invite him to table, and at the conclusion of the banquet make him sundry

presents. Then, towards evening, they bid him farewell, and set him out ou

his departure. More than one night, they do not suffer him to sleep in the

convent; such is their practice and rule from ancient times, to which they

make no exception. When we were informed of this, we at first made a

request for permission to stay a longer time ; but we soon perceived that it was

impossible. This is certainly the most blameable of their ancient regulations;

but old customs demand to be observed with reverence.

After the clock had struck the thirteenth hour of the day, they rang the great

bell of the monastery ; and we heard it, as a signal for the approach of the

Patriarch of Antioch towards them, which they sent to invite. He moved on

therefore in the coach, with us around it on foot, and the janissaries in front,

till we arrived at the convent*. It is a low building, not seen from a distance ;

and is after the fashion of the Castle of Damascus. Its size is about equal to

the enclosure of the walls of Emessa ; and it is surrounded by vast walls of nen

construction, coloured grey. All round it are gardens : on one part of the

walls it is joined by a large city, containing a convent of Nuns, several monaste

ries, churches, lakes of water, and water-mills. It is perfect in all respects,

except that it is deficient in two things; one,, a river to approach it by; the

other, elevation it, being situated in a deep valley, and not to be seen at ;i

* &quot; Troitskoi Sergief Kloster, or the Monastery of the Holy Trinity, at a little distance, bears the

appearance of a small town, and, like many convents in this country, is surrounded with high brick

walls, strengthened with battlements and towers. The parapet is roofed with wood, and the walls and

towers are provided with embrasures for muskets and cannon : the whole is surrounded by a
dt-ej&amp;gt;

ditch. This place withstood several sieges; and particularly ballled all the efforts of Ladislaus, Prince

of Poland, who attacked it at the head of a large army.

&quot;Beside the convent, or habitation for the Monks, the walls enclose an Imperial palace, and nine large

churches, constructed by different sovereigns. The convent is a range of buildings encircling a court,

which formerly contained three hundred Monks, together with a proportionate number of students, and

was the richest ecclesiastical establishment in Russia. Their estates, as well as all the other church

lands, being now annexed to the Crown, the members receive pensions. With the revenues, the number

of Monks has been greatly diminished
; and they do not amount to one hundred. The habit is black,

with a veil of the same colour: they eat no meat, and the discipline of the order is very strict. Within

the convent is a seminary, for the education of persons intended for the church, which used to contain

about two hundred students.

&quot; The Imperial palace, which was much frequented when the sovereign resided at Moscow, is small.

The nine churches are splendid, and extremely rich in gold and silver ornaments and costly vestments.

The principal church has a cupola of copper, gilt; and four domes of tin or iron, painted green.&quot;

COXK S Travels in Russia, Chap. VI.
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distance. It has two gates on the east side, exceeding large and magnificent :

over the door of one is a large iconostas. This is the Holy Gate ;
which is

constantly kept shut, till a Patriarch or the Emperor comes, when they open

it for him to pass through. The second is for the people and the cattle. It

lias also another private gate, on the west. When we came near the principal

gate, our Lord the Patriarch alighted, as usual, from the coach, whilst all the

bells rang : he then passed on foot over the bridge of the great moat with

reverence; and having bowed at the first door before the iconostas, he entered

within the second door, where he was met by the Archimandrite of the convent,

accompanied by the Priests and Deacons, in their imperial copes set with pearls;

he having on his mitre. When the Patriarch had bowed to the images which

were over this door, as he had done at the other, the Archimandrite approached

him, and, taking off his mitre, bowed to him ; and the Patriarch blessed him with

the cross, which the Deacon carried near him in a silver case, after he had first

bowed to it and kissed it : and then he gave a blessing with it to them all. Thus,

also, advanced to meet him the Steward and the Treasurer, attended by their

Priests and Deacons. The Steward and Treasurer took hold of his arms : the

others walked, two and two, before him, whilst the Deacons incensed him, till

we passed the Great Church ; and they brought us to the Church of the Trinity,

built by St. Sergius. the original founder of the convent. After the Patriarch

had bowed to all the pictures, and kissed them, and performed the same devo

tions to the coffin containing the body of the aforesaid saint, the Steward took

him and placed him near the west door, where he always stands ; whilst I, the

Archdeacon, with my companions, the Deacons of the Treasurer, stood near

him, on his left hand. Then the Archimandrite and his companions took their

stations on the side of the north door ; and near to them our Steward and the

Patriarch s kindred, all in princely order and regularity. Then he began the

Short Vespers ;
and when he had concluded the prayers, they led us out, and

made us enter a beautiful church near the other, called by the name of St.

Nikon, a disciple of Sergius, in which is his body, laid in a coffin. We blessed

ourselves before it ; and they led us out, and conducted us to our lodging, in a

stone building where the Empress was wont to alight ; and they laid tables oi

meat before us. Nor did the Steward cease bringing us dishes of various meats

fit for princes, taking away those and setting down others, till evening came on.

So also he placed before us silver cups of cherry-water, cider, and mead, ot

various kinds and colours, and of astonishing flavour and coolness, all set in jars
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and pitchers of lead, in the middle of a brass box filled with ice. We could not,

however, satiate ourselves with these delicious liquors ;
for besides the extreme

sweetness of their taste, the intensity of their cold was such as to crack the teeth

and blister the gums.

At length we finished our repast, and arose for the purpose of retiring to sleep

a little and rest. But sleep for us there was none
; for the gnats, bugs, and

fleas, were more numerous than the grains of dust on the ground ; and the insect

with us called Allah la yebarak Jihi (&amp;lt;uj cJ;U)J &UI),
&quot;

May God not prosper it,&quot;

in this country, in these three months of Ayyar, Haziran, and Tamoz, suffers no

one to rest during the night, nor yet during the day. It swarms so much, that

it did not allow us room to smell the fresh air along the road
; but we were all

day with our faces and hands hid, and during the night with our heads and eyes

covered, in order to save ourselves from its annoyance. The multitude ofthe.se

insects is so great, that no veil is able to keep them off; and they come in upon
us (May God not prosper them !) wherever we go, and work their mischief.

Whilst we were thus unable to sleep, they arose and tolled the bells for Matins

at the second hour of the night : we got up, therefore, saying,
&quot;

Thanks to God,

who has delivered us from evil and woe !

&quot;

and, as we entered the church, they

began the Great Vespers, chaunting the Psalms for Sunset responsively, in the

two choirs, at much length. Then the Deacon came out with the taper, and

the Priest with the censer to throw incense, as usual ; and they said the Litany,

and prayed over the five loaves and the wine, and the whole of the West
; and

having concluded the prayer, they read the first lesson of the History of the

proper Saint. Then they arose
;
and having rung the bells, one and all, began

the Morning Service.

Nor did they cease chaunting in the order of the Matins, and reading lessons,

till the rising of the sun. We reckoned, and found that we had been standing

on our legs for six hours complete ; and all this was done out of respect for us.

But of what benefit was now such respect to us, who for a whole day and

night had not kown the savour of sleep ; who at last were to stumble out of

church in a state of stupefaction, wholly overcome with fatigue. It being now

morning, we went to rest a little till the third hour of the day ; when they rang

the bells again for Mass, and we entered the above-mentioned church, where

they all put on their surplices arid girdles, loaded with gold, gems, and pearls, in

great quantity ; as were also their OgXJ^ot. Then we robed our Lord thePatri-

arch ;
and first performed a Hctgouchqa-ig for the Emperor, then an
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The Archimandrite of the convent robed also. He is a holy man, learned,

zealous for religion, and no curtailer of Masses. At the same time, he is ex

ceeding old, being seven and seventy years of age, and yet he reads without

spectacles. Then we began the Mass, and our master consecrated Deacons.

On this day they brought forward the Mass-cup, and its case, with the arch

suspended over it
;

all of pure molten gold, adorned with gems of great value.

They brought also three large trays for the Avrfovgu, above all price. As for

the Thurible, there was not one person who could carry it; being of pure gold, of

the weight of fourteen pood ; every three pood weighing four hundred drachms :

it was also set with gems of great value. As to the Book of the Gospels, we

never saw its equal, nor any thing like it ; for the quantity of gold upon it is of

the purest quality ; and its gems, and its fashion, surprising to behold. Neither

could any one carry this, for its great weight of pure gold.

When we went out at the carrying round of the body, the Clergy, in great

numbers, attended the procession under three E^/ratp/a ; one of them, a picture

of the Descent of the Lord from the Cross, all in large pearls, as well the design

as the writing round it ; so that, from their great quantity, it appeared as sprinkled

vetchlings. The second, gold tissue ; but you might suppose, from the beauty

of the colours, both of the drapery and the figures, that it was a painting on

leather. The third, another similar. After we had finished the Mass, we went

round to view the church; which is a beautiful square structure, with a large

cupola over the choir ; and altogether so pleasant, that a person would never

wish to quit it. It has three doors : one on the west ; the other two leading

down into the choir on the south and north, according to the fashion of all their

churches. As to the royal door of the Sanctuary, it is of surprising beauty

and splendour ; being all silver, carved like plaster, and gilt ; with the picture, on

the top, of the Annunciation ; and at the bottom, the portraits of the Four Evan

gelists, all covered with silver gilt, leaving only their faces, of the most beautiful

painting, to be seen. Of such material and workmanship, also, are the ceiling

of the door, and its pillars. The pictures which are on the other doors of the

Sanctuary are most of them inlaid with pure gold, and with gems above all price.

On them are rosaries of gold and gems; and suns, ornamented with portraits sculp

tured in emeralds, rubies, and azure stone ; objects surprising to the mind, and

dazzling to the sight, such as we saw not even in the Emperor s Church of the

Annunciation. Every picture has a veil hanging down to the ground, of its

own dimensions, and worked with the same design as the picture itself, in
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embroidery of gold, set with pearls and gems. The picture of the Trinity, which

is on the right-hand side of the Sanctuary, has, on the diadems of its angels, some

gems of inestimable value. In the middle diadem is a round piece of emerald, as

large as a Spanish dollar, sculptured with the image of the Trinity ;
that is, of the

Three Angels, and Abraham and Sarah. As for the Altar, it is above all valua

tion ; and all the vessels upon it are remarkable for their beauty and workman

ship. But nothing astonished us equally with the veils of the pictures, which

we could not consider but as the pictures themselves, reaching from top to bottom,

and from side to side, being gold tissue on plain silk. The completion of the

beauties of this church was in the number of its miniatures, resembling small

suns or stars of gold, amidst gems and pearls.

In this church, also, are four cases of beautiful small pictures for the whole

year, set in silver and gold, and placed on four reading-desks. Before them are

four candlesticks, of very large size, of silver. In this church, moreover, are

large chandeliers of silver and brass, of great beauty. The coffin of St.Sergius

is on the right-hand side of the Sanctuary, in a gilt silver chest, covered with

huge plates of pure silver, and veiled, with the portrait of the Saint in gold-

tissue, set with pearls and precious gems. The floor of this church is of the

largest-sized quarry-stones, so that not even with us in Aleppo is there found a

pavement of such squares : they resemble large trays. It is said that the

late Czar Ivan had them brought from the city of Novogorod, where the

quarry is.

The three doors of this church are of pure iron : and outside the western

door is a long porch, from the south to the north of the church, beautifully

placed, with two doors, and containing large pictures of surprising execution, on

the description of Jerusalem, both within and without its churches, convents,

and the sacred reliques. There is a picture also of the Mountain of God,

Mount Sinai, in every part ; and another, of the entire Holy Mountain. In

the centre of this place they made us observe a secret door, leading to

where the treasure is of the collections of the convent. In it we saw

robes and ornaments for the Clergy, and loads of gold, silver, and gems, in

astonishing quantities ; moreover, reliques of the Emperors, from ancient times,

in succession. Every year increases its stores, in copes, veils, censers, cups,

plates of gold, and so forth. Here, also, are the coverings for the tombs of the

Emperors and Empresses buried in this convent ; most of them with inscrip

tions, in letters composed of large pearls ; and with designs, and suns or stars of
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gold, arranged into large crosses. These coverings are very numerous ;
for they

are changed on the tombs every Sunday; and every great festival is dis

tinguished by a peculiar one, according to the custom at the Imperial

cemeteries.

SECT. IX.

HISTORY OF ST. SERGIUS, THE FOUNDER. REVENUE OF THE CONTENT.

BANQUET AND PRESENTS.

TIIKN we blessed ourselves with the crozier of St. Sergius, the founder of this

convent ;
and paid our devotions to his mansion and cell, in which he used to

cat ;
and to his &amp;lt;&&ovtov, which is of linen, the colour of aloes-wood. These

things have been preserved from his time till now, by the power of the Great

Merciful. We were told of this Saint, that his father was of the city of Novogo-

rod, and Voivode there ; his mother, also, being of the same place. She was

barren, and prayed to God much ;
and He granted her this blessed fruit, of

which she became pregnant by the Divine Manifestation ^Jl JLL&amp;gt;.
Whilst she

was constant in prayer and attendance at Masses, during her pregnancy, she

informed her neighbours that, at the procession of the Body round the church,

the embryo in her womb leapt in fear and adoration, several times. They imme

diately knew that the child was destined to be one to whom surprising events

would happen, and from whom strange things would proceed. When he was

horn and had grown up, he fled from his parents to a monastery, and became a

Monk ; for his parents had refused him permission, and were much grieved at

this event. After a certain time, they both died together. When this cir

cumstance reached his knowledge, he came and divided all his patrimony

among the numerous servants of his parents and the poor and ancient of the

neighbourhood, and then went to dwell lonely in the desert. Much affliction

and many severe trials assailed him on the part of the devils, until the Holy

Ghost inspired him, and he came hither. This place, where the convent is

now, was a perfect wilderness. Here he built himself a cell, and inhabited it.

In consequence of the multitude of miracles performed by him, he was joined

by many disciples ; and, by the influence of the Kniazes of that time, he founded

this monastery, and died.

During his time lived also the Saint Cyrillus, who is known by the title of
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Bielozarsko, in whose palace we were now residing. He also performed mira

cles, and travelled to Jerusalem and to the Holy Mountain. Then he came,

and founded his convent ; which exists to the present day, and is about fifty

versts distant from this monastery.

In his time, also, appeared the two Saints, Sabbatius and Zosima
;
who founded

the celebrated Convent of Solofka, in the midst of the ocean, mentioned by us

before.

In his time, moreover, appeared St. Barlam, who founded his famous convent

inJotinski, without the city of Novogorod. Many other Saints, also, made their

appearance at this time, when the light of the faith in Christ arose from the

East, and flourished among them. The Almighty shewed them forth as lumi

naries of the Church, and for the strengthening of the faith of the wavering ;
as

he caused to appear, in our country, Simon the Stylite, and the like of him. It

is now more than four hundred years since the time of this Saint, Sergius.

In this convent are found many treasures of the period of those Kniazes ; and

since them, of the Emperors, down to the present time : for, before their deaths,

they were in the habit of bequeathing all their treasures to this convent, and of

causing them to fall in to it, through the great love they bore it. For this

reason it has no equal in Muscovy, nor yet in the whole world. The revenue

of the Emperor of Muscovy, from his whole territory, is at the rate of two dinars ;

and the revenue of this convent, to the same extent, is at one dinar : the Emperor
has therefore in every district a custom-house, as the Convent of the Holy

Trinity also has. The Emperor s collector takes for him out of every ten

dinars twenty copecks ; the Convent s collector, ten ; and both give T&zkerehs,

or permits and memoranda. Finally, however, all the treasures of the convent,

and its acquisitions, are in the seizure of the Emperor : for they now told us,

that they were taxed this year at more than one hundred thousand dinars, as a

contribution and gift to the Emperor at Smolensko ; as we mentioned before,

when we were on this subject.

To return : After we had gone out from the Treasury, they took us into the

Church of St. Nicon, disciple of St. Sergius, wherein is his body, in a silver

coffin. It is a small church, with only one sanctuary. Afterwards, they con

ducted us into the Great Church of the convent, named Sobor, situated in the

middle of the convent, on a high eminence. It is higher, broader, and longer

than the Sobor of the city ; but in other respects precisely like it, as they

were both built in the reign of the Czar Ivan. It has three doors, as usual ;

VOL. II. X
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and five sanctuaries, like the other. The Great Sanctuary is dedicated to the

Assumption of Our Lady : the two on the right-hand side are dedicated to St.

Barbara, and the Martyr Theodorus, the Shironian (j-^j^lj. The remaining

two are appropriated, the one to the Altar of Sacrifice,, the other to the patronage

of St. Nicolas. In the porch of this church, without the western door, are

the tombs of several Emperors and Empresses. This church,, also, has its five

magnificent cupolas ;
the height of which, added to that of the church, makes

them alone, of all the buildings of the convent, to be visible outside. Near this

is a beautiful church, under the appellation of the Holy Ghost, in which the

Emperor goes through the festive service on Whit-Monday. Near the Great

Church, also,, is the Ay/aoy^a, or Holy Well, which the Saint, by his prayers,

caused to spring forth from that time forward. Within these tw^o years, after

having been hidden,, it has again appeared, by the power of God. It is a

shallow well, the depth of an arm, the water of which cures the diseased, and

is very sweet and good. Over it is a kind of cell
;
to which are attached ser

vants, who constantly light up the tapers in it, and conduct to it the visitors

who come to perform their vows. We drank of the water, and found it sweeter

than honey ; an evident proof this of its being holy water, without deceit or

doubt. In this convent are altogether seven churches, of which we have

enumerated four : the remaining three are dedicated to some of their new

Saints.

Then they took us up to the Banqueting-roora, which they never open but

in the presence of the Emperor ; for they did much honour and observed

much ceremony towards our Lord the Patriarch, in obedience to the command

of the Emperor and of the Patriarch of Moscow (for they never do the most

trifling thing without deliberate orders) ; the latter of whom had enjoined them

to do more honour to him than they had done to the Patriarch of Jerusalem.

And thus it happened : for the Jerusalemite they had taken to the small refec

tory of the fathers ; but our Lord the Patriarch they introduced to the large

imperial banquet-room. We knew nothing of this ; but so the Interpreters

informed us. This room is built of stone, and vaulted with tiles joined over

each other. In the midst of it is a single pillar, round which are ranged on

shelves, in steps, every individual kind of gilt silver cups, such as they are accus

tomed to set out at their banquets, when either the Emperor or the Patriarch is

on a visit to them. They made our Master sit at the head of the room, after he

had first bowed and paid his devotions to the pictures of the beautiful church
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here. We sat lower down, on one side
;
and all the fathers of the monastery,

at a table by themselves, on the other. After the Reader had begun to read

an Avayvuffts, from the History of St. Sergius, they commenced serving up
dishes of various kinds of splendid and princely meats

; and did not cease

removing the first, and setting others in their places, till the conclusion. They

presented also an infinite variety of royal liquors, of a different colour for every

different round, and in an equal diversity of cups. All the vessels were cooled,

in brazen boxes filled with ice. We could not satiate ourselves with drinking

these liquors : not the Cretan wine, nor any other, equalled them, in colour, or

taste, or freshness.

Then they arose, and elevated the Haw/ia, as usual, and began the presenta

tion of the gifts ;
that is, the alms of the convent, which they give to every

person who visits them, according to ancient custom of old times, and by the

injunction of the Emperor and the Patriarch on the present occasion. They

presented first to our Lord the Patriarch a valuable picture of Our Lady,

covered with silver and gold, and with a crown of precious-stones and pearls :

its veil was of brocade, set also with pearls. Next, a picture of St. Sergius,

and his disciple Nikon, when the Holy Mother of God appeared to them openly,

together with Peter the Apostle and John the Evangelist, and gave them in

junctions concerning the whole regulation of the monastery : and above them

the picture of the Trinity I mean, of the Three Angels inlaid with silver and

gold. Next, they presented to him a cup of silver gilt, with fifty dinars
; a sorok

of sables, worth forty dinars ; four dresses of satin and blue damask
; two black

cloaks; and various kinds of wooden dishes and cups, of admirable workmanship,

carved and gilt, with the name of the convent written upon them, signifying that

they were the product of the convent, and resembling the vessels belonging to

the Saint, with which he ate and drank. Next, a knife and spoon, like those

used by the Saint ; together with a crozier of wood, dyed black, having the crook

covered with gold-leaf, like the Saint s crozier
;
the originals of all which we had

paid our devotions to. Then they began to make presents to us also
; and gave

first to the Archimandrite a gilt picture of Our Lady, a garment of damask silk,

plates, cups, spoons, ten dinars in a fold of paper, and a black cloak. Two

Archimandrites accompanied us as travellers ; and to each of them they gave

a picture, some damask silk, plates, cups, and six dinars. To me, the Arch

deacon, they gave a picture of Our Lady, covered with silver and gold, some

damask silk, plates, cups, ten dinars, and a black cloak. To my companion,
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the second Deacon, and the Treasurer, they gave a picture, some damask silk

(yarn), plates, cups, five dinars, and a black cloak. The same presents they made

also to our Steward precisely; and likewise to the riAeMflHHiiKb (tlLUiUll), that

is, the kindred of the Patriarch. Then they presented to our original Interpreter

a picture without silver, and two dinars
; and to each of the servants a similar

picture, and a dinar. Afterwards, they presented to the Archon who came with

us a picture covered with gold, a silver cup, and damask silk
; but he would

receive nothing from them, except the picture. Next, they presented to the

Imperial Interpreters each a picture and some dinars ; to the Perecodtchik

more than to the other simple Interpreter. These are the presents which they

made us, and which we wrote down, one by one, without addition or subtrac

tion
; the whole being noted, on their side, in registers kept from ancient times,

according to a strict rule, which they cannot exceed or fall short of, but by the

Emperor s command ; for they afterwards reckon up the account distinctly, and

deduct its amount from the Emperor s receipts. The case is not as we used to

hear it stated in our country, that according to what is given by the Emperor,
so much does the Convent of the Holy Trinity give : for whether what is

given be from the Emperor or the Holy Trinity, the whole of it is part of the

treasure and property of the Emperor.

SECT. X.

WATER-WORKS, AND ARMOURY. WALLS, AND FORTIFICATIONS.

To return: Our friend and patron the Steward Arsenius
(&amp;lt;jU,&amp;lt;),

whom

we mentioned formerly as having visited our country, paid great attention to us

here, and displayed to us much kindness ; coming to wait upon us, to shew us

about every part of the convent, and explaining to us every thing in it. He

first took us to the cell of the Saint, Sergius, which he used to inhabit. It is

a wooden building, preserved by the power of God from that time till this.

They cut pieces of wood off it, which are good for the tooth-ache. We were

taken into the place where is the wonderful sunk shaft (s^U) of the convent,

which is an exceedingly deep well : near it is a large water-wheel, of a great

breadth, with its fellies widened, after the fashion of the Frank dog-wheels, used

in roasting meat : two men get into it, and step on the cross bars, in the same
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manner as the dog mounts in his wheel, and it turns round with them rapidly.

Upon it are very thick ropes, which draw up on one side a large barrel

filled with water, instead of a bucket ; this, other men empty into a canal that

runs to the kitchen, and to where they brew the mead, beer, and other kinds

of drink.

As there is no river in the neighbourhood of the monastery for fish, they have

made within it three large ponds, which fill with rain-water, and contain a great

quantity of fish, which are caught not only in the summer-time, but also in

winter. When the ponds are frozen over, they break the ice away, and so

catch the fish as readily as in summer. Observe what the power of Princes is

able to effect ! Within this convent are many gardens ; for, as we formerly

mentioned, the extent of its enclosure is about equal to that of the city of

Emessa. In it are also apartments for the Emperor and Empress, where they

lodge, whenever they come to visit the convent. The cells within the building

are innumerable, for the Monks are here to the number of from five to six

hundred.

Next, he shewed us the different apartments of the armoury of the convent :

some, furnished with cannon, without number ; some, with large and small

muskets, beyond computation ; others, with vast numbers of bows and arrows,

swords, hatchets, spears, coats of mail, and breastplates of steel, such as are not

found, in a single instance, in the country of the Turks : for they told us, that,

in every country belonging to the Franks, it is strictly forbidden, under the most

dreadful anathemas, for any one to export arms and breastplates like these, for

the use of the Turks. In a word, the Steward assured us, that in this vast

monastery are laid up arms and accoutrements sufficient for more than thirty

thousand men. The powder is stored up in numberless barrels ; and innu

merable are the balls and cartridges for the iron guns, their carriages, levers, &c.

Then he took us up to the top of the vast walls of the convent, and went with

us all round them : they are of immense size, and were built by the Steward

whom this Patriarch sent into banishment. They are superior to the fortifica

tions of any of the cities of Muscovy, for their height, and the multitude of

their vaults and bastions. They consist of four stories : the lowest, even with

the ground, is divided into cells filled with cannon
;
those above are the stations

for the troops, and the scene of war. The breadth of the wall is about equal

to that of the vault near ten braces
; and the embrasures are spread all around

it, without number or computation, and of various kinds and forms ;
some
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ranging on high, sonic on the level, and most of them to the very foot of the

wall all round, so that not even a bird can perch concealed beneath it. In

every embrasure are guns upon iron wheels, some large and some small, in

numberless quantities, round the whole circuit. As for its towers, each of

them is unequalled, even in the fortifications of Antioch, for its size, elevation,

the exactitude of its octagonal form, the beauty of its structure, and the multi

tude of its vaults, loop-holes, embrasures, and guns. They are in number four,

besides two over the gate. For our parts, we were much astonished at this

building, seeing its strength, and the solidity and extent of its walls. After the

manner of the walls of Antioch, you may go round these, entering at one tower

and coming out at another, with perfect facility and readiness. Even the cavalry,

on horseback, can go round without let or hindrance ; so that we sighed over

the subtility of this poor Steward s genius, and at the immensity of his labour ;

for they informed us, on the present occasion, that, by command of the

Emperor, he expended on these works, out of the treasury of the convent,

upwards of three hundred and fifty thousand dinars. After all, one side remained

unfinished ;
for the walls of the convent were originally low, and, by length of

time, had become ruinous : this man, therefore, renewed them, and made them

so vast, that their strength and beauty exceed the powers of description.

Around this convent are also many lakes for fish.

As we were making the circuit of it, the Steward brought us chairs, and we

sat down in front of the Emperor s apartments and gardens. Here he made us

drink many cups of Cretan and other wines, reminding us of Aleppo, of the

benefits we conferred upon him, and the respect we paid him. Then he took

us up to one of the towers, whence we descended to where are the Benimchat

(cjla^V), that is, the caves or cellars of the convent, with wax-lights ; and he

shewed us the carriages laid up there, and the barrels of all kinds of liquors

stowed upon ice. They made us enter also into a place where are two barrels

made by St. Sergius, in his time, with his own hand : they are still whole

and sound. They fill them every year with mead ;
and whatever they draw

from them, their blessing increases, and never fails. They draw some of the

liquor from them to put into all the other barrels, that the blessing may settle

likewise on them. They gave to us also some drink from them for a blessing.

They are adorned with coverings of brocade ;
and over them are pictures, with

tapers continually burning. Then we went out to view the tower of the bells :

here is a bell resembling the large bell in the city : they say that one of their
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Emperors made them both. The sound of this, like that of the other, is as

the noise of thunder.

We saw in this convent a new wooden cell or cabin, with no inlet besides a

door, in which were three persons confined. Upon asking concerning them,

we were informed that they were Deacons ; and that when their wives had died

of the plague, they quitted their office, and married other women. As soon as

the Patriarch heard of this, he immediately bound them in fetters, and sent them

hither ; commanding that they should be confined in this cell, and left without

food, till they died of misery. When we saw them, they were weeping, and

uttering such moanful cries, that our hearts were moved at their distress.

They gave our Master a petition, entreating that they might be allowed to

become Monks, hoping by this means to be delivered from the miserable death

which approached them ; and afterwards, by his intercession for them, our

Master actually obtained their liberty.

Next, we went to see the gates of the convent, and their other iron gates.

They have one in the form of a large cage, which they let down by an engine

in time of dread, and raise again when they please : in a word, the strength of

this convent, as a fortress, is prodigious. The entrance of the principal gate is

of the width of those of the Castle of Aleppo ; and has cannon on both sides,

ranging over the moat.

When we had finished looking over the whole, they rang the bells for the

parting ; and presented to our Lord the Patriarch, as a viaticum, a large cake of

black bread, some salt fish, and some barrels of wine, mead, &c. Thus, also,

they gave to each of us a cake of bread, a fish, and a small barrel of drink, by

list. After we had loaded our baggage, they conducted our Master to the

church to perform Vespers, and then took leave of him. He gave his blessing

to them all ; and they came out and bade us farewell at the gate, and returned.

As for us, we sighed, and felt grief in our hearts, at not being permitted to stay

in the convent a number of days, till we had sated ourselves with its delights.
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SECT. XL

RETURN TO MOSCOW. NEW CUCUMBERS. SERTICE FOR THE DEAD.

THEN the Patriarch mounted his coach ; and we travelled ten versts, until

evening, when \ve alighted on the bank of a river, and there slept or,

rather, should have slept ;
for how was it possible to sleep with the multitude

of gnats and bugs, which did not cease to make war upon us from night-fall till

break of day ? We arose, then, on the morning of the Monday of the Apostles ;

and having arrived in the evening at the city, alighted at our convent. We had

stopped three times along the road, on the banks of the rivers, to refresh our

selves, and distribute dirhems to the janissaries and the Yadakgis (&amp;lt;usXxyl),

giving them a part of our provisions ;
as it is usual to treat them, in recompence

for their fatigue in marching before us. On the next day, which was the twelfth

of Haziran, the Patriarch and the Empress sent to us, in a dish, some new

cucumbers, the second of their new fruits after the radishes ;
for no one tastes

the new cucumbers before the Emperor and the Patriarch. This happens in

consequence of what they told us, and of what we ourselves saw ;
viz. that in

the Emperor s gardens are cucumber-beds, which on Holy Thursday they sow

with seeds ;
afterwards taking great pains with them, in covering them up from

the cold, opening them out to the sun, and paying them every other attention.

The gardeners strive with one another, who shall be first to bring his cucumbers

to perfection, and first present them to the Emperor : and whoever among them

is the first to make his present, is in great favour with God ;
for it is the custom

with the Emperor, as it was of all his predecessors on the throne, to confer on

this man a very substantial favour, by giving him an estate, with the peasantry

on it, in possession for ever. This happens every year at this season, and the

Emperor sends the cucumbers to the Patriarch. If the Patriarch happens to

be at Court, he blesses the first-fruits after the manner ordained in the book,

and then distributes them to the Grandees of the Empire. It is usual to make a

handsome present to the Archon who brings the offering, and also to his attend

ants. We gave them sacred reliques, soap, &c.

To return: On the second Saturday after Pentecost, the Patriarch of

Moscow invited our Master to the Church of the Archangel, in which are the

tombs of the Emperors ; and they performed Mass together, in commemoration

of the decease of the Czar Ivan, and of his two children, buried in the right-
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hand sanctuary. After the prayer,
&quot;

May they obtain the rest of God and of

the Celestial Angels, and pardon of their sins from before Christ our Sove

reign, who never dies from Christ our God,&quot;
the choristers chaunted

&quot;

Dai

Hospodi ;&quot;
that is,

&quot;

Grant it, O Lord.&quot; At the end of the Mass, they drew up in

a line within the Na^^f, where they had robed ; and they placed boiled food in

a dish, and a vessel of wine on a chair, with a candlestick and taper, and per

formed a
MvijfA,o&amp;lt;rvvov

for them. Then they went all together to the chapel

where the tombs of the Emperors are
; and having incensed them with the

thurible, and concluded the prayer, they put off their robes. We went out to

the steps of the Church of the Annunciation, and, passing within its portico,

mounted on the steps of the Divan, where we had been up before. They made

us enter a large hall built of stone, which is the place of the tables. The

benches were already set
; and the vessels of silver, such as cups, bowls, and so

forth, were ranged upon chairs, rising high in steps in the middle of the room,

according to custom. All, both high and low, sat down at the benches
; and

the Emperor s deputy advancing, presented to the two Patriarchs, the Heads of

the Clergy, and the Archimandrites only, with his own hands, in lieu of the

Emperor, three rounds of admirable wine : the sotniks, in the mean time, going

round, presented many cups and bowls to all the rest of us, before we had eaten

any thing, so that our insides were inflated. Afterwards, they presented the

bread
; next, plates of fish to each, one by one, as an alms on the part of the

souls of the deceased. They all, from the Patriarch to the Monks and Priests,

sent their portions home. Most of them had jars and vessels with them, which

they filled with the liquors served them ; for they did not drink their cups, but

emptied them into their vessels, wine upon mead, and these upon other liquors,

but all inebriating, till they arose, after we had broken our fast upon the bread

only. The choristers stood at some distance, whilst the Patriarch elevated the

HavuyiO:, which he cut into small pieces, and the Archdeacon carried to dis

tribute to all the persons present. Then the Patriarch took the censer,

resembling a crown, in his hand, and threw incense with it over the plate of

boiled food with honey, and over the vessel of wine, saying,
&quot; Have mercy on us,

O God !&quot; &c., mentioning the names of the deceased
;
and the choristers at every

verse chaunted,
&quot; O Lord have mercy !

&quot; Then they sang,
&quot;

Let their memory
be eternal,&quot; with the recital of their names in a loud voice, all bowing before

the pictures. Afterwards, they gave them to drink another round of cups :

and we went out and descended to the Church of the Annunciation, where the
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Patriarch concluded the prayer, and we came out ; and the two Patriarchs having

taken leave of each other, we returned to our convent.*

On the morning of the second Sunday after Pentecost, they tolled the great

bell, and the rest of the bells all round, to assemble the Heads of the Convents

and of the Clergy, who are appointed to the procession, after they had said

Mass in their churches : and they came in the evening to the Sobor, whence

the Patriarch proceeded in grand procession, by the back of the palace, to the

outside of the second and white line of walls, close to the walls of earth, to a

church dedicated in the name of the Prophet Elias, where they performed Mass

and returned. One of the Metropolitans passed in procession, as above, all

round the white walls on the outside, and returned to the Church of the Sobor,

where he said Mass. As for our Lord the Patriarch, he performed Mass in the

church of the Monastery, and consecrated Deacons ; so likewise on the morrow,

which was Monday, he said Mass there, and consecrated Deacons.

On the eve of Saturday the twenty-third of Haziran, they rang the great

bell, for the commemoration of the Translation of the Image of Our Lady from

the city of Vladimirov to the city of Moscow. In the morning, they rang it

again for a considerable time together, with all its fellows around, for the

assembling of the Heads of Convents and of the Clergy appointed to the

ceremony, and they came with their images to the Sobor. Our Lord the Patri

arch, having repaired thither, put on his robes in the company of the Patriarch

of Moscow in the Na^f ;
and they began with the canon of the

* The following account of the Russian Services for the Dead is taken from Dr. Grcmville s

St. Petersburgh, Vol. II. p. 213.

&quot;

After the interment, the friends who have been invited to the ceremony return to the house of the

deceased, where a table, spread with refreshments, offers an opportunity to the tired spectators to recruit

their strength. The principal dish is the Koutiyd, which is a composition of honey, wheat, and raisins.

Koutiyd is generally prepared in a small deep plate filled with boiled wheat, round which honey is

poured, and over it raisins are placed in the form of a cross. Wheat is used as an emblem of resur

rection, in allusion to St. Paul s 1 Corinth, xv. 36 44 &c. The Priest first blesses and incenses this

dish, of which every one immediately after partakes. During the succeeding six weeks, psalms are

sung, and prayers read, every day, in the chamber in which the departed terminated his existence. On
the third, the sixth, eleventh, and fortieth day after the interment, the Priests and many of the relatives

again repair to the church, and celebrate a solemn service ; among the ceremonies of which, the

Koutiyd forms, once more, not the least conspicuous figure. It is laid out on a small table in the

centre of the church, the Priest blessing it and incensing it, that the attendants may not only partake of

it, but take it home. All these funeral ceremonies invariably terminate by singing Requiem (Btemam,

eternal rest to the depart eJ. The music, though triste, is at times beautiful, and quite appropriate to

such solemn occasions.&quot;
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and then went out in procession from the western gate to the outside of the gate

of the castle, whence they ascended to the circle of the oratory, and read the

Gospel and Epistles, &c. Then we descended
; and, having passed through the

middle of the square to near the gate of St. Nicolas, proceeded towards the

east, with the janissaries marching on each side of us, till we came out by the

gate of the second line of walls, ai\d arrived at the back of the white walls.

Every time we came upon a church, they rang its bells ; and its Clergy came

out with the images belonging to the church, that the two Patriarchs might

receive a blessing from them, whilst they were incensed by the Deacons; till at

length we entered a convent, in which was a beautiful church. It was told us,

that the aforesaid image of Our Lady, when it was translated from the city of

Vladimirov, and was brought to be placed in the Church of the Sobor, would

not tire of stopping here in this place, nor would it move away ; so that they

built for it this convent and this church, and placed it here. Then all took

their stations in the court of the convent before the church
; and they set the

vessels of the Ayicurpoi;, and began chaunting the canon over them ; and there

took place a consecration of Priests and Deacons. Then we came out, and

paid our devotions to the image placed on the right-hand side of the sanctuary ;

of which nothing is seen but the face and the hands ; all the rest being gold and

pearls and precious stones, with many rosaries : its countenance is a light that

dazzles, and it performs miracles continually. In every church, among all the

churches of Muscovy, there is sure to be found an image of Our Lady, of this

ancient figure, which performs miracles in proportion to their great faith.

Then we returned upon our steps ;
and whenever we came upon a church, or a

gate of the city, the Patriarch sprinkled them with the Ayiutrpos; till we entered

the Sobor, amidst the ringing of bells ; where they concluded the prayer ; and

the two Patriarchs, having gone out from the church, re-conducted the imperial

images, set in precious stones, which were now glittering in the sun ; for most

of them were from the Church of the Annunciation and the churches of the

Emperor, and of admirable beauty. After they had incensed them, they took

a blessing from them. Then we re-entered ; and they passed by with them,

whilst all the bells incessantly rang, till they disappeared from sight, as the

janissaries escorted them to their respective churches. We did not leave the

Sobor till after the eighth hour of the day.

On the eve of the third Sunday after Pentecost they rang the bells over

night for matins; and on the morrow, our Lord the Patriarch said Mass in the
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Church of the Convent, and consecrated Priests and Deacons : as also on the

Monday. In the evening, the Patriarch invited him to the Sobor, and we assisted

there at Vespers. Then they put on their robes in the sanctuary, and came out

to the Nag^l, in the centre of which was placed a dish of boiled food with

honey,, and a vessel of wine on a reading-desk ;
and they performed a

Mvtip,o&amp;lt;rvvov,

or Anniversary, for the troops who were killed last year at the siege of Smo-

lensko, at the moment of the assault. This was on the twenty-first of Haziran.

The Archdeacon recited the names of all soldiers who had been killed, one by

one, each by name and condition, and by the name of his father and mother,

from a list he held in his hand. At every verse, the choristers chaunted,
&quot; O

Lord, have mercy !&quot; When he had finished, he incensed the Patriarch, and

having said,
&quot; Of the Lord we ask/ delivered to him the register. Then the

Patriarch said the Collect,
&quot;

For Thou art the Resurrection and the Life ; and rest

to thy servants, the martyrs who died, for the love of thy holy religion, at the

siege of Smolensko, by name so and so
;&quot; reciting their names, one by one, to

the last, &c. On the morrow, after Mass, they performed the Morning Service

for them, as usual : and having put off our copes, we went out with the

Patriarch to the Hall of the Emperor, or banquet-room, on this day ; and pre

cisely the same ceremony, as we have before described, took place, in drinking

many cups of liquors at the breaking of our fast, administered by the hand of

the Emperor s lieutenant, and in the distribution of fish to all the persons

present.

On the Thursday, our Lord the Patriarch performed Mass in the Church of the

Convent, and consecrated Priests and Deacons. In the evening, which was the

Vigil of the Feast of the Apostles, they rang the great bell, from the beginning of

the night till they had tolled in the Matins ;
and in the morning, our master said

Mass again, and consecrated Priests. In the evening, that is, on the eve of

Saturday, they invited us to the Church of the Archangel ; and having all put o^

their robes, they performed a Mvyipotrvvov, like the former ceremony, for the

Prince Vasili, son of Czar Ivan, who constructed the white walls of the city. On

the morrow, Mass was performed in the same church; and they afterwards went

up to the banquet, in the same place as on the former day.

On Monday, the first of Tamouz (jyi ), they rang the bells in the evening,

to commemorate the deposition of the girdle of the Mother of God (y Kara-

Qiiffig Trig Eff^rog rriq &quot;T Treoa. yfa.g Ssoroxov Iv BXa^e^va/?) ; and they performed

Matins. On the morrow was held a great festival ; and they said Mass in the
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church which is before the Sobor, in the imperial street, being built in dedica

tion to this festival.

On the eve of Saturday, the sixth of Tamouz, they called us to the MvqfAcxrwov

of the Patriarch Joseph, who was before this Patriarch
;
who had now been dead

three years, and was buried in the Sobor. On the morrow they all performed

Mass together ; and we went up with the Patriarch to the banquet, at his resi

dence ; as it is usual with him to give a banquet on this occasion.

SECT. XII.

FESTIVALS OF IMAGES AND RELIQUES. GREAT SKILL OF THE RUSSIAN
PAINTERS. REMARKABLE DEATH OF THE EMPEROR MICHAEL.

ON Sunday, the eighth of the month Tamouz, they rang the great bell, from

break of day, together with its fellows, for the assembly of the Heads of Mona

steries, and of the Clergy appointed to this service
;
for them to repair, with their

images, to the Sobor; as there was to take place the commemoration of the

discovery of the image of the Mother of God, which had been buried in the

earth, for a length of time, in the city of Cazan
; and had been brought on this

day to this city, where they built for it a large church, at the extremity of the

plain (^l^sJuJl), opposite to the gate of St. Nicolas, one of the gates of the palace-

castle, on the east side, and in front of the large cannon. Here they placed it,

and appointed a festival to be observed every year, on the return of this day.

The church was named the Church of Cazan, and of the Image of Our Lady of

Cazan. They went out therefore, in great procession, from the Sobor at the

palace, to this chapel, amidst the ringing of the bells. Here the Patriarch per

formed Mass and Ayictrrpoc, and they returned in the afternoon.

On the eve of the tenth of Tamouz they rang the great bell, and performed

Matins, from the evening, through the whole length of the night; and this was

to commemorate the Translation of the Blessed Shirt of our Lord the Messiah

(uJj^l AWM\ iXjuuJ! ^-ojuj) from Persia, to this city, on this day, thirty years ago ;

for it was in the year Seven thousand one hundred and thirty-three of the World

(for the Muscovites are accustomed to reckon only from the year of the World,

as we do), in the year One thousand six hundred and twenty-two of the Divine

Incarnation, and the thirteenth of the reign of the Emperor Michael. On the

morrow they formed a great congregation, greater than that on Easter-day,
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amidst the ringing of all the bells ; and the Patriarch said Mass, and put on his

large sakko and his rich crown, which are his Easter ornaments ; and had the

box of the garment brought into the middle of the church. All took a blessing

from it ; and they returned it to its place ; whilst the whole of the bells rang, from

first to last. If the Emperor had been present, the congregation would have

been greater and most numerous.

On the eleventh day of Tamouz they rang the bells for a procession, and the

Clergy assembled with their images in the Sobor ;
and one of the Heads of the

Clergy went out with them to a church behind the palace, dedicated in the name

of the Mother of God, called Rajavskia, because she performed a miracle at that

place ;
and for this reason they keep a festival for her every year, on this day.

The Patriarch, however, does not go thither in person, but sends one of the

Heads of the Clergy in procession to the church, who there performs the cere

mony of the Ayiourpog and of the Mass ;
and they then return, as they did

to-day.

Note, that it is the custom of the Russians, when a man has slept with his

wife, that they wash themselves, and do not kiss any holy image, or touch it ;

nor enter any church, unless the Priest has recited a prayer over their heads.

Note, that the abilities of the painters who are found in this city are without

parallel on the face of the earth, for their masterliness, the delicacy of their

pencil (+v*\j jJ;),
and their subtility of art, in making small pictures, of every

Saint or Angel, of the size of a pea, or an Othmani (coin), to the great astonish

ment of the beholder. As for ourselves, we were wrapt in wonder at the sight

of them. We remarked, among the rest, a small picture, with three covers or

lids, in the church of the late chief merchant of the city ; the figures of the

Angels in it were grouped as numerously as a swarm of flies, and with such pre

cision and colouring as to make one grieve that the painter should ever die :

its price was one hundred and fifty dinars, whilst its weight did not equal that

of ten dollars ; but its masterliness was invaluable. They paint portraits of Our

Lady in numberless variety, each form having its peculiar name, well known

among them. There is, The Grecian ; The Sebastian she is on a throne ; The

Georgian ;
The Arabian ; The Merciful ; The FlXarur^a, or,

&quot; More ample than

the heavens
&quot;

she is in the midst of the celestial and angelic circle ;
The

Cazanian ;
The Vladimirian ; The Smolenskian

;
The Rajavskian ;

The Unburnt

Bush, as Moses saw her; Odigiyirta (l^ju^jjl ), that is, The Tripled of Gifts:

and, besides these, there are many other kinds, with their peculiar names. The
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same may be said of the portraits of Our Lord the Messiah, and of St. Nicolas.

As to the paintings of The Nativity, The Resurrection, The Sufferings of Our

Lord and His Miracles, and The Portrait of the Trinity, it is impossible for the

intellect of man even to comprehend all their devices, or to appreciate the excel

lence of their workmanship. I had collected many of them ; but we could not

buy a single picture from the people without the greatest difficulty ; for every

thing with them is high-priced and dear, particularly pictures : and the painters

are not to be found, without sending to the picture-market every time you wish

to see any of them
;

for there is not a single artist in this city that works in his

shop, in the market, before the public ever ; not even the smiths, nor the

tailors, nor the carpenters, nor the shoemakers, not one
;
but all in their own

houses. They who are in the stalls and shops buy of them, to sell again : such

is their method of dealing.

To return : On the eve of the twelfth of Tamouz, they called us to the

Church of the Archangel ; and they performed a Myripoffvvov, in the usual way, for

the Emperor Michael*, son of Theodorus, and father of the present Emperor.

On the morrow there was a Mass and funeral service at his tomb, which they

adorned with the imperial veil set with pearls and gems ; and afterwards they

took us up to the banquet above. It was now just ten years since his decease :

and remark the wonderful coincidence, that his birth was also on this day of the

year in which is solemnized the commemoration of St. Michael the Archangel ;

* The first of the illustrious line of Romanof was Michael Theodoroviteh, whose election in 1613 put

a final period to a long scene of civil bloodshed, and restored tranquillity to his distracted country. He

owed his elevation to his high rank and princely descent
;
but more particularly to the virtues, abilities,

and popularity of his father, Philaretes. Ladislaus, Prince of Poland, having received a tender of the

crown, from a body of Russian nobles, assumed the title of Tsar, and established a garrison at Moscow :

soon afterwards, a powerful party, averse to the government of a foreigner, expelled the Poles from the

capital, and unanimously advanced Michael to the throne, though scarcely seventeen years of age. It

is singular, that he was raised to this high station, not only without his knowledge, but even in repug

nance to his own inclination. When the deputies from Moscow arrived at Costerma, where he resided

with his mother, and acquainted him with his election, Michael, recollecting the dreadful catastrophes

which had befallen all the Tsars since the demise of Feodor Ivanovitch, and reflecting on the distracted

state of Russia, burst into tears, and declined a crown which seemed to entail destruction upon those

who had ventured to wear it. Overcome, however, by the importunities of the deputies, and dazzled

with the splendour of royalty, Michael at length yielded to the wishes of his country, and, repairing

without delay to Moscow, was crowned, with the usual solemnities. Though he ascended the throne

with reluctance, he filled it with dignity ;
and found a protection from those disasters which overwhelmed

his immediate predecessors, in his own discretion, in the wise counsels of his father, and in the affection

of his subjects. Michael died in 1645, after a prosperous reign of twenty-three years. COXE S Travels

in Russia, Chap. 3.
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after whom he was named, in conformity with their custom. He used

every year to give on this day a great banquet. Time rolled on ; and after

thirty-six years of reign, he died on this very day, of the gout and a pain in the

feet, to which all the Muscovites are subject.

With regard to all these Emperors who are buried in this church, and all the

Empresses buried in the convent of the Nuns, it is usual, every year and for

ever, to commemorate the day of their decease. The Patriarch says Mass ;

and they give a banquet to the assistants on the part of their souls, in the hall

above. This is in addition to the Masses and Prayers that are performed over

their tombs daily by the Clergy of the Seven Churches, who read over their

tombs continually, both day and night, the Psalms of David, being pensioned

for that purpose. For these pensions they subtract from the succession of every

Emperor and Empress as much as is allowed by law, even from the plate in

which they ate and drank : they take, for example, the dish in which they

set the boiled food, and the vessel for the wine, and the silver candlestick : these

things are always kept standing on their tombs. On the thirteenth day of

Tamouz the present Emperor ascended the throne, bequeathed him by his

father, as his successor.

Note, that in this Church of the Archangel, and around it, are twelve sanctua

ries or chapels, in which twelve Masses are performed every day; as are also

said in the Church of the Annunciation, which is near it, nine Masses daily, in its

nine chapels : and, as in the Convent of the Jodabi ((jb^J ), which is opposite

to them, seven Masses are performed daily. Most of the grandees of the city,

with their wives, come in their coaches every morning, to assist at Mass in the

Chapel of St. Alexius, Metropolitan of Moscow, the worker of miracles, where

his body is ; from the great love they bear him, and their faith in him.

SECT. XIII.

MANUFACTURE AND SUPPLY OF ARMS. SUCCESS OF THE EMPEROR AGAINST
THE POLES. RUSSIAN MANNER OF CELEBRATING VICTORIES.

SAINT VLADIMIR.

AFTER we had risen from the banquet, the Patriarch of Moscow shewed our

master, from one of the windows of the palace looking over the country, many

wagons filled with muskets, which he was sending to the Emperor. He said
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they were fifty thousand ;
and were just come, packed in boxes, from the Queen

and King of Sweden. On our wondering at their multitude, he informed us,

that within the Emperor s palace are artificers who prepare for him seventy

thousand muskets annually, which are laid up for perpetuity in the stores.

This is only what is done within this city : but as for the arms which are pre

pared for him in most of the provincial towns, they are beyond computation ;

and those which are brought to him besides from every country of Europe,

every year, are innumerable. He mentioned also, that the English fjKJ^) had

just now sent him three wonderful guns, from which, when discharged, no

sound issues : they are made of certain springs and machinery, the con

trivance of the Franks. Every evening during this summer we used to go to

see the gun-artificers ;
for they were in the practice of collecting all the guns

which they were manufacturing, and ranging them along the edge of the Palace

Hill that abuts upon the river, close to each other : then, filling them with

powder, they set a train which communicated with them all as they lay in one

row, and fired them with a long rod of iron heated in the fire. Those which

were sound among them remained in their places : the unsound instantly flew

to pieces, from the great quantity of powder with which they were loaded. All

the Emperor s troops are firemen ; I mean, armed with firelocks.

As to the news from the Emperor, it was reported that he was stationary in

the city of Smolensko up to the twenty-first day of the month Ayyar (^bl),
on

which is the festival of the Emperor Constantine ; when he removed thence to

the country of the Poles, after he had divided the troops with him into three

parts. He went himself with the middle division. They were delayed much,

in consequence of the thawing of the rivers, and the great quantity of inunda

tions and mud and rain. The troops generally, as reported, were in advance

of him the distance of three days march ; having arrived at the large river called

Barozofo
(7*5/5^),

which was formerly the boundary between the frontiers of the

Muscovites and the Poles. News had been spread, that the Poles had taken a

position on this side, fearing a passage might be effected there
; and had

fortified it with mounds of earth, camion, and the main portion of their army ;

and that they had blown up all the roads with gunpowder. This was in

consequence of their weakness, and the little courage they felt to meet the

enemy. The Emperor, therefore, sent a number of Archons to pass the

river, at a distance of fifteen days march higher up and lower down.

These encountered the Polish troops near these passages and the mounds, and,
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charging them, killed them all, taking all their cannon and baggage. As

soon as the Emperor came up, he caused seventy bridges to be thrown over

the river, constructed of wood, for the passage of the troops. In the middle

he erected a large bridge, with a huge high wooden tower at the top, com

manding every side ;
and fortified it with cannon and troops, that he might be

secure from danger, as far as concerned the passage of the river, and have all

the roads on that side open to him. He marched himself in person on the

road towards the city of Vilna, which was under the command of Radzivil :

but on account of the roughness of these roads, beset with forests and moun

tains, they returned, with a great part of the guns of the artillery, to Smolensko,

being unable to effect their transport. The main body of the Emperor s

Archons, with their troops, went on before; and, spreading over the Polish

territory, made the conquest of a great tract of country, by sword and by

treaty. If any place stood a siege, they put to the sword all its inhabitants,

set fire to the houses, and laid the whole place in ruins ; committing the most

excessive cruelties, in order to strike the enemy with fear and dread. This

year no one appeared to oppose them, nor was it heard that the Poles were

assembling in any place, nor was there any mention of a Polish army or

any force, but their memory seemed to be wholly extinguished : for the Poles,

from the first until now, had entertained hopes of succour from the Turks

and Tartars, and had been endeavouring to rouse them by repeated embassies,

but not one came to their help. From their great pride and obstinacy, how

ever, they would not make peace; though they were perplexed, against

whom they should endeavour to maintain the war; whether against the

Emperor, or against his Archons, or against the army of Novogorod, or that

of the King of Sweden, or against Chmiel : God had sent a curse of annihi

lation upon them ; their counsels were confounded, and their direction was

perverted.

Whenever there came from the Emperor any news to Moscow that his armies

had conquered a place or defeated a body of troops, immediately they rang the

bells of the Patriarchate, one and all, and rejoiced and exulted ;
and the Patri

arch came down to put on his robes after Mass, with all the Heads of the

Clergy present, and the Archimandrites and the Priests in the Sobor ; and they

performed a IIa^aX^o-^ in supplication for the Emperor, and thanks to God for

his assistance and the victory. It was not guns, or drums or fifes, or any thing

of that kind, but bells and Uagcixhritreis,
We were astonished at this their
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religiousness and faith ; but they acted, on these occasions, only in conformity

with their constant custom, as we often witnessed it.

At this time began to arrive, in wagons, numbers of captive soldiers of the

Polish army, loaded with irons. Having presented them to the Patriarch and

the Vazir, they threw them into the different prisons ; and dispersed others of

them, by command of the Emperor, over all the country, to be kept in irons.

Of this matter we will say more hereafter.

On Friday the thirteenth of Tamouz, our master said Mass in the Church of

the Convent
;

as also on Sunday the sixth after Pentecost, and on the following

Monday. In the afternoon and evening of this day they rang the great bell, as

also on the morrow
; and held a great solemnity in commemoration of St. Vla

dimir, king of Kiov and of all the Russian countries, wrho in his conduct

resembled the Apostles : for when he embraced the faith at the hands of the

sister of Basil the Macedonian, Emperor of Constantinople, and was baptized,

he took the name of Basilius ; and having baptized the inhabitants of all the

Lesser Russia, that Is, the country of the Cossacks, he afterwards came with

St. Peter, the first Metropolitan of Moscow, and, making himself master of this

country, drove the Tartars from it, and divided it among his twelve sons. He

baptized, during his time, the greatest part of the inhabitants of these countries ;

and having built a large city, called it, after his own name, Vladimirov, a place

we have spoken of heretofore. It is this place of which History reports, that

when Timourleng came into this province, he built the castle belonging to it, and

there deposited his treasures. This we now ascertained, from the mouth of

Basilius Luka Simoyov, who some time ago embraced the Christian faith
; upon

my asking him about it.

SECT. XIV.

THE FORTY CHIEFS OF THE DOG-FACED TRIBE. CEREMONY AT THE
NOVODIEVITZA CONVENT. GOLDEN CROSS OF THE ANNUNCIATION.

ON the evening of Thursday the nineteenth of Tamouz, the Patriarch of

Moscow invited our master ; and they put on their robes together, as usual, in

the Church of the Archangel, and performed a funeral service for the late

Emperor Michael, as they had done before ; that is, a Mvypoaruvov ; and on the

morrow, a Mass; and went up to banquet in the hall. As we came down, we

met some of the tribe of the Martyr Christophorus, of whom we have before
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spoken, standing in the road of the Patriarch, to shew themselves to him.

Their figures were more disgusting, meaner, blacker, and more diminutive than

those of the persons of the same tribe whom we mentioned as having seen in

the week of the Cheese Lent. They were forty persons, each commanding a

thousand of their countrymen. Their garments were skirted coats of coloured

cloth. They had, hanging from their breasts, suns of yellow brass ; signifying

that they were Kniazes, as we immediately ascertained. The Patriarch inquired

of them as to their numbers: they replied,
&quot; We are come, to the number of

forty thousand, at the call of the Emperor to us for our assistance ;
and we are

the provosts over them.&quot; Then he asked them concerning the distance of their

country. They replied,
&quot;

It is five thousand versts ; and we have been more

than four months travelling, to arrive here.&quot; He asked them their different

ages, and discovered among them many that were above a hundred years old.

They eat all kinds of fish, and raw venison ; and human flesh, when they can

obtain it. For this reason, they were quartered outside the city, in the woods

and fields, and had many guards set over them. He said to them,
&quot; With what

do you make war ?&quot; They answered,
&quot; With these bows and arrows.&quot; We

looked at their arrows ; and were much astonished, none of us having ever seen

the like. They are of three or four kinds : some are only pointed with iron ;

others have, behind the point, two fins turned backwards, like rows of iron pins ;

so that when the arrow has been shot into any one, these points spread within

the flesh, and the arrows can by no means be extracted : others have points of

a vast length. As for the bows, they are a piece of nerve, like wood ;
and

stretched and strung in such a manner, that none but the stoutest can draw

them. When the Patriarch perceived that I was instigating our master to

question him concerning these people and their circumstances, and that we

were in amazement at their appearance, he came forward, and, taking me by the

hand before the Ministers and the assembled crowd, called the savages, as if to

eat me, that he might have his laugh and sport with me, whilst I was shuddering

and quaking for fear. So he did also with others, as well as myself. Of all

those that he sported with, he actually delivered one, who was a Deacon,

belonging to the Servian, into their hands. As soon as they laid hold of him,

they tore his clothes to tatters, in scrambling for him ; and it was with difficulty

that he was rescued out of their hands, by redeeming him with fish and money,

which the Patriarch gave them as his price. The poor Deacon, from fright

and horror, lay ill for a long time afterwards.
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On the eve of the festival of St. Elias the Prophet, they performed the Matins

over night. In the morning were completed the three years since our departure

from Aleppo, and a year since we had hegun our residence in Muscovy. They

rang the bells for a procession, accompanying them also with the great bell :

and one of the Heads of the Clergy went forth in procession to the outside of

the city, into the plain, to an ancient church, dedicated in the name of St. Elias ;

where he said Mass, and then returned. As to the Patriarch, he too went out

in procession, by the Imperial Gate, to the oratory, and made a supplication for

the Emperor. Then he passed on to a new church in the midst of the markets,

dedicated in the name of St. Elias, in the vicinity of the residence of the Metro

politan of Novogorod ; where they performed the Ay/ao^og and the Mass, and

he returned.

In the evening of the following Friday, the Patriarch sent to invite our

master ; and we went with him, in the coach, to the convent called the Novo-

dicvitza Monastir ;
that is, the Convent of the Young Girls, outside the city,

at the distance of three versts
;
a place we have already spoken of, having during

the Great Lent performed a funeral there. We went thither now
; because on

the morrow, which was Saturday, was the commemoration of the feast of the

Translation of the Image of Our Lady which performed miracles, from the

city of Smolensko to the convent. We alighted outside
; but the Patriarch

alighted in his great pavilion, composed of tent within tent, and surrounded by
a numerous guard of janissaries. All the wives of the Grandees of the empire

came in their coaches
;
and the greatest part of the citizens assembled there,

taking up their quarters in the houses of the village outside. The assembly

was vast ; and there were buyers and sellers, and market-stalls, in abundance :

for it is a very great festival with them, and they have a great love for this

convent. On this account, all the Nuns who are in it are either the daughters

or widows of Grandees, and are very rich ; for it is their custom in this country,

when a convent is large, like this, not to admit any Nun into it, unless she

settles upon it a considerable sum of money. As all the Nuns in this convent

are exceeding rich, the convent itself, consequently, is become very rich, as the

Patriarch of Nicon told our master this evening ; saying,
&quot;

There is nowhere in

the Muscovite dominions a convent equally rich with this.&quot; We assisted in it at

the small
&quot;Effvegtvov,

and went away to sleep in one of the inns outside. The

Patriarch of Moscow lodged in his own pavilion ; the rest of the men and

women, in the houses in the village : for they admit no one to sleep in the
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convent, whether male or female. After the two Patriarchs had put on their

copes, and the Priests and Deacons had come out to the Na^f, they per

formed a
Ua^fc^n&amp;lt;ng

for the Emperor, and came down to incense the church,

as usual. After they had done, they put off their copes ; and the Deacons came

out with the tapers, and the choristers chaunted before the Patriarch till he

entered his pavilion. After the third hour of the night, by the striking of the

convent clock, they rang the bells ;
and arising to Matins, we entered the

church. They began chaunting the Evening Psalm in responses, as usual ; and

at the Aoa, all the Archimandrites, the Priests, and the Deacons, took a

Kr^ov, or wax taper, and went in and robed ; and came out at the Ei &amp;lt;rodov3 and

entered the sanctuary, as they chaunted
&quot; O Divine

Light.&quot;
Then they came

out at the Litany, and stood round the Patriarch, with the chief of the Archi

mandrites at their head. When the Deacon had said the Prayer for Vigils over

five large black cakes, the Patriarch recited the Benediction : then the Abbess

advanced, and gave to each Patriarch one ; afterwards, cutting the others into

pieces, she distributed them to all the Grandees. After the Evening Prayer was

closed, they sat down ; and a Lesson was read from the History of the Mother

of God. Then they arose, and the bells were rung for Morning Prayer. All

the prayers this night were performed in full chaunt. Having finished the

Morning Prayer, we went out of church, to our several abodes.

On this night the Patriarch conversed much with our master ; and, amidst

other topics, he informed him concerning the golden cross on the Church of the

Annunciation in the Imperial Palace ; telling him, that it was worth one hundred

millions of gold. Not only is the cross itself of great value ; but the roof also

of the church, together with the nine cupolas, their vanes and railing, is

entirely covered with pure gold, the thickness of a finger. We could not

believe this : he did not, however, tell any falsehood ;
for when he saw that we

were astonished and confused at hearing it, he said,
&quot; The expense and treasures

to so great an extent, which the Prince Vasili, son of Czar Ivan, laid out on the

building of the white walls of the city, amounted to no more than the value and

expense of this cross, the roof, and the cupolas :&quot; and in this assertion all men

are agreed ; for the cross appears indeed small from below ;
but when one of

the crosses of the Sobor Church broke, and its fragments lay before us, we

ascertained that its length was more than four cubits, and its breadth three,

with the thickness of a span : as to the ball, or apple, at its base, not one of

us was able, from its largeness, to embrace it with both our arms. When,
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however, they set it up in its place, it appeared very small,, by reason of the

height of the church, as it assuredly must : but the Church of the Annunciation

is higher than the Sobor, for it is built upon vaults of a great height. The

cross is not gold inlaid upon wood, as the other crosses of the other churches ;

but is all of pure gold, cut and burnished, and shining like the diamond. At

its base, above the apple, is a half circle turned upwards, resembling the moon.

We know that those acquainted with the subject used to say, there is nothing-

dug from the mines heavier than gold; and that every piece, of a span in length,

a span in depth, and a span in breadth, is a quintal in weight : we know not

whether it be a quintal of Aleppo, Damascus, Istamboul, or of Greece ; but they

say that it is four and forty okkas, and the okka is four hundred drachms.

Now we calculated that every dinar is a drachm and two carats. Let the reader,

then, make out the account, if he is able ;
for I yield to the difficulty. I asked

the Grandees of State, the Grandees the Interpreters, my companions the

Secretaries of the Emperor, and many others, to be informed how many quintals

it was, or how many poods ; but not one of them knew, for it is one of the secrets

of their Emperor.

Similar to the wonder we have mentioned, and one indeed of the wonders of

the world, is the new Imperial Treasury in Moscow, for its splendour, and the

astonishment it excites in every person. Then the Patriarch informed us, that

in the last week he had sent to the Emperor forty thousand poods of gunpowder.

SECT. XV.

CONVENT OF ST. SABA. FEAST OF THE CROSS. ORIGIN OF THE NAME
SARACEN. BENEDICTION OF THE WATERS.

To return : After the clock had struck the third hour of the day, the Patri

arch invited our master to his pavilion ; and having both mounted into his coach,

they went to a convent, by the name of St. Saba, situated in the midway
between the city and the other convent. The Empress had newly built it ; and

had settled in it Russian, that is, Cossack Nuns, whom the Emperor had brought
from Smolensko, and from the city of Mohilov. It was said that Radzivil had

used to treat them with great kindness and munificence; because his wife

Miriam, daughter of Vasili Beg, of Moldavia, being of the orthodox faith, loved

them much, and was constantly praying with them. When the Emperor made
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the conquest of that country, he apprehended the malice of Radzivil and the

Poles against them, and brought them hither with the utmost veneration and

respect. They were about seventy Nuns, mostly maids of rank and property,

with faces shining like the sun, and beautiful clothes and ornaments. They

wore long veils over their faces, and trailed their mantles on the ground,

possessing with the utmost dignity a neatness of person and a nobleness of

deportment. Afterwards, the Emperor cleared the convents of them there,

through his fear for their safety ;
and sent and had them all brought together

to this place, till at last they amounted to about three hundred Nuns. Then

he removed all the Muscovite Nuns from the large Convent of the Girls, dis

tributing them among the Women s Convents in the city ;
and settled here all

these Cossacks Nuns, in one body. He was actuated to do this by his own love

for them, as well as by that of his Empress and of the Patriarch, and by the

delight they all took in hearing their chaunts and prayers, which expel from

the heart all uneasy thoughts, as we shall afterwards have occasion to shew.

When we arrived at their convent, they came out to meet the Patriarchs with

chaunting; and walked before them to the church, where the Patriarchs put on

their robes. In the mean time, there arrived from the city one of the Metro

politans, accompanied by the Priests and the Deacons, with the pictures and the

banners and the tapers, walking in great procession. The two Patriarchs came

down to meet them, and they all went together to the convent. After we had

ascended to the church, they performed the Ay/ao-^o?, then the Mass ;
and the

two Patriarchs went out and prayed to the images on the outside of the door of

the convent ;
whilst the others set out on their return to the city, as they had

come, in procession. Remark this great fatigue they were to undergo : as for

us, we returned to put off our robes, and left the church. The Abbess made

a present to the Patriarchs, according to custom, of images of Our Lady, inlaid

with gold ; together with large cakes of black bread, from the pantry of the

Nuns.

Then the Patriarch ascended his coach ;
and having seated our master in

another, all over crystal, he invited him to one of his villas and palaces, seven

versts distant from the city and three from this convent, across the River Moscwa.

Here he gave a princely banquet to all the Grandees of the empire, the Heads

of the Clergy, the Archimandrites, and the Priests and Deacons, both great

and small. Afterwards, he set out on his return, with his attendants around

him, and the janissaries before him. On our approach to the city, they rang
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the bells, and he went in to the Evening Prayer in the Sobor. What surprising

perseverance and activity !

On the morrow,, which was the eighth Sunday after Pentecost, our Lord the

Patriarch said Mass in the church of the convent, and consecrated Priests and

Deacons ; as also on the Tuesday, the last day of the month Tamouz, and the

beginning of the Lent of Our Blessed Lady. In the evening they rang the large

bells, and at night performed the Great Matins : for with them it is a great

festival and solemnity, in commemoration of the Venerable Cross ;
and because

on this day, in former times, the Kniaz of Moscow defeated the Tartars, enemies

to the Christians, and gained over them a great victory. On the very same

day of the very same year, it fell out that Manuel Comnenus, Emperor of

Greece, defeated the troops of the Saracens that is, of the Occidentals f^lui!)

when they made war upon him, and put them to flight, with the help of God

and by the power of the Cross. Upon these events, as soon as the Kniaz of

Moscow, and Manuel, Emperor of Greece, heard what the Creator had done for

them in their respective victories, they interchanged messengers; and came to an

agreement, that every year,, on this day, the first of Ab, they w^ould celebrate

a great festival in honour of the Venerable Cross, and in gratitude to Almighty

God ; and it has been kept from that time to this.

Note, that the Greeks called the Moslems, at their first appearance, Agareni ;

that is, sons of Agar ; for her name Hagar (^U&amp;gt;)
in the Greek tongue is pro

nounced Agar. The \vord Agareni has also another interpretation, which is,

the
&quot;

roaring wild beast.&quot; It is said, that when the Moslems heard this after

wards, they answered,
&quot; We are not the sons of Hagar, but the sons of Sarah

($;U) ; not Agareni ((Js^Ailj,
but Saraceni (^jo^U?) :&quot; and they have been called

by the latter name, until now.

To return : On the morning of the first of Ab, and of the Lent of Our

Blessed Lady, they rang all the bells round, for the meeting of the Archiman

drites and the Priesthood, in their robes and with their images, at the Sobor.

When they were assembled as usual, all the great bells were rung three times ;

and we proceeded to the Sobor, where the two Patriarchs robed, together with

the rest of the Heads of the Clergy. The Archdeacon,, with the censer in

his hand, said, Evhoyritrov AztrKOTa., c. and they went out in procession. The

path had been strewed by the janissaries with yellow sand, all the way from the

Sobor to the river ; and they stood in rows on each side, whilst we descended

towards the gate of the river, called Vodali Vrata (ILKi ^j ^j),
that is, the

VOL. II. A A
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Water Gate
;
which has painted over it the picture of Our Lord the Messiah,

the Samaritan Woman, and the Well. When we arrived near the bank of the

river, we ascended upon a large scaffold of boards, which had been raised by

the janissaries, on the preceding day, over the river. Around it were palings ;

and in the middle, towards the east, was a pond, with steps down to it. The

two Patriarchs stood before it ; the others around it. The Grandees of the

empire stood behind : the remainder of the people, men and women, looked

from the walls. As the choristers chaunted, the Patriarch went down to

incense the water, the pictures around, and the attendants ; and then returned

to his place. After he had said the Gospel, and the Archdeacon had recited

the Kcctfyrz, he recited the prayers, with his head uncovered ; praying, at the

third time, for the Emperor, the Empress, and their son
;
and for theEmperor s

sisters and daughters, by name. Then he went down, and first washed his

hands in an ewer and bason of silver. Next he took the cross, and advanced

near to the water ; and having formed over it the sign of the Cross, he dipped

the cross in the water ;
and then raised it, with its head downwards, according

to their custom ; chaunting all the time,
&quot;

Save, O God, thy people !

&quot; and

adding the name of the Emperor. The choristers still answered him with the

same chaunt, whilst he washed the cross in a vessel of silver which was held

in the hands of the Archdeacon. Thus he did a second and a third time.

Immediately, the servants of the Emperor and Empress, and of the whole

Imperial household, took of the water, in beautiful silver pitchers. Then he

stood up ; and taking the three large twisted tapers from the hands of those who

stood with them over the water, dipped them in, and extinguished them : imme

diately, all the persons present took of the water in their hands, and sprinkled

themselves with it, over their heads and faces. Many of the children and of

the men went down and worshipped, on their faces, in the river. The Grandees

of the empire, who stood near to the Patriarch s throne on the scaffold, he

sprinkled with the water, for a blessing ; and many horsemen, for this purpose,

plunged into the river. Then we returned to the Sobor, &c.

Note, that the season of the carrot in this country is in this month of Ab. It

is like the Aleppo carrot
; except that they sell it with the leaf, but the radish

without leaves.
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SECT. XVI.

BUILDINGS OF THE PATRIARCH NICON. IMAGE OF OUR LADY THE
PORTRESS. NEW CONVENT.

THIS Patriarch Nicon * is a great lover of buildings, monuments, and collec

tions. When he was Archimandrite in the Convent of the Spas, that is, of the

Saviour, in the neighbourhood of this city, he devoted himself to the building it

anew from the ground : and on the large church concerning which we shall give

an account hereafter on its cells, walls, towers, and on every part of it, he

bestowed much labour. Thus, when he became Metropolitan over the city of

Novogorod, he raised in it some beautiful buildings. On being made Patriarch,

he built for himself a patriarchal palace ; to which, with the exception of the

Imperial palaces, there is none equal throughout the whole Muscovite territory,

as we shall shew in the proper place. Afterwards, he exerted himself in the

building of a new convent in the vicinity of Novogorod, situated in the middle of

an island, in a large sweet-water lake ; that he might, by this model, give a new

direction to the building of the Imperial convents. This was, because, when he

was Archimandrite, he was a great lover of the Greek nation, and of the Monks

of the Holy Mountain ; and he had heard, that in the number of its convents

was one by name Iberisko (y^jlb! ruv I/Bqgav), that is, the Convent of the

* &quot; Nicon was born in 1613, in a village of the government of Nishnei Novogorod, of obscure parent?.

He received at the baptismal fount the name of Nikita ; which, when he became Monk, he changed to

Nicon. He was educated in the Convent of St. Macarius, under the care of a Monk. From the course

of his studies, he imbibed, at a very early period, the strongest attachment to a monastic life : but, in con

formity to the wishes of his family, he entered into matrimony ; and as that state precluded him from

being admitted into a convent, he was ordained a secular priest. With his wife he passed ten years ;

first, as a parish priest in some country village ;
and afterwards at Moscow, in the same capacity : but

losing three children whom he tenderly loved, and having persuaded his wife to take the veil, he entered

into the monastic order. He chose for his retreat a small island of the White Sea, inhabited only by a

few persons, who formed a kind of ecclesiastical establishment
; after a short residence in which, he

accompanied the Chief to Moscow, to raise a collection for building a new church. He was scarcely

returned, when he was compelled by the other Monks to retire
;
and having repaired to a monastery of

the contiguous continent, he succeeded, on the death of the Superior, to the vacant dignity. He con

tinued in this capacity three years; when, being drawn by some family affairs to Moscow, he was

casually presented to the Tsar Alexey Michaelovitch ; who, captivated with his various talents and

extensive learning, detained him at Moscow, under his immediate protection. Within less than five

years he was successively created Archimandrite or Abbot of the Novospatskoi Convent, Archbishop of

Novogorod, and Patriarch of Russia.&quot; See COXE S Travels in Russia, Chap. TV.
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Georgians, surnamed from an image of Our Lady, that works miracles, and is

called noS
r*

S rur&amp;lt;ru,
that is,

&quot;

the Portress.&quot; This image was in the house of a rich

widow lady of high rank, and was held by her in the greatest reverence, at the

time that the Emperor Leon made war upon images in the city of Nice (*).

When the Emperor s troops marched over the country to destroy the images,

they came to her house ;
and she, being a prudent, sensible woman, treated them

with hospitality and kindness; making them presents, and giving them money.

Then, throuo-h fear, she made a hole behind the cheek of the image ;
and placing

in it three dinars, and covering them up, she made her prayer, in abundant

tears, with cries and lamentations ;
and having thrown the image into the sea,

she said to her son,
&quot; O son ! arise, and begone hence, lest the troops seize

thee.&quot; He arose, therefore, and fled with her. Then the image (wonderful to

relate !) passed from the city of Nice over the sea, and, after some time, was seen

opposite the Holy Mountain, in front of the Convent of the Georgians, that is,

the Iberisko, which is there situated. The Monks saw, for the space of three

nights and days, a column of light shining from the sea to heaven ;
and being

seized with wonder, they sent to examine what it was. There they found an

image of Our Lady, standing upright on the water, with light issuing from it,

likerays of the sun. They went to the Abbot, and informed him of it ;
and he

assembled the priesthood and brethren, and they proceeded to the spot with

censers and tapers.
When they came beside the image, it would not that any

one should touch it, but went up of itself upon the head of the Abbot, and stood

there. All were exceedingly amazed ; and having conducted it in all reverence

to the convent, they placed it, with the utmost veneration, within the sanctuary.

When morning came, they no longer found it, and were stupified with amaze

ment : on inquiry and search, they discovered it in one of the courts of the

convent: they went, therefore, and, carrying it away, as before, set it m v

place. The same thing again happened that night; and in the morning they

found it in one of the vineyards of the convent. Again they went to letch n

a third time. On the following night it appeared to the Head of the Convent

and the rest of the Fathers, saying,
&quot;

I did not come to your convent that you

should guard me ;
but I came to guard you, and that you might set me as your

portress and sentinel, to be your preserver : place me, therefore, on the convent-

gate.&quot; Awaking in trepidation and amazement, they built for the image, over

the gate of the convent, a handsome church, named Ua^^tn f^i^U),
m

conformity with what the Russians and Muscovites build over the gates of their
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convents, as we have frequently mentioned : and there they placed it, with all

veneration. It happened, that, after fifteen years, the son of that lady came to

visit the Holy Mountain, and entered this convent. When he came near the

image and bowed to it, he immediately recognised it, and wept, and cried aloud.

The Monks, in consequence, flocked around him, and inquired what it was.

He gave them a clear and detailed account, and how this image had been in

the house of his parents. When they scrutinized him in verification of his

story, he told them of the three dinars in the back of the image. On seeing

these with their own eyes, they were much amazed
;
and the young man imme

diately became a Monk of that convent. This image performed, and still per

forms, innumerable miracles ; is greatly celebrated over the whole world
; and is

visited from all quarters. Up to the present time, as we said before, it still per

forms innumerable miracles ; and over it are said to be suspended offerings without

number. The Kings of Georgia afterwards, from their love to this convent

and their faith in this image, with the permission of the Greek Emperors,

enlarged and beautified the building. For this reason it was called by them

The Convent of the Portress Iberisko&quot;; that is, in reference to the Georgians.

At present there are residing in it more than five hundred Monks. Our

brethren the Russians and Muscovites love this convent much, and, in general,

all the convents of the Holy Mountain ; because the greatest part of their Saints

paid a visit to it, and performed its rites and ceremonies. On this account, the

present Patriarch, Nicon, at the time that he was Archimandrite in the Convent

of the Spas, asked the Deputies of the Chief of this Iberisko Convent who

came constantly, with others of them, to petition the mercy of the Emperor in

their behalf, according to the terms of the y/gva ofiout.Xu which they have, from

the time of his father and grandfathers, every three years the Patriarch asked

them to paint for him an exact copy of this image, and bring it him (as they did) ;

saying to them thus :

&quot; Go to your convent, and say to your Chief, that he wash

the holy image in water : with it make an Ayiaa-fAoc, and let the painters mix

their paints with it.&quot; When the Empress heard of this copy, she took it away
from Nicon : and so he ordered another, which they brought him lately. We
have seen it, and paid our devotions to it. Its cheek is wounded, and blood flows

from it : for it is supposed that the Occidentals, when they made the conquest

of the Holy Mountain, struck this image with a knife ; and the blood has flowed

from the wound ever since. This Patriarch, therefore, has been very kind to

the Monks of his new convent ; and has given them another convent, by the
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name of St. Nicolas, opposite the Imperial Palace, near the picture-market,

known by the appellation of LoAtmaa FAasa ; that is,
&quot;

the Large-headed
&quot;

because in it there is a large church, which is a feoff to their monastery. Next,

he made them a present of this image a present of immense value ; for he had

employed the ablest of the goldsmiths, and covered the whole of it with pure

gold, both canvas and drapery, excepting the face and hands. By what I

ascertained from persons of credibility, the quantity of this gold is about forty

pfund, equal to a pood and a half; that is, twenty okkas of gold. He adorned

it, besides, with a pood, that is, thirteen okkas of pearls ; and with thirty Im

perial diamonds, of the value of more than twelve thousand dinars ; besides a

variety of emeralds, hyacinths, and rubies. On the head of the Lady, and upon

her shoulders and breast, he set four suns (stars) of diamonds, which were of the

crests or pennaches (cjUr^o) of the Ba&amp;lt;r;Xsuj, or Emperor Ibrahim ; for all these

treasures have been lately transported hither by Greek merchants. The price

of each star is more than a thousand dinars. All this was displayed before us.

On the neck of the Lady he had hung a lace of emeralds of surprising beauty,

reaching half round, in the form of a crescent ; which had cost him, as we verified

by our own eyes, more than sixty thousand dinars. The image itself is very

large and imposing, and the blood is flowing from its cheek. The back of it

is entirely covered with satin and velvet. It is thus become an object above all

admiration, dazzling the eyes, and astonishing the mind of the beholder. It has

no equal ;
not even in the treasures of the Emperor, or in his churches ;

for we

have seen them all. Nor has the Patriarch been content with decorating it in

the manner above described : he has, moreover, decreed, that no painter shall

execute any copy of this picture, on any account whatsoever ; in order to prevent

its being multiplied and its value being diminished, and to keep it with him

matchless and unique. It was for the sake of this picture, as we mentioned

before, that he applied himself to the building of a new monastery, vying with

the Imperial edifices ;
and situated in an island, in the midst of a large fresh

water lake, as we are now about to relate.

It happened, then, at the time of the capture of Smolensko and of the city

of Mohilov, by the Emperor, that, fearing for the Friars and Nuns who were in

convents there, lest they should be exposed to the troops, and the malice of the

Poles, he removed the Nuns, as we mentioned before, to the Convent of Our

Lady, Ofawrgia, without the city; and the Patriarch removed these Russian

Monks, with their President, about seventy persons, and sent them to this
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island, where he built for them habitations of wood, with a handsome church,

for a temporary abode, until the construction of the convent was completed.

From his love for the rites and forms of Greece, lie sought to clothe them with

the caps (^1^1)
of the Greek Friars; but at that time there was not one person

who had any of these caps and latias in his possession. lie made himself, there -

C C &quot;

fore, some caps of black velvet (J*sr), and latias of zar (j*) 3 that is, black silk,

with the intention that there should be a difference between the Friars of this

convent and those of Moscow : and, as he knew that our Lord the Patriarch

was much wearied with his long abode at Moscow, caused by the prolonged

absence of the Emperor, he proposed to him to go and recreate himself in this

new convent, and to consecrate it
; wishing to shew him the great splendour and

cheerfulness of the place. Our master took occasion to request him, that he might

go by the same opportunity to the city of Novogorod, to view it also : and thus

it came to pass. From Moscow, to this monastery, the distance is four hun

dred versts
; and from the monastery to Novogorod, one hundred and fifty.

So he dispatched with us a coach, a vodvods ((jwJyy), ten janissaries, an archon

on the part of the Emperor, and an archon from himself, with led-horses

belonging to the Emperor ; and, taking leave of us, sent before us a fcuillc-dc-

roitte, or list of our stations.
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HOOK XII.

rsovoGORO i).

SKCT. I.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CITY OF ITMlSK.-TORJOK.CONyKNT OF

ST. BAR LslAM.

THUS we set out for Moscow on the morning of Saturday the fourth of Ah

(August), accompanied by the Archbishop of Servia, an interpreter, and servants ;

and proceeded a distance of ninety vcrsts, till we came, on the morning of

Monday the Feast of the Transfiguration, to an ancient convent, by the title of

the Assumption of Our Lady, built of stone, and under the Patriarch s jurisdic

tion, situated most beautifully, in the neighbourhood of a village called Klin

(c^f) wnere we assisted at Mass.

Thence we went to a convent in the form of a castle, by the name of the

Holy Nativity ; and passing the large and celebrated River Volga, we travelled

ninety other versts ; having performed, in all, one hundred and eighty versts

from Moscow ;
and came to a town, with a castle, by the name of Tversko. It

is a bishopric, of which we formerly mentioned the bishop. Before we arrived

at it, there came out to meet us, first of all, the Heads of the Convents ;
then

the Deputy Archbishop, the Voivode, and the Town Magistrates, accompanied

by the Clerey, carrying bread and salt, according to custom ; and they took us
/ O7 &quot;

/ O

to the large stone Sobor Church, dedicated in the name of the Divine Manifesta

tion : in it is the body of one of the Kniazes, a new Saint ;
and around it are

four other churches. They made us alight at the new Archiepiscopal palace,

which commands a view of the gardens and the fish-pond : and first came the

Emperor s Lieutenants, to present to us some of the various kinds of beautiful

fish caught in the River Volga, that runs in the neighbourhood of the town.
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Then we received presents from the Voivode, the Archbishop s Deputies, and

from the Clergy, of the same kind ; together with barrels of drink, viz. mead

and beer, and pictures. They did us great honour, and treated us with vast

hospitality, according to the orders which the Emperor and the Patriarch had

issued all along this road. In the belfry of this bishopric is a new clock. They
informed us, that under the jurisdiction of this Archbishop are four bazaars, or

market-towns, the residence of Voivodes (euU^ ci^ljb), and about one hundred

and fifty village churches
; yet he says that his see is very small. Last year, the

Metropolitan of Cazan was with the Emperor, to say prayers for him, and per

form Mass in a tent modelled after one of the Imperial churches. This year

he has taken with him this Archbishop : and we met on our road the Proto-

papas, carrying an Ayiaa-pos (in tubes of wax, accompanied with cakes of bread,

u-wtj-i *&amp;gt;),
to present it to the Empress, to the whole Imperial household, to the

Patriarch, and to all the great Officers of State : I mean, an Ayiacrpog of the festival

of this church ; that is, the Manifestation, according to their custom. On this

occasion they had strewed the floor with green herbs ;in imi tation of the Greeks,

who strew their churches, during the festival-days, with leaves of the^UI tree.

We arose on the fifth day, and crossed the River Volga in boats. Here they

changed our vodvods, and took leave of us : and we proceeded thirty versts,

through an immense forest of wild poplar-trees, and fir and larch, resembling-

planted parks ;
and arrived in the evening at a pretty village belonging to the

Patriarch, which he had leased to his convent, called Mtdna, near a river named

Tversk.

On the Friday, we again travelled forward thirty other versts
;
and arrived at a

market-town, with a castle and fortification, by name TorjoJc. Here, also, we

were met by the Voivode, the Clergy, and the rest of the population, with their

images, and bread, fish, and drink. They conducted us into their large stone

church, dedicated by the title of
&quot;

the Divine Manifestation,&quot; as the former one.

We went into a convent belonging to the Patriarch, built of wood, by the title

of
&quot;

the Holy Nativity.&quot;
Near it is another convent, by the title of

&quot;

the

Entrance of Our Lady into the Temple
&quot;

: they are without the town. Here

they changed our vodvods, and we set forth and travelled near other versts ;

and arrived, on Sunday, at a village called Vishni Volojok, near a river named

Sena, on which they pass in boats to the city of Novogorod. Here they again

changed our vodvods ; and having travelled onwards five-and-twenty versts more,

we arrived at a pretty village, very pleasantly situated, called Kolomna. By it is

VOL. II. B B
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a vast lake, containing several islands, with much wood, of the same name as the

village. They are both the property of the convent of St. Barlaam, as we shall

have occasion afterwards to mention. On the Monday, we proceeded other forty-

five versts ; and arrived, in the evening, at a village, with a large lake also, which

the Patriarch has lately leased to his new convent. This place we left on the

Tuesday morning ; and travelled twenty versts more, over a large space of stony

ground, till we approached the lake of the above-mentioned monastery. We
travelled thus in the greatest haste, in order to be in time for the festival at the

convent, that is, the Assumption of Our Lady, on the fifteenth of Ab (August).

The road from Moscow to this convent is more difficult than the Potiblia road,

or any other road in Muscovy ; for it is all forests, valleys, mud, clay, and roots

of trees
; in short, it is a road not to be travelled, but in winter, during the frost.

Here let me express my astonishment at the whole of the Clergy of this country,

and the poor ; for they came regularly to ask alms of us, to our great vexation,

who came hither to ask of them ; and they come to ask of us ! But what

afflicted our hearts most sensibly, was the torture the poor cattle had to endure
;

and this recurring to them every other day. The Patriarch, knowing the con

dition of this road, sent last year, and had the greatest part of it repaired.

Before that, carriages had not been able to pass along it, without great exertion,

on account of its narrowness, and the closeness of the forests. He caused the

trees to be cut down ; and, widening the road, constructed most of it like a bridge,

with the timber. It became, however, by this means, worse, and more rugged,

for persons riding in carriages or on horseback, for whom there is no rest ; and

is convenient only for foot passengers. The truth is, that our hair turned

gray with the horrors and difficulties of this road, of which it would be in

vain to attempt a description. In the midst of all this, we could not but admire

the wisdom of the Creator, blessed be His name ! who has poured out upon this

country three things in abundance ; viz. forests of timber, and fire-wood for use

in cold weather ; springs, rivers, and lakes ; and fish and grain of every kind.

When we drew near to the lake of the convent, there came out to meet

us the Abbot and the rest of the Monks, both the chiefs and their attend

ants, on horseback : and we passed by two villages on the brink of the lake,

which the Patriarch had peopled with Polish subjects, that is, Russian Cossacks,

to assist the Monks ; their countrymen having attached them to the aforesaid

convent. Then they made us embark in a large boat with twelve oars ; and

rowed us on the lake, or rather large sea, swelling with waves. Its water is
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sweet, and its depth more than ninety fathoms : they call it, in their language.

CBflrnoe 030^0, that is,
&quot;

the Holy Lake &quot;

; for Our Lady the Virgin appeared in

person to one of the devout hermits, or anchorets, in that one of its three islands

in which they have recently decreed to build the convent. The circumference

of this lake is fifty versts ; and between the convent and the main land, that is,

from the middle island, in which is the monastery, to the margin of the lake, is

three versts. There are in it, as we have said, three large islands, all of them

covered with the fir-tree and others. The middle island, in which they have

decreed to build the convent, they have cleared of the wood : and they are now

employed in cutting the timber on the two other smaller islands, in order to lay

them out for gardens. As for us, we were wrapt in astonishment at the sight of

this blessed situation, and the cheerfulness of the place ; which will undoubtedly

be considered a paragon, for the site of a safe and secure convent, till the end

of the world, in all ages. They have the sweet water-lake at their door,

abounding in excellent fish ; they have their woods and forests close at hand, to

supply them with fuel
; and they are free, on all sides, from the apprehension

of fear. We will hereafter complete our account of this place.

To return : After an hour s time, we landed in the island, and approached

the gate of the new wooden wall. At this moment the Abbot came out, accom

panied by the rest of the Clergy and the Deacons, in their copes of the richest

materials ; and drew up before our master, in front of the gate, which they had

adorned, with its arch, in tapestry. They had also strewed the ground all over

with fine sand. The Abbot then opened his mouth, and made a long and

grand exordium in praise of our Lord the Patriarch, in their tongue, according

to their custom, with exceeding great reverence, and much eloquence of style ;

introducing a comparison with our Lord the Messiah ; as how He, glorified be his

name ! repaired to Jerusalem, and blessed those places by his presence, so now

the like was taking place, &c. ;
with other comparisons, too numerous to be

detailed here. At the conclusion, he bowed to our master, and received his

blessing, as they did all ; and so, preceding us to the court of the convent,

they took us up into the church, built of wood, which is dedicated by the title

of
&quot;

the Assumption of Our Lady
&quot;

; where we assisted at Mass ; and did not

leave till near the evening, whilst we were all the time fasting. This is the

height of courtesy with them, as we shall again have occasion to observe. Then

we went out to the Royal Banquetting-room ; which they had entirely lined, both

seats and walls, with the copes of the Armenian and Polish Clergy, consisting
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of the most beautiful brocades and velvets : for the Emperor had sent to the

Patriarch more than one hundred copes and surplices belonging to the Arme

nians and Jesuits, saying to him,
&quot; Do with them what you will,&quot;

as he con

sidered them to be unclean. Such is the faith of the Muscovites ! The Patriarch,

on receiving them, thought he could use them to no better purpose than as

tapestry for the Refectory in this convent, and as coverings to the seats in the

church ; and, what is surprising, they had not taken off them the buttons and

clasps of silver. We were quite angry with them on this subject ; for even the

worshippers of idols themselves are sanctified by baptism ; and would not these

fine stuffs, when sprinkled with holy water, become purified, for the clothing of the

priesthood ? But, in truth, this their practice arises from the abundance of their

riches : or how should we, in our country, take clothes of brocade that have been

worn even by Jews, and make them into copes for the priesthood ? altogether,

of course, from their scarcity and clearness. Would to God they gave these

to our Lord the Patriarch, to make them into copes, and distribute them to the

Heads of the Clergy and the Priesthood in our country, who so much want them !

But, if he should speak to them about it, and ask for them, he would sink before

their eyes ;
and they would say,

&quot;

Behold the smallness of their religion !&quot; May

it please God, however, to permit that they be inflamed with anger against us,

provided He enrich us by their means !

To return : Then they began presenting dishes of those Russian meats

which are filled with royal spices, and of those fine fish which are cooked

in sweet sauces ; I mean, in honey and sugar, and milk of almonds. There

were also omlets of stuffed eggs, fried and roasted, with spices and sweet

juices ;
most delicious eating, such as princes cannot present at their tables.

This superior cooking of the conventuals is not to be wondered at, when it is

considered that they had been taught it by the rich Poles, so famous for the

excellence of their sumptuous kitchens, and the masterly skill of their cooks.

To return : In the evening, that is, the eve of the Assumption of Our Lady,

they performed the small Erirsgtvov ; and arose for Matins at the second hour

of the night, at the striking of that splendid new clock ;
which has six small bells

around it, and, when it is the quarter, strikes six times upon each bell, one after

the other, with wonderful grace and precision ;
and so at the half-hour, twelve

times ;
at the three-quarters, eighteen times. When the hour is complete, it

strikes four and twenty times. Its sounds were most agreeable to our ears ;
and

we could have wished it never to be silent, for the beauty of its chimes. After
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them, it strikes the hour. So they went through the whole office of

with their delightfully sweet chaunts, till the end of the prayers of the
&quot;Ogfyov.

At the fourth hour of the day we went in to Mass
; which our master performed,

with the assistance of the Archbishop of Servia : then they made an AyiarfAo; ;

and,, after the Mass, a
Ila^aX?j&amp;lt;r^.

Afterwards we went forth to the Refectory.

On the evening of this day they performed Matins in commemoration of the

image called &quot;the Napkin of the Face&quot;
(i^j-al JJAJU). Then we went to look

round this island,, and were astonished at the smoothness and neatness of the

convent walls. We saw the large stone church ; which they have built this

summer, with more than three hundred workmen. It is handsomer, larger, and

higher than the Sobor Church in Moscow. After laying on the roof, they dug

round it vast foundations for cellars and caves, to contain eatables and liquors,

and for cells, &c. They had at this time piled up more than five hundred

thousand bricks for the continuation of the walls. At present, the convent

treasury is of wood ; and the Emperor has given them two hundred janissaries

for its protection. The Patriarch has sent also of late, for the use of the

monastery, several pieces of cannon, muskets, gunpowder, and a quantity of

coats of mail. Likewise, from the delight he takes in it, he has sent, and had

brought for it from the country of the Franks, a large chandelier, or Uohv&ouov,

of brass, of a beautiful yellow, and of the size of a large tree; ornamented with

flowers, birds, and other wonders, exceeding description : its price, nine hundred

dinars. He has also lately purchased for it about sixty villages, with their in

habitants, for sixty thousand dinars, and attached them to the convent ;
besides

many farms which belonged to the Patriarchal See, religious houses, messuages,

eAijk&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,
and eighty lakes full of salt. It is said that he is laying out in the

building of this convent more than a million of money. He has attached to it

one hundred and eighty lakes for fish. The Abbot computed that the annual

surplus income of the convent is upwards of ten thousand dinars.

To return : On the eve of the eleventh Sunday after Pentecost they per

formed Matins again ;
and in the morning we said Mass, and went out after

wards in procession, beginning the chaunt of the TlugaxXyvic, and continuing it

till we arrived at the afore-mentioned new church, where many prayers were to

be said, at the planting of the cross under the table, over the foundations, and

at the sprinkling of them. So they went and dug in every one of the three

temples or sanctuaries a hole, as a place for the table ; and covered the temples

with veils and pictures. When we entered them, we and our Lord the Patriarch,
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he went round the hole dug for the table of the great temple, and called it by

the name of the Assumption of our Lady, whilst we chaunted her Tgotagiov.

Then he took some of the mortar, and laid it in the hole, in the shape of a cross ;

and threw in one stone. After that, he took the wooden cross, newly made,

and planted it in the hole : I mean, the cross upon which was written the name

and date, and the names of the Patriarch and Emperor, as it is appointed in the

Etrj/o&amp;gt;,oy/ov. Then he passed to the second temple or chapel, and did in like

manner, calling it by the name of St. Philip the Younger, Metropolitan of

Moscow. Thus also he did in the third temple, calling it by the name of

St. James (^Ul!) the Younger, whose body is now lying, in a gilt silver coffin, in

the above-mentioned church. Then he sprinkled the altars with the AytaffMc,

and said the Gospel of Our Lady ; and we left the church to return to the other :

whence we went forth to the Refectory ;
and there, taking leave of them, left the

convent, to enter our boat ; to which they all attended us, with the janissaries,

whilst the choristers chaunted, and the cup went round. The janissaries con

tinually fired their muskets, till we had landed, and mounted our carriage.

SECT. II.

ROAD TO NO FOGOROD. CAPTURE OF WILNA BY THE EMPEROR. RIVER
MISTAS.LAKE OF NOVOGOROD.

WE were still attended by horse troops ; and having travelled seven versts,

stopped for the night, being on our road to Novogorod. As we mentioned

before, from this convent to that city the distance is about one hundred and

fifty versts. To say the truth, this road to Novogorod is the road to Hell itself.

It is impossible to convey, by language, any idea of its difficulties, roughness, and

straitness. We shall have occasion to speak fully of it hereafter. When the

Metropolitan received intelligence of our arrival at the convent, he had sent to

do us honour, by inviting us to his residence.

On the Monday, we arose, and travelled three and thirty versts ; and, on our

road, met with several large and small barrows of earth, with a large tree on the

top of each, such as we had not yet seen, since we left our own country.

The male inhabitants of these villages put on their heads, as a covering, a

linen handkerchief
; and spread out their grain on smooth planks of wood, at a

great expense of labour, that it may dry quickly, on account of the frequency of

rain with them.
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The road from Moscow to Novogorod is a very great descent, as the return

is a very great ascent ; like the roads to it from Potiblia and the other pro

vinces : for the metropolis is higher in situation than any other part of the

empire, and the cold and frost there are consequently very severe. Whilst we

were on our way, there came to us a courier from the Patriarch and the Em

peror, bringing with him a letter from each ; to inform our master, that the

Emperor, by the blessing of his prayers, had subdued the city of Wilna, which,

was the seat of Radzivil, at the edge of the sword. The Emperor, on arriving

before it, had sent to summon it to surrender on capitulation ; but they ceased

not to cheat him with promises, and to put him off from time to time. At

length, Radzivil came to succour it with forty thousand men
; and went forth to

meet the Emperor, who had distributed his troops on the four sides of the city.

Radzivil s army was beaten at the point of the sword ; so that not more, as they

calculated, than two thousand of his troops escaped, by flight, with him. The

wretch had undermined a bridge on his route, and laid at the bottom many
barrels of gunpowder. Having now passed it, he set fire to the powder ; and

the bridge being blown up, the passage was intercepted. This place was five

versts distant from the city. The Emperor s troops ceased not to kill and

pursue till they came to the bridge ; whence, seeing the impossibility of over

taking Radzivil, they returned to the city ramparts, and stormed them on the

same day. At the capture of the place they made a great slaughter, in revenge

for the derision which the inhabitants had made of the Emperor. The Abbot

of the new convent told us, that there are in that city, of Russian members of

our church, more than forty thousand; and that around it there are above

twenty villages of Tartar population. As soon as the armies made their

entrance into it, they plundered it of riches, in gold, silver, jewels, and stores,

surpassing all description. Of their value our own eyes were afterwards wit

nesses, in the shops and markets : for this city was very rich, and, from ancient

times, had not been trodden by an enemy s foot till now. We were perfectly

astonished to see the plates of silver, and the silver locks and nails, on their

chests, and the silver plates on their coaches. The price of the dollar is fallen,

and also of the dinar, in Moscow, from the abundance of them in circulation ;

so that the value of a Spanish dollar has become less than that of a Venetian

(-^&}) ; and the dinar is worth only a dollar and a half, or two Basids (^juulj).

As to the copper and brass, and the bells of the Polish churches, God knows, they

remained a whole year on sale in the shops of Moscow and then, all kinds of
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clocks and watches, trinkets,, and arms ornamented with gems, abounded beyond

computation. The captives were above all price, as we shall give an account

of them hereafter. The Emperor broke down seven cupolas of Radzivil s

palace, all covered with gold, and had them transported to Moscow
;
with many

columns of red and variegated marble, many floors or pavements, and tables for

the banquet-room, without number ;
such rarities as the Muscovites had never

seen till now. Then the Emperor fortified the city, digging round it an immense

trench
; raising an earthen wall on the outside of the other walls, which are of

stone ; and one, inside, of wood ;
and setting over it a Voivode, with a great

number of troops. Afterwards, he turned his face towards the city of Warschaw,

or Warsaw, which is the residence of the Cral of Poland, between wrhich and

Wilna is a distance of five days journey ; and made himself master of many

towns and forts, till he entirely eradicated the mention of Radzivil s possessions.

When this wretch had escaped by flight, he went to the court of the King of

Sweden ; and, having asked his protection and mercy, remained with him.

The taking of this city (Wilna) happened on the last day of Tamouz (July) ;
and

it is remarkable, that the news of it reached us in so short a time as fifteen

days ; the distance from Moscow to Wilna being one thousand versts : for we

ascertained, from the merchants, that it is equal to the distance from Moscow to

Jassy (/&amp;gt;iU ) in Moldavia, which is reckoned at one thousand versts. Further

particulars of the intelligence sent us by the Emperor we will mention in the

sequel.

To return : We arose on the Tuesday, and travelled five and thirty versts,

on rough roads, through mud, clay, rain, woods without end, and over wooden

bridges innumerable. So also on the Wednesday, we proceeded seven and

twenty versts or thirty, over new bridges, of which the whole road was com

posed. After we had passed a river called Nift/w, in a boat, six Archimandrites

came to meet us on the part of the Metropolitan of Novogorod, with the images,

and with bread and drink, according to their custom ; making bows and saluta

tions from him, and complimenting us on our health and safety. Then they

conducted us to the bank of a river called Mittas, flowing out of a large lake,

the name of which is also Mista ; and embarked us in an Imperial boat, sent by

the Metropolitan of the city and the Voivode, whilst our suite was put aboard

another ; and thus they rowed us five versts till the evening, when they landed

us, and lodged us in a tent. The Metropolitan sent us a boat-load of fish,

bread, and barrels of drink, consisting of wine, cherry-water, mead, and quass,
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intended to supply our wants for that night ; in the course of which, there came

on such heavy rain, attended with such high winds, that it was impossible for

us to taste even the savour of sleep.

In the morning, they rowed us forward twelve versts ; and took us up to a

convent built of stone, and very ancient, dedicated to St. Nicolas, and situated

in an island entirely surrounded by rivers and lakes. Then they rowed us

onwards a little ; and we now entered the lake called Bolkhof. After that

(wonderful to relate !) we came to a large river flowing out of a large lake ;

and thence into a much larger, the length and breadth of which are forty versts,

and, in its size and circumference, and the largeness of the waves, resembling a

sea. But it is not deep all over
; there being many, as it were, fords close upon

each other, on which the boats sometimes struck; and, in consequence, the

janissaries and rowers were obliged to get out and drag them into deep water

again. Now the city of Novogorod appeared in the distance ; whilst all round

the lake we observed innumerable convents and churches of stone, of ancient

structure. It has been calculated, that there were formerly, along its borders,

four hundred convents, built by the rich inhabitants of the city. Most of them

are now ruinous and deserted.

SECT. III.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CITY OF NOVOGOROD. LIFE OF ST. ANDREW.
RECEPTION AT NOVOGOROD. CHURCH OF ST. SOPHIA.

THIS city of Novogorod* is, in our language, *AJ&amp;gt;
&j*i*J! &quot;the New City &quot;;

and is said to have been founded by Japhet, son of Noah. For this reason, its

buildings are very ancient, as we observed. It is the first city that embraced

* &quot;

Novogorod is one of the most ancient cities in Russia ; and was formerly called Great Novogorod,

to distinguish it from other Russian towns of a similar appellation. According to Nestor, the earliest

of the Russian historians, it was built at the same time with Kiof, in the middle of the fifth century,

by a Sclavonian horde, who issued from the banks of the Volga. We have little insight into its history

before the ninth century ; when Ruric, the first Great Duke of Russia, made it the metropolis of his vast

dominions. The year subsequent to his death, in 879, the seat of government was removed, under his

sou Igor, then an infant, to Kiof; and Novogorod continued above a century under the jurisdiction of

governors nominated by the Great Dukes. At length, in 970, Svatoslaf, the son of Igor, created his

third son, Vlodimir, Duke of Novogorod. Vlodimir, succeeding his father in the throne of Russia,

ceded the town to his son Yaroslaf ; who, in 1036, granted to the inhabitants considerable privileges,

VOL. II. c c
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the faith in this country, after the city of Kiov, at the hands of Andrew the

Apostle, as it is written in their books. For they relate, that when Andrew the

Apostle came to them and preached, they treated him as an idiot, and, collecting

tumultuously about him, seized and put him into a very hot bath, which they

heated to the utmost. Then they began throwing cold water from above ; and

the vapour began to rise from below from the pavement, and his heat and sweat

increased. All this time the Saint was bound with cords, and the bath was

closed; and being thus distressed, he cried aloud, and said, in the Greek

language, *A,
f

fyaffu; that is, ^^ &quot;I sweat&quot;: and from that time forth the

name of this country was called (U~^) Russia. Then they took him out, and,

treating him with kindness, believed at his hands; and for this reason the

people of this city glory, over all the rest of the people of Muscovy, in the

beauty of their religiousness, and their being rooted in the faith from ancient

times. They ridicule the people of Moscow, because they embraced the faith

after them ; and they have not swerved from their belief from that time to this.

As the Kniazes of Moscow were unbelievers,, they constantly came to make war

upon them, as we shall presently relate concerning them. There is in this

city an exceedingly ancient church of St. Sophia, exactly on the model of

that laid the foundation of their liberty; which they enjoyed until 1477, when Ivan Vasilievitch, having

laid siege to the town, and forced an entry within its gates, became thenceforth absolute sovereign of

Novogorod.
&quot; The present town is surrounded by a rampart of earth, with a range of old towers, at regular

distances, forming a circumference of scarcely a mile and a half; and even this inconsiderable circle

includes much open space. As Novogorod was built after the manner of the ancient towns of Russia,

in the Asiatic style, this rampart, like that of the Semlainogorod at Moscow, probably enclosed several

interior circles : without it was a vast extensive suburb, which reached to the distance of six miles, and

included all the convents and churches, the ancient ducal palace, and other structures, that now make

a splendid but solitary appearance in the adjacent plain.

&quot;Novogorod stretches on both sides the Volkof, a beautiful river, of considerable depth and rapidity,

and somewhat broader than the Thames at Windsor. This river separates the town into two divisions,

the Trading Part, and the Quarter of St. Sophia ; which are united by means of a bridge, partly of wood

and partly of brick.

&quot; The Cathedral of St. Sophia, one of the most ancient churches m llu^ia, \vu begun in 1044, by

Vlodimir Yaroslavitch, Duke of Novogorod; and completed in 1051. It was probably constructed

soon after Christianity was introduced into Russia by the Greeks
;
and called St. Sophia, from the

church of that name in Constantinople. It is a high square building, with a gilded cupola, and four

tin domes. In the inside of this cathedral are twelve massy piers, whitewashed ; which, as well as the

walls, are thickly covered with the representations of Our Saviour, the Virgin Mary, and of various

Saints. Some of these paintings are of a very high antiquity, and probably anterior to the revival of the

art in
Italy.&quot;

COXE S Travels in Russia, chap. X.
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St. Sophia at Constantinople ; more ancient than the Church of St. Sophia in

Kiov.

As to St. Andrew the Apostle, after he had baptized them all, and they had

believed, he went to the city of Pskov, which is distant from this city equally

with the Patriarch s new convent, and preached to them ; and they also believed.

For Novogorod he consecrated a Metropolitan, and for Pskov an Archbishop,

as they record in their chronicles. The people of Moscow are said to have

embraced the faith subsequently ; but they quickly returned to their infidelity ;

so that the Metropolitan of this city is the greatest of the Metropolitans.

Then the Apostle returned to Kiov
; and thence went to Sinope, where he died

a martyr.

To return : The course of our travels on this vast lake was about three

versts. At the end of it is a large wide river ; I mean, at its issue ; on the two

banks of which the city is built. They say that this river passes on, and enters

a lake, the circumference of which is one thousand miles : thence it passes to

the ocean, which is distant from this city the space of four days journey. Many

European ships come thence to this city, which, with Pskov, makes the boun

dary of the empire on the side of Sweden. To this latter kingdom, by leave of

the Emperor, they export provisions ; for the land of Sweden is all rock, and

draws all its subsistence from these two cities.

Then we arrived at a large monastery, by the name of St. George f^j^^sw),

three versts distant from the city. Here the Metropolitan came out to

meet our Lord the Patriarch, attended by all the Heads of Monasteries, the

Priests, and Deacons, in their vestments ; together with the Voivode and

his nobles, the grandees of the city, and the remainder of the troops. They
met him in grand procession on the bank of the river ;

where they raised him

out of the boat, with all reverence ; and then took us in to the convent

and to the church. After the Patriarch had kissed the images, and given the

people his blessing, we came out ; and they took us down to the boat again,

and rowed us on to the city : for they were waiting for us to celebrate

Mass
;
and this with them is the greatest token of respect. During this magni

ficent journey on the river, which is so beautiful, our hearts expanded with

delight at the view of the convents on the right and left, and of the fisheries on

both sides of the lake and river, furnished each with a large net, which they

carry out into the deep in boats
;
and having thrown it, draw it out again by

wheel engines to the bank, without difficulty or fatigue. This river is very
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large ;
as indeed it must be, to serve as the outlet for all the waters of this vast

lake, into which one hundred and seventy rivers are said to empty their streams.

The most wonderful of all this is, that whereas at Moscow all the boats are put

together without iron nails, being entirely composed of wood joined with wood,

the boats of this country are joined, not with wooden pegs, but are sewed

together with large needles (glory be to God !) and a double thread of the bark

of the tree called (,^1*) Feluwour, just as they sew the seams of garments ;

a mode of constructing vessels truly astonishing.

To return : When we came near the city, the boats took us under the

large wooden bridge erected over the river : for this city, as we mentioned

before,, is divided into two distinct cities ;
the one on the left hand being of

stone, and that on the right of wood ; the bridge is between them. Then they

raised us out of the boat ; the troops stationing themselves on the right and

left, and the whole population of the city assembling, whilst we mounted upon

the bridge ;
the Metropolitan holding the right arm of our master, and the

Voivode his left. Thus we proceeded, till we entered the city gate, and arrived

at the Church of St. Sophia, where they had been waiting for us to celebrate

Mass. After the Patriarch had bowed to the images and kissed them, he took

his place at the Metropolitan s chair. At this moment the Metropolitan came

in, and, taking a Kygov, entered the sanctuary, and put on his vestments ; together

with four Heads of Monasteries in their mitres and other ornaments, and the

numerous Priests and Deacons. He then came out and stood in the Nag^f,

and began a IlaguxXriffis in supplication for the Emperor. At the end of it, the

Archdeacon mounted the
&quot;ApfSuv,

to read a Letter from the Emperor, announc

ing the defeat of Radzivil, and the conquest of the city of Wilna, and requesting

them to perform prayers for him. They all, therefore, returned thanks to

God, and prayed that the Emperor might be evermore victorious. Then, con

cluding the prayer, they began the Mass
;
from which we did not get out till

near evening, fasting, as we were, all the time ; and nearly dead with fatigue,

and the jolting of the vessel in the waters. By the mercy of God, they at

length took us to the Refectory ;
where the Metropolitan had a large company,

attended by the Voivode and his nobles. Here much wine was drunk, and we

had fresh lemons imported from Sweden. They afterwards lodged us in large

and princely apartments, built by the Patriarch Nicon, when he was Metropo

litan of this city.

There was a rising to prayer in the middle of the night ;
and in the morning
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early they performed a
TIagcc,%hyi&amp;lt;ri$

for the Emperor, as before, preceding the

Mass. Every day they staid in at Mass till the afternoon, in token of their vast

respect for us.

On the morning of Saturday, we went with the Metropolitan to perform our

devotions in the holy Church of St. Sophia. Its description is precisely similar

to that of the church of the same name in Kiov
;
and it has, in like manner, gal

leries at the top : but it is vastly old, and worn by length of age. It has an

immense door, with two folds of beautiful yellow brass, covered all over with

figures and representations of the festivals of Our Lord, and other beautiful

specimens of art. They say that the ruler of this city, to whom they gave the

title of Kniaz, about seven hundred years ago, used perpetually to make war

upon Servia and Greece. Some say that it was Khagams (^^dcU), king of

the Tartars, who marched to the siege of Constantinople with an innume

rable army; and then to Kefa (iKll), which they call, in their tongue, Ker-

souneh, that is, ULtgffuva,,
as its name is in the Greek ; and, having made himself

master of it, laid it in ruins, carrying away from it, hither, the door we have

described, and other things, with large ancient and magnificent Greek pictures,

which are still extant.

To return : Within this church it is very dark
; for, on account of its sixe

and height, and the number of buildings around it, very little light is admitted

into it. In it are six temples, most of them named after the Russian Saints.

It has five magnificent domes, whereof the middle one is gilt with gold. Its

doors are many ;
and in the corner on the right-hand side there is a chapel in

the form of the Sepulchre of our Lord the Messiah in Jerusalem, adorned with

veils, and well supplied with light from wax-candles. Within the south door is

a beautiful tomb of fine white marble, with streaks of red, like fat and lean meat :

it is wonderful where they obtained it. We paid our devotions to the body of

the Saint within it, which has remained ever since his death in the same state.

He was one of the sons of the Emperor Vladimir, who resembled the Apostles.

It is related, that, after he was dead and had been buried here, an unbelieving

and impious son of his came to this tomb in which he lay, and, striking it with

his sword on one of the corners, broke it
;
that instantly the Saint performed

a miracle, which was this : he raised his right hand, and placed it on his face, as

it appeared, to meet the blow ; and, most wonderful ! it has remained in that

position ever since. In the south chapel is another shrine
(^*.^lj),

in which is

the body of St. John, ancient Metropolitan of this city, in whose honour they
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keep a great festival : so, also, in the north corner of the church is a beautiful

chapel, containing a shrine,, wherein lies the body of St. Nikitas, an ancient

Metropolitan of this city, which is entirely without beard. Their legends

or 2uyafa/a (;UXJuJl) relate concerning him, that he shut up Satan in a jar

(jjjA), and set a seal upon him ; and, when the devil asked to be released, he

refused to let him go, but upon one condition ; and that was, that he should

mount him upon his shoulders, and carry him to Jerusalem. In this manner

he visited the Holy Places in one night, and was brought back by the next

morning. This is a thing well known and celebrated. All these Saints per

form miracles, up to the present day.

The floor of this church is all of the largest-sized flags, hard and thin, of

two ringers only in thickness, the quarry for which is in this city ; whence

they take it, flake after flake : each piece of it is sufficient to floor a large room,

like a mat or a carpet : and so we were told formerly, that the pavements of

the churches in the Convent of the Trinity were taken from this place. But

the pavement of the chapels, or sanctuaries, is entirely of white marble : and

the Ka&^a, with its steps, is of beautiful and costly mosaic, of stone of mina

(\Ju^ll), or enamel, of which the jewellers make such beautiful forms of various

colours ;
which is also laid before the royal door, in the choir, under the great

dome, at the place of the &quot;Apftav,
and all up the steps to the pulpit and the

desk for reading the Gospel and Epistles, where the Metropolitan closes the

service. The pictures of this church are very large
: one of them is a portrait

of Our Lord the Messiah on a throne covered with silver, with a book of the

Gospels, in Greek, lying open : also, there is a picture of Peter and Paul, of a very

large size, richly adorned with silver and gold : the ground is of a burnt, black

colour. These are the pictures we mentioned as having been brought from

Cherson. Here, also, are large newly-painted pictures, much esteemed, which

the Patriarch Nicon caused to be painted, when he was Metropolitan : they

are of surprising beauty and execution. The ascent to the high portico of

this church is of such a breadth, that a loaded wagon may be drawn up to

it by horses. In it are immense crypts, for the use of the Imperial family, of

astonishing dimensions ; with a secret chapel within, dedicated to the Saints

Guria, Samona, and Abibus : in short, the store-vaults in this church, above

and below, exceed calculation. We went out upon the roof, near the domes,

and had a clear view over the whole town ; so much higher is it than any other

building.
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SECT. IV.

DESCRIPTION OF THE METROPOLITAN PALACE. EPISCOPAL JURISDICTION
AND REVENUE. HISTORY OF ST. ANTHONY, AND HIS CONVENT.

BUT the Metropolitan Palace is also very large, vast,, princely, and ancient ;

most of it being stone ; and there still remaining the old apartments of the saintly

Metropolitans, whom we have mentioned. The Patriarch Nicon added to it

many buildings,, together with a new clock. As to this stone-built city, it con

sists entirely of churches, the Episcopal Palace, the Hotel of the Voivode, and

barracks for the troops ; and is smaller than Kolomna, though its name, since

the most ancient times, is Great ; and they call it, in their language, Velika

Novogorodi, that is, the Great New City. During this year, as we mentioned

before, there have issued from the territory of this city, and from that of Pskov,

one hundred and twenty thousand troops, in aid of the Emperor. In this city

we observed a great number of rich people. One of them presented to the

Emperor a succour and loan of two hundred thousand dinars. The Voivode

here is the highest in rank of all the Voivodes of this country, and, when he is

at the Emperor s court, takes precedence of all.

With regard to the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan, we were informed, by him

self, that he rules over a space of more than two thousand versts. The town of

Archangel, and the Monastery of Solovka, are under him
; as are also more than

four hundred inhabited convents and two thousand Priests, on the poorest of

whom he lays an imposition, every year, of one dinar. He is master of seventy

lakes, with the fish in them
;
and this is over and above his landed estates, his

villages, governments, and possessions held of the sovereign. In his palace, of

servants, scribes, military men, great and small Deacons, Priests, Monks, and tai

lors, there are three hundred persons, whose sustenance and expenses, both in

food and clothing, are borne by him. He has Kakhias (^\f), Vakeels, and

Judges, in his Divan ; and to him they carry up the principal matters. He
has also a Treasurer for his exchequer ; and, in short, he is a greater man than

the Voivode. This present year he has sent three hundred soldiers as a succour

to the Emperor.

To return: After we had paid our devotions to the bodies of the Saints, on

this day, which was Saturday, the Metropolitan took us to visit the large con

vents around the city. We got into a boat
; and having proceeded about two
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versts, went up to a convent, called the Convent of Antonius Rimsko ; that is,

the Convent of St. Anthony the Great, who came from Rome. This Saint, at

the time when began the persecution against the Holy Images, was an inhabi

tant of Rome, and of one of the richest houses. He became a Monk, and after

wards Head of a convent in one of the establishments in the city of Rome.

After the death of his parents, he collected the whole of their succesion in gold,

silver, and gems, and placed them in the convent. When the troops of the

Destroyers of Images were on their way to his convent, to carry off the holy

images, he was inspired by a vision from God, and placed the whole furniture of

the convent in a barrel, which he sealed up, and threw into the ocean. Him

self he mounted upon a rock of hard stone, resembling a boat ; and, going forth

into the midst of the sea, was thence, by the guidance of the Almighty, brought

into this river of Novogorod, which we mentioned before as flowing into the

ocean. Thus he continued advancing upon this stone, as if it were a boat of

wood, till he came to the spot where this convent stands. At that time, the

ruler or Kniaz of the city was a Christian ; and, as soon as he was informed of

the circumstance, he came to him, and spoke to him ;
but was unable to come

to an understanding with him, through the Saint s ignorance of the Russian

tongue : for the language of the people of Rome is the Frank or Greek. By

signs, therefore, the Saint endeavoured to communicate his history : thereupon

they sent for the Saint Nikitas, Metropolitan of this city, and he came to him ;

and not being able to understand him, he joined him in prayer to God, as St.

Basilius the Great had done with the Holy Ephraim ;
and the Almighty

granted to each of them the knowledge of the other s language. Then they

gave him the site of this convent, to build his convent upon ; and he came and

began the structure. Afterwards, he asked some fishermen to fish the above-

mentioned barrel for him out of the river ;
and they brought it up in their net,

among the fish. They refused, however, to give it to him
;
and he went,

therefore, to the governor of the town, and informed him circumstantially of

the whole affair. The Governor summoned the fishermen ;
and the Saint told

them of every thing the barrel contained, one by one. On opening it, they

found all as he had said, and were much amazed. Afterwards, he finished the

building of this convent with his own hand.

To return : As soon as we landed from the boat, the Archimandrite of the

said convent came to meet us in his sacerdotal robes and mitre, with the rest

of the fathers and the Deacons
; and they took us into the great church.
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which is dedicated by the title of The Nativity of Our Lady, where they had

been waiting for us to say Mass, which they now performed in our presence.

With the Archimandrite were many of the secular Clergy ; over whom he took

the precedence, according to the custom of this country ; and after the Ay;oj,

he went up and sat in the
%&amp;lt;x.Q&dgct,}

after the manner of a bishop. The meaning

of the name Archimandrite is, Chief at the head of a convent ;
and it is he who

gives them the mysteries from the cup ; and he only places the stone, and no

one else. After the Mass, he came out with them to the Na^f, and stood

over them ; and they performed a Haga,xXr}trig for the Emperor. Then they

said the Ninth Hour (Nones), and closed the service. On this, we went round the

church, and paid our devotions to their images ; among which is a magnificent

picture of Our Lady, ancient and Grecian ; one of those which the Kniaz of

Novogorod brought from Cherson, as we mentioned formerly, with the doors of

the church ; which resemble those of St. Sophia, and are of beautiful yellow

brass, with portraits, and the festivals of Our Lord, figured upon them. For

this reason they are smaller than the old door, because they set them up after

wards. The body of the afore-mentioned St. Antonius is placed in a beautiful

gilt coffin, and kept with great care and reverence. Above it, is his portrait, of

a large size, beautifully adorned with gold and silver. In the triple chandelier

above it are the remains of some palm-branches, with the lower ends covered

with silver ; which he is said to have brought with him from Rome, and which

have remained green ever since. There are in this church, rarities, treasures,

chandeliers, and images of silver gilt and ornamented with gems, exceeding all

description : for all the people of this country have great faith in the Saint, and

love him much ; swearing by his image, and keeping I know not how many
festivals in his honour during the course of the year. After we had paid our

devotions to his holy body, we went to the outside of the church, behind his

tomb, and entered a cell in which was the very stone on which he came from

Rome. The sight of it affects the mind with awe, and draws tears from the

eyes. It exactly resembles a small boat, rounded and long, with a rudder

((-AS^) behind, such as boats have, and an extended beak or prow. On it

is his portrait, which we kissed : and then we returned to the church, and

received a blessing from some of the utensils which were in the barrel. They

are, a cup, plate, tent (&u), and a suspensoir (&!*), with valuable gems.

On the suspensoir is written the era, in European characters ; by which it is

shewn to be more than five hundred years old. In this convent are four other
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churches : the first is that which is in the Refectory, in the name of St. Anthony

the Great. The rest are in the name of the Messiah, of St. John the Baptist,

and of St. Nicolas.

We left the church for the Refectory at the eighth hour ; and after cups had

been quaffed to the health of the Emperor, the Patriarch, and that of our

master, they brought him presents, as a blessing and favour from the monastery

an image of St. Anthony, inlaid with gold, and very beautiful, together with a

gratuity in money ; and to each of us they presented, according to his degree,

a sum of money, folded up in a leaf of paper, as is their custom. So we arose,

and, taking leave of them, quitted the convent. They took us down to the

boat we came in
; and we crossed the river to the other side, where we landed ;

and they s eated our Lord the Patriarch in a coach, whilst we were placed in

others similar.

SECT. V.

CONVENT OF OUR LADY CONDUCTRESS. ANCIENT VICTORY OVER
TAMERLANG.ST. EUTHYMIUS.

THUS we proceeded one verst, till we came to a convent by the title of the

Assumption of Our Lady ; in which is a picture of St. Mary of Egypt, with her

history from first to last, written all round. After we had paid our devotions

to her, we immediately went out, and, proceeding six versts more, arrived in

the evening at a convent, by the title of Our Lady O^yjjr^/a
*

V.^ iSiX*!!,

that is, the Triple in Gifts ; where they came out to meet us, and, having con

ducted us into the church, began the small Prayers for the Setting Sun. This

was, because it happened that on this eve was with them the feast of this church ;

and most of the inhabitants of these parts, both men, women and children,

were assembled in the convent. For we were informed, that at the coming of

Tamerlangf whom they call, in their language, Damrak Sak (^c j^ta)
towards the end of his time, into this country, with an army resembling the count

less sands of the desert, to make war upon the Kniazes of Muscovy, who were

* &quot;

Conductress,&quot; EARL OF GUILFORD. The Archdeacon is uniformly constant in the error of

interpreting this word, by Triple of Gifts/ It may be, that his intention was to write &i)

Tertia pars or tertiafacia ductu,

f C^J^l *&amp;gt; commonly called Timourleng.
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at that period very weak, the Kniaz of Moscow, with much exertion, got

together an army of one hundred thousand men, and, by the intercession of

this holy Mother of God, the Triple in Gifts, and of St. Nicolas, on joining

battle, he obtained from God a victory over the Tartars, and utterly destroyed

them : for among the infidels there fell a darkness and black dust, and they

began to slay each other ; whilst, on the side of the Christians, was the light

of day, and they slew their enemies with great slaughter. On this account

the Kniaz of Moscow sent and built this convent and its dependencies, in the

name of Our Lady Odyyrirgicx,, for the succour by which she had saved them ;

and therefore they make commemoration of her, and celebrate a feast in her

honour, every year, on this day, with very great solemnity ; that is, on the twenty-

fifth of the month of Ab (August). From the city of Novogorod come forth the

Metropolitan, the Heads of Convents, and all the Priests and Deacons of the

district, after they have said Mass in their own churches during the morning

early ; and all the inhabitants of the town, as well the grandees as th e women

and children, in great procession, walk to this convent, where they assist at

the Mass, the Ay/ao-^os, and the
TIu,goixXj]&amp;lt;rt$,

with vast joy and cheerfulness.

Most of them come over eve.

They rose to Matins during this night at midnight ; and as they rang the

bells, we entered the church, &c. We did not go out from the
&quot;OgQgov

till

dawn of day. At the fourth hour, they began to ring the bells for the meeting

of the procession coming from the city, between which and the convent is a

distance of four versts : yet, most wonderful ! they all come on foot. As soon

as they approached the convent, the Metropolitan went forth, with the rest of

the Priests, in their copes, to meet them without the convent. Then our

master, after he had put on his sacerdotal habits, together with the Servian,

went out to meet them outside the gate ; and, returning to the church, they

began the
ITa^axX^&amp;lt;r;j,

&c. From the great crowd of people, the church,

though very large, was unable to contain them. It is indeed an immense

church, very lofty, of Roman structure (iuU^), with pillars in the centre, and

with three doors. Its floor is paved with flags, resembling white marble, very

hard and large, each about five or six braces square, thin and very beautiful.

We before mentioned the hill and quarry of them existing in this country, and

resembling the Soan (^yaft). This convent is a dependence on another larger, by
the name of St. Nicolas, five versts distant from it.

As soon as we went out from Mass on this Sunday see what happened to
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us ! they took us to the other convent,, to dine there not to sup ! We did not

arrive there before the evening, after a fall of very heavy rain. On meeting us,

they led us first to the Church of St. Nicolas, which is very high, with steps

around it
;

for it is built upon arches. Near it is another church, by the title of

the Annunciation. Near that again is a third church, by the name of St.

Euthymius the Great, wherein is a coffin containing the body of St. Euthymius
the Younger, Metropolitan of Novogorod. It is recorded of him, that he built

this monastery, and that he came afterwards and lived in it a life of mortification,

having surrendered his bishopric. We paid our devotions to his body, exist

ing in the same state till now
;
and to the girdle of iron chain, with which he

used to gird himself. We went out
;
and at length sat down to table, but not

till it was pas tthe tenth hour, having fasted since the eighth hour the preceding

day ; for we supped in the other convent, and came now, to-day, to dine in this.

It was the greatest kindness they did us ; and we ate excellent green peas at

their table. After the repast, they made a present to our Lord the Patriarch of

an image of St. Nicolas ;
a similar one of St. Euthymius, the afore-mentioned

Metropolitan of Novogorod (for he is numbered among the Saints, and has his

office and anniversary) ; together with a silver cup, a damask vest, and a gratuity

in money. So, also, they distributed,, to all of us, images without silver, and a

sum of money in paper. On the Monday morning we attended Mass, and the

repast in the Refectory, and they dismissed us : and having mounted to turn

back, we passed by the convent where we had been at Mass the day before.

We again performed our devotions in the church, and travelled on ten versts.

In the evening, we came to a palace belonging to the Metropolitan, built by

the Patriarch Nicon when he was Metropolitan, together with a handsome

church of wood, very lofty. Here the Metropolitan presented us with a princely

banquet.

SECT. VI.

CONSENT OF ST. BARLAAM. CONVENTS OF THE RESURRECTIONAND OF
THE HOLY GHOST. MIRACLE OF OUR LADY PLATYTERA.

ON the Tuesday morning, we were put on board a boat in the river which

we mentioned above ; and having proceeded four versts, arrived at the Monastery

of St. Barlaam, which is celebrated, in their language, by the name of Kholinxka

.).
It is a magnificent convent, beautiful, pleasant, and lofty, situated
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in a delightful retirement, on an elevated spot, with the river flowing before it :

of which the breadth is greater than that of the Nile in Egypt, and it is deeper.

In truth, the life of the Monks in this convent is delightful, from the abundance

of the waters, and the variety and plenty of fish, which they catch with engines

on both sides of the river, without fatigue, and by mere ingenuity. Truly our

hearts were dilated with joy during this blessed excursion ; and I say, as I have

said before,
&quot;

May God prolong thy existence for ages of ages, O city of Novogo-

rod ! for thy great cheerfulness, and the abundance of thy waters and fish, for

the beauty of thy situation, the fertility of thy soil, and the various delights of

thy convents, which in truth have no equal on the face of the earth !&quot;

To return : When we landed, they came to meet us ; and at the outside of

the convent-gate we were received by the Archimandrite in his mitre, and the

rest of the Priesthood and Deacons. They took us up into the great church ;

which is beautiful to behold, for its height, magnitude, and architecture ; for the

largeness of its windows, and its fine flagged pavement. It is dedicated by the

title of The Divine Manifestation : in it is the body of St. Barlaam the Younger,

who founded this monastery in the time of St. Sergius, who was the founder of

the great convent of the Trinity. He has a grand ritual and office in their

missals, and his history is too long for us to enter into its detail : the Muscovites

love him greatly, and have much faith in him, performing pilgrimage to his con

vent here from the most remote parts of the empire. It is an exceedingly rich

foundation ; and there is not, on this river, a convent that can be compared with

it, in wealth, or in the number of its feoffs. It has more than two thousand farm

houses, with the peasants ; and it has around it a large town, with a vast district

lying far and wide. The building itself is very spacious, and contains more than

a hundred Monks, most of whom are men of superior worth and holiness. We
saw upon several of them, with our own eyes, girdles of iron chain, which they

had worn upon their bodies for a period of forty years. Their shirts and their

other body garments they never change, till they are entirely worn out upon

them. They never wash them at all ; and the odour and unction of devotion

and sanctity are manifest on their persons. Yet, wonder of wonders ! for all

this, their smell was, to us, as that of musk ! O their sleekness, blessedness, and

felicity ! God set our portion with them ! We thank Almighty God, that He

vouchsafed us, in our time, a sight of these saints.

To give a description of the convents in the Muscovite territory, particularly

of the convents on this side of it, it is necessary to mention, that their chief
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boast and glory is in their fine large and spacious refectories, which are built

very high, and of stone, with kitchens under them, to warm them in winter.

In each of these monasteries is a metal clock ; and by each refectory in them is

a church.

The church of the refectory in this convent is under the title of The Annun

ciation. The tower for the bells is very large, of beautiful structure, octangular

from the foundation, and very wide, with eight balconies above ;
in the lower

part of each of which is a niche or cell ; and above them, in the middle of the

tower, is a church or chapel, very handsome and pretty, in the name of St.

Gregory, Bishop of Armenia ; wherein is his image, and his whole history pour-

trayed ; together with the images of Cosmo and Damian, and their mother

Theodosia between them, with the description of their lives. Above this chapel

are eight arches, narrowly contracted, and high, to which the bells are sus

pended ; and over each arch are two slopes of roof. Over all is a dome, under

which is the iron clock. Above the principal gate of the convent is another

pretty chapel, in the name of St. Elias the Prophet

In this convent is an hospital for the feeble and old Monks, when sick. The

body of St. Barlaam is in a box of silver gilt ;
to which, after we had assisted

at Mass in the church, we paid our devotions : and they conducted us to the

refectory. In this manner our life was spent every day, during our visits to

these monasteries ; that is to say, except once, about sun-set, we never ate at all :

and this was the height of their veneration for us. After the repast, they brought

forward the presents for our Lord the Patriarch an image of St. Barlaam,

covered with gold ;
a silver cup, gilt ; and two robes, one of satin, the other of

damask silk. To all of us they gave images of the Saint, and a present in

money.

On this eve of the twenty-ninth of Ab (August) they performed Matins at

midnight, in commemoration of the beheading of Saint John the Baptist. We
did not leave the church till after the ninth hour. After the banquet, we took

our leave of them ; and, going on board the boat, proceeded three versts in the

direction of the city. In the evening, we came to a handsome convent, by the

title of The Resurrection. It is said that St. Anthony, when he came from

Rome, landed, from the river, in this place ; and walked on foot to where he built

his convent on the plain. Here we slept. In the morning of Thursday, we

proceeded other three versts on the river, and arrived at the city ; for from the

Convent of Saint Barlaam to the city is a distance of seven versts, by the river.
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As soon as we approached the earthen walls, they took us out of the boat,

and mounted our Lord the Patriarch in a coach, which they had ready here.

We got on horseback ; and rode to a convent near the walls, in the name of the

Holy Ghost, in which are three churches. The largest is dedicated by the title

of The Pentecost
(SJ^oJuJI)

and Trinity; the second, by that of The Holy Ghost;

and the third, in the names of Joachim and Hannah. In one of them we assisted

at Mass. The Head of this convent is the fourth Archimandrite in rank. After

the Mass, they led us to table ; and after they had drunk to the health of the

Emperor, of the Patriarch, and of our master, as the others had done, they

distributed their presents ; and, taking leave of them, we went to our lodgings at

the Metropolitan s palace.

On the morning of Friday, the last day of Ab, they took us to visit a church

by the title of the Image of Our Lady HXarim^a, resembling that of Vlashirnas.

It is the same that released this city from the tyranny of the Kniazes of Moscow ;

and is called, in Russian, Cienimsni Bogoroditsa. The case is, that at the time

the people of this city were true believers, and the inhabitants of the whole

province of Moscow were infidels, the latter constantly came to make war upon

the former ; till, at length, all the Kniazes of Muscovy assembled together, with

an immense army, and came to lay siege to them : in the midst and pressure

of which, as it had occurred at Constantinople with the image of Vlashirnas, the

Metropolitan of this city went out and did as the Patriarch of that city had done

he carried this image of Our Lady, and went with it all round the walls in grand

procession : and, wonderful to relate ! she turned her face to the city, with her

back to the enemy carrying on the siege ; and immediately there fell on them a

loud burst of thunder ;
and they returned the way they came, in the most wretched

condition, in disgrace and flight. And now the people of this city make a com

memoration in honour of this image every year, on the twenty-seventh of the

month of Tashrin the second ; and not only do they keep this festival themselves,

but also all the people of Muscovy universally. Then we attended at Mass in

this church : wherein is such a pavement as surpasses wonder ; for from the

door of the sanctuary to the choir is one single flag, and from the choir to the

door of the church is another like it.
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PART THE SEVENTH.

NOVOGOROD,

MOSCOW, AND THE COSSACK COUNTRY.

BOOK XIII.

NOVOGOROD.

SECT. I.

CELEBRATION OF THE NEW YEAR DESCRIPTION OF THE
CONFENT OF SAINT GEORGE.

ON the eve of the first of Ilool
(J/J&amp;gt;J),

the beginning of the year Seven Thousand

One Hundred and Sixty-four since the Creation of the World, they rang the

bells, to assemble the people for the commemoration of St. Simeon the Stylite,

to keep the first day of the year, and to offer up a YloXv^oviov for the Emperor ;

and they performed the small Earffsgtvov.
In the middle of the night, they arose

at the ringing of the bells, and began chaunting the Evening Psalms. At the

Eiffodov, the Heads of Monasteries put on their copes, as usual ; he who was the

chief, and took precedence of them all, being the Archimandrite of the Convent

of St. Barlaam ; the second being the Archimandrite of the Convent of St.

Nicolas ; the third, the Archimandrite of the Convent of St. Anthony ;
the

fourth, the Archimandrite of the Convent of the Holy Ghost. These four are

they who, with the Patriarch and the Metropolitan, put on mitres, and give their

blessing, as Bishops. Each of them has two Deacons to support his arms, at all

times, as a Bishop has : and when they came out at the EiVooov, the Archiman

drite of St. Barlaam stood in the centre, with the rest around him. Then they

placed the five loaves, which were very small, in a sort of silver chandelier of great

beauty, around which they set vessels of wine and oil. At the HohviXaiov, the

Metropolitan, with the Archimandrites, put on their copes as above, and they set

VOL. II. E E
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the image of the year in the middle : then he came down, and incensed it, as also

the church, according to custom. After this, our Lord the Patriarch came and

blessed himself before it, first ;
and the rest followed after him.

On the striking of the third hour of the day, they rang the great bells ;
and on

our entering the church, the choristers chaunted a IIoXi^owov for our Lord the

Patriarch, as they always are accustomed to do ;
and he put on his sacerdotal

robes &c. ;
for on this day they meet in great congregation, to perform the UoXv-

Xjpmv for the Emperor. When we came out of the church, they placed, under

the feet of our Lord the Patriarch, the Servian Archbishop, and the Metropolitan,

three circles of the eagle ;
on which they stood, turning towards the east, accord

ing to the perpetual custom of the Heads of the Clergy in this country. After our

Lord the Patriarch had said the Declaration, we went out to an area in front of

the church, where they had placed benches and chairs in rows, and the janissaries

were standing round in a large circle : in the middle they had set a reading-

desk, upon which they placed the Gospels, and between them the cross. The

Clergy took their stations around it, carrying the images with their faces turned

to the west : near them they placed a stand, with the vessel of the Ay/ao^o ff.

Our Lord the Patriarch they stationed at a high chair at the head of this circle,

with his face turned to the east, and the Voivode of the city on his right hand.

The Archbishop of Servia, with one half of the Archimandrites and Clergy, stood

on his right ; whilst the Metropolitan, and the rest of the Archimandrites and

Clergy, took their station on his left : and now they spread the whole of this

area^with carpets. At the end of the Canons, they gave our master the cross :

and he raised it in his hands, and moved it, in conformity with their practice, in

the shape of a cross, three times on the four sides ;
whilst I, standing before him,

incensed him, saying,
&quot; From the Lord we ask, and say

&quot;

&c. Then they brought

before him a basin and ewer; and he washed his hands, and went down to the

vessel of the Ay/a^oj, and incensed it. The Priests, in the meantime, stood

round him, and recited the Canon of the Ay/ao^, the Epistles, Gospel, and the

Prayers. Then he took the cross, and dipped it in the water, as he chaunted,

Save, O God, thy people/ &c., three times over ;
and the choristers responded

to him. As the water dropped from the cross, we caught it in a vessel of silver :

then he added to it water from the large vessel ;
and when they had given him a

sponge, he dipped it, and went and wiped the faces of the images and the cross,

and came and squeezed it into the water: then he returned to his chair. After

wards, they brought before the Servian a book containing a Prayer for the
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Emperor and his Ministers, with a recital of all his provinces and sovereignties, one

by one, which is the TLoXv^goviov ; also a Prayer for the Empress and their son,

and for the daughters and sisters, by name. All this solemnity and rejoicing, on

this day, is on account of this prayer for the Emperor.

And now the Voivode came forward, clothed in a beautiful brocade dress, with

a collar, turned back and over the shoulders, ornamented with large pearls, and

gems of various colours, of great value, and having on a breast-plate of the most

costly workmanship. Approaching our Lord the Patriarch, he bent down, and

prayed for the Emperor, saying :

&quot;

I am the servant of our glorious and praise

worthy Emperor ;

&quot; and so he dilated in his praises, enumerating his titles, and

mentioning his name; and, &quot;I am the servant of the Empress,&quot; he continued,

and glorified her by name; and, &quot;I am servant to their son the prince;
&quot;

and he

glorified him in like manner ; and &quot; servant to the Emperor s sisters
;

&quot;

and he

glorified them by their several names, together with the Emperor s daughters.

All these speeches and praises issued from his mouth in the likeness of an

encomium. Afterwards, he prayed for them, that they might enjoy a long life,

and a multitude of years ; and wished them, for the present, a happy new year ;

and thus dilated much in his praises and prayers. Then he prayed for our

master in like manner, and wished him a happy new year, bowing to him. Thus

he did also to the Servian and the Metropolitan.

Afterwards, the Servian advanced, and performed a HoXv^oviov for our master

together with the Metropolitan, in the same manner as above. After them came

forward the Archimandrites, and did in like manner. Then all the persons

present began to wish each other a happy new year ;
for with the people of this

country this is a very great day, greater than Easter. They had all put on their

best clothes, particularly the women, for this beginning of the year, and for their

love for St. Simeon. When the Emperor is present in Moscow, he does in

like manner as the Voivode here ; and all the Voivodes of this country, together

with the Clergy, perform a prayer for the Emperor, and a YloXv^oviov in the same

manner, on this day.

To return: Then they brought before our master the cross and the Ay/a^^,
and he sprinkled the Voivode and the other Grandees. We then returned to the

church
; and they began the Hours and the Mass. The Metropolitan, at this

period, put on his sun (star) : for the Metropolitans in this country are not

accustomed to put on their sun over their copes at all times, but they never
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remove it from their ordinary clothes. After our master had sat down on the

KotQttipot,, there came before him three Archimandrites ; and he prayed over their

heads, and gave them power; that is, he presented them two burning tapers, and

gave them permission, at the time of Mass, to spread the carpet for them, and to

go round behind them, carrying the cup and the fans : for none but the Patriarch

gives this power, which is esteemed great among them. During the Mass, the

Deacons went round with a figure of the Church of Mount Sion, and a dome like

that of the Resurrection, made of silver, and the Priests, two and two, with the

EviroKpiov on their heads. The choristers were exceedingly long in their chaunts.

It is the custom of the Russians, for the Anagnosts, in their copes, to chaunt the

responses for the Mass outside, and the Canonical Subdeacons over the
&quot;ApfBuv.

Nothing caused us so much pain, as to observe the fatigue of the Anagnosts, and

the length of time they were compelled to stand upright, during the night as well

as the day, heated with service ;
for it is not usual with the Heads of the Clergy,

in this country, as we mentioned before, to hold their crosiers at their seats; but

one of the Anagnosts holds it beside them, from the beginning of the prayer to

the end, and at the proper times they put on their copes.

To return : We did not go out from the church and mass on this day till the

ninth hour ;
the people having stood on their legs during the whole of that time.

What patience and perseverance ! Undoubtedly, all these Russians are saints,

surpassing in devotion the hermits of the deserts. As to us, we left the church

almost dead with the fatigue of standing upright, and with fasting.

After the refection, they rang the bells, and went in again to the Evening

Prayer.

In like manner, on the morrow, the Metropolitan said Mass, attended by all

the Priesthood of the city, and performed a Hagaxhritris for the Emperor ; so

that we remained in church, and did not sit down to table till the ninth hour
;

for such is their way : and we never, as long as we were with them, on any day

broke our fast till the ninth hour.

On Monday the third of Ilool we performed our parting devotions in the

Church of St. Sophia, in the forenoon ; and having gone on board the boats,

we took leave of the Metropolitan and Voivode, and returned to the Convent of

St. George, in which they first met us. The Metropolitan had previously

made a present to our master of a large gilt silver cup, containing a number of

dinars, with some dresses of satin and damask, and an image of St. Sophia,
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inlaid with gold. So also he had distributed to each of us, by name, an image,

and a gratuity in money ;
as had also the Voivode, first and last.

To return : The Convent of St. George is magnificent and beautiful ;
and

its church is equally so, being large, wide, and cheerful. Above it are Kccr^^/-

^gva, with two Chapels ;
the one in the name of the Holy Ghost, the other in

that of the Annunciation. From this place we mounted to the highest part of

the church, and to the roof, which commands a view of the whole town and

country : there is a spacious dome upon it.

After we had assisted at Mass in this church, they took us to the Refectory ;

which is superior to the refectories of any of these convents, for its beauty,

grandeur, vastness, and cheerfulness.

SECT. II.

VISIT TO A RUSSIAN MERCHANT. RETURN TO VISHNI VOLOJOK AND TORJOK.

CONVENT OF ST. ARSENfUS OF TVERSK. VILLAGE OF SHOSHA.

IN the evening, we were invited by the merchant, whom we mentioned before

as having lent to the Emperor that large sum of money, to one of his country-
houses on the further side of the river

; and we went down to the boat, accom

panied by the Metropolitan and the Voivode. The merchant received us with

great respect ; and we went into a church by the title of The Annunciation, in

which is a Grecian image of our Lady, said to have been brought from Cherson ;

and there we assisted at the Emrtgivov : afterwards, we went up to his house, which

is beautifully furnished with various kinds of gilt silver cups and other vessels
;

and he made us drink some exquisite red wines, and set before us several kinds

of sweetmeats, melons, &c. Then we returned to the convent, and on the

morrow assisted at Mass.

From an early hour in the morning, we had been stowing our baggage and

provisions, and arranging our attendants, in the boat : and as soon as we had

breakfasted, we bade farewell to the people here ; and proceeded, in company of

the Metropolitan and the Grandees of the city, about twenty versts on the

river, sighing at our separation from this blessed land, and its cheerfulness ;
from

its numerous churches and convents, lining the borders of its lake ; and from its

plentiful rivers, flowing into the lake with such abundance. God preserve its
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prosperity, till the Day of Resurrection ! It is not only superior to every other

part of Muscovy, but to the whole world besides.

They brought us, in the evening, to a place where the Metropolitan owned a

mill, on the bank of the river. He had built here, of wood, a large house for us,

in the space of fifteen days, that he might now take leave of us here, this night.

He sat before us a great feast
;
and on the morning of Wednesday, having bidden

him farewell, we proceeded six versts on the river, and landed at the village

where we had formerly embarked. Here we took carriages ;
and travelled fifteen

versts, till the evening, when we halted. On the Thursday, we performed sixty-

five versts ; and having changed the post-horses, we went on fifty other versts,

hastening all we could to return to Moscow before the winter
; for the distress

and difficulties we encountered in coming, from the abundance of rain, were

beyond description. We arrived on Saturday, which was the festival of the

Birth of Our Lady, at the village of the convent ; and the Archimandrite came

in the boat, and conveyed us to it. We then assisted at the Sunday Mass. On
the Monday, we intended to depart ; but were unable, in consequence of a violent

tempest which had taken place on the lake, caused by a storm of wind. Its

waves were like those of the ocean ; till, on the morning of Tuesday, it calmed

a little, and we departed, bidding farewell to the Monks. We performed other

ninety versts
;
and arrived at the town of Vishni Volojok, where we changed our

horses : then we proceeded seventy versts further
;

till we came, on Friday, to

the market-town called Torjok, and again changed horses. We then went

forward sixty versts ; and arrived, on the morning of Sunday, at Tversk. That

night we slept in a convent, built of wood, in the middle of the forest, by the

title of The Resurrection
;
and assisted at Mass, in the episcopal church. After

breakfast, we went to visit one of the convents of this district, at a distance of

four versts, called by the name of St. Arsenius, Archbishop of Tversk. It has

a very beautiful church, in which lies his revered body. The sanctuaries in it

resemble those of our country ;
one of them being named after the Assumption

of Our Lady ;
the second, after the Napkin of the Face ; and the third, after

St. Arsenius. Having performed our devotions to them, we returned to the

town
; and thence departed on the morning of Monday.

In the evening, we crossed the river Volga a second time
;
and slept in a village

on its bank, very beautiful, and situated on a delightful eminence, called Shosha.

Here we witnessed a surprising sight. We observed boats on the river moving
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towards Tversk for its course is in that line without any one to row them, but
drawn by horses along the bank !

We now proceeded ninety versts further, and arrived at the Patriarch s con
vent

; which we passed by, and went onwards seventy versts. The Patriarch had
come out to meet us at one of his country-houses, distant twenty versts from
the city ; and sent twice to inform us of it, during this day s route. He had been

waiting for us three days ; and when we came near him, he sent to meet us, first

his archons, afterwards his Metropolitans and the Heads of Convents
; and they

conducted us into his mansion. Then he took leave of us, and returned to the

city. As for us, we slept here.

SECT. III.

RETURN TO MOSCOW-FURTHER CONQUESTS OF THE EMPEROR OVER THE
POLES. RECEPTION GIVEN TO AMBASSADORS. TREATMENT

OF POLISH CAPTIVES.

EARLY on the morning of Thursday, the twentieth of Ilool, we entered

Moscow. We had been absent from it seven and forty days : and thus finished

this curious journey, which no foreigner before us had performed since the most
ancient times.

On the eve of Saturday, we assisted, vested with our copes, at a Mvqpoffwov,
in the Convent of the Nuns, opposite to us, in honour of Czar Ivan ; and on the

morrow, after the Mass, we assisted at the banquet in the lofty hall above. On

Friday, the twenty-eighth of Ilool, our master said Mass, and consecrated Priests

and Deacons, in the Church of the Convent. In the evening, we attended another

Mvvj^oa-vvov) in the Convent of the Nuns, as before, in honour of the Emperor
Michael the First together with his two sons ; and on the morrow, after Mass,
at the banquet, in the usual place.

On the eve of Tuesday, and the morning of the first of Teshrin the first*,

the people assembled in large congregations, to celebrate the Great Festival

with them, called HoKpoub LoropoAimti ; that is, the Veil of the Virgin (^blL-
I, j*5Q ; the object seen by Andraeus Salus (U) together with St. Romanus.

* In the Miji/oAoyrop for the one day is marked H Kr0&amp;lt;7-/s ^7? T//U/? Zat/jj? rfc Y-rrepayixg QSOTOKOU:

and for the following,
CH Svi/&amp;lt;s r7 QSOTOXOV : both of which, apparently, are observed here together.
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They rang the bells, from the morning early ; and the whole of the Clergy of the

city assembled, with their images. One of the Metropolitans went out in pro

cession to the outside of the castle, to that place where they perform prayers

for the Emperor ; and, having performed a TlagaxXtja-is
for him, said Mass in the

great church there, which is dedicated in the name of the Trinity.

On the eve of Monday, the eighth of Teshrin the first, we assisted at a MPJJ^O-

trvvov, in the Church of the Archangel, for the Kniaz Demetrius, son of the Emperor

Alexius, who died, unmarried,, eight years ago. On the morrow, they rang all

the bells together, from an early hour in the morning ; and we went to the Sobor,

where the Patriarch, attended by the whole body of his Clergy, put on his cope.

They then performed a IIc6&amp;gt;cc/iX?j&amp;lt;nf, in supplication for the Emperor ; because

there had come to them a letter from him, informing them that he had made the

conquest of nine fortresses in the country of the Poles ;
that the archons who

were with him had taken five, and the Boterlin (U:^=y) with Chmiel, on the side

of Kamanitza, had captured four. They had also taken prisoner a great Hetman,
one of the four Hetmans who were in the country of the Poles. He was

of the house of Potoski, and his name was Paul. With him they took his whole

household, with his children
;
and they had sent him to the Emperor. After the

ILuguxXrjffis, the Patriarch, having mounted the
&quot;ApGuv,

read the Emperor s letter,

and gave an account of the conquest of the above-mentioned places ; of the

ruin of a number of the convents for Monks and Nuns, in Poland ;
of their

taking them prisoners ; of a number of actions which had been fought between

the Poles and the Muscovites, in which the latter were victorious ;
and particu

larly of the main action between them, in which the scene of battle extended

over seven versts. Then they concluded the prayer, and took off their copes.

To return : On Sunday, the people of the town sallied forth in a body, to

meet two Ambassadors ; the one from Palodorus ((^^^) Caesar, and Emperor

of the Aleman and the Nemsah ; the other from the King of Sweden. We had

seen them in Novogorod ;
for they came by sea, and up the river to that place.

The Russians observed great solemnity in their reception, and lavished upon

them every civility. As the number of troops in the city was small, an order was

issued for the merchants and shopkeepers of the town, and others, to march out

on foot and horseback, in arms, to meet the Ambassadors. It is the custom of

the Muscovites to exhibit spectacles of this sort only in the evening, not in the

day-time ; and it was thus the Emperor managed his departures and arrivals.

Two of the Emperor s archons came walking on the right and left of the Ambas-
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sador ; thus, by this great cunning, making a show of placing the Ambassador

in the middle out of civility, while he thinks that it is done to honour him : but

it is not, but rather to shew that their Emperor is greatest, and that they hold

the other under their hands. We admired not a little this artifice of theirs, as

well as the cunning they used in other respects on this day : for their troops, as

we before observed, being few in number, and the meeting at the distance of seven

versts from the city, the troops came in bodies, to pass before the Ambassadors ;

and then, returning, changed their banners, and made repeated appearances, that

they might be supposed to be very numerous. Not a single person knew upon
what business the arrival of this embassy was, till the Emperor afterwards came;

and it was then known to us, that they had come merely out of respect to him.

To return : A report was now spread, that the Emperor was preparing to

come back ; for a great mortality had prevailed among the horses, to such a

degree, that the service was interrupted. On this account the Emperor granted

the men a yekl&ma (Uiiu), that is, a dismissal, and disbanded of them about eighty

thousand, who had been ascertained to be poor, and destitute of horses ; sending

them to their homes, to repose themselves till the first of the month Aclar, when

they were to return for a new and important expedition. We saw them coming

in, and bringing with them countless thousands of captives. We did not see one

of them without a prisoner or two, or five or six, and more : and yet, in conse

quence of the mud caused by the rains of late, and the death of their horses,

they had abandoned the greatest part of their prisoners on the roads, and left

them to die of cold and hunger.

Afterwards, the Patriarch informed our master, that the Emperor had cap

tured, from those countries which had not saved themselves by surrender to

him, three hundred thousand prisoners ;
all of whom they found on the hills and

in the woods, and seized with the intention to fill with them the houses which had

become empty in the city, and the farms which were depopulated by the plague.

And so it was done : and happy were the prisoners whom the Emperor took as

his own ! for he settled upon each, including even the children, however small,

four copecks a day, besides an allowance of mead and beer, and wood for fuel ;

and placed them in those houses which were empty, and in the farms that

had been deserted. All his endeavour was, to lay waste his enemy s country,

and people his own : for so had the Poles done, when they formerly obtained

possession of these provinces by fraud : they laid them waste, and destitute of

inhabitants ; transporting these, or most of them, to their own territory, which
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had been depopulated, and peopling it with them. When,, therefore, the wheel

turned round, and the time of justice and vengeance came upon them, they

suffered even worse than they had inflicted on their neighbours. The grandees

of the empire, and the military and Timariots (^U-xISl), in like manner filled up

their farms with captives, and made them cultivate the land*. For if anywhere

the people ever lived despised, and abject slaves, it was the hereditary cultivators

of the soil for the Poles ;
who now became cultivators for the Muscovites. Our

hearts were truly afflicted for these poor wretches ; seeing the sales of their

little children, in lots of five or six, seven or eight, at a dollar ; and even the

interested spectators were moved to tears at the sight. All this befel them

through the wickedness of their superiors ; and the whole sin rests on the

shoulders of the accursed Radzivil. God reward him with the bitterest and most

speedy ruin !

SECT. IV.

FEAST OF ST. NICOLAS. FOUNDING OF THE GREAT BELL.

To return : At the festival of St. Nicolas they keep three days holiday,

from their great love and veneration for this Saint, as we have before mentioned;

but they shut up the wine-houses from the eve of the festival till the end of it.

The Patriarch sent an invitation to our master ; and he performed Mass with

him in the Sobor church. It was an exceeding cold day. After the Mass, he

took us up to his palace, where he gave a great banquet to all the attendants,

instead of the Emperor ; who, if he had been present, would have assisted at

the Mass in the church, which is dedicated in the name of the Saint, in the

neighbourhood of the Sobor
;

and afterwards would have given a splendid

entertainment in his palace : for their love of St. Nicolas is very great. After

the banquet, they arose, and performed the devotion to the Uava^/a ;
and the

Patriarch took the censer in his hand, and incensed the images and the atten

dants ; and then performed a HoXvy/goviov for the Emperor and Empress, and for

their son and his sisters and daughters, by name. Then he poured out, with

his own hand, for all the persons present, a round of cups of mead, to the health

of the Emperor ; and we went out. We learnt from him, that the Emperor

tf ^J L^ JOAC
lytf

U
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still continued residing at Smolensko, on account of the mud and rain, which

had accompanied the arrival of the autumnal season, to the ruin of the roads.

The worst of this was experienced at Moscow, where the wagons and horses

were utterly unable to pass along the streets
;
and as for us, we could not go out

of the house to market, on account of the deep mud and clay ; deep enough to

sink in, over head. For this reason, at this period, the price of provisions rose

very high, there being but little importation of them from the country. All the

people, and most of all ourselves, prayed to God that he would cause the earth

to be frozen, for the relief of his distressed servants. The Emperor therefore

remained at Smolensko, for the sake of his baggage, till the ground should be

frozen, and he might move away thence. A report was spread, that he would

come this day ;
but the Patriarch informed us, that on this day he had gone to

assist at Mass in a convent on his road, by the title of St. Nicolas, and commonly
called Mojaiska. The portrait of this Saint they always draw with a naked

sword in his right hand, and, in his left, the city of Moscow ;
as he appeared in

a vision to the Kniaz of Moscow, at the time of the war with Timourleng, which

we mentioned before. The convent is about ninety versts distant from the city.

We were much delighted at this news. Afterwards, he passed from that convent

to another, which he had newly built, in the name of St. Saba the Younger ;

and there he assisted at Mass on the Saturday.

On the Sunday afternoon they rang the great new bell, to announce the coming
of the Emperor ; and all prepared to meet him on the morrow. This bell is the

one we gave some account of before, observing on the nature of the works, and the

machines and engines which they had been busy about during the summer ; that

is, a great number of janissaries, under the direction of their able and ingenious

master. They had been incessantly employed about this bell, from the month

of Ishbat, till this feast of St. Nicolas. Our principal amusement, during the

summer, was going to see them. Before we set out for Novogorod, their labour

had been very great, in transporting the large pieces of copper, weighing them,
and placing them in the five furnaces. Each piece was, with great difficulty,

moved by forty or fifty janissaries, assisted by machinery, and placed in the

scales; and then in the furnace. Thus they were employed till we returned from

Novogorod ; and then they luted up the doors of the furnaces, and burnt the

fires for three days, till the whole of the copper melted, and became like water.

They stirred it with long iron rods, through holes in the doors of the furnaces ;

and from the violence of the heat, its surface had become red hot. Then a
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number of janissaries came and took off the covering, which was of the bark of

the Flamor (^B) or Linden-tree, which had been erected to keep the place

from heat and rain. Some fear began to be felt, lest a great fire should break

out in the city, from the heat of these furnaces, which truly resembled the fire of

Hell ;
and one of the Heads of the Clergy came and performed here, over the

pit, an Ayicur/Aog, and gave his blessing to the work. And now they let go the

issues of the five furnaces from under them
; and the copper ran all into the

channels leading to above the ears of the bell. This was at night ; and

they would not permit any person to look on. Till the end of this day, they had

been continually scumming the metal. From the great weight of the copper, it

made a hole in the bottom of one of the furnaces, and ran away among the

bricks; and so there was lost a part of what had been prepared by the master:

but they immediately brought him much brass and silver
;
and put it into one of

the furnaces, where it soon melted
; and they let it flow over the other, till the

whole was filled up. They had to wait three days for this new bell to cool
; and

then they began to take away the bricks and earth which were around it
;
an

operation which consumed a considerable portion of time. As soon as the report

was spread of the coming of the Emperor, they worked day and night ; and the

Patriarch continually overlooked them, accompanied by the Emperor s lieu

tenants, stimulating their exertions to the utmost : most times he used to invite

our master, also, to accompany him in viewing the work. And now was perfected

a bell, which must rank among the wonders of the age for its magnificence and

the vastness of its size. After this, for a long time, they were employed in

cutting away the furnaces and the mounds raised for the purpose of confining

the copper within the mould, and in cleaning the surface of the bell ; until the

first of the month Canon the first, when they resolved to remove it from the pit,

and hang it up.

On this occasion came one of the Heads of the Clergy, with all the Priests and

Deacons of the Church, in their copes, and performed an Aytutrpos a second

time
; setting figures of the Church of the Resurrection and Jerusalem, made of

silver, and sprinkling the bell and the place around. In the mean time, the

engines, with large ropes fastened to them, were made ready before us, and the

people of the city collected to see the sight : each of the engines, which were

sixteen in number, was worked by seventy or eighty janissaries ;
and on the

rope of each engine sat a man, to direct them from it, and to make them pull

all together and equally. It was a day that exhibited a spectacle which will be
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accounted for ages. A great number of the ropes broke ;
and they immediately

substituted others for them. After great exertions, and immense labour, sur

passing all description, they at length so far succeeded in raising it, as to suspend

it about the height of itself over the pit; and this was at the end of three days

continued efforts, assisted by every contrivance that art could suggest. They
then placed a bridge of immense timbers over the mouth of the pit, and covered

it all over. Above this, again, they placed another bridge ; so that this wonderful

bell rested upon it. Afterwards, they began to hang to it the iron clapper, the

weight of which is two hundred and fifty poods ;
the thickness such, that we

could with difficulty embrace it with our arms ; and the length more than a

stature and a half. They now began to clean this surprising bell, both inside and

out, and to polish it : and now appeared the exact effigy of the Emperor, with

that of the Empress opposite to him ; with the Messiah over them, giving

them His blessing, as they, on the face of the bell, turn themselves towards the

church on the east side. On the back of the bell is the image of the Patriarch

Nicon, in his cope and crown, with his crosier in his hand ; an exact likeness.

Under the shoulders, at the top of the bell, are figures of Cherubim and

Seraphim, with six wings, spreading all round : over them is a circular inscription

in very large characters, as there is also on the rim below. The thickness of

the rim of this bell is more than an ell, as appeared to me. When we went

in, and stood under it, we seemed to ourselves to be under an immense tent
; but

no one knew how many braces its circumference was ; for none ventured to

measure it, as it was continually guarded by a janissary standing near. For my
part, I ceased not to scheme and to pay my court, till I made acquaintance with

the artist himself; and, inviting him to my lodgings, prevailed on him, by my
civilities, to tell me the extent and measure of its circumference. It is eleven

braces, which I found, by measuring with my hand, to be just ninety-three spans.

I inquired of him the sum it had cost : he said, fifty thousand dinars : and to

the same purport the Muscovite Patriarch secretly informed our master. I

asked him also the weight : he told me it was only a few poods short of twelve

thousand five hundred. We reckoned that every pood is equal to thirteen okkas

and a half, and every thousand poods to thirteen thousand okkas, neglecting the

halves. The ten thousand poods are, therefore, one hundred and thirty thousand

okkas, without the halves ; and the two thousand, to make up the twelve thousand,

are, six and twenty thousand okkas. The whole sum is consequently about one

hundred and sixty thousand okkas complete. The like of this extraordinary,
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immense, beautiful and singular bell there is not in the world, nor has there

ever been, nor is likely to be. It surpasses the understanding of man to con

ceive such a wonder ; achieved, notwithstanding, by the present monarch, in his

reign ; by which he has exalted himself above all his contemporaries. To our

good fortune, the work was completed in our presence. A person, who had been

in the country of the Franks, told us, that in the city of Paris
(j^j), capital of

the kingdom of France, there is a bell resembling this new bell, except that its

circumference is only seventy spans. They glory much in it, saying that it has

no equal in the world : but this new one has surpassed it greatly.

To return : On this day, which was Sunday, and the third of the Feast of

St. Nicolas, the Emperor departed from his monastery, and came to one of his

imperial palaces in the neighbourhood of the city, at a distance of only three

versts, and slept there : on this account, after Mass, they began to toll the

new bell. For this purpose, they tied to the clapper four long ropes, which

about one hundred janissaries began to pull on the four sides, so as to bring the

clapper to the sides of the bell : and now a sound issued from it that astounded

and terrified the hearer ;
for it resembled the voice of thunder, and the beams of

wood upon which it was suspended, though of immense size and thickness,

undulated like ropes with its motion, and quivered violently. We ran away to

a distance from them, fearing they would break and fall upon us. Thus they

continued to toll it till the evening, to announce the Emperor s arrival on the

morrow. As to the Patriarch, he went on the evening of this Sunday, accom

panied by his superior Clergy, to meet the Emperor on the road, by night.

Having seen him, and made his salutations to him, and blessed him, he returned

in the morning early.

SECT. V.

RECEPTION OF THE EMPEROR, ON HIS RETURN TO MOSCOW.

ON the morning of Monday, the tenth of Canon Alavval, they tolled the new

bell, together with all the other bells around, the whole length of the day ; and

going to the Sobor, we assisted at Mass with the Patriarch. Afterwards, we went

up with him to his palace ; and after the fifth hour had struck, we descended to

put on our copes, and the Patriarchs theirs, in the Na^f. The Patriarch of

Moscow robed our master in one of his own sakkos and
QfAo&amp;lt;poptcc,

braided with
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pearls, and placed on his head his Stambouli crown. Then they walked out, in

grand procession, to meet the Emperor, with banners and tapers, attended by all

the Clergy of the town, as well Priests as Deacons. The image of Our Lady

Portartissa, which we mentioned formerly, the Patriarch gave, with all its gems
and gold, to be carried by the Monks of the Holy Mountain who happened to be

present, and the Monks of the Cossack monasteries ; who cliaunted to her a

HotgctxXTia-ig
in the Greek language. When we came near the gate of the

imperial castle, we observed that they had adorned the rails (c^LLa^l), and the

steps, which are on both sides of the gate, with green baize. We then went

forth to the open court, to the oratory, built of stone
;
and after they had per

formed a prayer, and thrown incense, the Patriarch bestowed a blessing with the

cross, on the four sides. As we thence went down, the troops and people were

standing in rows on both sides
; and we proceeded towards the river on the

Kalouga road. The rails (e-Jolo) also, on both sides the two gates of the

second wall, had been adorned with red cloth. When we had passed the bridge

over the ice, and were come to the famous Meidan or race-ground, we found

they had also, in the middle of it, set up two rows of rails with high steps, and

had covered them with green baize. The day was excessively cold, and the

snow very deep ; yet the people were all bareheaded. Every moment there

came, on the part of the Emperor, an archon to the Patriarch, to beseech him

to stop where he was, for fear he should be fatigued with walking along the

road. But he would not
; and we moved on at a quick pace, the choristers

chaunting all the while, with the intent to meet the Emperor at the earthen

wall. And now came forward the military and the grandees, and the troops

(cylffjj) of horse on both sides the road, whilst we proceeded in the middle on

foot ; every time \ve came near a church, being received with the ringing of the

bells, which the young men plied with alacrity ; and by the Priests and the whole

Clergy coming out with the images of the church, the cross, and the censer, to

meet the Patriarchs. Thus having walked for a whole hour, we at length ap

proached the earthen wall
;
where the Emperor came up, and we joined him.

He had been sitting in his sledge, which was ornamented with the banner of the

church of that title, representing the Assumption of Our Lady, beautifully

painted and adorned. As soon as he saw us at a distance, he alighted ;
and

advanced on foot, attended by his grandees, having his head uncovered. He
came and stood opposite the to Patriarch, at a little distance ; having his grandees
on his left

;
and the Archbishop of Tversk, carrying the Cross of Constantine
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in a sort of house or frame, such as is used for pictures, with folding-doors of

gilt silver to shut over it, which the Emperor had lately had made
;
one of the

Archimandrites carrying the head of St. Chrysostom in a silver box
; (both of

which reliques we gave an account of heretofore, viz. that he had sent and had

them brought from the Holy Mount ;) another carrying the image of Our Lady
Vlashirnas

; and^others carrying other images ; on his right hand. Thus the ban

ners and images were ranged close to each other, all around him. Then the Arch

deacon took the censer, whilst all were silent, and said ElXoyqa-ov, Ata-irora. The

Patriarch replied, EyXoyjjroj : and he read a Gospel from St. Luke, with his head

uncovered, as usual,
&quot; Who has a son

; and he shall ask his father for bread, and

he shall give him a stone?&quot; At the end of the Gospel, the Archdeacon went and

presented the book to the Emperor to kiss, &c. Then the Patriarch, having con

cluded the prayer, gave a blessing, with the cross, on the four sides; and, advancing

near to the Emperor, began to praise him, and thank him, strengthening his good

intentions by examples and encomiums, as Moses did with Pharaoh, &c., and

as Gideon and Abraham, and by such other examples from ancient histories ;

speaking also of Constantino and Maximianus ;
and saying such words as guide

to wisdom, distinctly and at length. Then he blessed him with the cross, and

sprinkled him with Ayiua-pog ;
as did also our master, and the Servian. Then

the Emperor, having passed with his archons before all the images, returned to

his place ;
and the archons advanced near the Patriarch, that he might bless

them. Reciting their praises, and thanking them, he gave them his blessing ;

saying,
&quot;

I thank God for your good fortune, and your victory over your enemies,&quot;

&c. At this moment, the Emperor advanced towards him, and said to him :

&quot;

Father, you have given yourself sufficient trouble about it. This victory, which

God has granted us over our enemies, was not gained by our sceptre, nor by

our sword, nor by our alms, nor by our troops, but by the great number of

your holy prayers in our behalf: these produced the effect of what we have

done, beyond our
hopes.&quot;

When we heard these words, we were astonished at

the greatness of the Emperor s humility, and confidence in God. Then the

Patriarch advanced, and presented to him a gilt image of Our Lady, and, in a

silver dish, a cake of bread, with a beautiful silver salt-cellar upon it, full of salt ;

then a pitcher of wine ; making many parables upon them. The Emperor took

them in his hand, and, kissing them, delivered them to his pages. Then the

Emperor took the Cross of Constantine, with the Head of St. Chrysostom, and

the rest of the images, and delivered them to the Patriarch ;
as much as saying,
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&quot; Let them henceforth remain in your keeping.&quot;
The Patriarch having kissed

them, delivered them to the Chief of the Deacons ;
and the Deacons carried

them among the other images. There were standing with the Emperor, on his

right and left, four Ba&amp;lt;r/XoVouXa or Princes ; namely, the sons of the King of

Siberia, the Tartar; and the son of the Georgian, whose face shone like the sun,

stood nearest of all to his Majesty. He had gone out to meet him, together with

Kasimobo, who had been lately baptized. Then they returned in procession :

and when we had departed to some distance, the Emperor resumed his seat in

his sledge, with the banner of the church over his head. When we came to the

Meidan, the Archimandrites and Deacons went on before, and, standing upon
the scaffolds or railings (^LU^ol), sprinkled the Ayicaar^og they carried with

them, upon all passing by on each side ;
the scaffolds having been erected for this

express purpose. In like manner did others of them, at the scaffold by the gate

of the city, and at that by the gate of the Palace Castle. When we had ascended

to the Circular Oratory, we took our stations round it
;
and the Emperor came

and stood there, whilst the Archdeacon incensed him. Then we descended, and

entered the precincts of the Sobor Church, amidst the ringing of all the bells.

Out of the church came a congregation of many persons, carrying a great num
ber of wax lights, for the hour of night was come. We entered the church by

the western door, the same we had passed through going out
;
and the Patriarch

ascended to his throne
(&amp;lt;^^sr),

the rest placing themselves around him. The

Emperor then entering, kissed all the holy pictures of the church, as also the

bodies of the saints : then he paid his devotions to the images carried by the

Clergy. Afterwards, the Patriarch descended, and presented to him the box

containing Our Lord s garment : then, having waited a long time, till the key was

brought, the Patriarch broke the seal
;
and taking out the garment, gave it to the

Emperor, who opened it, and kissed it. After the box had been again shut up,

and sealed, it was carried back to its place. Then the Patriarch went out, to

give a parting salute to the images carried by the Clergy of the district, and

incensed them without the church. Afterwards, they carried them back to their

places : then he returned ; and having concluded the prayer, went out with the

Emperor and his suite : then, having blessed him, and wished him happiness,

together with our master, he passed on to his palace.

As for us, we disrobed with the others
;
and returned to our convent, an hour

after nightfall, almost perished and dead, with the fatigue of walking, the excessive

cold, and extreme hunger. Nor do we know how long this constancy must
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endure. God help us to the end ! What excited our astonishment most was,

the conduct of the Emperor, who,, though come from so long a journey, walked so

far in the procession with his head bare ;
and not only that, but stood such a while

waiting for the key to open the box of Our Lord s garment, which he kissed, as

lie did all the images, with perfect thanksgiving. Yet he had been absent from

his wife full ten months ;
I should say, a whole year : for, as we mentioned

before, on the first day of the month of Ishbat, last year, she brought forth a

daughter; and yet the Emperor was not engaged about her : God prolong his

reign for ever, Amen ! From the greatness of our joy at his arrival, we forgot

all our troubles and sufferings on this day, when we beheld the beaming light of

his countenance ; for it shone and beamed wonderfully, and was exceeding full,

from the abundance of his joy, for his victory and conquest of provinces, and the

defeat of his enemies.

S E C T. VI.

TREATMENT OF AMBASSADORS AT THE RUSSIAN COURT.

RECEPTION OF THE CJESAR S ENVOY. SECESSION OF THE SWEDES

FROM THE RUSSIAN ALLIANCE.

ON Saturday, the sixth day after the Emperor s arrival, he called to him the

ambassador of the Caesar. The janissaries, with their banners, drew up on both

sides, from the ambassador s lodgings to the palace, in close lines : and when the

ambassador passed along, they turned their muskets in his face
(&amp;lt;L^

eX*iXS! ^ t&amp;gt;).

The meaning of which is this :

&quot; O you ! if you are come to stir up a war, we

are ready for
you.&quot;

In store for every ambassador coming to the court of the

Muscovite Emperor, great affliction is laid up. First of all, they place round his

dwelling a great number of janissaries, to guard him day and night : these are

changed every day, Then they suffer no one of his suite to go out alone, to

take a turn in the city. The lodgings of the present ambassador they had been

guarding with very great caution ;
and had not suffered any stranger to go in to

him, nor even to enter the precincts of his house. This was entirely from fear,

lest there should be among them spies, to steal the news, or take letters to the

citizens, or receive letters from them to send to their country. On the day

the ambassador is called before the Emperor, they have great care to watch

him closely. It is their custom, when an envoy like this comes, not to make
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known the ostensible cause of his coming, or the design of his appearance, till

they have first drawn from him his real motive : and the Ministers of the

Emperor inform themselves of his personal demanour, not once, nor twice, but a

great number of times, before he is presented to the Emperor ; that they may
see if his answers and discourse are in conformity with his letters, which he has

brought with him
; and they observe whether the contents of these are in perfect

accordance. On this point, their investigations are so multiplied, that I am
unable to enumerate them. When they wish, as on this day, to invite the

ambassador into the Emperor s presence, they are incessantly and most diligently
busied, from morning till night. They are accustomed, when they take the

imperial sledge or horses for him, upon arriving at his abode, and at the
moment he prepares to mount, to dispatch swift messengers, to inform the

Emperor that he is descending the steps of his hotel
; then, that he is mounted :

and they ceased not, on the present occasion, sending messengers, to the number
of some forty or

fifty times, on pretences enough to make the heart sick of their

futility. There sat on each side of the ambassador one of the Emperor s

archons, making various pretexts for their attendance.

This ambassador brought to the Emperor, from the C^sar, a small casket full

of gems, and, in a rich vase, some of the miraculous reliques of St. Nicolas of
Mini : for the body of this Saint, as we mentioned before, is in the country of
the Germans. This present they knew would be in high estimation with the

Emperor, who treated this ambassador with great respect. We succeeded,
afterwards, in learning the cause of his coming. It was to say, on the part of
his sovereign :

&quot;

I praise God, and thank Him, for having given you victory over

your enemies, and that we are thus become
neighbours.&quot; For the city of Wilna

is on the confines of the Caesar s territories : they said, it was only five or six

days journey distant from his capital. He does not love the Poles ; and between
him and Sweden exists great enmity ; they having been engaged in continual
wars for the space of fifteen years, in which the Swedes were victorious

; for they
are extremely valiant ; and had taken from him fifteen fortresses, sword in hand.
On this account, he had made peace with them in spite of himself, and, as it

was said, paid them tribute.

These Swedes had been hitherto carrying on war in conjunction with the

Emperor, and assisting him
; and had taken back their towns which were in the

hands of the Poles, as the main object of their wishes ; when, on a sudden, the

G G 2
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cursed Radzivil repaired to them, with his brother, and, paying them homage,
delivered to them what remained to him of his territory, and, with the consent

of the Poles, the two seats of their government, viz. Warsaw and Cracow

(v-jy^ lj^), which the Swedes took possession of, and garrisoned. Thus

they broke the ancient friendship which existed between them and the Emperor ;

and produced that opposition to each other, which we shall speak of in the sequel,

by joining the Poles in their war against the Emperor at this time. The Caesar

therefore, having learnt this, sent the present ambassador to inform the Emperor
of the treachery of the Swedes ; and to ask him to unite with him, in word and

deed, in making war against them ;
for the occasion now presented itself.

It was said, that the Caesar s ambassador was accompanied by two others, sent

by the Pope to the Emperor on business of concordance and friendship, and to

intreat him as to certain affairs of God, best known to himself, of which we are

unable to give any account. The Emperor, therefore, bound himself in the

greatest amity with Caesar, to the infinite delight of the latter ; as we observed

and knew, from his sending afterwards, by an estafette, a letter to the Emperor,
to reply to him, in thanks for his great and wonderful kindness to his ambassador,
and for the policy of his conduct

; entitling him, in his letter, and saying,
&quot; As

I am the Caesar of the Empire of the Franks, so have you now shewn yourself

worthy that I name you The New Caesar of the Empire of
Orthodoxy.&quot; The

Emperor was delighted in his heart with this new title, to an infinite degree ; and

his friendship and kindness to the ambassador increased greatly.

Afterwards, on the passage of the Caesar s ambassador, the troops turned their

muskets back, through respect to him
; but, on the contrary, whirled them in

the face of the ambassador of Sweden, on account of his hostility and treachery.
As to the latter, when he was sent in the summer by his sovereign the kino 1

* o o
of Sweden, he came on terms of friendship, as formerly, and brought to the

Emperor, on his presentation, very splendid gifts ; which we saw carried before

him by fifty or sixty janissaries, in trays of silver gilt, heaped with various kinds

of valuables, surpassing description. For when the king sent these presents,
there existed not, as yet, between him and the Emperor, any hostility ; and the

latter had hitherto treated his ambassador with great respect, and daily caressed

him. But. as soon as the Emperor ascertained the truth of the king s hostility

towards him, he fell into a great rage with the ambassador, as we shall detail

hereafter
;
and now sent to cut off all the supplies of provisions, which had been
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usually carried and transported into Sweden, so as to prevent their receiving any

eatables from Muscovy ; issuing a strict prohibition, to all the ports and frontier,

to sell them any thing of their products ; so that their means of living were com

pletely interrupted on this side.

SECT. VII.

APPEARANCE OF A VENETIAN AMBASSADOR AT SMOLENSKO. PERFIDIOUS
CONDUCT OF THE POLES TO THE VENETIANS. VISIT OF THE

EMPEROR AND EMPRESS TO THE SOBOR.

WIIKN the Emperor was lately in Smolensko, there came to him a great

ambassador from Venice (wjJu!l), who had travelled, over the ocean, to the

port of Archangel ;
and having, at the invitation of the Emperor, repaired to him,

was presented to his Majesty in Smolensko
; when he laid at his Majesty s feet

some magnificent presents from the Venetian treasury. No one knew with what

intent he was come. From the most ancient times, no ambassador from Venice

had come to the Emperor of Muscovy : and now the Emperor refused to let him

come to Moscow, lest his business should be disclosed
;
but he sent and took from

his treasury some valuable furs, as we ascertained, to the value of more than one

hundred thousand dinars, to clothe him and his retinue, and as a return for the

presents of those who sent him. And now, after the arrival of the Emperor,
I ceased not to inquire, and ask of my companions and friends, on what account

this ambassador had come
;

till I learnt the truth
;
which was, that formerly no

mention was made in the country of the Franks of the Emperor of Muscovy,
nor any notice taken of him ; but now, when the news reached them of his

victories and conquests, and of his capture of Smolensko that great city so

renowned over the whole world, that second Bagdad they became astonished

at his greatness ; and the Venetians, alarmed on all sides with the cry of war, sent

to him this ambassador, with letters, congratulating him on his conquests, and

requesting the assistance of his troops for the next ten years. This was done by
the unanimous agreement of the Prince

(UWJAS^!),
that is, the President or Doge

of Venice, with the twelve Archons : for they knew that the Emperor, in strict

conformity with his engagements, and for the sake of his religion, had marched out

against the enemies of his faith. With great joy, the Emperor now hastened to
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give them a favourable answer
; writing to them, that they should be patient and

persevering, till the time it should please God to grant them their desires. As

soon as this letter reached the Venetians, they rejoiced exceedingly ; their learned

men produced poems and sonnets in his praise, in the Greek language, which we
saw afterwards

;
and the love of the whole nation for him was great, as we shall

presently have occasion to shew.

At the beginning of the war between Venice and the Turks, when the power
of the latter was great, the Venetians feared much, and sent an ambassador to

the Cral of the Poles, first
; and with him four hundred thousand dinars, suppli

cating his Highness for succour, and begging him to employ this money to pay
for ships and troops, to be sent by the Black Sea, in order to cause a diversion

to the Turks on that side. The Cral answered them according to their wish, in

concert with the Grandees
; and took the affair in hand. But the treacherous

Polish Grandees afterwards turned from their word, and, proving false, refused to

co-operate, saying,
&quot;

We, who are inhabitants of our own country, employ the

means we have for the removal of evils from that country ;
but the Turks by no

means molest it.&quot; The Cral, having no power over his nobles, was reduced to

make a wretched and despicable appearance before the Venetians. The worst of

it was, that the afore-mentioned persons expended the dinars shamelessly ; whilst

the ambassador continued among them until he died : and the Cral, on this

account, very much enraged against them, formed his plan to punish their mis

conduct. Sending the Hetman Chmiel to the Cossacks, he brought his designs

to bear, till he arose, and, attacking the Polish Grandees, killed the greatest part

or nearly the whole of them, and took possession of most of their lands and

villages. The remainder of them, seeing this, ceased not to machinate, till they

contrived to poison their Cral, as we have already mentioned
;
and he died. For

his successor, they appointed his brother ; and it is he who still exists. For these

reasons, the Venetian State was most amicably disposed towards the Emperor ;

whilst the Franks, in general, do not love him, because he is orthodox. But the

Venetians, having seen that the Poles, though of their own kindred and religion,

had refused to assist them, and, proving treacherous to them, had wasted their

money ; whereas, on the contrary, this Emperor, though so far removed from

them, and an enemy to their religion, had given them a favourable answer to

their message, and promised them assistance ;
became greatly increased in their

affection towards him. He afterwards sent them an ambassador, in company
with the afore-mentioned minister of the Csesar ; as he had to pass through the

Caesar s territory, to come to them.
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To return : On the morning of Low Sunday (jl^l), the Patriarch invited

our master ; and they performed Mass together in the Sobor, in presence of the

Emperor and Empress. The latter, from the time of the Emperor s departure
last year, at Pentecost, had not come down to the church. It was this Patriarch

who first enjoined the Empress to come down, and made her a particular chair

for herself. Formerly the Empresses were not in the habit of resorting to the

church by day, but only by night. When the Empress descended from her

palace, the janissaries were employed to drive away the people on both sides ;

whilst all the wives of the Grandees walked before her in troops, in admirable

order, in the same manner as the ^UJlj ^IkiJI before the Emperor ; every two
dressed in a different way, but most of them in dark or violet-coloured velvets :

bearing on their heads, above the calpack, a small white veil, hanging loose :

above it, a kind of lappet of sables, or costly black fox, slit in two, to the shape
of their heads

; and copes on their backs. The Empress entered after them,
with her mother leaning on her right arm, and attended by her sister, who is

married to the Grand Vazir, on her left. The rest of the serving-women and

girls followed behind
; the married women wearing on their heads a large white

veil; the maids, a kind of shimas (^Ui) made of sables. On the present
occasion, the choristers chaunted for her the Uo^v^ovtov. After she had made-
her adorations, she stood by her chair; and they let down her veil, on the right
side, that the people might not look on her. Her parents and uncle stood near
her

; and all the wives of the Grandees, with her maids, stood on her left hand,
near the door of the church, on the north side. They let down a curtain (^)
from the centre pillar to the wall, to keep people from seeing them

; so that they
were as in a house, enclosed on every side. Then the Patriarch went down to her

Majesty, and gave her a blessing with the cross
; and having sprinkled her with

the Ay/a^of, returned to his place. After the Empress came the Emperor, who,
having kissed the images and the reliques of the Saints, according to his custom,
approached the two Patriarchs ; and they blessed him with die Cross, and

sprinkled him with the
Ay/a&amp;lt;r^ (*U^), and he passed on to stand by his

chair; when they began the Hours : for it is usual with them, for the Patriarch
to robe, and sit waiting till the arrival of the Emperor. After the Body, or sacred

Host, had been carried round, the Patriarch came out, and blessed the Emperor
and Empress with the cross; and after the Mass, he ascended the ?U/3^,
and read the Lesson of that day. Then he gave to the Emperor and Empress
of the brotc or consecrated bread (), and to most of the Grandees of the
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empire, the Priests, and the Monks. The two Patriarchs then entered, and put

off their robes ;
and coming out again, blessed the Empress, as before. At this

moment the Emperor stood in his place ; whilst the Priests, Deacons, and

choristers, all came and kissed his right hand, as performing their salutations.

After the Patriarchs had accompanied the Emperor out, and he had departed,

the whole congregation left the Church
; and after they had closed the doors,

the Patriarch went round before the Empress, who paid her devotions to the

images one by one, to the reliques of the Saints, and to the box containing the

shirt of Our Lord. They then led her out, and she departed. When we came

to our lodging, they set before us a repast, furnished by the Emperor and the

Patriarch.

SECT. VIII.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PATRIARCHAL PALACE. FESTIVAL OF ST. PETER.
PERSEVERANCE OF THE RUSSIANS IN PRAYER.

DRESS OF THE MONKS AND CLERGY.

THE Patriarchal palace here is very ancient, having been first begun to be

built by St. Peter, the first Metropolitan of Moscow
;

but on a very small and

confined scale, without any court, and overhung by the buildings inhabited by

the Empress. But since this Patriarch has been raised to his station, he, being a

man fond of building and of ever renewing, asked of the Emperor the grant of

an enclosure near to him, on the north of the Sobor : and having obtained it,

he began upon some large and beautiful buildings, in which he employed German

architects. Under these buildings he constructed seven halls, a bakehouse, and

a large kitchen ;
so that the heat should ascend to the rooms above. The steps

to this building he ordered in an admirable manner, placing them opposite to the

old road to the Sobor ; so that he always stands here, to give his blessing to the

Empress s court. On the top of it he has raised a divan, looking over the

country ; and thence has made a passage leading to the Empress s palace, for

the convenience of secret communication. He has also made another way,

reaching to the ancient apartments. In the centre of the divan he has built a

beautiful church, dedicated to their Metropolitans, the Saints Petrus, Alexius,

Ivana (^1), and Philip the Minor
;
and painted these Saints upon the door.

On the inside he has painted the portraits of the six Patriarchs, from the

time the Patriarchate was erected, at the epoch of the Constantinopolitan
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Greeks. The first of them was named Job
;
the rest, Germanus, Gerasimus,

Philaretus, Josephat, and Joseph. His own portrait he has placed after them ;

for he is the seventh Patriarch. This church he has ornamented greatly; and the

most of his time he used to perform his devotions here. This divan has, on the

outside, immense balconies, commanding a view of all the Empress s palaces :

from this you enter into another large divan, wherein those persons who wish to

see the Patriarch stand waiting, until he has given them leave to enter. Thence

you pass to the great divan ; the architecture of which surprises the mind, from

its extraordinary height, length, and breadth. Its greatest beauty is an exceeding

wide cupola, without any pillars in the centre
;

all around which he has made

rows of steps. The pavement remains like a lake in the middle, to which nothing

but water is wanting. He has also adorned this hall with beautiful tapestry, of a

variety of colours. This apartment has its immense windows (glazed with panes

of beautiful crystal, prettily ornamented with various flowers, which might be

mistaken for real) looking over the Sobor
; and, on the other side, over the court

of the Patriarchal palace. He has furnished it with a large stove of handsome

glazed tiles, standing near the door. The whole of this building is joined with

iron, from side to side. This divan he has named the Christov, that is, the

Christian Divan. Within this place is another room, which he has placed as a

vctgQqH;,
or porch, to a large, beautiful, and very lofty church, built by him, and

dedicated to the Trinity ; which commands a view of the open ground before the

Convent of the Judabi. On the top of it he has made ^arjj^^sva, which go all

round. From the
va^Dr,^, of this church he has carried out three passages, with

steps : one begins the descent from it to the Sobor, as it is in front of its north

door ; another descends to the new palace-yard ;
and the third, going up, leads

with steps to the highest part of the precincts ;
where he has built two other

similar churches ; and rooms for the Deacons, towering over the whole town. At

the corner of the Christov is a door, leading to the new wooden structures, with

rooms within rooms, to a great number, for his habitation during the winter :

since all the inhabitants of these countries are averse to living in stone houses
;

for, when their stoves are heated, they strike the head, and cause severe head

aches : on this account, they are obliged to have all their buildings with close

passages. All the doors of these apartments of the palace are covered with cloth
;

and the wooden houses, for winter, are close to those of stone. All round these

buildings are close passages, and the doors of all the apartments are covered

with green baize. In a word, these buildings are an object of wonder to every
VOL. II. H ii
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one
;

for scarcely in the royal palaces is there any thing to equal them. The

ablest masters of the age, from every country, were employed three years upon

them. I was informed, by the Archdeacon and the Treasurer, that the Patriarch

spent upon this edifice more than fifty thousand dinars, without counting the

value of the stone, tiles, &c., which the Emperor furnished to him ; besides the

contributions of all the ministers of state ; and remembering also, that the greatest

part of the workmen were his own serfs. It might appear that the building was

just now completed, and furnished this last week, for he had kept it shut up

until now. The reason was, that it happened on the Friday of this week, the

one and twentieth of Canon el Avval, to be the commemoration of the decease

of St. Peter, first Metropolitan of Moscow, whose body is preserved in the

Temple, or High Church. It is the custom with them to assemble on this day,

for the purpose of commemorating him with very great solemnity ; as we men

tioned formerly, and witnessed on the present occasion ;
and even with greater

solemnity than they celebrate the Birth of Christ. The Patriarch is accustomed,

after the Mass, to give a banquet to the Emperor, to the Grandees, and to all

orders of the Clergy, with great splendour, in his own palace. Fortunately, it

happened that his new palaces were just now completed. As, however, the

Saint s anniversary fell on a Friday, on which day the eating of fish is not

allowed, and no feast can be perfect with them without fish, they put off the

festivity to the next day, that is, to Saturday. The Patriarch sent word to our

master, that he was to rise at night, to attend Matins with him in the Sobor.

On the morrow, after Mass, was the banquet at the Patriarch s new palace : in

the evening they performed Vespers ; and after the eighth hour of the night

they tolled the great bell for Lauds, at which the Emperor attended.

This night, our Lord the Patriarch presented to the Emperor a petition,

beseeching him to let him go his way. His Majesty answered him,
&quot; Have

patience, till after the Feast of the Immersion.&quot; We did not go forth from the

church till the sun was risen. After the Patriarchs had given their blessing to

the Emperor and Empress, we at length came out; and returned to our convent,

nearly dead, with the fatigue of walking, and standing from the ninth hour to the

sixteenth.

We suffered, during this night, from the severe cold and frost what was

sufficient to kill us, especially as we had to stand upon the iron pavement.

God is witness, that our souls were ready to depart from us. In regard to my pool-

self, I actually attempted to go out and run away from the sacristy ;
but it was
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impossible, for the Emperor was standing before the south door, and the Empress

before the north door, so that patience became a necessity. When I arrived at

the hotel, God knows that I remained three days without the smallest power of

standing on my feet. Though they should be cut with a knife, or if I plunged

them into boiling water, there was no feeling in them, either for heat or cold.

In this disorder they continued for nearly two months. Now what, in the name

of God, is the meaning of all these Prayers and Vigils ? But what surprised us

most was, to see the boys and little children, not those of the common people,

but the sons and daughters of the great officers of state, standing bare-headed

and motionless, like statues, without betraying the smallest gesture of impatience.

What wonderful constancy and faith ! This is only a sample of what we noted

down, of the Vigils observed in this city of Moscow ; this great city, so celebrated

throughout the world.

About an hour after our departure from the Sobor, they tolled the bells
;

and we returned to it again, though we were perishing and dying with fatigue,

want of sleep, and cold. The two Patriarchs vested their robes : and on this day

robed with them, three Bishops, ten Archimandrites wearing mitres, regular and

secular Priests twelve in number, twenty Archdeacons, and upwards of five and

twenty Readers and Sub-deacons. These, with the two Patriarchs, and the Arch

bishop of Servia, made, in all, more than seventy Ministers within the sacristy.

After we had come out from the Mass, and had taken off our robes, the two Patri

archs went forward to the Emperor s palace, to give their blessing to his Majesty.

The Patriarch Nicon, out of his great love for the caps and latias of the

Greeks, had just now made for himself a new white latia, in the cut of those of

the Greek Monks ; only over his eyes were cherubim of brocade and pearls : for

the latias of the Russian Monks, and of the Heads of their Clergy and Patriarchs,

are very ugly. None of them have caps of knitted wool ; but all have them small

and stitched., without border or fringe : the Monks, in particular, wear very large

latias, which cover their eyes, with ears flapping down upon their shoulders.

With difficulty can their faces be discerned, especially when they look on the

ground. As for the rest of their clothes, the filth of their dress is very great ; for

they never wash their shirts, but wear them continually, till they drop off: and

the garments under their cassocks are mostly of green woollen cloth
; such as

their vests and hose, which are made of the green baize which the Persians bring

them. In a similar way are dressed the Nuns and Abbesses ; having their faces

always covered with latias, instead of veils. Behind their necks, the Monks wear a

H H 2
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round cowl of wood, covered with cloth, and marked with the figure of a cross :

this habit, they say, has been passed down to them, by tradition, from ancient

times, that they may be distinguished from the Greek Monks. The Patriarch

and the Heads of the Clergy wear stitched caps like theirs, with fringes ; but

their latias are very small, close upon their heads, like the dresses of the Syrian

nobles : this they have received, by tradition, from the time of St. Peter,

preserved until now. This Patriarch had seen no suitable opportunity till this

day ; when, conscious of the great love the Emperor bore him, and sensible of

the advantage afforded him by the presence of our master, one of the Patriarchs

of the habitable world, he mentioned the subject first to him, and then deposited

his new latia, as usual, together with the cap, in the sacristy, secretly. Then he

besought our master to intercede with the Emperor, that he might wear them ;

for he much feared the people, lest they should say that he annulled their ancient

customs, and the habit of the Heads of their Clergy worn by their earliest

Saints. And so, indeed, it happened to him afterwards
;

for when he put them

on, the people murmured greatly, but in secret, through their fear of the Emperor.

Our master, therefore, now approached his Majesty, and thus addressed him :

&quot; We are four Patriarchs in the known world, and the dress of all of us is alike :

by our consent and permission, this our brother has been made Patriarch of

Moscow, in the place of the Pope of Rome ; and a token of the Pope is, that he

is distinguished from us by his white dress. If it is your Majesty s pleasure, I

should wish that your Patriarch wear, like us, this cap and this latia, which I have

newly had made for him.&quot; The Emperor, through his love for the Patriarch,

was delighted at hearing this speech, and answered our master, saying,
&quot; Bati-

oshka, Dobro !&quot; that is,
&quot;

Very well, Father !&quot; then, taking the cap and the latia

from our master, he kissed them, and commanded the Patriarch ofMoscow to lay

aside those which he had hitherto worn, and put on these. The Patriarch had

no sooner put them on, than his face was lighted up with joy, and the Grecian

head-dress fitted him splendidly ; for his former cap shaded his countenance too

much, as we have before stated, and had a mean appearance, being without

border ; and his latia was small, and docked too short. With this new latia the

Patriarch was greatly pleased ; but when the Heads of the Clergy, and the Heads

of Convents, the Priests, and the Laity there present, saw his new dress, they

murmured much
; saying among themselves,

&quot; See how he has changed the

dress of the Heads of our Clergy here, which they received, by inspiration of

the Holy Ghost, from the time we became Christians, at the hands of St.
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Peter ! and does not the earth tremble at his act, who, having been hitherto

dressed as a Muscovite, has made himself a Greek?&quot; The people exclaimed

against him violently, for a long time afterwards ;
but in secret murmurs, for fear

of the Emperor. Subsequently, all the Heads of the Clergy, and the entire

body of Monks, desired to change their ancient dress, as it is very much despised

by them. Many of them used to come to our master, asking him to give

them some of our caps and latias ; but we had none to dispose of. If it had

happened, that, at this opportunity, any of the Monks of the Holy Mountain had

been here with loads of caps and latias, they would have sold vast numbers at a

very high price. Those who obtained them, and were clothed in them by their

own Patriarch and by ours, shewed faces brilliant with delight. Great jealousy, in

consequence, arose among them
; and at last they began to make themselves caps

of black cloth, exactly on the model of ours and those of the Greek Monks, and

latias of black silk. They used to complain before us of the burdensome weight

of their old latias, and throw them off their heads ; saying,
&quot;

If this Greek dress

were not of divine origin, the Patriarch would not have been the first to wear it.&quot;

They told us, as news from the Convent of the Trinity, that all the Monks there,

to the number of five hundred, had begun to make new caps and latias, changing

their dress by permission of the Patriarch. When our master was in Novogorod,
two of the Grand Archimandrites, namely, the Archimandrite of the Convent of

St. Barlaam, and the Archimandrite of the Convent of St. George, begged of

him, and the Voivode interceded for them, that he would give them our caps

and latias to wear ; which he did. This is the wholesome benefit which our

Lord the Patriarch operated among the Muscovites, on this occasion.

SECT. IX.

OPENING OF THE NEW PATRIARCHAL PALACE. CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES.

THE Emperor then took the hand of our master ; and conducted him to the

Empress, to bless her : and after the Emperor was gone out, they closed the

doors of the church, till the Empress had paid her devotions to the images, as

usual on such a day as this ; and she departed. Then all the Deacons went forth

with torches, chaunting, before their Patriarch
;

till they conducted him to his

new palace, which he opened for his habitation on this day. As soon as he
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entered, first of all advanced towards him our Lord the Patriarch, presenting to

him a gilt image of the three Patriarchs, and a large cake of bread, with a salt

cellar full of salt upon it ; and blessing him, he wished him joy of his new habita

tion. After him entered the Heads of the Clergy ; presenting to the Patriarch gilt

images of the titles of their Sees, cakes of bread and salt, large gilt cups, pieces of

brocade and velvet, c., and making their salutations to him. After them entered

the Heads of Convents, and even the stewards, who resided in their palaces in

the city, from distant convents
;
and in the same way, presents were made to him

by the children of the Princes (CJjUil J^l). Then the Priests of the district,

the merchants of the city, the Grandees of state, and the tradesmen, presented
to him cups, soroks of sables, &c. He accepted nothing from any one, but the

images, and the bread and salt
; with the exception of the presents made to him

by the Heads of the Clergy and the convents. There was great bustle and con

fusion ; till, at length, the Patriarch sent to invite the Emperor to his banquet.
As soon as the Emperor was come, he bowed, and presented to the Patriarch,

first, a cake of his own bread, some salt, some soroks of high-priced sables ; and
similar presents from his son and Empress : then three cakes of bread, and three

soroks of sables, from his sisters
;
and the like from his daughters ; in all, twelve

cakes, and twelve soroks of sables. The Patriarch was standing at the top of the

room
;
and the Emperor went each time to the door, to bring in the presents with

his own hands, with great fatigue ; calling to the archons, who carried them, to

deliver them to him quickly ; and he was like a waiting slave, wonderful as it is

to relate ! As he presented each gift, he bowed to the Patriarch, saying,
&quot; Your

son, the Czar Alexius, bows to your Holiness, and presents to you, &c.&quot; Thus,
when he offered the presents from his son and Empress, from his sisters and

daughters, he mentioned their names. What surprising condescension is this,

which we stood and observed on this day ! Was it not permitted to you, O
Prince of the age, to stand in your place, and command your slaves to bring in

the presents to you ? but you must go and bring them in yourself! May God,
for your great humility, and for your faith in your Patriarchs, vouchsafe to per
petuate your empire for endless ages ! In his hand, the Emperor bore his

black staff, with two small branches. Afterwards, the Patriarch bowed to him,
and expatiated on his kindness. Then he seated him at a royal table, which one
of his archons had previously set for him, with its gilt vessels, such as cups, salt

cellars, small vinegar-cruets, &c., in a corner of the room, near two windows
;

one looking towards the Sobor ; the other commanding a view of the Judabi
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Convent. For the Patriarch, they set another table, near it, on the left : and

near that again, another large table, reaching the whole length of that side of

the room which is towards the Sobor, at which they seated all the Boyars and

Grandees of state. Our master they seated on the right of the Emperor, at a

table by himself: next to him, the Archbishop of Servia : and near to them, the

Georgian Prince, at the head of the room, at a table by himself : next to the

Prince were the three sons of kings, at a table by themselves. Each body of

butlers and waiters was charged with the service of one table only. Then they

seated the Metropolitans, the Archimandrites, and the rest of the Heads of the

Clergy, the Protopapas, and the Clergy of the Sobor, at a large table opposite

the Boyars. Near the beautiful large stove in this room they had set a large

table, like a high scaffold, with shelves, and covered with cloth, on which were

arranged gilt silver cups, and other splendid vessels, for the liquor. From the

ceiling were suspended five magnificent chandeliers : one of them, of silver, was

near the Emperor s table ; and in the middle of its bulb was a concealed clock,

which struck the hours. Just at the moment they sat down to table and began

to eat, it struck the sixth hour of the day, so that there remained less than an

hour till evening. See what sufferings we underwent during the preceding night,

and the greater part of this day ; that is, during four and twenty hours, stand

ing up, and fasting! Having entered among the crowd in the hall, we went

thence to our apartments to dine, and returned afterwards to the festivity. As they

had begun to eat, one of the Anagnosts began to read the History of the Saint,

according to their custom, at a desk in the middle of the room, with a loud,

harmonious, and sweet voice. For a little while, the singers came and chaunted :

but, for the most part, the Patriarch and the Emperor delighted only in the

chaunting of the Cossack children
; many of whom the Emperor brought with

him from Poland, and gave them to the Patriarch, who dressed them in the finest

clothes, gave them pensions as his servants, and afterwards ordained them Ana

gnosts. They always took the lead in singing; and their music was greatly pre

ferred to the harsh and gross intonation of the Muscovites. These chaunted for

some time, and then the Cossacks sang after them. When they had finished, the

reader resumed the completion of his History. From the beginning to the end of

the repast, the Emperor never ceased to offer to our Lord the Patriarch plates of

meat from his table, and presented to him many cups of drink ; talking to him,

and shewing him great friendship and familiarity. The interpreter between them

was the Servian Archbishop. The Emperor asked our master to pray for him.
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that he might know the Greek language ; as Basil the Great had prayed for

Ephraim the Syrian, and he became acquainted, in consequence, with the Greek

language. When it grew dark, the candles of the chandeliers were lighted, and

the room blazed with splendour. Then the Patriarch took the Emperor, with

some of his great officers of state, the Princes, our master, and the Servian

Archbishop, into his new apartments of wood, where they caroused jovially with

princely liquors. It was then the Servian informed our Patriarch of the presents

which the Emperor had made to Nicon ;
and of those which Nicon had made to

the Emperor, flowing like the Black into the White Sea, and the White into the

Black. Afterwards, the Patriarch presented to the Emperor a large piece of the

venerable cross, a relique of some Saint, twelve large gilt cups, a dozen pieces of

brocade, &c. Then they came to the outer apartment, and continued the feast

till the eighth hour of the night. In the mean time, the Emperor arose, and

filled cups of wine for all present, to the health of the Patriarch ; which, as the

company emptied them, they placed inverted on their heads, to shew that they

had drunk the health complete. In like manner the Patriarch filled cups for

them all, to the health of the Emperor ;
and these, having emptied, they placed

on their heads, kneeling previously and subsequently. After the healths of the

Empress, the young Prince, &c., our Lord the Patriarch, and the rest of the

company arose, and retired to their homes. The Emperor remained with the

Patriarch till the tenth hour, till the bells rang for Morning Prayer ;
when they

went down together to the Sobor, to Matins and Awwrvia, in commemoration

of St. Philip, their countryman ; and they did not leave the church till day-light.

See what patience and endurance !

In the forenoon of the above-mentioned Sunday, our Lord the Patriarch went

to the palace of the Patriarch of Moscow, to thank him for his kindness, in

company with all who had been present the day before at the banquet : and

many who had not been able to offer their gifts the day before, presented them

now.

Early in the morning of Monday, the Haga^oi/?] or Vigil of the Nativity, the

bells rang, and they entered, to recite the Hours, and to perform a TloXv^oviov
for the Emperor, &c., in his presence, in the So~bor. Having returned to Mass,

they did not leave the church till evening. From night onwards, for several

successive nights, the great and minor Deacons of the Patriarch, together with

the singers, are accustomed to go round to all the houses of the Heads of the

Clergy and Convents, and of the Grandees of the city, in troops, to sing Christmas
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hymns, and after them a HoKv^oviov to obtain a gratuity : they used to come

to our Lord the Patriarch
; and the Deacons and singers of the other prelates

went round in the same way. At the ninth hour of the Eve of the Nativity,

that is, at midnight, the bells rang, and the people flocked in haste to the churches.

Between the two great bell-towers is a church dedicated under the title of this

festival, and resembling the Cave at Bethlehem, exactly in its shape : for, as we

mentioned before, the late Czar Ivan sent a person to view the cave ; who then

came and built this church on its model. It is usual therefore for the Emperor
and his Grandees to perform in it the Vigils of this eve, in company with the

Patriarch : but as the machinery for erecting the scaffolding of the bell, and for

the construction of the tower, was in use around it, the Patriarch and the Em
peror did not go up to it to Matins, but sent thither one of the prelates, and

themselves performed Matins before the Empress in the Sobor. The new bell,

and all the others, were tolled for the beginning of the service, at the TloXvtXaiov,

three times, and as many times at the Gospel. The Emperor had sent, over

night, one of his sotniks to our Lord the Patriarch, to invite him to Matins and

Mass, and to the banquet, as usual : but the Patriarch Nicon, knowing what we

had suffered from the intensity of the cold and from fatigue, during the former

night, did not send to summon us to Matins ; and it was to us a blessed hour of

repose. God reward him for his kindness !

In the morning early, they rang the bells
;
and our Lord the Patriarch went to

N icon s palace, and was conducted by the Patriarch to the Emperor and Empress,

to whom they gave their blessing, and made their festive salutations. Then they

went down to the Sobor, and robed together. In the common churches, Mass

had been performed at an early hour of the morning. After robing, the Patriarchs

sat down to wait for the Emperor. The Patriarch Nicon put on, for this occasion,

a new sakkos, which was said to have cost seven thousand gold pieces. After

the Empress was come down, the Emperor followed her, wearing a beautiful new

crown. His upper garment of heavy brocade was like a sakkos, only with

sleeves of chiJqmn (^l^-); and round it were hangings of fringe, studded with

stones, pearls, and gold-spangles, according to the usual richness of imperial

robes. His under garment was similar
;
and on his shoulders was the purple

or imperial mantle : it was like that cape which the Sakman
(^UC^J!) put round

their necks to carry their muskets on : and he never wears it but on great

festivals. Being round, it covers his shoulders, breast, and back. It is studded

with gold, pearls, and gems, exceeding description ; and is embroidered, all round,

VOL. II. i i
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with the representation of the Dominical Festivals, about the size of the palm of

one s hand, in emeralds and gold. The emeralds are most admirably engraved

with the festivals, each being a palm in size ;
and between the emeralds are similar

engravings in pure gold, with the lines blackened, so as to excite admiration

at the beauty of the workmanship. Our sight was dazzled with the lustre of

the emeralds and other gems. On his Majesty s neck hung a cross, large and

valuable, of white bone, we knew not of what animal, carved on both sides with

the representation of the Dominical Festivals, in the shape of the crosses of the

Holy Mountain, and suspended by large gold chains. The Emperor s staff was

of white bone
; being one single horn, which made the whole staff, smooth

and beautiful ; and was, as they said, sent to him, among other presents, by the

Persians. One of his great officers held it near him ;
and two of his Grandees

stood by his chair, supporting his arms. After the Mass, the Patriarch read the

Lesson of the Festival, at the
&quot;Ap/Suv ;

and distributed the brote to the Emperor

and Empress, as our master had instructed them.

After the departure of their Majesties, our Lord the Patriarch went up with

Nicon to his new apartments, preceded by all the Deacons in their copes, bearing

torches, and chaunting. Having remained here a short time, we passed on to the

Emperor s banquet-room ; where the feast was prolonged till the third hour of

the night ; when the Emperor dismissed our master, sending with him some of his

great officers, with torches, to accompany us to the hotel. At this moment, the

bells rang for Matins, and they went in to the Service.

SECT. X.

SIEGE OF KAMENITZA. CAPTURE OF LUBLIN. DEFEAT AND SEIZURE OF

PAULUS POTOSKL DISCOMFITURE AND RETREAT OF
THE KHAN OF THE TARTARS.

ON the morrow, after the Festival of the Nativity, news came to the Emperor,

from his army, which he had sent, under the command of the Archon Potorlin, to

join Chmiel ; with which they marched off together to Kamenitza. On their

pressing the siege of that fortress, a letter was sent them from within, by a little

boy, the contents of which were :
&quot; We do not make war with you : go firstand
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make war against our Oral. When you have killed him, and taken possession
of his throne, we will then bow in submission to your sovereignty, without the
force of arms.&quot; And to this they engaged themselves by oath. Stephani Beg
of Moldavia sent to the Emperor s Archon his service, with many presents of

dinars, barrels of wine, oxen, sheep, bread, &c.
; and they quitted the place,

marching away towards the city of Liov. Here they were offered a large sum of

money, and other presents, to leave them in tranquillity. On their road, they
subdued eighty-four castles and towns from the Poles

; and, among them, a city
called Lublin, which, in their language, is the City of Meetings : for the Poles,

during the period of their glory and
prosperity, used to hold their assemblies

there for solemn council. There are said to be in this city no less than eighty
Government or Judgment Halls, built of stone

; and of palaces and large hotels,
built of the same material, there is a surprising variety. The whole town is

surrounded with stone fortifications, with three castles. When the Emperor s

troops had taken two of them, and pressed the siege of the inner fort, the

besieged offered them a resistance not to be easily overcome. It happened,
that in this town there had existed, from the most ancient times, a piece of the
wood of the venerable cross, formed into the true shape of the cross, and working
miracles perpetually. The Poles gloried in its possession ; and the Pope of Rome
is said to have offered them for it a sum of forty thousand dinars, which they
refused. When the Emperor s Archon heard of it, he asked them for it

; but they
declined to give it him, until, after much suffering and distress, they at length
brought it to him, to save themselves from slaughter and obtain a capitulation.

Proceeding forth in a body, attended by their Priests in their copes, and bearing
torches, they presented themselves before the Archon with this invaluable

treasure, weeping, and wailing, and regretting to part with it. The Muscovites

having received it, broke up the siege, and returned to the city of Kiov, carrying
with them immense booty and a great number of prisoners. The distance from
this city of Lublin to Kiov is said to be near two months journey.
The army had made prisoner a great Hetman of the Poles, named Paulus

Potoski ; who, on their retreat from Kamenitza, came out to attack them with
ten thousand troops. As soon as they heard of his movements, they turned back

;

and stationed themselves, on his road, in ambuscade, among the forests and
mountains. He had no sooner begun to pass by them, than they ran down
upon him from every side, and he had no resource but in flight. They overtook
him, however, and seized him, after destroying the whole of his force. His wife,
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as soon as she heard of his captivity, is said to have instantly burst with grief.

They sent him,, with his son, to the Emperor.

The Poles had made a compact with the Khan of the Tartars, that he should

come to their assistance
;
and that they would meet him, on their side, to encom

pass Chmiel, and the Emperor s Archon, with their troops ; and take them in the

the midst, between them. To the execution of this compact they urged him

incessantly ; and strove to move him by splendid largesses and repeated embas

sies. At length, roused by his anger and indignation against Chmiel for his

submission to the Emperor, he arose, and marched into the country, with fire, war,

and slaughter. As soon as Chmiel and Potorlin were informed of this, they

came down upon him ; and, meeting him, fought a severe action with him, which

lasted three days. At last, seeing himself overcome, he sued for peace, and

offered to join them against their enemies. He had made captive a near relation

of Potorlin s, whom he had intercepted on his way to Moscow : for his sake

they made peace with him, in order to release him out of his hands. Then the

Khan requested of Chmiel fifteen hundred Cossacks, to escort him to the

Moldavian frontier ; and deposited with him, as pledges, a number of Mirzas or

young noblemen, until he should have passed the Moldavian territory. Thus he

departed for his own country ;
and when the Cossack escort returned, they

discharged the Mirzas.

SECT. XI.

DEATH OF POTORLIN. KIND TREATMENT OF THE POLISH GRANDEES,
ON THEIR SUBMISSION. BENEDICTION OF THE WATERS.

DEFEAT OF TILE POLES, BEFORE WILNA.

WHEN this affair came to the Emperor s knowledge, he was much enraged

against Potorlin ; and sent to have his head cut off, for his treachery on three

occasions. The first was, his taking bribes from those towns and fortresses :

the second was, his ravaging and destroying those places which he captured, and

neglecting to secure their government and possession : the third was, his making

peace with the Khan. As soon as Potorlin heard of the Emperor s indignation

against him, he swallowed poison, and died at Kiov : of which the Emperor was

no sooner informed, than he sent a person to commit his body to the flames,
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so greatly was he enraged at his conduct and misdemeanours. Afterwards, the
Patriarch employed much entreaty ; and obtained from the Emperor, that his

remains should be brought and buried in Moscow.
To the Hetman, Paulus Potoski, the Emperor granted a pardon ; and he was

ordered to reside six weeks, or forty days, in the Judabi Convent, in the Order
of the Catechumens. At the end of that time, the Patriarch took him under his

protection ; the Emperor s father-in-law became his ^juufcl or godfather ; and the

Emperor himself granted him degrees and robes of honour, pensions, c. He
used to come every day to the palace, with the Grandees of the empire, in great
pomp, according to the usual haughtiness and grandeur of the Poles. He

&

was
not the only one who made his appearance on these occasions. There were also

many other Polish Grandees, who had submitted and tendered their obedience
to the Emperor, and had been confirmed by him in their respective ranks. In
like manner, great numbers of the Polish

military, and others, to the amount of

thousands, were settled by the Emperor in the Muscovite territory, and stationed
in the ranks of his army, with their regular pay. By this means, he gained their
love ; and immense numbers of the Poles submitted to him

; so that the shops of
this city were now filled with the treasures and rarities of Poland, which were
sold for almost nothing. The captives were on sale in the slave-market.
When the Emperor made the conquest of the city of Wilna, he sent to the
atriarch twenty large buffaloes, an animal with which the Muscovites had been
itherto unacquainted. We saw, in the court-yards of the Grandees, a great

number of asses, which had been brought also from Poland. In the Muscovite
language, asses are called kalterki and eshek ; and we found some of them in
the imperial stables.

On Saturday, the Eve of the Immersion, we went to the Sobor, and performed
Mass with the Patriarch

; and having gone out and returned, we assisted, in the

evening, at the Prayers over the Water. The custom with them was, as with us,

always to perform the Prayers over the Water twice
; once in the evening, in the

church
; and again in the morning, over the river. This Patriarch has found,

in some book of the Holy Mountain, a testimony of Euotius, Patriarch of Con
stantinople, to the effect, that the blessing is to be performed only once

; and to
this he has conformed, by command of the Emperor. After the

Eera-g^v &c.

they went forth in grand procession, with banners, and torches, as it was dusk;
the Emperor following the Patriarchs, clothed in his imperial robes designed for
the great festivals, with the purple mantle, and his cross on his neck, and his
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crown on his head, &c. As soon as we had passed forth from the Water Gate,

we came to a large strong platform, which they had erected the preceding day ;

and in the middle of which they had made a pool, with steps down to it. One

of the janissaries held in his hand a kind of spade pierced with holes, with a long

handle, with which he cleared the ice from the water as fast as it formed upon it,

and continually stirred the water to prevent it as much as possible from freezing.

As soon as the Emperor came, he ascended his platform, and, bowing, was blessed

by the two Patriarchs. The Priests, with their images and crosses turned

towards the east, stood round the water ; and the great officers of state round the

platform. On both banks of the river were stationed numerous janissaries, in

close order, forming a large circle, at a distance
;
and on the walls and towers

were crowded men and women, from all parts of the town and country. Three

persons, with three triple-twisted torches in their hands, stood over the water.

After the Benediction &c., they brought to the Patriarch large and small vessels,

which he filled with water ; and then he went up to sprinkle the Emperor, the

Grandees, and all the assistants. We then returned to the Sobor, the Patriarch

carrying the cross on his head. It was now night. When we entered the

church, the Patriarch ascended to his throne
;
the Emperor stood behind the

pillar ;
and the assistants, having placed a table in the middle, set on it the vessels

which had been filled with water, and three large bowls, one of which was taken

up by the Patriarch, another by our master, and the third by one of the Metro

politans : and the Emperor, with his officers, came and received of the water from

the two Patriarchs, bowing with veneration. Then the Patriarch finished the

ceremony of giving the water to the Metropolitans and the Grandees ; our master,

to the order of the Clergy ; and the Metropolitan, to the Laity. Concluding the

prayers, we went forth
; and, returning to our convent, received a message from

the Emperor, by one of his archons, for our master to attend at Mass the next

day, and dine with his Majesty. At midnight, the bells rang, and we entered the

church. In the forenoon, we went to the Sobor ;
and the two Patriarchs per

formed Mass together, in the presence of the Emperor, who wore his imperial

robes, with his purple mantle and crown. At the end of the Mass, the Patriarch

delivered to our master one of the bowls of water ; which he carried to the

Emperor, to drink of first, from his hand : and then the Emperor went to receive

the AvTidaga, from the Patriarch of Moscow, as did all the Grandees and

assistants.

Then the Patriarch went up to his throne whilst all the attendants placed
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themselves around him, and the Emperor stood behind the pillar and began a

naguxhtiffis and supplication for the Emperor : for at this moment had arrived

the news, that the army of the Poles had returned, on the traces of the Emperor,
to retake Wilna. The Voivode of that place had marched out against them with
his troops, defeated them, and killed of them upwards of six thousand men,
taking eight and twenty of their standards. More than thirty of their Archons
and Voivodes gave in their submission, surrendering themselves to the Emperor s

Voivode, who asked them why they fled without fighting. They answered :

At the moment we drew up for battle to fight with you, we saw, on a sudden,
in the sky, a figure of Alexius, Emperor of Moscow, riding on horseback, with
his name written upon him, and St. Michael with his drawn sword, before us, in

the act of assailing our army. On this account, we broke away in flight and
disorder.&quot; These very words the Patriarch read from the letter which the
above-mentioned Voivode of Wilna wrote to the chiefs of the Military Council.
At its recital, the Emperor wept, out of joy and humility. After the Patriarch
had finished reading it, he went down and stood before the Emperor, offering
up many prayers for him, accompanied with parables and proverbs. ^Then he
prayed for the Emperor s Officers and Grandees

; and the singers began to
chaunt for him a IIoTiWW The Emperor made his compliments, in return,
to the Patriarch, and ordered a IIoXw^oW to be chaunted for him. In chaunt-
ing for the Emperor, they styled him,

&quot;

Sovereign of the Great, Little, and White
Russias

;&quot;
for the city of Wilna is the capital of the country of Litfa (U^n

which in their language is called Bielo Roussi, that is, White Russia. Thus they
sang, Veliko Tsar, i Velika Imla, i Bielo Roussi Samoderstswo,&quot; that is, Great
Sovereign of the Great, Little, and White Russias, Autocrator

;&quot; which last word is

Greek, and signifies of himself Ruler.&quot; In like manner, the Emperor styled the
Patriarch of Moscow, Patriarch of the Great, Little, and White Russias.&quot; Then
the two Patriarchs gave the Emperor their benediction

; and we passed to the

banquetting-room, where the same festive ceremony took place as on the day of
the

Nativity. The banquet lasted till after night-fall; and we returned to our
convent by torch-light. On this night, the Patriarch set out, to go and see his
new convent, and to visit Novogorod.
On Saturday the twelfth of Canon Essani, the great bell was rung for Vespersand Matins, to commemorate St. Tatiane, the patroness and namesake of the

Emperor s youngest sister: and the Emperor gave a banquet on the occasion,
and sent meats to our Lord the Patriarch from his table.
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Observe,, that it is the custom for the Patriarchs, who travel to this country,

to ask of the Emperor permission to visit five monasteries, and perform Mass in

them, in order to obtain their alms and presents. The first is the Judabi Con

vent ; the second, the Convent of the Nuns ; the third, the Convent of the Spas,

outside the city ; the fourth, the Convent of Simon ;
the fifth, the Convent of

the Nuns and Young Ladies, without the city. They are accustomed also to

perform Mass, for the same reason, in the Church of the Annunciation.

SECT. XII.

NEW CONVENT FOUNDED BY THE EMPEROR. CONFERSATION OF THE
PATRIARCH WITH HIS MAJESTY. ACCOUNT OF THE METROPOLITAN

MIRA. GREAT INTEREST TAKEN BY THE EMPEROR IN THE
CHURCH SERVICES.

THIS Emperor has just built a new convent, situated between the north and

west of the city, at a distance of forty versts, on the bank of the River Moscwa,

in the name of St. Saba the Minor, one of their Saints. He has taken the

utmost pains, and gone to the greatest expense, in building it like the edifice of

the Convent of the Trinity : and all this is out of his great love for churches,

convents, Monks, and the whole order of the Priesthood. On the Thursday in

this week, the seventeenth of Canon Essani, he went to see it, accompanied by

his Grandees, to assist there at the Festival of the Saint ;
and at the anniversary

of the foundation of the convent, on the nineteenth of the same month. Before

he went, our Lord the Patriarch wrote him a jolojita, begging permission to

visit the above-mentioned convents, and to visit his convent also. The Emperor

granted the permission : and, on arriving at his convent, on the Friday, he was

pleased to think of our master ; and, sending a courier to the Minister, ordered

him to expedite the departure of our Lord the Patriarch the same night, that he

might arrive in time for the Mass of the Festival on the Saturday. The Ministei

immediately appointed five janissaries, fully accoutred, to go before us : the

dragomans brought a vodvods to carry us
;
and for our Lord the Patriarch, an

imperial sledge, with its black horses, and out-riders on each side : and the

Minister deputed one of the Parinojki, and an interpreter, to attend us. We set

out from the city a little after the fourth hour of the night, with lamps burning

before us, in the hope of arriving in time for Mass. We travelled five and
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twenty versts, of the forty, by day-break ;
when we alighted, in one of the villages,

which are contiguous to each other along the road from the city to the convent,

to warm ourselves a little, as it was extremely cold,, and the snow was falling

upon us
;
and to give rest to the cattle. We then arose

; and, having travelled the

other fifteen versts of the forty, arrived at the village of the convent, distant

from it three versts. Here the Emperor sent one of his Grandees, with his

attendants, to make his compliments to our master : this Grandee was volun

tarily accompanied by many others. And now the janissaries, appointed to the

guard of the convent, drew up on both sides of the road, for the space of a verst.

In the mean time, the Emperor every moment sent one of his Grandees after

another, to make his salutations to our Lord the Patriarch, and inquire concern

ing his health
;
until we arrived at the convent, and our master was taken out of

the sledge without the gate. Supporting him by the arms, they led him up,

till he was met by the Archimandrite
;
who came forth, in his cope and mitre,

attended by all his Priests and Deacons, to receive him. After our master had

bowed to the images which are over the gates, he bent in like manner to the

cross which they bore with them in its case
; and having kissed it, and given his

blessing with it to the Archimandrite, he was taken by the latter by the arm, to

mount the steps to the second gate ; for the convent is situated on the summit

of a beautiful hill, and is surrounded by walls. At this moment, the Emperor
came out in person to receive our master, bowing to him, and receiving his

blessing with the cross. Then the Emperor took his right arm, and the Archi

mandrite his left ; and they led him up to the level of the convent, and into the

church. In the mean time, the bells had been ringing since our first approach

to the convent ;
but we came too late for the Mass, us it was now past mid-day.

As soon as the Patriarch entered the church, he paid his devotions to the images,

and to the body of St. Saba the Minor, which is placed in a gilt silver coffin, laid

in the right-hand corner of the church, in a chapel resembling that in which is

kept the garment of Our Lord, with its cupola and brass-railing all round, filled

up with panes of stone-crystal. Then he blessed the Emperor a second time ;

and they saluted each other by the tongue of the interpreter. On retiring, the

Emperor conducted our master to the apartments of the Empress, situated in the

south-front of the church, his own being on the north
;
and Jiere we took up our

lodgings.

For his own part, the Emperor went to table, to entertain the Fathers of the

convent, in celebration of the Festival. See what wonders and strange things it
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pleased God that we should behold, and observe the transcendent humility of

this monarch, who went round to serve with his own hands the Monks of this

convent, as they sat eating and drinking till they were all satisfied! At the

end of their repast, the Emperor sent to invite our Lord the Patriarch, by one of

his Cabinet Ministers. When we had ascended the steps to the banqueting-room,

the Emperor came out to meet us to the very top ; and taking the right arm of

our master, led him into the apartment. Here the Patriarch chaunted, first, the

&quot;Af
io&amp;gt;j Itrriv before the images, and then bowed to them : and the Emperor, having

received his blessing, seated Imn by his side, at a table apart. His Grandees

and attendants sat at another table, by themselves on his left
;
and we, with the

Fathers of the convent, on his right. For the poor, the blind, the lame, &c., a

table was set on the ground, in front of the Emperor ;
and he continually served

them with meat and drink, till the last. The Priests then began to chaunt the

Prayers before Meals ; and the Havay/a having been brought to our master, he

elevated it, in the name of the Trinity ;
and cutting it in pieces, gave of them to

the Emperor. With the remainder, in a plate, I went round, to make a distribu

tion to all the Grandees and Clergy. After the Patriarch had given his blessing

to the table, they all sat down ;
and as the dishes of meat were brought in, the

Emperor gave of them to our master, to distribute to the Grandees as it pleased

him, according to custom.

During this day, the Emperor held much conversation with our master, which

discourse he had treasured up in his heart for a long time. He knew our

master s history minutely ;
of his setting out from his See ;

of his continued

endeavour to repair to the presence of his Majesty, in consequence of his distress

&c., as though the Emperor had intervened in his affairs from first to last. The

most wonderful was, his Majesty s saying to our Patriarch :

&quot;

I know that the

principal cause of your quitting your See, were the evils and afflictions brought

on your Holiness by that wretched Metropolitan, Mira, in return for the benefits

you had conferred upon him.&quot; At this speech, our Lord the Patriarch was very

much surprised ;
as we were afterwards, when he told it us : and we said within

ourselves,
&quot; Who can it be that has informed the Emperor, and continues to

inform him, of these affairs and circumstances ?&quot; But, in truth, no secret is hid

from Princes. Then he said to him :

&quot; Why did you not send, to tell me of him,

and of his bad behaviour, at the time he came to us ?&quot; We had met the afore

said person in Moldavia ;
and there he manifested towards us great friendship

and humility. When, therefore, we proceeded onwards, to enter Muscovy, our
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master was not inclined to write any evil of him, nor to requite his injuries. On

the other hand, the Metropolitan requested our Lord the Patriarch to give him

a letter of recommendation to the Emperor; which, on consulting Vasili Voivoda,

he would not permit us to do, knowing the impurity and wickedness of the

Metropolitan, and the injuries he had been guilty of towards our master. By

this excuse we contented him
; and he departed, in company with the Patriarch

Patalaron, before us. When they had entered Moscow, and resided there some

time, the Muscovites observed the vices of the Metropolitan s Archimandrites,

Deacons, and relatives
;

their wicked actions, and their smoking tobacco. In

stantly they sent them into banishment ; but the Metropolitan, by the intercession

of Patalaron, escaped this punishment. Leaving Moscow, he returned to Potiblia

after some time ; and then it came to the knowledge of the Emperor and the

Patriarch, what infamous vices and actions he had been guilty of, and what

injuries he had committed against our master. Immediately they dispatched one

of the interpreters, with a troop of couriers, in search of him. They overtook him

in the town of Crasna, which is the first in the province of the Cossack country.

On seeing them, he was troubled, and gave up his mind to despair. Being fully

sensible of his errors and misdemeanours, he supplicated the messenger, and

offered him above two hundred dinars, to have mercy on him, and let him go

his way ; saying,
&quot; Tell them that you could not overtake me.&quot; The messenger,

being thus prevailed on, returned to Moscow ; but in great fear, lest the affair

should not remain concealed, and his falsehood should be detected. The

Ministers soon discovered the truth
; and immediately bound the culprit, lashed

him all through the town, and banished him to the same place which had been

destined for the exile of the wretched Mira.

The Emperor therefore said to our master,
&quot; Ya Batioshka, make your heart

content, and be not impatient ;
for though I am here on this spot, the arm of

God is long enough to extend my hand to reach him with vengeance, in whatever

place he may be.&quot; We were surprised at this speech ;
for the words of Princes

express not half their intentions. To this monarch, for his love to us, may God

grant a perpetuity of empire ! Thus, he ceased not to converse with our master

from the beginning of the banquet to the end. Lamenting the death of the

Monks of the convent, during the time of the plague, he said,
&quot; Satan envied me

the greatness of my happiness, whilst formerly there were more than three

hundred Monks in my convent
; and he has destroyed most of them

;
for there

are now left, of them all, but one hundred and seventy, and no more.&quot; See,
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brother., what an extraordinary prince this is, and how remarkable such a speech !

that he should weep and sigh over the death of his Monks, and the smallness of

their present number ! What a blessed spirit ! what a pure and holy affection in

a prince of his exalted state, to mourn for the death of his Monks ! In truth,

his heart and soul must be absorbed in theory, and in heaven, and not in

things of this earth. What joy and gladness we felt at what we heard and saw,

of the rare and excellent virtues of this monarch, both now and, as we shall

have occasion to relate, hereafter !

Then they arose from table : and our master having elevated the Hava yicx,,

the singers chaunted a
YloXv^oviov,, and the Emperor distributed cups of wine to

all the company, to the health of the Patriarch of Moscow, standing in his place,

and taking the goblets from the sotnik
; and as each person received his cup, he

bowed to the Emperor first and afterwards. Then they chaunted a UoXv^oviov
for their Patriarch. Our master then offered up prayers for the Emperor, and,

after a HoXv^oviov had been chaunted for him, he first drank by himself to the

health of the Emperor, and then passed the cup to his Majesty. Afterwards, the

sotniks began to bring cups of mead to our master, and he distributed them to

all the company. The Emperor called and invited the Fathers of the convent,

each by name, to take his cup and drink, saying,
&quot; Sodari Joseph, Sodari Simeon,

Sodari so and
so,&quot; that is

&quot; Master so and so :&quot; and not only did he call to the

Father and Elders, but even to the meanest of the Monks and the cooks
; so

that we were astonished at his extreme condescension. It is usual for the Arch

deacon to hold up the Patriarch s right arm whilst he distributes the cups, to

prevent his being fatigued ; but as the Emperor was standing near him on his

right, I was ashamed to place myself between them, and raised up his left

instead. As soon as the Emperor saw this, he called me gently by my name,

spoke to me kindly, and placed me between them, to hold the Patriarch s right

arm ; for, in the space of time we had been at Moscow, he had learnt who I was,

and had heard my history. Already, at the beginning of the banquet, he had

called me by my name
; as he knew that I was bashful, and saw that I was with

drawn backwards at a distance
; and he had made me take a seat above the

Fathers. Hither he continually sent me dishes of meat, and cups of drink, till

the end of the repast. Each time I stood up, and bowed to him to the ground
twice at a distance, according to the usual practice ;

until I became totally

abashed and confused, and melted away with heat.

After our master had finished the distribution, the singers chaunted a
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for the Emperor, and then, by his Majesty s command, for our

Patriarch. At the conclusion, the Emperor began to distribute cups to all

present, to the health of our master, with very great cheerfulness and alacrity.
Then he called one to pour out drink forme: and I made the accustomed obei

sance to him. Receiving the cup from his hand, which I kissed, I retired backward,
and drank off the wine

; then bowing to him a second time, I was called by him

again, and he conversed with me, through the interpreter, for some length of

time. During our residence in Moscow, I had learnt certain prayers in Russian,
such as, In peace of the Lord we

ask,&quot; &c.
;

&quot; We all
say,&quot;

&c. : and I know
not who had told him of it, but he said,

&quot;

I request you will do me the favour
to recite the Prayers, and to read the Gospel to-morrow, in Russian :&quot; for I had

begun to peruse the Russian books. During this dialogue, I melted away
through shame and my great reverence for the Emperor ; and sweating like a

stone, I was only able to answer,
&quot; Your Majesty s pleasure is my law.&quot;

As soon as the Emperor had finished the distribution, a HoXv^oovtov was

chaunted, for his Majesty, and the Patriarch of Antioch and of all the East.

Then a IloXt^oW was chaunted for the Empress ; and they drank to her health,
and that of all the Imperial family. One turn the Emperor distributed, and
another turn our master; till all the healths had been drunk standing, according
to custom. Afterwards, the Patriarch concluded the prayers with\%tov i&amp;lt;rr]v,

and gave his blessing to the Emperor ; who took him by the right arm, and led
him out, attended by all his Grandees, to his apartment.

In the evening, the bells were rung ; and having assisted at small Vespers
with the Emperor, we left the church. At the tenth hour of the night the bells
were rung for Matins, and we again entered the church. When we had proceeded
forth from the sacristy, the Emperor came ; and, having paid his devotions to

the images, advanced towards our master, and, meeting him, received his blessing,
and came and stood near the coffin of the Saint, without any chair. Under his
feet they placed a mat of sables, which it is usual only for Princes to stand on :

then he commanded them to spread a carpet near him
; and our master stood on

it, by his side, close to the door of the church. I stood on his left hand, behind ;

and our companions stood, in their ranks, on the left of the church-door. In the
mean time they began to chaunt the Evening Psalms, and the rest of the service,

slowly, and with a long intonation : at the end, the Reader opened his book to
read the Lesson, and the History of the Saint; saying, &quot;Blagoslofi, Otcha!

&quot;

as they
say to their chief or prelate, that is,

-
Bless, O Father !

&quot;

The Emperor had sat
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down in a chair, and our master in another : on a sudden, the Emperor started

up ; and chiding the Reader, said to him,
&quot; Shto govori, Mojik bladins !&quot; for the

great reproach with them in this country, from the Patriarch to the Emperor
and the rest of the Grandees, is

&quot;

Mojik bladins !

&quot;

that is,
&quot; You stupid fellow !&quot;

The meaning of &quot; Shto
govori&quot; is,

&quot; What are you saying ?&quot;

&quot;

Why do you say,

Blagoslofi, Otcha, i tot yesti Patriarch ? Skajo,
*

Blagoslofi, Vladiko
;&quot;

that is,

&quot;

Why do you say, Bless, O Father, when here is present a Patriarch ? You
should say (Skajo), Bless (Blagoslofi), O Lord (Vladiko) .&quot; The Reader was

thunderstruck, and fell prostrate on the ground, saying,
&quot;

Sodari, brosti !&quot; that is,

&quot; O Lord, pardon me !

&quot; The Emperor answered,
&quot;

Bog brostit,&quot;
&quot; God pardon

thee.&quot; Then the Reader rose up, and repeated as he was told
;
and our master

responded,
&quot;

By the prayers of our Fathers, the Saints of God.&quot;

As soon as the Lessons began, the Emperor commanded all present to be

seated. From the commencement of the service, to the end, he had been busy

teaching them the order of the Ritual
; saying to them, as he went round,

&quot; Chaunt so
;&quot; repeating such a Canon, such an (j^\, or such a Troparion, in

such a tune. If they went wrong, he scolded them, and made them go back ;

being particularly desirous, as I suppose, that they should not do amiss in the

presence of our Patriarch. In a word, he was as it were the Tvvoxagt, that is,

master of the Tvvixov, going round to them and teaching them. One might

suppose, too, that he had undertaken the office of KavdqXKtprqg, so attentive

was he to the lighting, extinguishing, and snuffing of the candles. At the time

of the HoXuzXaiov, he requested our master to go in and put on all his sacerdotal

ornaments, according to their practice. He did so ; and having put on his cope

and our own, we came forth after the Benedictus. Our master took his station on

the platform, which they had prepared for him in the Nag^f ; and they brought

him torches, one of which he gave to the Emperor, and one to each of the

Archimandrites of the convent, the Grandees of the empire, and the rest of the

assistants. Then they began to chaunt the HoAygAa/ov ; and our Lord the

Patriarch went down to incense the Tabernacle, c. At the end, they entered

the sacristy, to put off their copes ;
but the Emperor requested our master not

to put off his, till he should have read the Gospel, in the morning. From the

beginning to the end of this service, the Emperor ceased not to converse with

our master : afterwards, he passed to the sacristy, and asked me to shew him

the KovTKKi of the Mass, which we had with us. He was very much struck

with its painted figures, and writing ; and kissed it leaf by leaf. Then he went
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to our master, and, bowing to him, said,
&quot; Pardon me, for having looked at your

Kovrcixi, and kissed it, without your orders.&quot; Afterwards, he called me to him ;

and I bowed to him twice, and kissed his hand. He said, with great familiarity,

and smiling,
&quot;

Govori, govori,&quot;
that is,

&quot;

Speak to me, speak to me.&quot; Melting

away with heat and trepidation, through dread of him, I answered,
&quot; Na znai bo

Roska,&quot; that is,
&quot;

1 do not know Russian.&quot; He was much pleased; and treated

me with great condescension, asking me to read the Gospel and the Prone in

Russian. I answered him, kneeling on the ground,
&quot; As soon as I have learnt it,

I will say it.&quot; He replied,
&quot; Dobro :&quot; and I bowed to him, and retired, moving

backwards, in a bath of perspiration.

We did not leave the church till morning ; and in the forenoon we returned

to Mass. The Patriarch, having vested his robes on the platform we mentioned

before, went to meet the Emperor as he came in
;
and after his Majesty had paid

his devotions to the images, the Patriarch approached him, and, bowing, gave him

his benediction with the cross. After the Hours, and the conclusion of the

Prayers, I read the Prone in Russian, but in such a manner as to astonish

them ; for the manner of reading of the Muscovites is heavy and harsh
;

whereas I read in the light Grecian tone, so that the Emperor was both amazed

and delighted. It is usual for the singers at every verse to chaunt Kuois zteta-ov ;

but he would not suffer them to raise their voices, that he might hear distinctly

what I said ;
and every now and then he nodded his head with delight, as I

was afterwards told by the persons present. When, at the Epistles, I threw

incense at the royal door, in the form of a cross, instead of throwing it, according

to their practice, towards the place where the sacred body is kept, I ignorantly

threw it towards the Emperor first. He instantly pointed to me, with his

fingers, from where he stood, to throw the incense first towards the sacred

body. Confused as I was, I had the presence of mind, nevertheless, to do as he

bade me ; and then I incensed him afterwards. Then I went out, and said the

Gospel for the Sunday of Zaccheus, in Greek
;
and for the Saints : I mean, for

Euthymius the Great or Elder, in Arabic : and I should have translated it fluently

into Russian, only, out of my bashfulness before the Emperor, I could not

readily bring forth their long and harsh tones. It was better however as it was ;

for his Majesty admired very much my reading in the three languages, and

afterwards in the Georgian. After reading the Gospels, it is customary for the

Archdeacon to present the book first to the Patriarch to kiss, and next to the

Emperor ; but I, in that moment of confusion and trepidation, was directing
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myself first towards the Emperor, when he made a sign to me to go first to the

Patriarch. I did so ; and then returned to his Majesty, who kissed it : and I

kissed his hand, bowing twice. I did not take to the Emperor our book of the

Gospels, but that of the convent, which they brought me after I had finished

reading, for the ceremony of kissing : and it was with difficulty I could carry it, it

was so large and heavy, being covered with gold and large gems of emeralds,

rubies, topazes, diamonds, &*c. Its confection was admirable ;
and it is said to

have cost three thousand five hundred dinars. When I presented this book to

his Majesty to kiss, I trembled with dread, and could scarcely move my legs

under its weight. Then I read the Prone,
&quot; We all say

&quot;

&c., in Russian, in

such a manner that all were surprised, particularly at my giving in order the name

of the Emperor with his several titles, the names of the Empress, the Prince,

the three Princesses daughters of the Emperor, and the three Princesses his

sisters, freely and without stammering, or making any mistake. At the con

clusion, 1 entered the sacristy. After one of the Deacons had said,
&quot;

Pray, O ye

admonished Catechumens ! to the Lord,&quot; and had entered, 1 came out and said,

&quot; Go out, ye Catechumens,&quot; &c. in Georgian, as I had previously learnt it.

The chalice, the three patens, and the spoon, used this day, were all of pure

gold, engraved with holy images in black lines, and set with a great quantity of

jewels. After the service, the Emperor took the right hand of our master, and,

conducting him to the coffin of the Saint, opened it, and shewed him the body to

kiss. The Emperor was in admiration at its appearance, and said,
&quot; See what a

beautiful colour that is of the scull, which is of a really natural yellow and hard

ness.&quot; He added,
&quot; When I took up this holy body out of the ground, to place

it in this coffin, I perceived there had been lost from it one of the teeth ;
and I

ceased not my search after it, till 1 had found it. During the interval, I had the

tooth-ache
;
but when I found the lost tooth, I rubbed mine with it, and the pain

instantly ceased.&quot;

SECT. XIII.

ANECDOTE OF THE EMPEROR. -DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW CONVENT.

ITS INVALID ESTABLISHMENT.

Ox this day, a strange event occurred
;
which was this. A Deacon of the

Metropolitan Mira, whose exile we mentioned formerly, was banished by the

Emperor to this convent, where he was residing in perfect comfort and respecta-
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bility. Something, however, I know not what, was observed in his conduct, and

the Patriarch Nicon restrained him from service. This night, in consequence,

he presented himself before the Emperor, and, throwing himself on the ground,

entreated his Majesty to grant him permission to say Mass on this day. The

Emperor however refused
;
and answered him :

&quot;

I fear the Patriarch Nicon ;

who would perhaps give me his crosier, and say, Take it, and tend the Monks

and Priests yourself. I do not contradict or oppose you in the command of your

generals and troops ; why then do you set yourself against me, in the concerns of

Priests and Monks ?&quot; When we heard this of the Emperor, we were seized

with wonder at such a degree of religious feeling, reverence, and veneration,

manifested in him towards the Heads of the Priesthood.

After we quitted the church for our apartments, the Emperor sent to invite

us, by one of his Ministers, to his table, in his own lodgings ; and coming out to

the court-yard to meet our master, took him by the arm, led him in, and seated

him near himself. He again came in person, to call me in, the Archdeacon, by
name ; as, through fear and respect, I had stopped outside. His Majesty took me

by the hand, as, confused with dread and trembling, I knelt on the ground, and

kissed his : and having led me in front of him, with the Priests our companions,

he set us at a table by ourselves ;
where he ceased not to supply us with meat and

drink, till the repast was over. After the elevation of the Hayay ia by our Lord

the Patriarch, and the participation of it by the Emperor, it was distributed to

all the company. We did not remain more than two hours at table. There

were no flesh-meats served up at all : for, as mentioned before, it is the custom

of the Emperor, when he is in any convent, and sits down with the Heads of the

Clergy, not so much as to taste flesh-meat before them, but he contents himself

with fish, and the usual food of the Monks. Afterwards, the Georgian Princess

assured us, by her own mouth, that when she was with the Empress, to escape

from the plague, in the Convent of the Trinity, where they resided four months,

during all that time no flesh-meat whatever was cooked there. She added :

&quot;

I expostulated with her Majesty, saying : Do you not fear God ? We, indeed,

are of age, and grown up ; but what has this Vasilopoulo Prince Alexius done,

who is yet a sucking infant, that he should have his heart tormented with

fasting?&quot; The Empress paid no attention whatever to this discourse.

Then the Emperor stood up, and distributed, with his own hand, cups of wine,

as usual. He called to me each time by name, as he gave me the goblet. After

wards, he went out, and bade adieu to our master, in the court-yard, having led
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him by the arm. As he turned back, he deputed two of his Ministers to go with

us, and shew us all round the convent. It is smaller than the Convent of the

Holy Trinity,, but is built on precisely the same plan. I compared the one to

the bride, and the other to the bridegroom ; and, in truth, such is their propor

tion, as we observed on going round. It exactly resembles the Convent of the

Trinity, in the beauty of the walls surrounding it, in its elevation, architecture,

and arrangement. It has the same number of apartments, and the same num
ber of bastions in the walls ; except that the walls and circuit of the Convent of

the Trinity are larger. The main length of the walls of this convent is from

east to west ; and on each side it has three huge towers. Its towers, in all, are

eight in number. It is strongly built
;
and from the number of embrasures in the

walls, and the outer bastions, it has exactly the appearance of the strong forts in

our country. Within the walls, and between the suites of dwelling apartments,

are war-passages, vaults, in the structure of which no wood whatever has been

employed, nothing but stone and bricks. The cells of the Fathers are all round

the convent, and are very handsomely constructed. The convent contains four

churches. The great church is dedicated by the title of the Nativity of Our Lady ;

and is ancient, being in existence since the time of St. Saba. The original

church was small, and built of wood ; but the Emperor has handsomely repaired

and enlarged it, adding many architectural ornaments. It has two doors, on the

west and north, of pure iron. Of princely and superb images it has a surprising

number, admirable both for the material and the beauty of the workmanship, for

the quantity of gold employed on them, and the highly-coloured enamel (lxx) :

particularly to be admired is the image of the Saint. Round this whole church

are handsome galleries, closed with stone-crystal. At the bottom of the same

avenue, and opposite to the former, is another fine church e*ujdil;
lj LjLaL&amp;gt;

dedicated to the same St. Saba. The dome of the great church, and the dome

of this, are both richly gilt with pure gold, and shine with a splendid lustre. The

third church is in the great tower over the gate of the convent, and is dedicated to

St. Sergius, founder of the Convent of the Trinity. The fourth we will give an

account of presently.

After we had viewed the whole of the walls surrounding the convent, we were led

down to the plateau ; and then up to the great Refectory, which is the admiration

of every beholder, for its situation, architecture, vast size, spaciousness, and the

breadth of its airy cupolas ; which are not equalled, either in the Convent of the

Trinity, or in the celebrated Convent of St. George of Novogorod. It has glass
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windows all round : its corners arc all bound with iron
;
and it is strengthened in

the same way from arch to arch. The whole edifice verges on one pillar ; but

the breadth of its walls and foundations is immense. Beautiful indeed are its

structure and position, occupying the centre of the plateau of the convent ! At

the lower part of its foundations they have constructed the &quot;

Banimpchat,&quot; or

wine-cellars, as the first story : over that is the second, which is the kitchen
;

all

round which are rooms for the servants. In these are numerous stoves, with tubes

communicating with the kitchen fire ; and the entire heat is so managed, as to

pass through the walls, and rise into the eating-room above, where, during the

winter, a high temperature is thus continually maintained. The third story,

then, is the said eating-room or Refectory ; at the higher part of which is a fifth

church, handsome, but not yet finished, dedicated to St. Vladimir, former sovereign

of the country. Afterwards, they led us up to the fourth story, over all, of the

same size with the dining-room, called the Treasury, or store-room of the convent,

with many windows round it
;
so planned, that, should the convent be besieged,

or otherwise shut up, for several years, its stores of furniture of all kinds shall

not suffer from rot and moths
((jwyJlj {J^\) &c. ;

for the entire roof is grated

with bars of wood and iron, that the clothes, carpets and church robes may be

spread upon them, and, being exposed to the air, which is constantly admitted

through the numerous windows, may not perish through damp and mould. In

one corner of this room is a secret place, to hide gold and silver in, and to keep

other valuable property and treasure. In a word, the structure of the four

stories of this building is such, as to have no equal any where ; for it is from top

to bottom like a large square tower, or rather a large castle. Afterwards, they

made us ascend a staircase of about one hundred steps, up to three new belfries
;

in the beautiful disposition and structure of which, they have surpassed the bell-

towers of the capital. The place for the clock is at the top of all, apart ; but

near to the bells, which are designed to be placed one above another ; none,

however, are yet hung up. All these buildings are bound with rods and bars of

iron, from wall to wall, and from corner to corner. Then we wrent down to visit

the gates of the convent ; the steps leading up to which are admirably con

structed ; for, as we observed before, the situation of the convent is on the top

of a hill.

At this moment, the Emperor sent to us others of his Archons, to take us to

see the Treasury and Storehouse of the convent. Listen, brother, and admire !

for, over and above the buildings in all other convents, the Emperor has
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augmented this by another
; having built, in one corner of the convent, a place

like a convent, by itself, with a private gate, containing many cells, one within the

other, both for summer and winter. In the interior is a church dedicated in the

name of St. John, Lord of the Scale of Virtues. This place is appropriated to

those of the Monks of the convent who are paralytic, blind or bed-ridden, or

are afflicted with other, chronic, diseases (i^l&US) ,jr.&amp;lt;i),
that they may have more

quiet and repose : and the Emperor has appointed them a Chief of their own

quality, from among themselves
; a steward, and servants ;

and Priests, in like

manner, to say Mass for them. This is a thing which surprised us much, and

excited our utmost astonishment, at the piety and humility of the Emperor, and

at his great love for convents, Priests, and Monks. He has named this place
&quot; The Repose of the Sick,&quot; after a similar institution mentioned in the Syvafa^/a.

For our parts, we wept with tenderness and pleasure at the sight of it. The

Emperor was at that moment in the church
;
and the Archimandrite was per

forming for him a lla^a/cATjfnj. When we went out, he sent to invite us to his

apartments ; and he asked our Lord the Patriarch, whether the convent, and the

arrangement of the buildings, had pleased him : and when he heard how much

he praised and admired it, he said :

&quot; Ya Batioshka, the best of it all is, that this

beautiful edifice was completed within two years, which is certainly a matter of

wonder and
surprise.&quot;

The Emperor s love for this convent is very great ; and

as the Saint, to whom it is dedicated, had previously manifested a miracle,

according to what we have before mentioned, the Emperor devoted himself to

its construction with the utmost zeal. For my part, I ceased not to inquire what

sum the building had cost, but in vain
; until, at last, I invited the archon who

had been entrusted with the work, together with his clerk or secretary, to the

apartments of our Lord the Patriarch
;
and it was with difficulty that I prevailed

on them, secretly, to avow that the whole expense laid out on this building has

been three hundred and seventy-eight thousand dinars, according to the ac

counts registered ;
and it is not yet finished. It is not surprising that it should

have cost so much ; for, as we found on viewing it, it is a large fort, raised new

from the foundations, and built with so much industry and art as to excite the

admiration of the beholder.

Then the Emperor took our master by the arm, and went with him to the

Brothers of Christ, that is, the paralytic and sick brethren of the convent, that

he might give them his blessing, and pray over them : for here they were lodged

before the door of the church, in old wooden houses, from which he had not yet
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removed them to their new convent, as it was still unfinished. On entering the

place, some of us were unable to remain there, for the disagreeable putrid smell ;

nor could we endure to look upon the afflicted inmates : but the Emperor

attended to nothing but his request to our Lord the Patriarch, that he would

pray over them the Prayer for their recovery : and after the Patriarch had

prayed over them, his Majesty again requested him to give them his blessing.

As the Patriarch blessed each, the Emperor came behind him, and kissed the

patient s head, mouth, and hands, from the first of the patients to the last.

And wonderful indeed appeared to us such holiness and humility, whilst we

thought of nothing but of escaping, if we could, from the place. Nor did this

suffice the Emperor ;
but he would needs take our master into an inner cell,

where was a sick brother, who we were told had been for eight years unable to

move his feet : he had been struck down and rolled over by a sledge, and was

continually praying that death would relieve him from his sufferings. When
the Emperor went in to him, and inquired how he was, he answered by an

exclamation of desire that death would take him. The Emperor chid him for

his impatience, and endeavoured to console him : and then turning to our

master, he informed him, that in this cell there were three other sufferers, who
had all died before this man, and had left him to his misery ; and he requested
him to say a prayer over him. The Patriarch recited several, and wept as he

prayed. This circumstance augmented the Emperor s esteem for our master ;

and he privately made signs to his Archons, with his hand, drawing their atten

tion to the Patriarch s sanctity and humility, and to his pious and affectionate

tears. Then the Patriarch blessed and consoled the sick brother, saying to him,
&quot;

that he should be thankful to the Lord for this grace, for that He had melted

him, and tried him like gold in the furnace,&quot; &c.* Again the pleasure and

admiration of the Emperor were increased towards our master; and he ap

proached the afflicted Monk, to kiss his head, his mouth, and his hands, as he

had done to the others. On leaving the place, we could hardly believe we were

so fortunate as to have escaped from its dreadful smells.

The Emperor continued to hold our master by the arm, till he had led him

outside, thanking him with much gratitude for the office he had performed :

and, as we were afterwards assured by the Grand Vazir, the Emperor conceived

great faith and confidence in our Lord the Patriarch, and took an entire interest

*
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in his welfare. He himself said,
&quot;

I have a desire to write over the gate of the

convent, in figures of gold, the date of the visit of the Patriarch of Antioch, and

of his consecration and blessing bestowed upon it.&quot; The Emperor had declared

his intention to depart from the convent this night ; and all the Monks had

stationed themselves on his path, near the gate. His Majesty s Treasurer had

prepared parcels of copecks, folded up in paper ;
and the Emperor distributed

them with his own Jiand to the Priests, six dinars
; to the Deacons, four

; and

to the meanest of the Monks, three. Then, after bidding them all farewell, he

requested our master to say a prayer over his head, and knelt down before him.

The Patriarch recited many prayers ; and the Emperor arose to receive his

blessing : which when he had given him, his Majesty said,
&quot; Dar

ghavi,&quot; that is,

&quot; Bless me again ;&quot;
and he blessed him a second time. Then he said to him,

&quot;

Teri,&quot; or &quot;thrice;&quot; and he blessed him a third time. After which, he kissed

him, and, bidding him farewell, departed; saying,
&quot; Whenever you wish, go.&quot;

The Archimandrite, and the rest of the Monks, accompanied the Emperor to

the outside of the convent, where he ascended his carriage and drove off; whilst

we returned to Vespers. The Emperor travelled about fifteen versts, and slept

that night in another of his convents. After Vespers, the Archimandrite,

Steward, and Treasurer, came to present, on the part of the Emperor, the alms

of the convent to our Lord the Patriarch, in remuneration for his trouble, and

for his Mass. They were, four soroks of sables, a gilt image of the Saint, a gilt

cup, and a piece of satin
;
and a large loaf of bread, some barrels of liquor, and

salt and fresh fish for provisions. A similar distribution was made to all of us.

Early in the morning of Monday, after the
&quot;Ogflgov,

we performed our parting

devotions, in the church, and to the body of the Saint ; and having taken leave

of the Monks, we were escorted forth from the convent by the two hundred

janissaries belonging to it, about the distance of thirty versts ; being rowed on

the river of Moscow, which flows to the capital from the east side of the

convent. We encountered a great deal of cold, violent winds, and snow
;
and we

saw on the high road a man exposed on an eminence, with his skin flayed off ,

as an example of terror to the spectator.

Towards evening, we arrived in the capital : but the Emperor did not arrive

till Tuesday night, as he had gone to visit a third convent. What shall we

then say of this, not human, but angelic prince, who, after having been a whole

year absent from his wife, devotes neither his time nor his attentions to her,

but bestows all his thoughts and endeavours on the increase of his churches,
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Monks, and convents ? I used to wonder how he contrived to drive away sleep*.

For his piety, no doubt, the Almighty is disposed to grant him all his heart s

desire, and to place him on the highest pinnacle of glory.

This is the second journey, after that of Novogorod, which we performed over

above any performed by other Patriarchs who have visited this country.

SECT. XIV.

SUBMISSION OF POLISH CHIEFS. PREPARATIONS AGAINST SWEDEN.

ARRIVAL OF MAHOMETAN TARTARS, FROM SIBERIA, WITH MUSK
AND RHUBARB. MARRIAGE OF A SIBERIAN PRINCE.

DURING this week, there came many of the Polish archons, to submit them

selves and their lands to the disposal of the Emperor, and to implore his

clemency. Of the number, was a great Hetman of the house of Potoska, having

the command of seven thousand troops. On his being baptized, the Emperor s

uncle stood godfather to him, and his Majesty granted him the government of

his own territory : but besides taking his oath of allegiance, they took from him,

moreover, several of his family and relatives, as hostages in the hands of the

Emperor, for fear he should prove treacherous.

On the Sunday of the Publican and the Pharisee, our Lord the Patriarch said

Mass in the church of the convent ;
and ordained Priest, a candidate from the

convent called Bachansko, dedicated to the Assumption of our Lady, and situated

in an island in the main ocean
;
one thousand versts distant from the Solovka

monastery, and three thousand from Moscow
;
as we were now told by the

newly-ordained Priest, who said he had set out from his convent at the festival

of the Assumption of our Lady, on the fifteenth of Ab or August, and had

arrived at Moscow on the festival of the Nativity. Most of the route was by

rivers. In their convent are forty Monks ; and near it is a castle, in an island

called Colosko, of the Tsra^/a of the Metropolitan of Novogorod, near to

Danska on the frontier of Germany, not the Danska of Poland.

On the first of Ishbat, the Patriarch of Moscow arrived from his convent,

in the night. His attendants said that they had been four days and a half on

the road. The Emperor had gone out to meet him, at a distance of twenty versts

/Ut la- ili-
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from the city, the evening before. All the Heads of Convents waited on him,

with images, and loaves of bread, as usual.

During this interval, the Emperor was preparing for an expedition against

Sweden ; and had begun to send pickaxes (j/**!!), stores, victuals, and the

heavy baggage, in sledges, to the cities of Novogorod and Pskov. He sent, as we

ascertained, five hundred thousand halves of hogs, salted, and fifty thousand

live hogs, as part of the provisions : for, as we mentioned formerly, they are in

the habit of killing their pigs in the autumn, and, cutting them in halves, they

hang them up from the roofs of their chambers, that they may become as

HdffTgzpcx,, or bacon. When they set out on a journey, they cut off slices, to

cook on the road. All this preparation was for the numerous bodies of troops

intended to be sent against the Swedes. In the mean time, abundant stores were

brought in to the Emperor from all sides, particularly from Siberia and those

parts, by Mahometan Tartars, among whom were some sherifs. All wore cal-

packs ;
and when they passed by any Christian, they always took them off. On

seeing any Priest or Monk, they not only took off their calpacks, but they said,

&quot;

Bogoslafi, Otcha!&quot; in Russian ;
that is,

&quot; Give me your blessing, Father!&quot; for

they know both the Turkish and the Russian language. For our parts, we were

much surprised at observing this their demeanour. Their faces are ugly ; and

some of them have a resemblance to the Vazik (cJoj^), in the length of their

beards, and their flowing robes, which are rich and splendid. We associated with

them in secret, and conversed with them in Turkish : they told us, that they had

to pay annually to the Emperor a sum of six thousand dinars ;
and they bring

him rhubarb and fine musk.

The rhubarb grows in the province of Siberia. Some Persian physicians told

us, afterwards, that the stalks of this plant are precisely what we call
ij*\y.j , and

the roots are the rhubarb. It grows abundantly in Persia ;
but that which is

found in Tartary is the largest, most abundant, and of the finest quality. From

its roots shoot forth numerous green stalks, with very large leaves.

The animal producing musk, we were told, is found in the deserts between

Siberia and Khotaikhotah (Ua^Jai.) ;
the latter of which countries, the Tartars

say, is distant from them more than a three-years march.

They call the Emperor of Sin, Chin arid Machin, Cafir Soltan. They told

us, that the Soltan Addhahab, or the Gold Emperor, is near them. Among

themselves, they call Christians, Cossacks
; and churches they call monasteries.

They said they had formerly mosques, with minarets, built of stone ;
which this
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Patriarch, Nicon, sent and had destroyed. They are under very great restraint,

and are subject to a severe police, during their stay in this capital : they are

never allowed to walk out alone, without a janissary following them
;
and no

one ventures ever to speak with them, but in secret, as we did.

After they had presented their tribute to the Emperor, they began to sell the

rhubarb and musk they had brought with them. The high-priced rhubarb was

at thirty dinars the pood, which is thirteen okkas : the inferior, as low as twelve

dinars. The bags of musk
(&amp;gt;J) they sold privately; and we used to buy it of

them by the pound, at twenty-two dinars. As the Muscovites abhor the Sherifia

and Turkish dinars, so these Tartars love them, and take them with avidity. The

Muscovites dislike musk, and do not purchase it : and for this reason it was sold

very cheap. Generally, the Persians are in the market, to buy it of the Tartars,

at forty dinars, or more
; but at present there was not one of them here. The

Emperor sells his musk and rhubarb, at the highest-mentioned prices, to the

Franks. The Muscovites never drink spirits without tinging them with rhubarb,

which they put in small pieces in the vessels : the spirits soon become as yellow
as saffron, their noxious qualities are removed, and they are rendered perfectly

wholesome. The best and heaviest of the rhubarb is purchased, by the Greek

merchants, for the market at Constantinople, where they sell it to great advantage.
The Tartar tribes, we were before speaking of, buy red coral, and beads of

amber (b^l), which are very much prized among them. Most of the pilgrims

to Mecca, who have the dress and appearance of the Yozik, are of these nations
;

and therefore the greater part of these Tartars were acquainted with our coun

try and Damascus. This year, the Emperor has ordered a Dosherma, or levy of

men, over all the Tartar countries, to the amount of two hundred thousand new

troops ; distributing among them halberds and muskets, and an allowance of pay

every three months. He has sent to order up the armies of Cazan, Astrachan,

and Siberia ; and had held an Assembly of the Heads of the Clergy, and of all

the Heads of Convents, requiring them to grant him a tenth of the treasure of

the convents, and of the revenue of their lands and villages ; and saying to them :

&quot; As all the merchants have given me a tenth of their property, I ask the same

of you ; because it is for you I make war, and out of zeal for our holy religion.

It is not my intention to open my own treasures at all, until I have completed
this campaign, and brought this war to an end : on the accomplishment of which,

I will return to you all I have taken from you, twofold.&quot; Moreover, he sent to

VOL. II. M M
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collect from every house, throughout the whole country, twenty-five copecks,

as a subsidy for stores.

In the mean time, the Patriarch Nicon sent to our Lord the Patriarch, by his

chief Deacon, a present of a green Mavrvcx, of European cloth ; which he never

ceased to wear afterwards, till our return to Wallachia.

On the Eve of the festival of the Entrance into the Temple, the great bell was

tolled ;
and the Patriarch went to short Vespers, in an ancient church at the top

of the palace-yard, dedicated by the title of the festival. The Emperor had sent,

in the afternoon, to invite our Lord the Patriarch to the Mass and banquet. At

the ninth hour of the night, they rang the bells, and performed the Great Vespers ;

and towards morning, Matins, In the forenoon, we went with the Patriarch
; and

entered this church, which is old and decayed. It has three doors
; and the

passage to it is by the steps of the Church of the Annunciation. The aisle of the

chapel of the Mvypoa-vvov, and of that of the Wooden Table and the portico of

the church, look over the private inner-yard of the Palace, which they allow no

stranger to pass, and which we had not before seen. In it is a small church,

concealed and sunk in the ground, dedicated to the Divine Manifestation, which

is said to have been the first church built in Moscow. At a short distance from

it, is a large and lofty church, with a large gilt dome, under dedication to the

Birth of Our Lady, which we had not seen till now. The river of Moscow flows

under the walls on this side, and no stranger ever goes out or enters by this gate.

I afterwards contrived to see it, and enter it, as well as the Palace-yard, by favour

of the Yarinojiki, and some of my friends among the great Officers of State
; as

they all became acquainted with us, during our long residence here.

To return : The floor is coloured black. When the Emperor came in, the

Patriarchs gave him their blessing, as usual : and after Mass, we were taken up
to the banquet-room. We mentioned before, that the Emperor had sent, during

this interval, to summon the attendance of the whole of the army of Siberia,

which was said to amount to upwards of two hundred thousand men
; of the

troops of Cazan and Astrachan ; of the Turk and the Turkee
;
and of the quotas

of the countries beyond them, to the distance of two thousand versts
;
that his

army this year might be entirely new and fresh
; and that he might send home

the troops that were with him last year, and those which had been garrisoning

the towns which he had conquered. This was done : and now the officers, and

chiefs of these troops, and the heads of thousands, came to kiss the Emperor s
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hand, as he sat at table before us. He made them sit down to dinner
; and

placed the poor and maimed, whom he had clothed with new suits of clothes, at

a table near him, on the floor by themselves. We all remained at table till

night-fall, when, for our parts, we returned to our convent.

On the eve of the Sunday, on which fell the commemoration of St. Simeon the

Elder and of St. Anna the Prophetess, the Emperor, because his daughter Anna
was born on that day last year, sent to invite our master to the Mass and ban

quet. The Patriarch Nicon performed Mass in the church of the Empress, which

is under the invocation of St. Anna. Our Lord the Patriarch said Mass, with

the Archbishop of Servia, in the Sobor
;
as the Empress s church was too small.

The congregation assembled was very numerous, being attended by the Grandees

of the Empire, and a great part of the people. I said the Prone, in Russian, to

the admiration of all. After Mass, they took us to the Emperor s grand dining-

room, which is at the top of his new palace a large and splendid apartment,
which no stranger is allowed to enter, and where none sat down to table, even

in the lowest places, but his Majesty s courtiers.

On this day, the Emperor married the eldest son of the Sultan of Siberia to

one of the daughters of a Grandee who were attendants at his court. The

bridegroom, in a rich dress of brocade adorned with pearls and gems, attended

by his suite and a body of the Grandees of the Empire, came to kiss the Em
peror s hand, as holding the place of his father, according to their custom : and

when the Emperor had given him a silver image, they all retired. Afterwards,

he sent to the Emperor and Empress, and the whole Imperial family, the usual

present of jewels and precious-stones, in a number of trays. In the evening, we

returned to the convent.

SECT. XV.

TRANSLATION OF SOME WOOD OF THE TRUE CROSS FROM LUBLIN.

CAPTURE OF THE FORT DAMAN BY THE COSSACKS OF THE DON.

ON Monday, the fourth of Ishbat, they tolled the new bell, with all the other

bells, and held a great festival and solemnity. The occasion was, what we have

before mentioned of Potorlin, and his conquest of the city of Lublin, where he

made a great slaughter of the inhabitants. Those who were in the third and

innermost fort requested him to spare their lives, and refrain from the assault,
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on condition that they delivered into his hands a most valuable present for the

Emperor ;
which was, a cross, formed of the wood of the true cross, and which

they parted with but at the last extremity. On obtaining the truce, they went

forth to deliver up the cross, walking with it a distance of three versts, in pro

cession, with torches and thuribles, and lamenting and weeping for the loss of

this invaluable treasure. When Potorlin came to Kiov, and was informed of the

rage of the Emperor against him for the peace which he had made with the Tar

tars, and other transactions, which we formerly described, he took poison and

died. The report was given out, that he had died by the visitation of God
;
and

his servants, having performed over him the last offices, such as are customary

with deceased Muscovites, placed him in a coffin, to carry him to Moscow, for

interment. The Emperor no sooner heard of this, than, out of his great indig

nation against him, he sent orders that his body should be burnt on the public

road : but presently, on being acquainted with this treasure of the cross which

Potorlin had obtained for him, he relented towards him, by the intercession of

the Patriarch, and sent to command that they should bring his body to Moscow.

They brought it accordingly, and, finally, buried it in the Judabi Convent. On

this day, the expected treasure
arrived for the Emperor, to his very great delight

and exultation. Amidst the ringing of the bells, without intermission, till the

very earth trembled, the Emperor came down to the Sobor, dressed in his crown

and imperial robes, and attended by his great Officers of State in full dress. The

people of the town, in their best clothes, were all assembled to receive him : and

the Patriarchs, having robed, performed for his Majesty a Ha^oiK^trig, and prayers,

in thanksgiving to God for having bestowed on him this inestimable treasure.

Then they advanced towards the cross
; and, kneeling to it, received it with all

veneration and respect ;
and placed it on a covered desk, by the side of the image

of Vlashirnas and the cross of Constantine. An order was now established, that

a commemoration and festival should be celebrated in its honour, on the return

of this day, annually : and this night they performed great Vigils from midnight

till break of day, as is usual on great festivals.

On the morrow, the Patriarch said Mass before the Emperor, who wore his

crown and imperial robes, and was attended by all his great Officers of State.

All the people were in the greatest joy and exultation. For our parts, we went

to kiss this venerable cross, which was placed in a sort of book, made of silver,

prettily enclosed with crystal. Its length is about a finger s length, and its

breadth the same : and around it are the four Evangelists.
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In the mean time arrived the army of the Cossacks of the Don, commanded

by their Hetman, and were reviewed by the Emperor. We were told that they

had subdued the fort Daman (^Ulb), one hundred and twenty miles distant from

Caffa. They went out, it was said, on the Black Sea, with forty galleys. Each

galley is usually manned with ninety warriors ; one half of whom ply the oars,

whilst the rest stand to their arms. This fort Daman they invested by night ;

and having entered it by escalade, they put to the sword within it, or made

prisoners, upwards of five thousand men. Immediately they dispatched couriers

to the Emperor, to receive his commands as to what they should do with the

fort. He sent them orders, grounded on reasons of state which I am unable to

explain, that they should instantly destroy it from the foundations. They razed

it to the ground, accordingly, and threw its large guns into the sea. From it

they carried away immense booty ; and passed thence to the town of Sinope, and

to Reza and those parts, where they committed great devastation, taking a vast

quantity of plunder, and innumerable prisoners. On their return to the Don,

which is the centre of their habitations, they were followed by the relations and

friends of the captives, who purchased the freedom of a great number of them :

with the rest of the prisoners, and booty, they came to Moscow, to sell them,

together with articles of clothing and furniture, gold and silver, and Turkish

coins ;
the latter of which they disposed of, not at their current value, but at so

much the pound weight : afterwards, they returned to their own country.

On conversing with them, we were struck with admiration at their bravery,

and their tall statures. They call wine by the Turkish word Shrab ;
and spirits

they call Araki.
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BOOK XIV.

MOSCOW, AND THE COSSACK COUNTRY.

SECT. I.

RECEIPT OF A PEUXIAN LETTER. LAW AXD PRACTICE OF PETITIONING
THE HEADS OF (, OJ ERNMENT. TITLES FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

OF EUROPEAN SOTEREIGNS. CONTENT OF THE SPAS.

ABOUT this time, there came to the Emperor a Letter written in the Persian

language and character, and his Majesty sent for me to read it to him : for, through

our long residence among the Muscovites, they had all made acquaintance with

me, and treated rne with great familiarity ; particularly the Patriarch,, who was

constantly asking me to stay with him. The Cairn Macam, or Lieutenant of the

Emperor, and the other Ministers and Secretaries, all made to me the same

proposal ; saying :

&quot;

Stay here, and be our interpreter and translator in the Arabic

language ; for we have interpreters, at the Emperor s court, of all languages,

excepting the Arabic.&quot; I always answered :

&quot;

Though you made me a present of

all Moscow, I would not
stay.&quot; They replied: &quot;You are right, not to abandon

your wife.&quot;* All this was in friendly jest. Every day, I was employed in the

management of the affairs of our Lord the Patriarch ; and I was continually

writing memorials for him, and presenting them to the Minister, who sits in the

Basolska Precaz, or Hall of the Ambassadors, of whatever country ; where the

affairs of the Heads of the Clergy, the Monks and their convents, c., are

transacted. The petitions thus presented, the Minister collects ; and, when the

Emperor is present in the capital, he carries them up, and lays them before his

Majesty, who writes upon them what his pleasure is. In the absence of the Em

peror, he presents them to his Deputy or Lieutenant ; as he can do nothing of his

own authority.

cJJ ^ *
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Note, that persons from the remotest parts of the country wait for the passage

of the Emperor from his palace to the Sobor, on any of the great festivals ;
or

watch his going out of the city to the chase, or to visit any convent : and they

stand in his way, holding up their petitions, which he orders one of his Grandees

to take. The same thing is done with the Patriarch, on his going in and out ;

and with the Empress. When his Majesty has ascended to his apartment, they

lay all these petitions before him, and read them to him. Those which he

assents to, are marked for accomplishment ; and, if the prayer is for a gratuity,

a grant is ordered on the Treasury for so much, or so much : the rejected

petitions are also distinctly marked with a refusal. For these Cholofitat, thus

presented, there is a peculiar court or office, the president of which has them all

brought to him
;
and every person, who has held up his petition to the Emperor,

goes the next day to this court, to make inquiry as to the result. When any

grant of money is signed on his petition, he takes it to the Minister, in the

Basolska Precaz, and delivers it to him. The Minister then writes his name

upon it, and gives it to one of the Secretaries ; who, in the tenour of it, writes a

Premat, Tezkereh, or memorandum, to the Superintendant of the Treasury, to

give to the person such a sum, according to the Emperor s order of such a date.

With this Tezkereh, and accompanied by one of the Dragomans, the petitioner

goes to the Emperor s Treasury, and there touches the appointed sum. Those

Cholofitat which are marked with a denial, are given back to their owners
; who

learn, that the Emperor has no intention of granting their request, and are

warned not to present any more such petitions. These excellent and sensible

regulations, for the quick dispatch of business, are well \vorthy of remark.

To return to our account of the Persian Letter : It was written on silk paper,

in the Taalik character ;
and at the top of it, for the exordium, wrere these

words :

liiJIjj*^ &amp;lt;u^lj ujlj d!vj|j &amp;lt;uLLul! UUii

u^- 4=4
*

fc*wjj: .j^c
^.&amp;gt;-

jo;

JUis! Jyi*^ v
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j
J4

iJl
t

At the bottom was thus written : jU JllJl.J c j . J
-^ *

^^~^r

They called me into the cabinet, within the Hall, to study and read this Letter ;

as they think that to read Arabic, Turkish, and Persian, is all one. I made some
little out of it, by the assistance of the Dragoman of the Persian language : and, like

a thief, I copied it out in a few moments, without being perceived by any one :

-if I had been seen, God preserve me ! Then, as the Interpreter of the Turkish

language was a particular friend of mine, I asked him. and he brought out for

me, secretly, a great number of diplomatic papers, and letters from Soltan Morad
to Michael father of the present Emperor, between whom great amity, and a

perpetual correspondence, by letter and embassy, existed. Thus he shewed me
the signature or Toghra of the Soltan, in letters of gold at the top ; under which
was written, i^^l ^U ^\ Ucjll^ ^_^;) IU1 ^ ]^\ ^ and other

similar compliments ; such as, eJoU^ ^U_. ^j^ cJj^jfc ^ jj) cJJLJi^
that is of Astrachan, ,U dAl^.yi^^U cJJ^ju,_, Michael Feodorovitch, &c.

;

with names of countries, dignities, and titles, which I neither remember, nor was
able to copy. The object of all the letters was the prohibition of the Cossacks
of the Don from going out in their boats on the Black Sea, and committing
ravages in the countries of the East. I was much surprised at the phrase

;
U t_iy^J\ ^Jj^Lj ;

and learnt, from the above-mentioned Dragoman, that they
do not call the Sovereign of Muscovy dJi King or Emperor, but^U, that is,

Czar, in the Russian language.

The Dragoman added :

&quot; You must not wonder at this
; for the Emperor of

Muscovy is not used to call the Turkish Emperor
&quot;

Czar,&quot; in his language, but he

styles him,
&quot; Our Friend the Vcliko Soltano,&quot; that is, the Great Soltan, in the

Turkish language : for as the Turkish Emperor disdains to call any of the Chris

tian Princes cAU, which, among the Turks, would be considered a sin
; so the

Muscovite Emperor disdains to call him such in his language, and gives him the

title of Soltan, in the Turkish. Neither do the Frank Princes call the Turkish

* This Persian Letter I have given precisely as I found it, without attempting to correct the errors

of the copyist, most of which are
sufliciently apparent.
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sovereign, Emperor, in their language ;
but give him the appellation of Grande

Turco,
&quot; the Great Turk,&quot; as we now learnt. One of the imperial Dragomans, who

had accompanied an ambassador to the court of the Soltan Ibrahim, told us, that

the Turks call the Emperor of Muscovy, AghaBadishah, that is, the &quot;White
King&quot; ;

though they do not style him either King or Cral in their letters, but by the

Russian name, Czar. The Persians call him Ak Khan. The Franks, in their

letters, style him Emperor; but in their own country they call him Grande

Duca, that is, &quot;Great Kniaz&quot; or Lord ; as the Emperor of Turkey is likewise called

Grande Turco, or &quot; the Great Turk.&quot; The Turks themselves call their sovereign,

Penahi Q^Uy), by a Persian word which is equivalent to Avroxgoirag.

The seal of the Begs of Moldavia and Wallachia on their decrees and letters, and

the arms placed over the gates of their palaces, churches, and peculiar convents,

is simply a bull s head, said to be for the sake of Mark the Evangelist. The seal

of the Cral of the Poles, impressed on their battle-axes (ejUJ;) &c., is an eagle

with two heads
;
and the seal of the Muscovite Emperor is the same, said to be

for the sake of the name of John the Evangelist. But the truth of it is, that, as

the eagle is the Soltan of the birds, so is the Emperor the Great Soltan. The

impression on the
g&amp;gt;u&amp;lt;ro/3ouXXa, gold and silver coins, the copecks, &c., is, on one

side, an eagle with two heads ; and, on the other, the Emperor riding on a horse,

under the feet of which is a kind of dragon (^jJu), which the Emperor is striking

witli his spear, after the manner of St. George. I am unable to give, at present,

the explanation of this. The seal of Chmiel is his own image, drest in short

clothes, and girt with armour
;
with the calpack bent on one side.

On the Saturday of the Dead, the Patriarch said Mass in the Sobor, and the

Metropolitan of Crotistka in the Church of the Archangel, to commemorate the

deceased Emperors. The Bishop of Kolomna officiated in the Convent of the

Nuns, to the memory of the deceased Empresses.

On the morning of Carnival Sunday, the Empress went to the Convent of the

Qtifiytrgm, to perform her religious duties with the Nuns
;
and they tolled the

new bell, with all the rest of the bells round the city, for the assembly of the

Clergy and the Heads of Convents, with their images, in the Sobor, to perform

the same service as last year. The Patriarch robed, with our master
; and the

Emperor came down, wearing his crown and imperial robes, with the purple

mantle. After they had blessed him, they went forth, in procession, to an open

space behind the church, amidst the ringing of all the bells, and performed a

service similar to that of last year ;
of which, those parts which I was then unable

VOL. II. N N
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to witness, I this year succeeded in completing my observation of. Then they

returned to the Sobor ;
and after Mass, the Patriarch took us to dine with him in

the Christov, which is his new Hall. As we sat at dinner, the Emperor sent him

several princely dishes from his table, by one of his Archons; to whom the

Patriarch gave a silvered image.

On this day, the Patriarch placed by his side, at table, a new Salus (y-jil*),

a virtuous man, who, entirely naked, perpetually goes about the streets, and is

much believed in and revered by the people, even beyond bounds, as an eminent

Saint. His name is Cyprianus ;
but he is commonly called neAorfBKbBOAa, or

&quot; Man of God.&quot; The Patriarch never ceased to feed him with his own hands, and

to give him drink in silver cups; from which, after he had drunk, the Patriarch

drained the last drops with his own mouth, as he does at the end of the Holy

Supper ;
so that we were sunk in astonishment.

On this day also, after the Mass, and after the Patriarch had read the Lesson

for the day and his Sermon, one of the sick Nuns advanced forward, and

informed the Emperor and the Patriarch, that she had been sick for a length of

time, and that the preceding night she had come to sleep in the Sobor,

side of the coffin of St. Philip the Younger ;
that he had appeared to her, in the

night, in his sacerdotal robes, attended and incensed by his Deacons, with then

thuribles; that he had called to her, and made her rise up; and that

been immediately healed. The Emperor, on hearing this, wept abundantly ;
and

the Patriarch preached to the people, at great length, on this extraordinary

miracle. For this reason, we did not leave Mass on this day till very late in

the evening.

On the Monday, r TvgoVfyov, we went, by command of the Emperoi

the Patriarch, to the celebrated Convent of the Spas, outside the town, to pay r

visit according to our previous request to his Majesty. We were conveyed

the imperial sledge, and escorted by the janissaries.
The convent is S

the north-west of the city, at a distance of more than an hour s journey.

our arrival there, the Archimandrite, with the rest of the Monks, came out

meet our master, and took us up to the great church, where we performed Mass :

after which, they led us down, in our copes, to the lowest part of the church, t

pray over the tombs of the Grandees of the empire buried there ;
as this convei

is appropriated
to their interment ; and there are also the tombs of six Empe

All are spread with embroidered velvet coverings, round which are letl

pearls.
At the head of each tomb is an image ;

and also a candlestick, with a
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taper always burning. On no day is there any intermission of Mass for the

repose of their souls
; and after it, they always go down to incense their tombs,

and pray over them. We were told, that this convent was old and small
; and

that it was the late Emperor Michael, father of the present Emperor, who
renewed and enlarged it

; building, for its enclosure, immense walls, resembling
those of the Convent of the Trinity and of the Emperor s convent. In them are

included eight large towers, four at the four corners, the enclosure being square ;

and the other four, between them. These towers have numerous embrasures,
well furnished with large guns ; and three or four of them are situated on the
bank of the River Moskwa. Thus it is a very spacious edifice, more spacious
than any of the convents in the environs of the city ; and more cheerful, from the
elevation of the spot on which it is built. Near it are several fish-ponds. We
compared it to Sheikh Abou Bikr, in Aleppo. The great church was built by
the present Patriarch Nicon, during the time he was Archimandrite there. It is

large, beautiful, and cheerful
; and we saw no church in this capital to equal it,

for its elevation, lightness, pleasant site, and the loftiness of its five domes. There
is a porch all round it

; and the ascent of its steps, formed of white flags, and sup
ported on two pillars, is wide and easy. It has three large doors : its floor is

laid with square blocks, cut out of the roots of the tree resembling the ^.
The church is dedicated by the title of The Divine Manifestation, and the convent
is named the Convent of the Spas, that is, the Convent of Our Saviour

;
in Greek,

TOV 2*7%o? . They celebrate their festival on the sixth of the month of Ab.
In this convent are some magnificent images ; among which is one something

larger than
&amp;lt;u^ leaf, formed with a beautiful piece of ivory, in which are carved

all the Dominical Feasts, with the utmost perfection of art, after the manner of the
crosses of the Holy Mountain. It was brought hither from the Imperial Treasury.
-The lower part of the church is a suite of large vaults for the burial of the dead.

Seeing that it was contrary to law to bury them in the churches, they have

ingeniously devised this plan for their interment
; which, at the same time that it

gives an elevation to the edifice, allows this pious disposal of the remains of their
friends and relatives, over whom the sacred mysteries are thus perpetually cele
brated for ages of ages. The treasury for the riches of the church is a loftyroom over the south door, covered with a dome roofed with tin, for fear of fire/

In this convent are five other churches : one of them, by the side of the great
church over the tomb of one of the Kniazes, very handsome, and dedicated to
Our Lady OJjy^a; which the Kniayinia, his lady, erected, bestowing on the
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convent a great fund of wealth. This lady has founded charities on all sides,

and is said to have given to the Convent of the Trinity upwards of six thousand

dinars. On all the Patriarchs, Heads of Clergy, and Monks, who visit this city,

she fails not to confer some portion of her beneficence. For our Lord the

Patriarch she made a crown of brocade, braided with pearls on red velvet, and a

large embroidered scapular. The third church, within the Refectory, is dedicated

to the 2g7ras ((jyul^),
or Veil of the Virgin : the fourth, in the bell-tower, is

under the invocation of St. Saba. This belfry is ancient, and of admirable struc

ture. The fifth is newly built, on the plateau of the convent, and is under the

invocation of St. Sergius, founder of the Convent of the Trinity. The sixth,

dedicated to the Annunciation, is in the tower which is over the convent-gate.

In the great court is a large new bell, the circumference of which we found,

on measuring, to be about fifty spans. All our wonder was, how they transported

it hither from the city.

In this convent are one hundred Monks, and more. Their cells are all new

and spacious ; among which are the cells for the Emperor and Empress. There

are rooms in it of a very large size, with a delightful prospect over the town and

river. In a word, it is a very imposing edifice, strongly fortified, with abundance

of cannon
;
and is seen from the city like a pigeon in the air, being entirely

whitened over with lime.

After we had dined, they brought us the usual presents ;
and having made

our parting compliments, we returned the same evening to the capital. The

Emperor sent us word to be ready to go and attend with him at the Vigils and

Matins in the Judabi Convent, in commemoration of St. Alexius the worker of

miracles, on the twelfth of Ishbat
; and, at the same time, to celebrate the birth

day of his son.

SECT. II.

FEAST OF ST. ALEXIUS. CONVENT OF ST. SIMON. CEREMONY OF

CONDONATION. OBSERVANCE OF SHROVE WEEK. VISIT TO

THE NOVODIEVITCH CONVENT.

ON the ringing of the bells, the Emperor, together with the Patriarch, assisted

at short Vespers ; and at the seventh hour the new bell was tolled, and we

repaired to the convent. Thither came the Emperor, the Patriarch, and all the

Grandees, to the chapel of the Saint, where his body is kept within the Refectory ;
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and they began to chaunt the great Vespers, at much length. At the

the two Patriarchs put on their copes, and went, with the Metropolitans and

Priests, to stand outside the chapel. Here they set the image of the Saint in the

middle ;
and the Patriarch stepped down to incense it, the chapel, the Emperor,

and all present, as usual, after he had distributed to them the tapers. Our

master did the same
;
and then they went in to kiss the image, and the body of

the Saint ;
as did the Emperor, and after him the baptized Princes, and all the

Grandees of State, in their rank and order. Afterwards, the Patriarchs put off

their copes, and the slow chaunt was continued without intermission from the

seventh hour of the night till the forenoon of the next day. At length we went

away, nearly dead with standing, waking, and weariness ;
but returned the same

forenoon to Mass, whence, in the evening, we were taken to the Emperor s ban

quet-room. At the time that the Emperor s health was drunk, when I advanced to

kiss his hand, he smiled at me, and said,
&quot; S ccyiog Ag%ihoixovo?, Veliko Cholojik&quot;

:

the two first words, in Greek, signifying,
&quot; O holy Chief of Deacons&quot;; the other

two in Russian, meaning,
&quot; You are a great man.&quot; May God prolong his reign,

for his overflowing love towards me !

On the morrow, which was Wednesday, we went to the convent commonly
called the Convent of Simon, that is, of the Saint who founded it in ancient

times, who was the brother of St. Sergius the builder of the Trinity. It is dedi

cated under the title of The Assumption of our Lady ;
and is distant but a very

little way from the Convent of the Spas, being also situated on the bank of the

river of Moscow. Our road was from the bridge-gate, over the bed of the river, on

which saw-mills are erected. What a remarkable prodigy ! The Holy Gospel

says, that Peter the Apostle once walked upon the water ; but God is witness,

that we, with dusty feet, walked upon the water, not only once, but many times,

particularly from the Emperor s convent to the city, a whole day s journey.

To return : On our arrival at the convent, the Archimandrite, with his Priests

and Deacons, came out to meet us, as usual ; and led us up to the high church,

surmounted with a single dome, where we assisted at the Hours and the Eveningo * o

Song. Whereas it used to be the custom for the Patriarchs to say Mass in all

these convents for the repose of their deceased, here, on this day, instead of

Mass, they made us enter the Sanctuary, where we robed our Lord the Patriarch,

and then led us out to perform a Ha^oixX^a-ig for the Emperor. This church is

very lofty, and has three iron doors. As for the royal door of the Sanctuary, we

have never yet seen its equal, for splendour and richness : it is entirely covered
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with gold, silver, and gems. We were told, that one of the Kniazes, on his death

bed, willed that he should be buried here, and that all his riches should be settled

on the convent. The whole of his bequest was afterwards expended on this

door ;
which cost, it is said, more than two thousand dinars. The picture of the

Wake of Our Lady, still more valuable, is one entire plate of pure gold, engraved

with black lines, and is an object of great admiration. Outside the church is

another handsome new church, built by the lady of the above-mentioned Kniaz7

over his tomb, under dedication to our Lady HXotrvrega, whose image is adorned

with pearls, diamonds, rubies, hyacinths and emeralds, and is computed to have

cost upwards of one thousand dinars, though it is of small size. The lower part

of the great church is all vaults, for the interment of the Grandees of the empire,

as in the former instance. Between these two is a church dedicated to our

Blessed Lady O^jyjjr^a, in which a daily Mass is performed. Among the tombs

here, is that of the King of Cazan, who was made prisoner by Czar Ivan, was

afterwards baptized, and died a Christian. His wife lies near him. Next to

them is a large monument, the owner of which is related to have been a great

hero, of large stature, whose bow no two ordinary men, it is said, had strength

enough to carry, nor any four his iron armour.

In this convent are six churches in all, three of which we have described.

The fourth, within the Refectory, is under the invocation of St. Sergius : the

fifth is dedicated to The Divine Manifestation
; and the sixth, which is in the

tower over the gate, is dedicated to the Commemoration of the Holy Cross, on

the first of the month Ab, and of the Seven Maccabites
f^jjlCc)

.

The walls enclosing this convent are larger than those of the Convent of the

Spas, and are equally new. They are entered by three gates ;
and are defended

by six towers, some round and some square, well furnished with large guns.

From the intensity of the cold, and the violence of the wind, we were unable to

go up to take a view round the convent. It possesses a community of upwards

of sixty Monks. After we arose from table, they brought us the usual presents ;

and having been conducted by them, on parting, to the outside of the walls, we

returned by evening to the city.

On the Thursday we went to the Judabi Convent, where we performed Mass,

and received the customary presents. On the Friday, the Emperor and the

Patriarch went round to all the convents, asking pardon of the Monks and

Nuns ; and during the two days of Wednesday and Friday they did not quit the

churches till the afternoon, because they are reckoned with them as days of
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Lent, on which no Mass is performed. On the morning of Sunday, r

our Lord the Patriarch went to meet the Pariarch of Moscow, who took him with

him to the Emperor in his high palace, attended by us. The Emperor came out to

meet them
;
and led them up to his highest apartment ; where, after the Patriarch

had addressed his devotions to the images, and the Emperor had knelt down, he

blessed him with the cross, and sprinkled him with the Ay/a^o ?. Our master

performed the same ceremony ; and then they sat down for a short time. On
rising up, the Patriarch recited a prayer for the Emperor and all the Im

perial family ;
and afterwards sprinkled all the great Officers of State present,

who then entered the circle to kiss the Emperor s hand, as we did with them.
When we came out, our master, by command of the Emperor and the Patriarch,
went to say Mass in the Convent of the Nuns, opposite to us

; and at its con

clusion, they presented to him a silvered image of Our Lady, together with the

customary gratuity. In the evening, the Emperor and Empress went to this

convent, to ask pardon of the Nuns
; and then they paid a similar visit to the

Monks of the Judabi Convent. In like manner, all the Grandees of State went
to the Emperor and the Patriarch, to ask pardon of them. Some came for the

same purpose, in the night, to our Lord the Patriarch. The rest of the people
asked pardon of each other, kissing each other s mouths.
To return : On the Wednesday, the Emperor did not break his fast till the

evening; when he sent to our Lord the Patriarch, from his table, three cups of

wine, and some plates of sweetmeats, like L/H^ or green melon, compounded
with various spices and honey, which is brought to him from Astrakhan, &c .

During these three days, the Patriarch Nicon neither came down to the Sobor,
nor opened his apartments to shew his face to a single person ;

and the Emperor
fasted till Saturday, when, after Mass, he received the Sacred Mysteries, together
with the Empress. Thus it is the custom with all the Grandees of State, and
all the rich, to give no work to be done in this week, and to attend to no
business

;
but to persevere in prayer in their churches, particularly on the Friday,

when they confess their sins, and read and pray incessantly, that they may be

prepared to receive the Sacred Mysteries, on the following day, with all fear and
reverence.

On the Saturday, early in the morning, our Lord the Patriarch, by command
of the Emperor and of the Patriarch, went to the Convent of the Novodievitch,
that is, the Convent of the Young Lady Nuns, outside the city ; concerning which,
we mentioned formerly, that the Emperor and the Patriarch had cleared it of the
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Muscovite Nuns, to place the Russian Nuns in it ; and they were constantly

urging our master to go and give them his blessing, and say Mass for them ; so

greatly did they esteem their religious virtues and profession. On our arrival at

the convent, they all came out to meet us ; and then walked before us, chaunting

with a melody that charmed the heart, until we had ascended to the church.

Whilst we paid our devotions to the images, they sang the &quot;A%tov Itrriv ; and

delightful was the harmony and sweetness of their tones and voices, which they

continued to modulate, till the Patriarch had given to all of them his benediction,

one by one. Then we put on our copes in the Nag^f, and the young ladies

began the Hours. They chaunted also the responses of the Mass, in two choirs
;

and were all much astonished at the manner in which I read and preached in

Russian. After the offering of the cup, they all advanced forward to receive

the Mysteries from the hand of the Patriarch, with great awe and reverence, and

afterwards the Avritiupa and wine
;

for they had all fasted since Wednesday

until now. After the Patriarch had concluded the service, all the Nuns threw

themselves on the ground, and he recited over them the Prayer of Absolution :

then they walked out before him, chaunting, to the eating-room ; where we took

our seats ; and the Abbess, the Lady Steward, the Lady Treasurer, and the chief

Nuns, took theirs, according to their respective ranks, each attended by her

waiting-woman, to serve her with meat and drink. We had other servants to

wait on each of us, from the Patriarch to the last of us, with the most delicious

Lent meats of fried and stewed, &c., and various kinds of beverage unknown to

the Muscovites. During the repast, one of the young ladies stood reading an

Avayvuffts }
or Lecture, with a soft sweet voice, and an admirable order and

regularity, superior to that of the men we had heard. We arose from table

in a stupor of admiration, at the precision of manner, and the exact neatness of

these ladies. Every time our Lord the Patriarch sent to any of them a plate of

meat, she came and curtsied before him to the ground, whether she was a Religi

ous, that is, a professed Nun, or a worldly person ;
for in this convent there was

a numerous assemblage of great Russian, that is, Cossack ladies, relatives of the

Nuns : and it was a remarkably singular arrangement, that such was the subdual

of their human passions and feelings, they had appointed these foreigners, and

strangers to their vows, to some of the chief offices in the stewardship of their

establishment. On our rising from the table, the Patriarch elevated the Tluvayia -,

and the Abbess, with her companions, came, and, kneeling, presented to him, of

the products of the convent, an image of Our Lady, handsomely gilt, and a
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rosary of knotted silk. To us they made similar presents ;
and then all the

Nuns came forward again, to receive the Patriarch s benediction : after which,

they walked before us, chaunting, to the outside of the convent, where they bade

us adieu
; having furnished us, according to conventual custom, with a large loaf

of bread : and we returned to the city.

SECT. III.

FIRST SUNDAY IN LENT. DEATH OF RADZIVIL. REPEATED SOLICITATION*
OF THE PATRIARCH FOR LEAVE TO DEPART. AUDIENCE OF LEAVE.

DEPARTURE OF THE ARCHBISHOP OF SERVIA.

Ox the morning of the first Sunday in Lent, all the bells were rung early, for

the assemblage of the whole of the Clergy of the city in the Sobor church, after

they had celebrated Mass in their respective churches; and as soon as the

Patriarchs were in attendance, the Emperor came down in his imperial attire,

and took his station behind the sjLic or door-post, over his chair : but perceiving

that his back was thus turned to the images, he would not remain in that

position, until they had removed the images from behind him
;

a remarkable

instance of his faith and devotion ! After the Archdeacon had cursed all heretics,

and the singers had chaunted three times their anathema, he made a pious com

memoration of the Orthodox Princes
; and then mentioned by name all the

Kniazes, Voivodes, and Grandees of the empire, who had lately died in battle

for the love of their religion ; and the singers chaunted thrice,
&quot;

May their

memory be eternal!&quot; Then he recited the names and titles of all the Imperial

race, &c. ; and there were laid before him sheets of paper in a large box, from

which he read the names of all the privates, captains, and colonels, who had

been killed within the last two years, in defence of their religion I suppose to

the number of one hundred thousand and more with great slowness and com

posure ; whilst the singers continually chaunted,
&quot;

May their memory be everlast

ing!&quot; until, at length, we were ready to drop with the fatigue of standing and the

numbness of cold, our legs being frozen under us. After this, they pronounced

a curse upon every one who was or had been unfaithful to the Emperor ;
and the

choirs chaunted, three times, their anathema, and disgrace with the Almighty.

When they concluded, I looked at a watch which I carried in my pocket, and

reckoned they had been full three hours at this recital : nor did we leave the

VOL. II. o o
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church on this day till after the ninth hour ;
for the Patriarch, at the end of

the Mass, read the Lesson of the day, and dilated, in a long discourse, on the

contrarieties of the cross of Christ, and the sin of many of them in breaking their

fasts at home. Scarcely had we reached our convent, and sat down to table,

before the tenth hour struck ; and immediately the bells tolled for Vespers.

About this time, news came to the Emperor, and the report was given forth by

him to the public, that the accursed Radzivil, who made terms with Sweden, and

took up his residence in that country, had suddenly fallen a victim to the venge

ance of the Almighty, and broken his neck
;

as it happened formerly to Theo-

philus the Iconoclast ;
thus making a wretched end. On the second Saturday

of Lent, which was the first of the month Adar, the Emperor gave a banquet at

which we assisted, at his invitation to our master to celebrate the birth-day of

his eldest daughter, Eudocia.

We ceased not, in the interim, to importune the Emperor, since his arrival in

the capital, with numerous petitions for our conge ;
and every time our Lord the

Patriarch had an interview with his Majesty, he suppliantly urged this request ;

for life had become disgustful to us during this long delay, and we were in distress

and discomfort known only to Almighty God : but the Emperor put us off from

one day to another, and from week to week, still naming some future oppor

tunity ;
so that we knew not what to think of it. From the time that our first

petition was presented to him, on St. Peter s Day, before the Festival of the

Nativity, he had deferred us till after the Feast of the Immersion ; and thus we

were kept in suspense until now ; saying, within ourselves :

&quot;

It is surprising

what his Majesty can want with us, that he does not let us go ! Is it possible that

he should wish to prolong the daily expense we cost him?&quot;--for our Lord the

Patriarch, as we mentioned before, had a daily pension of a dinar ;
and we and

the servants had an average of a piastre and a half, with fish, caviare, and drink,

making an additional expense of two or three dinars ; so that our daily allowance

cost four or five dinars, and perhaps more. Calculate what this amounted to

per mensem about one hundred and fifty dinars ! and then, how much by the

year ! The most surprising was, that after the Patriarch of Jerusalem had staid

here seven months only, the Emperor sent him his commands to depart for his

own country ; and in like manner he acted towards Patalaron. Lately, also, at

the Feast of the Immersion, he cut off all the pensions of the Heads of Convents,

who were here from the Holy Mountain, and others ;
and every day the Vazir sent

to urge them to rise up and depart for their own country. We, on the other
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hand, were so far from being hastened away, that we were constantly praying to

God that he would inspire them to dismiss us ; until at length the Almighty
heard our prayer ;

and the Muscovites, teased with our multiplied importunities,

yielded a constrained assent to our intreaty. We afterwards ascertained, that it

was wholly within the intention of the Emperor, in detaining us from day to day,

that we should stay with him again till after Easter, till he should rise to depart

for the army, that our Lord the Patriarch might give his blessing, as he had done

before, to the expedition, and to the troops marching forth to the war : for the

subtlety and cunning of the Muscovites, as we have more than once remarked,

are very great ; and it is seldom they expedite an affair, as long as their interest

allows of any delay : but by promising the daily performance of a request made
to them, they defer their suppliant from time to time, till their procrastination

has sickened his heart, confiding in their promises. For example ;
if the Emperor

had said to us,
&quot;

Stay with me again this year, or at least till after Easter,&quot; we

should have died with vexation. But instead of that, he deferred us artfully,

from time to time, by fair words and promises : and when, at last, he had no

artifice left to baffle our intentions and suspend our departure, by the mercy of

God towards us and His protecting Providence, the Emperor sent word to our

master, on the Wednesday morning, in the third week of Lent, to inform him

that he was to see his Majesty on that day, and take his leave : on which our

hearts leapt with joy and delight.

Towards evening, the great sotniks came, in the imperial sledge, and took our

master, attended by us, to the Hall of Audience. On approaching the Church

of the Annunciation, we were met by two Archons, who bowed to our Lord the

Patriarch on the part of the Emperor, and, reciting the imperial titles, said,
&quot; The

Emperor, &c. &c. &c., invites your Holiness of all beatitude, Father and Great

Lord Macarius, Patriarch of the great city of God, Antioch, and of all the East,

to his imperial presence, that he may bid you farewell :&quot; and bowing, and receiv

ing the Patriarch s blessing, they walked before us. So also, at the bottom of the

steps, in front of the church door, two others met him, with the like ceremony.

At the top of the steps, other two Archons presented themselves in the same

way ; alid at the outer door of the Hall, the whole body of Ministers, and great

Officers of State, came forth to meet him
; two of whom, opening their mouths

with a loud voice, and reciting the name and titles of the Emperor, and those of

our master, presented his Majesty s invitation to his Holiness, to bless him and

take his leave. At the end of the address, they all bowed to him ; and he gave to
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each his benediction, one by one. Then they walked, before and behind him.,

into the Hall ; where the Emperor, descending from his throne, advanced to meet

him ; and after our Lord the Patriarch had chaunted the &quot;A&ov Itrriv, and bowed

to the images and to the Emperor, he gave him his blessing, and sat down a

little
; whilst the Vazir came forward, and, standing before him, said,

&quot; The Em

peror, &c. &c. &c., confers on your Holiness, and on your Apostolic See, this

gift, which is, fifty soroks of sables, of the value of three thousand dinars.&quot; Then

he laid them before him, each couple being brought in by a janissary, who depo

sited his burden, and withdrew. Afterwards, the Emperor said,
&quot; O Father !

I beg your blessed Holiness to accept this, as Christ accepted the widow s mite
;

and do not reprove me.&quot; Our master had previously asked him to have made

for him a crown, and an entire array of sacerdotal ornaments, from the treasures

of the Church ;
and on this account, the Emperor, taking him by the hand, and

leading him apart to a corner of the room, attended only by the Perevodtchik,

begged his excuse for not furnishing him these objects according to his desire,

urgently alleging the death of the artists, and his own occupation in the affairs

of war and conquest ; which indeed were the true causes of the neglect. Then

he wept much, saying to him,, with earnestness :

&quot; O Father ! it is your wish, then,

to kill me, by separating from me
;

for you are my father, and I am your son.&quot;

Thus he spoke a long time with him
; and our master wept also, seeing the Em

peror s humility, love, and reverence : God prolong his reign !
* All present in

the apartment were moved to tears at this sight. Then the Emperor called

forward all the Archons, who knelt down ; and he requested the Patriarch to

pray over them, and himself, a long prayer : and as he bent his head, our master

obeyed his commands, by reciting the prayer,
&quot;

Save, O Lord, thy people,

&c.&quot; in which he repeated the names of all the Saints. Then he concluded the

prayer, and we chaunted for the Emperor a HoXv^oviov : after which, we all

* &quot; His Imperial Majesty is a goodly person, two months older than King Charles the Second, of a

sanguine complexion, light brown hair, his beard uncut ;
he is tall and fat ;

of a majestical deportment ;

severe in his anger, bountiful, charitable, chastely uxorious ; very kind to his sisters and children
;
of

a strong memory, strict in his devotions, and a favourer of his religion : and had he not such a cloud of

sycophants and jealous nobility about him, who blind his good intentions, no doubt he might be num

bered amongst the best and wisest of princes. His father was a great lover of Englishmen, and a man

of peace: but this Emperor is of a warlike spirit, engaged against the Crim, Polacks, and Swedes; with

what success, let him declare. Seven years ago, the plague carried away seven or eight hundred thou

sand people ;
and three years since, the Crim carried away captive, out of the borders, four hundred

thousand souls into perpetual captivity ; besides three hundred thousand, who were consumed and killed,

by dint of sword, in several armies.&quot; A Survey of the present State of Russia. 1671. p. 44.
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advanced, to kiss his hand. Afterwards, the Emperor took our master by the arm,
and led him to the outer door of the Hall, where the Archons had met us

; weep
ing much, and entreating him to bless him again, thrice, a third time

; and to give
him the kiss of Christ on the mouth, which he did. In his hand, our Lord the

Patriarch held ready four Cholofitat, or petitions, to present to his Majesty. In

one, he begged the price of a large brass rohv&atov, which we had bought for

one hundred and twenty dinars, with three others at one hundred dinars each :

in another, he asked him for some images ;
in the third, for a quantity of fish-

teeth and stone-crystal ; and in the fourth, for a collection of ermine. These he
now delivered to him : after which, the Emperor ordered all his Archons to attend
the Patriarch to the bottom of the steps of the Church of the Annunciation,
where his Holiness made a discourse to them, and, having blessed them, bade
them farewell. We returned to our convent in the greatest joy, and filled with

gratitude.

The Archbishop of Servia, (of whom we mentioned formerly, that, when they
turned him back, he had asked the Patriarch Nicon that he might be permitted
to stay in the name of the Emperor, and had obtained his request,) now seeing
the severe authority of the Patriarch Nicon exercised over him, as though he
were one of the Heads of his own Clergy, ^U became disgusted, and asked for

his dismissal : nor did he cease importuning the Emperor to let him go, to visit

Jerusalem
; after which he would return. The Emperor, being merciful and

compassionate, took pity on him; saying within himself: &quot;

Perhaps, if we do
not let him go, he will pray to God against us, and not for us :

&quot;

and, in spite of

the Patriarch, he consented to his departure. After our master, therefore, had
come out from the audience, the Emperor called in the Archbishop, to kiss his

hand, and gave him a recommendation
; saying :

&quot; When you are come to Jeru

salem, pray for us here, and remember me in the holy places of venerable reliques ;

and, when you come away, bring me with you some of the oil of the lamp which
is over our Saviour s tomb.&quot; Then he gave him four soroks of sables, with four

hundred dinars
; and dismissed him. The Archbishop instantly left the city, and

arrived in all haste in Moldavia, looking all the way behind him. See what he

gained by his pride and ambition, pretending to be a Patriarch ! After being

ignominiously detained, he was dismissed with no higher a present than that

given to the Metropolitan of Nicia
(&amp;lt;iuJui),

the holy See, who was here now
;
and

their dignity was estimated as equal.
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SECT. IV.

FARIWELL BANQUET, AND VISIT OF THE PRIME MINISTER. PREPARATION,
PACKAGE, AND PURCHASE OF FURS. VARIOUS PETITIONS, AND

GRANTS FROM THE EMPEROR.

As soon as we had reached our convent, came the Chief of the Stolniki, who

is the officer that superintends the imperial table, bringing to our Lord the

Patriarch a large and princely banquet, of more than fifty dishes of meat, and

various sweet confectionary ; prepared cups, that is, gilt goblets, rilled with wine ;

and numerous pitchers, containing a variety of drinks. Having laid the table,

the officer sat a short time with his Holiness ; and then, taking a farewell leave,

he departed. After the repast, and as soon as we had removed the table, came

the Chief Secretary to the Emperor, with the rest of the scribes belonging to the

Hall of Audience, bringing us the soroks of sables we mentioned above. To all

these officers we distributed presents and a gratuity, as also to the janissaries

carrying the furs
; and after we had given them to drink, they departed : for it

was a custom always observed by our Lord the Patriarch, when any officer

brought him a present, though it were only a plate of radishes or cucumbers

at the beginning of the season, to give him either some dirhems, or some Aleppo
or scented soap, or some saffron, c., or else some holy relique, which was

always received with great veneration. Similar gifts he made to the servants

carrying the trays &c. of cakes of scented soap c., to each individually ; and

even to the janissaries, who every day brought his meal from the imperial kitchen,

we used daily to give, in remuneration for their trouble a portion of drink, or a

small sum of money ; as they were every day changed.

After the Secretaries had retired, the Vazir himself came, sent by the Emperor
to pay his respects, on the part of his Majesty, to our master, and to express to him

how much joy his Majesty felt at having received his blessing, and having been

the subject of his prayers to Almighty God : and at the same time, how great his

sorrow was at parting with him
; for that his Majesty had said to his great Officers

of State, at the moment we quitted his presence,
&quot;

Truly this Patriarch is a holy

man, and the light of sanctity shines forth in his countenance:&quot; to which all

these nobles bore witness. This is the information which the Vazir now gave us ;

further adding, that when our master quitted the Emperor, his Majesty sighed,

and said :
&quot;

I pray to God, that, before I die, I may see him, with the other three
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Patriarchs, celebrating Mass in St, Sophia, with our Patriarch Nicon attending

them.&quot; All present answered, &quot;May God grant it!&quot; The Vazir likewise gra

tified the heart of our master, by doing all he had asked in the petitions lie

presented to his Majesty. We had supplicated his Majesty, moreover, to grant
us five xgvtropouXXu, or imperial seals, which he gave to us. The first was, a

Xgv&amp;lt;ro@ovhhov
for the Apostolic Church of Antioch, that, every three years, one of

its Archimandrites, or of the Heads of its Clergy, with two or three Monks and

attendants, should come to receive the Emperor s alms, to whatever amount it

might please God to inspire his Majesty to give them
;
and then to depart, on their

return. The second, for the Convent Elfalamand (jJUSUil) in Trapolis (^jJul^) :

the third, for the Convent of St. George Elhamirah (*^J )
: and the fourth, for

the Convent of Sidonaia (Ujjj*). The fifth
xgu&amp;lt;ro{3ouXXov

we took out for one

of the merchants, who was related to a Grandee of Moldavia, to the effect, that

he should be chief over a company of merchants, and should not be stopped or

delayed on the frontier. One of our own countrymen, originally of Damascus,
who had been Voivode of Kolomna, Cashira, and Strasanjho, we again replaced

in that dignity, by the intercession for him of our Lord the Patriarch with the

Emperor, who appointed him Voivode of Cashira for the length of his life. A
troop of poor Greeks we caused to be made Dragomans in the courts

;
and others

of that nation, who were in the army, we succeeded in raising to the rank of

Chaoushes, &c.

At the moment of parting with our master, the Emperor had asked him for

some papers of Absolution, that is, of Swyxexvgqrou, which we had printed at

Kiov, in Greek
; and desired him to distribute some of them to the great Officers

of State : which was done. As to the Emperor himself, I went and carried to his

Majesty nine of these papers ; on which I wrote, in letters of gold, the names of

his Majesty, of the Empress, their son, daughters, and of the Emperor s sisters :

and to all the great Officers of State I distributed for each one, going round to

their respective hotels with the Perevodtchik, according to the Emperor s com
mand : after which, we prepared for our journey.

During these days I was alone, and unassisted in my labours and fatigues, both

by day and night, from morning till evening, going round to the Grandees of

the empire ; the rest of the time attending to the arrangement of the sables,

standing over the workmen, and sealing the paws of all the furs with the red

seal of the Emperor : for every single paw of the sable-skins we impressed with

a seal, and wrote inside, on the edges behind each, that they might not be
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stolen, or clipped, or changed, by taking a good couple of the skins, and putting

a bad one in its place. This method of prevention was invented by the Greek

merchants having to deal with the Muscovite artists, who, for the most part, are

very devils in deceit. The soroks, which are delivered to us in packs, we

separated ;
and having written on and sealed each skin, we counted them out to

the workmen, to clear away the white hairs with pincers, assisted by their wives,

children, and numerous slaves. After this, they take and soften them by

maceration, and then stretch them, to increase their size in length and breadth.

Then they select them, and make them up again into soroks ;
for each of which

they are paid a dinar. Afterwards, they collect the soroks by tens, calling every

ten a crabka (*/) and valuing each sorok by marking them from one to ten.

The first is of the highest ;
and each successive number is of an inferior price.

After this, we packed all the soroks in bags ; taking great pains to press them

close, according to the usual method ; first, to preserve them from the dust of

the roads, which injures them greatly ;
and secondly, to carry them in as small

a compass as possible, and protect them from the heat of the sun.

Constantino, Beg of Wallachia, had sent a letter to our Lord the Patriarch,

humbly intreating him to obtain for him, from the imperial treasury, a sorok of

sables of the first quality and highest price, and of supreme beauty and black

nesssuch a sorok as is never issued. Our Lord the Patriarch wrote, therefore,

a petition to the Emperor, stating this occurrence : and the Emperor commanded,

that they should give him a sorok of sables from the Treasury, at its original

price on being imported from Siberia. On searching, they found two; of which

we chose the best, and paid them for it the original price marked on it in

Siberia, viz. four hundred and eighty dinars. In the prosecution of this affair,

I had to go to the store of sables, and enjoyed the opportunity of looking over it.

They also gave us, by command of the Emperor, four ermines from Cazan.

Unfortunately for us, no ermines had been brought this year from Siberia ; for,

by reason of the great heats, which had prevailed in the summer, the ermines

were reported to have retreated northward. The fur of this animal is worth,

sometimes more, sometimes less than twenty dinars, and is sold untanned, with

the skin turned outside. We gave ours to the ermine artificers, to tan and pre

pare them ; for in no other country do they know how to tan them in the way

they do here, making them as dry and as soft as silk. They take and soak them

in barrels filled up with bran (dW) and sea-oil, which they call fish-grease,

brought from the ocean. These artificers are paid four dinars a thousand. All
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the superintendants, and officers of the government-stores, when they have to
deal with a skilful person who fees them, give him the best articles to be found :

but to a person who knows nothing about the matter, they give the veriest refuse :

as every thing is in their hands, and they have an unlimited but unacknowledged
and secret power : we used therefore to make them fine promises, and give them
substantial fees.

I went also to take some fish-teeth and stone-crystal from the stores belonging
to the offices for the affairs of strangers, of which we have made much mention!
where we used regularly to transact our business.

Then I went to the Emperor s treasury, in the neighbourhood of his high
palace, which is appropriated as a store of holy images, accompanied by one of
the Perevodtchiks appointed to attend me. On entering, I was much astonished
at the great number of images collected there, rivalling treasures of much wealth :

for every image presented by the Heads of the Clergy of this country, or by the
Heads of Convents, to the Emperor, or to any of the Imperial family, is brought
to this store

; and is marked, on the back, with the name of the owner who gives
it

; from what town or convent it is taken
; with the date of the dav, month, and

year, it is presented ; and to whom, whether to the Emperor, the Empress, or any
of the Imperial family. All of them are committed by register to the care of the
Archon who superintends this treasury; who gave us, by order of the Emperor,
thirty gilt images; which we caused to be carried by the janissaries to our lodg
ings, rewarding them for their trouble.

We asked the Emperor, besides, for a^ horse, that is, a ^U, ; and he gave
t to us also. For myself, I wrote to his Majesty a petition, begging the gift of a

Srnfy, which he instantly granted me. I was sent to his treasury, where the
brocades, copes, and other fineries, are kept; and they wished to give me a

2^i ready made after their fashion
; for from this store they distribute

OfXaW, n^irfa^/, 2r^,a
, and other sacerdotal robes and ornaments to

the poor Clergy, and to the inferior convents : but I refused to take it
; so that

they were forced to refer the matter again to the Emperor ; who sent me a piece
of beautiful white Venetian brocade, embroidered with trees and plants in
coloured velvet of every colour; accompanied with remnants for the sleeves and
skirts of a similar cloth, but yellow ; and some dinars for the expense of making ;

saying,
&quot; Take it and fashion it after your own will and

pleasure.&quot; The cloth
was worth about one hundred dinars.

The Emperor bestowed, moreover, on us all, for the parting kiss of hands, the
VOL. II. p P
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same presents we had received on our first presentation ;
and we finally packed

up our luggage, and prepared for our departure : for which purpose, we wrote a

memorial for sixty vodvods for our conveyance ; though twenty would have been

sufficient, had it not been for the number of poor persons who followed us. The

other motive for asking for so great a supply was, that we might study the ease

of the cattle. The carnages we asked for were brought us : and to attend us to

the frontier of the Cossack country, a Peredvodtchik and a Dragoman were

appointed, with ten fully-accoutred janissaries, to escort us from town to town.

We were furnished also with an imperial sledge ; provisions of meat and drink

for the road ;
and a daily allowance of money, till the end of the month Adar,

that is, till our arrival at Potiblia.

SECT. V.

FAREWELL TO THE PATRIARCH NICON, AND DEPARTURE FROM MOSCOW.
DIFFICULT JOURNEY TO 1UEEOV. HALT AT BOLKHOl , FOR THE

EASTER HOLIDAYS. EKTERTAIXMEXT (,ITEN TO THE
ARCHDEACON BY THE V01VODE.

ON the morning of the fifth Sunday of Lent, being the twenty-third of Adar,

our Lord the Patriarch went to take leave of the Patriarch of Moscow ; who gave

him. as a parting present, an image of Our Lady, a sorok of sables, a gilt cup, and

two dresses of woollen cloth and satin ; and to all of us he distributed sums of

money : after which, we bade him farewell. In the afternoon, we went forth

from the city, hardly believing that our departure was a reality, so great was our

joy to return home after so long an absence : for the Almighty knows, that, from

the excess of our impatience, we were continually praying that we might be

dismissed, whether they gave us any thing or not. On the other hand, all

the Dragomans, and others who attended us forth, were unanimous and uni

formly urgent in saying to us :

&quot; Wait with patience, and assist at the Easter

festivities here ; because the Emperor wishes it, and the thaw of the ice, on the

lands and rivers, is near approaching. How far do you mean to take us, to drown

us in the waters?&quot; What they said, they uttered with truth and sincerity : but

we answered them :
&quot; As for you, we hope no harm will befal you : for ourselves,

let us be drowned, rather than stay here.&quot; My own individual anxiety, my

grand endeavour, was to quit Moscow before Easter, to escape from the sleepless

vigils, the overwhelming fatigue, and the restless standing up, during Passion
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Week : but I afterwards wished we had staid for Easter, and had not been sub
jected to the disagreeable necessity of turning back on our road, as it fell outOn the wholeahow could foreigners like ourselves, accustomed to such comforts
at home, expect to enjoy any rest or sleep here, being forbidden the entrance of
the hot-bath, and the shaving of the head ? But ever since our departure from
Wallachm, we had been two whole years, till now, without entering the bath
As soon as our Lord the Patriarch arrived at the Place of the Cannon, in front

Emperor s palace, he alighted, by the direction of the Dragomans from
the sledge ; and turning his face towards the

city, he recited a prayer for the
Emperor, and for all the inhabitants ; and having given his

blessing on the four
sides, he remounted his sledge. All our attendants continued with us as far a
the outs.de of the earthen walls

; where we presented to each of the Dragomans
a gratuity, as * customary, for the recompence of their trouble

; one summon the
par of our Lord the Patriarch, individually ; and another for all of us collec
lively : and having bidden them a parting farewell, we proceeded, in our sledges

stance of seven versts; hastening our journey, that we might reach Potiblia
by the yet frozen roads and rivers. This, however, we did not accomplish for
on our arnval at Kalouga, the ice on the river began to thaw

; and we were co,
sequently, detained there three days; during which, the ice and snow entirelyi away, the rivers overflowed their banks, and the streets and roads were
led with large streams of water. We were in all, reckoning our fellow travellers

the jamssanes, and the Yamishkis, that is, the people of the vodvods, eighty
persons; and by our joint effort, we constructed, with much labour, eleven or
twelve bridges, by means of which we effected our difficult passage over the
roads and nvers, and the dreadful depth of mud, alone sufficient to have stopped
less resolute travellers. What gave us most pain, was the distressing fatigue of
the cattle. With the utmost exertion, we accomplished our route as far asBfo: on our arrival at which place, the snow was

entirely thawed away from
any parts; and in all the rest, it was so mixed with mud, clay, and water, that
travelling forward on sledges was at an end, and we began to purchase wheel-

Carnages.
By either mode of

travelling, the difficulties of the road were extremeIn those places where the snow yet lay, we saw, as it slowly melted, how streams
t water, as from fountains, flowed from under the drifts, every field pouring forth
s orren s mto the roads ; so that, as we sat in our sledges, we filled goblets of

that beautiful sweet water, and, with draughts of that true Ma Ozzolal, revived
our souls within us.
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We did not enter BolMov till Holy Thursday ; when it was proposed that we

should celebrate the Easter holidays in that place, which we agreed to ; as the

Yamishkis belonging to the carriages made interest with our Lord the Patriarch

that they should be allowed to spend that time at their own homes.

On the Morning of Easter Sunday, our Lord the Patriarch, by invitation of

the Voivode, and at the request of the Greek merchants who were with us, went

to perform the Avoiffrcuris in one of the churches. After the Canon, he stood before

the royal door, with the cross in his hand, attended by two priests ;
one holding

the Gospel, and the other the Paschal image ; and all the persons assembled,

came forward, according to custom, to kiss the cross. On kissing afterwards the

Gospel, and the image, in the hands of the Priests, they kissed also the mouths

of the latter ; giving them, at the same time, each a red egg. This the boys did,

as well as the grown-up men ;
and after them came the women and girls, of all

classes, from the highest to the lowest. We melted with envy when the women

and girls kissed the mouths of the Priests ; and the Priests kissed theirs, saying,

Xgio-rog avio-rv, in their own language
&quot; Christos Voskros&quot;; to which the laymen

and the women answered, &quot;In truth, He is risen&quot;: the latter, at the same time,

kissing the Priests mouths, without blame or shame. We were much surprised

at seeing this; and particularly so were the Greeks, who witnessed it: but such

is the Muscovite custom. The Priests collected a great quantity of red eggs;

as not one of their flocks, not even among the children, neglected to present

each his egg. It is a custom also observed here, that at the time of Mass, on

Easter-day, they bring, from their houses, trays of bread, butter, and cheese,

to the church, for the Minister to pray over them the usual prayer : after which,

he takes the half, called the Paschal or Easter Offering. Another custom, which

we have formerly mentioned, is, that from this day, till the Ascension, whenever

any person meets his friend, he kisses him on the mouth, saying Xgurrog averry.

After all these ceremonies were performed, our Lord the Patriarch finished the

Mass for this day.

During this Easter week, no person travels nor leaves his home
;
but all remain

in their houses, clothed in their best attire ; and spend the whole of the time in

eating, drinking, and praying. From the Sunday to the end of the week, the

Priests in their 3&amp;gt;gXaW, with their banners, and with the cross in their hands,

and accompanied by their friends or disciples, carrying the Paschal image, the

image of their church, and the Gospel, go round to their parishioners, chaunting

g &amp;lt;x,vi&amp;lt;rT7].
On entering each house, the Priest recites the Gospel of the
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Passover, and the E*w$, mentioning all its inmates by name : then he performs
a Uolvxgowv for the Emperor and the Patriarch, and concludes the ceremony
with thrice repeating X^o-roc aveVr*. Afterwards, they make him a present in

money, and conduct him to the door
; all abandoned to the utmost joy and

hilarity. On the passing of the procession by any church, the young men of the

parish ring the bells : for it is the amusement and occupation of the young men,
during this week, to ring the bells

continually. In this same manner the Priests

came to the lodgings of our master, who dismissed them with the usual fee.

On this day, I was invited by the Voivode to accompany the imperial Drago
mans to his house

; where he made us drink two rounds of cups of wine and
spirits, whilst he stood up, and we were

sitting. After the Muscovites have
served their guests, it is usual for them to give the jar and goblet to the guests
in turn, to pour out for them, the hosts

; as was now done by the Voivode, at
the present entertainment. And now 1 have to mention a strange thing, which
I witnesssed on this occasion ; a thing which we had been told of, but which we
would not believe. I saw it, however, with my own eyes ; and it was this. After
the table was set, and we had taken our places at the board, the Voivode called in

his wife
; who came in her finest dress, with her daughters and little boys, bowing

her head to us as she entered, and saluting us. Then the Voivode placed her
in the middle of the room, and begged us to go and kiss her on the mouth with
the holy paschal kiss, in the virtue of which they have the highest faith, accompa
nied as it is by the words Xgitrrog MSO-TV. The Dragomans, to set me the example,
went first, and, having kissed the lady on the mouth, repeated the words : and
then they nodded to me to come forward, as they retired each to his place : but
I was become like a mute statue, and was melting away in a fever of bashfulness.
In vain the husband urged me vehemently : I still held back

; until at length they
got the Dragomans to prevail on me to go and kiss the lady, by representing to

me, that otherwise the Voivode, her husband, would be seriously affronted.

Overcome with shame, and pushed forward with some violence, I advanced to
the lady, and kissed her mouth

; and she kissed mine, saying,
&quot; Christos Voskros.&quot;

I was, as it were, without sight or sense, so great was my confusion amidst a scene
I had never before witnessed : though we had been told, but I would not believe

it, that not only on this day of Easter, but whenever they received a stranger as

a guest at their houses, they always presented their wife before him, to be
kissed by him on the mouth, and by all present ; that the husband glories in

this ; and that it is not possible for any one to omit kissing her, unless he wishes
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to be turned out of the house. On retiring to my place, I bowed my head to the

lady ;
and all the company bowed to her at the same time. Afterwards, she took

a vessel of spirits and some cups, and served us to drink, twice round ; and then

she sat down with us to table : such is the custom here. At the end of the

repast, we drank some cups to the health of the Voivode, and to the health also

of his lady : and we wiped the cup each time on our lips ; for whoever does not

so wipe the cup, is esteemed by them a declared enemy, as not having drunk

the entire health of the master of the house, but having done it defectively.

S E C T. VI.

MESSAGE FROM THE EMPEROR, TO DES[RE THE PATRIARCH S RETURN
TO MOSCOfr. TUE EMPEROR S LETTER.

ON the Tuesday in Easter week, at the moment we were preparing for the

prosecution of our journey to Potiblia, the news was brought us, by a courier,

dispatched to our Lord the Patriarch, that the Emperor had sent off to him, with

all haste, a grand Sotnik : the meaning of which message we were at a loss to

conjecture ;
and were therefore much troubled and confused, thinking and reflect

ing what could be its motive : so that from the cheerful humour in which we had

been as travellers, we were now become disturbed and full of doubt and per

plexity ;
until the Sotnik above mentioned, immediately on his arrival, sent into

the town to ask permission of our master to see him : and when he was admitted,

having bowed several times to the ground, he stood erect, and said:
&quot; O great

and holy father of all beatitude, Kyr Macarius, Patriarch of the great city of

God, Antioch, and of all the East
; your spiritual son, the Emperor, the lover of

Christ, the exalted, the chief among Kniazes, and the great among kings, Kniaz

Alexius Michaelovitch, bows to your Holiness with his forehead on the ground,

and supplicates you, if it is your Holiness s pleasure, to be so kind as to return

to him, and that you will not reproach him with the fatigue and hardship of the

road ; because he wants you to assist at a new and secret Synod, and for other

secret and necessary business of Church and State ;
and he intreats you again,

with earnestness and humility, not to be angry with him on account of the diffi

culties of the road to be again encountered on your return ;
but your reward be

with Almighty God.&quot;

We asked the Sotnik at what time he had left Moscow. He said : &quot;After the
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evening service, on Good Friday, the Emperor called me to him, and gave me this

letter
; commanding me to overtake your Holiness as quickly as possible, and to

execute his commands. I have risked my life in the waters and rivers, galloping
at full speed both by night and day ; so pressing was the Emperor s injunction^,
that I should overtake you before you reached Potiblia.&quot; And, indeed, it is a
remarkable thing, that he should have travelled over so great a space of ground
in three days and a half.

Then the Sotnik delivered to our master the Letter from the Emperor ; which
the Patriarch having kissed, handed to the Perevodtchik, to translate for him :

and he thus read it in the Greek language, word for word
; whilst I wrote it down

with the greatest exactitude in Arabic. This was its form :

&quot;We, by the grace of God, chief among Kniazes and Efendis, Alexius Michaelo-
vitch, Emperor of all the Russias, Large, Small, and White; Autocrator of many of
the Eastern and Western countries, and of all the North

; heir to our father, and
inheritor to our grandfathers; Sovereign Lord and Ruler; to Macarius, by the

grace of God, Patriarch of the great city of God, Antioch, and of all the East We
bow with all reverence to your Holiness ; who, though as a Father and Shepherd
to our great empire, went away and left us, abandoning our capital and imperial
city to return to your holy See, in the great city of Antioch. But you had not

long quitted the city of Moscow, after parting from us, nor were you far away on
your journey, before divers weighty matters in our great empire occurred, of vital

importance, both to Church and State. This business requires that you should
return to us, O blessed Father

; and that, favouring us with the sight of your holy
prelatical countenance, in the joy of the Lord, you will give us the opportunity
of meeting and conversing with you for a short time. I, the Emperor, have
great hopes in the regent skill of your Holiness, and am confident you will not

disappoint them, by your attention to the affairs in question. I therefore ask
and intreat you, bowing before the feet of your prelacy, that you will not baffle

my expectation and prayer, but will please to come to me, to the city of Moscow,
without delay, and with the smallest requisite burden and luggage. Our com
mand and pleasure is, that you bring with you nothing but your priestly attire
and a few servants: the rest of your baggage and company you will please to
leave in the fort or castle where you shall receive this our message and letter,

brought you by the Sotnik of our Imperial Court, Ivan Ivanovitch. Complying
with this our desire, and returning to us, O benedict Father, you will please to
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bless us with your spiritual grace : and it is the design of our Imperial Majesty,

after you have favoured us with your presence, speedily
to dismiss you on yo

travels full of gratitude to your Holiness. For all the fatigue you will have

under-one from the difficulties of the road, you will receive a recompence fro:

Almighty God ;
and we will afterwards leave you free to pursue your own

affairs and desires. Do not fear, therefore, nor be under any apprehension, that

any detriment will accrue to you, in consequence of your return at this pr-

time to our Imperial Court, O blessed Father !

&amp;lt; This Letter was written by our Majesty, in the imperial city of Moscow, 11

the year Seven thousand one hundred and sixty-four, on the evening of the

of Nisan.&quot;

On comprehending the sense of this Letter, our sorrow was greater than our

joy and our joy greater than our sorrow. Our sorrow was, for turning back

ward, whilst we were continually praying to God to direct our steps forward :

our joy, for the humility and condescension of the Emperor, in deigning to ask

us this favour; with which request it was impossible for us to refuse compliance.

In the midst of these feelings we were troubled and confused, not knowing pre

cisely what to think of this affair. Glory however be to God, who, in His infinite

wisdom, permitted all these strange turns to meet us in our course, and to happen

in our time ! It was usual for the Patriarchs to come and stop no longer than

eight months, at most. Cut we were, first of all, completely put to a stand by

the troubles in Moldavia; and afterwards, by the same cause, delayed in Walla-

chia. In Muscovy, we were encountered by the expedition, and management

of the war by the Emperor in person. Such a thing as no one would have

expected to see since the reign of the Czar Ivan, to our great misfortune, took

place in our days ;
and then, after hoping we should stay four or five months

only, we were delayed for nearly a period of two years; a period which, indeed,

at last we fully completed.-We now blamed ourselves much for not staying at

Moscow, to pass the Easter holidays; which was the best advice that had

given us.

It is remarkable, that so many strange things should have occurred

time, so far surpassing in number and singularity
those which had occurred

others. It had been usual for the Patriarchs to go once only to Moscow : we

went twice ;
and we outreached the preceding Patriarchs in five things,

first was, our residence at Kolomna for seven months, and our having expe-
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rienced the mode of travelling on the rivers. Whilst others travelled by land, we
were moved along the river in boats. The second was our journey to Novogorod :

the third, our visit to the Emperor s monastery : the fourth, our return to

Moscow, a second time : and the fifth was our enjoyment of our pensions for

four and twenty months, or two years complete, as we shall specify hereafter.

And now our minds were all agreed, that we must return to Moscow, in

obedience to the Emperor s will
; which, indeed, it was impossible for us to resist,

being within his rule and territory : nor would it have been decent to make any
show of reluctance

; but the Greek merchants, our fellow-travellers, were much
vexed at our separation from them. Then the Voivode came

; and I went with

him, accompanied by the Stolniks
; and we stowed all our wagons, clothes, and

heavy luggage, within the castle
; cording them all up together, and sealing them :

and there we quartered the rest of our companions and servants. Over them the
Voivode set a numerous guard of janissaries, to protect them day and night.
With us we took nothing, but what was absolutely necessary, and a box of

priestly
ornaments, according to the Emperor s command. To accompany our Lord the

Patriarch, there was myself, with the Deacon my companion, the Archimandrite,
and three servants, in seven carriages. It is usual for each carriage to be drawn
by one horse

; but we put two. The whole number of our horses was forty : and
we had so many, in order that we should change them from time to time,
that they might not be killed with the hardship of the road, and that some might
be always resting. This arrangement was in consequence of the Emperor s

injunction to the Stolniks to order every thing for our speedy coming to him.
The Perevodtchick we took with us ; but the Dragoman was left behind.

SECT. VII.

RETURN, BY SIMONKA, TO THE CAPITAL. REFORMATION ON THE SUBJECT
OF SLAUGHTERING ANIMALS. PROMISE MADE BY THE EMPEROR TO
THE GREEKS. RECEPTION OF SOME EMISSARIES FROM MOLDAVIA.

WE set off from Bolkhov, at noon, on the Wednesday in Easter-week, being
conducted by the Voivode to the outside of the town. We travelled in the

greatest haste
; and suffered the utmost distress, from the roughness of the roads

and the depth of the mud, in consequence of the overflowing of the brooks and
VOL. II. Q Q
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rivers. The river of Kalouga we saw at its greatest height, extending its breadth

about the distance of a mile ;
and having overthrown the walls of the new fort

which we had before seen building, it had carried away all the timber employed

in them.

On the Wednesday in St. Thomas s week we arrived at the village called

Simonka, distant seven versts from the capital. In it are numerous orchards of

fine apple-trees. It is an estate belonging to the Convent of Simon, and is there

fore called after it. All strangers coming to Moscow, whether Patriarchs,

Bishops, Monks, or merchants, wait in this village till their Pristobs or con

ductor announces them to the Vazir, and prepares for them a lodging : and then

he returns, and leads them into the city. Thus our Stolniks acted with us, sending

to inform the Vazir, and the Emperor, of our arrival : and, in the mean time,

we slept for that night in the village. We met, on our road, a number of Greek

merchants returning from Moscow ;
of whom we asked the occasion of our being

brought back. They informed us, that, in the evening of Good Friday, the

Emperor had had a dispute with the Patriarch, in the church : but no one knew

the particular cause of it ; only in general it was known to have been occasioned

by the haughtiness of the Patriarch, and his rude behaviour ; for he was become

excessively proud. At the Festival of the Immersion, when he designed to per

form the prayers over the water once only, and this his intent had come to the

knowledge of our Lord the Patriarch, the latter went to him, to admonish him

that such a practice was irregular; for Nicon was constantly intreating our

master, and saying to him,
&quot; Whatever you find reprehensible in the order of

our ceremonies, tell us of it, that we may conform to the right practice :&quot; and he

usually received his advice with great deference. But on this occasion he

refused to listen to him, rejecting his authority on this subject. The Emperor,

in the mean time, supposed that it was by the advice of our Lord the Patriarch

that Nicon performed the ceremony in the way he did : but now coming to the

knowledge of the contrary, he disputed the matter with him, and scolded him,

calling him a Mojik bdadins, that is,
&quot; a stupid fellow.&quot; The Patriarch replied :

&quot;

I am your spiritual father; why then do you revile me ?&quot; To which the Em

peror answered :

&quot;

It is not you who are my father ;
but it is the holy Patriarch

of Antioch, who is indeed my father: and I will instantly send, to bring him

back on his road.&quot; Immediately he called the Vazir and the Stolniks, and

dispatched the latter in quest of us. The report was soon spread in the town,

that the Emperor had sent to bring back the Patriarch of Antioch ;
but no one
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knew wherefore. The Greeks conjectured that he was bringing him back to

keep him with him another year ; and our friends feared it might be the begin

ning of some disastrous affair : but no one knew the real cause, nor did we, till

afterwards.

On the Thursday, the messenger returned with the answer, and we set forth

for the city. From this village, the road to it is like the road from Khan Toman
to Aleppo, all ascents and descents, hills and valleys ; and the town is seen at

a distance of fifteen versts, delighting the eye with its beauty and grandeur, its

elevation, the number of its belfries, and the airy cupolas of the churches

shining with gold. On entering, we alighted at our former lodgings in the
Convent of Cyrillus ; as though we had only gone out on a visit, and were

returning home : and thus we answered every one, who asked us. The next

day, the Emperor invited our Lord the Patriarch to a great banquet : and as
soon as he entered his presence, he advanced to meet him, bowing to him, and
saying :

&quot;

My Lord and father, I beg of you, that as Christ forgave the sins of
the offending woman, and accepted her tears, so you will also forgive me, and
accept mine

; approving my humility and supplication, and not reproving me for
the sufferings I have caused you on the road

; for which I will recompense you,
according to your asking and

expectation.&quot; Thus the Emperor manifested great
delight at beholding our master

; and after he had received his
blessing, he

admitted us to kiss his hand. When I advanced, and, kneeling, kissed his hand,
he smiled, and said, Christos Voskros!&quot; I was a little confused, but, without

hesitation, I made the usual response. After we had left the banquet, we
immediately found that our pensions and appointments were restored to us.

At this festival of Easter, an imperial ordinance was sent forth by the Emperor,
on the subject of killing meat ; for from Wallachia, Moldavia, and the country
of the Cossacks, to the further end of Muscovy, they did not slaughter animals
in the manner prescribed in the No^o? ; but by jugulation, after the manner of
the Franks. Our Lord the Patriarch, therefore, when he was in the Emperor s

convent, informed him on this subject. The Emperor was very grateful to him
for his instruction, and immediately acted upon what he told him : so that the
Muscovites now slay after our manner, but after much altercation, for they had
formed to themselves an opinion in opposition to the mode of slaughter practised
by the Hagarenes, who stab

; but their doctrine was unfounded.
We were told by the Greek merchants resident here, that after the Emperor,

on the morning of Easter Sunday, had, according to custom, distributed red eggs
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to all his great Officers of State, in the church, he called forward the Greek

foreigners, and others then present, and distributed to each a couple of eggs.

Every person who receives an egg from the Emperor, on this day, preserves it in

his house as a blessing, as we have before had occasion to mention. They added,

that, after the distribution of the eggs to them, he called them near him, and said :

&quot; Do you wish and desire that I should redeem you, and free you from your

captivity ?&quot; Kneeling down, they answered :

&quot; How can it be otherwise, than that

we should desire it ?&quot; and added such compliments as the occasion required.

On which the Emperor replied :

&quot; When you return to your country, ask the

Heads of your Clergy, and your Monks, to offer Mass and pray for me, that by

their prayers my sword may cut through the necks of their enemies.&quot; Then he

shed many tears ; and, turning to his great Officers of State, said :

&quot; My heart is

broken for the captivity of these poor men, who are in the hands of the enemies

of our religion. At the Day of Judgment, God will call me to account for them,

because, having it in my power to release them from slavery, I neglected their

cause.&quot; Then he went on to say,
&quot;

I know not how long this evil state of things

is to last ;
but I do know, that, ever since the time of my father and ancestors,

there are constantly coming to us, Patriarchs, Bishops, Monks, and poor, to

complain of the tyranny of their enslavers ;
and that not one of them conies, but

driven by severe distress, and to escape from the cruelty of their masters. For

this, I fear the questions which the Creator will one day put to me on their

account ;
and I have resolved in my own mind, that, please God, I will expend

my troops, my treasury, and my own blood to the last drop, in the endeavour to

release them.&quot; They answered,
&quot;

May the Lord grant you according to your

heart s desire ! Observe, reader, the mind and demeanour of this holy prince.

To return : They told us, that on the Saturday of Sleep, that is, the Saturday

in Passion Week, an Ambassador came to the Emperor from the Cral of the

Poles, and the rest of the Polish Grandees, with supplications to him to pardon

them, and with humility offering him all he should require of them, To these

their requests he agreed, for an indefinite period.

About this time, also, came to the Patriarch, as emissary from Stephani Voivode,

a Metropolitan of Moldavia, accompanied by a Logotheti and a numerous suite, to

make the Voivode s submission to the Emperor for the whole country ;
as it is,

in reality, under obedience to him
;

this point having been agreed to by all the

Grandees, and the whole commonalty of that province, in consequence of their

distress, and their total inability to resist their tyrannic neighbours, who seek to
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enslave them, particularly the Tartars. The Emperor was at that time greatly

enraged against the said Stephani, for having several times sent aid to the Poles

against the Cossacks, between whom and the Moldavians a great enmity had

consequently ensued. But Stephani ceased not to scheme, by every artifice, till

at length he reconciled them to peace and friendship, by means of presents,

embassies, and intercessions
; so that they returned to their ancient amity. To

the Emperor he had caused to be presented a Letter from the Patriarch of

Jerusalem, in testimony that he bowed to him submissively, with all his heart,

and in full sincerity ; but the Emperor refused to admit his assertion, replying,

that it was all treachery and deceit. His Majesty would admit no testimony
in his favour, but that of our Lord the Patriarch

; who unremittingly interceded

for him, that the Emperor would accept his submission
; which he at length did,

restoring him to favour. The deputation brought with them a written Memorial,
dictated by the voice of the whole country, in which both the people and the

Prince requested ten graces from the Emperor. One of them was, that he would

protect them with his troops, in time of need : another, that he should take

tribute from them by the rule of the ancient registers of the time of the Greek

Emperors : another, that the said Beg should not be deposed during his life, and

at his death should be succeeded by a Beg of his race and family. The Emperor
granted them an immunity from tribute for ten years, on condition that the Beg
should receive at his court none of the Muscovite Boyars, without the Emperor s

permission. After these preliminaries, the Emperor invited the deputation to his

presence, to kiss his hand ; on which occasion they presented to him a beautiful

Turkish horse, with its princely trappings entirely covered with gold, pearls, and

precious stones ; and made him a gift of the leg of one of the forty Martyrs,
named John. To the Patriarch they presented some velvet and brocade

; and
the relique of a Saint. From the Emperor they received, in return, numerous

grants, pensions, &c.

SECT. VIII.

CONSECRATION OF AN ARCHBISHOP. COLLECTION OF WAR SUBSIDIES.
EXPEDITION AGAINST SWEDEN. SYNOD ON THE BAPTISM OF POLES.

MOTIVES FOR THE PATRIARCH S DETENTION.

ON the Sunday of the Samaritan Woman, we went, by invitation of the

Patriarch, to the Sobor, to assist at the consecration of Kyr Yusef, Archbishop of
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Astrachan. We had felt in our hearts a great desire to see this beautiful sight ;

and, glory be to God ! time rolled over, and our turn at length came to be blessed

with it. Whilst the Patriarchs were robing, they had spread the great high plat

form with carpets, and placed on it three chairs ;
one for the Emperor, the other

two for the Patriarchs. From the Emperor s chair to the door of the sanctuary

they had laid a piece of red cloth, covered with rose-coloured velvet, for his

Majesty to step on ;
and under the chairs of the Patriarchs they had spread violet

cloth, covered with blue velvet. The Khuldani, in their large red cloaks, with

large sleeves, and with long staves in their hands, and wearing their high red

caps, stood six in number, fronting round the Ambon. We before mentioned, that

at the consecration of a Bishop it is usual for them to be four ;
at that of an

Archbishop, six ;
of a Metropolitan, eight ; and of a Patriarch, twelve : but we

know not how to explain the intent of this. And now the Patriarchs came

forth, and sat in their chairs. When the Emperor was come, and had paid his

devotions to the images, he advanced towards the Patriarchs, who came down to

give him their benediction ; and then he went up, to sit in his chair, by their side.

He wore his crown, with the imperial robes and the purple, and sat on the right

hand. Then the Archdeacon, with his attendants, went forward ;
and calling

the Heads of the Clergy, the Archimandrites, and the Priests, two by two, made

with them their mctanoias to the Emperor and the Patriarchs. The Heads of

the Clergy were seated on the edges of the platform-steps, on each side, down

to the lowest, according to their degrees. The Archimandrites, in their mitres,

sat in chairs on the two sides of the choir. And now they brought forward the

person intended for consecration, in his cope and mitre ; for he was Archi

mandrite over a convent in Astrachan. After he had bowed to the Emperor

and to the Patriarchs twice, as the others did, he stood before them at a

distance, with his face to the west ;
and began to read the diploma granted him

by the people of his country, together with the Councils and the Creed, as esta

blished in the
Et%oXoy;oj&amp;gt;,

with a loud voice, mentioning the names of the

Emperor and of the Patriarch with much eulogy, as they sat listening to him :

but when he began to read the Creed,
&quot; We believe in one God,&quot; they rose, and

stood up. When he had finished, he went up to the Patriarch ; who read over

him the well-known prayers, and gave him his blessing. Then they concluded

the service ;
and the Patriarch having gone down to his chair, they began the

Hours and the Mass. At the
Tgi&amp;lt;ra,yia, they completed the Archbishop s con

secration in the usual manner : and having given into his hands a book of the
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Gospels, he went and presented it to the Emperor to kiss, and afterwards to all

the officiating Priests.

After Mass, we went up to the Emperor s banquetting-room ;
and saw the

Archbishop, attended by the Imperial Archons, pass on horseback, with the
cross in his hand, and the Khuldanis around him, to sprinkle the walls of the

imperial palace : after which, he came back to the banquet. The next day he

sprinkled the second walls of the city ; and on the third day, the whole of the

remainder, according to the Muscovite custom. Afterwards, he distributed to
the Emperor, and to the whole Imperial Family, presents of images, gilt cups,
dinars, sables, silks, brocades, &c.

; and, in like manner, made presents to the

Patriarch, to our master, to us, and to all the Heads of the Clergy, the Heads
of Convents, the Priests, and the great and small Deacons who were present at
his consecration.

In the mean time, an order had been sent by the Emperor to all the Voivodes
of the country, to give him force and aid for the approaching campaign, by
paying for each of the slaves and servants, whom they wished to retain on their

estates, from twenty to forty roubles a head, in lieu of military service
; and to

provide substitutes, whilst they staid away and rested from the fatigues of war.
This order was strictly carried into effect, not only as regarded the Voivodes
and their serfs, but all the Boyars also residing in their houses throughout the

country, without any exception, though many of them were old and infirm.

The Emperor himself prepared for a journey to the city of Smolensko, to see in

person how an agreement might be come to, between him and the Poles
; sending

his troops, treasures, and heavy baggage, before him.

Towards Sweden he dispatched three great Kniazes, with three hundred
thousand warriors, to pass through Novogorod and Pskov. These troops
marched forth from the capital in great pomp and splendour. For the conduct
of the war, a plan was combined between the Emperor and the Caisar : the
latter agreeing to carry it on by sea, the former by land. The Swedish Am
bassador was now placed by the Emperor under the strictest confinement in his

hotel, round which were posted twelve hundred janissaries carrying muskets, to

guard it on all sides, and appearing to envelop it like a bright flame. No person,
on any pretext whatever, was permitted to go in to the Embassy ; and after
the janissaries had searched the persons of the Swedes, and taken from them all

their swords and knives, and their pens and inkstands, lest they should send

any letter to their countrymen, they removed them from the house they had
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hitherto inhabited, and, placing them in another built of stone, guarded them

there with the utmost vigilance. All this was to prevent them from sending

letters and reports to their own country ; and from receiving any thence.

For some days the Emperor had been visiting the convents, both within and

without the city, to take a farewell of the Monks. On Monday evening he came

to ours ; and having performed his devotions in its several churches, he was

waited on by our Lord the Patriarch, who went up to his apartments, to give

him his benediction, and present to him his dutiful salutations. The Emperor
said :

&quot; O father, pray for me
; for I intend soon to depart for the war :&quot; and

bowing, he dismissed him with a farewell, and went to visit the remainder of

the convents. On the next day, which was Tuesday, the bells were rung after

Mass
;
and the Emperor came down to church, where the two Patriarchs, with

the Heads of the Clergy, and the Archimandrites, after they had put on their

copes, performed a Paraclcsis for his Majesty ;
at the end of which they went

forth in procession to the outside of the palace-gate, where the stone oratory

is situated : and after prayers, they took a farewell of the image of Our Lady

Vlashirnas, and the cross of Constantino, committed to the keeping of Joseph,

Metropolitan of Crotiska, whom they had appointed this year to carry them

before the Emperor : but first they bowed to them and kissed them, and so

parted with them lor the season.

Observe, Reader, their faith and belief in sending these sacred treasures before

the Emperor, to guide him to victory and the repulsion of his enemies.

Then we put off our copes on the spot ; and our Lord the Patriarch returned

in his coach, accompanied by the Patriarch Nicon, to our convent.

On the Sunday before the Ascension, the Patriarch of Moscow invited our

master ; and having assisted at Mass in the Sobor, we went up to his palace ;

where he this day held a synod. Summonses had been sent to all the Heads

of the Clergy throughout the country ;
and the Metropolitan of Cazan was

come, to attend the Council. The object of the meeting was, to discuss the

baptism of the Poles
; because, as we have before mentioned, the Muscovites

were in the habit of baptizing them
;
whereas in the books of ecclesiastic law

this is forbidden, with the exception of four sects, which have made their

appearance in our time
; and which are, the English, the Lutheran, the

Calvinist, and the Paphlakinian (^j^%ll) ; who are followers of Paul the

Samyasatian (^Lo^Jl), and compose thirty small towns or villages in the

district of Tornova. Our Lord the Patriarch, therefore, demanded of them to
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conform to what was written in their laws. We had found, in a book, an ancient

writing from the Holy Mount, in which this matter was expounded. This
section of the book our Lord the Patriarch wrote out, and signed with his own
name

; and, after a long and an angry discussion with the Heads o&quot;the Muscovite

Clergy at this meeting, he compelled them, by the testimony of their own
books of Law, reluctantly to submit to the truth. Then he delivered this letter,

or pamphlet, to the Patriarch, after he had put his name to it
; and it passed

into the hands of the Emperor. Afterwards, it was translated into the Russian

language, printed, and distributed : and an imperial decree, in conformity with

it, went forth, to prohibit the baptism of the Poles, and of other Franks of the

same religion ;
for they approach the nearest, of any of the sects, to ours. Thus

this affair was settled, and the business of the Synod concluded.

Never, since our return to Moscow, had we been able to learn for what reason

the Emperor had brought us back; nor had we courage to ask: and on this

account we murmured much amongst ourselves, particularly on finding that we
were detained longer than we had been promised. Again we fell into our
former uneasiness ; and were tantalized with promises from day to day, whilst no
one knew how to give us a precise answer. Now, at length, we discovered the

motive of our detention, which was for three purposes. The first was, to discuss

the affair of the baptism of the Poles; the second, to give testimony re

garding the Metropolitan of Moldavia
; and the third, to condemn a new heresy

of a second Arius, which had made its appearance among the Muscovites, as we
shall give an account of it hereafter.

SECT. IX.

CEREMONY OF THE EMPEROR S DEPARTURE. REVIEW OF THE TROOPS.
LETTER OF THE EMPEROR TO THE PATRIARCH. EXCOMMUNICATION

OF THE PROTOPAPAS OF MOSCOW.

ON the Thursday of the Ascension, the report was verified, that the Emperor
was that day to set out on his expedition : and he invited our Lord the Patri

arch, together with the Patriarch of Moscow, to say Mass in his presence, in the

Convent of the Ascension, opposite us. At noon commenced the ringing of the

bells all round the city, for the assembly of the troops and the Officers of State,

who immediately began to form in bodies : and we, at the same time, went to
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the apartments of the Patriarch. Shortly after, the Officers of State began to

bring forth their servants and horses, their standards and flags, from within the

Emperor s palace, to the outside of the imperial gate ; extending their line, with

great display, according to their ranks and degrees, to the outside of the town.

The servants of each Archon gloried over their fellows, in the fineness of their

dresses and armour, and in their masters horses, of the noblest breed, adorned

in the richest trappings. All the people knew them, and said,
&quot; These are the

servants and horses of Kniaz so-and-so ; and those are the servants and horses

of Boyar such-an-one.&quot; The first that appeared were the servants of the inferior

Archons : after them came the servants of the Kniazes and Ministers of State.

These collected together from all parts of the city ; and, entering by the gate of

St. John the Baptist, which is in the walls behind the palace, on the western

side, advanced to the palace-yard ; and then went out by the gate which is in

front of the Church of the Annunciation. Here were standing the Priests in

their copes, to sprinkle them with AyiKo-^og . In the mean time, the new bell

tolled ; until, towards evening, the Emperor came down to the church, attired in

his most splendid robes ; and, instead of a crown, wearing a high cap, entirely

covered with pearls and precious-stones : in it was a tuft, like feathers, with

many branches hanging down, and braided with diamonds of the size of peas,

resembling bunches of fox-grapes, which shook and glittered in the church, so

as to dazzle the sight and attract admiration. On approaching the Emperor, I

viewed this bright ornament at my leisure. I had been continually urging our

Lord the Patriarch to ask Nicon, not to go out to take leave of the Emperor in

their copes, but in their mantyas, epitrac/ietia, and uniop/ioria only, that so we

might enjoy the sight freely : and, as I requested, so it was done
;

for after they

had put on their copes in the Sobor, and had performed a Paraclesis for the

Emperor, the Patriarch of Moscow read over him the Prayers for War and Vic

tory, and then asked our master to advance and do the same. Bat the Emperor
would not have it so ; saying,

&quot; Let him pray over me outside.&quot; We then took

off their copes, and put on them their mcmti/as; but ourselves, the Heads of the

Clergy, and the Priests, went out with them before the Emperor, in our copes, to

bid him a parting farewell outside the palace. The rails on each side of the im

perial gate had been covered with red cloth
;
and over them stood two Bishops, to

sprinkle all that passed with
r

Ay/a&amp;lt;rp&amp;gt;
In the mean time, the bells were ringing,

and we arrived at the circular Oratory, the walls of which they had covered all

round with red cloth, spread with brocade. The people were in number like the
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sands of the ocean. The Emperor had invited the Swedish Ambassador to view

the ceremony, that it might excite his astonishment. Then the Emperor ad

vanced to our Lord the Patriarch, and bent before him, whilst he recited over

him several prayers. At this moment the Emperor s saddle-horses began to

move forward: they are magnificent, princely horses, brought from Persia,

Turkey, Germany, Tartary, and the country of the Calmucks ; and were covered

with superb trappings. Then passed the numerous imperial coaches, with the

Emperor s chief guards and soldiers, and their Stolniks, and the whole imperial

suite, to our great admiration at their multitude and splendid appearance. After

the Patriarchs had given their blessing to the Emperor, and bidden him farewell,

the Heads of the Clergy, and the Archimandrites, advanced to present gilt

images to his Majesty ; and all, including the merchants of the city and our

selves, approached, to kiss his Majesty s hand. Then the Emperor parted from
them

; and, mounting his horse, rode away ; whilst his troops, numerous as the

sands of the sea, continued to follow him as far as he went that night, which was
to a village where he has a palace, at three versts from the city, where he slept.

On the Friday morning, the Patriarch of Moscow called for our master
; and

they rode in his carriage, attended by us, to a village belonging to the Patriarch,
at seven versts distance from the city ; that they might there give a meeting to

the Emperor, whose road lay through it. On our arrival at the village, the

horses, wagons, and troops, began to pass ;
and shortly afterwards we heard

the report of three guns, as a signal that the Emperor was mounting. Presently,
the Emperor came up in his coach

; and, being met by the two Patriarchs, was
taken by Nicon, as his guest, to his palace ; where Nicon presented to his Majesty
and his Grandees a magnificent banquet lor the afternoon. For our parts, we
stood to view the troops, as they passed ; and it was a day of sights, to be num
bered among ages. It was a wonder before God, that we should return from our

journey to behold such a spectacle.

Then the Emperor arose : and the Patriarch descended with him to the level

of the road, to take leave of him. Here, after our master had blessed him once,
he said, &quot;Bless me

again&quot;: and after that,
&quot; Bless me a third time&quot;: and,

bowing, bade him farewell. We again had the honour of kissing his Majesty s

hand
; after which, he mounted his coach and drove off, and we returned to

the city.

When the Emperor arrived at the Convent of St. Nicolas, known by the name
of Mojaiska, distant from his own convent, forty, and from the city, fifty versts,
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his Majesty sent a letter, by one of his Stolniks, to our Lord the Patriarch : in

which, after the preface of his own titles, he says to him :

&quot; Great Lord and

Father of all holiness and beatitude, by the grace of God, Patriarch of the great

city of God, Antioch, and of all the East, Kyr Kyr Macarius ! your spiritual

son, the Emperor Alexius, bends to you in a metanoia to the ground, and

inquires concerning your health and happiness. O Father ! by the blessing of

your Holiness to our Majesty, we are arrived, O great Effendi ! at a fort called

Mojaiska, on the tenth day of our travels, by the favour of the Almighty, in

health and
safety.&quot;

Lower down, he had written, in his own hand-writing :

&quot; Your spiritual son, the Emperor Alexius, bends in a metanoia to your Holiness.&quot;

All these letters I translated into Greek ; which I have kept with me, together

with the Russian originals, sealed with red wax, bearing the impression of an

eagle with two heads, and of the Emperor on horseback in the middle. After

wards, the Emperor passed on to Smolensko, where he remained.

On the Sunday after the Ascension, our Lord the Patriarch celebrated Mass,

in company with the Patriarch of Moscow, in the Sobor; when they excom

municated the Priest who was formerly Protopapas to the Emperor ; the same

person whom the Patriarch Nicon sent into banishment, on his first being made

Patriarch. The motive for his excommunication was, that he had reared his

head as a second Arius, and, founding a new heresy, had rebelled against the

four Patriarchs ; saying, that they were fallen from their dignity and office, by
the prevalence of the Turks over them. He rebelled at the same time against

the Holy Ghost. This wretch had fled from the place of his exile ; and was

returned to Moscow, where he lay concealed : in vain did the Patriarch endea

vour, by the strictest search, to lay hold of him : he was not to be discovered,

as he constantly changed his dress, and was always moving from place to place.

Our Lord the Patriarch made a discourse concerning him, by the tongue of the

interpreter, to the assembled Heads of the Clergy, and likened him to a second

Arius ; for the first wras Protopapas of Alexandria ;
and this man, Protopapas

of Moscow. He then anathematized him, cursed him, and excommunicated

him, and every one who listened to his voice : and the singers, with the Priests,

chaunted for him an anathema, thnce repeated. After the Mass, we went up to

dine with the Patriarch.

On the day of Pentecost, our master said Mass with him again : immediately

after which, they performed the accustomed genuflexion, each person having

brought with him a bundle of leaves to place under his knees as he knelt.
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The Patriarch recited the Prayers with a low voice of humility and contrition,

weeping ;
and when he had concluded them., he read the Lesson of the day, and

afterwards preached. We did not go forth from Mass till after the seventh

hour, when the Patriarch gave us a magnificent entertainment. This evening
came on a very heavy rain, attended with much cold.

SECT. X.

ENC1ENIA OF A CHURCH. FINAL DEPARTURE FROM MOSCOW. ARRIVAL
AT VOLKHOV. QUICK VEGETATION OF A RUSSIAN SUMMER.

THE Patriarch had been continually asking our master to write for him the

Eyxcuviu, for a church, and the order of the ceremony, according to the Greek

Ritual. He had lately come into possession of the palace of one of the deceased

Ministers
; which he had refitted, and made into town apartments for his new

convent
; where we have already mentioned that he had established the Cossack

Monks, that, when they came to town from the convent, it might serve them as

an hotel. On the most elevated part of the premises he had built a handsome

lofty church, which he had not yet consecrated. For this reason, he now urged

our Lord the Patriarch to exert himself, and make out the order of proceeding
in its consecration and Ey^a/W, according to his own mind, and in con

formity with the Grecian Rite, that he might see if it agreed with theirs. On this

subject we felt ourselves much embarrassed ;
because the order of the Eyxawa of

a church is not to be found in the printed Greek EvftoXoyia, nor yet in the

Arabic nor any other, but is altogether wanting : for, after the most diligent

search, our master found none. We afterwards learnt, from persons of good

authority, that the Franks prohibit the printing of many things ; one of which is,

the Eyfcawa of a church
;
another is, the preparation of the Holy Oils ; and

that this is out of spite to us : but the truth is, these two offices are proper to be

kept in the treasury of the Patriarchs only. Having searched for a long time,

we found, by the divine inspiration, in one of the books of the Holy Mountain,

an ancient Greek Treatise on this subject, which, with much labour, our Lord

the Patriarch translated, from the Greek, into the Arabic. Just as he had

finished it, the Patriarch Nicon came to him of his own accord, in this afternoon

of the Monday of Pentecost, and asked him to go and consecrate the church,

and to recite the whole Service in Greek. It happened, that that very morning
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our Lord the Patriarch had sent his Archimandrite before him to the new

church, to make all the preparations necessary for the Eyaamo. ;
and the

Patriarch Nicon had ordered his steward to buy all the requisite matters

according to our master s directions : so we went, towards nightfall,, to the spot ;

and entering an old church near it, we there, according to the instructions of

the Rubric, performed Short Vespers. Then our master received into his

hands the reliques of the two Saints, patrons of the two churches, and, placing

them in the consecration pyx, went in, and set them on the altar. Then he con

cluded the Prayers ;
and we went to the new church, where we performed Great

Matins, lasting from the evening till break of day, as their Matins usually do,

with the chaunting and reading all in Greek. The Patriarch of Moscow s Arch

deacon, and several scribes, attended, to take notes of the whole ceremony.

At the IIoXyXc4&amp;lt;ov, our Patriarch and ourselves put on our copes, according

to the Muscovite practice ; and he threw incense round the church
; which we

did not quit till after break of day, almost dead with moving about, standing

up, and want of sleep.

After three hours of day, the bells were rung, and we went in to attire the

Patriarch with his cope and robes : then we walked forth, in grand procession, to

the old church ;
where the Patriarch placed the pyx, with the reliques, on his

head ;
and we set out on our return. Directions had been given, that when we

tolled our bells, they should immediately toll the bells of the Sobor : on which

signal, the Patriarch of Moscow, with his Bishops and Clergy, robed, and came,

in grand procession, to meet us before the gate of the conventual lodgings,

which we all entered
;
and going up to the church, we walked round it, whilst

the Patriarch carried the pyx of reliques on his head, on a platform which

had been prepared for this purpose, after the manner of a wooden scaffolding,

three times, as is prescribed in the Manuscript. After the third circuit, we

entered the church ; where our Lord the Patriarch set the pyx of reliques on a

desk in the N^| ;
and having recited the well-known Prayers and the Gospel,

he incensed them, and, carrying them into the interior of the church, placed

them on a desk before the royal door. Then he finished the office and the

Mass, according to form ; and, by the blessing of God, we were so fortunate as

to succeed in brino-inoj forth the whole Rubric into action. The entire con-o o

gregation was then enrolled ; and our Lord the Patriarch proceeded to range

them in their places, withinside and without. The principal part in reading the

Prone &c. was performed by me. They now placed that beautiful image of
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Our Lady within this church ; and, on our leaving it, they closed up the doors,

and, having sealed them, stationed there a troop of janissaries, as a guard.
We afterwards went down to the Refectory ; where the Patriarch, on this day,

shewed great honour to our master, making him sit in his own place at table.

The Metropolitans, Heads of Convents, and Grandees of the city, all made

great presents to the Patriarch of Moscow, of images, gilt cups, sables, chintzes,

brocades, &c., in congratulation at his opening a new church of his own

building : for the mystery of the Eyxctivict is very great with those who build

churches ;
and on a day like this, they expend their heart s blood in alms and

gifts, delivering themselves up to joy and gladness ;
as their church without the

fa/KKivia would remain but a mere house.

The Patriarch himself presented gifts and dirhems to all the company : his

Treasurer brought him dollars and dinars in trays. To our Lord the Patriarch

he gave, in reward for his trouble, a gilt image of Our Lady, a gilt cup, two
dresses of brocade, and two of cloth. To all the Heads of the Clergy, and
the Archimandrites, he distributed dinars folded up in paper : to us and our

servants, and to the servants of the Metropolitan of Moldavia, c., he made
a like distribution, and displayed much exultation and cheerfulness. To the

great Officers of State, above all, he overflowed in generosity.

At the close of evening, we arose, and returned in the coach to our convent.

At the desire of the Patriarch, all his chief Clergy came to receive our master s

blessing ; and having presented their offerings, they bade him farewell. By the

Emperor s command, a second gratuity was given to our master, for his trouble
;

and our pensions, with the expenses of the road, were allowed till the end of

Haziran, on the twentieth of which month our two years were complete.
On the Wednesdav, we took leave of the Patriarch

; and the vodvods havin&̂
been brought to us, we drove forth from the city on the Thursday, the twenty-
ninth of lyar, in a coach which the Emperor had given to our master

; for our

own coach had broken down on our road back, and we had made a present of

it to the Metropolitan of Nicia
(&amp;lt;uLO).

On this day we passed over three

rivers with bridges ; and the second day, two, with boats ; the one called Nari,

which is half way between Moscow and Kalouga ; the other Bratka, which, on

returning to it this time, we found swollen to a great height, and covering all

that country, so that we were nearly a whole day in passing it in boats.

Afterwards, we crossed a sixth river of a small size
; and, arriving at Kalouga,

found the vodvods ready for us
; the Vazir having sent orders before us, to all
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the towns on the road as far as Potiblia, not to delay us a single moment. We
had only to lament the labours and fatigues of the ten janissaries who escorted
us from town to town, carrying their muskets and other arms, and helping
forward the coach in the difficult parts of the road. By having the vodvods

prepared for us beforehand, we drove on continually without
interruption.

From Moscow to Kalouga, the distance is one hundred and eighty versts
From Kalouga, the janissaries who had accompanied us returned home, and
were succeeded by another troop as far as Linn

; these were relieved by others
as far as Bieloti

; arid these again by others as far as Bolkhov, where our

baggage had been left.

From Kalouga to Bolkhov the distance is one hundred and ten versts : here
we halted one day, whilst we got ready our luggage, and bought horses and
cattle ; for we had sent orders to sell the cattle we left in Potiblia. It was
surprising to observe what we now witnessed

; for those lands which, on our

setting out from Moscow, were entirely covered with snow, and on our returning
a second time were all mud and clay, we found now, on going over them a
third time, waving with tall rye, of the height of a man, already shooting ears,
and intermingled with barley and other crops. We have before mentioned, that
the practice of the Muscovites is, in the months of August and September, to sow
their corn

; which grows up a span or more in height before the cold comes on
in the month of November. In the interval, they turn their cattle in, to feed

upon it and fatten. Then comes the snow, and covers it up, without inter-

mission, from the month of November till the beginning of April, when it thaws
;

and, as the earth softens, the corn springs up, and in forty days attains its full

growth. This we had been told of; but we could not believe it, till we saw it

with our own eyes.

Next, we were escorted by ten janissaries, from Bolkhov to Crachava
; and

thence, by others, to Sivska : from Bolkhov to Sivska are one hundred and
ninety versts. The Voivode of Sivska was very friendly towards our Lord the
Patriarch

; and being questioned by him on the affairs of his province, he
answered :

&quot;

I have command over eight thousand villages, most of which are
Timarats to the Spahis ; and I have sent from them, to the Emperor, a force of

eight thousand soldiers.&quot; We were surprised at the great amount of his con-
tribution.

Again, escorted by the janissaries furnished us by the Voivode, we left this

place; and arrived at Potiblia on Thursday the twelfth of Haziran, making
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lifteen days from Moskow : the distance from Sivska to Potiblia being one hundred

and twenty versts. The whole of our detention, in the different towns, was about

four days ; so that we travelled over the road in eleven, having been enabled to

accomplish this speed by the previous preparation of the vodvods, and by the

great length of the day, which was seventeen hours. Besides, the greatest part

of the road was easy ;
and we drove at a quicker rate than even couriers usually

do, resting our cattle from town to town. The horses here never go at a

walking pace, but continually trot or gallop ; and yet do not tire. This journey

from Moscow to Potiblia we reckoned at six hundred versts
; though it is

usually rated a hundred or more higher, on account of the difficulty of the road.

By the power of our cattle, which we changed every day, we performed it in

eleven days : but the merchants, who travel with their own horses, are unable

to accomplish it in less than a month.

SECT. XI.

ARRIVAL AT POTIBLIA. BRILLOK. KIOV. CONVENTS OF ST. SOPHIA
AND ST. MICHAEL. CONVENT OF ST. NICOLAS.

ON our approach to Potiblia, our friend the Voivode came to meet us, without

the city, as he had done before, in all joy and exultation, accompanied by all

the Clergy ; who conducted us, in grand procession, to a church
;
and then to a

large hotel, where our Lord the Patriarch was continually honoured by their

visits. We wondered much at one remarkable coincidence ;
and that was, that

when we came to this place two years ago, it happened to be a Thursday ;

when we returned this time to Moscow, and entered the city, it was a Thursday ;

when we came away, it was on a Thursday : and now it was on a Thursday that

we were again come to Potiblia.

On the third Sunday after Pentecost, at the invitation of the Voivode, we

performed Mass before him in his principal church ;
and early in the morning

of Monday, the sixteenth of Haziran, the Voivode came to take leave of us ; and

we set forth from Potiblia in vodvods, accompanied by ten spahis and the

Dragomans, according to the command of the Emperor. As we proceeded
towards Krabota, the Stolnik, with his troops and banners, came from that place

to meet us, at a great distance : the Hetman having sent orders, it was said, to

all the places under his authority, that they should everywhere go forth to
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meet our Lord the Patriarch, and conduct him from town to town ; which they

always did. Thus we arrived at Krabota ;
where the vodvods and the spahis

and the Dragomans left us, on their return, after we had made them presents

in recompence of their trouble. By these we sent letters of thanks to the

Emperor and to the Patriarch.

The Cossacks now began to pass us forward on their own vodvods, from

town to town ;
until we came to Brillok ; whence the Polkobniks stationed there

came out to meet us on foot. We alighted, in the first place, at our hotel ; and

enjoyed the sight of a large fair held here, for the Festival of St. John the

Baptist ;
which was attended by numbers of Greek merchants from Romelia and

Caramania, who bring silks, shawls, Persian carpets, white Abas, &c. : for in this

country of the Cossacks there is no interruption to the fairs from one end of

the year to the other ;
but on every festival, in every season, a fair is held in

one or other of their towns, as it has been regulated ever since the time of the

Poles. We bought in the fair a number of horses. On the fourth Sunday after

Pentecost, we went, at the request of the Abbot, to say Mass in the Costini

Convent, of which we made mention formerly ;
and were accompanied by a

large body of Greeks.

On Tuesday, \\e set out from Brillok, conducted by the Polkobniks on foot,

and preceded by a band of musicians playing on the Polish pipes ; whilst the

Priests, round the coach, chaunted hymns, till we had left the city some distance

behind
;
when they bade us adieu, and returned. On Friday evening we came

to the bank of the river Nieper, opposite to the Petcherskoi Convent ;
and sent

word over to Kiov of our arrival. We had with us a letter from the Emperor

to the Voivodes, enjoining them all to shew every attention to our Lord the

Patriarch, and everywhere to give him the meeting. This night we slept on

the bank of the river, in perfect cheerfulness and tranquillity : for, from the

moment we came within sight of the Petcherskoi Convent, by the distant

glittering of its cupolas, and at the first scent that reached us of these blooming

lands, our souls thrilled with gladness and exultation, our hearts became ex

panded, and we overflowed in thanksgiving to the Lord our God. During these

two years in Muscovy, a padlock had been set on our hearts, and we were in the

extremity of narrowness and compressure of our minds ;
for in those countries no

person can feel any thing of freedom or cheerfulness, unless it be the native

population. Any one like ourselves, though he became sovereign of the whole

territory, would never cease to have a disturbed mind, and a heart full of
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anxiety. The country of the Cossacks, on the contrary, was like our own

country to us, and its inhabitants were to us boon companions and fellows like-

ourselves.

On the morning of Saturday, the twenty-eighth of Haziran, we went down

into the boat ; and it was afternoon before we came near to Kiov : for the

Nieper was ruffled by the violence of the wind, and we had to make our way

against the current. As soon as we approached, the Voivodes sent one of their

Archons to the boat to meet our Lord the Patriarch, and, bowing to him on

their part, to present the usual salutations from them. On our landing, there

was ready to receive us, the Metropolitan of the city, in his mitre, with all the

Heads of Convents, the Priests, the Deacons, and the whole population of the

town
; together with the Voivodes, and all the Emperor s troops stationed in

the city, with their banners and firelocks
; and, raising a loud shout, they

conducted us to a church, where they performed the usual ceremony : at the

conclusion of which, our Lord the Patriarch sprinkled them with the Ay/a^o? ;

and they led us out and lodged us in a rich and magnificent hotel, where they

parted from us. On the fifth Sunday after Pentecost, on which same day fell

the Feast of the Apostles, the Metropolitan sent his coach for our Lord the

Patriarch, to come to him to the Church of St. Sophia ;
in one of the chapels of

which, dedicated to Saints Peter and Paul, we assisted at Mass. Thence we went

to dine with the Metropolitan ; and in the evening descended to the town. On
the Wednesday came the Abbot of the Convent of the Immersion, situated in

the centre of the city, to invite our Lord the Patriarch to say Mass there, in

commemoration of the miraculous image of Our Lady, which had been brought

from the country of the Poles. We went therefore, and performed Mass before

a congregation of the whole town : and then retired to the banquet. On the

sixth Sunday after Pentecost, we attended Mass in the principal church of the

city, called the Sobor : and on the Monday, sixth of Tamoz, we prepared for our

journey. Amidst the ringing of all the bells, our Lord the Patriarch went in his

coach to the Sobor, to perform his parting devotions, and there found assembled

all the inhabitants of the city ; and he prayed over them the Prayers of

Absolution, and blessed them
; for all the people here have great faith in the

Patriarchs, and in their papers of Absolution
; and not one of them neglected,

whether of the Archons, the Priests, both secular and regular, the young and

old women, the girls, or even of the little boys, but all came, by his general

permission, to our Lord the Patriarch, that he might pray over and bless them,
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and to receive from him papers of Absolution
;
so that we were in admiration at

their piety, reverence, and humility. Some of the women, whose husbands were

drunkards and of little religion, shewed a concern for their spiritual welfare, by

taking out papers of Absolution for their husbands as well as for themselves,

considering such a present as of the greatest and most particular value. Can

any thing exceed the beauty of such religious sentiments ; which are not, indeed,

peculiar to the people of Kiov only, but prevail in every town and village

inhabited by the Cossacks. It was not our wish to make any stay among them
;

but we could not help ourselves, for they flocked to us in crowds, which filled

not only the apartments and the court-yard of the hotel, but also the street

outside, from morning till evening, without intermission, perseveringly ; and we

could not find room for all the loaves they brought us.

At length they conducted us forth from the city, whilst all the bells rang ;

and we went up to pay a visit to the Metropolitan at St. Sophia. We
alighted at his apartments ; where are the pictures of four ancient Patriarchs on

canvas, of the full size. It has always been the practice with them in this

country, when any Patriarch comes to visit them, to take his portrait exactly

as he appears among them, that they may retain his remembrance for ever. All

these four are attired with their surplices, croziers, suns, and tiaras : the first of

them, to our agreeable surprise, being Joachim, Patriarch of Antioch, surnamed

the Light. His face is of a very dark complexion, and his beard grey and

pointed. On the portrait, his name is written in Greek
;
and from the date, we

calculated that it is seventy-two years old. Next to him is Meletius, Patriarch

of Alexandria, with a long white beard
; by the side of whom is Jeremiah,

Patriarch of Constantinople, with a handsome face and beard
;
and next is

Theophani, Patriarch of Jerusalem, with a long black beard. All four about the

same time came to this country, the one immediately following the other.

On Tuesday morning we took leave of the Metropolitan ; and, at the invitation

of the Archimandrite, we repaired to his Convent of St. Michael, celebrated for

its golden cupola ; where we assisted at Mass in the chapel of St. Barbara of

Baalbec ; for they keep her festival on this day, which is the ninth of Tamoz, in

memory of the translation of her body from the city of Constantinople to this

place, when the Emperor Basil, the Macedonian, sent her, with his sister, as a

present to Vladimir, king of Kiov and of the Russians. When on a former

occasion we paid our devotions to the reliques of this saint, we thought that she

was one of the new Muscovite saints ; until now, hearing her Swu^dgi read,
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and understanding her history, we learnt distinctly that she is the very St. Bar

bara, Martyr, of Baalbec : and we again received a blessing from her body, which

is that of a young person, with small pretty feet and hands. They have lately

made for her a beautiful coffin of black ebony, inlaid with silver ; and, at the

request of our Lord the Patriarch, the Archimandrite gave him a portion of her

ribs, which we have kept with us.

After dinner, in the evening, we came to the celebrated Petcherskoi Convent,

attended by a numerous escort of janissaries, furnished us by the Voivode of

Kiov. The residents met us with great ceremony, in a large body, amidst the

ringing of their bells.

On the Wednesday, we went to the Convent of St. Nicolas, by the especial

invitation of its Archimandrite
;
as we had not been there before. It is situated

on that side of the walls of the Petcherskoi Convent which inclines towards

Kiov
;
and has a wooden wall running round it. In front of its gate, on the road

from Kiov to Petcherske, is a pillar of white stone, supporting the figure of

St. Nicolas in gold, as the sign of the convent : to which you descend by a deep

gully, like the narrow entrance to a cave, in a clay hill, enveloped by a thick

forest. It has a wooden church of lofty dimensions ;
in which after we had

assisted at Mass, we went up to the Refectory. Subsequently, we went to look

round the convent
;
the situation of which was formerly a dense forest ; which

they cut down, and then laid the foundations of this handsome structure. In

the centre is a fountain of water
; which descends from the mountain, and throws

up a high jet. This place is entirely surrounded by hills, covered with tall forest-

trees. The river Nieper is on the east of the convent, but its banks in this part

are very close and steep. After we had bidden the Monks farewell, we were

taken to the wine-vaults of the convent, situated outside the gate. They are

constructed in the best style of vaulted buildings ; and the passage to them is

lighted by beautiful domes as skylights : we then returned to Petcherske. This

evening, a great festival was celebrated, with the ringing of bells and chaunting

of Matins, at which we assisted with them, in commemoration of The sleep

in the Lord of St. Anthony the founder
;
and they performed small Vespers in

a church which is in the Kar^ov^sva, above. In the morning of Thursday,

the tenth of Tamoz, our Lord the Patriarch said Mass, at the especial invitation

of the Monks, in presence of all the inhabitants of the town ;
and there took

place an ordination of Priests and Deacons. On Friday, we went to say Mass

in the Convent of the Nuns.
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On Saturday morning, we received an invitation from the Head of the Convent

of St. Michael the Archangel, &c., lying to the south of the Petcherskoi Convent,

at a distance of three versts. There are two ways to it
; one on the bank of

the river Nieper for horsemen, but very steep ; the other is by numerous

windings in the mountains above, through forests of fine fruit-trees, such as the

plum, the apple, the filbert, &c. These, indeed, are blessed hills, resembling

the hills of the Holy Mount, as we were told, for cheerfulness and retirement,

spontaneously producing food for hermits and anchorets, who here also are said

to be very numerous, living on the produce of these trees. This convent, also,

is on the bank of the river Nieper ; and the way to it is, therefore, by a great

descent, and a deep gully. It is surrounded by steep hills, covered with wild

fruit-trees : it has numerous springs of water ; and its church used to resemble

the Church of the Archangel, the architect of both, as we were told, being the

same
;
but by length of time, and as the foundations of the sanctuaries were laid

on the bank of the river Nieper, which is so deep and precipitous, the side towards

the water, to the extent of one half of the church, was thrown, by the force of the

current, into the midst of the stream
;
and the convent was, in consequence, long

deserted, until, about seventeen years ago, the present Abbot made his appearance,

and set about the restoration of the church. He advanced the situation of the

sanctuaries to the choir, chipped the stone, and finished the upper part of the

church with wood, which he covered with lime ;
so that it became a very hand

some structure ; under a very handsome title, namely, that of St. Michael the

Archangel, whose festival is celebrated on the sixth of Ilol. After we had

assisted at Mass there, and had afterwards risen from the banquet, we approached

to look over the bank of the river; which is indeed frightful to look down,

from its great height ; nor is it possible for any one to behold it without

shuddering.

In the evening, we returned to the Petcherskoi Convent
; where, on Sunday,

we assisted at Mass, in the presence of the Voivode of Kiov. On Monday, we

took leave of them ; and they conducted us forth, and parted with us on the

bank of the river Nieper, behind the above-mentioned convent. Here we

crossed this stream for the second time in a boat, directing our journey towards

Chmiel, in the town of Chechzin.
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SECT. XII.

BORISPOLLBORIOSLAV.HELYAZ.ZOLOTONS.JERKAZ.CHECIIZIN.
SOBOTA.LISINKA.OMANO.RASKOBO.

BY noon, on the Tuesday, we had travelled five leagues ; and arrived at a

market-town, with a castle and fortifications, named Borispoli ; that is, The city

of Boris, son of Vladimir the Emperor, in which there is related to have been a

large and ancient stone church, under the invocation of St. Chliba the Martyr^

another son of Vladimir the Emperor ; which the Poles destroyed, carrying its

stones, and wood and iron-work, to Kiov ; where they built with them the large

new church which we formerly mentioned, and in which they had on this account

no prosperity. We have heretofore related, that Vladimir the Emperor had

twelve sons; all ofwhom professed the faith; except one, who remained an infidel,

and entertained an enmity against his brothers. Two of them he invited to his

house, who were Chliba and Boris, named, after their baptism, Romanus and

David ; and, by a stratagem, he contrived to kill them with his own hand. Thus

they became martyrs ;
and the Russians and Muscovites observe many festivals

in their honour, and build many churches in their names. Their images are

known to all
; being two brothers, standing close together, in royal attire, and

with their calpacks on their heads.

To return : This town is very beautiful
; and its gardens are innumerable

; as

every house has a garden, and has also a well of sweet water, which is drawn

up by wheel-work. Most of the trees are vis/ma, that is, red cherry trees. It

has two churches, dedicated to the Birth of Our Lady and St. Michael ;
and

outside is a third church, under the invocation of St. Nicolas. After we had

stopped here a short time, we passed a little to the northward : and having

travelled six leagues more, we came to a large town, rivalling Kiov in magni
ficence

; and celebrated, in all these countries, as a capital, and as having been

the residence of the Cral. Its name isBorioslav; and surrounding it are mounds

of earth (^1^), or beacons, without number. It has three gates in the fortified

walls
; one to land-ward ; and two, fronted with bridges, over the large lake

which encompasses the town, and has its source from a river flowing into it.

This lake they have confined within artificial banks, forming dams for the mills,

and ramparts for their cannon. Of all the towns and countries belonging to the

Cossacks on this side the Nieper, this is the capital and metropolis. The Poles

were in a very small number in it, being those only employed in the govern
ment

; and thus the town is said never to have been subdued since its
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foundation, having never been taken by the sword, but always by treaty : for it

is really impregnable. As soon as Chmiel made his appearance before it, the

Cossacks inside put to death the Polish governors, and made themselves

masters of the town without war or contention.

On our approach to it, the Polkobniks came out to meet us, with the imperial

banner, and with drums and Polish pipes ; and in like manner the Clergy, and

all the people of the town, with their standards, in procession ;
and conducted us,

with vast pomp and ceremony, to the great new church, built of wood, dedicated

to the Assumption of Our Lady. It is not yet finished
;
but it excites the

admiration of the beholder, by the singularities of its form, by its elevation and

symmetry, and by its five domes. It is in the shape of a cross ;
that is, it con

sists of four large arches, on four sides or fronts
;
each arch flanked by two

smaller and very handsome arches, so that their number in all is twelve. The

great sanctuary is formed of the main arch, with the two side arches. There

are four other sanctuaries or chapels; two below, under the title of the Virgin s

),
and the Elevation of the Cross : and above them, at the top of the

eva, are the two others; one under the title of the Axu,Qi{rros, that is,

the Hymn of the Saturday of Hymns ;
the other, under the invocation of Saints

Peter and Paul. This church has two Kar^oJ^eva ;
the first, over the western

gate, for the chaunters, as usual
; and above it another range, going all round the

great dome of the church, and exactly resembling the Kar^oz^sva of St. Sophia

in the structure and pillars, which are pleasing to the eye of the beholder, and,

though of wood, have all the appearance of marble. The
(i^aj^ hang over

outside, with rails and arches all round. All these buildings are new, and not yet

finished ;
the machinery being still inside, by means of which they draw up the

materials with ropes. Outside this church is a large gallery, taking in its eight

corners, with lathe-turned railing. There are four other churches in this city,

under the several titles of the Passover, the Transfiguration, the Trinity, and

St. Nicolas. There was formerly a church belonging to the Poles, which they

have now converted into a convent, under the title of the
ij^-j^il ^l/X-j or

Virgin s Veil. The Protopapas of this town has authority, as he told us, over

two hundred Priests.

To return : On our coming out from the church, they fired a number of

cannon, out of their great joy ; so that the earth trembled. On the Sunday, on

which falls the Festival of St. Elias the Prophet, and just four years since

our departure from Aleppo, our Lord the Patriarch made for them an Ayiaa-pog

after Mass, and sprinkled them all. The people of this town have great faith in
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the papers of Absolution. The Polkobniks told our Lord the Patriarch, in his

own house, that his government extended over nine towns, and over more than

five hundred villages ; and that he has under his command forty thousand troops :

adding, that in a great emergency he could turn out one hundred thousand.

On Tuesday, the twenty-second of Tamoz, we left this town
; being conducted

by the Polkobniks and the whole population, with drums and pipes, and by the

Clergy, with their chaunting, to a considerable distance : and having travelled

four leagues, we came to a market-town, with a castle and fortifications, and a

lake of water, by name Ildt/az, containing a church dedicated to the Assumption
of Our Lady. Then we advanced three leagues further

; and came to a market-
town similar to the former, named Zolotons, containing two churches, one of

them dedicated to the Assumption of Our Lady. Again we proceeded three

leagues ; and arriving at the river Nieper, we crossed it : and having travelled

two leagues further, we came to a market-town, which is the place of origin of

the Cossacks, and is named Jerkdz. Here they fit out the boats which go forth

into the Black Sea, as the river Nieper runs close by the town. This is the

birth-place of Chmiel
;
and it is here the Cossacks first made a distinguished

appearance. The inhabitants are like wild beasts.

Then we proceeded seven other leagues ; and came to a city which is the

constant residence of Chmiel, and is named Chechsin. From the time we
crossed the river Nieper, we found the whole of the road a sea of sand on each

side, according to the usual quality of the banks of this stream for a very
extensive tract : and we found it particularly so from the moment we approached
the last-mentioned city, where the sand appeared up to the stature of a man
in depth, and our horses were ruined with fatigue. The whole circuit of the

environs of this town is of this sandy nature. The Bisari, that is, the Secretary
of Chmiel, came out to meet us, with a large troop of soldiers

; and led us into

the main avenue to the town, resembling a large river of sand. The castle, or

citadel, in height and structure resembles the castle of Aleppo, and is seen to

a considerable distance. As soon as we drew near to the town, the youno- son
of the Hetman came out to meet us, with a procession of the Clergy; and we
were conducted into a long wooden church, dedicated by the title of the As

sumption of Our Lady, in the vicinity of the Hetman s palace ; where on Sunday,
by his invitation, we performed Mass with one of the Bishops, who was lately come
as Ambassador from the Poles : after which, we went up to dine with him.

On Monday, they took us to a convent situated outside the town, called the

Convent of the Trinity ;
where we assisted at Mass

; and were afterwards taken
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to dine with the Bisari, as he \vas the founder of the house. It has a church,

under the invocation of St. John the Theologian. Then we returned to the

city ;
which has four other churches, besides the one already mentioned. Its

citadel has no equal in all the country of the Cossacks, for its height, the

elevation of the mount on which it is erected, for its expanse, for the abundance

of its waters, and the belts (c^lLL), that is, the lakes
(^Lail), around it. On this

account, it is very strong ;
but at the present moment it is in a ruinous state.

Within it are found many mountain rocks ; and it contains some surprisingly

beautiful pieces of cannon, which are so bright as to shine like gold. All of

them were brought by the Hetman from the country of the Poles ; and they

have all their inscriptions, arms, and other marks upon them. There is but one

entrance into the town ; which being situated in a valley, surrounded by oceans

of sand, is extremely hot. We put the question, why the Hetman did not

reside in a handsomer town than this ; and were answered, that he chose this

for his residence, because it is the frontier towards Tartary ;
between which

and the country of the Cossacks is a distance of five or six days journey, through

desolate and depopulated wilds. This is a very central place ; and the Nieper is

only two leagues distant from it. We were told here, that at the present time

this country furnishes three hundred thousand Cossacks, each with his musket.

On Saturday, the second of Ab, Chmiel came to pay a farewell visit to our

Lord the Patriarch : after which, we left the town ; and having proceeded the

best part of a league, arrived at an immense bridge, the length of which,

extending over lakes,
j\^&amp;gt;

, islands, and large rivers, it took us more than an

hour and a half to traverse. The course or direction of the bridge is under

the castle of Chechzin, and leads over situations which cause the passenger to

quake with horror. At the end of it, we came to a town named Sobola ; where

the late Timotheus, the Hetman s son, used to live. The inhabitants came out

to meet us, in procession ;
and led us into a large new church, under the

invocation of St. Michael ;
in which are collected the treasures of the Armenian

churches, which were plundered and laid in ruins by the late Timotheus, in

Satchava, a place in Moldavia, of which we made much mention formerly : and

his tomb is in this church. His wife, daughter of Vasili, Beg of Moldavia, came

several times to visit our Lord the Patriarch, drest entirely like a Circassian

slave, with a cloth calpack lined with fur, and attended by Circassian and

Moldavian girls, drest, as herself, like slaves. On Sunday morning, after the

&quot;QgQpov,
we performed, in her presence, a Mvqpoo-vvov for her husband ; having

suspended, according to their custom, a large banner over his tomb, on which
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was painted the exact likeness of the hero on horseback, with his sword and

club in his right and left, and with the province of Moldavia in the fore-ground,

as the country he went forth to conquer. It was a picture that drew the tears

of the beholder. His poor wife, who is mistress of four languages, the Wal-

lachian, the Greek, the Turkish, and the Russian on whom her father expended

treasures of wealth to bring her out from Constantinople is now at a distance

from her father and mother and brothers and people and country, living

among strangers, in the palace of her husband, around which he had con

structed a fort with trenches : and now the Hetman, his father, to increase its

splendour, is building in front of it, in a lofty situation, a church of stone, in the

name of St. Elias the Prophet. We observed, in its structure, a number of huge

stones, the vast size of which excited our astonishment. On inquiry, we were

told that they had been brought from a town which had belonged to the Tartars,

five leagues distant from this, where the Tartars had a large Mosque. This the

Hetman threw down, and carried away the stones to build this church with.

After assisting at Mass, we left this place ; and having advanced over a rough
and difficult road, we came to a town called Madfadoka. In consequence of the

Hetman s orders, the Sotniks always came out to meet us with his troops and

banners, and conducted us from town to town.

Having proceeded three more leagues, we came to a market-town, named

Chafotino ; from that, to another named Ismil, at the end of ten leagues : from

that, after a league, to another market-town, named Balkliv : at the end of

another league, we came to a market-town, the name of which is Orlanka : from

that, after two leagues, to Bazfofka; and thence, at the distance of a league and

a half, to Folshana. The whole of this road, and all these towns, form the

frontier to the country of the Tartars. From the last-mentioned place, after

travelling a league and a half, we came to Tarasanka; and thence, at the end

of two leagues, on Thursday, the seventh of Ab, we arrived at Lisinka.

On Saturday eve, the Sotniks of this town requested us, on behalf of the

Ey/jama of a new convent, which he had built in the suburb
;
and thither we

went accordingly. It is on the top of a small hill, surrounded by pools of

water and lakes (jL^). He has enclosed it with wooden walls, and fortified it

with a trench and cannon. It is dedicated to the Trinity, and has a handsome

church, under the invocation of St. Ignatius ; in which we attended Matins from

midnight till break of day ; and, after they had prepared the things necessary

for the EyxeuW, we put on our copes, and the Patriarch went in and sprinkled

the church in the usual form. At the end of the Mass, the Sotniks had all the
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guns fired, to shew the greatness of his joy ; and, conducting us back to the city,

gave us a banquet in his hotel. After the repast, we set out ; and having

proceeded four leagues, came to a market-town, named Bo/ci ; from which, after

a stretch of four more leagues, we arrived, in the afternoon of Sunday, at Omano ;

where we were met by the Polkobniks, and alighted at his hotel. On Tuesday,

we bade him farewell ;
and he went out with us to where the Tabor, or encamp

ment of the Cossacks, is formed; for, within these few days, information had

reached them, that the Khan was mounting his horse, to march against them ;

and they were therefore making ready to meet him, with great gladness and

exultation. On our arrival at the Tabor, and immediately after the Patriarch

had given them his benediction and prayed over them, they fired all their

muskets; and when they led us forth at parting, they pranced their horses

three times, fancying it ensured their health and safety. To escort us, they sent

two banners with their troops ;
and we passed by those towns which the Poles,

in conjunction with the Tartars, had burnt down last year, and made destitute

of inhabitants. The roads are consequently subject to much dread and danger,

particularly for the space of a day s journey before you arrive at the river

Niester
; because, being a frontier line, there are met with in these parts numerous

bands of Moldavian and other robbers. On Friday, the fifteenth of Ab, we came

to Rasl-obo, and praised God for our safe arrival. Here we saw joyful tidings of

good things, in the delightful prospect before us of eating grapes from the

Moldavian vineyards, and feasting on the Moldavian Lr^ and other fruits
;

which we had entirely lost sight of from Moldavia forward, and for the enjoy

ment of which we had been continually sighing. On this festival of the Assump

tion of Our Lady, there is held here a Yarmaroka ; that is, a fair for buying and

sellino-. On Monday, we left this place, bidding adieu to the Cossacks ;
who

led us forth, and, at parting, fired their guns.

As soon as we had crossed the river, we were met by the Parkalamon and

the Captains, on the part of the Moldavian government, in consequence of the

orders issued by the Beg : and they appointed us two banners of Velarashis ;

who ceased not to accompany us from town to town, as we drove on in vodvods

with post-horses, until we entered the city of Ydsli, or Ya-m, on Thursday the

twenty-first of the month of Ab : in all honour and respect, the Beg having sent

his Boyars to meet us on the road : and we alighted in the Convent of St. Saba.

END OF PART THE SEVENTH.



PART THE EIGHTH.

MOLDAVIA, AND WALLACHIA.

BOOK XV.

MOLDAVIA.

SECT. I.

KIND TREATMENT OF THE PATRIARCH, BY THE KEG OF MOLDAVIA.
DESCRIPTION OF ROMANUS, BAKOVI, FOK8HAN. ACCOUNT OF THE SAXONS

ON THE HUNGARIAN FRONTIER. HAGHZANA TOWN AND CONVENT.

IHE Monday following our entrance into Yassi was the first of the month

1161, or September ; and the beginning of the Year of the World SEVEN THOUSAND

ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY-FIVE.

On the eighth of 1161, the Beg made the request to our Lord the Patriarch,

and he said Mass for him in the Church of the Corta. On the Festival of the

Cross, the Domina, in her turn, sent an invitation to his Holiness
; and he said

Mass for her, in her own church, within her own residence. Again, on the

Sunday following the Feast of the Cross, the Domina, having repaired to the

convent called the Convent of the Domina, sent a request to our Lord the

Patriarch, and he again performed Mass for her. Great was the generosity, and

profound and substantial were the attentions, shewn by the Beg to our master,
in allotting him a daily pension of upwards of a dinar, with a daily allowance of

twenty okkas of wine and fifty loaves of bread ; a cart-load of grass and barley,
for five-and-thirty horses ; and a load of wood, with another of water, for the use

of the Armenians
; besides candles of several kinds, and other articles of domestic

consumption. In the land of Moldavia we began to smell the air of our own

country ; and entered the bath, to which we had been strangers for seven-and-
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twenty months ; during the whole of which time we neither entered the bath nor

Jashed ourselves with water : and we now renewed our clothmg, winch had

become ragged and soiled. We were still, however, very uneasy, on account of

the length of our absence from home.

At the end of September, the Beg set out on a journey of pleasure for B

and thence for Galatz, that he might pay a visit to a new convent winch he had

built in the vicinity of the latter town ;
and he promised our Lord he P

that he should come to him at his convent. As soon as he arrived there

or at Gall, he sent our master word; and his Vakil and Archons having

fitted us out with vodvods and an escort, we set forth from Yass, on Wednes

day he -hth of Teshrin al Avval, being attended to the outer gate with the

JL ceremony; and came to the hill Formoso (^ J*
^ereon

,s

stone palace: before arriving at which, you pass a stone bridge, where the

Cement between Vasili and the present Beg took place
where,,,, the: former

wal defeated, and compelled to seek an asylum in the country of the Coss ks

On the Around where the battle was fought, the skulls of the slam a.e .

The next day we arrived at the town called Romanus ;
in winch there ,

;1at numbe of stone churches, and a magnificent
convent in the name

f

8

S rlkevi, or Parasceve, a very handsome edifice, erected by the late

Alex nde Voivoda, and the residence of the bishops. In this town are many

hots belonging to the Armenians who furnish the vodvods and every

thin, recite for teller, Hence, by extremely rough roads, and by crossmg

river which is passed in boats, we came to another town; the name of

B^vi, g numer of
v,

bv difficult roads, through forests and over mountams, resembling the

Muscovy, and even still more wild, we arrived at the first of the vulages belongmg

o this Beg ;
which he received in heritage from his father and grandfathers

and which are some of the finest and most populous of villages, each hamlet

containing a palace and a church.

Every corner of this country, from Romanus to Fokshan, ,s covered with towns

andvill ges; and there are in it such delightful spots,
watered with fountains and

ivulets, as exceed description.
Of al, Moldavia, this is the most beaut, uld

most populous district. From Romanus, till you arrive at Fokshan, ,t ,s fi fcys

.ourney . and this is the boundary line on that side of Hungary ;
which ,s

poshes

d

ly a numerous Saxon peasantry,
who are Franks, sectanans of the P e d

have churches of their own : for in Hungary, as we were mformed, there
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an endless number of sects and tribes, so that, even in one and the same family,

many religions are found, the father being of one persuasion, the wife of another,

and the children adopting, each for himself, the creed that suits him. The Cral,

and the governors or magistrates, are Calvinists : the holders of the forts are

Saxons.

Setting forward, we found the roads extremely rough, and we entered forests

dirtier and wilder than ever; and in the midst of them we slept, when night came

on, not being able to reach the lodging. In the mean time, we set our cattle at

liberty, to feed where they pleased; and lighted fires, which were kept up till

morning. Then collecting our beasts, we resumed our route
;
and on Monday

came to one of the towns belonging to the Beg, named Baghzana, which is the

name also given to the convent which he is building here. This place is situated

between mountains, in a valley forming a beautiful meadow, and is protected on

its four sides by the mountains. Through it flows a large river, named Tatrosh.

In obedience to the orders of the Beg, we left our baggage here; and proceeded,

unencumbered, towards the Beg s convent, which is on one side of the town. To

penetrate to it, you enter a narrow ravine, which, whether behind or in front, or

in any part round or near it, is the only passage to the convent
;

as it is in one

corner of the town locality, and is surrounded by hills, Hungarians, and forests,

with a large river in the fore-ground, at the bottom of a frightful valley. No
sooner had we passed the ravine, and were approaching the convent, than we came

upon a level green field, trenched all round; at the bottom of which the convent

stands, encircled with numerous fountains of sweet water. The Beg had arrived

here before us, with his Domina, and the Grandees, accompanied by their wives.

On this account there was held a great Hctvtt.yvgt,
or fair, but more especially

on the score of the commemoration of St. Parasceve, the Bulgarian virgin, whose

body is in the Convent of Vasili Voivoda.

The day after our arrival, we performed Mass, in the presence of the Beg, in a

wooden church, which they have erected near the convent, together with addi

tional cells, to serve whilst the edifice is in a train of completion. After

Mass, we were entertained at the banquet until evening. The description of the

convent is this : it is surrounded by a vastly high wall, with four towers, one at

each corner; besides the bell-tower, which is over the gate. The whole of this

building has been erected during the present summer ; and there are said to have-

been employed on it more than eight hundred workmen of the Jankna (UC^ !

&amp;gt;,

slaves of this country : but the construction of the church is not yet com-
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nleted It is dedicated in the names of the two princes
of the orders of angels,

Lints Michael and Gabriel, and the rest of the celestial host. The Beg had sent

and taken out for tins convent an Ir,r from the Patriarch of Constantinople

declaring it to be^-, and to hold of the Patriarchate in chief, and

other should have jurisdiction
over it for ever. A similar grant he requested

our Lord the Patriarch ;
and his Holiness wrote for him anI, t

effect, with excommunications and anathemas, &c. For its support,
the

settled on it several villages, and other property to a great amount.

Wednesday, the Beg returned; and we closely followed to the small town

Baghzana. i

On Thursday monnng early, the Beg sent for our Lord the Patriarch, to have

parting interview with his Holiness; and the Patriarch prayed over h,m

Domina: after which, the Beg set out for Yassi, having assigned us a capt

with Ins company, for our escort to Fokshan. In the evening

town belonging to the Great Frank (^ Cl^),^ of wh
f

where, in conformitv with the Beg s injunctions, great respect was

it happened also, on the next day, in another small town belongmg to i he sa

in winch is a large palace,
sitnated on the bank of a large nver on . fty a

cheerful eminent whither Stephani Beg tied, after Ins first defeat . Y- ,

hv Timothens and Ins Cossacks ; and here took up Ins residence, a -

to Hungary and Wallachia. It was a matter of wonder with us *at we hould

now be passing over this road, on which no one had yet travelled, no even of

the Monks. This Frank has with him the wife of the Sardar, o, Cmc ,
whom

Vasili Beg put formerly to death. She is of our kindred and nat,on ,
1

scended from Peter Voivoda, who lived in banishment ;

On Sunday we came to Fokshan ;
where we d.srmssed the captan

him letters of thanks to the Beg. Here a similar detachment of

V^&amp;gt;

on the part of the Beg of Wal.achia ; and escorted us on Monday, Baminto ;

on Tuesday, to Botza ; and on Wednesday, it was a long^^ &quot;J

hour of the mornmg til! late in the evening.before
we r.che

JJjJJJ^
Thursday we arrived at the Bostamk Convent. V

Wallachia, together with the other Metropolitans
who were on a us* to

capital,
and a numerous body of archons, came out, m

&amp;lt;*^

**

order, to meet us, followed by the merchants of the town ;
and m grand

sion they conducted us into Torglrisht.
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SECT. II.

ARRIVAL AT TORGHISHT. RECEPTION BY CONSTANTINE.WALLACHIAN
BANQUET. GHOLrSHTI. BATYASH.AHCrl TOWN AND CONVENT.

WE alighted at the Stalia Convent, our former lodgings, amidst the ringing

of bells, as usual.

On Sunday, the Feast of St. Demetrius, Constantine Beg sent for us, in his

coach, to join his company ; and he entertained us with the utmost cheerfulness,

respect, and generosity. So, also, on the Feast of St. Michael, the eighth of

Teshrin Essani, the Beg sent for us ; and we performed Mass for him in the

Church of the Corta
; after which, he entertained us at his tahle until evening,

filling up the leisure hour with howls of wine, and the distribution of robes of

honour : and we returned to our convent. The same thing took place on the

Feast of St. Nicolas
; and on that of the Nativity, including the Eve

; during
which the same cheerful rites were observed. So also on the Feast of the

Immersion, when we went to the Corta and put on our copes : and on the

coming down of the Beg, our master blessed him, as usual ; and all the Heads

of the Clergy and the Priests went forth with their copes and crosses to the

court-yard of the palace, where they formed a large circle. Then our master and

the Beg went forth together ; the latter being preceded by the Bostahik with

their silver wands ; whilst I walked before the Patriarch with the T^/*^;, until the

Beg passed to his chair
; where, as he stood, our master blessed him

;
and then

went to stand at his own chair, on the Beg s left hand. Near to his Holiness

stood the Metropolitan of the city ; and then came a row of Heads of Clergy,
and Heads of Convents, of Priests and Monks, extending to the left. In front

of them stood the Grandees of state ; and the court was filled up with troops,

carrying their arms and muskets. The Domina, and all the wives of the

Grandees, stationed themselves in high galleries, which overlooked us. After

torches had been distributed to all the people, our master went down to throw

incense round the desk on which was placed the picture of the Immersion, and

over the table whereon were set the silver vessels filled with water, the cross and

the herbs. I went before him with the Tgixqgt, and my companion with the

crosier. After the Gospel and the Prone, followed by the Prayers and the

immersion of the cross, they passed before us with the flags and banners,
towards the river, which was at some distance : and here our master dipped the

cross and the image in the running stream, according to their practice ; and,
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rollin- up the banners, they plunged them also in the water, with which they

filled &quot;numberless vessels. At the same time, many children were baptized

hen returning, we fonnd the Beg and the Grandees still sitting m the church ;

IHe ur master first entered, sprinkling it, *c. At the moment the Beg

advanced to kiss the cross, a signal was given, and the musicmns strucK up wrth

hi tabors, pipes, horns, trumpets, and every other kind of mstrument ; and all

&quot;ops fired their muskets three rounds, till our ears were deafened and

our hearts were disturbed with fear, as we were directly m the centre o all.

should have mentioned, that on the return of our master to the church he went

up by desire of the Beg, to the Domina, in the gallery,
and asperged her, with

Ie1 of the females, and all the wives of the Grandees. Aiter the prayer over

he boiled meat, and the distribution of the^ as usual, we went up to he

bluet which was magnificent.
It is always the custom here, that when the

Tits beoin to carry the dishes from the kitchen, the musicians attend, and

Z a une with their fifes and tabors. The banquet, on such a festive day as

tn n ver finishes without numerous rounds of cups. And first, they hgh a

aper before the image which is over the head of the Beg, and come w.th a

hurible which I, rising from table, took, and incensed the unage, the Beg and

a semb^ Js tley were at table, but al, standing up whilst *. Patnarch
a sem ,

ecited a prayer for the Beg. The first cup which the Beg drinks, .s m the

of God and this he doubles or trebles, for the whole round. The second

Td he drink. in the name of the festival; the third, to the health of the

Emperor of the Turks, three times. At the very instant the Beg began to

2 immediately three guns were fired, and the tabors, p,Pes horns and

trumpets were sounded three times. The same thing was done when he drank

r -nd to the Cral of the Hungarians; then the fifth to Ins son three

Is the sixth, to Stephani Beg of Moldavia, three tunes; ^ seven h to

Chmiel three times ;
and the eighth and last round was drunk to the health of

t three or four reprisals.
At the menUon of the names of al

cupTwhich were presented, drunk, and emptied ;
for the would take
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no excuse from any one, nor was it in the power of any one to have the

quantity in his cup lessened, or to return his cup with any remnants : such were

the express orders of the Beg, and such is their custom and hospitality. We
were thus in great tribulation, in the midst of them. Last of all, they spread a

carpet near the Beg ; and the great officers of state, rising from their places, two

by two, went and knelt down on their knees, and then drank each to the health

of the Beg a large cup, containing, probably, an okka, or, it may be, two okkas of

wine
; which they cleared off , so as to make us shudder at the sight : after which,

they rise and kiss his hand, and he kisses their foreheads. Then they resume

their seats. To say the truth, not even in Muscovy are the proprieties of these

festivals observed with such precision as in Wallachia. The company did not

rise from table till two hours after nightfall ;
and robes of honour were distri

buted, as usual.

This Beg loved us much
; and was always joking with me, and affecting to

grieve with me at my long absence from my family. God hold him in His

keeping ! Early the next morning, came all the musicians, with their instru

ments, to feast us, and take a handsome gratuity, being accompanied by the

choristers, the scribes, the church servants, &c. We had heard from many
persons, that in this country of Wallachia is a large princely convent, to which,
it is believed, there exists no equal for architectural magnificence ; and we were
told by some Greek merchants, trading to the Frank countries and to Venice,
that there is nothing like it there. It is called Argi Monastir. I went therefore

to wait on the Beg, to ask his permission that I might go by myself to visit this

convent. He said :

&quot; No
; you shall not go alone

; you shall go with the Lord
Patriarch.&quot; Now, his Holiness had no desire for this, from his impatience of

any delay in returning to our country. The Beg, however, sent for the Head of
the convent, who happened to be in town, together with all the Heads of convents

throughout the Principality, and made him go and invite our Lord the Patriarch
to his monastery ; and afterwards, ordered him to go on before, and prepare for
him a lodging. The Beg was thus peremptory ; because the said convent is of the
class called Efendiko, and its government is held in reversion of the Beg. The
Abbot, therefore, set off; to precede us; and we, having made our preparations
for the journey, and being furnished with Efendiko, that is, government sledges
and horses, and a Capigi, or gate-opener, to go before us, went out from Torghisht
on Monday the twelfth of Canon Essani

; and came in the evening to one of
the villages appertaining to the great Logothetes, called Gholishti, containing a
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church, double-roofed, large and handsome, which he has built in the name of

the Holy Trinity. Rising above it, is the bell-tower, an edifice of great strength
and defence. The palace of the Logothetes is a fine magnificent building, pro
tected by a number of cannon. In it we slept, having been received with great

honour, and treated with a princely banquet. The next morning we came to a

market-town, called Batyashti, in which are ten churches of stone and brick

The inhabitants, with all their Clergy, came out to meet us. Here a fine sweet

wine is made, which is of great celebrity, and is the best of all the wines produced
in Wallachia, We halted about an hour, and then hastily set forth again. These

roads we found very difficult and dangerous ; as they were overflown with water

from the springs and rivers, and were covered with ice, like glass, which wounded

the feet of the horses, and caused them to slip and stumble : moreover, the

ascents and descents were frequent. Continuing our course till evening, we

approached the town called Argi ; at some distance from which, the people came

out to meet us, carrying torches. This place contains nine churches
;
four

dedicated in the name of St. Nicolas
; the fifth, by the title of the Entrance

of Our Lady into the Temple ;
the sixth, in the name of St. Peter the Apostle ;

the seventh, in the names of the two Saints, Peter and Paul ; the eighth, by the

title of the Koiftrjcrtf rq&amp;lt;;
Q&OTOXOV

;
and the ninth, in the name of St. George.

The houses of this town are handsome, and resemble those of the country of the

Cossacks. Here are some Greek residents ; and with them, the Abbot of the

monastery came forth to meet us. We passed on towards the monastery, which

is half-an-hour s journey from the town ; but all along the road there is a conti

nued line of houses belonging to the monastery, which are the dwellings of the

(jkMjJlijs^,
I mean UGa^ , the slaves of the convent. We arrived at it by night :

and being admitted, we performed our devotions in the church, whence we were

taken to the refectory.

The next morning, we arose early, to attend the church service.

This is the description of the convent : Over the gate is the bell-tower ; built,

within these few years, by the late Matthi Voivoda. The cells, forming the

circumference, are a handsome stone building, with a higher and a lower gallery.

In the centre stands the church ; which is in reality, as it is reported to be, an

object of wonder to the mind, and is without rival in the convents of this Princi

pality. It was built by the late Naghoi Voivoda, one hundred and thirty-seven

years ago. as we found by searching for its date. There being no marble what

ever to be obtained in this country, the Voivode is said to have used the following
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artifice for a supply of that material. He took out a Khatti-sherif from the

Turkish Emperor, to build a mosque in the city of Bodom
; and by this scheme

he brought marble and stone from Turkey, by the river Dona or Danube, in

boats, to this place. At the same time he engaged, as for the building of the

mosque, architects, and other masters in marble and stone-cutting ;
and set

them to work on this church ;
to the erection of which he was actuated by divine

inspiration ; for the spot on which it stands was formerly a pool of water, collected

from springs, in the midst of which was discovered an ancient image of Our Lady,

which one of the Priests came and conveyed to the church of the town ; a church

dedicated in the name of St. Nicolas, and said to be the first church built

there, and containing the body of a saint, who was a young virgin martyr.

named Philota. Her father is related to have been a great miser ; and at that

time there was a distressing dearth of provisions, which this young lady, without

the knowledge of her father, distributed, from his stores, to the poor. One day,

he suddenly came, and found her so acting ;
on which, he instantly cut off her

head. Her body is still in preservation : she has a ^wa^aei, or peculiar office

of her own ; and she is in the constant performance of numerous miracles. We
had the blessing of paying our devotions to her remains. Afterwards, the afore

said image returned to its former place ;
and God subsequently inspired the said

Naghoi Voivoda ; who thereupon came to this spot, and began the building of

this convent here
;
and the rather, because, as it is said, the seat of the govern

ment of Wallachia was in ancient times established in this town of Argi. As
the site intended for the church was a pool of water, according to what we have

already mentioned, he filled the pool up with stone and coal
; and when the

church was finished, it remained unrivalled, at least in outward beauty, as we
saw

; for the exterior is much handsomer than the interior. It is dedicated by
the title of the Assumption of Our Lady. Round it is a passage enclosed by stone

balusters, the number of which is three hundred and eighteen, to correspond, it

is supposed, with the number of fathers of families appointed, by the command
of the Voivode, to the collection and superintendence of the funds for the building
of the church. The foundation is laid on huge blocks of stone, grooved with a

channel throughout the whole circumference, along which the water used to run
and overflow. In regard to the architecture, it is impossible for any person to

give an adequate description of it, so manifold are the carvings, and the orna

mented windows ; of which, some are long and slender, others round, and bordered

like shields. Above them are arches of small structure, in the joints of which
VOL. II. x x
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are circlets, resembling carved plates, made of stone. Their number is eighty-

four ; and at the top of each, the Voivode is reported to have fixed a brass bird,

with expanded wings, as if really in the act of flying. When the wind was high,

these birds whistled in the breeze, and shook the bells suspended under their

wings. Some two or three of them are still subsisting. This church has four

cupolas ;
two of which, over the gate, are high and circular, with spiral folds,

and appear to the beholder as if ready to fall, as he does not perceive on what

side they are supported. The great dome over the choir is furnished round

with seventy balusters, said to be intended to correspond with the number of the

Seventy Disciples. At the head of each cupola is a cross ; and on the wings of

the church, at each of the four corners, is a cross ; so that they are, in all, twenty

crosses. In the two main walls of the church, the southern and the northern,

are, between the windows, six pillars in each, of white marble ; and one half of

them is seen on the outside. These pillars are reckoned to correspond with the

number of the Twelve Apostles, and to be, in their names, the preservers of the

building. Before the door of the church is a handsome cupola, on four pillars

of marble, with bases of gilt brass. Round the vault of each of the four cupolas

is suspended a large balustrade. All the carvings and ornaments on the walls,

and in the cupolas of this church, are covered with gold, lapis lazuli, &c., in all

possible colours. The walls are entirely girt round with a twisted border. The

ascent to the church is by sixty-four marble steps : the door-way is also entirely

of marble. The door itself is of two folds, of large proportions, and skilful

fabric, being the work of artists from Constantinople : it has the age of the

building inscribed on it, in Greek. Having entered the said door, you ascend

three more steps, to reach the floor of the church, which is wholly paved with

fine white marble. The church consists of two parts. The first part, which is

the nave or porch, has twelve huge spiral stone columns, each couple being of

the same form. The two before the outer door are passed between, by persons

entering the church : the two corresponding are before the second door, that is,

the door of the choir : then four others on the right side, and four on the left,

make up the twelve, to the number of the Twelve Apostles, as before. Between

each two pillars is a large painting, the work of Cretish artists, of surprising

beauty, painted on both sides. On the front are certain martyrs on horseback :

at the back are the portraits of celebrated devotees. Behind the columns, on

the right, are the tombs of the Begs of Wallachia, and of the founders of the

convent and their wives : and on that wall each of their portraits is painted.
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The door of the choir is large and beautiful, being of white marble : it is covered

with gold tissue, embroidered all over with the representation of the Assumption

of Our Lady. This covering, or curtain, is of beautiful workmanship, and truly

magnificent; and is reported to have been embroidered by the hand of the

Domina of the aforesaid Voivode. The portraits of her husband and male child

ren are drawn, in the same tissue, on the right side ;
and those of herself, and

daughters, on the left side, at the bottom of the veil. The choirs are two arches.

At the top of the dome is the picture of Our Lord the Messiah
; and his crown

is of pure gold. As to the picture of the Christ, which is on the door of the

Tabernacle, it is formed of mosaic laid on a board, of very great antiquity ;
and

is the same of which it is related, in the Greek chronicles, That it was formerly

placed at the Well of the Samaritan in St. Sophia ;
when a Jew came, and

struck it with his sword ; and immediately blood flowed from it, and bathed his

clothes. The Jew then threw the picture into the well ;
the water of which

instantly overflowed, and turned into blood. As soon as the people became

acquainted with this circumstance, they seized the Jew, by the evidence of the

blood on his clothes. The whole of this history is described round the borders

of the picture how it was hung up ; how the Jew struck it, and threw it into

the well
;
how they apprehended him ;

and how the evidence was enrolled in

all the Greek chronicles of that time. The place of the blow was under the

left hand, and there still remain the most manifest traces of blood. The greatest

part of the mosaic has fallen off, and left the bare board ; on the reversed side of

which is painted the Crucifixion. This is a treasure truly worthy of admiration ;

as is also the image of Our Lady, which was discovered in the pool of water, and

is still more ancient. This latter is continually working miracles ;
and it is said,

That on a sudden incursion of the Hungarians into this country, when they seized

this convent, and put out the eyes of all the images in this church, they threw

this holy image into the fire ; but it remained unhurt. In the treasury of the

reliques of the Saints kept in this church, we paid our devotions to three heads ;

the two heads of Sergius and Bacchus, and the head of Nifon, Patriarch of

Constantinople, who died on the Holy Mountain ; and besides these, to many

other reliques. In one corner of the edifice is a handsome chapel, with two

cupolas, dedicated in the names of Peter and Paul. To say all in one word,

this church is a gem in the world. Its munificent founder spent his heart s blood

in its erection, and spared no cost for its grandeur and embellishments. It is

he who brought the illustrious image we have been mentioning from Constan-
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tinople, and the other splendid reliques, having purchased them at a great price.

To perform the Ey*awa of this church, he procured the attendance of Nifon,

the above-mentioned Patriarch, and that of all the Heads of Convents from the

Holy Mountain.

The Refectory or Banquet-room of the monastery is very spacious ; and its

tower is unequalled, except in the castle called the Hisno, in our country, being

octangular throughout, and everywhere perforated in the manner of Solomon s

seal.

The structure of the cells of this convent is very handsome, and they have

galleries of communication from one to the other. All round the enclosure are-

lakes of water, for fish-preserves ; and the river Argi, from which both the town

and the convent take their name, and which is a very large stream, flows near it.

The Festival of the Convent is kept on the day of the Assumption of Our Lady,

the fifteenth of August, and is attended by nearly the whole population of the

country. On the second day of the feast, after Mass, there is a commemora

tion and banquet, in honour of the founders God have mercy on their souls !

The third day is for the servants who gave their service on the other two days.

We performed Mass in the beautiful church of the aforesaid convent, on

Thursday the fifteenth of Canon Essani ;
and his Holiness ordained for them a

Deacon Anagnost, a Deacon Evangelist, and a Priest ;
and he clothed the Abbot

with a girdle over the
T^&amp;lt;ray*ov

for it is their custom not to take this gift of

authority from any other but a Patriarch. At the same time, his Holiness recited

over him the prayer, and named him Archimandrite. At the conclusion of the

Mass, they took us to the tombs of the Begs, the founders of the convent, and

others : and, after they had performed a Mwpoffvvov for the deceased, the

Patriarch read over them the Prayers of Absolution and Forgiveness. After

we had risen from table, the Abbot presented to our Lord the Patriarch,

out of the treasury of the convent, a carpet, and a sum of money ;
and to

each of us he made a similar present. On Friday we took leave of him ;

and set forth on our journey, after having a second time performed our

devotions in the church. Our master was assisted into his sledge ;
and we came

in the evening to the village of the convent, where we slept. Rising to depart

on Saturday morning, we found the cold very great, and almost insupportable ;

and as the large rivers of this country are very rapid, the middle of the stream

was not frozen ;
so that when the sledges crossed over, the water used to run

into them ; and, as God is witness ! the mats and carpets were glued to each other,
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and to the sledge, with layers of ice, forming one solid mass. Though in

constant motion, the very cattle were disabled by the severity of the frost.

Passing along rough roads, through forests, and over hills and vales, with

frequent ascents and descents, we arrived in the evening at the town named

Kombolonghi, which is a large place, in the intention of paying a visit to a great

convent there, by the title of the Assumption of Our Lady. The meaning of the

name Kombolonghi (Campolongo ?), in Wallachian, is Long Meadow
; and such

is the nature of the place, for it is a very long town, and in the midst of it flows

a river. The throne of the Begs of Wallachia, in ancient times, is said to have

been established here. The case is, that these Wallachians used to dwell in the

towns of the Majars, under the government of the Cral, who had a Comes of

their nation. This Comes came to pasture his horses on these lands
; which were

at that time in the hands of the Tartars, but entirely void of inhabitants.

Asking therefore permission of the Cral, he came, and, by the help of God,

expelled the Tartars from their occupancy ; then, increasing in power, he became

the sovereign lord of all this territory. They used to call him Negro Voivoda,

or the Black Beg ;
and he built this convent. Between that period and the time

of the late Matthi Voivoda the edifice had fallen to decay ; but the latter

Voivode paid attention to it, and renewed it : it is now, therefore, a fine large

building, entirely new. Its church is handsomely erected on four beautiful

pillars. The bell-tower is large, and very tall. This convent, from the most

ancient sera, has been occupied by KoivofBioi, or Coenobites. The people of the

town, together with the Priests and Monks, met us outside the gates ; and as

soon as we had entered the church, they began the Vespers for the Eve of the

Sunday of the Pharisee and the Publican. On the next, which was Sunday

morning, we performed Mass
;
and his Holiness ordained an Anagnost, a Sub-

deacon, an Evangelist Deacon, and a Priest. After the Mass, he went out, in

his cope, to pray over the tombs of the founders of the convent, and to recite

over the whole flock the prayer of forgiveness. We observed, with some

surprise, the great religiousness of the people of this town, resembling that of the

Cossacks
; for not one of them, whether of the men or the women or the

children, remained behind, but all came forward to confess, and to receive their

blessing from our Lord the Patriarch.

Wishing to leave them on Monday, we found it impossible, so importunately
did they throng around us : but early in the morning of Tuesday we regained

our road, and arrived on the following evening at a new convent, under the title
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of the Birth of Our Lady, belonging also to the Great Logothetes, and situated

amidst hills and a vast forest. There is but one way to it, on horseback or in a

carnage ; and when any alarm is given in the surrounding district, the inhabitants

flee with their families to this spot, and here lie concealed. It is a very fine

convent, and has two Jets d eau, or fountains, supplied with water from a spring

at the top of the mountain. This place produces wine
(Jj^l

MJj^ which they call

Belelino : it is very intoxicating, and is of several kinds and qualities. The next

day we hastened on our journey, as the road had been rendered easy by great

falls of snow ;
and in the evening we came to Torghisht.

This year the winter was very severe, and fell heavy on the peasantry and

cattle. The snow ceased not to shower down till the first day of the Great Lent,

which was the ninth of Ishbat : numbers of cattle perished for want of fodder ;

and the river Danube was thrice frozen over ; the first time to the thickness of

three spans ; after which came on a thaw, and a little of the ice was melted ;

then it froze a second time ; and after that, from the snow, a third time, until the

ice became nine spans thick. To get water from the river, they had to dig wells

through the frozen surface ; and it was said that the like had not occurred for

thirty years.

SECT. III.

TOWN AND CONVENT OF COMBOLONGHL CEREMONY OF ABSOLUTION.

SERVICES OF HOLY WEEK.

ON the Tuesday rq$ Tugotpayov, or Cheese Tuesday, the third of Ishbat, we

went up to visit a convent, in the neighbourhood of Torghisht, dedicated in the

name of St. Nicolas, and known by that of Dalo. It is only an hour s journey

distant from the city ; but it is on the summit of a mountain, difficult of ascent,

both in summer and winter
;

for in summer the road is deep in mud and clay,

in consequence of the many springs of water flowing from the top of the moun

tain ; and in winter it is slippery with ice and snow. The convent is placed in a

fine airy situation, commanding a view of the whole country ;
and the church

resembles that of the Argi Convent. It is related, that all that was left of stones

and materials from the building of the latter church was carried away to build

this, by the son-in-law of the Voivode, who succeeded him. But here the cupolas

are all covered with mosaic on the outside ; the walls are lined and studded with

fine hard stone; and the windows are framed with white marble. All the grounds
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enclosing this convent are vineyards and orchards of its own estate. We
attended Mass here, and the banquet in the evening; and returned afterwards to

the city, where, from the Friday till the Sunday TV*; Tugopayov, particularly from

one or two in the afternoon, until near midnight, the Grandees, their wives, the

merchants, and the common people, flocked in crowds to our Lord the Patriarch,

asking him for absolution, and that he would pray over them the Prayers of

Forgiveness, whilst they bent before him in the utmost devotion, awe, and reve

rence. As for the Beg himself, he invited our master in the afternoon to the

church within his palace ;
and after the Vespers, he threw himself on the ground,

together with his great officers, and all the persons present, whilst the Patriarch

recited over him, and over them, the aforesaid Prayers of Absolution. Then we

went up to the great hall of the palace, in company with the Metropolitan of the

Town, the rest of the Heads of the Clergy, the whole of the great Officers of

State, and all the attendants of the Corta ; when one of the Logothetai stepped

forward, and read from a paper, in a loud voice, a kind of eulogium on the Beg,

and a Polychronion ; at the end of which he asked forgiveness, in conformity

with the saying of Our Lord the Messiah in the Gospel of this day,
&quot; If you for

give your brethren their offences against you, the Creator will forgive you your

offences.&quot; At the conclusion, therefore, our Lord the Patriarch stood up and

blessed him, wishing him health for the great fast
;
and all present came forward

and did in like manner, first bowing to the Beg, and then kissing his hand : the

like ceremony they performed also with our master and all the Metropolitans.

Then the Beg arose, and, taking our master to an inner apartment, spoke a long

time with him in secret. His Holiness then paid a visit to the Domina; and we

returned to the convent, where all the great merchants and others presented

themselves in crowds in the church, for the Patriarch to read over them the

Prayers of Forgiveness, as they lay prostrate on the ground. On rising, they all

kissed his hand, making their bows and salutations ;
and thus they continued to

succeed each other until the approach of midnight, as we already mentioned

before.

On the first Sunday of Lent, by command of the Beg, our master went to the

Metropolitan Church, and there, with the bishop, performed Mass. At the

Tguruyiov, they set forward a reading-desk, according to custom, and distributed

wax tapers to all present in the tabernacle : and after our master had sat down

on a chair, one of the Priests advanced into the middle, to read the whole of the

2ui&amp;gt;afct&amp;lt;
of this day. At the mention of the Orthodox Fathers and Saints, when
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it is thrice responded,
&quot; Let their memory be eternal,&quot; our master stood up, and

all present in the Sanctuary chaunted three times over,
&quot; Let their memory be

eternal.&quot; So, at the mention of the heretics and schismatics, they put out their

lights, chaunting a triple anathema three times : then, lighting their tapers again,

they proceeded thus, till the end of the service. There was an ordination of

Priests; and afterwards a great banquet in the hall above, with much drinking of

wine
; first, to the honour of God

; then to the Virgin and all the Saints, three

cups; then to the Beg, three
; to our Lord the Patriarch and his attendants, three

;

to the Archons, three ; and to the Metropolitan and his attendants, three. Thus

we arose not from table before we were surfeited and overcome, and retired to

our convent in a wretched condition.

On the Thursday of Penitence died Belesa Domina, wife of Constantine

Beg ;
and we laid her out with great pomp, under the tent in the palace-yard.

She was afterwards carried round the church; and her funeral was attended by a

large body of Priests and Monks, besides the Heads of the Clergy, to all of whom
handsome fees were distributed. After they had buried her in the porch of the

outer church of the Corta, a great feast was given to the assistants, both high

and low : and to the poor and labouring men, who attended, we were told that at

least ten loaves of bread, and bowls of meat and wine, were distributed. On the

ninth day, at the
M.vn{AO&amp;lt;rvvo,

the same forms were observed.

Early on the morning of Palm Sunday, the Beg requested the attendance of

our Lord the Patriarch at the
&quot;Qg0gov:

and at the HoXvtX&ov they brought him

branches of the tree, which he prayed over. Then the Beg came down, and he

gave him a branch ; and, in like manner, all the Grandees came forward and

received branches, whilst the scribes stood distributing wax tapers to all of them.

The same ceremony was observed to every person present in the church ; and

after we had finished the Mass, we went to a grand entertainment at the Beg s

table.

On Wednesday in Holy Week, the Beg invited us, according to custom ; and we

made for him some holy oil, in his own palace. On Holy Thursday, we went in

the coach, and put on our copes in the Church of the Corta, together with the

Metropolitan of the city ; and as soon as the Beg came down, they two bestowed

on him their benediction : and then they proceeded to the outside, our master

walking, by the side of the Beg, to the court of the palace; where long stools had

been set ready, all round, with carpets, and three chairs in the centre, turned

towards the east, and designed for the Beg, our master, and the Metropolitan.
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On the left were stationed the Metropolitan and the Heads of Convents : on the

right, the Archons. On reading-desks were placed the books containing the

Service of the Ablution, and the silver basin and ewer. Then wax tapers were

distributed to all present ; and our Lord the Patriarch advanced, whilst 1 walked

before him with his crosier, and incensed, &c. One of the Priests said the

Gospel, with his face turned to the west : and when he came to the passage,
&quot; And he put off his

garments,&quot;
we took from our master his iruxxog and other

apparel, according to custom, and girded him with a linen towel. He then went,

and, having poured water from the ewer into the basin, came first to the person

made to represent Judas (*AJjj^ &amp;lt;UAJO xxJI cJ-U
%\+&amp;gt; ys&amp;gt; J6j), and washed his feet

first. Under them they had spread a carpet. After him, he proceeded to the

others, till he had finished them all. The Metropolitan of the city was there in

the place of Peter. After the Patriarch had completed the ceremony, and we

had re-invested him with his Saccos, he advanced to the bowl of water set on the

desk ; and dipping in the ends of his fingers, he marked with them the sign of the

cross between his eyes, and gave his benediction to the Beg, at a distance. So,

also, the Metropolitan came down, and did in like manner, as also the Beg, &c. ;

and the latter, at the offering of the cup, entered the Sanctuary, and received

the sacred mysteries.

On the morning of Holy Saturday, after we had performed the office of the

Sepulchre in the church of the convent, we were sent for, towards noon, in the

coach, to the church of the Corta
; and after we had robed, the Beg came down,

and the Priests went forth to place the Sepulchre on a desk, distributing tapers

to all present, &c. Afterwards, they carried it, in grand procession, once round

the church, on the outside ; and having again entered, we finished the Mass, and

ordained some Priests.

On Easter-Sunday morning, after we had performed the ceremony of the

AvKffrctffis inthe convent church, we were sent for in the coach to the Corta
;

where we repeated precisely the same rites and services as we had gone through

in the former year. After the Mass, which was said in the first hour of the day,

we were entertained above, at the Beg s table. On Thursday, the first after

Easter, we went with the Beg, as we had done in the former year, to the outside

of the town, in procession, as usual. On Saturday, the second after Easter, we

performed Mass in the metropolitan church, for a widow lady of one of the

Grandees, to commemorate her husband s decease. On Ascension Thursday we

again said Mass in the Metropolitan Church, in presence of the Beg; and,

VOL. II. y y
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according to annual custom, there was a banquet, which was prolonged till

evening. On the day of Pentecost, after Mass, our master performed the pro
stration, in the church of the convent, as it is usually performed.

SECT. IV.

VICTORY GAINED BY THE MUSCOVITES OVER THE SWEDES. SIEGE OF RIGA.
BATTLE BETWEEN THE HUNGARIANS AND TARTARS. CONDUCT

OF THE HUNGARIANS.

To return to the history of his Imperial Majesty .-After our separation, the

Emperor went to Srnolensko, where he took up his residence
; and, after some

time, settled a peace with the Poles and their Oral, on their submission to him.

The terms asked by the Cral were, that he should continue on his throne till

his death, and that then the territories should revert to the Emperor ; but.

Chmiel and the Cossacks would not agree to this. As for the Swedes, against

them marched the Kniaz Trabatskos ^yLJlj^ with three hundred thousand men,

according to what we have already mentioned, from the side of Novogorod and
Pskov

; and, on the marching out of the Swedes to encounter them, a battle

was fought between the two armies, in which God granted victory to the

Muscovites, who routed their opponents, and sent a number of them captives in

irons to Moscow, as we were informed by accounts sent to us by credible

persons there. After this victory, the Kniaz took from the Swedes a great
number of castles by storm, putting to the sword a countless multitude of the

population, in order to excite the fears of their countrymen, and to deter them
from ever again venturing on war. On his side, also, the Emperor directed his

attacks upon the Swedish territory from Smolensko ; for it is fronted by the

river Nieper. As soon as the garrisons of four castles on the line of the

Emperor s march heard of his approach, they abandoned three
; and retreated, to

fortify themselves in the fourth, as this last was eminently strong. On arriving
before it, the Emperor thrice sent, to demand that they would surrender on

terms of mercy ; but they would not by any means
;
on the contrary, they

reviled his clemency ; and he therefore said,
&quot; Let the sin be on their necks

;&quot;

and rousing his troops, he urged them to the assault. These, forcing the entry
at the point of the sword, cut to pieces, by his orders, every person there

found; not sparing even one, as we were informed.
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Thence the Emperor marched against the capital of Sweden, a town called

Riga *, celebrated throughout the universe, for its natural and artificial strength.

According to the report we received from those who visited this place, it has three

strong walls of earth ;
and within them, for the fourth defence, a stone-built castle.

On the sea-side it has a good port or harbour, and is fortified with about one

thousand pieces of cannon. As soon as the Emperor arrived before it, he threw

up his lines of attack ;
and persevered in closely pressing the siege, till he took

the three walls by storm, In these assaults, an immense number of his troops

were killed : but he was nevertheless unable to devise any means of success

against the stone castle, the garrison of which fearlessly resisted all his attempts,

being plentifully supplied with stores and ammunition by boats from the sea ;

until, at length, the Emperor returned to his capital, and the siege was aban

doned. Some of our friends wrote to us from Moscow, that, in the course of

the year, the Emperor had taken from his enemies as many as eight-and-twenty
castles and fortresses.

When the Cral of Sweden ascertained that his condition was ruinous, and

that he had no power to hold the two cities of Warsaw and Cracow, with other

Polish towns, he sent to make a covenant with the Cral of the Hungarians; the

latter being equally a Lutheran, and their noxious religion and corrupt faith being
the same ; and invited him to his assistance, offering him the transfer of the said

towns, and praying that they two might become one. This treaty was effected

at the Feast of the Nativity last past : and whereas the said Cral had done

benefits and granted help to the Begs of Wallachia and Moldavia in the time of

their distress, he now sent and demanded of them a succour of some thousands

of troops ; which, however reluctantly, they gave him. With the army thus

collected, he marched forth, in the dead of winter, during the storms of rain

* &quot;

Riga was built about the year 1190, when this country first received the knowledge of Christ. It

is the metropolis of Livonia, a place of great consequence, situated in the latitude of 57, on the north

east of the Dwena, which runs into the Gulph of Riga. It was taken from the Svredes by Peter the

Great, in 1710, after a siege of three months ; in which time the Swedish garrison, by famine, the plague,
and the sword, were reduced from 12,000 to 5000 men ;

and of the burghers and inhabitants there died

about 60,000. Several houses have yet the marks of the bombardment. The gallantry of the Swedes,
in defending this place, was in some measure rewarded by the superior genius of Peter the Great, who

granted the town a very honourable capitulation, which has been ever since religiously observed. The
houses are made steep in the roof, for the better carrying off the water, which is very penetrating when
the snow melts. They have seldom above two stories, and the streets are narrow. German is the

language of the people of Riga ;
but the peasants in the neighbourhood, and other parts of Livonia,

speak Unduetch, a dialect entirely differing from the German.&quot; HANWAY S Travels, anno 1743, p. 71.
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and the petrifying frosts ; in consequence of which, an immense number of his

men were drowned in the floods, or perished with cold ; and having advanced
to the aforesaid towns, he took possession of them. Here he met the Cral of

Sweden, and made a junction with his forces. All this took place by the advice

and instigation of Chmiel, who furnished to the Cral a body of auxiliaries, to the

amount of thirty thousand men
;

so that, seeing him thus strengthened, not one of

the Poles ventured out to meet him. At the time of his setting forth from his own

country, he had no more than sixty thousand men with him, as we were

informed by persons of credibility : for the whole force of the country of the

Majars is only from forty thousand to fifty thousand soldiers. But his tyranny
was great ; his cruelty excessive

; and he perpetrated in the country of the Poles

such evils and mischief as are not to be described, destroying churches and

monasteries to a large extent. He began to utter calumnies against Chmiel, and

to abuse him, saying :

&quot;

I have now prevailed in establishing my power over the

two Principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia, which are completely under my
rule : and the country of the Majars is that which has belonged to my father

and my grandfathers before me. I have, moreover, spread my force over this

country of the Poles, and have taken possession of their capital ; and there

remains to me no longer any rival or opponent, but this Mojik, this Wallachian

slave, Chmiel.&quot; Hereupon, he set about assassinating, secretly, as many of the

Cossack troops as he could, to weaken their strength. This was soon disco

vered, and, being carried to the ears of Chmiel, roused his utmost indignation

against the Cral. He immediately sent to invite the Khan to ride out against

him, that he might deliver him into his hands : and this actually took place ; for

when the Turk and the Tartar heard of the Cral s incursion into Poland without

consultation with them, and that the two Begs had given him aid and succour,

they were much enraged against them
; so that a report was spread among both

the Tartars and the Turks, that seven Crals had agreed together, and made up
their minds to an incursion into this country at the Great Carnival: in conse

quence of which, as we mentioned before, there existed great uneasiness among
the people, which was prolonged and continued until this present Pentecost

;

when news now came that the Khan had mounted his horse, and was in full

march for these possessions. A violent agitation ensued, and all prepared
themselves for flight ; whilst, at the same time, a report also was spread along

the whole frontier of the Turkish territory, from Bodom to the mouth of the

Danube, that the Turks were marching against the country of the Majars, in
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conjunction with the Tartars
; and must take Wallachia and Moldavia in their

way, for their having given assistance to the Majars. The Beg therefore

summoned together the troops of this province ;
who equipped themselves in

preparation for its defence ; and pitched several camps, which they fortified. In

the mean time, letters were passing from Chmiel to the Khan, stimulating his

approach ; and as soon as he came up, Chmiel gave him a passage through his

territory. When these circumstances reached the ears of Rakosti
(^JL.-jfy),

that

is, George Cral of the Majars, he was seized with great consternation, and

marched to the encounter of the invaders. At this juncture, the Cossacks

withdrew from him, and he was left to fight with the Tartars for the space of

three days. At the end of this time, they deluded him with an offer of peace

and reconciliation : but, on discovering their treachery, he fled, alone, to his own

home ; leaving captives in the hands of the Tartars upwards of five-and-twenty

thousand of his countrymen, as we were informed taking no account of those

who were slain in battle
; with their prince, Cimianus, the greatest of the Cral s

generals, at their head. With these captives, the Khan returned to his country,

in great triumph and overflowing joy ; and this took place at the end of the

month Tamoz.

Without doubt, this vengeance which overtook the Majars was in consequence
of their invading the holy Houses of God, the churches, and the monasteries ;

and their murdering, without mercy or compassion, the Monks, Priests, and

Christians, in Moldavia. I will just mention to you, Brotherly Reader, some of the

filthy actions which we saw perpetrated on their part, when they were with us

in Wallachia. One of these was, that to the aforesaid province came a Bishop
from Romelia, a poor man, in very reduced circumstances, bringing with him a

single mare as his whole property, which he went into the cattle-market to sell.

Some of these Majars stopped to look at her
; and one of them, stepping forward

and seizing her by the bridle, said,
&quot; This mare belongs to me&quot;: on which, seven

of his fellows proffered their testimony that she was his, and they took her away :

for this is an usual practice, in some of their filthy and mean transactions, that if

one of them says,
&quot; This thing is mine,&quot; and it should so be his will and pleasure,

he takes it ; and if seven of his countrymen bear witness that it is his, it becomes

so, to all intents and purposes. Such is their custom. God s curse be upon them,

for haters of the religion of Christ, and of holy images, and of the glorious cross !

That they are so, we saw, on their entering the churches, and destroying the

holy pictures, or putting out their eyes with their spears ; and on their committing
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other base acts, out of their hatred to the Monks and Clergy, numbers of whom

they murdered, as we formerly related, in the time of Basil Voivoda.

To return to our story : The poor bishop began to cry and moan for his mare ;

but there was no one to help him, until he was advised by some Christians to

go and complain against the Majar to his captain. He went therefore, and

preferred his complaint accordingly : but the captain reproved him, and he was

turned out. Going to the Beg, he stated the affair to him. The Beg, who was

subject to the despotism of the Majars, having no power to resist them, did all he

could to soothe the heart of the bishop ; and when the captain came to visit him

as usual, he spoke to him on the subject. The captain answered :

&quot; After seven

witnesses had borne testimony that the mare was his, namely, the Majar s, how

could he be deprived of it, when our law is such ?&quot; The Beg replied :

&quot; This poor

bishop has more than forty witnesses that the mare is his property, and that he

brought her with him from his own country.&quot;

&quot; Our witnesses,&quot; rejoined the

captain, &quot;were the first to make their deposition,
and this affair cannot be re

viewed.&quot; The Beg, despairing of redress, had no remedy, but to give the bishop

a horse from his own stud ; and with this consolation he dismissed him. Similar

depravities to this the Majars have many, which time would fail me in enume

rating ; but among their number is, that murder, adultery, incest, theft, &c., are

allowed with them. So much for the Majars.*

SECT. V.

DELAY CAUSED BY THE DEATH OF MARTIANUS. VISITATION OF THE COiV

VENTS. DESCRIPTION OF THE COZIA CONVENT. THE FISH BASTROFUS.

To return to the history of our own affairs : The cause of our delay in this

country was the cruel fortune of the late Patriarch of Constantinople, Martianus ;

who was put to death by the Vazir, most tyrannically and unjustly, for no crime

whatever, in the very capital. The Beg, in consequence, would not let us go,

nor give us leave to depart for our own country, neither he nor any of his Gran

dees, out of apprehension for our safety. Growing weary of sitting still, our

master asked the Beg permission to go forth and take a survey of the convents

in the Principality : and this the Beg was pleased to grant him, appointing for

him, at the same time, a Portari, that is, a Capigi, or gate-opener.
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We set out from Torghisht on Thursday the eighteenth of Haziran, with all

our luggage ; for we feared that disturbance would break out
; and the principal

motive of our departure was, to remove from its source, and to retire into the land

of safety, namely, that corner of the earth to which we had turned our faces ;

being by nature a most impregnable situation, in the vicinity of the Hungarian

mountains, to which most of the inhabitants of the country flee for refuge in time

of need ;
as our description of it, in the sequel, will more distinctly explain. We

came first to Piteshti, and thence to the convent of Argi ; whence we readied

Rimniko, a Bishop s see, as we passed along the great and celebrated river Olto,

. which rushes down from the country of the Majars. Over it is a very large bridge,

one of the good works of the late Matthi Beg. In this town we met the deposed

Metropolitan, Ignatius. The episcopal palace here resembles that of the Metro

politan of Torghisht, both in its buildings and gardens, its orchards and ponds
of water ; only it is of smaller dimensions. Its church is under the title of the

Divine Manifestation. Then the Capigi went with us to the great and renowned

convent named Cozia, which lies to the eastward, at the distance of between

three and four hours journey, with the above-mentioned river close on the right.

The road is very surprising and extraordinary, for its asperities and difficulties :

it is a narrow pass, on the brink of the river ; along which only one horse at a

time can move, and that with great difficulty, caution, and abundant dread
; for

the river flows down a frightfully deep vale, full of rocks and bounding currents,

with waves like the waves of the ocean
; and, as it roars, its voice is terrific,

disturbing the heart with alarm. It is a very large and broad stream, larger

than the Aasi (Orontes) at Hemah (U^) : and beyond it, on the other side, are

vast impassable mountains, covered with wood, and totally untracked. On the

left of the road, that is, on our left, as we ascended, we had a very high moun

tain, perfectly steep, and all rock, overgrown with huge trees ;
and of this nature

our path continued to be, until we came to a wooden bridge, ingeniously rested

on the frightfully steep, and, to all appearance, unstable and untrustworthy brink

of the river ; at which when we looked, our hearts shuddered. In the event of

any siege or distress being threatened to the convent, the Monks come and

remove this bridge; which, being constructed of wood, is nailed, at one end, to two

tall trees rising from the bed of the river, whilst the other end rests on the

mountain precipice. On the removal of the bridge, its place remains an immense

gap, neither to be reached, nor to be passed over
;

for there is no possibility

whatever of effecting a passage in any way. No one has the power of going
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down into the river, from the depth and perpendicularity of its banks : nor can

he cross it higher up ; for all the way from the interior of the Hungarian country
it flows with this character of a fence and boundary : though, as we were told,

when necessity compels them to it, they import, by this river, from Hungary
what they want of wine, &c.; but it is done amidst the encounter of endless

dreads and dangers. The mountain, as we said before, is never passed at all I

nor, by their account, is there any way, either at the back of it or in any part

round it : it is only to be penetrated by this wonderful gully, which is the work

of the Creator (glorified be His name
!) ;

and which, as we looked, we were wrapt

in amazement at beholding ; for, when the bridge is once removed, should only a

small troop be stationed here with their muskets, they are capable of repulsing

many thousands of enemies. The strength and security of this blessed convent,

so much famed throughout the world, are entirely due to the locality and situ

ation we have been describing.

In consequence of the narrowness of the road, and its closeness to the edge of

the precipice, we were afraid ; and, alighting from our horses, we walked on foot,

till we had crossed the bridge. Here we came out upon a large open plain,

divided into fields sown with their crops, and into gardens and vineyards ; which

we had to traverse, until we approached the convent, which is a strong and hand

some edifice, built on the border of the aforesaid river, but enclosed by huge and

formidable mountain-summits, the intervals between which are barred up by

impenetrable woods ; so that in no part of the circumference is there any other

access to it whatsoever ; for this blessed spot is in a gap or fissure, at the very

extremity of the province ; and is bounded by Hungary both on the north and

south, at the distance of two days journey. The way to the latter is behind the

mountains, towards the south, is extremely difficult, and is impassable to cattle.

The meaning of the name of this convent, Cozia, in their language, is, a
&quot; natu

ral fort*;
&quot;

from its being situated on the highest of the numerous mountains in

these parts. Into this convent no female enters, not even the female of any animal

whatsoever : such is the regulation established by the deceased Mirtaja Voivoda,

who built it, together with its church, under dedication to the Most Holy Trinity.

It is said that he gave it this name of the Trinity solely because of the three moun

tains which surround it, on the south-west, on the north, and on the east. In front

of the holy church is a fountain, supplied by a beautiful spring of water flowing

down from the mountain, delightful to the senses. Around the basin are four
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faces, from the mouths of which the water falls : one is me ngure of a Majar,
that is, a Hungarian ;

a second is the head of a Turk, with his turban
;
the third

is the face of a Beg; and the fourth, that of a slave. In the basin there are fish

always preserved. The cells of this convent are large, and of solid structure,

one over the other, all round, with lofty porticoes : and on the east side are

some admirable apartments, wherein the repasts are served, with balconies or

galleries looking over the river
;
the depth of which here, that is, the distance

from the top of the said buildings to its bed, is between forty and fifty statures

or heights of man. These are sitting-rooms, which drive dull care afar, banish

melancholy, and brightly clear up the brain. A man seriously ill is relieved

here,, by the cheerful sound of the waters
; not only of the foaming river current,

but of the fountain streams falling from the cliffs
; and the liver is most parti

cularly revived by the sight of these mountains, by the surrounding verdure, and

by the delicate eating of those beautiful fish called Bastrovus (^y^-L-b), which

exist only in situations like this, and live only in waters rushing down from the

hills, feeding amidst the rocks, and averse to mud and stagnant depths. It re

sembles the fish Soltan Ibrahim, at Terapolis, and is prettily marked with red

spots. Its taste is fine, and superior in flavour to that of roast fowl : nothiii&quot;-

indeed can surpass it, as a delicious morsel. It is much famed throughout this

country ; and, when salted, is carried in presents to the Beg and the Agas.

The garden of this convent is beautiful
;
and in it, also, is a refreshment-room,

where we used to take our dinner in the middle of the day ; supping, at a later

hour, in the gallery we have described, where we were quartered. We found

here an excellent wine, of superior quality, and high colour. Outside the gate

of the convent, on the slope of the mountain, is a bubbling spring of water; and

over it is built a handsome church, in the name of St. Peter and St. Paul. They
call this place the Hospital for the Sick ; and here, on this eve of the Festival of

the Apostles, we assisted at Vigils, which lasted the whole night. Facing this

place is a road ; along which we passed for half an hour, down to the bottom of

the hill ; where is a prettily-built church, under the title of The Birth of St. John

the Baptist. Here resides a devout Pilgrim and Hermit, whose cell is close to

the church ; where he ministers, and says Mass. This holy person solicited abso

lution from our Lord the Patriarch
;
and intreated him to plant for him a new

shoot of a walnut-tree, that is, to plant for him a young walnut-tree, that it

might be a memorial to him, and that every person, in future times, might know

it as a tree planted for a blessing, by the Patriarch Macarius of Antioch. His

VOL. II. z z
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Holiness consented
; and taking a knife, he cut away all the springing shoots of

the slip, leaving only a straight stick
; which when he had planted and blessed,

we went away. This same thing he did in the garden of every convent we

entered, such being a custom with them; and a very good custom it is, thus to

preserve the remembrance of such a visit ; and also, by the knowledge of the

date, to be able to reckon the age of the tree at that time planted. We were

shewn, among them, a number of trees called after the names of the preceding
Patriarchs who had visited these places.

On the morning of Monday, the Feast of the Apostles, his Holiness performed
Mass in the Great Church

; during which there was an ordination of Priests and

Deacons, as well Anagnosts as Evangelists : and he vested the Prior of the con
vent with a girdle, giving him the title of Archimandrite. After the Mass, we

performed a
Mvqpo&amp;lt;rvvov for the founders. Then we deposited all our

.

and goods in a secure place in the convent, by command of the Beg.

SECT. VI.

SINGULAR COLLECTION OF COMMENTARIES ON THE PSALMS, AND BOOK OF
ORACLES.-COPTES TAKEN BY BABA YANI.-SALT-MINES.-THE MONO-

XYLO CONTENT. CONVENT OF BTSTRJSA.

WE had heard, that in the possession of KyrTsi Constantine, the Katakozinos,
Bostanik (vibJU^) of the late Matthi Beg of Wallachia, there was a large and
most precious book, from the imperial collection of St. Sophia; being an Exposi
tion of the Psalms of the Prophet David

; which St. Nicetas, Metropolitan of

Syrus, had amassed, with great labour, from all the writings of the holy doctors
of the Church, and others, by extracting the explanation given by each of them,
and making the whole into one large volume in Greek, consisting of three hun
dred of the largest-size folio pages. We were told by that eminently learned

man, Kyr Paisius, the Sciot, (who during our absence in these countries had come
from Jerusalem to Aleppo, and preached a sermon in the church there, as he
afterwards informed us,) that he had travelled into all the European countries,
and resided in the great city of Rome for a length of time

; that he went up
into the Pope s Library, the number of religious and pious books in which
amounts to seventy-two thousand copies, each single; and this is a thing well

known
; that, among them all, he was unable to find a second copy of this book
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(the Exposition of the Psalms), which is therefore unique in the world. To the

same effect we were told by many. There are indeed to be found small and singu

lar books in explanation of the Psalms, by Theodorus Bishop of Corsica (^y) and

other doctors ;
but this St. Nicetas made a collection of all the expositions, and

united them in one volume, as we said before. The number of doctors who have

interpreted the Book of Psalms is forty, besides others. For example, the com

mentary on the first psalm, which begins,
&quot; Blessed is the man that hath not

walked in the counsel of the ungodly, nor stood in the way of sinners
;
and hath

not sat in the seat of the scornful.&quot; This is the original text, which is pursued

by the author; saying, &quot;In explanation of this text, such a Saint or such a doctor

has thus said, word for word; and another has said thus and thus:&quot; and mention

ing their names in the margin of the book, he thus proceeds, to the end. This

valuable compilation, not likely to be found in any but such an imperial library

whence it was taken, many had been desirous of copying; but it came not within

their power, for two reasons
;
the first, because its master and owner would not

leave it in their hands, being unwilling that there should exist a second copy ;

the second reason was, its being of so large a size, and such extensive matter : so

that some persons had actually begun to copy it
;
but after having done a part,

they grew tired : and of this we saw some proofs.

As soon as I, the poor writer of these memoirs, heard the eulogium of this

valuable book, I exerted my whole endeavour, and, by the power of the Lord the

Messiah, the assistance of my father and the blessing of his prayers, I got it home

to our lodgings. By the guidance of the Almighty, we found a Priest, named Baba

Yani, from Scio, a fine Greek writer, versed in all the depths of language, and pos

sessed of boundless science, whom we engaged to make a copy. As the love of

wine is an innate propensity of the true-born Greek, I did not cease at the present

juncture to steal away his senses, till we carried him up with us to this convent,

where we forced him to stay and write. Each day we appointed him an allow

ance of two okkas of wine, for his dinner and supper ;
and his sense was sobered,

and his powers of mind shone forth in all their brightness, and by the power of

God he finished the book ;
at the beginning and the end of which, the aforesaid

Metropolitan of Gaza placed a title-page, giving this account and explanation ;

viz. That, under circumstances, when this invaluable treasure was hidden, &c., the

Creator sent the Father and Lord Patriarch, Kyr Macarius of Antioch, with his

son, to discover it and bring it forth, to the attainment of their own premium and

reward in heaven, and to the benefit of the whole Christian Church, &c. The
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expense which we incurred with this book, till the completion of the copy, was
above one hundred rials. Afterwards, when we returned to our own country, to

Aleppo, whither we took with us the aforesaid Baba Yani, I made him write a

second copy, handsomer than the first : for it was our intention, with the will of

God, some time during the course of our life, to send the book to be printed in

the country of the Franks, as well for our own benefit, as for that of the whole
Jhurch of Christ. Should this, please God, be accomplished, we intended to be^in

translating the book into Arabic
; and for this purpose we beseech the Almighty

to grant us peace and tranquillity of mind ! A reason also for copying it a second

time, was, a fear of its being lost at sea, or meeting with /my accident whilst print
ing ; and thus so valuable a gem should perish : which God forbid ! No; it was
much better, in that case, that a second copy should remain safe in our possession.
We obtained moreover, from the aforesaid Metropolitan of Gaza, another book

in Greek, the contents of which he had gathered from every country and from many
authors. He had named it the Xgmrpof, or Book of Oracles; and it was perfectly
unique, there being no other copy of it whatever in existence. Its contents were,

Prophecies from the Prophets, predictions of the Wise Men, and denunciations of
the Saints, in the matters foretold them concerning the events in the East brought
about by the Children of Hagar, and concerning Constantinople, and their

capture of that city ; things of very great curiosity, as regarding the past ; and
likewise their prophecies of the prepared and predestined dispositions of the
future. Of this book I had two copies taken by the same writer

; but it was
after encountering great difficulty in persuading the proprietor to give it us to

copy ; for he, that is, the Metropolitan of Gaza, was altogether unwilling, until we
gained his consent by several presents, and shamed him into the

liberality of allow

ing us to do so. Every person looking into this precious book is wrapt in wonder
at its prophecies, sayings, and other contents. Afterwards, the said prelate sent
us a letter from this country, informing us, that when he was in the country of
the Majars, they had plundered him, and taken every thing he had

; and among
other things, that they had robbed him of this very book. Praise be to God, who
was pleased to inspire us with His grace, to exert our diligence in taking a copy
of it! for otherwise it would have been lost to the world, and the Metropolitan s
labour on it would have been

uselessly expended. He sent to intreat us that
we would get him a copy of it written, to supply his loss

; and to God be all glory,
always and for ever, in all circumstances, Amen !

We then took leave of the Archimandrite of the Cozia Convent, and of the
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rest of the Monks, strongly recommending to their care the aforesaid Baba Yani :

and after we had cleared the narrow pass forming the road to the monastery, we

saw that the river divides itself into two branches ;
in the midst of which is an

island, to which we passed over in a boat. On the island is a handsome convent,

built of stone, in a concealed situation, for Nuns, and dedicated by the title of

The Nativity of Our Lady. It is commonly called Ostrob. Having performed

our devotions there, we left it, and came to Raminko. The whole tract of

country between Ilaminko and the Convent of Cozia is occupied with large dams

of water, collected between the roots of a tree resembling the willow. On open

ing the sluices, and clearing away the mud, sweepings of gold ore are taken up

from the bottom : and this is the celebrated gold-mine of Wallachia, belonging to

the Domina or wife of the reigning Beg; the products of which are farmed of her

by the Janakna (U^J
1

) or goldsmiths of the Principality, and other workers in

metal, it is said, for a thousand dinars annually.

On Thursday morning we departed from Ilaminko; and having been about two

hours on the road, we came to a town where there is a salt-mine. Jn the pro

vince of Wallachia there exist, in all, four places where there are salt-mines,

the annual lease-rent of which is one hundred and fifty thousand rials. This

mine is the largest of them, and is resorted to by traders from Turkey, and ships

from Constantinople, to purchase the salt and carry it home ; as all the salt used

in Ptomelia and at Constantinople is brought from this country. The method of

cutting or digging out the salt is attended with very great labour. They sink

each well or shaft about ninety yards deep, before they come to the salt; and all

those who have been seized as robbers, or are otherwise in disgrace, are banished

in irons, by the Beg, to this spot; where they dig this mineral during the night, and

then carry it above ground in the day-time. Each piece is a large stone, between

two and three hundred okkas in weight. These large masses are raised by the

workmen, assisted by engines, turned, with long ropes, by horses. Here we beheld

a sight distressing to the heart ;
for when the poor wretches came forth from

the mine, we could look upon them in no other light than as spectres rising

from the graves, from among the dead : God help them in their misery ! Some

of them work for hire. The whole soil of this country is salt : for example, as

the water of some wells at Aleppo is saltish, here the water is congealed, and is a

solid body of salt.

This town is a market-town, containing a number of churches ;
and the inha

bitants came out to meet us : but as we had repaired thither only for what was
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to be seen, we merely slept there that night, and early the next morning retraced

our steps ;
there being no road for carriages, till we came to a highway, mostly

difficult and woody ; and by that arrived, in the afternoon, at a convent over the

river Bistrisa, named The convent of the once piece of timber. The reason of

this appellation was, that in ancient times there lived hereabouts a Hermit, who,
on rising from his sleep, found an image of the Mother of God hanging on a

tree, and saying to him,
&quot; Here it is my wish that you build for me a church, out

of this tree.&quot; The Hermit arose, therefore, and cut down the tree
; and with it

began this building of a handsome church, which he roofed, and wholly con

structed with the timber of this single tree alone. On this account thev named

it The church of the one piece of timber, and in Greek Movo%vXo : and herein

copious miracles were performed. About twenty years ago, one of the great

officers of Government took a liking to this convent
; and leaving the church at

the top of the hill where it was, he built below it a large convent of stone, with

a splendid church, by the title of The Assumption of Our Lady, which is occupied

by Nuns. We said Mass here on the morrow, and paid our devotions to the

aforesaid image of Our Lady ;
which is of large dimensions, and continually works

miracles. The next day we went up, and said Mass in the old wooden church ;

Mild again paid our devotions to the blessed image. Near this church are two

huge trees, said to be the fellows of the third which was used in its construction.

After dinner we left the convent ;
and coming by a very difficult road, we crossed

the river Bistrisa more than forty times.

Having descended the slope of a steep hill, we arrived, in the evening, at a

grand convent, of some celebrity in this country, and of some strength of defence,
named the Convent of Bistrisa, situated in a lonely glen, without any road

behind it, in a position exactly similar to that of the Cozia Monastery, and built

as a fortress. It has a church, under dedication to The Assumption of Our Lady,

possessing a great treasure, which is no other than the very body of St. Gre-

gorius the Banyaisan, whom they call by another patronymic, brought from

Servia, by the founder of the convent, at a very great expense. It is laid in a

silver coffin, gilt, and embossed on the convex lid with the exact figure of the

saint. All round the coffin are the figures of other Saints and Angels. This
coffin is a gift of the late Balasa, or Belezza (UIU), the Domina of Constantine

Voivoda, who sent and had it made in the country of the Majars, where able

masters were to be found. She is said to have given to the smith, in wages only,
one thousand five hundred rials. To look upon it, is dazzling to the sight. On
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its being opened, as they stood round it with tapers and thuribles, chaunting

Tgovagux,, with their heads uncovered, we were enchanted with the view of it,

and with its fragrant odour
;
and we took a kiss and blessing from the Saint s

holy hand. We performed Mass in the church, on Monday the sixth ofTamoz
;

and the Mass was accompanied with the consecration of a Monk and Deacon :

after which, we went out to the refectory. This convent, also, is famous throughout

the country for its strength of situation. The origin of its foundation is this.

One of the ancient Hermits, distinguished for his virtues, found at the top of this

mountain, looking over the convent from the north, the mouth of a cave
; and,

with skill and perseverance, he at length formed passages leading up to it, and

built in it a church, under the invocation of St. Michael. When we went up to

view this cavern, we ascended by a single path, one by one, up a steep ascent,

having on our right a frightful precipitous cliff down to the bed of the river. On

this account, they are guarding the greatest part of the way with railing from

tree to tree. We did not reach the spot without great difficulty and abundant

fatigue. From the brink of the hill to the cavern, for the distance of a stone s

throw, are long narrow planks, with railing, like a bridge : these, on apprehending

any danger, they remove ; and here they lie secure, not even the devils being able

to make their way to them. The Begs, therefore, when any distress affronts

them, send their treasures, with their wives, to these caverns. They are situated

in the middle of the hill
;
and from them, to the bottom of the valley, are four

and forty fathoms : upwards, to the top of the mountain, the distance appears

immense. At the gate are two iron wickets
;
which we entered, like beasts, on

all-fours : and continuing to advance along the tunnel, one by one, by torch-light,

till we were almost dead with fatigue, we at last came out to a wide and level

spot of natural formation, where we devoutly visited the church, built in a large

recess, communicating with the outward air
;
and near it is a neat cell, always

inhabited by a Monk. On the east of the church is another large recess, com

municating with the outward air, and with the valley, where they are said to

have a glance at the sun only at its earliest rising in the morning. Here is a

large tree, to which hangs a long rope ; which they work with a wheel, and draw

up by it water from the river, or any heavy goods, which, as we mentioned

before, they are in the habit of depositing here. These could not enter by the

tunnel by which we penetrated ; but being drawn along, by a secret road from

the convent, to an opening under the place where the rope hangs, they are there

hoisted aloft, and hauled into the gap. Within the cave is a fine spring of clear
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water, always flowing in great abundance. This spot is faced by nothing all round,
but a huge precipitous mountain, standing erect on the opposite side of the river.

However, those who use the cavern, as a retreat for themselves or their property,
make their term as short as possible ; as their health is injured, and their goods
are destroyed, by the bleak exposure of the place, and the damp maintained by
the waters within it. We could scarcely credit our senses, when we were come
forth to the expanse of day, and got down again safe to the convent. To
describe this, it should be mentioned, that its cells, on the eastern side, look over

the aforesaid river, which, descending from the highest parts of the mountains,
dashes foaming over the rocks. In its waters are caught great numbers of the

beautiful fish called Bastrovus (^jyLLJl). The voice of the river is a constant

thunder
; for, as we said before, it rushes down from the highest parts of the

mountains with the most rapid current
; and at the bottom of its stream, and all

enclosing it, are rocks : it never ceases, therefore, to roar like a thunder-storm.

In the midst of these cells is a pretty neat church, under the invocation of St.

Nicolas
; and outside the convent is a third church, by the title of The Transfi

guration, for the sick. We then took leave of them, and went away.

SECT. VII.

THE ARNOTA CONVENT. IRON-MINE OF TORGHOGIV. THE CONVENT OF
TETSIMANA. THE TISA TREE.

ON Tuesday, we went up to a high convent on the highest part of the moun

tains, opposite to that we have just been describing, dedicated in the name of

St. Michael, but commonly called the Arnoda or Arnota Convent. The way to

it is very difficult, and only to be passed on foot. We contrived, however, to

ascend to it on horseback, and found it a distance of one hour s journey from

the Convent of Bistrisa, to the east of which it is situated. It is a handsome

monastery; and it is said, that, in his time, the late Abo Matthi Voivoda built for

it a church of wood ; that, when he died in Hungary, his son Matthi, who
became Beg in his place, sent for his remains, and had them transported hither

;

and immediately began to raise the whole building in stone, with walls surround

ing it, handsome cells, and a church, on which he bestowed much property and

treasure; and, some time before his death, a box filled with the reliques of

Saints, to each of which we now paid our devotions, one by one. They are,
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first, the right hand of St. Michael, Bishop of Sonada, whose head is preserved

in one of the convents of the Holy Mountain, and is taken, as we are informed,

to the districts where the locusts make their appearance. The priests prepare
an Ay/cKr^o;, which they consecrate with this venerable rclique ; and this holy

water they sprinkle on the lands and fields, and distribute to the people of the

towns and villages ;
and by the power of the Almighty, and the intercession of

the Saint, the locusts are driven away from them into the sea
; and for that year,

provisions are cheap among them, in consequence of the abundance of their

harvests. This is a thing well known in those countries.

We have been informed, that some years ago there was a great dearth in the

island of Cyprus, caused by an invasion of locusts among them, which was

uninterrupted for a series of seven years. They represented, therefore, their

condition to the Soltan
; and requested a Khatti-sherif, or imperial mandate,

directing the people of the above-mentioned convent to grant them the head of

the Saint. In consequence of this petition, an Aga was dispatched, from before

the Soltan, with the desired mandate ; and he repaired to the convent, to ask for

the head. It was the custom of the house, and the established rule of old, not

to suffer this holy relique to be removed from their precincts, except upon

pledges. The Cypriots, therefore, lodged with them, as sureties, forty Archons,

of the most noble of the island, till they had carried the head over to Cyprus,

made an Ayiao-pog, and sprinkled with it their whole territory : and, wonderful

to relate ! the locusts were instantly expelled from the island, and drowned in

the sea : and, as a votive offering, the islanders carried five thousand piastres to

the convent, on returning with the head, and, having given thanks to God,

departed. Thus, it is said, do all the people of Romelia, as well Moslems as

Christians : for this Saint, at his death, among other requests, made this one

especially to Almighty God : and this is a subject delightful to be known.

To return : We took a blessing also from the hand of St. Philip the Apostle,

which, with the hand of St. Michael, above mentioned, is inlaid with gold : also

from the palm of St. Marina the Martyr, with which she struck the Devil in

prison. This holy relique cures the ague. Of these and others, all sealed with

seals, and accompanied with a written description, a register is kept by the Abbot

of the Monastery. Then we performed Mass in the church
;
and made an

Ayiourftog in the fountain opposite the church, to which they say the water

comes from the summit of the mountain, a distance of one hundred and forty-

four fathoms. On the highest point, overlooking the whole country, they have?

VOL. II. 3 A
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erected a large stone cross, such as we saw in other places, and especially on the

roads, by the mercy of God, planted in great numbers. We were unable to go

up to the situation of the head of the fountain of water, which flows down to the

basin, because of the steepness and difficulty of the road. From the outside of

the convent-walls there is a very extensive prospect over distant places, as the

site of this establishment is so open and elevated. From it, we went down, on

foot, to the convent below.

On Thursday we took leave of them
; and, on departing from the convent,

passed along roads of extreme difficulty and unevenness ; taking in our way a

small town, named Rimeshti, the native place of Stephanus, the present Metro

politan of Wallachia, who is now building here a church of stone. He is said to

have been originally a writer,, or secretary, in the Convent of Bistrisa : afterwards

he became a Monk ;
and subsequently Abbot of the celebrated Monastery of

Tetsimana, of which we shall presently give an account ; then Metropolitan over

the whole province of Wallachia, in the time of Matthi Voivoda ; who afterwards

deposed him, and substituted, in his place, Ignatius, Bishop of Rimniko, a prelate

of whom we formerly made mention, at our first entrance into the Principality.

Latterly, he has been restored to his dignity by Constantine Voivoda.

In the afternoon we came to a town in the vicinity of the mountain, and near

to the river Oltans, belonging to one of the Boyars, who was Bostanik, but is now

dismissed. It is called Bolfarage ; and the Boyar is building within it a large

convent, with a castle, under the title of The Assumption of Our Lady, to make

it a burial-place for himself and offspring. He has called to him Monks and

Priests, and lodged them in different houses, until he completes the building :

and has settled on this convent the whole town, with its appurtenances of mills,

gardens, &c., according to the practice, we have many times recorded, of all the

Grandees of these countries. We performed Mass for him, in a large wooden

church near the new building : and departing at noon, we arrived, in the evening,

at another convent, named Crasna, under the invocation of St. Nicolas ;
which is

also a stone edifice. On our way, we had passed many rivers. Here, on the

morrow, we made an A /icto-pos : and after dinner departed, to entangle ourselves

among difficult roads, forests, and waters, until the evening ;
when we came to a

small market-town, named Torghojiv, being near a large river named Jiv : for

Torgho is the word for bazaar or market, and Jiv is the name of the river. In

this district is an iron-mine
; from which, in the time of Matthi Voivoda, much

metal was extracted. All our road from Torghisht to this place was under a
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circular mountain, dividing between this country and the country of the Majars,

empty and uncultivated for the space of a day s journey. The part towards

Wallachia is round, like the half of a bowl ; and the Monasteries, which I have

described, are all situated on this convexity.

On Sunday morning, after we had assisted at Mass in the said market-town, we

went forth
; and passed over rivers without number

; certainly more than thirty,

all flowing down from the Hungarian hills, and speeding towards the Danube.

We were told that seven-and-twenty streams, like the great river Oltao, which

we crossed in boats, pass through the lands of Wallachia, coming from the

country of the Majars, and throw themselves into the Danube
; without men

tioning numberless others. Blessed be God ! all these rivers are of very fine

clear sweet waters ; and the ground, over which they flow, is full of holes, which

quicken their absorption. Our road this day, till late in the afternoon, was ex

tremely uneasy, from the hills and forests we had to traverse.

At the close of our journey, the Abbot of the celebrated convent of Tetsimana

came out to meet us ; and we alighted by the river of the same name; on the

banks of which, on each side, is a large market-town, an absolute dependency on

the convent. From the moment we approached this place, we obtained a view

of the convent ; which is situated in the middle of a valley, on the ledge of a hill,

surrounded by vast mountains and forests. You enter upon this convent by the

same sort of entrance as that of the Convent of Cozia, or the Convent of Bistrisa.

There is no other road to it but this, lying through the very midst of the river
;

which we passed several times, as we entered an immense glen, to ascend to the

spot where the convent is situated. From the mountain around it flow springs

of water in rivulets
; together forming the large river in the valley, up which lies

the road to the convent. Before you arrive at the first gate, you perceive above

it, on the mountain, a cell of a hermit
;
near to which is a small neat church, under

the invocation of St. Anthony the Great : and here is a Khalistao, or preserve for

fish, into which a spring of water flows down from the heights. We did not

ascend to the convent without very great labour, in consequence of the great

rapidity of the fall of the river, and of the quantity of trees and stones, which,

when there is any rain, it drags and hurls down continually from the mountain

brows. We went all round the whole mass of building, before we arrived at the

first gate, constructed of iron, across a narrow path. In this spot is a fountain of

water springing, with a jet ;
and over the gate, which is a large tower, are nu

merous battlements. Having passed this gate, we came to a second, of iron also,
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over which is the belfry : and we entered the great church, which bears the title

of The Assumption of Our Lady. It is a beautiful solid edifice, with two lofty

cupolas ;
the one over the Na^jjf, the other over the choir, and both octangular.

The treasury, or robe-room, is outside, on the right of the sanctuary. In front

of the church door is a tunnel of line water, flowing from a cavern under the

mountain, where the magazines, or store-rooms of the convent, are formed. On
the way to them there is a basin of masonry in the ground, to keep the fish in, that

have been caught, till they are wanted. Hence you pass before the door of the

kitchen
; and on one side of it you pass by the U-^ or cellars of the convent, used

for cooling the vessels of wine, and for keeping fresh all the greens which they

require. A portion of the water runs down to the privies : the rest flows to a

small neat mill, always turning, which grinds for them all the grain they want,

without trouble or difficulty. With these conveniences, the convent is well

prepared for an obstinate defence. Indeed, it has no equal, either in this country

or any other, for the beauty of its site and position, the abundance of its waters,

and the natural strength it possesses, aided by the protection of its surrounding

walls. This convent, also, was built anew by the late Matthi Voivoda. It had

been, originally, the hermitage of a devout man, named Nicodemus, whose father

was a Greek, native of the city of Castoria, and whose mother was a Servian.

He ran away from his parents ;
and came to this place by the inspiration of an

Angel, who pointed it out to him, under the summit of the mountain, as an

eligible spot for the abundance of its running waters
;
and here, by scooping out

the rock, he made himself a cell, to which you now ascend by the help of ropes,

and performed great miracles. He went to the city of Bodom, the residence of

the Cral of Hungary, and preached to him the faith of Christ. The Cral

answered him,,
&quot;

I will light up a great fire
;
and if you pass through it, with your

robes and gospel unhurt, I will believe
you.&quot;

The Saint did so : he passed

through the fire, together with his Deacon, who all the while threw incense :

and, for this, their belief in him was great. The Cral gave him valuable gifts,

among which were thirty villages ;
and he bestowed on him great means for the

construction of this convent, which it was he who first laboured at and erected.

The Kniaz Aazar, or Lazarus, at that time sovereign of the land of Servia, gave

him a large city, with the sixty villages around it
;
and the Voivode of Wallachia

made him a grant of all the custom-house dues within the circle of the convent,

besides conferring on him many other benefits. The Cral above mentioned

presented to him also a heavy silver thurible, in the shape of the castle of
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Bodom, with its towers, which was shewn to us. The structure of this convent

was formerly of mean substance and appearance ; when the late Matthi

Voivoda, on fleeing from Leon Voivoda, came to it, and stood on his defence.

His enemies pursued him, and laid siege to the convent ; but they were unable

to prevail against it. Afterwards, the Voivode escaped from his confinement ;

and having gone to the city of Constantinople, was there, by the power and

influence of the Vazir Abaz Basha, made Beg, and returned to Wallachia. The

first thing to which he turned his attention was, the immediate re-construction

of this convent, with an endeavour to increase its strength to the utmost
;
as it

had been the means of his escape from the hands of his enemies, and he had

taken a vow on himself to this purpose. Vast walls, in consequence, enclose the

convent all round ; which, being built on the ledges of the mountain, strike awe

into the person looking up to them from below, particularly by the fall of waters

rushiiK&quot; down from above them to the bottom of the vale. We never till now
D

saw a place with such abundance of running streams. Within the walls are de

posited five small pieces of artillery, near to the battlements, which command the

road for a considerable distance. In this part of the convent, which is a sort of

gallery or balcony over the valley and river, we were assigned our lodging.

In the convent cellar is a large butt of enormous size, the length of which is

six and twenty spans, and the breadth nine. It holds three thousand fadras or

vodras of wine, each voclra being equal to twelve okkas : it contains, consequently,

six and thirty thousand okkas. They fill it with wine, by means of long funnels,

fastened to the top and reaching to the outside of the cellar : and the wine is

kept in it a whole year, for the blessing s sake ;
the butt having been constructed

by the Saint, during a period of his life, with his own hands, of a kind of wood

which grows no where but in the environs of the convent, and is called Tisa

(Uju). It resembles ebony, only its colour is approaching to red : and it is proof

against decay. On this account, the name of the river and of the convent is

Tisamana, that is, they are named after this tree. The wood is extremely hard

and beautiful ;
and with it they make thousands of small barrels, bound with iron

hoops, which never fall to pieces. I brought two of them with me to Aleppo, and

still have them at home.

We blest ourselves with the Saint s
&amp;lt;X&amp;gt;sXoW,

the very same in which he entered

the fire, as we have before mentioned it is of red cloth, trimmed with yellow ;

with the Saint s T2^o&amp;lt;po/0v;
and with the ancient Gospel, which he wrote, with his

own hand, in Hungary, in an admirably fine character, in the Russian language, on
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handsome parchment. It is embellished with silver ; and at the end of the book is

the date, Six thousand nine hundred and twelve : so that it is now two hundred

arid fifty-three years old. The body of the Saint is concealed beneath the floor

of the church; through their fears on its account from the side of the Majars, lest

these should steal it
; as they have so great a faith in its virtues, and are such near

neighbours. They are now, however, constructing for him a tomb outside the

church, in the portico, furnished with curtains, railings, &c. A finger only of the

Saint is shewn as an object of devotion, and we took a blessing from it
; as we

likewise did from the reliques of other Saints in their possession, Patriarchs of

Antioch. One of them was St. Ignatius, the Girt of God. There was also St.

Chrysostom, with others. The Saint of the convent, in his lifetime, planted some

vines and chesnut-trees on the mountain opposite the town, which are still in

existence. On the hills around this convent are many pious men and Hermits,

who repair to the church at all proper seasons, to receive the sacred mysteries.

On the present occasion, as soon as news was sent them of the arrival of our Lord

the Patriarch, they flocked to him, to ask his absolution : and we received their

blessing.

SECT. VIII.

REMARKABLE COPPER-MINE. CONVENT OF SATRAHAYA. CONVENTS OF

COROMOTRO AND TENTSARANI.

Afterwards, we performed Mass in their church, on Tuesday the fourteenth of

Tamoz ; and the Patriarch ordained for them a Priest and a Deacon
; and invested

the Abbot with the girdle, giving him authority to take the title of Archimandrite,

and to be a master of Confession and Commination. On the morrow, we took

leave of them
; and proceeded a journey of between three and four hours, to the

famous copper-mine, situated on the borders of the country. As we were told,

so we observed, that the Province of Wallachia is in the shape of a bow.

Fokshan is near the Danube ; whence, in the direction of the mountains to the

Convent of Cozia, is a distance of four days journey. Again, from Cozia to this

copper-mine, in this frontier situation, is a distance of half a day s journey : and

from Torghisht, hither, is four days. From this place it is another day s journey

to the town called Bazaar, which is the frontier of Wallachia. Passing the
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Danube, you have on one side the Majars; on the other, the Turks. On the land

belonging to the Majars is the castle of Tenmishwar, which was taken from

them by the late Soltan Soleiman : and there resides an out-post Basha. The

length of Wallachia, from Fokshan to Bazaar, is about ten days journey: in

breadth, it does not extend far from the Danube.

This copper-mine was discovered in the time of the late Matthi Voivoda. The

manner of its discovery was this. A Servian, going about hunting in the woods,

and coming to this spot, which was then entirely unknown to any one, found a

heap of black stones, moulded together from length of time, and become one

solid mass. The stones had lain there since the time of the Greeks ; and it was

perceived, by their appearance, that there must be a mine hereabouts. The

Servian waited on the Beg, to inform him of this circumstance ; and took a lease

of the ground from him : and under the authority of the Beg the mine was

worked, and the ore brought out. The situation of the mine is at the top of the

mountain. The whole surface of the environs, including the summits of the

neighbouring hills, is covered with white stone ; under which the soil is red, pre

cisely similar to the earth of Aleppo. The waters are very abundant
; and the

shaft is like that of a salt-mine, covered with verdure, and deep ; up and down

which the workmen are moved by pulleys and ropes, drawn by horses walking

round. At the bottom they are busy digging, both night and day, by torch-light ;

and with great labour they bring out the black ore-stone. That which they

have not the power to cut through, by reason of its hardness, they surround with

lighted coals, and then go up out of the mine. As soon as the fire is burnt out,

and the place is cooled, they descend ; and finding the stone cracked, they drag

away the pieces, and hoist them to the mouth of the shaft. Some of the ore

without veins is of a rusty green : some is light and yellow, and that is the

pure copper. They mix, however, the whole of it together, and carry it to the

melting-house. The description of the melting-houses is this. They are very wide

and lofty, and their roofs are made to slope. In the middle of each of them are five

or six furnaces, placed over wells or cisterns ; and behind each furnace is a pair of

very large bellows, like those used by blacksmiths, worked by water ; for it is so

contrived, that at the back of each shop is a pipe with a running stream, which

falls on a wheel outside : this wheel turns a long thick beam
; and by means of

it the handles of the bellows are raised and lowered ;
so that the fires are blown

with great force, whilst the workmen are continually standing by to supply coals

and copper-ore. These fires are kept up with the severest attention and labour,
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both day and night, till the copper is thoroughly heated and melted and, by its

wlht, falls down into the pit under ground. As soon as it ,s cooled they ake

it up iu large masses; which they break small, and carry to the outs.de of the

house. Here they bring together great quantities
of willow and poplar wood;

piling layers of this wood and layers of the pieces of metal alternately, to he

Lit of a man s stature, they set five to the pile on the four sides, and leave ,t to

bun, day and night till it is burnt out. Then they collect the metal ; and subject

to fire a second time, in another place ;
and thus they continue, unt.l they

Lve done it six times. Afterwards, they return the copper to the same furnac,

was first melted in, and melt it again. It runs down into the p,t as before ; but ,

1 v v
- and after it has cooled, they again place it in the furnace. Tins t,me

o ta ns a thorough melting, and now runs like water. They draw ,t off mto

llland tl * u like pieces
of wax, a pure and beautiful copper It is sa,

o be finer and better than that of Castamona, being as soft as virgin sUvcr ;
and

t is taken by the merchants, to Turkey, to Trebizond, Castamona, and Persia.

T kka is sold at half a dollar ;
and they are reported in one year to have pro-

U, wo kmen, engineers,
*, The coal must be no other than that made from

m w and poplJ, and the wood also which they use to fire the copper must be

t am rees: and thus the whole of this district ,s cleared of wood,

te ha ing been an immense forest ;
and now they have to bnng then- fuel from

dst nee We had long had a vehement desire to see this s.ght, and at length

t S our portion.
We asked them why the stones of this country are wlnte

kesnow Thev answered, that it was in consequence of the great heat and

smoke arising from the operation
of burning the copper-ore in the way we have

&quot;ream winch flows by the workshops, and turns their wheels issues from the

bottom of the mountain in which the mine is situated ;
and for this reason ftei

livest it neither fish nor frog, nor any worm or limp of any kmd ; though an-

ciently it swarmed with living creatures. But as soon as they began to dig

ounLun and the mine was laid open, the water was poisoned,
and the fish and

Te re tures were expelled from it; because the copper ore is accompamed

with sulphur, and it is even thought that the entire base of the monntam * of
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the hitter material. One year, fire was lighted at different parts in the bottom

of the mine ; according to what we have before mentioned, that they subdue the

hardest of the rock by flame
; and this lire continued to burn for the space of

ten years, it being impossible for any one to extinguish it. Yet, surprising as it

is, the air of this place is nevertheless most sweet and wholesome.

Then our Lord the Patriarch performed for them an Ayiota-pog at the mouth
of the shaft, and sprinkled the whole place, tie prayed also in the workshops,
over the furnaces, the Prayers of the Litany. All the workmen and artists are

Servians.

We were informed, that across the Danube, opposite to them, is a large city,

the name of which, in ancient times, was Claudiopolis, that is, the city of the

Emperor Claudius
; but now they call it Cladova. The Turks, on making the

conquest of it, gave it the name of Fatho Islam.

Nearly in the same direction is the city of Belgrad. Belgrad is a Russian

word, properly Bielogorod, that is, the &quot; White City &quot;;
and this town is live days

journey distant from the mine.

The city of Bodom is eight days distant. The greater part of its inhabitants

are Majars or Hungarians, under the government of the Cajsar, that is, the

Emperor of the Alamans, who is also called Emperor of the Niemsas, whose
residence is the city named Baj (^, five days distant from the former. It is

said that the Danube rises in his dominions, and, having flown for the space of a
month s journey through his

territory, mixes at Belgrad with another large river
like itself, the name of which is Saba. Afterwards, in consequence of the great
number of large rivers which flow into it, it becomes an immense flood of water

;

and, running from the empire of the Niemsas to the Black Sea, falls into it,

after a course of another month s journey. On the bank of the River Danube!
forming the frontier of the Turkish empire, are five Pashaliks. The greatest
of these Pashas is the Beglerbeg of Bodom, who holds the rank of a Beglerbeg of

Egypt : the second is the Beglerbeg of Bosna, a province fronting theVenetian
territory, opposite Zadra (^) : he rules over the Sandjak of Ibakio, which is

the See of the
Archbishop of Servia. The third is the Pasha of Belgrad : the

fourth, the Pasha of the city of Sophia : and the fifth, the Pasha of Silistria.
)n Friday, we left the miners, and traced back our steps to the lowlands of

Wallachia, having finished with the mountains. We first entered within the
rule ot the Cadiship of Viddin ; then we entered that of Craiova, where the Bano
rules with an extent of jurisdiction over five

Cadiships. We proceeded alon-
VOL. II. 3
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the bank of the afore-mentioned river of the mines for the space of three hours ;

and came to a small town belonging to one of the Boyars, where we were

received with great respect. We stayed with them till Sunday, as they would

not consent to our departure,, until we had said Mass for them, and performed

an Ayicurpog. After the banquet, we set forth, and in the evening reached

another small town, where we slept.

Having risen early in the morning of Monday the Feast of St. Elias, full five

years since our departure from Aleppo, we travelled for the space of three hours
;

and were met by the Abbot of the Great Convent, called Satrahqya, but dedi

cated in the name of the Holy Trinity. We entered this truly magnificent

convent, which is situated on the plain, and was built by the late Matthi

Voivoda. It resembles a huge castle, having vast walls of enclosure, with

numerous battlements. Within it is a beautiful fountain of running water, over

which is erected a strong lofty tower. Over the gate of the convent is the

belfry, handsomely and airily built, to a great height. The gates are of iron, the

cells of neat construction, and the kitchen and stables are all vaulted with stone.

It is said, that the first thing he began on, was the erection of the church, near to

the present, and in the middle of the ancient village. Then he beautified the

spot in reference to the church ; and commenced building a Corta, or palace, for

himself. After this was finished, some persons said to him,
e&amp;lt; But what is re

quisite, is, that you should form it into a convent.&quot; He replied,
&quot; So it is in the

course of formation into a convent :&quot; and in this manner he completed it. For

this reason, the structure of this monastery is in the extreme of beauty, strength,

and security. In the centre is situated the store-house or vaulted chambers, for

the keeping of corn and wine
; and over these are magnificent rooms, and a

large hall, with a verandah round it. This last apartment is now used as a

refectory. All these buildings are whitened with lime, both inside and out. On

the eastern side of the convent there are no cells for Monks, but only strong walls

of enclosure
;

over which looks a lofty edifice, containing a beautiful sitting-room,

and a dining-room, in which the heart is eased of its cares by the cheerfulness of

the prospect. Around are gardens, and a stream of water, flowing from a spring,

and running into a fish-pond close by. The church is extremely beautiful, and

is decorated with every possible ornament, being painted all over, within and

without. In one word, it is a princely convent, and much celebrated in this

country for its beauty and strength. We certainly met with none equal to it :

the open prospect around is particularly cheering to the heart.
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After saying Mass here, and partaking of a meal,, we left them ;
and having

proceeded between three and four hours journey, we came to an ancient convent,

dedicated in the name of St. Parasceve, hut commonly called Coromotro, that is,

&quot; Mouth of the River &quot;: for the river of the mines, the name of which is Motro, runs

close by the convent, and supplies it with water. This convent is reckoned to

be more ancient than that of Tetsimana : for St. Nicodemus was the first person

who came to live here in holy retirement, and set about the erection of the

church. A long time afterwards, he went to build the Convent of Tetsimana,

The church here, in its ancient form, was small and mean ; and was pulled down

by one of the Grandees of State of this country, who was Fertek or Grand Cadi,

and whose name was Braza ;
a kinsman of the late Matthi Voivoda. From the

time of his father and grandfathers he held numerous estates, consisting of con

vents, churches, and villages : and among them was this convent, of which a par

ticular relation will be given hereafter. He built it up new, a second time
;
and it

was made a handsome and elegant edifice, with three cupolas ; the whole covering

of the roof being of jointed plates, the weight of which is said to be sixteen thou

sand okkas. Unfortunately, the situation of this convent is extremely unplea

sant, being infested with flies and gnats.

We made here a consecration of holy water, and a commemoration of the

founders : and in the afternoon we travelled for an hour in a southerly direction,

and came to a convent under the invocation of St. Michael. It is commonly

known by the name of the Tentsarani Convent ; that is, the Convent of the

Kingdom of Gnats : and this appellation is founded in truth. It is a demesne of

the Holy Resurrection ;
and is governed by an Abbot, who is a native of Greece,

and inhabited by Monks who are disciples of the Patriarch of Jerusalem. It is

situated on the bank of a river flowing within the lappet of the mountain : and

in consequence of the quantity of grass and verdure of the most luxuriant

o-rowth, and the thickness of the woods around it, the whole district swarms with
O &quot;

gnats, to a degree beyond description. We passed two nights here ; during one

of which we had not even a taste of sleep : for the second, we went up, in the

hope of repose, to the top of the hill in the vicinity of the convent, where

a new vineyard has been planted, and there is a huge tall watch-tower ;
but we

could not escape from the insect, either night or day, and suffered from it such

severe torment as cannot be described. God protect the visiters of this

convent ! With all this, we lighted up fires all round us, and raised a smoke

with cow s-dung : but nothing of all these precautions availed us : on the contrary,
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our enemy waged the war against us the more fiercely ;
so that, God is our

witness ! for most of our nights during this summer season, and during the great

heats of this country, we were obliged to lie down with our boots on our legs, to

clothe our hands with leather-gloves, and to cover up our faces : and yet we did

not escape.

SECT. IX.

TOWN AND PALACE OF BOVANA. F1LISHAK.-CRAYOVA.THE BOGOFATES

MONAS TER Y. CONSENT OF ILTIYA NL

THE church of this convent is built of wood : we performed in it an
f

and a commemoration for the founders : and then we bade adieu to the Monks.

We journeyed for an hour and a half in a westerly direction ;
and came to a small

town belonging to one of the great officers of state, called Boyana. Within

it is a large palace erected for the proprietor, the buildings of which are of

surprising beauty. At the moment this Archon was informed of the passage of

our Lord the Patriarch, it happened that within his family a wedding was about

to be celebrated, in the person of his grandson ;
and he sent, with great eagerness

and joy, to invite our master to visit him. When we arrived at his house, we

found them all busy with the preparations for the nuptials. But see what it

pleased the Almighty should intervene ! Just then occurred the sudden death of

the elder brother of the bridegroom ;
and their joy, together with their festivity,

was turned to grievous mourning, and into waitings and lamentations which

exceed description. It is usual, in this country, not to betroth or marry the

younger son or daughter before the elder. But they were much relieved and

consoled by the presence among them of our Lord the Patriarch ;
for he

preached to them, and administered comfort
; and, after a long discourse, he

persuaded them to complete the nuptials. Observe, therefore, how, in obedience

to him, and waving all opposition to his paternal advice, they carried on two

such opposite ceremonies, the nuptial and the funeral, at one and the same time.

The men and the women had already been decked out, to go and fetch the bride

from a distant place ; but, on the event of this melancholy death, they had been

stopped. The Patriarch, however, compelled the parties to complete the execu

tion of the affair : and they now, in their usual way, dispatched the bridegroom

with his kinsmen, and many nobles and ladies, in coaches, with attendants, to
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fetch the bride. In the mean time, they began the funeral rites of the deceased
;

and, with great exertions, the Patriarch forced them to lay him in his coffin, and

bury him by the afternoon of the second day : for they were unwilling to do so.

On the next day, which was Sunday, they performed for him a Mvyuoo-uvov ; and

gave a splendid feast, for which they slaughtered four heads of oxen, and fifty

heads of sheep. Loaves they baked without number : and they spread linen

cloths, looking like 1 whole pieces from the loom, on tables reaching from the

centre of the house to the outside of the court-yard : on these tables they set

the bread, in large loaves
;
and on each loaf they placed a piece of meat. We

went purposely to see what was doing ; and we reckoned the persons, who were

placed one close to another, at more than fifteen hundred : for it is the custom

in all these countries, when a report is spread of joy or mourning, that is, of a

wedding or a funeral, that the people of the neighbouring villages come to make

a meal. Over each company there stood a person with a staff, to see to them,

that they ate and were satiated, and that to every one were given his three

goblets of wine. To each they distributed also three (cu j j) loaves
; and the

guests continued sitting till they had finished their repast. Then they put up
what remained before them in napkins, which they had provided to carry awav

these remnants ; and having prayed mercy for the defunct, they departed.

Previously to the banquet, our master had prayed over all these tables, and had

blessed them with the prayer,
&quot; Have mercy on us, O God

;&quot;
and with incense,

making commemoration of the deceased. When we ourselves sat down to table,

numerous dishes were presented to us
; and, on rising, we had the pravers

performed a second time, according to custom. It is not the rich only who
&amp;lt;jive

alms in the manner we have been describing : but the poor, also, when one of

the family of any of them dies, walk behind him to the grave with meat and

bread; and, after they have interred him, they distribute this food to the by

standers, that they may pray a mercy on him
; and very commendable is the

custom !

The description of the weddings in this country (though we have before

entered into this subject) is as follows. Sending their servants and labourers

with carts up the mountain, they had thence brought to them a great quantitv of

the branches of the fir-tree
;
and pointing the stems, they planted them on the

walls around, before the gates right and left, on the roads on both sides, and

from the church to the mansion. This with them is the token of a weddin&amp;lt;*&
about to be performed ; and we asked the reason and meaning of it. They told
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us, that as the leaves of this tree never fall, and are always green with the fruit in

the midst of them, so God grant to the bride and bridegroom.

On Monday arrived the messengers with the joyful tidings of the approach of

the bridegroom, having preceded the party of horse who were riding before him ;

and having communicated the pleasing news to the parents of the young man,

they received a distribution of (^^) shawls. Presently the bridegroom himself

came up, with his accompanying escort of friends on horseback, mounted on a

horse given to him by his father-in-law, as is the custom here, with its saddle,

trappings, and bridle complete ; and wearing on his head a
(^&amp;gt;) panache of white

wool, as is usual for bridegrooms. The bride was in the coach
;
and following her

were other coaches, full of the ladies of the grandees of the country. Her

brother was come with her. Behind her were two wagons full of goods/consist-

in- of clothes, furniture, &c.
; for it is the bride that endows the bridegroom, who

gives nothing whatever to her. The bride s father settles on her, by writing, a

(I ^j) dower, with farms and peasants, servants, vineyards, &c. in proportion to his

ability. If she has children, these possessions revert to her husband ;
but should

she die without offspring, the entire (&^) dower returns to her father.

As soon as the bridegroom entered the court-yard of the mansion, his father

and mother gave him the meeting, as they did also to his bride with him : and

having made them drink wine out of large silver cups, they proceeded to the

church, with us preceding them. Here, in conformity with their constant practice,

they spread a carpet under the feet of the young couple : and the ( (jt\) god

father, having taken his place by the side of the bridegroom, whilst the (*i*xil)

godmother stood near the bride, whose face was covered with rose-coloured

d_?j^) lace, I, the poor Archdeacon, put on my cope, and, having robed the doctor

in his EsT^a^X/op, lp,o(pogiov
and Mavrua, I threw incense round the reading-

desk or table which they had placed before the choir, having set upon it the

gospel and the cross. As, in the course of the ceremony, the bride and bridegroom

walked round the table, sweetmeats of almonds and raisins, and (uU5) comfits

&c. with (cjfclj) loaves, were thrown at them, and were greedily gathered up by

the bystanders. After the conclusion of the prayer, the married couple advanced

to kneel before the gospel, and kissed it, together with he hand of our master ;

and then went out. There was no crying now, nor wailing, as the day before.

Bless them, for the excellence of their customs, in so speedily dissipating their

griefs, and yielding themselves up to joy and gladness ! In the evening, we were

invited to the banquet, which was very grand, consisting of more than five or six
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hundred dishes ;
and every time they brought any thing in, they added it to what

was already there.

It is usual for the bridegroom never to take his calpack from his head : as we

saw in Torghisht, that in the case of all the young nobles to whom the Beg
stands as (^#1) godfather, he himself is uncovered in the church, and in pre

sence of the Heads of the Clergy, but the bridegroom keeps on his calpack.

It is the custom, that for this evening the bridegroom himself waits at table,

and serves up the dishes and drink : and the bride in like manner attends all the

guests, from first to last, with their wives. After a little while, they brought in a

box of U^BJ some shawls, as is usual
; accompanied by a scribe, who had been in

previously, and had written down the names of all the persons at table. To

each
(&amp;lt;u^)

shawl they sewed a piece of paper, on which was written the name

of the person to whom it was to be given, in the order becoming his rank, that

there might be no confusion one with another. These shawls they now distri

buted to all the guests ; whilst the scribe wrote all their names in a register,

till he came to an end. Again : they brought in a large plate : and the first to

whom they presented it, who was our Lord the Patriarch, put into it, in order to

do honour to the newly-married couple, a quantity of piastres : and after him the

other guests made their offerings. Those who had money with them threw in

piastres or dinars, according to their station
;
and some said to the scribe, Write

down, to be received at my house, such a horse or ox, or such a number of sheep

or hogs, or such a servant or .JXx*. servants, &c. By the time the roll was gone

through, the plate was filled with money. The same thing is done among the

women, in their apartment. Then the grandfather of the bridegroom presented

to him a plated sword, and a scabbard of brocade and velvet
; and his father gave

him a fur dress (^s-b) of sables. All the pieces of money which had been col

lected were put up together in a napkin, and sealed.

When the bride, accompanied by the women, approached our Lord the Patri

arch, and, kneeling before him, had received his blessing, the napkin containing

the money was given to her, together with all the keys of the boxes belonging to

her husband, and of the houses, and of the cellars where the pickles and wines

are kept, all hanging by a silver chain : for in this country the wife is the guardian

of her husband s treasures, and the keys are always hanging down from her

girdle. She constantly sits at the head of the table, and her husband below her,

on her right, as we frequently observed on many occasions.

Then they quaffed numerous rounds of cups : first to God ; secondly to the
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Beg; then to our Lord the Patriarch; to the Bano, that is, the Cadi of this

country, whom we have heretofore mentioned; to the father of the bride; to the

grandfather of the bridegroom; to his father and mother; to himself; and to the

guests. Thus they continued drinking until after midnight; when we rose, and

came to our tents : for they had erected for us a large pavilion and tents in the

meadow which is between the church and the mansion, and we were surprised

at their neatness and clearness from dust. In the morning, all departed for their

homes, and not a single guest was left behind.

On the night of the twenty-seventh of the month Tamoz, and that which

followed it, there happened a dreadful storm of thunder and lightning, which

shook the earth ;
and we said,

&quot; The Resurrection is come !&quot;

On Wednesday, we obtained, with some contention, tiiat they should dismiss us :

and having all of us received presents from them after dinner, we were loaded

with their thanks, and conducted forth to a considerable distance. Having

proceeded a two-hours journey, we entered a town, the name of which is Filishtm ;

where we passed the night preceding the Carnival of Our Lady : and in the

morning, after an early repast, we bade adieu to the inhabitants; and having

travelled for two hours, we came to another small town, belonging to a Boyar,

where we slept that night.

On Friday morning we made a two-hours journey, and came to a town named

Crayoca, which is the second episcopal see in the Principality of Wallachia.

Formerly, in the time of Matthi Voivoda, and of the Voivodes who preceded him,

there resided in this town a governor, entitled Bano, as Beg the second, who

exercised authority of confiscation and death, and issued commands and prohibi

tions, without deference to the Beg in chief; until latterly, that Constantine Voi

voda has abolished both the rank and the practice, lest corruption and depravity

should be their results. On the present occasion, the said Bano, who retains the

name only, came out to meet us on the outside of the town, accompanied by the

Grandees and the populace. They conducted us into the large stone church,

built by the late Matthi Voivoda, in the name of St. Demetrius. It precisely

resembles the Church of theCorta; being erected on four tall pillars, and having

a light and cheerful look.

On the morning of Saturday the first of the month Ab (August) we made for

them an
Ayict(rpo&amp;lt;;

in the church
;
and in the afternoon, having parted from them,

we came to a convent on the west of the town, in a ravine or glen, in the midst

of a forest, dedicated in the name of St. Nicolas, and called, in their language,
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Monastiri Bogovates. It is in the hands of Greek Monks, being a dependence

on the celebrated Convent of St. Barlaam in Ilomelia, which, as we were now

informed, is built on the top of a mountain, and is inaccessible by any road of

ascent whatever : for the mountain stands like a single piece of rock aloft in the

atmosphere, with its four sides perfectly square. When any person therefore

comes to the bottom of the rock, for admission to the convent, he pulls a rope,

hanging down, with a bell at the top; and the Monks hearing it, if it be a person

whom they wish to come up to them, lower down to him a box, by wheels and

ropes ; and, on his taking his seat within it, they haul him up. It is a most mag
nificent and beautiful convent. The water they are supplied with is from the

clouds ; and they have corn-fields and vineyards up above
;
but these are not

sufficient for their support, and the rest of their crops are in the plain below: on

this account, therefore, they are submissive to the governors of the country, on

whom, otherwise, they would be independent. Any person whom they are unwilling

to receive, they pay no attention to, and give him, of course, no means of ascent,

although he should be a dignitary of the highest rank and condition
;
and he has

no power of doing any thing to compel them.

These Monks, who are in the aforesaid branch establishment, are changed every

three years; and, from the head convent, another Abbot, with other Monks,

are sent to replace them. The church is a handsome stone edifice, and is beau

tifully painted all over. In front of the door is a spring, like a deep well, out of

which the water rises ; and above it is a gallery, with a lofty cupola. Then we

made for them an Aytour
[tog, on the Sunday morning, the second day of August.

From this convent to the second convent of Bodom is a day s journey. Its

name, in Greek, is Phendones ; and in it resides a Metropolitan, who has jurisdiction

over five hundred towns and villages, all Bulgarian. In the evening, we took

leave of them
;
and having proceeded for two hours through the forest, we arrived

at a convent dedicated in the name of St. Demetrius, and called Jdiyani, because

the river Ji flows near to it. Around it is *a large lake
;
which can no where be

forded, but must be skirted for two hours, in order to reach the convent, which

is situated in the midst of the woods. The lately deceased Domina left, by will,

a sum of money for the erection of a new church
; and they are now building it,

with five cupolas. Afterwards, our Lord the Patriarch sprinkled the church, and

consecrated it, by the recital over it of the usual prayers. We found in this

convent, a vintner, originally of Satralates (yM^jL*) of Syria, whose name is now

Demetrius ; and we were told that he was of the freedmen of the Soltan Selim.

VOL. II. 3 c
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SECT. X.

BRATOSHANI.BRANKOFANI.THE GREAT FRANK, BRADA. THE CONVERT
JEW, ATHANASIUS.FERKASH. CARACOL.

WE went forth from the convent in the afternoon ; and arrived in the evening
at a town, the name of which is Bratoshdni, belonging to the Great Frank

Brada, a kinsman of the late Matthi Voivoda, whom we have heretofore

mentioned. He is the first of the Grandees of this country, by inheritance from
his ancestors

;
and his possessions are immense, as we shall distinctly shew after

a while. By the afternoon of the next day we came to a town, the name of

which is Brankofdni, in which is the palace of the aforesaid Archon : here also

are houses which belonged to the late Matthi Voivoda, whose origin was hence.

We went likewise to a convent in the vicinity, placed in the midst of a wood,
and dedicated by the title of The Assumption of Our Lady, which they call the

Convent of Brankofani, in relation to the town. This is also a building of the

late Matthi Voivoda s. We afterwards performed Mass in it, on the Festival of

the Transfiguration, and baptized a young Jew with great gladness. This
Archon is vastly rich

;
and without his equal, either in this or any other

country.
He is said to have on his estates twelve thousand breeding mares

; and in each
of the two hundred villages belonging to him there is a herd

(&amp;lt;d^)
of horses-

He owns thirty thousand head of sheep ; of which five thousand are reported to
have died this year of disease

; and eleven thousand were stolen from him by the

robbers, with seventy hordes of wheat, in the disturbance which took place

among the troops, at the beginning of the reign of Constantino Voivoda. He
has four thousand head of oxen, one thousand buffaloes, four thousand hogs, and
three hundred rows of bee-hives, each row producing, from every bee-hive fur

nished with bees, more than a fojieh (&amp;lt;t^.y)
of wax, and about a hundred fadrehs

fedl*) of honey ; every fadreh worth a piastre : and this is purchased and carried

away by the merchants, for Turkey. Every year this Archon sends a thousand
head of oxen to Stambol, driven by his servants, to be sold for ten thousand

piastres. He has fifteen hundred JenJcena (UCU.) slaves
; and it is said that no

person has possessions any thing like his
; unless it be the Cozia Convent, which

has one thousand Jenkenas. We were informed, that he takes from each family,
at the feast of St. George, six dinars, and at the Feast of St. Demetrius as many
more, in quality of Kharadze or poll-tax ; and that the sum is valued at twenty
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thousand dinars. As the Archon himself is, so are most of his Jenkenas,

artists ; being skilled to work in the precious metals, in iron, &c. His annual

income, clear of all expenses, is reported to be twenty thousand dinars ; and yet

his soul is very mean, particularly as regards his table, at which he used to drink

nothing but plain water. But he is very compassionate towards Monks and

poor persons, and is very fond of building churches and convents, and contri

buting to the support of the Clergy. He owns a number of monasteries ; some

of which he built himself, making on them the most liberal settlements, of oxen,

sheep, horses, bees, farm-houses, mills, and serfs : some he inherited from his

ancestors, the first of which is the Convent of Pistrina, an ancient erection of

theirs : the rest are, the Monoxylo Convent of Nuns, the convents of Arnota,

Satrahaya, Sadova, Ghoramotro (built by himself), and his convent of Branko-

fani. He is at present building a monastery in Hungary ; for the Cral loves

him much, and calls him father ;
and he is believed to hold numerous posses

sions in that country. All the convents which were built by the late Matthi

Voivoda he has taken into his own hands, being, as we mentioned, the Beg s

kinsman and nearest relative ; and he is now regulating them. No other person

interferes with the Monks, or with their estates : and it is he who deposes their

chiefs, when they deviate from the path ;
and elevates others : nor is he sub

jected, in this, to the smallest opposition on the part of the Beg. To sum up all

in one word, his good works are numerous, his buildings splendid and abundant,

and he is a most religious Christian, fearing God Almighty. We used to see

him, at the time of rising to prayer at midnight, unceasingly reading the Psalms

of the Prophet David, and the rest of the appointed Ritual, from the beginning of

the Service to the end ; standing in one of the corners of the church, and looking

neither to the right nor to the left
;
and occasionally employing himself, with all

his heart, in lighting and putting out the candles, and in the rest of the Church

Service, as though he were a Kav$;Aa(&amp;gt;T?7, or rather much more eagerly, so

that we wondered at him. Without doubt, the Creator, blessed be His name !

has given him all this wealth, because he is deserving of it. When we sat down

to table in the morning and evening, he never ceased standing on his legs to

serve us ; nor did he cease drinking and presenting to us goblets : and as long as

these goblets were drunk in the name of God, in the name of our Lord the Mes

siah, in the name of the Most Holy Trinity, and in the names of the Virgin and

of the Saint, Patron of the festival to the Church, to the Soltan, to the Beg, to

our Patriarch, and to the health of all the guests we comforted ourselves, and
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said,
&quot; Praise be to God, we have escaped !&quot; In the mean time, however, the

Archon was planning to draw us out to quaffmgs beyond those of others, and

which none else knew of ; such as, drinking to our healths one by one, and in

particular to the health of this poor writer : then asking the names of my
children, Anania and Constantine, he drank and presented a goblet to the health

of each. In like manner he drank the health of our people. After that, we

said,
&quot; Praise be to God ! we have escaped, and are now at liberty !&quot; But the

Archon, standing up, seized a bowl, and said,
&quot; This is to the health of the

stewards of our Lord the Patriarch, at his See,&quot; and, drinking himself, poured

out wine for us. Again we said,
&quot; Now, at last, we have done !&quot; but we had not

time to look about us, before he again put his hand to his cup, saying,
&quot; This

is to the health of the Heads of the Clergy of the
&quot;Tvag%tct

of Antioch this is

to the health of its Priests this is to the health of its Deacons this is to the

health of its Nobles that is to the health of all its peasantry :&quot; and no one dared

to refuse drinking, for we were all of us ashamed to reject the cup which he

presented with his own hand ;
but we were completely surfeited with the excess

of liquor. Such, however, is their mode of hospitality at their banquets, and

such the demonstration of their great friendship. We calculated that we drank

at the Archon s table from seventy to eighty cups of wine.

On Friday, the Archon took leave of us, to go a distant journey ; and we

turned back, and came to a convent named Hotardni, or Horetdni, dedicated to

the Assembly of Angels. It is occupied by Greek Monks, and is a dependence

on the Convent of Dionysius on the Holy Mount. The greatest part of our

way lay over a pavement of round stones, which is said to have existed since

the time of the worship of idols. This convent is poor and mean.*

The Portari, or guide, whom the Beg had appointed to attend us, was origi

nally a Jew, of the name of Khakham, and was baptized in the reign of the late

Matthi Voivoda, becoming a Christian of the strictest principles : and we

witnessed on his part such deeds and merits, such relations, witty sayings, and

rare qualities, as exceed description. Of these we will mention, that he gave us

the history of his origin ; telling us, that his father was a native of Aleppo, a Jew

of the house of Obod, who removed thence to become an inhabitant of Con

stantinople; whence he, the son, repaired to this country, to carry on trade,

* Here follows a list of the Convents of the Holy Mountain, which the Translator has thought it

needless to insert.
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until God was pleased to guide him to the truth. lie has many disputations

with the Jews, and has led many of them to believe, as we were ourselves wit

nesses. One day a Jew merchant came to Torghisht : and as soon as we saw

him, we said, in jest, to our Portari,
&quot; Can you now convert this man ?&quot; He

answered,
&quot;

Yes, I can:&quot; and suddenly, the next day, without any expectation

on our part, he brought the Jew to our Lord the Patriarch, to kneel down before

him, and with his own mouth to confess his repentance, saying,
&quot;

I hope of your

Holiness, that you will baptize me ;
for I have to thank God that He has led me

to the true faith by the hand of this Christian
;&quot; pointing to the aforesaid Atha-

nasius. At this we were much surprised : and our Lord the Patriarch sent the

man with me to the Beg ; who afterwards gave orders, and we baptized him.

The Beg subsequently conferred great benefits upon him, enrolling him for pay

in his army, and giving him a young lady in marriage.

Athanasius told the Jews :

&quot; When you enter your synagogues, clothed in

vour Tailasans or stoles, each of you turns his head towards the east, and,

bowing, thus repeats from the Psalms of David the Prophet, I enter thy house ;

then, turning to the west, he says, And I worship in the temple of thy holiness :

turning next to the south, he says, By thy fear, O Lord
;
and to the north,

Guide me to thy justice : but this
&quot;,

said he,
&quot;

is the precise figure of the

Cross.&quot; The young Jew whom we baptized in Crayova had been preached to

and converted by him. He related to us, saying,
&quot;

I one day asked a company of

Jews this question : You say that the Messiah shall come from the race of

David ; but your tribes are broken up : tell me, then, whence it now remains for

him to come ?

Another day, said he, talking to me concerning the Arftog 9
the Jews pro

posed to me this difficulty :

&quot; You Christians say that each individual host is the

body of Christ itself; now, of the thousands of persons who communicate in

your churches, does each eat the body himself?&quot; Athanasius answered them,

That the body of Christ was like a mirror ;
in which, if whole, a man may see his

image ;
and equally, if it be broken into thousands of pieces, he still may see his

figure in every piece. At this answer they were abashed
;

and it is ^indeed a

glorious and a beautiful answer.

He told us, moreover, that it is among the writings of the Jews, that when the

Messiah comes, it will be lawful for them to eat pork. He was therefore conti

nually upbraiding them, and saying,
&quot; We Christians eat pork, because we believe

that our Lord Jesus Christ uLU y& i^kSl
did come into the world, and the predic-
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tions of the Prophets have been fulfilled : but you do not believe in his coming ;

eat therefore in sorrow and restriction.&quot;

He said, again, that the law of the Cashidiari (the Devil) and his society is

named, in Hebrew, Ilabd (^nn), that is (^J) &quot;Vanity.&quot;
Now the Ha among the

numerals is
&quot;five,&quot;

the Ba &quot;two,&quot; and the Lam
&quot;thirty.&quot;

The //a is the five prayers

which the Jews pray every day; the Ba, which is the &quot;two,&quot;
is the two festivals

which they celebrate in the year ; and the Lam, which is the
&quot;thirty,&quot;

is the thirty

days of the month of Fasting. The whole of it is consequently Basamdta and

Ba.safestis ((j^lujLj. ILULo) ;
and in Hebrew, Habel Habdlim (Q^~un ^in),

&quot;Vanity
of Vanities.&quot;

Telling us of the Efrayisa who was with him, he said that he had taken her

against her will, and that, in consequence, she had given him poison. On his

fate drawing near, she immediately went and called the Antrobito (jLj^Iif) ;

saying to them, &quot;Come quickly to catch him, for he intends to bequeath to you

a law.&quot; They hastened therefore instantly, and came to him : and he began to

make signs to them, which are known to the Jews, but which we cannot write :

and in this providence was a compensation.

The numbers, he said, in Hebrew were like those in Arabic
;
and that as

when any of us sees his friend, and salutes him, he says
&quot; Assalamo Aleikom&quot;

;

in Hebrew the salutation is, &quot;Aleikhom Salam.&quot;

Many things like these he told us
;
and we were much delighted by his fami

liarity with us, for he amused us greatly with his sayings and with his company.

In all these convents and churches, the Devil and his Imps are painted in a

flowing river of fire, and their names are marked on them. In the Jitiam

Convent we saw him painted as a black romping bear.

We now return to our tour. Having set out from the Hotarani Convent, we

travelled about an hour, and came to a town belonging to the great Stolniks,

named Ferkdsh, in which he has a large palace.

On the morning of Saturday, the retired Comes invited us to visit his new
/ *

wooden church, which he has built, under the title of a convent, in the neigh

bourhood, dedicated to Saints Peter and Paul. Our master sprinkled it with

the kyiuo-ftog, and we returned ; and in the afternoon, setting out again, we

came to a large market-town, Caracol, in which is a large palace, built by the late

Matthi Voivoda a short time before his death, and enclosed with wooden walls,

containing an extensive vineyard, and a church of stone, to which there is an

open path from the houses. In this church, we assisted at the Evening Service
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and at the Matins. Mass we attended in another stone church built by the

Great Stolniks. In the afternoon, we moved on ;
and came in the evening to a

small town, where we slept. The whole of this road lies within view of the

Danube, and within the distance of three or four hours journey from it : hence,

being frontier ground, its towns and villages are few. Most of the inhabitants

of these districts are of the regular army, and Rash, that is, Sipahis, wearing red

uniforms, and mounting guard.

SECT. XL

CONVENTS OF SHAGHARJA, CALVI, STANISHTI, DRAGHOSHIN, CLOKOJOK,

GLAFOJOK, CAMSHORA.

ON Monday, at noon, we came to another large convent, in the midst of the

forest, newly built by the same founder, with walls of enclosure, battlements and

fortifications, and a magnificent church resembling that of the Bokofates Convent.

It is thus strongly built, because the Danube is near to it, within an hour and a

half s journey. It is a whole day s traverse distant from Crayova. This convent

also belongs to the Frank Brada, whom we have heretofore mentioned. We

performed Mass in it on Tuesday, the eleventh of the month of August ; and on

the morning of Wednesday we crossed the River Ji, in a boat; and came in the

evening to a town settled on the Patriarch of Alexandria, since the time of

Radzivil Voivoda, and named Shaghdrja ;
situated in a beautiful spot, with ex

tensive lands and possessions, and a yearly revenue of five or six hundred

piastres. There is a Monk, deputed by the Patriarch, always residing in it
; who

is changed every three years.
*

In the morning we came to the Jitiani Convent : we then passed Crayova,

and came to excessively rough and precipitous roads, among mountains and val

leysand woods
; which we traversed, with great labour, until the evening; when

we arrived at a convent under the invocation of St. Nicolas, called Calm, large,

handsome, and strongly fortified. Its construction is the work of the Niemsas

or Germans
;
and its cells extend all round the building, by outer galleries. The

church is very neat, with its belfry ; and the whole is within a valley closed in

After .ruw follow the words
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by the surrounding mountains ; so that it is a hidden monastery, and the road to

it is hidden
;
for we arrived at it without once seeing it, until we were entering

its gate. It is a convent of much celebrity in this country.

Early in the morning of the Festival of the Assumption of Our Lady we made

for them an Ayicurpog, and received a blessing from the right hand of St. Nicolas,

which has its fingers all perfect ; and those fingers, however wonderful it may

appear, are some straight, others bent in the form of a bishop s hand when he

gives his blessing. It is ornamented with gold, and is esteemed of high price.

We received a blessing, also, from a piece of the head of St. John the Baptist,

the gems studded on which are of great value : these, with the plates of gold,

form a kind of sun around it from a cross composed of eleven green emeralds,

the smallest worth a hundred and fifty dinars. The inner substance is solid

gold. It is of German workmanship. The said stones are inlaid on both sides ;

and the cross is worth three thousand dinars. We had never, as yet, seen its

equal. They have an Y^irgafflXtov of gold-tissue, all studded with pearls and

gems, valued at more than a thousand dinars ; for the persons who built and

endowed this convent, settling on it these estates and benefices, were great

archons, who ruled over half the country of Wallachia. It was they who raised

the late celebrated Michael Voivoda to the throne ;
and afterwards plotted

against him, and put him to death.

This convent it was our wish to take and attach to the Patriarchate of Antioch,

as there are convents attached to other Patriarchates ; but we found scarcely

one, with the exception of the Abbot and a few of the Monks with him, who

would enter into the compact.

On Sunday after Mass we bade them adieu, and came again to the difficult

road ; and again passed the River Oltans : and in the afternoon we arrived at a

village belonging to the founders of the last-mentioned convent. It contains a

church of stone, under the invocation of St. Procopius, in which we next day

performed Mass.

We then went to another convent belonging to the same persons, dedicated

by the title of The Assumption of Our Lady, and called Stanishti, distant from

them a two-hours journey, and situated in a valley in the midst of extensive

forests. Its structure resembles that of the Calvi Convent : the belfry,

especially, is exactly like to that of the latter ;
for the architects who built the one

convent were employed also on the other. The zeal in this country for

building convents is very great ; and they settle on them splendid endowments,
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of messuages, lands, vineyards, gardens, mills, peasants, Jenkena, &c. Each

convent is the burial-place of its founders : and withinside the door of the church

are painted the portraits of those who built it
;

that is, of the Baron himself,

his sons, father and brothers, one following the other, on the right as you

enter : on the left are his wife and daughters, and the wives and daughters of his

relatives. Their names are written over their heads ;
and all their ambition is

this, that, in after-times, their children s children may look up at their portraits,

and say,
&quot; This is the portrait of our grandfather ;

this of our grandmother, &c.&quot;

The picture of Our Lord the Messiah is over the door ; and they, being all on

the two sides, are drawn with their hands expanded towards him, and saying,

&quot;

Accept from us, O blessed Messiah ! this holy church, which we have built to

the glory of Thy name ;
and reward us, for our labour, with thy holy kingdom !&quot;

In this convent is a running fountain of water : but the whole place is now

desolate for the owners of it, soon after its erection, submitted its government

to Nicephorus, Patriarch of Alexandria ; after whose decease no one paid to it

any attention. We performed a
Mvnpo&amp;lt;rvvov

for the founders of the convent,

and then returned to the village.

On Tuesday, we went to cross the River Olto in a boat : and leaving the juris

diction of the Bishop of Raminko, we entered that of the Metropolitan of the

capital. We passed over excessively rugged hills and valleys, where the roads

were broken up by the heavy wagons ; and came at noon to a convent dedicated

to The Trinity, called the Draghoshin Convent, after the name of the person who

has now newly built it, near to the River Olto. It is quite in the neighbourhood

of the Stanishti Convent ;
but as there is no direct road for wheel-carriages, they

took us by an immense circuit of half-a-day s journey. The church is hand

some ;
and near to it is a fountain, and a huge bell-tower.

Returning thence, we came, in the evening, to the burg Banokirks; and next

morning we passed the market-town Sldtna, and the River Olto, which is near to

it, and is crossed in boats ;
and came to a convent dedicated in the name of St.

Michael, but usually called Clokojok. It resembles the convent we had previ

ously visited ;
and has, like it, a fountain of water. It is occupied by an Abbot

and Monks of the Greek nation, from the Cortlamish convent on the Holy

Mount ;
its founders having made it a dependence on the latter.

On Thursday morning we went forth, and pursued the direction of Bokaresht ;

for we had been brought very near to it ;
and our road was all to the east and

north, but very rugged, by reason of the thick woods. On Saturday we reached

VOL. II. 3 D
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a convent by the title of The Annunciation, and the name of Glavajok; an erec

tion of one of the ancient Begs, whose name was Niagho Voivoda, associated

with Petrus Voivoda. The date of its foundation is just one hundred and seven

teen years before the present. The church is large and beautiful in its archi

tecture, having two domes
;

the one over the nave, the other over the choir.

Over the four arches are four columns, on which the dome is centered. We
had not seen in this country any church to compare to this

; which resembles the

church Ada, in the town of Terapolis. The cells of the convent are all of

stone
; and on the south side of it is a large lake. It is situated in the heart of a

vast forest; and the way to it is concealed.

On Sunday, we performed Mass in the convent, and invested the Abbot with

a girdle ; and the Mass was concluded with a consecration of Priests and

Deacons. After the repast, we bade them farewell
; paid a visit to the mansion of

an Archon
; and thence, passing through a small town belonging to his wife,

called Petrashti, we arrived at a convent called Camshora, or Poor-house, dedi

cated by the title of The Entrance of Our Lady into the Temple ; and situated on

the bank of the River Argi, which we crossed. We then passed another convent,

under the invocation of St. Nicolas; and arrived in the afternoon at the city of

Bokarcsht, the renowned seat of the Begs since the most ancient times.
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BOOK XVI.

SECT. I.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CITY OF BOKARESHT. THE VILLAGE AND PALACE OF
DOBRANL REMARKABLE CORN-MILL. CONVENT OF COMANA.

VILLAGE AND PALACE OF COYANL

WE were made to alight in the Convent of St. George ; which is well known
as a dependence on the Resurrection

; and is occupied by an Abbot and Monks
under the Patriarch of Jerusalem. This town of Bokaresht* is very large, and is

said to have contained for many years about six thousand houses. It has forty

churches and convents ;
and the famous River Dombovitsa flows through its

centre. We afterwards went to the Corta
; which is a building of great

dimensions, and is surrounded by tall wooden walls. It was, formerly, of old

standing ; but was pulled down by the late Matthi Voivoda, and rebuilt entirely

new. It is an edifice surprisingly elegant and delightful to behold
; and is

handsomer and more cheerful than the Corta of Torghisht. Its church is dedi

cated to The Assumption of Our Lady ;
and therein we performed an

f

Ayici&amp;lt;ruo&amp;lt;;.

Then we went, on one side of the town, to a lofty eminence commanding a

view of the surrounding country ; where the present Beg has been engaged in

building a large convent, with a magnificent and most splendid church, resembling
the Church of Argi in the interior : but this is of brick

; and in the nave has

twelve pillars, each of one round piece of stone, to make up the number of the

twelve Apostles. It is surmounted with four large cupolas, and has spacious

outer galleries. He has covered the roof with lead, the weight of which is said

to amount to forty thousand okkas. We performed in it an Ay/ao^o? ; and his

Holiness sprinkled it, according to custom : for it had not yet been finished,

and consequently remained unconsecrated. It is dedicated in the name of

&quot;

Bucharest is a large city, situated in an immense plain, and said to contain one hundred thousand

inhabitants : the houses are built of wood and plaster, with a court or garden, according- to the oriental

custom : the streets are laid with planks, like those in the towns of Russia. The inhabitants are com

posed of a mixture of all nations and religions, who have distinct places of worship, and, under the

government of the Sultan, enjoy a degree of toleration unknown in many of the more civilized states

of
Europe.&quot; KINNEIR, p. 17.
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Constantine, which is the name of the founder, and of Helena. Then we passed

to a convent under the name of St. Cdterina, or Catherine,, in which are an Abbot

and Monks from Mount Sinai ; to another, bearing the name of St. John the

Baptist ; to one dedicated to the two Apostles Peter and Paul, of the foundation

of Matthi Voivoda, and attached to one of the convents of the Holy Mount ; to

another bearing the name of the Forty Martyrs, and called the Carandino, being

a dependence on the Convent of the Assumption of Our Lady, in the city of

Joannina ; then to a small convent bearing the name of St. Saba, which its

founders formerly made a feoff to the convent of the same name in Jerusalem ;

and it is now presided over by an Abbot delegated from the Patriarch of

Jerusalem.

On Saturday, we went to say Mass in a convent bearing the name of St.

Nicolas, of the foundation of the late Michael Voivoda, situated on an eminence

on one side of the town, and of great size and magnificence, with three cupolas.

Here, on the same occasion, a Priest was ordained. On Sunday morning we

performed an Ayiutrftog in the Convent of St. George. On Monday, the last of

the month of Ab [August], we visited a convent bearing the name of The Trinity,

one of the buildings of the late Radzivil Voivoda, who ruled in his time over

Moldavia and Wallachia. This convent, also, is on one side of the town, on rising

ground, encircled by a river and stagnant water
; and, at the time the waters are

out, is accessible only by a passage over a wooden bridge. It is a handsome

edifice, with a fine prospect ; and its church is large and spacious, very light, ex

tremely ornamented, and entirely covered with painting. On its south side is

the place of the tombs of the Begs, and their vaults of white marble, furnished

with veils of gold tissue. They are made in the shape of a cupola, resting on

four iron pillars; and the portraits of the deceased are painted on the wall.

Here we performed Mass, and held an ordination of Priests and Deacons. This

convent is a dependence on the Iberisko Convent, that is, the Convent of the

Georgians on the Holy Mount, and is occupied by a Grecian Abbot and Grecian

Monks, who are changed every three years.

Outside the town is another convent, erected by Matthi Voivoda.

On the morning of the first Greek Saturday, the first of the month of 1161,

and the anniversary of St. Simeon the Stylite, of Aleppo, the opening of the year

SEVEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY-SIX of the world, we set forth from

Bokaresht, at noon
; and came to the village formerly resided in by the present

Beg, when he was a retired Archon. He afterwards became Commander-in-

chief of the army. The village is called Dobrdni, which means &quot; The Beautiful.&quot;
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The Corta, or palace, is large, and is enclosed with walls of jointed planks of wood,

within which are spacious handsome buildings, with recesses and domes entirely

covered with the portraits of Saints, and the description of wars, &c. The

apartments look over an immense garden, laid out in plots, like the gardens of

the Franks, with tile gutters. On the outside is a large pool of water, with a

bridge over it, from one side to the other. In the centre is a handsome kioshk ;

and near to it a very large stone church, bearing the title of The Assumption of

Our Lady.

On the next day, immediately after the ceremony of the Aywcrpog, we pro

ceeded, by a rugged road, through a thick forest, along the margin of a lake,

which never quitted our path, to the vicinity of the River Argi. Here is a fine

laro-e mill, belonging to the Beg, to which we had hitherto seen nothing compa

rable. It has six wheels outside, and six grinding-stones within : each stone is

enclosed in a box, like a wine-press ;
and the meal, as it falls, is caught in bags

hanging at the bottom of the box, without any escape of the finer pollen ;
the

o o

stones being placed high above the floor of the mill. It yields every year, by

contract, a sum of one thousand Venetian scudi, besides supplying the household

with meal. The most wonderful is, that there is an ingenious contrivance

within, by which the meal is made to fall by itself, and the bran by itself.

We wished to coax the Beg to give this mill to the See of Antioch, its income

being clear money ; and, as we could send a person every year to receive the

thousand scudi without further trouble, we considered it vastly preferable to any

number of monasteries, a species of property which requires so much labour to

be rendered profitable, and so much attention in regard to the Monks and ser

vants : but, unfortunately, it was afterwards burnt, together with the village and

the palace, as we shall have occasion to relate.

We then passed the river, over a bridge ;
and came to a village belonging to

one of the Grand Vestiarii, who is retired, the name of which is Ghradesht.

The proprietor has built within it, lately, a magnificent lofty church of stone,

under the title of The Assumption of Our Lady.

The next morning we left, and, passing along rugged roads and an extensive

ravine, we came to a convent, dedicated to St. Nicolas, called Comana, of the foun

dation of the late Shahrban Vorfcoda, father of the present Beg. It is a large

double house, enclosed by stone walls : and at the four corners are four towers,

with arched galleries round them, for the enjoyment of the prospect. One ot

them resembles one of the towers of the Convent of the Trinity, in Moscow.

The belfry is over the gate. What delighted me most, was, the view of the
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green grass-plot, extending over the whole of the convent court, with its well of

fine sweet water, and the cells of the Monks disposed around it. This convent

is thus situated on an island, being environed with lakes and pools of water, and

mud unfathomable ; and there is no causeway to it whatsoever. We passed
over to it in the boat : and the river Danube is very near to it. What they say,

That if the Emperor came to make war against it, with his whole army, he would

be unable to prevail, appears true
;

for the situation is very strong, amidst lakes

which never freeze even in the severest winter, and the under-water sand,

and mud.

In the latter part of the evening, we set forth
; and, returning by the road we

came, arrived, in the dusk, at a village belonging to the Grand Bostanik Con-

stantine, on a lofty eminence, overlooking the River Argi, named Coyanl, in which
he has a large palace, after the fashion of the palaces of Constantinople. There

is something particularly to be admired in the structure of the two main buildings,
which are opposite to each other, and not differing in the least one from the

other, with their cupolas, and all painted in imitation of the waving lines of

coloured marble. At the top of each dome is a circle, exactly like a solid piece
of the hardest porphyry ;

and the rest is various colours resembling those of

marble
; the wood-work being of rare beauty, and the recesses and windows

charming. Within the enclosure is a large church, dedicated in the name of St.

Nicolas.

SECT. II.

VILLAGE AND PALACE OP VIARESHTL CONVENTS OF NIGHOYASHTI AND
PLATARASin\ TINKAN, CALDROSHAN, AND SYNAGOGO. PREDICTION

OF WEATHER. MARRIAGE CEREMONY.

THE next morning we left ; and having passed the river in a boat, we came, in

the forenoon, to a village named Vidreshti ; in which is a mansion and a palace
without any equal in the world, unless it be in the country of the Franks ; for

the sister of the Domina of Matthi Beg, who built it, brought master architects

irorn the country of the Majars, and stone from the country of the Turks
; and

they set about building it with polished stone, within and without. Even the

vaults and the cellars below, the porches &cv are all of finely-worked stone, and
of great strength of construction, exciting the admiration of the beholder. The
edifice is of three stories, one above the other, and is so cheerful as to dispel all

care from the heart of the sick. It would be vain for me to attempt a description
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of its admirable interior arrangement into closets and apartments. In the middle

of the area between the buildings are well-contrived secret repositories for stores,

the doors to which are laid in the pavement over their roofs, which are all

covered in with brick tiles. In this manner, we were told, all the buildings

in Hungary are planned, to the great comfort of their owners and tenants. But

the situation of this village is very unhealthy ; and the tract of country around

is full of alarms and terrors, particularly on account of its vicinity to the Turks.

For my part, I should not desire such a building as this to be erected any where

but in the direction of the Cozia Convent, and of that mountain of peace and

tranquillity on which is found an almost total security from fears and dangers.

From this village we took our departure in the afternoon ; and arrived in the

evening at a convent situated in a place called Nighoyaskti, and dedicated in

the name of St. Michael and the rest of the host of Angels ; which was built by
the deceased Helena, Domina of Matthi Voivoda. It is an entirely new edifice

;

and close to the rivers Argi and Dombovitsa, which mix their waters here.

We left on Saturday morning ; and came at noon to a magnificent convent,

under the invocation of St. Mercurius the Martyr, in a place called Platarasht,

built, by the late Matthi Voivoda, new from its foundations. We were informed,

that in one of his wars with Vasili Voivoda, of which this Spot was the theatre,

he had recourse to the intercession of the martyr ; who appeared to him in a

dream, and inspired him with courage and fortitude. The next day, on rising

from sleep, he put his enemies to the rout with great shame and discomfiture, and

therefore erected this convent. The architecture of almost all his convents is

uniform.

Then the brother of the Beg invited us to a village belonging to him, situated

in an island in the midst of a vast lake, of no fixed surface, nor with any road or

pass to it
;
the name of the place being called Frojonasht. He however made

us a road ;
and this was an affair of continual difficulty and labour, till we at

length passed. He is engaged in building for himself a large palace in the island
;

and there we performed an
Ay/a&amp;lt;r^,o.

After the repast, we arose
; and having travelled for the space of two hours, we

came to a convent of long standing, in an island also surrounded by a vast

lake. We passed to it in a boat. It is an ancient monastery, called Tinkan,

dedicated in the name of St. Simeon the Doctor.

After an
Ay&amp;lt;a&amp;lt;r//.o?,

a Mnemosynon to the founders, and the subsequent

banquet, we left this place ; and ceased not moving onward till the evening, when
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we came to a convent under dedication to St. Nicolas, and called the Convent in

the Waves (JjJ o). It is situated on the bank of a river. Health and happiness

to its population, and to all who dwell near it ! for you might suppose it to he

the very river of Aleppo itself, such is the silvery greyness, and such the

sweetness of its waters, and so thick are the rows of willows that are growing on

its borders. Here we slept for that night. In the morning, we performed an
:

Ay;a&amp;lt;r^oc,
a Commemoration for the Founders, and the Prayers of Absolution ;

and, having quitted the convent, returned the way we came, to the mansion

and palace of the founders.

Thence we passed to a magnificent monastery, the way to which lies through

a ravine. It is surrounded by an endless and bottomless lake, is dedicated in

the name of St. Demetrius, and is called Caldroshan. Its celebrity is great

throughout the country, as it is one of the largest-sized convents : and it is also

of the erection of the late Matthi Voivoda. The building is vast, and entirely

new from the foundation, with a church of extreme beauty, and cells and apart

ments of princely elegance. The immense lake environs it
; and, with the excep

tion of a wretched road to the main land, there is no method whatever of access

to it. Here lies enshrined St. Metrophanus (^y^^), Patriarch of Alexandria,

and we received a blessing from his venerable skull.

Next morning, we set forth ;
and came to another convent, the last of the

convents we visited. It is an ancient foundation, by the title of The Entrance

of Our Lady into the Temple, and is called the Synagogo Convent. Its

structure is severally to be referred to the deceased Mirtaja Voivoda, Radzivil

Voivoda, Mabasaraba Voivoda, and Petros Voivoda. Besides the principal, it

has two other churches on the wings, containing the cells, by the titles of The

Annunciation and The Assumption. This convent also is situated in an island,

with an immense lake around it, over which there is a long bridge leading to it.

After we had performed here an
Ay;a&amp;lt;r^oc,

and a Mvnftoiruvov
for the founders,

we left on the morning of Thursday, the tenth of the month 1161 ;
and having

driven along at a rapid pace, we entered Torghislit in the evening, after an

absence of eighty-two days from that capital. Now the convents we have de

scribed of this Principality of Wallachia are those situated within the T^a^/a

or jurisdiction of its Metropolitan, and that of the Bishop of Raminko : but to

the convents which are under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Boza, and are in

those parts of the Principality, we did not go. May the Almighty preserve

them all for ever ! Amen !
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At the end of Teshrin Alavval there came on some severe cold weather,

attended with much snow and a sharp frost, which lasted for ten days : then it

ceased, and was followed by a second spring, with sun-shine, heat, flowers and

fresh verdure, after every thing had been burnt up by the frost. Immediately, the

feeders of horses and other cattle returned with them to the pasture, for a second

season, after having previously withdrawn them to their stables for protection.

During this cold, great numbers of sheep, oxen, and beasts of burden, perished,

so sudden and severe was the attack : and now, after we had been burning fires

both day and night, we again felt the heat of the weather oppressive.

A Lesson. We observed among the Wallachians an excellent method of fore

telling the severity or mildness of the weather, by certain signs. It is, that on

the eighth of the month Teshrin Essani, a commemoration is held of St. Plato,

whose festival they throngly eelebrate with sacrifices, offerings, and Masses.

From year to year this day is looked forward to ; and whatever on it happens, is

an omen with them, and a clear and certain indication : for if on this day there

is snow and cold, they say the severity of the cold this year will be great : but

if there is rain and sun-shine, they foretell that the ensuing winter will not be

intensely cold, but mild. Thus it happened this year : the rains, with partial

sun-shine, continued uninterrupted till the ninth of Canon Elavval ; and then

began the cold and snow.

On the eighth of Teshrin Essani, our Lord the Patriarch married Constantine

Voivoda to a Circassian bondmaid or slave, whom they had named, at her

baptism, Nadala (XljU), that is, KvgiuK /i. The coronation, or wedding, was

performed within the palace, in the Harirn, or women s apartments above. The
Patriarch stood as bridegroom s ^ju^l or godfather, and the Metropolitan

prayed over the couple ; but at the time of the benedictions, it was his Holiness

who always blessed them. There had been prepared for them crowns of gold ;

and when they were made to go round the table on which were the image, the

gospel, and the cross, there were scattered over their heads, nuts, comfits,

dirhems, and dinars : such is the custom.

At the conclusion of the prayer, the bride and bridegroom were made to sit

on two chairs, in their princely dresses
;

the Domina being decked in a profusion
of chains of gold and pearls, diamond stars, c. : and the Boyars came in to

offer their congratulations, being preceded first by our Lord the Patriarch and

the Metropolitan of the city, and then by the remainder of the guests, amongst
whom were ourselves. In the same way, the wives of the Grandees afterwards
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entered, to present themselves. Then the bride and bridegroom were led to the

inner apartments ;
and we went forth, to take our seats at the great banquet

given on this day, at which were drunk rounds of healths, with the usual firing

of numerous guns, till evening : and there was an exhibition of performances

of agility, by an Indian woman of most Satanic cleverness, to which we had

hitherto seen nothing comparable : she would walk on her head upon a rope with

her feet thrown up into the air
; and she would fix some naked swords on a

round drum, and, introducing her head, she would stand on it, and begin to twist

herself round ; and the drum, being made with a spring, would revolve, by the

force of her most wonderfully skilful play.

On the Festival day of St. Nicolas, the Beg went to keep the feast in a

convent belonging to him by inheritance from his ancestors, under the invocation

of the Saint, and commonly called the Cobia Convent, in the vicinity of

Torghisht. Iff like manner, the Feast of the Nativity was fully observed and

celebrated according to the custom of former years ; as was also the Feast of the

Immersion. But on the eve of the latter arrived the news from Constantinople,

that the Beg was deposed ;
a sort of thing which had not occurred since the time

of Matthi Voivoda. This became the occasion of the ruin of Wallachia, of the

abduction of its inhabitants into captivity and slavery, and of its utter desolation :

to us it became the source of innumerable and indescribable frights and horrors.

SECT. III.

DEPOSITION OF THE BEG, AND ITS CAUSES. VISIT OF THE TURKISH AGA.

DISPATCH OF TRIBUTE TO^THE PORTE. WAR OF THE TURKS AND
TARTARS ON THE PRINCIPALITIES.

THE case of the deposition was, that last year, when his Highness the Soltan

Mohammed, whom God preserve ! and the Grand Vazir, Mohammed Pasha,

surnamed the Cupreli, an Arnaout by nation, were engaged in a war with the

Frank ships at the mouth of the channel of the White Sea (the Dardanelles),

the said Vazir sent to ask of the Begs of Moldavia and Wallachia a thousand

purses each (the purse being a sum of 500, and the total, therefore, 500,000

piastres) ; telling them, that he considered it their duty, whenever the Emperor

went forth to war, to make him a present of money for the service. He

demanded moreover, from each, five hundred thousand head of sheep, and three
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hundred cavalry horses. On hearing these demands, the Begs were much dis

turbed, and, by the advice of all their people assembled in Corta, they jointly

sent to petition his Highness the Soltan, whom God preserve ! and he accepted

their excuses ;
at the same time scolding his minister, and telling him,

&quot; We are

not yet released from our war with the Franks, and still you wish to stir up

against us a second war.&quot; The Vazir, being cowled with dread, no longer per

sisted in demanding from the Begs any thing ;
and each of them was quit for about

five thousand piastres, which were secretly applied, by each of their agents, to

effect the desired object, by causing their petition to fall into the hands of the

monarch. The supposition of the provincials in the mean time was, that the

Vazir, like his predecessors, would quickly lose his station : and these poor men

had no idea that, as we shall hereafter have occasion to record, he would

stedfastly maintain his office for the long period of five years. Treasuring up

for them, therefore, in his mind, a store of hatred, to be expended on their

persons at the first moment the times should declare themselves favourable, he

at length satiated his vengeance, both on the Begs and the two Principalities ; as

we shall now, if it please God, most distinctly explain.

According to annual custom, there came to the Begs an Aga of the Treasury,

to receive the yearly tribute, attended by seventy or eighty persons. The Aga

and his suite are allowed the pension and appointments prescribed by usage in

the registers (for nothing is done here but according to some established rule) ;

and the Aga usually stays some twenty days or more. This tribute, or Kharadge, is

collected from all the Grandees of the country, and from the Ayans and Captains,

in proportion to their possessions and incomes. The rayahs have nothing to do

with it ; excepting only the farmers of government-lands, who pay their rent

with this tribute in addition. As soon as the money is collected, it is usual to

send for the Aga in a coach lined with fine red cloth, drawn by four horses all

of a colour, and accompanied by a led horse carrying nine purses, that is, four

thousand five hundred piastres, and a piece of fine cloth and satin, for himself:

for his officers and servants there was a purse of five hundred piastres each,

and a piece of cloth, varying according to their rank, from the finest to the

coarsest. All this is invariably distributed to them ;
and the smallest increase

or diminution is carefully avoided. In the interim, the Beg pays to the Aga

several visits of ceremony.

Early in the morning of the appointed day for the delivery of the tribute, we

were invited to the Corta ;
whither came the Aga, with the whole of his suite,
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mounted in the carriages which had been sent for them to ride in. The Aga

took his seat with the Beg on an elevated place looking over the palace-yard,

that he might behold with his own eyes the arrangement of the treasure. Then

persons hired for the purpose brought forward nine covered wagons, each yoked

with eight horses at the least ; several with ten and twelve : and the musicians

began to play a tune, with drums, pipes, and trumpets, whilst the people crowded

round as spectators. The first wagon they brought forward had a new chest in

it
;
to fill which, the soldiers commenced removing the bags of money from the

chamber of the Camarash or Treasurer, each carrying a couple on his shoulders,

preceded by the Great Vestiari, who looked to the regular disposition of the

money-bags in the chest. In this first were placed thirty-three bags ; but in the

other chests, in the other wagons, only thirty-two. Over them the Vestiari laid a

covering of fine woollen cloths and silks, to fill up the chest ; which he then locked,

and sealed with his own seal. Thus were all the wagons successively brought up ;

and, having been loaded with the woollen cloths, silks, and other presents, were

ranged in order: and all this was done according to strict rule and register.

It is usual for the Great Vestiari to go with the treasure, and deliver it to the

Soltan s government : and this tribute-money is restricted to the payment of the

wages of the Janissaries in Constantinople, into whose hands it comes two days

before the feast of the Ramazan. In the wagons, there was nothing whatever,

but the chests we have mentioned : but it is usual afterwards to hire the vacant

space to the merchants, who fill up the wagons with sundry goods, to the full

weight they can carry ;
because they are never stopped or impeded in their

transit, either at the Danube or elsewhere ;
and this is a source of profit to the

contractors.

We sent a whole package of goods to Constantinople, under the care of the

Khori Saba, President of the Convent of the Flemings. But nothing arrived at

its destination
; though we had conferred so many benefits on this Monk during

the last five years, and on the day he parted from us had given him one hundred

piastres as a provision for the journey. It turned out, however, that he robbed

us ; and may God, who is judge between him and us, reward him according to

his deserts !

To return : The train of wagons then set off; and the Beg went forth with the

Aga, conducting him a considerable distance, with drums and trumpets, and

amidst the cheers of the military. It is usual, when the treasure arrives at

Urushjuk (Rustchuk), that the Vestiari goes, with the Aga, to the Mehkemeh, or
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Hall of Judgment, and delivers it, with legal proof of its amount : lest, were any

loss to befal it in Turkey, the Aga should have a claim for the deficiency. The

Vazir was at the Castle of the Channel of the White Sea (Dardanelles) ;
and they

repaired with the treasure to his presence ;
when he immediately gave vent to

his indignation, on seeing the Vestiari and the rest of the Beg s delegates ; and,

discharging the flame of hatred which he had fomented in his bosom, he asked

the Vestiari for the sheep which he had formerly demanded. The delegates

forthwith sent to inform the Beg of this
;
and the Beg assembled the Grandees

of the province, in consultation. After much discussion, it was finally agreed to

send the Vazir twenty purses, as their price. No sooner had this money reached

him, than he repeated his demand for the horses
;
and all this was merely that

he might raise pretences against them. In great vexation, they were compelled

to agree in collecting for him, from the retired Boyars, three hundred horses,

which were dispatched to him.

Then the Vazir sent to his Highness the Soltan, at Constantinople ; saying to

him,
&quot;

Arise, and go to Adrianople ; and reside there, until I come to you, and fill

your bags and coffers with gold and
piastres.&quot;

The Soltan therefore departed

for Adrianople, where he remained.

As soon as this event came to the knowledge of the allied parties, namely, the

two Begs, and the Cral of the Majars, they were seized with much dread. After

wards, the Vazir himself came to Adrianople, to join the Emperor ; and it was

agreed between them, to send and demand from each Beg one thousand five
o

hundred purses, and from the Cral of the Majars a like sum. This was entirely

to raise a pretext for a quarrel with them ;
for the Vazir knew well, that they

would not give the money, nor yet five hundred purses ; and that they would

refuse, if it were only on the ground of avoiding the establishment of such a

custom. It was further intimated to them, that, shoultf they withhold the grant,

they must at least wait on the Soltan, to kiss his hand, according to the practice

of the former Begs. These two, as we before hinted, having raised themselves

to the dignity by the edge of their swords and the power of their wealth, had

not presented themselves at Istambol ;
and how was it possible they should

now have confidence enough to venture an appearance at the Soltan s court,

after the occurrences just mentioned ? how could they do otherwise than enter

tain a just dread of the treachery of the Turks towards them ? But the Vazir

urged upon them all these demands, to raise grounds of animosity; as his desire

was by all means to deprive them of their dignity, in satisfaction of his own

vengeance.
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In the mean time, the Vazir had sent a Capigi into Hungary, with a Khatti-

sherif, addressed to the Hungarian Grandees, and to the Saxons, who are strong

and powerful, and hold in their hands the seven great fortresses, which, as we

have before observed, are the mainstay of the country of the Majars. The pur

pose of the rescript was, &quot;First, that if they desired tranquillity and peace, and that

the Turks should not sally forth against them, they would first depose their Cral

Racotzi, and elevate to the throne some other person, whom they might please

to select ; and, secondly, that they should surrender to his Highness s commis

sioners two fortresses situated in (c^U^l j^1) the channel near to the city of

Bodom, in order to open to the Turkish forces a way by land, to march at any
time on Zadra or Venice. If they complied with these terms, they would prevent,

they were told, all the consequences of a very serious war.&quot; Moved by this in

timation, the Hungarian Chiefs held a Svato
(jkU-a), that is, an assembly and

divan ; and, coming to an unanimous decision, deposed their Cral, and appointed

another, according to the recommendation of the Turks. The new Cral, how

ever, did not long uphold his newly-acquired honours; for the old Cral marched

and made war against him, and, having put him to flight, resumed his seat, in

spite of all.

When the Vazir was informed of this, he flew into a violent passion : and first

sent to depose Constantine, Beg of Wallachia, as has been already mentioned,
the news of his deposition having arrived on the Eve of the Immersion ; and, at

the same time, the annunciation of the grant of the Begship to a man belonging
to the Emperor s household, named Mikhna, that is, Michael, son of Radzivil

Voivoda. As soon as this was certainly known among the Wallachians, they
exclaimed vehemently, and the Beg was very indignant. It was ascertained, at

the same time, that the Vazir had sent a Khatti-sherif to the Khan and his

Tartars, enjoining them to rise, and march on Moldavia and Wallachia. The
first thing, therefore, the Beg instantly applied himself to, was to send calarashes,

or messengers, to give notice, all over the country, that the people should abandon

their occupations, and flee to the mountains, from before the face of the Tartars.

These directions were followed
; and the whole country, in consequence, was

thrown into the greatest confusion
; the farm-houses and villages being emptied

of their wretched inhabitants, amidst the severe frost which then prevailed, and

the deep snow which everywhere lay on the ground : and the circumstances of

the miserable Wallachians were such as to draw tears and wailings from the

beholder.
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Then the Beg called an assembly of the Grandees
; who, on consultation, came

to a resolution to send and petition the Vazir, entreating him to have mercy on

them, and not to establish a new custom to their prejudice, nor impose on them

a burden exceeding their power to sustain ; but to adhere to the regulations of

preceding Soltans, between whom and them so many transactions and nego-

ciations had passed. This, their humble address, however, profited them

nothing : on the contrary, the Vazir persisted in his animosity and hostility with

greater vehemence ;
and was continually sending to them one Capigi after ano

ther, to disclose to him their state and proceedings. As soon as each of these

Capigis made his appearance in the divan, the Grandees by themselves, without

the Beg, would suppliantly approach him with their entreaties, that he would go

and intercede for them, that their Voivode might not be deposed, as the whole

population was content with him ; and even the people in the streets cried and

shouted in the Capigi s face, that it was their desire to have no other Voivode

but Constantine ; the Beg having previously sent to inform the inhabitants gene

rally of what was in agitation, and to instruct them how to act. But neither

did this mode of application avail them any thing : and, in conclusion, being con

vinced that mere words led to no favourable result, the Grandees came to a

determination to engage in a war with the Turks, rather than surrender their

Chief. This, their determination, was instantly manifested, by the enrolment

of men for regular pay ;
for they could no longer restrain the bursting expres

sion of their resentment, at the tyranny of the Turks, and at their bold trans

gression of the anciently-established laws. Whenever a new Vazir was installed,

he immediately looked to demanding from them tribute beyond the rule, and

applied himself to the introduction among them of new customs and practices.

The next thing done was, that the Beg remitted the Kharadge to the whole

Principality ;
it being customary for this tax to be paid every month; though

from the poor man he takes annually three dinars only, from the rich six, on

the condition that they be always prepared to march out with him whenever he

pleases. On the present occasion, the people flocked to him ; and he distributed

to them flags and banners for their captains and colonels ;
and all the officers of

government were engaged in writing their names and numbers. The Metropo

litan of the city stood from morning till night in the church, swearing them on

the Holy Gospel and the Cross, that they would not be treacherous to their

Voivode, but would all be of one heart in his cause. After they had taken this

oath, muskets, arms, and ammunition, were distributed to them
;
and more than
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ten thousand soldiers, with pay, were enrolled. A new enrolment was also

made of the Dharrabs and Sakams, on whom, formerly, the anger of the Beg had

fallen
;
and this operation was continued until all the numbers were taken. The

whole amounted, according to the report of credible persons, to upwards of one

hundred and ten thousand soldiers. Besides these, the Cral of the Majars sent

him a large auxiliary force, with their field-pieces ; considering, that whatever

happened to the Beg, happened to him on his account. To Chmiel, and the

Cossacks, a request had been sent for assistance
;
and the Beg was in momen

tary expectation of its arrival. Next, he sent his body of Captains to the Da

nube frontier, to keep guard on that side.

And now the report was confirmed, that Cadiri Aga,who in the sequel became

Pasha of Damascus, had arrived at Urushjuk, in quality of Sakmani Chawish,

or Aga of the Throne, to the new Beg : and the Aga sent some of his suite to

Constantine, with an intimation, that he should arise and depart, and no longer

tarry, since, in the mean time, the new Beg was timid of making his entry. On

this, the Beg and the whole country set up a great outcry ;
but so far from

shewing open hostility and malice towards their opponents, they held back, to

solicit and pray ;
and even sent to promise the requisite number of purses to the

Emperor and the Vazir, to the Pasha of Silistria, Fazli Pasha, who married the

daughter of Soltan Ibrahim, and to the above-mentioned Aga of the Throne :

for they have a very great habitual dread of any war with the Turks ; because

they know that an attack on their part can receive no lasting check or inter

ruption ;
as was made evident to them by the expedition of the Turks against

Bagdad, which took place eighteen years before
;
which town the Turks perse-

veringly besieged, until they took it : and equally, by their more recent expedi

tion against Candia, an island in the sea, about thirteen years ago. And now

much distress, accompanied with a great panic, manifested itself amongst the

inhabitants of the Principality ; and the condition of many became destitute,

particularly on account of the intensity of the cold, uninterruptedly increasing by

the continuance of frost and snow. Where, indeed, could the poor wretches

seek a refuge ? The Turks, in the mean while, were in the habit of crossing the

Danube over to the Wallachian side every day, and of retiring at night ; so

much were they subject to fear : and both parties were making themselves ready

for war. The peasants, for their refuge, fled to the tops of the mountains ; and

the merchants and landholders, more particularly, withdrew to the mountainous

district of Combolonghi (Campolongo ?), the Argi Convent, and the Cozia
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Convent, which bear towards the mountains of the Majars : for the majority of

the inhabitants of the Combolonghi, Argi, and Cozia hills, are persons who are

in the practice of carrying goods for hire in their wagons, carts, &c. ;
and when

any alarm gives the signal for flight throughout the country, they instantly come

to the capital, and, loading the people s goods in their wagons, take and deposit

them in secure places known to themselves. With these carriers the merchants

are all well acquainted. The hire they take for the transport of the goods is

very high, and indeed extravagant ;
and on these occasions there is full proof of

the truth of the proverb, which says,
&quot; The misfortunes of one class of men are

good fortunes to another.&quot;

As for ourselves, we continued to reside in Torghisht till the end of the

month Canon Essani.

SECT. IV.

DEPARTURE OF THE PATRIARCH FOR COMBOLONGHI. CAPTURE AND DEVAS

TATION OF TORGHISHT BY THE TARTARS. REMARKABLE HIDING-

PLACES IN THE MOUNTAINS.

AT the beginning of the month Ishbat, we took leave of the Beg, and departed

for Combolonghi. We had previously dispatched thither all our luggage, with

;sUS|, and also our treasure ;
as the other refugees had not only done so, but

had taken with them, whithersoever they went, provisions for themselves, and

barley for their cattle. We had scarcely occupied our lodgings in the celebrated

Combolonghi Convent, before reports were spread of the arrival of the Tartars,

with the Soltans, at Braila ;
and some communication had been held with them,

by capturing a man or two, in order to learn from these what their numbers

might be. At first, they were told that the Tartars amounted to sixty thousand ;

but afterwards most of the informants agreed in saying that their number was

only sixteen thousand. With these forces the Soltans beset the country, and

entered it ; and they tranquillized those who had not fled from before them,

with the assurance that they might remain at their homes without fear or

molestation, being obedient subjects to the command of their sovereign. This,

however, was nothing but deceit and malice on their part ;
as it is always their

custom, at their first entrance into an enemy s country, neither to commit

plunder, nor to make captives, but only to seize the horses, and what provisions

they want for themselves. On the other side, the Turks, under Fazli Pasha,
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having advanced, and crossed the Danube, marched to Jarjario, on the Walla-

chian territory. The Beg, in the mean time, began to dig a trench on the road

to Combolonghi, in order that, if distress and defeat should be his lot, he might

fall back upon it to defend himself, and thence take refuge in the country of the

Majars. His Domina, with the rest of the wives of the Grandees, his whole

moveable property and treasure, his horses, and all his heavy luggage, he sent

to a small town above Combolonghi, on the road to Hungary, called Rokalo.

Here the Domina made her stay : and it was her desire that the Beg should

send us with her, and her company of females
;

but we refused to expose her

and them to the fears and dangers which might be occasioned by our being

known to be with them. Afterwards, the Beg fixed his resolution not to go

forth from Torghisht, but to fight his enemies there ; which was far from being

a praiseworthy determination : and when the news reached him of the approach

of the Turks to Bokaresht, he sent orders to the troops stationed there to set

fire to the whole town and Corta ; and the convents, together with the churches,

were burnt down ; which also was a crooked counsel. His idea was, that when

the new Beg came, he should be disabled from finding any place wherein to

establish his throne, or where he might be crowded to by the people and troops

to tender their homage and obedience to him
;
for he entertained great appre

hensions on the part of the population, lest they should prove treacherous, as it

afterwards fell out.

Then he changed his plan ;
and returning towards Bokaresht to war with the

Turks, he came to the neighbourhood of the Khalistao, or Fish-pond, of his own

formation; and there halted to make a repast. At this spot, news were brought

to him, that the Spatar, whom he had sent to carry on the war with the Turks at

Bokaresht, had fled, and returned without striking a blow, because the officers

refused to fight. He then received a second piece of information, viz. that the

Sakams and Dharrabs, who had deserted and run away from him into the

Turkish territory, were come in advance of the Tartars, on the side of Boza, to

the mountains in the vicinity of Torghisht, on the road to the Marge or Meadow

Convent, the second belonging to the Bostanik, and his village ; and that they

had approached Torghisht, with the intention of falling on and intercepting the

rear of the Beg, whilst the Turks assailed him in front. This was clearly a

dispensation of Divine Providence ; and the Beg, alarmed, returned to Torghisht,

where he dug a trench without the walls, to fortify his position. Then, for causes

known to the Almighty, and in consequence of His Divine protection being
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withdrawn from the Beg and the country, the Beg retreated, without having

attempted even a battle, to the sort of entrenchment called in their language

iShanso, which he had formed on the road to Combolonghi. Here he halted ;

having stationed at Torghisht the Spatar, with the command of upwards of twelve

thousand regular troops, under orders to maintain that post. This was on the

Sunday of the Cheese Lent (^^1 tir*)
Observe also this perverse disposition

which occurred ; which was, that the Beg gave permission to the troops in

Torghisht to plunder whatever was left there of eatables, wine and other liquors,

laid up in the stores ; under the idea of leaving nothing, at all events, for the use

of the enemy : and at the very moment they were engaged in plunder, and over

come with intoxication, lo! about three hundred Tartars made their appearance

before the town, having marched on in advance of the main body of the army,

to inform themselves of the circumstances and position of Constantine. No

sooner had these commenced a skirmish, than the hearts of Constantine s troops

entirely failed them, and the Spatar fled from the Tartars with the whole army

that was with him. Nor did the Tartars cease the pursuit, till they had driven

the Wallachians as far as the Beg s Shanso : and with a little more speed they

would have taken the Spatar himself alive. On the Shanso they would certainly

have made a successful assault, had it not been for the vigorous defence opposed

to them by the Sakams with their muskets. And yet, during the whole of this

proceeding, it is curious to reflect that the Tartars were in fear of the Wal

lachians, thinking it was an artifice on their part thus to retreat and leave the

town free to the invaders, that afterwards, when their enemies were spread in its

innermost recesses, they might return upon them, and take them behind and

before : but the flight of the Wallachians, with all their superiority of numbers,

was true and sincere. The Tartars turned back to Torghisht, putting to the

sword all the foot-soldiers they found on their road and in the town ; most of

whom were drunk, and had packed on their shoulders what plunder they had

been able to collect. The whole of these they unmercifully slaughtered, to the

amount of upwards of one thousand three hundred men. Then they plundered

the town, and set fire to it ;
and horrible was the distress ! for most of the

people were entrenching themselves in their various tenements; as no one

believed in the flight of Constantine, but all thought that he was victorious.

A vast number of persons were carried away from it, into captivity. As soon as

the news of this affair reached the ears of the Pasha and his Turks, they hastened
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their march towards the capital, accompanied by the new Beg. The commence

ment of the fire in the town was on the first night of the Great Lent.

But the Stalia Convent stood a severe siege, being occupied by a troop oi

Cossacks with their wives, who fought to the death with an united body of

Turks and Tartars, until night came on ;
when seeing that the besiegers had set

fire to a corner of the building, and fearing a conflagration, those who had the

power of making their escape fled, under cover of the night, to the mountains, and

dispersed. The enemy, having made good their entry into the convent, put to

the sword upwards of one hundred and sixty persons, between Monks, elders,

and poor men who were too weak to flee away ; and sent away into captivity a

great multitude of the young and healthy. The church, which was entirely filled

with chests and furniture belonging to the people, the invaders set fire to
;
and

it was totally burnt, both inside and out, including the walls and the roof: and

with it perished, alas ! that Iconostasis of such rare beauty. In the upper vaults

of this church we lost, by the fire, two chests of pewter jars filled with the Myron
which we had concocted a short time before in Moldavia

;
and (IcLj jjjj iU&amp;gt;-.

x*J j L*j,;i.c) a quantity of quicksilver, and a large silver time-piece, with some

clothes and furniture, which we were unable to carry away, were all burnt, together

with sundry deposits confided to us by different persons. Then they dug up the

tombs of the dead, and stripped them
;

set fire to the Metropolitan s palace and

church, and to the church of the Corta ; and dug up the tomb of JVlatthi Voivoda,

who had enjoined in his will that they should take and bury him in the Arnoda

Convent, mentioned by us formerly ; but Constantine Voivoda had refused his

consent. They dug up also the tombs of Matthi s wife and son, and of the

Domina of Constantine ;
and stripping the bodies, and carrying away their gar

ments, threw them abroad naked, after breaking to pieces all the tombstones.

Mischiefs like this they perpetrated in the city, far beyond our powers of descrip

tion : nor did the fire cease its ravages in this devoted town, till the greatest

part of it was destroyed.

And now the Tartars hastened to the mountains, to make captives of those

who had fled thither ; and dragged away a great multitude, particularly from

the towns built on the famous river Yalonitsa, which runs from above Torghisht

to the town of Valoge near the Danube. These towns and villages were like

Paradise ; and resembled the Ghauta of Damascus, in the number of their

gardens and public buildings : but the Tartars now entirely laid them waste ;
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for the inhabitants were taken amidst a careless confidence, increased by the

assurance given them at the beginning of the invasion, that, being faithful

subjects of the Soltan, they need give way to no fear, there being no apprehen

sion for them.

The Pasha, accompanied by the Beg, entered Torghist on Tuesday, in the

first week of Lent ; and, in consequence of the scarcity of food, they are said to

have eaten flesh-meat alone, (I mean the new Beg, and the rest of the troops,)

there being no bread to be found, nor any persons to make it. Afterwards, they

marched away, on their return to Bokaresht ; and the Pasha ordered Torghisht,

walls and all, to be set fire to, to be revenged on Constantine Beg for setting

fire to Bokaresht, which is the ancient capital. As for Constantine, out of pure

fear he moved away from that Shanso which had been added to his Tabor or

camp ;
for some informers to the Tartars, his enemies, had guided them to the

tops of the mountains, whence they might descend to intercept his retreat : for

the road from Torghisht to Rokalo is a narrow glen, extending back as far as the

country of the Majars. He fled in consequence ;
and came to the bridge called

Sokoli, which is on the famous River Dombovitsa, a river flowing from Hungary

to Rokalo. Here the Domina was staying ;
and here, entering on the Ptokalo

road, which is a very difficult road indeed, being between two mountains, with

room for only one horse to pass at a time, he, with vast exertion and labour, had

the artillery-carriages dragged along by his men ; and halting in Rokalo for a few

days, he made another Shanso outside that place, constructed wholly of trees, to

maintain his defence, until he had sent the Domina into Hungary, and all the

wives of the Grandees with her : and then, in obedience to the command of the

Cral, he set out after them, and repaired to a castle within the city of Brashob,

belonging to the Cral, called Fagharash, where he stopped with all his adherents.

His situation here was most ignominious and shameful (may God deny him last

ing safety, for the deeds he perpetrated !) ;
and the Cral was very indignant with

him, for having run away without fighting. Afterwards, he bought for him a

castle in the neighbourhood of the country of the Niemsas, at the price of twenty

thousand dinars : and there the Beg went to reside. Until the Cral, however,

had completely drained him and his followers of all their horses, arms, money,

and the whole property that had been inherited from Stephani Beg, he gave

neither him nor them any rest ; saying to them,
&quot; Whatever has happened to us,

or will happen, must all be attributed to your retreat among us.&quot;

The Tartars in the mean time arrived near Combolonghi ;
and then retired,
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plundering, burning, and making prisoners. Most of the troops had been

separated from Constantino whilst he was in Rokalo, and dispersed themselves ;

and many he took away with him against their will : but all now repented ; for

their departure from that place was a sorrow and a hardship to them, as we

shall explain hereafter.

In regard to ourselves : The Bishop of the convent had a troop of confidential

and devoted servants, watching the roads from a distance : these, when they knew

of the approach of the Tartars, gave us notice of it. We had previously dispatched

all our luggage to the mountains, under the hand and trust of the said Bishop;

who, to each band of faithful peasants dwelling in these mountains, had delivered

a package, or two or three, of our goods, with their hire, for them to keep and

conceal in caves and hiding-places known to themselves at the mountain-tops.

On this subject we had been informed that they have (li&j*) deep glens, in the

nature of wells, of immeasurable depth ;
towards the centre of which are kinds of

caves. Down these they lower the packages by ropes ;
and a man descends with

them, to stow and hide them in the caverns. Each family of the mountaineers

has hiding-places of this description, known to none but themselves : and for

each package they are paid a Wallachian dinar, which is equal to a piastre and

half a rial : nor must the package be large, otherwise it cannot enter the mouth

of the recess. On taking the goods, they give security to restore them in the

same condition in which they receive them ; and, as we were told, these poor

men carry the packages on their backs to where the glens are, as there is no

possibility for the march of cattle between these mountainous rocks and preci

pices. And now we became comparatively tranquil, having retained nothing

with us but necessaries for our daily use, such as our clothing and carpeting.

Even the chest of copes and other clerical robes, the Patriarch s crown, c., all

this we parted with. The Bishop did the same thing with the conventual pro

perty ; and the merchants, who had fled in our train, with theirs.

SECT. V.

FURTHER RETREAT OF THE PATRIARCH TO CORBI PIETRA. VILLAGE AND
CONVENT OF NIKSHORA. RECEPTION OF THE NEW BEG. CEREMONY

OF PALMS AT BOKARESHT.

As soon as we had ascertained the truth of the report of Constantine s flight

from the Shanso on the Combolonghi road, we departed in haste, early on the
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Sunday TTJJ TugoQccyou ; and came in the evening to a village called Corbi Pietra,

that is^s l i-U the Crow Rock
;
because within it is an immense tall rock, standing

towards the east like a chiselled wall, in the centre of which is an ancient

church, small but handsome, said to have been shut up and afterwards disco

vered by one of the holy Anchorites, to whom its situation was disclosed in a

vision. Coming to it therefore, he opened it ; and the ancient figures are still to

be seen in it. In this church, Mass is regularly celebrated. There is a large

river flowing through this village. Whilst we were here, the Metropolitan of the

capital, having fled away also, came to us ;
and early on the Tuesday morning

we left, for the purpose of climbing a mountain, which was a task that we accom

plished with much difficulty. On the mountain is a small ancient convent, called

Gharddds, where we now took up our abode : at the same time, all the goods

that remained with us, of any weight or bulk, such as metal utensils, and

bedding, we delivered into the hands of the peasants belonging to this convent,

under trust of the Abbot ; being advised so to do, that we might be clearly pre

pared for further flight : as God help us, should we be taken ! The coaches also

we gave up to be buried in the thickets
; lest, when should happen what hap

pened, their traces might be discovered, and it might be known that we had

been here. Our horses were kept saddled day and night ; and we were con

stantly prepared for flight to the most inaccessible parts of the mountains,

fearing so much as we did to be captured by the Tartars, particularly as our

name was so great. Some persons went to prepare us a hidden-place in the

woods, of very difficult access, known to no human creature but themselves ; that,

when the irruption should occur, we might retire to it alone. In common with

all the rest of the fugitives, we were, in the mean time, afflicted with the severest

distress, and tortured with the liveliest fears. Notwithstanding the depth of the

fallen snow, and the intensity of the frost, no person dared to light a fire, not

even of those fugitives who were retired to the midst of the forests ; for fear, as

they alleged, the Tartars might see the smoke at a distance, and pursue its direc

tion. Imagine what must be the condition of these destitute and poor wretches,

who ventured not so much as to have any dogs with them, for fear of their

barking ! At night, our terrors prevented us from sleeping ;
and the whole

country was fled to the tops of the mountains. When the Tartars came to

Combolonghi, it is certain that the Almighty, exalted be His name ! struck them

with blindness, and they marched back.

The convent we have been last mentioning is at the extremity of the moun-
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tain-ridges, on the approach to Hungary ; and beyond it there is neither any

road nor any dwelling. Near to it is another village, of the name of Nikshora,

that is, the Village of Walnuts, there being in it a great number of walnut-trees.

This village is on the top of a mountain, and consequently commands a prospect

over the greatest part of the low lands of Wallachia, and almost everywhere

over the towns and villages situated on the bank of the Danube. Here were

most of the wives of the Grandees
; and may God s mercy be on the person

who built this convent on the highest of these places ! for we profited by it

extremely, being under cover, in small cells, one above another, whilst all the

people, including the Grandees, were out in the open air. Glory to God for

all these turns and terrors which we experienced ! until now, that it became our

lot also to come and visit this convent, and to view these blessed mountains and

table-lands, which, health to their inhabitants ! are ever in peace and security.

They have not, indeed, any alluvial soil to grow their food in
;
but they go with

their carts, laden with the fruits every year produced in their season among
these mountain-tops, to the low lands near the Danube, and barter these fruits

for corn to supply their annual consumption.

Note by the Writer and Composer of these Memoirs : I was one day at the

house of the Great Frank of these countries, who was an ardent lover of history ;

and he asked me to give him some account of my native land. I did so, inform

ing him of its stone buildings and fortified castles, and that we knew neither

fear nor fires, nor any thing of the kind. He answered :

&quot; You have spoken the

truth : but we, nevertheless, give thanks to Almighty God, that we have no

castles in our country. For castles and fortresses we possess these mountains

and forests, against which no enemy can prevail. Were it otherwise, and

had we castles in our territory, the Turks would long since have expelled us

from it.&quot; It is for this reason, certainly, that the Turks have never had the

power of seizing Wallachia, or of remaining in it ; and the Frank was undoubt

edly right in what he said.

To return to the affairs and history of Constantine : On his entering Hun

gary, he took with him, as we have already mentioned, most of the Boyars and

Grandees of his Principality, and a great part of his troops, in spite of their

reluctance and unwillingness, into the interior of that country ; where they

afterwards deserted from him, secretly, by unfrequented roads, and were mur

dered in great numbers by the Majars. In the mean time, Mikhna Voivoda,

the new Beg, took up his residence in his father s convent, that is, in the
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Convent of the Trinity, at Bokaresht ; and fortifying it, began first to build round

it a wall of wood, in two rows, filled up with earth, that he might stand there on

his defence : and the people and military began to come to him, to make their

obeisances, and to offer their apologies, begging him to accept the assurance

that what had passed was against their wishes and through dread of Con-

stantine : and he readily pardoned them. Then he dismissed Fazli Pasha : and

after he was gone, he gave to Sakmani Chawish upwards of forty purses for his

services, and to the Capigi Bashi above twenty ;
and discharged them. He

next dispatched letters, in his name, throughout the whole province, proclaiming

peace and pardon, and calling on the fugitives to return to their homes. Of

these occurrences the news regularly came to us ;
for with some of the

merchants in our company I myself used to mount on horseback ;
and we used

to discover and learn the news at Nikshora and Corbi Pietra ;
and having gone as

far as Combolonghi, we turned back. On the arrival of the letters from the new

Beg, announcing peace and security, people in all parts took confidence, more

particularly after it had been everywhere ascertained that the reports of tran

quillity and peace were true, and that the Tartars were gone off with a body of

captives, said by some to amount to between seventy and eighty, by others to

exceed one hundred and fifty thousand. Many had been redeemed from their

hands by the new Beg, who permitted not the Turks to make a single captive ;

and if the latter did carry away any person into captivity, it was done secretly,

by theft, without the Beg s knowledge.

After this, we returned, with other fugitives, to Combolonghi ; and took up

our quarters in the convent, on the Monday of the third week in Lent : but we

left most of our goods in the hands of the peasants until near Easter, when we

demanded them back ; and it took all the money we had remaining, to pay the

expenses of the hire ; for during this whole length of time we had been eating

and drinking from our own purse. And praise and thanks be to God, who did

not permit us to be so inveigled as to go with Constantine s Domina into Hun

gary, whence we should never have been able to escape ! for many rich

merchants and others fled with Constantine to Brashob, and were not after

wards permitted, by the thieves and robbers, to leave that country, and return to

Wallachia, being hindered and held back by their accursed arts and villanies ;

and sorely did they repent, who had not left their property in Wallachia. At

last, with much difficulty, and at the sacrifice of all they possessed, these deluded

merchants effected their departure. And God be further praised, that we did
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not send to deposit in Brashob any portion of our luggage, as others did!

for such persons had much affliction of heart in recovering their deposits.

The poor orthodox inhabitants of Brashob, as well as those of all the other

countries of the Majars, wished much, according to the information we received,

that our Lord the Patriarch should come to them ;
but it was a thing of difficult

accomplishment. Almost all the peasantry about Brashob are orthodox ;
and

thev have for Hungary two Bishops, under the jurisdiction of the Wallachian

Metropolitan. Their Priests are upwards of fifteen hundred, as we have men

tioned, when speaking of all these particulars on a former occasion.

Then the new Beg sent to threaten the Majars ;
and insisted vehemently that

they should allow a free departure to the Boyars whom Constantine had taken

with him, as well as their wives, against their will ;
and that they should let all

the Wallachians, who had fled with him, return to their homes : for the Majars

had closed up against them the entrances of the mountain-passes, and had for

cibly resisted their departure. All the ways into Hungary, as we were told, are

narrow glens, over which are built castles and towers, to command both the

entrances and the exits. As soon as the Majars heard the threats of the Beg,

they gradually abandoned their course of proceeding. How often did I not go

to Rokalo, and there see whole troops of military men, and other fugitives, who

had run away out of Hungary by unfrequented paths, between whom and the

Majar soldiery fierce war and battle arose ! Every one of these was returning to

make his court to the new Beg ;
who gave to each the most agreeable reception,

and restored him to his former rank. The Beg had retained with him three or

four squadrons of the Tartars ;
and he now sent them to keep guard at Rokalo,

for two reasons ; first, that the Majars might be held in dread of them ; and,

secondly, that no treachery might occur on the part of the Wallachian guards, by

permitting Constantine to make a descent from Hungary into Wallachia, and

attempt a sudden seizure of his person ;
for such designs had been whispered

about. Again 1 mounted on horseback, and went, with a number of others, to

Torghisht ; where we saw the poor persons, who had been killed, lying strewed

about the streets. Afterwards, by order of the Beg, a large hole was dug for

them, and they were thrown into it. Above them was raised a large mound, or

barrow, as a token ever to be remembered. We could not help weeping at the

contemplation of what had passed over Torghisht, and of its present condition.

No place to sleep in could we find, except the cellar of the convent, and other

cellars ;
nor was any vestige whatever remaining above ground of the buildings
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themselves. Without doubt, this was a wrathful visitation on the part of Al

mighty God.

Then our Lord the Patriarch sent to the new Beg a letter of congratulation :

and he, receiving it most graciously, sent an answer, purporting that he was very

desirous, and constantly wishing, to meet his Holiness
; but requesting him to

stay where lie was, in the Combolonghi Convent, until the Beg should be rid of

the Turks, and time and opportunity should lead to their meeting.

Remark these circumstances, which took place in our time : first, when we
were in Moldavia, all the strange things which happened to Vasili Beg, of that

country, and his deposition : then, after him, the deposition of Stephani Beg, of

Moldavia, as will be hereafter related : next, the decease of Matthi Voivoda
; the

deposition of Constantine, which occurred just now
; and the elevation of this

new Beg : which last event was the closing scene.

On the Festival of Palm Sunday, it is customary with the people of Combo

longhi to walk round the place in procession ; as they do also on the Festival of

the Annunciation, Holy Thursday, Easter Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday : and

they all come in a body to the convent, where are performed a Paraclesis and
an Hagiasmos ; after which they return home. On the first-mentioned day, our

Lord the Patriarch did not say Mass ; but on Easter-day, he performed, according
to custom, the Hajama GU^ ) for Mass. On this occasion, we were informed

concerning this new Beg, that on the Palm Sunday he went through, with

great care and devotion, the precise form of ceremony observed at Moscow
;

being actuated by his great faith, regularity, and zeal for Religion. He had
resided upwards of five-and-twenty years within the Emperor s seraglio, amon^
the Turks, and yet no one had seduced him to deviate from his creed. At the

beginning of every month, we were told, he used to call the Clergy to him, to

perform for him an Ay/ao-^o?, hear his confession, and administer to him the

sacred mysteries. Moreover, he used constantly to go round to the churches
;

and never neglected the order of prayer, either morning or evening. He was

therefore, by long habit, a strenuous zealot for Religion, and was consequently at

enmity with the hostile invaders. As the Feast of Palms happened to fall in at

this critical moment, it struck his mind how appropriate was the part played on
the occasion by the Emperor of Muscovy ; and he did the same, though none of

the Begs had ever done so before him. Drawing together, therefore, the

Christian troops, and attiring himself in his richest dress, he went forth, with a

large attendance. The Metropolitan of the city rode on a mule, robed in his
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full canonicals, and with gospel and cross in his right hand ;
and the Beg held

the bridle, as he walked, attended on his right and left by his footmen, with his

saddle-horses led before him, and the Grandees of State following him, each

leading a horse. Thus they proceeded, notwithstanding a heavy fall of rain

and an abundant depth of mud, until they had walked round the whole city

of Bokaresht, and had returned to the convent ;
when the Metropolitan finished

the Mass.

SECT. VI.

RETURN TO BOKARESHT.KIND AND RELIGIOUS CONDUCT OF THE NEW
BEG IflS CORONATION. ENC.ENIA OF A CONSENT.

ON the Feast of St. George, there \vas a procession, according to annual

custom, in Combolonghi : and our Lord the Patriarch went with them to an

ancient church at one end of the town, dedicated in the name of St. George,

where he performed for them an Ayiuffpog, and they then returned to Mass.

We now began to prepare for setting off to join the Beg : and two days later,

we started from Combolonghi, and came to Piteshti. At Bokaresht \ve arrived on

the twenty-eighth of Nisan, and were lodged in the Convent of St. Saba. After

Easter, the Beg sent an invitation to our Lord the Patriarch ;
and we went to him,

and had an interview with him. We offered him a present of a Muscovite picture,

a large lamp, a mirror, and some rarities which had remained in our possession ;

and the Beg settled on his Holiness a pension. All the Beg s conversation, and

all his questions, were derived from theological writings, and referred to points

of Religion, so that \ve were astonished at his sayings. His love for meeting his

Holiness, and conversing with him at all times, became very great indeed ; and,

for his greater convenience, he removed the Patriarch from the Convent of St.

Saba, and brought him to lodge near him, in his own convent. This was a mercy

on the part of Almighty God ; for we were taken to occupy quarters in the very

centre of the Convent Church. After the fire which had ravaged this town,

nothing was left standing, nothing escaped, but the churches, from their being

vaulted, and built of stone ; and in these edifices the people of rank were

lodged. Many things to excite regret and indignation were reported to us, as

having occurred in them ; for the Turks and Tartars, with their captives and

plunder, quartered themselves in the very sanctuaries, and refrained from no kind

of filth and abomination : as it is in the revealed word of Almighty God, which
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says, that when His Divine Majesty is angry with a nation, he has no mercy even

for the houses of his own worship.

On the fourth Thursday after Easter, by command of the Beg, we put on our

copes, and went out with -him in grand procession to the outside of the town,

with lighted torches, as usual : for he did not interrupt the processions for a

single Thursday. We did so again on the fifth and sixth Thursdays after Easter.

Every Thursday they directed their steps to a particular side of the town, where

there was an open space ;
and on their way thither the singers chaunted the

Paraclesis. On arriving at the spot, they formed a large ring ; within which they

set two chairs, the one for the Beg, the other for our master. Next they spread

a carpet in the centre for his Holiness, and he stood up to read the particular

prayers for rain and cheap corn : they then returned. Before the Beg walked

the footmen or yeomen of the guard, twelve in number ; six on the right, and

six on the left : six being Turks with gilt turbans, and six Wallachians with

braided caps of red velvet. Both going and returning, the Beg walked on

foot, with our master constantly on his right hand : and as they walked abreast,

they conversed together. As the procession returned, the singers chaunted the

words for Easter, until we arrived at the church of the convent, where we cele

brated Mass.

On the Thursday of Ascension, we performed Mass, by invitation of the Beg;

and the festival was observed with great solemnity. The Sunday following, we

again performed Mass
;
and it was in the presence of the Great Ambassador come

from the Cral of the Poles, and going to the Emperor at Adrianople ; who

attended the service with the most cheerful devotion : and between him and us

there was established a perfect friendship.

On Whitsunday a very great solemnity was observed ; and such joy took

place as had been rare of late : for the Beg requested of our Lord the Patriarch

to crown him, on this day, with the crown of sovereignty, according to the form

prescribed in the great and royal Eu^oXoyiov, and with the usual blessing ap

pointed for monarchs. We began therefore our preparations. The Chokhadar

came and spread the carpets in the church, from the Beg s throne to the royal

door : and after our Lord the Patriarch had robed, together with the Metropo

litan of the town, the Bostanik with the Camarash came
;

and having asked

permission, they entered and laid on the altar a crown of a peculiar shape, for

the Beg, which had been made at Constantinople, and was long and high, like

the head-dress (jjuUl) of the Seleucians. The bottom was braided with gold
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wire, and it was decorated with a ^y or ^^, i.e. a plume of feathers of a

magnificent largeness, like branches of flowers, in crystal and different kinds of

gems. The Beg had recently bought it for two thousand dinars. They placed
on the altar, likewise, a braided girdle and hanger, and a gilt mace.

When the Beg came in to the T^o-ay/ov, I went forth from the Sanctuary,

accompanied by the Metropolitan s Archdeacon, with the Tgixqeta, to the front of

the Beg s chair or throne
; and we bowed to him. And now the Great Bano, with

the Great Logotheti, came and took the Beg by the arms, and, leading him down,
advanced with him step by step, as we preceded them

; and I said, first looking
towards our Lord the Patriarch, K&ev&amp;lt;ro, and then my companion said KeXgyVare :

and I repeated KsXiwoy AgWora r/

Ay/s to within a short distance from the royal
door; whence came forth two bishops, who, taking the Beg by the arms, conducted
him into the Sanctuary. There they bowed to him three times before the holy
altar, as he knelt with his head uncovered, whilst I said H^oa-s^u^v. Our
master then laid a part of his tlpo^ov on the Beg s head, saying, The grace
of God, which at all times heals the sick and perfects the defective [the Beg had
requested his Holiness to change his name Mikhna into Michael], has promoted
the Prince, the lover of Christ, Michael, son of Radzivil Voivoda, to the rank of
a Monarch : we now, therefore, pray, for his sake, that the grace of the Spirit of
all Holiness may come upon him :

&quot;

and we cried out thrice, Kvgis EXeW . The
Patriarch then raised him up, and, assisted by the Heads of the Clergy, first

invested him with the girdle: next he put on him the hanger; and then he
bound him with the sword. Afterwards, he clothed him in the robe of

sovereignty,
which was an upper cloak or gown of brocade, adorned with sable fur

;

&

and
instead of the head-dress

(&amp;lt;u^) of sables used by the former Begs, he put on
him the Stamboul crown we lately mentioned, and fixed on it the (f^} pennache.
As he used each article of dress, he always said,

&quot; We clothe the servant of God
. with . . . &c ;

&quot;

and we responded with three times
&quot;

Agios. Then he blessed
and kissed him : and two Bishops took him and delivered him to the two Archons
at the door of the Tabernacle, who led him up to his throne. On this, first, our
master went forth to congratulate him, bless him, and pray for him : after his

Holiness followed the Heads of the Clergy: after them the twelve great Archons,
the Priests, the Monks, and the Deacons : and after them, the rest of the State

Archons, till all had finished. The Mass was concluded with an Ordination of
Priests : and the concourse of persons to the festival was very great.
The Beg had sent and had brought to him from Constantinople a very large
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pavilion, which cost twenty purses, and was very handsome, with three

rings of gold ; besides two pavilions which he already had with him. All these

he set up together, with a wall like a city wall around them. The situation was

an open field before the gate of the convent, surrounded by the river ; which he

here made full and abundant, by damming up the stream ilowing through
the moat of the convent walls on the third side, and digging for it a shorter

course, so that on every side of the field was a rippling channel. The field itself

was beautifully diversified with sand and verdure ; and round the great pavilion

he set up about seventy new tents, in the Turkish fashion, for his company,

including Grandees and servants ; for he had received a Khatti-sherif from the

Vazir and Emperor, commanding him to get ready for marching with them

against the Majars. As soon as the church was cleared, after Mass, we all went

together to this spot. The whole of the troops, in their various ranks and

degrees, were drawn up with their muskets, some to march before the Beg from

the church to the outside of the convent, and others to line his passage, and

guard around the pavilion.

On this day, again occurred an arrival of an Ambassador from the Majars,

bringing with him the guns which Constantine Voivoda had carried away, on
his flight into their territory ; for the Beg had sent to demand them, as the

property and military stores of the Principality ; and the Majars, actuated by
their fears, had returned them

instantly. As soon as we came to the pavilion,
and the Beg had taken his seat at the top, all the company entered, to offer

their blessings a second time : and now they began to fire the guns three rounds.

The guns were fifty-three in number
; for the Pasha had left the Beg all his guns,

for his protection and aid
; and among them were three of iron, each with seven

mouths. All the troops discharged their muskets in three volleys, making the

earth tremble with the noise, and darkening the air with the smoke, so that we
could neither see nor hear each other. On this day, the table was not laid till

afternoon. We were much surprised on remarking the qualities of this Beg ;

for he discoursed with the Polish and Hungarian Ambassadors in their several

languages, without the help of an interpreter : the Wallachian he possessed as

his own mother tongue ; and he could speak, moreover, in the Greek, the

Turkish, and the Persian.

He now began to finish the building of the Convent of Constantine Voivoda,
situated in this town, which had never been completed ; and he charged the

Great Bostanik with the preparation of all the requisites for the Encaenia. To
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our master he made a request to the same purpose ; and having prepared our

selves for the ceremony, we went to the convent on the Sunday of All Saints.

We robed ; and the Beg came in state. On his entrance, they began the Litany,

and the production of the reliques of the Saints from the church below, in their

shrine, placed on the head of our Lord the Patriarch
; behind whom the Be^

walked, until we returned to the new church
; which, having first walked round,

we entered, and finished the usual service of the Encaenia. At the moment of

consecrating the altar, the portraits of the Four Evangelists were brought forward,

painted on four leaves of paper ;
and under each of these portraits, at each

corner of the altar, they put some portion of a mixture of mastich, wax, and

marble, boiled in a pan ;
and the Beg stuck on the paper with his own hands,

laying upon it a dinar, until he had performed this office, at all the four corners.

The dinars were handed to him by the Protopapas. The first chancing to be an

Egyptian coin, the Beg scorned it, and threw it aside
; and scolding the

Treasurer, insisted on his bringing forth another for it, which was Hungarian,
and therefore Christian.

When our Lord the Patriarch went out to chrism the walls and pillars of the

church with Myron, the Beg followed him, with a long-handled brush in his

hand, painting, in the traces of our master, crosses, beautifully formed, with the

boiled mixture. We were astonished at his skill and aptitude ; for he appeared
as if he had superintended the consecration of thousands of churches in his time,

so well did he know and understand the directions of the rubric, and so accu

rately was he acquainted with the church books and bells.

After we had gone out from Mass, the Beg seated himself in a tent outside

the church, until the attendants had drunk their spirituous and sweet liquors ;

and then we returned to the banquet in the Hall.

The Beg was never apart from our Lord the Patriarch in the mornings and in

the evenings ;
and was mostly with him at dinner and supper, asking him ques

tions, and entering with him into discussions concerning affairs of Religion,

besides numerous other matters.
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SECT. VII.

INVASION OF THE TURKS INTO HUNGARY. DEPARTURE OF THE ARCH

DEACON FROM DOKARESHT TO GALATZ HE RETURNS TO THE PATRI

ARCH AT PITESHTI MAKES A TOUR TO COLLECT IN MONEY.

ON the Festival of the Apostles we performed Mass, with the same solemnity

as before : and the Beg received the sacred mysteries ; for he had been summoned

to a military expedition with the Khan of the Tartars, the Vazir, the Pasha of

Silistria, Cadiri Pasha, who had been Sakmani Chawish, and the Beg of

Moldavia, Chapka Voivoda, to make war on the Majars. For, after the flight of

Constantine, the Vazir deposed also Stephani Beg of Moldavia, and elevated in

his place this Chapka, who had been Capi Cakhia to Stephani, at Constan

tinople. This Beg brought with him an army of Cossacks ;
who marched out of

spite to the Majars, for the deeds we have mentioned as having been perpetrated

by them when they invaded the country of the Poles. All this movement was

in consequence of its having come to the knowledge of the Beg, that Constantine

was not content to have saved himself by flight, but that he was actually

collecting troops, and had already got together upwards of ten thousand men,

with the intent to come with them and sweep the whole country of Wallachia

from the district of Combolonghi onwards, and to perpetrate mischiefs beyond

redress. This information he now distinctly imparted to the Vazir ; who, in

consequence, mounted his horse, and, marching his troops to war against the

deposed Beg and the Majars, first moved from the city of Adrianople to Sophia,

and then to Belgrad, where he halted. In his company were reported to be

eighty thousand armed men. The Pasha of Silistria crossed the Danube with

the troops of the Dobroja, mostly Tartars
;
and entered the territory of Wallachia,

which lay on their line of march. He came to the town called Jorjifsa, and

there remained upwards of forty days, whilst they were collecting for him, out

of the country, provisions of flesh-meat, butter, biscuit, barley, &c. He allowed

no person in his army to injure or molest any one ; but the Beg, nevertheless,

and the Grandees of the province, afterwards came to regret the invasion of the

Turks into Hungary. The Wallachians, it is true, do not like the Majars, who

are their enemies to an extreme degree ; but neither do they wish that the Turks

should have a stationary point among them, for fear they should make Wallachia

and Moldavia into Pashalics, according to their design entertained of old.

They began, therefore, to send petitions to the Soltan, entreating him to put a
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stop to this war, that their lands might not be devastated by the passage of

troops, to the utter annihilation of their stores and crops. The Majars also

sent many embassies, to solicit peace ;
but the Turks rejected their prayer ; for

the Saxons, masters of the Seven Castles, had revolted against the Cral, whom

they hated much
; and not being sufficiently powerful to subdue him, they

greatly desired the coming of the Turks to join them, that they might appoint

a new Cral, and expel the former. This was what afterwards occurred. Then

the Vazir moved from Belgrad ;
and his advanced troops made an attack on the

Majars, to drive them from the environs of Bodom ; but were unable to prevail

against them. By these movements, the whole country of Wallachia was thrown

into great confusion : and to increase the disorder, reports gained ground of the

speedy arrival of the Tartars, under their Khan, to march through Wallachia

on their passage. The Majars fortified their whole frontier line, and made

vigorous preparations for war.

All this fell out to our misfortune
;

for the sables which we brought with us

from Moscow, and delivered to Constantino Voivoda, he had never fully paid us

for
;
and he remained indebted to us in nine purses of reals, which he conti

nually promised us he would discharge. When he fled, the debt still subsisted
;

and he put us off from day to day, and from one time to another, until happened
to him what happened ;

for he was extremely avaricious, and of very little honesty.
On his final retirement and flight from the Principality, our condition would

have been left wholly destitute, had not this Beg undertaken to pay all the debts

due by Constantine, in conformity with the usual practice of the Begs ; with

whom it is a rule, that whoever succeeds to the dignity shall pay the debts left

due by his predecessor. Accordingly, the Beg gave his promise to our Lord the

Patriarch ; and requested his prayers to the Almighty, that he would be pleased
to guide his mind, and that there might be no war nor confusion to impede the

payment. This, therefore, we sat down anxiously expecting, and looking also to

another affair. The case was, that Constantine, and all the Grandees of the

State of Wallachia, had refused to permit us to depart from their territory at

that time, wishing us to wait until the aspect of affairs and fortunes should

change, particularly as regarded the Pasha of Silistria, who was Melik Ahmed
Pasha. Him it pleased Almighty God to depose ; and after him came Fazli

Pasha, who was subsequently put to death by the Vazir, for refusing to make

war on Constantine, who had promised him a large sum of money, and for

tyrannically promoting one man and putting back others. The Vazir then
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bestowed the Pashalik on Cadiri Pasha, as has been already mentioned. The

whole purpose of this poor Beg was, to pay us, and expedite our journey

onwards, after dispatching all our wants to our fullest desire : but the times did

not favour his wishes
;
and he was reduced to the utmost straitness, by the

importunity and pressure of the Turks for tribute on the one side, and by the

scantiness of the revenue on the other, in consequence of the ruin and desolation

of the country. We sighed over him, and felt pain for him, especially on seeing

how the Capigis from the Vazir came to urge him, night arid day, to arouse

himself up for the approaching campaign. They always took him on their way,

whether going or coming ;
sometimes on their mission from the Vazir to the

Pasha of Silistria ;
sometimes from the latter to the Beg of Moldavia and the

Khan of the Tartars, to stir them up to war, and to march them up speedily.

The greatest part of the people of Wallachia again quitted their homes, for the

tops of the mountains, or the interior of the belts (ciMleUl) or great lakes, on

the borders of the Danube, from which the water is supplied. These they

passed in boats ; and went to dwell in the islands, in the midst of them, through

fear of the Tartars, who are the true plague of this country. Our confusion, in

consequence of these events, was very great, and we felt ourselves utterly ruined.

Despairing of our personal safety here, we could discover no place of refuge,

no means of liberation, but by quitting Wallachia altogether, though we should

even be compelled to leave our property behind us, to save our lives ; for the

affairs of the province were sinking into the very depths of disorder, and linking

themselves with perpetual wars. Our greatest fear was founded on the saying

of the wise, that the towns of the Majars are impregnable fortresses, and their

lands a succession of difficult posts. Should then the Turks and the Tartars be

unable readily to subdue their country, they would take up their winter-quarters

there and in Wallachia ;
and thus our distant hope was cut off, and we said,

&quot; To trust our persons and property to any chance of fortune is better than to

expose our hearts to the rending tortures of winter-flights, and the misery of

having our luggage dragged from mountain to mountain and from place to

place.&quot;
Our mind was now made up, to send away, first, all our heavy luggage

and goods, in the gross, to Galatz ;
and thence to dispatch them afterwards in

vessels, by the Black Sea, with some of our company, to Sinope, in order to be

released from their care and incumbrance, and that we might remain in conceal

ment till the time came satisfactorily to arrange our affairs. And so the

business was managed. At first, indeed, we found no carriages for our transport,

neither on hire nor on compulsion : for when the Beg, on the Friday the
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eighteenth of Tamoz, departed suddenly for the Tabor or camp, all the mer

chants were thrown into confusion, and could procure no loan on hire for any

one, as the hirers-out of carriages kept out of the way of the forced service of

carrying the Beg s baggage, by hiding themselves and absconding : and those

carnages which the Beg had with him of his own, it was his wish should be

employed in removing his wife and children. We were therefore perplexed and

confounded
; nor could we find any resource, but our distress on this account

was extreme. Bokaresht was emptied of inhabitants, and we remained alone.

Our cares were all absorbed in our luggage ; but there was no one who would

lend himself to us for the journey to Galatz, nor give us any counsel on the

subject ;
so much fear was there of the coming of the Tartars, whose way lay in

that direction, and who might meet us as we went ;
in which case, God help us!

And this was indeed a well-grounded fear. We were unable to sleep at nights,

in consequence of our alarms and apprehensions, and through the continual

barking of dogs. At length, it pleased God to relieve us, by inspiring the Beg to

recommend us to his deputy, the Great Frank
;
who found for us two carriages,

which we loaded, in spite of the owners. In the same direction of flight we

found many companions ; and I, the poor Writer of these Memoirs, was

dispatched with them from Bokaresht, on Tuesday the thirteenth of Tamoz, in

the afternoon. We travelled through solitary and retired deserts, and over

desolate and abandoned fields, till we grew gray with fear. Besides Almighty

God, and His providence, there was none to help us forward on our journey. In

regard to the Tartars, we had made up our minds, if they should meet us, to

tell them that the Beg was sending the two wagons as a present to the Khan ;

for, as it happened, the Beg had appointed one of his servants, especially set

apart for carrying messages to and from the Tartars, to accompany us. Another

intention we formed was, that if we should be straitened and molested, we

would hold for the banks of the Danube, bearing off either to the Port Velodge,

or to Cornistalo opposite Silistria, or to Braila. By the will of God, we passed

the River Sirat, which is the boundary, and reached Galatz in seven days ;

having travelled along in the most vehement fear, but, praise and thanks be to

God ! without meeting with a single disagreeable face ; and we rejoiced exceed

ingly at our arrival there. We found a vessel from Trebizond, laden with corn,

and bound for that place ; and we agreed with the captain ;
and having chartered

it, we stowed our goods in the cabin. We left our companions on board, with a

store of provisions ;
and they set sail, with the blessing of the Almighty.

Then I hired some men, armed with muskets ; and having bought provisions
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for the road, I set out on my return. All our friends were very fearful for our

safety ; and our own apprehensions were principally on the score of the Turks,

who were on their march to join the Pasha ; for they robbed and murdered all

they could overpower in their way. But our greatest timidity was occasioned by

the total emigration of the whole people of the country, on our track of march ;

for we found not a single person, nor even a dog or any other animal, from

Galatz to Bokaresht. We stumbled on some dead bodies in our path, and the

whole world was a blot. Except Almighty God, we had no companion of our

journey ; during which our eyes were continually going the round of the horizon;

and at night we could sleep only in open fields, removed from the road, for fear

our steps should be traced and we should be overtaken and swept away. We
reached Bokaresht on the Saturday preceding the Lent of Our Lady, and the

last day of the month Tamoz, in forty days in all, with our hearts rent by conti

nual fears, and the loss of our horses, which we killed with the fatigue of almost

constant running both day and night. And God be praised, for making our

provisions last us ! otherwise we should have perished of hunger, as we had no

means of replenishing. We did not find our Lord the Patriarch in Bokaresht ;

for, by reason of the many alarms and fears which occurred in the town, and its

entire destitution of inhabitants, he had left it, and was gone to Piteshti, where he

took up his residence, and I joined him. He rejoiced much at our safety, of

which every person had despaired : and we escaped, indeed, from destruction

only by the mercy of God, and the blessing of his Holiness s prayers and inter

cession.

Then I equipped myself, in company with a body of servants on horseback

and in arms, to go and wind up our affairs in every place where we had money

deposited or debts owing to us, or where there had been taking and giving and

changing of coin with the inhabitants. These, on the occurrence of the present

disorder, had dispersed themselves in the mountains ;
and I began to go round to

them. But first I went to Torghisht ; and had an interview with the Beg at the

Tabor at Ployeshti. On this day, whilst I was on my way to the Beg, I saw the

coming up of the Khan and the Tartars, accompanied by Chapka, Beg of Mol

davia, and the Cossacks. The Beg offered many presents to the Khan. During

my visit to the Beg this afternoon, I gave him a letter from our Lord the Patri

arch : on reading which, he called the Frank (Vernik), and said to him,
&quot; See

where the money is, belonging to the Patriarch ;
and sum up with the Archdeacon

the various items due to him, that you may accomplish the payment.&quot;
There
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was one person who owed us a sum of five hundred reals. He had been a

Gumrukji, or Receiver of Customs, and had failed
;
and it was the desire of Con-

stantine Voivoda to hang him., as a defaulter. This person, with his friends, came

to us, and intreated us much ; and, on their depositing pledges in our hands, we

lent them two purses. One purse we recovered ; and after that the Gumrukji

died, leaving a daughter and a son-in-law. These defended themselves against

our suit, brought before the Great Vestiari, who rather favoured their side
; and

he and I disputed the matter vehemently. He kept saying to me,
&quot; Let me write

you an order to go and receive your debt from the friends and partners of the

deceased, as they became bonds and sureties for the money.&quot; But I answered,
&quot; No ; I will take the money only from the heir of the deceased : and let him

look out and arrange the matter with the
partners.&quot;

Whilst we were thus con

tending and disputing, all the Grandees took my part, and gave me their best

assistance against the Vestiari, who was a great tyrant, and was the person who

had treacherously intrigued against Constantine Voivoda at the time he sent him

with the tribute-money to the Vazir at the Dardanelles, as we have previously

mentioned ; though it was Constantine who had raised him to his place and

dignity. From the greatness of his pride he now reared himself up against this

Beg also ; and had concerted with some Archons, that they should go, and they

accordingly went, to lodge a complaint against the Beg with Cadiri Pasha ; saying,
&quot; The Beg has been planning treachery against the Soltan

;
and has made an

agreement with the Majars, between whom and himself a correspondence by

letter has lately been maintained.&quot; Now this was true ; for the Beg, out of the

greatness of his indignation against the Vazir, who was continually urging him,

by unceasing messages, to send him purses of money, sheep, horses, &c.

until at last he heaped upon him I know not what expenses and pay for the

Turkish troops, and had given him not a moment s time to breathe since he had

sent him to take possession of his dignity the Beg, I say, roused to indignation

at this harsh conduct, had recently made a treaty with the Cral and the Majars,

and had entered into an alliance with them, to the intent that he should attack

the Turks and Tartars in the rear, and put them all to the sword : so that he

was in secret leagued with the Majars, though outwardly he appeared their

enemy. As soon as the Pasha heard this, he was much enraged against the Beg,
and determined to send and inform the Vazir of it. The Beg, alarmed beyond

degree, hastened to the Pasha, and bribed him with sixty purses, according to

what I was told by one of his courtiers, to pardon him, and effect a reconciliation
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between him and the denunciators. But the Beg laid up and concealed in his

mind his spite against them all, until now, when I and the Vestiari were disputing,

and all the bystanders were wondering at my boldness in contesting with him :

for there was none who had the power of contending against him ; and even the

Beg, in spite of himself, feared him ; because the Vazir was his intimate friend,

and had agreed with him, that he should hold inspection over the Beg, and con

stantly write to him an account of all his proceedings. When the Beg heard of

our dispute, he sent for the Vestiari to come to him in his chamber in the

pavilion, and they began to converse together. Suddenly, a company of Tartars,

in arms, made a most unexpected appearance, coming from the small door at the

back of the pavilion ; and placing themselves near the chamber where the Beg
and Vestiari were talking, they stood in attentive observation. At this moment,

one of my friends, who was in possession of the Beg s secrets, approached me, and

said to me, by signs,
&quot; Go outside

;
for these soldiers have been called in by the

Beg, to put the Vestiari immediately to death ; and do not be alarmed.&quot; I had

not yet passed the outer door, before a shout was raised, and the threatened

tumult ensued ; for the Tartars, dragging away the Vestiari from the presence of

the Beg, cut him limb from limb. The persons standing by were panic-struck,

and, rushing to flight, fell one over another. May God reward the kind friend,

who prepared me for the occurrence, by his warning advice !

Then they slew the Aga I mean the Aga of the Sakman, and the Irmash or

Sobashi, and threw their bodies out. In the mean time I was speaking with our

greatest friend, the Bostanik Eustrati, and had just bid him farewell. He had

had some intimation of the affair before the death of the Vestiari, and had secretly

called his servant to bring him his horse
;
but as he did not come quickly, the

Bostanik at once mounted a horse of those standing at the door of the pavilion,

and galloped away. Scarcely had I turned round, before I heard a cry ; and on

asking what was the matter, we were told that the Bostanik had fled, and that

the mounted guard were gone in pursuit of him. Night however intervened, to

keep them separate ;
and the poor fugitive, alighting from his horse, hid himself in

the forest. The peasants soon discovered him
; and, stripping him, brought him

in the morning, at a quick pace. The command of the Beg went forth, that they

should cut off his head before they brought him in to him : and they cut off his

head accordingly.

The Beg also sent and caused to be strangled our friend at Torghisht, the

Frank Berza. God have mercy on the souls of both these victims ! slaughtered
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by the Beg because they had issued a report that he was plotting treason against

his sovereign. Without a moment s delay, he took possession of all their money
and estates ; and out of them gave to the Pasha what he had promised him.

During this night, great terror prevailed throughout the army : and I, in parti

cular, was dreadfully harassed with fear.

Afterwards, the Beg furnished me with a bundle of letters in his own hand,

directed to all the places where money was due to us, to enforce its recovery :

and I returned to Torghisht. Thence I went to Piteshti, and afterwards to

Raminko, where I recovered all the money due to us, to the amount of a thou

sand dinars and upwards. Again I returned to Piteshti, on the first of the month

1161, the opening of the year SEVEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY-SEVENTH of

the World ;
and moved away our Lord the Patriarch, with all our effects and

company, to Bokaresht, whence I again went to Torghisht. Returning finally to

Bokaresht, I joined the Patriarch. No exertion was spared, on my part, to

hasten our departure from this land of evils ; and I was, as a courier, riding about,

on the backs of horses, day and night, for nearly two months ; during which I

rescued all I could come at of our property.

SECT. VIII.

FINAL DEPARTURE FROM BOKARESHT. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONVENT OF

SLOBOGIA YANAKL ARRIVAL AT GALATZ. INVASION OF HUNGARY BY THE

TARTARS. FORMER RELATIONS BETWEEN HUNGARY AND THE PORTE.

RECALL OF THE VAZIR TO ADRIANOPLE. REBELLION OF HASAN PASHA.

IN Bokaresht, we lived on the hospitality of the Beg s deputy : and having at

length completed our preparations for the journey to Galatz, we set out from

the former place on the ninth of the month 1161 ;
and came to Vintiaradge, or

the Cold Fountain, a place situate in the middle of a vast plain. Hence we

arrived, in the evening, at a small town called Soleimdni, which gives celebrity

to all the surrounding country. The next day, we descended upon some villages

lying on the River Yalonitsa ; which we mentioned before, as resembling the

Ghota of Damascus. These villages had been desolated by the Tartars. Thence

we proceeded down the side of the river, to a convent dedicated in the name of

St. Michael and the rest of the host of Angels, and called Slobogia Yanaki, or

the Free Estate (Frank Almoins) of Yanaki. This Yanaki is the person who
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built the convent of St. Saba in Yash, or Yassi, of Moldavia. It is related,

that he sent, and purchased, with his own money, a collection of Cossack slaves,

men and women, from the country of the Tartars, and, giving them their manu

mission, settled them as servants around this convent. For this reason they

call it Slobogia, in the Wallachian language, that is
&quot; Free Estate.&quot; It is on the

further side of the River Yalonitsa, which in this part grows to a sea or large

lake, in consequence of the number of streams flowing into it. Upon it is a

bridge built of wood, which is used as a passage ;
but we crossed over it in a

boat. The convent is surrounded with vast walls of stone, like a castle ; being-

only one day s journey distant from Silistria. We staid in it till the Festival of

the Cross, on account of the continual heavy rains which fell during this month

of 1161, accompanied with violent storms of thunder, lightning, and hail. We
then travelled onward, through an extensive plain, amidst all the delights and

beauties of the spring season, traversing lands which are famous for the breeding

and feeding of horses, which are valuable for their beauty and noble race : and

on the morrow we came to the River Sirat, and passed the town of Brayila. Near

it is another large town, which we passed : and at a little distance we crossed a

bridge over the river, which is the boundary between Moldavia and Wallachia,

leaving Brayila on our right. From the bridge to Galatz, it is an affair of two

hours travelling. Having reached this place in the evening of Friday the

seventeenth of 1161, we alighted at the Convent of St. Demetrius. I then

went to Yassi, on some affairs of necessity which still remained to be transacted,

and again returned.

In Galatz we staid for a space of two and twenty days, seeking for a ship to

carry us over the Black Sea to Sinope ; but we found none. The reason of this

was, that the Vazir, on equipping and marching his army to war with the

Majars, had sent all his jyU, and stores of wheat, barley, biscuit, and other articles

of food, large and small guns, and other apparatus of ammunition and arms, in

ships from Constantinople, by the Black Sea, to the Danube, to be conveyed up
the river to him, at his head-quarters at Belgrad. No sooner had the Vazir

begun his operations against the Cral of the Majars on that side, than the Cral s

own troops abandoned him on the other ; being induced by their disloyalty

towards him, and their indignation against him, particularly because he had

delivered most of his soldiers, as captives, into the hands of the Tartars, as we

have before mentioned ; and these were mostly of their own connexions and

families. Again, when the report was spread of the treachery of JYIikhna
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Voivoda, and his secret treaty with the Majars against the Turks and Tartars, he

was forced, in spite of himself, to perform a deed of zealous bravery before the

Khan, by opening to him one of the celebrated defiles of the Majar country,

named Tlajno, by fraud : for the Majars reposed confidence in him. The

Tartars, thus entering the country in a main body, spread like an inundation, and

conquered a number of castles and forts. To the towns and villages in those

parts, which are all of wood, the Tartars, it is said, wantonly set fire ;
and the

conflagration ceased not to rage over the whole district for a length of time,

shewing itself at the distance of several days journey, and darkening the air for a

whole month with its smoke. By this means, the strength of the Majars was

broken down, and nothing of theirs was saved but the largest forts and castles.

From Brashob they sent large presents to the Khan, to the Cossacks, to Mikhna

and to Chapka, to each in particular, consisting of valuable sums of silver and

gold, to induce them to cease the war, and not to desolate the environs of their

city : and in like manner, messages were sent to them from the other Seven

Castles of the Saxons. In the mean time, the Tartars arrived before the Castle

of Figarash, to which we mentioned that Constantine Voivoda had fled ; and we

were told, by a person who was in it, that the main body of the army was never

able to approach it, because the guns reached to a great distance ; and it is said

that upwards of one hundred and eighty shots were fired at them, killing great

numbers. But the Tartars made captives of a vast multitude of the village

inhabitants ; until the Majars turned upon them, and defeated them ; and the

people of the country occupied the mountains, and defiles behind them, and

killed them by hundreds. Between the Tartars, and the Cossacks and Walla-

chians, arose a great animosity, occasioned by the circumstance, that whilst the

latter were marching forward to the fight, and breaking their way into castles and

towers, the Tartars came and snatched the plunder out of their hands. On this

account they slew of them a great slaughter ; the news of which reached the

Vazir, and greatly delighted him
; for the Turks also had conceived an enmity

against the Tartars. However, the country of the Majars was filled with armies ;

and fires were lighted in it, which ceased not to befoul the air with smoke for a

whole month at least. We saw the conflagration from Galatz ; and we knew

distinctly what it was, because the country of the Majars is all lofty mountains,

which are seen at a distance.

As to the Cral, no sooner did he perceive the treachery of the country against

him, than he fled, with Constantine and Stephani Voivoda, before the face of the
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Vazir, to a very strong fortress, and much celebrated for its strength, called Bod a ;

and there he fortified himself. In consequence, a number of forts surrendered

to the Vazir, which were in the hands of the Turks at the time of Soltan

Soleiman, and had been afterwards recovered from them by the Majars. Next,

the Prince of that part of the country, a great Bano, submitted, with five thou

sand men, and was graciously treated by the Vazir
; who made him Cral over the

Majars, with their consent ; but on condition that he should stand for three years ;

and
&quot;o,

with the Begs of Moldavia and Wallachia, at the end of every three

years, to kiss the Soltan s hand, according to the rule and practice : when, if

the Soltan confirms them in their dignity for a second period, it is well ;
if he

does not, they remain at his court till their turn comes again. The duty

imposed on the Majars used to be a present of twelve thousand dinars to the

Turk ;
which an Ambassador took every year, at the Feast of the Nativity, to the

Soltan s Court. Here, at the end of the twelve months, he was succeeded by

another, having to the expiration of a whole year remained in Constantinople.

He had a plentiful allowance of meat &c. in the Soltan s name and account ;
to

which, on the completion of the term, another came and succeeded. This Cral

had interrupted the tribute paid to the Turks, through the excess of his power

and petulance, for many years ;
but the Vazir now re-established it, at forty

thousand dinars annually.

In the mean time, the Khan and the Begs ceased not to subdue forts, and to

gain battles, until they effected a junction with the Vazir, at the place where lie

was ;
and whilst the Vazir was giving up his whole thought, and all his

endeavours, to the intent of marching to besiege the Cral, all at once there

appeared before him, in the course of one day, no less, it was said, than seven

c^iliL, one after another, with Khatti-sherifs from the Soltan, commanding him

to arise quickly, and repair to his presence, without question or excuse, even for

the smallest delay ; which, though it \vere to bring him seven Crals alive, would

not be accepted. The case was, that Abaza Hasan Pasha, who had been Aga

of the Turkomans, and had been made Pasha of Aleppo by the Vazir, had

declared open hostility against the latter, and, rising in person, and marching

with his troops to Brousa, had done much mischief in that town. There were

in his company, it is said, above five-and-twenty Pashas. He sent to his

Highness the Soltan, begging to be judged before him, with the Vazir, on the

subject of the disorders which were prevailing, and the wars which were excited

and carried on ; such wars as none of the preceding Soltans had ever counte-
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nanced, &c. The Soltan, on receiving this application, was much incensed

against his Vazir
; and more particularly when the Vazir s enemies brought it to

his knowledge, that the Vazir had himself sent and invited the said Hasan Pasha

to urge his suit, to the vexation of &quot;

you, his lawful sovereign, whose armies he

(the Vazir) has taken to himself, to your Highness s entire deprivation, so that, on

the arrival of this petition in your imperial presence, not a single soldier will be

found near you ;&quot;
and this assertion was perfectly true. The Vazir, having been

made sensible of the urgent reality of the message, arose, in spite of himself, and

returned to the Soltan
;
and the whole army, after having taken the famous

castle named Biavofa, on terms of capitulation, marched away, and gathered round

the sovereign, who removed his quarters from Adrianople to Stamboul. There

he began digging trenches, in front of Escudar or Scutari, and fortified the place

with artillery, lest Hasan Pasha should come and plunder it. In Constantinople

he enrolled soldiers ;
and sent them thence, to fight against the Pasha at Brousa.

The Pasha defeated them ;
and using clemency towards all who were not slain in

battle, he established his affairs on a firm footing, until the Soltan commissioned

against him Murteza Pasha, Pasha of Diar Bakar, with a number of other

Pashas ;
and that happened which will be hereafter related.

SECT. IX.

FLIGHT OF THE INHABITANTS FROM GALATZ.THE PATRIARCH SAILS
FROM THAT PORT. PASSES ISMAIL AND CALKI.

ON the departure of the Vazir, he gave orders for the transport back to

Constantinople of all the stores, ammunition, guns, and other heavy baggage,

too numerous to be described, in boats, such as they had been brought in. His

whole intent was, originally, to have wintered in the country of the Majars ; and

his return now fell out to their best advantage and
felicity. Without a moment s

delay, Capigis were appointed to the dispatch of this business ; and, tracing the

route back with the stores and heavy baggage, they came with the rapidity of

fire, and entering on their lists all the vessels to be found in the River Danube

from its mouth to the city of Belgrad, mostly stationed in the small ports of

Moldavia and Wallachia, marketing corn for Constantinople, and about four

hundred in number : all these they embargoed for the capital ; and we were

therefore thrown into the greatest confusion, and the most severe distress,
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particularly in the contemplation of the approaching winter. Through this very
fear of traversing the Black Sea, even in the most favourable season, we had

waited these two years; seeking pretexts, and hoping that God would facilitate

to us the means of travelling by the way of Romelia. We had a great desire to

visit the Holy Mountain, the residents on which had sent an invitation to Our
Lord the Patriarch, and were very anxious that he should come to them. His

Holiness would have gained considerable lucre from them, by confessing them,
and granting to them Papers of Absolution ; and thence we might have embarked

directly for our own country, in some ship belonging to Christians on the White
Sea. But to facilitate our journey by that route, had, up to the present time,
been utterly impossible.

When the people of Galatz saw our trouble and distress, they assembled

together, and, in a body, advised us not to go away now, in this winter season,
when the danger of a sea-voyage would be so great. We, however, ceased not

to make inquiry, until we found a ship belonging to a Christian from Sinope,
laden with barley ; and we agreed to give him two hundred piastres to carry us

to that port ; which agreement was carried into effect.

At this time the people of Galatz began to flee away also, and, crossing the

Danube, made for themselves
^1/1,

reed cottages, in the land of the Turks, where

they took up their abode. Some located themselves in the vessels which had
anchored in their port. The occasion of this was, that when the Vazir had

retired, the Majars pressed heavily on the Khan and his Tartars and the two

Begs, and they were driven to the necessity of retiring also. As soon as this

circumstance came to the knowledge of the country people, they hastily
withdrew out of the line of their march

; and for our parts, so anxious were we
about it, that we could hardly credit our senses, when we had at last deposited
our luggage on board the ship, and found ourselves embarked, clear of that

immediate danger. But God was pleased to aid us, and to guide us.

We departed from Galatz on the morning of Wednesday, the thirteenth of the

month Teshrin Alavval
; and passed by Timdrobo, which is the famous town the

Greeks call Errina
(aljyl).

Between it and Galatz is the reach of the river,

called Bakovi ; wherein we met with a violent storm, and a total revolution of
the air. It is a place always much to be dreaded. A story goes, that, within a

recent period, one of the fishermen dug a hole in the bank, to hold and hide his

boat
; and that the waves, rolling into it without intermission, at length broke

through it, in such a manner as to form a large island.
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Next we came to Castle Sakchi on our right ;
for on our right was the pro

vince of Romelia ; and this is the castle built by Sultan Othman, when he came

to make war on the Poles. Here he passed the river, making a bridge over the

Danube, which, in this part, is of small breadth. We were shewn a place, like

a gulph or channel, between two hills, in which the remnants of a building are

still seen ;
which building is said to have been a stone bridge. The Danube, at

times, exhibited a great breadth of perhaps four or five miles.

Then we came to the celebrated town of Smil, called by the Turks Ismail,

because they have shelved* it on their hearts. In this town are said to

be more than twelve thousand families of Wallachians and Bulgarians, who

flee from the tyranny of the Turks, and come and dwell here, where life

is pleasant, where they enjoy equity and security, and where the imposts are

trifling beyond the Kharadge. The only public officer is the Prefect. This

town and Errina are the property of the Khasikia Convent, and formerly were a

part of the territory of Moldavia; but one of the Begs gave them to the Turks.

Between them and Galatz is a distance of two days journey. Before we reached

these places, we came to a spot called the Chatel, or &quot; the Separations &quot;;
from

which the descent to the Black Sea is by three separate channels, each of these

divisions of the Danube being entirely independent of the rest. One is called

the Salina Strait, or Channel ; the second, the Channel of St. George ;
and the

third is this by which we made our passage to Ismail. From the last-mentioned

place we proceeded to the fort of Cal/d ; where we heard the Azan, or

Mahommedan call to prayer ; having been now about six years without hearing

it, but only bells.

1

&quot;

END OF PART THE EIGHTH.
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PART THE NINTH:
CONCLUSION OF THE TRAVELS.

BOOK XVII.

BLACK SEA. ANATOLIA.

SECT. I.

ISMAIL, TO CALKLMODE OF CATCHING FISH. TRADE IN STURGEON AND
CAVIARE. VOYAGE ON THE BLACK SEA.

FROM Ismail, soon after our departure, we came to extensive plains, all desolate

(ftj\*)
marshes ; which, it is said, are impassable in summer, for the immense

quantity of gnats and flies, and (^^JJ!) pirates in boats, which infest them. It is

a place evidently marked with the anger of God. We passed by a bank or mound

for fish, (and in particular for the Morona or sturgeon,) which is called Telydn ;

where they catch fish for Government, always on bail or contract. In two days

we came to the celebrated fort Calld ; which is a large and magnificent castle, of

ancient standing and very strong defence, being of the most solid structure, and

well furnished with guns. It is reported to have been built by the Genoese

Franks, whom the Greeks called to their assistance, giving them this castle, with

the Castle of Caffa ; both of which forts remained in their hands for a length of

time. Here inquiries are made, as to the ships, and their crews and cargoes. It

is the extremity of the Dobroja Romelia, and the mouth of the channel of the

Black Sea. Its inhabitants are in continual dread of the Cossacks of the Don,

and their pirate vessels ; by which, according to their own account, they have so

frequently been plundered. All the villages in the neighbourhood are inhabited

by Tartars
; and there are said to be within the environs, fourteen Tdyan for
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catching fish, and in particular the sturgeon. These are every year constructed

anew by the people of the place ; because, upon the thawing of the ice on the

Danube, the stream carries away the stakes, by the violence of its overflow. The

workmen go therefore and cut from the hill of the fort Sakpigi some twelve

thousand rafters of wood, to re-construct them annually ; each rafter costing a

thousand Othmanis. Having brought these to the Danube, they plane off the

heads (jwUJtf) like spear-points,
and drive them into the ground, in a row from

end to end ; leaving only, on one side, an opening sufficient for the passage of a

boat
;

whilst at the further end is a narrow channel enclosing a kind of small

house, all of wooden stakes fastened in the ground. When the morona or other

fish approach this enclosure, they are made, by an excellent contrivance, to fall

into it
;
and the company of persons charged with this occupation strike them

with long spears, till they are killed ; for the fish have no means of retreating.

Then they draw them out with the hand, and, loading them in their boats, bring

them to the officer of the customs who in this district is entrusted with the

management of the revenue arising from the morona and caviare. Many ships

are continually arriving in this place from Constantinople and the islands, to

purchase the sturgeon, which they salt and stow in barrels : and in the same way

they deal with the caviare, apart.

We were told, that the great capture of fish used to take place previously to

a period of five or six years ago ; when, in the morning of each day, from the

beginning of the month 1161 till the commencement of the Christmas Lent, that

is, before the setting in of the frost, there used to be taken in this port from

three and four hundred to seven hundred sturgeon. It was then the habit of the

Amin, or Commissioner, to send to the captain of each ship stationed in the port,

a single fish, with portions also for each of the crew ; but, of late, a cursed Com

missioner came, who has broken off this practice. Thus, as the capture is dimi

nished, we waited three days before we could obtain one, of about eighty okkas,

which we purchased for four Venetian dollars and a half. The caviare is taken

by the Commissioner, and is at a lower price at Galatz.

The person who sold us the fish informed us, that formerly such a fish would

fetch no more than a single dollar, at the furthest. The full-sized sturgeon weighs

two hundred okkas and more. To arrange ours, we brought in a butcher, who cut

it all up into pieces : and, blessed be the Creator ! nothing whatever of the fish is

lost ;
for all its bowels and intestines are caviare, which they take and place on

a board by itself; and having added to it a quantity of salt, they set on it another
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board or plank, with large stones, to press out the blood and blue water. On

becoming dry, it is packed in barrels. As to the carcase, we salted it, and pressed

it with stones till its moisture was cleared away ; and then we filled with it two

large barrels, throwing aside as useless not even the minutest particle. The skin

and gristle are even better than the flesh ;
and the (^J\) flavour of this fish is

not to be described. When we wished to cook some of it, we used to put water,

with onions and saffron, into a pan ; and on the water boiling, we threw in the

fish : and, wonderful to say ! as soon as the fish was boiled, there was a large

quantity of oil found floating on the surface : for the flesh of the morona is

replete with pure oil.

We were told by a Christian of Scio, settled in this place, who manufactures

caviare and sells it, that seven or eight years ago a large capture was effected ;

and among the fish was the king of the sturgeon, a short thick creature, of the

weight of one hundred and twenty okkas. On its belly were three projections,

like horns, standing out close together : and on its back, he added, was found

written, in pure and elegant Arabic, the following sentence :

&quot; God is the King of

ages, the Trine in Persons.&quot; They afterwards skinned it
;

and one of the

Grandees, having placed it in his hotel, refuses now to shew it to any one ; but

the fact has resisted all concealment. This was a sign on the part of the Creator,

to make the Arabs dumb with their own tongue : for if the writing had been in

any other language, not one of them would have given credit to it : and this was

indeed a great miracle !

We then departed from this place ; and having rowed along about eighteen

miles, we came to the well-known channel or opening into the Black Sea; where

from sixty to seventy vessels had been waiting for more than two months for a

favourable wind to sail out, being bound for the Nile and Damietta, and other

ports of the Mediterranean. The small ships, as soon as the weather becomes

favourable, go out, impeded by no hindrance or delay ; but the large vessels hire,

each for themselves, a Tambaz (jLu^) ; which means a Danube Lighter, a boat

covered over convexly, and stowing a great quantity of grain. This boat they

bring with them from Calki; and empty a part of the ship s cargo into it, to lighten

the ship for the passage of the bar. As soon as the ship is fairly out at sea, they

reload the grain from the lighter. This strait or channel is called Bos;hdzi, in allo o o

languages ; and is of considerable breadth. In that part where its waters flow into

the sea, it becomes itself like a sea ; and to a great distance out, its water is

drawn fresh : more especially, when the wind blows down its current, are its
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waters then prevalent over the briny tide : but if the wind sets in from the sea,

in that case the sea-tide prevails.

Many ships were waiting for the wind and weather, to sail out : and many had

consumed their sea stock, and were sending to obtain a fresh supply. As we

amused ourselves in looking at the boats which were constantly going to and fro,

God was pleased to favour us
;
and suddenly, early on the Sunday morning, a

favourable breeze, well known to the mariners, sprung up ; and immediately the

small vessels set sail, and passed us. The captain of our ship, on this, gained

courage, and followed them out ; until we came near to two blocks of wood used

as marks, and set in their places every year, on the right side of the passage, to

warn the ships from going aground : for the part under water there is full of

rocks ; and should the wind carry the vessel beyond the limit, it is sure to be

dashed to pieces, or at least upset, from want of depth. On our arrival at these

buoys, our ship was found to be overladen
; and the captain had neglected to

hire a Tambaz, to lighten her burden. The consequence was, that being raised

out of the water by the violence of the wind, she touched the ground as she sank

again, and was battered and shaken. All on board, with one voice, called on

God for help : but the wind still continued to toss the vessel, and she struck

three or four times. Had she not been newly built, she must have gone to

pieces ; and, as it was, she only escaped by a miracle and the blessing of God ;

for the sentina was filled with water, and the poor sailors were employed, day
and night, in drawing it out with buckets, turn by turn. As for ourselves, our

wits flew away, and our hearts were broken
; and our Lord the Patriarch was in

the captain s cabin, making an Ay/ao-^o?, with a
Tlotgux&amp;gt;wic.

But as soon as

we got out into the deep main sea, the wind changed, and closed the passage ;

the tide from the sea overcoming the current of the Danube : and there was a

great storm. All the vessels which made their passage out pursued their

voyages ;
but those which were unable to do so, returned, to wait for another

opportunity.
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SECT. II.

COAST OF MANGOLIA: CAFTRNA. COAST OF ROMELIA. FARNA. TOWN AND
CONVENT OF SOZOPOLI.CARBLPONTO HERACLEA.AMASTRI.

THE wind, luckily, was favourable for us ; and in two days and a night, having

performed a distance of two hundred and fifty miles, we came to a scala and

harbour on the coast of Mangolia, Costanja, and Caliacra, the name of which is

Cajlrna. Here, by our humble intreaties and appeals to the captain of the ship,

he came to anchor with us
;
and we passed out at sea a most melancholy night ;

for it blew a gale; and during the whole night we were unable to taste the relish

of sleep, from the rolling of the vessel. We were indeed perishing and dying by

the effect of the sea-air, and nothing whatever remained in our intestines. The

moment we saw day-break, we preferred our request to the captain ; who,

yielding to our intreaties, put us on shore ; and we went up to the aforesaid

town, which stands on the top of a hill. Alighting at the house of a Priest, we

staid with him till Friday at noon, for the wind had changed ; and here we

recovered our spirits, and enjoyed the smell of the fresh air. As soon as the

wind turned again favourable, the people of the ship came to take us; aud we

went with them, as going to the slaughter.

To the ship, however, we returned, with whatever reluctance : and on Saturday

morning, having sailed a distance of seven and twenty miles, we came to the

well-known city of Varna with its castle, situate also on the territory of Romelia.

At sea, in the mean time, a very heavy storm had been blowing. From this

place we departed on Monday morning, to come to the town of Sozopoli, cele

brated for its Convent of St. John the Baptist, placed in an island near them ;

but subsequently removed by the Turks, because one year some Cossacks of the

Don took refuge on the island, being harassed by a storm at sea. Immediately

the Turks sallied forth to attack them
;
and the Cossacks, having collected their

forces within the said convent, slew a great number of the Turks, who were

unable to prevail against them. Afterwards, the Cossacks embarked in their

ships, and went away. By order of the Emperor, therefore, the convent has been

removed, that the Cossacks may not again find shelter in it. The wind now

wafted us over the depths of the sea, until we approached a scala and harbour,

at a distance from the last of one hundred miles, and named Carbi; near to

which is a large and well-known island, containing the Convent (^Ujfl +&})

of the Sleepless, of whom an account is given in the life of St. John of Cokh.
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Having advanced about three hundred miles further, we crossed the Channel

of Constantinople, from the Romelian side ; and arriving off the coast of Cara-

mania, we drew near to the city called Ponto Heraclea. This is the town in

which St. Theodorus the Sr^arjjAarjj? suffered martyrdom; and it is a place of

some celebrity. The meaning of using the word Ponto is, because all the coasts

of the Black Sea (and we ourselves remarked this circumstance) are round and

concave ; and the import of this Greek word is to that effect. The design of

the captain of the ship was, to steer his course from the channel of the Danube,

through the middle of the sea, by the well-known Island of Serpents, to Sinope

direct
;
but the winds were unfavourable to his purpose ; and, more especially

on account of its being the winter-season, he yielded to a dread of launching

forth into the centre, and acted on the safer plan of making his way from port to

port. We had already suffered severely by the length of our voyage through

the middle of the river, and our long stay on board the ship until our arrival at

Cafirna : but now we were visited by a bonanza, or galena ; that is, a total want

of wind or dead calm, during which the sea was perfectly still : and we remained

in this situation upwards of eight days. The consequence was, that our fresh

water failed us, and we became a prey to thirst ;
for the captain began to deal

out the water to the whole ship s company by measure and rule. Nor had we

any fresh provisions left, but cabbage ; whilst, in such a situation and circum

stances, our souls had a relish for nothing except fruit and
(j^&amp;gt;-

and pome

granates, &c., things not to be found. Our hearts now burned within us from sea

nausea ; and we began to despair of ever gaining the land, for the breath of wind

there was drove us away from it. We had a great desire to see this city of

Ponto Heraclea, and all the wonders that are related of it, in regard to its marbles,

its edifices, and its ancient monuments; for it is a Grecian town of high antiquity.

We continued to range about it for three days, still driven back by the wind,

until it pleased Almighty God to relieve us by the springing up of a strong

westerly breeze ; and cheerfully turning our backs on this place, we advanced a

distance of one hundred miles, having the mountains and forests of Caramania

on our right; and came to the famous city ofAmastri, of which St. George, whose

festival is on the twelfth of Shebat, was bishop. It used to have in its vicinity a

small castle, now ruined and destroyed ; there remaining only, at the highest part

of it, a tower for bells ; in which there is still said to be one bell left, which they

toll on mounting guard in the summer nights, for fear of the Russians. This

town is built in a very pleasant situation.
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SECT. III.

COAST OF CARAMANIA.ENOPOLL- AK LIMAN. DISEMBARKATION
AT SINOPE.

FROM Ponto Heraclea, as we have already said, we coasted along the celebrated

mountains of Caramania, which are covered with forests and timber for ships.

Of this timber, great quantities are carried to Constantinople, Egypt, and almost

every other country ;
for it is extremely cheap : and in this very town of Amastri

they build numbers of ships, most of the peasantry of these mountains being able

artists in all works of carpentry and ship-building. The Pasha of Polio f^y) has

the government of Amastri
;
near to which is a large river for ships to harbour

in winter, called, in Greek, Partheno, or The Virgin, after the name of a city,

whence it flows through a course of eighteen miles to the sea. All these coun

tries are more or less in a ruinous condition ;
the principal brunt of oppression

being on the part of their rulers. But the worst of all, for them, is the invasion

of the boats of the Russians from the Don, who carry their devastation to the

utmost. From this Amastri, at the distance of fifty miles, is a town called Cetro;

to which many ships resort from Constantinople, Egypt, and all other countries,

to purchase masts, timber and tackle for ships, &c., and it is a noted place.

Hence to another town, named Enopoli, it is fifty miles
; and from that place, to

the city of Sinope, it is one hundred. During this whole winter season, every

year, the merchants and travellers perform the journey in caicks from Constan

tinople to Trebizond and the frontier of Georgia, regarding it as the most

favourable time for the voyage. Whenever the sea is calm and tranquil, and

free from storms and disturbance, they are on the move
;
but the moment foul

weather makes it appearance, they pull their boats to land, and there lie still.

We arrived at Enopoli on the Sunday preceding the Lent of Christmas ; having

been promising ourselves, that on this very eve we should have reached Sinope,

to celebrate the Carnival there, and congratulate one another on the happy
termination of our voyage. But such good luck was not our portion ; for at sea

it was a perfect calm the whole day ; and the ship was spinning round and round,

to no purpose. On this account, a bitter sorrow and a severe grief fell upon us,

far beyond all power of description, so much were we impressed with a dread of

the winter gales, and of the violent dangers of the sea, and its malignancy : for,

as we mentioned on a former occasion, this sea has been marked with the name

of Black, because all its deeds are black. The consequence of our delay was,
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that we kept the Carnival, not with flesh meat, but with sturgeon. At the

beginning, however, of the evening, God was pleased to favour us
;
and there

appeared in the sky an extensive and vehement redness, which was a sign of an

approaching gale, suitable to the prosecution of our voyage. After midnight,

accordingly, it blew a strong breeze, which carried us over the water at a great

rate
;

so that at day-light next morning we had passed over a distance of one

hundred miles ; and were come to Alt Liimdn, which is only nine miles from

Sinope, and within sight of the castle. In the mean time, the strength of the

wind had increased to a perfect storm
; and the sea beat with such violence

against the ship, that it was every moment in danger of foundering. The sea

would open into a deep vale, into which the vessel, descending, would appear for

ever sunk, until she was again dragged aloft by the haul of the wind upon her

sail. We were much frightened, and threw into the sea a piece of the Panagia,

the same which the bishop raises over the holy chalice at the time the &quot;A%iov i&amp;lt;rriv

is chaunted, according to the custom of Christian countries ; as we mentioned in

due course, on a former occasion. We recommended ourselves to the protection of

all the Saints, especially to that of the holy Martyrs Tot^/cc, Sa^wva, and A/3;/3^?,

whose commemoration-day it was, and whose assistance we had already invoked

the preceding evening, with IIa&amp;gt;cUAjy&amp;lt;n and prayers, to obtain a favourable

wind. As at that time they procured us our desire, so to-day, by their inter

cession, they rescued us from the abyss and the beating of the sea waves, the

sight even of which we all of us, and particularly myself, were quite unable to

endure. By their holy intercession, we arrived at the back of the island of

Sinope*, making a port at some distance from the town. This was in the morn

ing of the first day of the Christmas Lent. Offering up our thanks to Almighty

God, we immediately went ashore ; hardly believing our senses, that we had

reached land, after having been pent up in the ship five and thirty days ;
of

which twenty were in the River Danube, the other fifteen on the main sea. From

Galatz to Sinope we had made a traverse of one thousand four hundred miles :

five hundred miles from Galatz to the mouth of the Black Sea ; and thence to

Sinope, nine hundred : such is the calculation of geographers. Then we walked

* The position of Sinope is on the isthmus of a peninsula about six miles in circuit, ending in a

considerable cape. The walls have double ramparts, defended by towers, mostly triangular and penta

gonal. There are but few janissaries in the town
;
and they admit no Jews. The Turks, who mistrust

the Greeks, oblige them to lodge in a great suburb ; that is, without any defence. The water here is

excellent ;
and they cultivate olive-trees of a reasonable size. The Cynic philosopher Diogenes was a

native of this place. TOURNEFORT S Voyage to the Levant,
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over land, a distance of nine miles
;
and entered the quarter inhabited by the

Christians, which is situated outside the walls. Here we were lodged in the

house of a great Archon, where our luggage and suite were also accommodated.

We rejoiced in exceeding great joy at our safety ; and congratulated ourselves on

again tasting fresh fish from the sea, and fresh fruits of the earth ; such as, green

y*) figs, pomegranates, love-apples (^W^b)* &c.; and on beholding wild fig-trees

on the mountains and growing by the houses, and olive-trees, and pomegranate-

trees
;
and shrubs and herbs of our own land, such as J^Joii^ j^&quot;,

*ja*uSI J^-

and *Ju ySI,
which we had not seen for more than six years. We passed a blessed

night, and were as though we lived again after death. The chief blessing of all,

which it pleased God to grant us, was, that we passed the Black Sea before

winter came on.

In regard to what happened to the rest of the ships, which entered with us

from the mouth of the river into the main sea, we have to relate, that the wind

scattered them, and that not one was able to arrive at Constantinople. Many
of them were wrecked ;

and the remainder lay up for the winter, in the environs

of Sozopolis.

As to those vessels which did not sail out with us from the channel, they, for

want of a favourable wind, remained there to pass the winter, and could not

move away till after the Immersion.

SECT. IV.

DESCRIPTION OF SINOPE. BATTLE BETWEEN THE TWO PASHAS, HASAN AND
MURTEZA; AND DEFEAT OF THE LATTER.

THE situation of the town of Sinope is very fine. It is an island, or promon

tory, stretching out into the sea, like the peninsula of Constantinople, in the

shape of a tongue. The castle or fort is at the extremity ; and is of very great

dimensions, extending without the walls of the city, and having a double wall

with towers and moats. It is very prominent, and strong, and well furnished

with guns : and has, moreover, a second castle within it. At the mouth or neck

of the promontory is the third fort, which is also very strong. Its structure is

of the most solid quality, of long standing ; and the work of the Genoese Franks,

who held possession of this city from the time they took Constantinople out of

the hands of the Greeks. The sea beats the sides of the walls of the town on
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the north and south : and on this south side is the main inlet of the sea under

the promontory, the waves wholly encircling the aforementioned castle. The

creek from the beach to the main is a bow-shot in extent. The surface of the

flat ground here is all sand
;
so that, if they wished, they might dig through it

a moat, and the sea would entirely surround the town. The structure of the

walls is so lofty, that they appear as it were suspended on the tops of the moun

tains, like the walls of Antioch. When you enter on the land side, that is, by
the aforementioned sandy plain, you come upon a narrow passage, between two

walls leading from gate to gate, one within another, by which only one horse

can pass at a time a truly impregnable fabric ! Over this city rules the Pasha

of Casmon ; only they never suffer him to enter it : such is their regulation :

nor do they grant any such permission to any other of the Pashas. They do

not allow even the Capigis, who come from Constantinople on the Emperor s

affairs, to execute whatever he has commanded them : they do not allow even

them, in greater numbers than three or four at a time, to enter their walls. This

is the custom prevailing with them ;
and though many of the Pashas have

employed various artifices to effect an entry into the town by stealth and in

disguise, they have always failed in it, as a thing impossible. It is therefore in

the ineffable enjoyment of perfect peace and justice. The houses of the Chris

tians are outside the city walls, to the westward : but the whole peninsula is

under their subjection and appropriation ;
and many of them have houses also

within the walls ; for in the summer season they are in much dread of the

Russians, and, in consequence, they venture to leave no property in their houses

outside.

It was told us, that, forty years ago, the aforesaid Cossacks invested the town,

and took it at the point of the sword, together with all its forts ; making a

copious plunder, and a great number of captives. In it is a Terskhana or dock

yard, in which they build many ships and galleons. They were at this present

time engaged in building a galleon of the largest size ; its length being fifty ells,

and its breadth twenty-five. The life of the Christians in this place is spent

in perfect ease, happiness, and security. The tribute and exactions imposed

upon them are all applied to the pay of the troops in garrison within the city ;

and the Priests there are like magistrates and governors. The people generally

are fond of possessing slave girls, and Mamelooks or male slaves. The place

contains upwards of a thousand Christian families ;
and in each family are five or

six captive men and women, or more. There are seven churches without the
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walls of the town. The first is in the name of Constantine and Helena: the

second bears the title of The Entrance of Our Lady into the Temple, and The

Annunciation ;
the third is in the name of St. Nicolas ; the fourth in the name of

St. John the Divine, and is of ancient date, with a lofty cupola. There does not

exist a more ancient church than this. Close to it is a large church in the name

of St. Kugtotxfi.
The sixth is in the name of St. John the Baptist. The seventh

is on the sea-beach, in the name of the Martyr Theodorus of Thyron. In the

tabernacle, on the chair, is a marble stone, shaped like a seat, on which it is said

that St. Andrew the Apostle sat, when he came to this town and the neighbouring

country, the inhabitants of which received the faith at his hands
; and, in parti

cular, the people of this town of Sinope glory in him. It is they, however, that

collected tumultuously about him, and ate his thumbs Aol^l : the towns, there

fore, around them load them with reproaches, and say to them,
&quot;

It is you who

ate the fingers of St. Andrew the Apostle, out of the hardness of your hearts.&quot;

In this church is the tomb of the Martyr St. Foka, the Sinopean, concealed.

Morning and evening they strike the wooden bells in their churches, there being

no Turkish houses among them. In the quarter where the houses of the

Christians are, on the north side of the peninsula, is an ancient royal palace of

stone, which they call the IlaXar;, which has existed since the time of the

Christian Emperors ;
a magnificent building, and surrounded by many ruinous

out-houses in the hands of the Christians. It contains an ancient church, dedi

cated by the title of The Divine Ascension. The structure of all their churches

is after the plan of the churches of Constantinople and that country. The

Armenians here are very few in number ; and are weak and poor, being totally

without means or resources. They have a church, the rent of which they pay

to the Greeks ;
that is, they pay, annually, five and twenty piastres for the ground-

rent ; as it is an estate belonging to the churches of our community, who hold

the Armenians in great contempt, and every now and then demand from them

the ground on which their church stands. The Metropolitan of Amasia exer

cises jurisdiction over this town ; and he constantly resides here, because his See

of Amasia is in ruins, and entirely destitute of Christians. From this town of

Sinope to Tocat it is a distance of fifteen stations. Those, therefore, who wish

to pass to Tocat with heavy loads, go by sea to a town called (Eneos, in Turkish

Onia, distant from it two hundred miles, and a scala or port to the city of Cafa;

to which merchants resort from Moldavia, Wallachia, the country of the Cossacks,

Poland, Diarbekr, &c., with red reeds and Morocco leather ;
and from Aleppo,
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with taffety and Indian blue cloth, and other merchandize, on account of its

vicinity to Tocat ; for between the two places it is only four days journey.

It happened that we afterwards repaired to this port ; which is within a harbour

formed by the entrance of the sea into an immense bay.

On the Thursday of the second week of the Christmas Lent we were invited

to the Church of St. Nicolas
;
where we made some holy oil, in the presence of

all the Clergy and laity, for a man who designed to make a pilgrimage to Jeru

salem : because it is a custom with them, that when any person among them is

about to undertake a journey, he shall confess, and invite the Bishop and Clergy

to church, to make some holy oil for him. He distributes tapers to all who

assist, puts candles in the candelabras and before the images, lights up all the

lamps in the church
; and, before the beginning of the prayers, makes a number

of metanoias to the Head of the Clergy and the assistants ; beginner of themO*/

pardon, if any offence has arisen to them on his part, if he has spoken irre

verently to any of the Clergy, or if he has neglected his obligations to any of the

assembly. They all then grant him remission ; saying,
&quot; The Lord forgive thee !&quot;

and after that, he lights his tapers, and receives the holy mysteries. At the

conclusion of the prayers, he bequeaths, with oaths and stipulations, all that he

possesses or is due to him, in the face and with the testimony of all the congre

gation. In such manner this person did, on the present occasion. After we

were come out, they set for our Lord the Patriarch a chair in the church-yard ;

and the whole congregation having seated themselves, the pilgrim furnished

them with portions of meat, and distributed cups of brandy all round. To all

the Priests and Monks he made a present in money. How remarkable this

excellent custom is ! And so he set out on his journey with the blessing of God ;

and we sent by him letters to our country, to inform them of our approaching

return.

On Sunday, the second of Christmas Lent, we performed Mass in the Church

of St. Kyriaki, which is near to that of the Theologian. We said Mass also on

the third Saturday, in the Church of St. John the Baptist, to keep the vigil :

and on the Feast of the Nativity, as the Metropolitan of the city was come from

Constantinople, we attended Mass in the Church of St. Nicolas.

On the Festival of the Circumcision, it is the custom with them here to send

to the Head of the Clergy, or to the ministering Priest, long cakes of cr^l^e,
with

sweets compounded of boiled almonds bruised with honey, &c., a present of no

inconsiderable bulk and value. So also on the eves of the Nativity and the
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Immersion, they bring him cakes, wax, incense, wine, and a sum of money, that

he may mention their property in his prayers.

On the Festival of the Immersion, we robed, together with the Metropolitan

of the city, in the Church of the Baptist, which is dedicated also by the title of

The Immersion ; and the Metropolitan made many apologies before he would put

on the Sako, saying,
&quot;

It is not lawful for me to put it on in the presence of your

Holiness :&quot; and he spoke the truth, as he had no Q&oviov. Then we went

forth from the church, as soon as the
&quot;Ogfyov

was over, in grand procession, to

the sea-shore ; and there the service was performed as usual, our Lord the

Patriarch reciting the Prayers. After the dipping of the cross in the basin, he

went and threw, with all his force, a wooden cross into the sea, in compliance

with their custom. Immediately several men, who were ready stripped, started

off, and, diving into the sea, brought up the cross
;

to which great honour was

paid, in the presence of the Turks and others, even surpassing that which is

paid to it in Christian countries. After he had sprinkled them all, we returned

and finished the Mass.

We were now disposed for our immediate departure in the prosecution of our

journey : only, on account of the reports which were spread abroad concerning

Jelali Hasan Pasha and those with him, and the wars which were rising up

between his party and Murteza Pasha of Diarbekr, we were induced to make

some delay. The case was, that the Vazir had sent an appointment to the latter

to make war upon the former, and had written orders to the whole country to

take up arms ; so that there arose to fight, under the banners of Murteza Pasha,

according to the accounts of credible persons, a multitude amounting to one

hundred and twenty thousand men, of Turkomans, Curds, and ploughmen.

With Hasan Pasha, as we were in like manner informed, were only twelve thou

sand men ; but they were vigorous and chosen soldiers U^U and jUX*, ; for the

whole army of Abshir Pasha, with his officers and Agas, had joined him, together

with Mirza Ali, by whose aid Abshir had formed these heroes. As soon as

information of this affair reached Hasan Pasha, he arose from Brousa, and came

to Eski Shehr
; on his march to which place he cut off all the springs of water

which were on the line of road between him and Murteza Pasha, and filled up
the wells with earth for the distance of three or four days journey ; at the same

time turning all the running waters upon the roads and grounds behind his

army, in such a manner that the whole surface became mud and soft clay. The

consequence was, that when the enemy came up with him, they were dying of
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thirst and fatigue, and the harassing of the skirmishers behind him ; whilst he,

I mean Hasan Pasha, and his army were fresh and hearty. At this critical

moment he rushed upon them
;
and battle having been joined, he defeated them ;

and was unable, in the heat of victory, to restrain his men from the slaughter,

however much he wished it, being still balanced between fear and hope as

regarded the Sultan. His army, it is said, put to the sword more than seventy
thousand of the army of Murteza Pasha ;

the most part of which consisted, as we
have already mentioned, of ploughmen and raw subjects, totally unacquainted
with the practice of war. As for Mirza Ali, he slew of the enemy what exceeds

all description and computation, until he came up with Murteza Pasha, whom he

was on the point of capturing alive. But Hasan interfered between them, and

pushed his entreaties to the Mirza and the rest of his army, until he at length
succeeded in putting a stop to the carnage. From Murteza Pasha, however, and

his troops, they plundered every thing they had with them, taking all their booty,
and stripping them of their clothes : and from the Pasha they took all his trea

sure, which he had received from the Emperor, and even his pavilion, and his

furniture and servants, giving him scarcely the opportunity of making his escape
with life to Angoria, where he placed himself within the protection of the town

walls. Those of his troops who escaped slaughter dispersed themselves, in flight,

among the mountains and valleys. After this, Hasan Pasha returned in great joy
and gladness towards the country of the Arabs, to Maraash and Intab

; where he

took up his quarters.

SECT. V.

SIEGE OF ALEPPO BY SEIDI AHMED PASHA. DEPARTURE FROM SINOPE.
CARSA. AMISON. ARRIVAL AT GENOOS.

It was Hasan s desire to make himself master of Aleppo, and tyrannize over it.

He had a Kakhia or steward, whom he appointed, in his absence, his Lieutenant
in Aleppo. The name of this man was Hammamgi Oglou ; and he had sent

repeatedly to him, to urge him, that he would use all his artifice to become
master of the city. But the favour of the Almighty saved Aleppo from this

second ruin ; it having been
sufficiently punished by what had been inflicted on

it through Seidi Ahmed Pasha, who had come from Constantinople to take the

government of the town as Pasha. Into his hands, however, the grandees would
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not, on any account, deliver the power ; but rejected him for their Motesellim or

Governor, because he was accompanied by a number of Agas, and the greater part

of the above-mentioned troops of Abshir Pasha
;
of whom they felt much dread,

knowing how they had conducted themselves formerly in Aleppo, and what

tyrannical and hostile acts they had been guilty of. The Pasha marched, there

fore, and laid siege to Aleppo for forty days ; in the course of which he cut down

the trees of all the gardens and orchards, to supply himself with fuel, as it was

winter time, and excessively cold weather : and he made a
&amp;lt;uyJ

under the ground.

There was at that time in Aleppo a just judge, or Cadi, named Mosalla Effendi.

This venerable man called the inhabitants together ; and having exhorted them

to the defence of the town, he himself began to carry away the earth from the

mount in the Mazar Sehri, which was covered with rose-bushes
;
and having

gradually removed the whole mass, he formed, in the angle of the town-wall,

opposite to the place it had formerly occupied, a large mound, since known by
his name, from which they fought with the guns which he placed upon it. Then

Seidi Ahmed Pasha captured the houses situated on the outside of the walls in

the Christian districts ; and his troops plundered them, besides committing the

grossest outrages : for these had incurred his enmity and hostility in the highest

degree, the inhabitants of the interior having forced these suburbans to carry on

the war against him from the roofs of their houses ; and if God had not inspired

him with mercy, many horrors would have ensued. At length, the Aleppians sent

a representative to Constantinople, declaring their unwillingness to receive the

Pasha : and, in reply to it, a message came, that he should rise and depart from

Aleppo ;
in lieu of the government of which place, the Pashalik of Belgrad was

conferred on him. He immediately marched away. And now Ibnol Hammamgi
made haste, and sent to remove all the guards from the gates of the city, and

replaced them with his own troops : but this presently reached the ears of the Aga
or governor of the castle, who took the alarm, and remained on the alert for the

preservation of that fort. The former therefore failed in his scheme
; and it was

said, that some of his Agas reprimanded him, saying thus to him :

&quot;

If you wished

to take the castle, it was your duty to consult with us
;
and we would have formed

and carried into effect a sure plan, such as was employed by Ibn Jan Plato of

former times, to the full effect of taking the castle. The plan would have been,

for you to bind twenty of us Agas hands and feet, and to send and imprison us in

the castle, under the conduct of two men each
; so that we should have been

sixty in all ; whilst the men at the gate of the castle are but few : and by this
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stratagem we should have captured it without difficulty.&quot;
It was added, that

Ibnol Hammarngi repented much of what he had done. This was, however, a

favour and especial grace of Almighty God towards the Aleppians, as we have

before observed. Afterwards, they rose against the same Ibnol Hammamgi, when

he came as Motesellim or Lieutenant-governor on the part of Mahmoud Pasha,

Pasha of Adana, and drove him from Aleppo. Whilst he was marching on his

way, he was murdered, before he had time to join Hasan Pasha.

As soon as accounts to this effect reached Sinope and the neighbouring towns,

the inhabitants became secure and the roads safe, after having been beset with

fears and alarms : the troops of travellers and the caravans were again in motion ;

and we, on our part, made strenuous preparations for our journey. Already,

having been wearied with our stay here in Sinope, we had thrice hired vessels

to leave it for (Enoos; but the people would not suffer us to depart until the

present favourable news were confirmed ; when they bade us farewell, and we set

out on the morning of Saturday, the last day of Canon Essani. The Sinopians

wept at parting with us. We embarked all our goods, and our whole company,

in a caik, which we hired for sixteen piastres.
We chose this kind of vessel,

out of the apprehension we felt at the idea of going on board a ship ;
and knowing

that a caik was a safer and pleasanter embarkation for us, as we should pass

along the sea-shore close in land, and, when they saw a strong gale or a storm

arising on the water, they would make for the beach, and draw the boat, with

every thing in it, by means of a cogged wheel and ropes, high up on shore, where

we should remain in safety. In this way we travelled a distance of eighteen

miles ; and came to a small town named Carsa, containing some fine large houses,

an ancient church dedicated to St. Michael, and another newly built on the sea

shore, in the name of St. Parasceve. Hence proceeding, we arrived at a place

where we christened a new ship ; and crossed a river, at its fall into the sea,

called Cara Boghas : then another river, called Kizzil Boghaz. In passing them,

we endured great terrors, by reason of the rapidity of their streams. Shortly after

we sailed by the city of Amison; and passed the River of the Wolf, celebrated for

its connexion with St. Gregory the Wonder-worker, and called, in Turkish, Char-

chahna. We then sailed by the town of Janika, famous for its brown linen ; and

came to an ancient church built on a high rock, and dedicated in the name of

St. Nicolas. We paid our devotions to this church, which is very near (Enoos ;

and this town of (Enoos., or &quot; The City of Wine,&quot; we entered on Carnival Sunday,

being met by all the inhabitants.
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SECT. VI.

DESCRIPTION OF (ENOOS. TRADE OF THE INHABITANTS. TOWN AND
CARRIERS OF ARGOSTI.

OUR voyage to (Enoos, from Sinope, lasted nine days ;
for we were much

delayed by bad weather and the roughness of the sea. We were first taken

into the Church of St. Nicolas, which is magnificently built of stone : and then

to the Church of Our Lady, surrounded with stone walls. We were invited into

the cloisters of the latter church ;
which possesses a beautiful garden, containing

a low orchard tree with broad leaves, resembling those of the Kabar, and hardly

to be distinguished from it. The buildings of this town are of stone, and are

large and strong : they are finer than those at Sinope : and the inhabitants are

more reverent and religious ;
for we observed in them a reverence and religi

ousness, an eager resort to prayers and church service, a submissiveness and

humility towards our Lord the Patriarch, such as we had never yet beheld in

our time ; and, what is most remarkable, is, that, whilst we staid with them, we

had no occasion to buy any thing in the market whatever ; for the women fore

ran the men in bringing us table services and bread, and various kinds of meat

one upon another ; and arrack, wine, and other liquors, in such quantities and

diversity of quality as to exceed description. They all stood, by night as well as

by day, attentive in our service. The wine of this country is excellent : it is of

a dark red colour, and made from the black grape of vines trellised on the trees
;

and is very cheap.

The occupation of the women of Sinope and of this country, and of all

the people in general of these confines, is the linen-trade. Not one of them

failed to come and present his wife and family to our Lord the Patriarch : and

they received from him Papers of Absolution. We staid with them many more

days than would otherwise have been necessary, having to wait for a caravan to

come from Tocat ;
when at this season it is usual for them to be continual,

being made up of merchants of Caffa, of Moldavia and of Poland, as we before

mentioned : because we wished to return home accompanied by our cattle :

and in this way they would be conducted, without labour, at their ease, and

without hire. But not one arrived.

The affair now became pressing ;
and we were advised by the people here,

when they saw our impatience to be gone, to write a letter, and send it to a town

inhabited by Christians, and named Argosti, in the neighbourhood of the new
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city of Cassarea, the inhabitants of which town are all carriers for hire, to ask

them for twenty mules. Whilst the messenger was gone to them, I began to

prepare the packages ; making the bales into such a shape as to suit mules : for

now for more than six years we had had nothing carried on the backs of cattle,

but had filled
(;l/s!l)

the sack to the mouth, and, having sewed it up, used to

throw it into the cart. On the present occasion we were obliged to labour hard,

to make up the burdens, and then to cover them over with sloping tarpaulins :

for it was the winter season, and the snow was on the ground ; and mules carry

no more than seventy okkas in weight. We had with us a bale of sables ; con

sisting of eight large bodies, eight cuWL, and two bodies and a half of
;lcy-

Through my fears for its sake, I bound it up in a coarse linen sack, with a cered

linen bag over it, and inserted the whole in a (s^V* ^l^Xleathern sack. In like

manner I dealt with a bale of entire bodies of ermine, making it into one

burden
; and with a chest of pieces of brocade and Venetian velvet, satin, and

such like. All these bales had their leathern sacks, where the inner sacks were

old, or of coarse hair-cloth
; and we folded them over them, and sewed them, so

that no person could see what they were, or covet them in his thoughts. To

produce a contrary effect, I made them look mean and contemptible ; and if any
one looked on them, they were not likely to catch his eye. In the same way,
to cover up the pieces of furniture, I made for them, according to their shape
and size, bags of cered linen : and all this was out of fear, lest the rain should

touch them. But, as it would be impossible for me to know one bale from

another, nor what was in any, without some especial contrivance, I sewed upon

each, with red or yellow wool, a word or two, to indicate what it contained ; but

in such sort, that I myself could not perceive what it was at a little distance,

and so most assuredly no one else. The rest of the clothes, furniture, and

sundries, I packed up after the same fashion. The chest containing the cope of

our Lord the Patriarch, which chest I had had made like the robe-chest of the

Patriarch of Moscow, being covered with leather and iron, and shut up with a

lock and key containing, moreover, his crown and censer, copes for a Priest

and Deacon, and other appurtenances for Mass this chest I made up for one

burden
; so that, if it should be wanted, it might be readily accessible.

And now the hired carriers, we before mentioned, came to us, accompanied by

their Priests, and ready to perform the service for us with all joy and gladness.

These persons knew none but the Turkish language. It was desired of us, that

we should say Mass in (Enoos on the first Sunday of the Great Lent : but they
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were not so fortunate as to obtain the consent of the Metropolitan of Sinope,

who had met us among them, and had conceived some jealousy at their love

and kindness towards our Lord the Patriarch. This town is not within the

Metropolitan s jurisdiction : but he had taken a lease of it from the secretaries

and clerical archons of the Patriarch of Constantinople, to whose See it is

attached, the revenue being collected by his officers. Between our master,

therefore, and the Metropolitan there arose a division of mind, in consequence

of the prohibition enforced by this prelate of the Patriarch s Mass. But the

Metropolitan soon repented of his conduct, and afterwards was very solicitous

to be forgiven. These poor people, however, extremely desirous as they were

of the Patriarch s Mass, did not attain their pious wish.

Thus, then, on the Thursday in the second week of the Great Lent, we loaded

and set out from this place, conducted forth by the men and the women and

children, composing the whole population of the town, and weeping and lamenting

at our departure, to a place at a considerable distance ; where they took leave

of us, with wishes for our safe arrival. God prosper them, and cherish them !

Then we came, by a rough and very narrow road, through mud and clay, over

the ridges of the mountains : this being a safer route than by the roads of Tocat,

as they supposed, because its frequenters are few ; but we met with snow on

these ridges, more than we can describe. In all the villages in these districts the

houses are separate, like as it is in the country of the Druzes. They call the

inhabitants rayots, and slaves ; and most of them are the property of Hasan

Pasha El Jelali
;
whose residence, as well as that of the Vazir, is at present in a

village named Koboli, on the road from Tocat to Sinope ; according to the infor

mation we received. We now crossed a large river, called, in Turkish, Hi Wedrdsi.

God deliver us from more such crossings ! so violent was its current, and so

widely spread its rocks and stones. At night, we had no place to sleep in, but

under the vault of heaven, with fires burning around us, and the poor carriers-

God be merciful to them ! keeping watch. At the end of three days, it was with

difficulty that we reached the already-mentioned town of Argosti ; which is on

the summit of a barren hill, exposed to severe cold and hard frosts. For this

reason, no grapes are grown in or near the town. The houses are of large

structure
;
and there is a church, called by the name of St. Nicolas, in which we

assisted at Mass, on the second Sunday of Lent. The Priests pray and con

secrate in the Greek language, without understanding what they say : for the

language of all of them is Turkish, as we have already observed. Concerning
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their political condition, we were told, that, besides the Kharadge, they give no

more, any year, to the Government than the Moslems do : and that the Moslems,

at every period of time that a new Aga comes to them from Constantinople, pay

him, each person, a Sanbadge ^Ju, of twenty piastres, or something less ;
and

^L

that they are used with an indescribable degree of tyranny : so that they would

prefer having to pay tribute as Jews or Christians, rather than as Mahometans ;

and it would be lighter for them.

SECT. VII.

DESCRIPTION OF C.KSAREA, OTHERWISE NIKSAR. VILLAGE OF OMALA.

COMANA.TOCAT. VILLAGES OF BIZARI AND BISCAVL

WE departed from the Argostians early on the morning of the Tuesday ; as

we delayed on the Monday, in consequence of the great quantity of snow which

fell. They took us down a valley of great extent and declivity, by a wretched

narrow road ;
and God have mercy on the soul of any one who should chance

to slip ! his destruction was inevitable ! till at length we descended to the new

city of Cccsarea *, called, in Greek, X^ffwaw/a ;
and now called, in Turkish,

Niksar. The fort extends along the top of the hill ;
and its water descends from

the vicinity of the town of Argosti ; being conducted, as they told us, along an

artificial channel. This city contains lakes of water and gardens ;
and its situation

is very pleasant. All its gardens and plantations are watered by irrigation ; and

the crops of corn are tall, by reason of its being an enclosed valley, with moun

tains all around. We durst not appear here in our character of Christians ;
for

* &quot;

Mazaca, the capital of Cappadocia, took the name of Csesarea in honour of Tiberius; and is now

denominated Kaiserieh by the Osmanlis. The antiquity of this city is attested both by Strabo and

Josephus ;
and its supposed founder was Meshech the son of Japhet. It was the royal seat of the

Kings of Cappadocia, and continued to increase in splendour after its annexation to the Empire : it

struck a number of medals, consecrated temples to the Emperors, and celebrated public games in

honour of Septimius Severus and his sons. Tt was adorned with an amphitheatre, and many temples ;

and when pillaged by Sapor, king of Persia, in the reign of Valerian, contained a population of no less

than four hundred thousand souls. Its dimensions were contracted by Justinian, who rebuilt the walls :

it was raised to the dignity of an Apostolic See ;
and gave birth to St. Basil, who was buried near the

town. The army of Alexius Comnenus is said to have encamped amidst the ruins of the city, which

had been destroyed by an earthquake ;
but it was afterwards rebuilt, and by turns became subject to

the Sultans of Iconium, the Princes of Karaman, and the Grand Seignior.
&quot;

It is situated on the south side of a fertile plain of great length, and at the foot of a stupendous

mountain, called Argreus. Two branches of this mountain advance a short distance into the plain,

forming
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most of the people are soldiers and scriptural Mahometans : and we sighed to

visit the ruined churches, which we saw at a distance, of the grandest architecture,

and with the cupolas still existing, as it is related in the New Chronicles of

Eljamibi concerning this city, its beauties, and churches, saying,
&quot; The wise king

Ahmed the Ghazi, after having made many conquests in Caramania, marched to

the siege of JLgvowwria, which is the city, the abode of fortune, Niksar
;&quot;

and it

was, as he records, one of the largest cities in the world. The belief is spread

among the people, that a hot spring here, called Eboas
(^-1^1),

now at a distance

of several miles from the town, was formerly in the very centre of the city. This

place contains a stupendously large church, of the most magnificent architecture,

called ot,ufMx,rovgyo$,
with many monuments still remaining. The Moslems fought

and strove much, until they made themselves masters of this city, and plundered

it of all its treasures. Its vine-bowers are low and small.

Then we passed through the whole place ;
and crossed the great River Eddib,

flowing in the vale by the side of the town ; and came in the evening to a village of

Greeks and Armenians, the name of which is Omdla. Here the vines grow as in

our country, and the inhabitants are all vintners. Around the villages is a great

number of the e..Jisr* tree : it is much in the form of the
\^&amp;gt;~

tree ; only that its

leaves and fruit bud from the trunk, like hair.

From this place we sent a courier to a Christian Gentleman in Tocat, named

Haj Simeon, to take his advice concerning our entrance into that town : for we

dreaded it much, by reason that most of the inhabitants are Armenians or Jews
;

and we, though a small company, made a great noise in the country. We came

therefore to an unanimous resolution
;
and sent our heavy baggage and burdens

by our servants, in the capacity of merchants owning the cargo. These went

forming a small recess, in the centre of which stands Co?sarea, surrounded on three sides by mountains.

The area of the city is inconsiderable ;
and the houses, although built of stone and mortar, are mean in

their exterior appearance. It is the emporium of an extensive trade ;
and the resort of merchants from

all parts of Asia Minor and Syria, who come to purchase cotton, which is here cultivated in great

quantities, and either sold as a raw material or manufactured into cloth. The inhabitants are stated to

amount to about twenty-five thousand souls ;
of which number, fifteen hundred are Armenians, three

hundred Greeks, and a hundred and fifty Jews.
&quot; The plain of Ca}sarea is irrigated by a river called the Karasu, or Black Water (formerly the Melas,

which has the same signification), that flows from west to east, entering the Euphrates at Malatia.

Although an inconsiderable stream in the autumn, it, as well as the Kizil Ermak, frequently inundates

the country during the melting of the snows. Mount Argish rises in a peak from the plain, similar to

Mount Elwund, near Hamadan in Persia, but is of far greater elevation ;
and at this season of the

year, when the whole of the surrounding country was parched with drought, the mountain, half way

from its summit, was enveloped in the snows of perpetual winter.&quot; KiNNEiR,page 98.
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and stopped at the khan in Tocat ; whilst we staid behind, without luggage, and

kept with us only a package of copes and necessary clothing. We agreed also

that we would make our entry by night : and, accordingly, we did not set out

from Omala till the afternoon. On our way, we passed by the Comana mentioned

in the history of the Chrysostom : it is a small town on the right side of the

road. It was only from Niksar onward that we again saw houses of brick, flat

earthen roofs, and sofas.

In the evening we entered Tocat*, anciently called, in Greek, Kuxutra, now

the name of a place outside ; and alighted near the church, which is ancient, with

a very small cupola ;
where we said Mass on the third Sunday of Lent. But all

the houses round the church belong to the Jews. The houses of the Christians

are scattered, to the number of forty or fifty. Round the town, indeed, many of

the villages are Christian. On Monday evening we went to visit a large ancient

church, dedicated to The Assumption of Our Lady, in a village near the town

called Cdksi, the inhabitants of which are all Christians and Armenians. On

seeing the church, we were astonished at its venerable architecture : it is of

magnificent dimensions ; and has its lofty cupola suspended on four blue marble

pillars, from the neighbouring quarries; and is replete with grandeur. The

opinion is, that it is of the building of the Emperor Thcodosius the Great. We

performed in it an A.yionrfjw$, and the Patriarch asperged the whole congregation.

In the morning, we went to the visitation of the Tomb of St. John the Chryso

stom, and it was with very great devotion and desire. The tomb is situated on

the road we had come from Omala to Tocat, and there is no other way to it.

Before we had gone so far as to reach the village of Comana, we were shewn a

heap of stones in a field, by the side of the road, wherein the j/=-, containing

* &quot; The city of Tocat does not appear till you come to the gates of it ; for it is situate in a nook, among:

great mountains of marble. This nook is well cultivated ; and filled with vineyards and gardens, which

produce excellent fruit. The houses are handsomely built, and for the most part two stories high :

they take up not only the land which lies between these rugged hills, but likewise stretch themselves

along the tops of the hills, in form of an amphitheatre, in such a manner, that there is not a city in the

world of a situation so singular. Not to lose any ground, they have even built upon two very-

frightful, rugged, and perpendicular rocks of marble ;
for one sees an old castle on each of them. The

hills on which the city is built have so many springs, that each house has its fountain. The chief trade

of Tocat is in copper vessels, as kettles, drinking vessels, lanthorns, candlesticks, which are made here

very handsome, and are sent to Constantinople and into Egypt. The workmen of Tocat have their

copper from the mines of Gumiscana, which are three days journey from Trebisond; and from those of

Castamboul, which are much richer than the other, ten days journey from Tocat, on the side towards

Angora. Tocat may be looked on as the centre of the trade of the Lesser Asia.&quot;

TOURNEFORT S Voyage to the Levant.
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the body of the Saint, is said to have been found. A light is continually burning

within it ; and around it are the ruinous foundations of a convent, which must

have been large. Near to Comana also,, on the side of the road, is a very large

rock, of a great height ; that which St. Gregory transported hither. In it are

dug several cells ; and at the top is a likeness of this miraculous Saint, as

mentioned in his history, and known by all to the present time. Others say,

that the Chrysostom transported it hither. At the top of it is a kind of tomb,

to which we ascended ; as we did to the cells, which we entered, and performed

our devotions in them. On the tomb is an ancient Greek book ;
which we were

unable to read, as it is much decayed through length of time. We were struck

with great admiration at this extraordinary wonder, which is a piece of a

mountain standing on the face of the earth. &quot; The wonders of God are in his

Saints, and all his is will in them.&quot;

In the midst of a vineyard in Comana, they shewed us an ancient cupola ;
in

which they said was the tomb of the Martyr Basilicus, over whom the body of

the Chrysostom was placed ;
and this tomb is visited at the present day. From

Comana we went to a village called Bizari, opposite to Omala, on the top of a

hill. Between the two villages lies the road. All the inhabitants of Bizari are

Armenians. This village contains an ancient Roman church, on most of the

stones of which are crosses. It is called by the title of The Festival of the Cross.

It stands on four pillars, with a lofty cupola, in which the image of the Saviour,

in gold, is still remaining. It has also a cupola with the portraits of the two

Saints, with their names written in Greek. The altar still subsists in its original

state
;

it is of the shape of the base of a pillar, painted and marbled. The
^js*.

which contained the body of St. John the Chrysostom is of blue marble
; and is

placed on the right-hand side, before the gate of the third tabernacle, close to

the wall. It is said, that when the Emperor Arcadius took the Saint s body away,

the ^^ was without cover ; but lately, within these sixty years, the Saint

appeared, in the night, to an illiterate elderly man, saying to him,
&quot; In such a

field the cover of my tomb is buried. Tell the people of the town Bizari,

with whom my tomb is, to come and take it, and place it on my tomb.&quot; The

man awoke in astonishment ; and, coming early in the morning, dug in the

place which the Saint had pointed out to him. It is the same place which we

have just before mentioned as a heap of stones in that field. There the cover

was found. To the relation it is added, that one of the great men of Tocat

made an attempt to carry it to that town ;
but the buffaloes would not stir from
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the spot, nor yield a step in the direction of that city, but only towards the

above-mentioned Bizari. When the men grew tired of beating them, they let

them go their own way ; and the buffaloes never stopped moving till they came

to the latter place : and in this, say they, the Saint displayed a miracle, for there

were five or six buffaloes together. We performed, at the Saint s tomb, a

ITaa*A&amp;gt;7&amp;lt;n?, with numerous metanoias, and a great quantity of lighted tapers ;

and we took a blessing from it. To the Janicos (^y^Ul) we made a present of

a small sum of money.

On the right of this church is another, in the name of St. George : and just

outside of it is a small church, dedicated to St. Gregory the Wonderworker, in

the possession of our creed. By what appears to our mind, the convent, the

ruinous foundations of which are seen near Comana, close to the stony (&*) heap

of earth, where the covering of the Saint s tomb was found, must have been

really and truly the convent where the holy urn (^j^) formerly was : and when

that convent was ruined, they must have removed the tomb hither. There are

many remains spread over this country of the building of churches and mona

steries, which are said to be of the time of the Chrysostom ; who, after he had

guided them to the faith, and baptized them, built for them these churches,

which they know, and name, still up to the present period. Most assuredly the

body of the Chrysostom was taken along that road by which we came from

(Enoos to Tocat: and this is commonly said among the people here. To

continue the transport from Q^noos, they placed the holy reliques on board an

imperial ship, and thus carried them to Constantinople.

We afterwards returned to Tocat : and on Friday, our Lord the Patriarch

passed to another Caucasian village (^^K), named Biscdvi, and performed Mass

there on the fourth Sunday in Lent, in a church dedicated in the name of St.

Michael. In this town is also another church, dedicated to the Virgin ;
and the

inhabitants are extremely religious. Not one of them failed to make his con

fession. From them we hired cattle and carriers, having already prepared

ourselves for the prosecution of our journey : and then we returned to Tocat.
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SECT. VIII.

DESCRIPTION OF TOCAT. PAOLOS. SIFAS. EXECUTION OF HASAN PASHA

AT ALEPPO. DESTRUCTION OF HIS FOLLOWERS.

THE city of Tocat is built in a valley between two hills. Its waters are

abundant ; its fountains near at hand, among the houses ; but the quality of the

water is at the same time rather heavy. Its castle is of the foundation of the

Mahometans, on the ridge of the hill. It is a great mart, frequented by the

whole world. Its markets are fine ;
and all its streets, both large and small, are

paved. The Armenians in it are numerous ; and they have seven churches

within the town. They had an eighth church, on an eminence, overlooking the

city ;
but the Moslems destroyed it. There are round the town, also, Roman

monasteries, of which I visited I know not how many.

We then hired some carriers from Keliz
(jtf) ;

and set out from Tocat, in

company with a caravan, on the Tuesday of the fifth week of Lent ; after we had

been bidden adieu to by all the Christians, headed by their Metropolitan, who

conducted us without the town. In the evening we came to a khan, in ruins,

at a short distance from Tocat. On Wednesday morning we came to another

khan, near a town of Christians, called Paolos : and on Thursday we arrived, by

a rugged road, at a large new khan, like the khans on the road to Constanti

nople, with shambles and hot baths, in the neighbourhood of a town which they

call Y&ngi Shehr : as it resembles its name-sake, which we mentioned in theO

beginning of our travels, near Broussa.

On Friday, as we approached Sivas, we suffered from cold, from a piercing

wind, and from frost, what exceeds description ;
for it is a place famous for its

frigid temperature, both in summer and winter. As the air is cold, so are the

lands and waters ; and there is no green grass to be seen in the whole country,

nor any verdure whatsoever, with the excepion of the evergreen of the forest-

trees. No vines grow here ; nor are there any orchards, nor melons, nor

cucumbers
;
nor any herbs, until the approach of Pentecost.

As soon as we arrived in the town, we unloaded our baggage in the khan :

for ourselves, we took up our lodgings in some of the houses belonging to the

Christians, which are as many as forty or fifty.
These Christians have a stone

church with a lofty cupola, dedicated in the name of St. George ;
which they

built entirely new, in the reign of the late Sultan Murad. Its area and spacious

court are enclosed within immense walls of brick ;
and around it are their tombs,

VOL. II. 3 N
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together with those of the Armenians. They forced us to celebrate Mass for

them in this church, on the fifth Sunday in Lent ; and our Lord the Patriarch

consecrated for them a Deacon. These are truly religious Christians. This

city is that which is called, in Greek, 2s/3a&amp;lt;rr/ ;
and from this name they have

styled it, in Arabic, Sivas*. This is the town in which the forty Martyrs

suffered Martyrdom. The place of the lake is now become dry ground. The

case is, that its situation, as we saw on our passage to it, being in a low hollow,

very deep below the town, which is on a lofty eminence, the waters of the latter,

and its refuse, used to descend into it, and, having no outlet thence, they

formed an immense lake
;

for the waters of this country are abundant. After

wards, it appears, when Tamarlang destroyed this town, together with its walls,

leaving to it now only the vestiges of its former grandeur, the waters departed

from the lake, and it became dry ground, such as it now is. As to the place

wherein they deposited the Martyrs, it is an arched vault, observable at a distance,

filled inside with water, being near to several springs of water, flowing from two

different places. To this water they still give the name of Ayiacrpu ; and we

drank of it, admiring our happiness in receiving such a blessing. They told us,

that every year, on the morning of their festival, there come forth from it two

fish, as a miraculous token. Afterwards, they took us to the place where they

burnt their holy bones : it is outside the walls ;
and is the site of a large church,

the ruins of the pillars and corner-stones of which are still visible. It is here

that the members of our church and the Armenians make their graves. Some

of these tombs are ancient, with sloping covers : and tapers are burnt, where

the traces of the tabernacle are apparent. On the day of their festival, the

Christians come with their Priests, and perform a UugaxXficns, and chaunt their

rubric. On this day we went to see a large college of some note, beautiful for

its pillars and decorations of marble. The whole of it was built of the materials

of the before-mentioned Church of the Martyrs, and is of the foundation of the

Great Amir Shahinshah, as it is written in the history, at its proper chapter,

year 670. It is burnt to the ground ;
and it is said that the famous Cara Yasgi

set fire to it. In its immediate neighbourhood are the ruins of another church

&quot; The city of Sivas was first called Cabira, and afterwards Sebaste, in honour of Augustus : it is

celebrated for a victory gained here by Lucullus over Mithfidates, and for a long siege which it stood

against the Romans. It is situated on the north side of a plain, watered by the northern branch of the

Kizil Ennak : it is dirty and ill built
;
has a town-clock (a wonder in this part of the world) ;

and is the

seat of the Pasha. The inhabitants are a coarse and rude people, and great breeders of horses. The

castle is in ruins
; and not far from the town is a celebrated Armenian monastery.&quot; KINNEIR, p. 556.
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and small sanctuary, in the hands of the Turks. We gave a fee to the servant ;

and having been admitted, we performed our devotions within the precincts ; as

they say that they contain the tomb of its bishop, St. Philasius, wherein his

body is in preservation up to the present time : but the tomb is hidden. This

town has a castle on a hill, in ruins
; wherein was the palace of Abshir Pasha,

and his wife Miriam the Georgian. Lower down is a garden belonging to the

palace, with cherry-trees and ^^. In truth, the air of this town is cold and

dry ; and the frosts it is subject to, are well known. We were now at the end

of the month Adar, and yet, through the severity of the cold, we were unable to

go out from our apartments. Around this town is a number of convents, which

were formerly in possession of our Romani or Greek Church, but now they are

in the hands of the Armenians. I went to visit I know not how many of them.

In this town we ascertained the truth, of the report concerning the murder of

Hasan Pasha Eljelali, in Aleppo, and of all the Pashas who were with him
; as

also of the arrival there of Elkebelli, son-in-law of the Vazir, being appointed

Pasha of that city.

The case was, that when Hasan Pasha had settled at Intab, he received

intelligence that Murteza Pasha was coming to Aleppo with his troops ; and

immediately sent against him the Tartar Ahmed Elba, so much celebrated for his

valour, with one thousand brave soldiers, to go and intercept his march at the

castle of Boghras, near Bilan, and stop his passage. He came therefore to Keliz,

and ate and drank, and rested for some days ;
when suddenly the news reached

him of the arrival of Murteza Pasha at Antioch, and afterwards at Aleppo,

whither the inhabitants of the suburbs had removed all their stock of provisions,

and their household goods, to the interior of the city ; which, with its whole

population, was thrown into the utmost terror and confusion. Murteza Pasha

alighted at the house of the Ermenezi (^jU,i!!), and the other Pashas and

soldiery took up their quarters in the other houses. Murteza now sent and

endeavoured to inveigle Hasan Pasha, by letters, promises, and oaths, to come

and present himself before him, without fear or apprehension ; swearing to him,

on the holy volume and the sword of the Sultan, that he would use no treachery

towards him ; and assuring him, that he would take him and reconcile him with

the Sultan, from whom he had nothing to dread. Hasan Pasha, in the mean

time, was a prey to rage and vexation at the conduct of his troops, over whom

he had lost all controul. They were become insolent and riotous ; and went

about the country, plundering, violating, and carrying off what they pleased,
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with none to hinder them
; till at length they came to one of the villages

belonging to Hasan Pasha, near Keliz, where he was dwelling, and made an

attack on it. Entering the stables, they cut the (^Ijj) yokes of the oxen with

their swords, and took them ; and they also plundered the stores of grain. As

soon as Hasan witnessed this outrageous behaviour on their part, he cursed

them ;
and mounting his horse in a passion, he suddenly set off for Aleppo,

fearless of the consequences. His officers in vain exerted all their prayers

and persuasion to induce him to turn back : he obstinately proceeded, till he

arrived at Aleppo, where the news of his approach at first filled Murteza with

terror. But soon the Pasha s fear was turned into joy ;
and having communi

cated with Hasan, he ordered him an apartment in his own house
;

at the same

time quartering each of the Pashas, who attended him, with some officer of his

own of the same rank, and treating them all with mirth and festivity ; until one

day, having sent a sudden notice, he instantly ordered his guard to put Hasan

Pasha to death, and they cut off his head. To his subordinate officers he sent

slips of paper ; and each of them killed one of the Jelalians, and brought his

head and placed it before the Pasha, together with the body. These were then

taken up, and carried to be thrown in a heap, on the outside of the Bankosa

Gate. In consequence of this event, there was great rejoicing and thanksgiving

to God, throughout the country, and in all the mosques ; and the Pasha ordered

that the bodies should not be buried, but be left to be devoured by dogs. The

heads he immediately sent, on the tops of spears, to Constantinople ; and on this

particular occasion, also, there was great pomp and rejoicing. On each head

was stuck a piece of paper, bearing the name of its once owner. Subsequently.,

a Khatti Sherif was issued, for the confiscation of the property of the rebels, and

for the prosecution and chace of every person who had been connected with

Hasan Pasha
; commanding their houses to be razed, their children to be

slaughtered, and their wives to be sold to slavery. The Sarja and the Sakman

(^UCuJlj U-^LaJl)
were ordered to be put to death, wherever they were found,

without form or trial
; and their names and banners to be annihilated. All this

was carried into effect, until every remnant of these rebels was destroyed from

the face of the earth, and the world was purified of their villany.
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SECT. IX.

DEPARTURE FROM SIFAS. OLASIL CANGHAL. ELMAGHAIR. DESCRIPTION

OF THE CITY OF DERINDA.

WE set out from Sivas early in the morning of Monday the sixth week of

Lent
;
and suffered, from the roughness of the country, the bitterness of the air,

and the depth of the snow on the ridges of its well-known mountains, more

hardships than it is possible to describe. In the afternoon we came to an

Armenian village, containing two wooden khans, and called Olash. Here we

halted two days, in consequence of a great fall of snow, and because the way
from this place to the next stage, called Canghal, is very difficult, being a narrow

gully, along which two caravans, the one going and the other coming, are unable

to pass, so close is it
;
as we shall again have occasion to mention. At the end of

two days we set forth ; and again suffered from the cold and the ice and the

bitter blasts of wind, what exceeds description. Our faces became as black as a

negro s ; and when we ascended to the top of the mountain which they call

Delkeli Caya, we became stupefied and bewildered
; and our eyes were frozen up

by the immense snow around us, and the road disappeared from our ken. But

God was merciful to us, in a courier, who preceded us, and opened a new road

before us. Our cattle were ruined with fatigue and falls
;
and some of the drivers

actually perished amidst the hardship of raising and reloading them, after they

sunk with their burdens in the snow. In like manner, the horses, with their

riders, sank, and were buried
; nor was it possible for the horseman to ride

with his legs down ; for wherever his horse trod, he sank so low, that the snow

rose above his back. We presently arrived at the great strait
; which is a road

where there is room for only one beast of burden to pass ; where there is no

stepping aside, either on the right or on the left : for should the foot of the

animal but slip out of the path, it would sink with its burden, as though it were

fallen into an abyss of the sea
;
nor could it rise it again by any means, for it

would be buried and smothered in the snow. The people of Canghal are, for

this reason, accustomed to come and plant this road with tall trees, like (jWj

tent-poles, on each side, right and left, from one end to the other
; so as to be

a guide to the eye all the way from Delkeli Cfiya to Canghal : otherwise it

would be impossible, without these marks, for any one to find this road at all in

the snowy season. This remarkable pass is well known throughout Persia, and

at Constantinople, and, as we were told indeed, through every part of the world.
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That it is most extraordinary, is true
; for we, who had seen and travelled so

much, never beheld a more horrid road than this. At Canghal we met with

horsemen in succession, who look out and give notice, and are continually going
and coming, to prevent the meeting of different parties in this pass, and to make
one party halt on the spot till the other is gone by ; as should have been done

to-day, when, by their neglect, and by the shock of two caravans encountering
each other on this narrow path, as load struck against load, one of the beasts

unavoidably fell into the deep snow, and unspeakable confusion and tumult, with

drawing of swords, ensued. We suffered, therefore, great hardships ; not one of

us daring to ride on horseback, for fear of such falls
; and all walking, for the

greatest part of this day s journey. We were told, that last year a caravan was

totally lost. The carriers, being no longer able to endure the fatigue of main

taining the loads, in consequence of the great depth of snow and the intensity of

the cold, threw down the packages of the merchants, and ran off with their cattle.

But being benumbed with the frost, they were overtaken, notwithstanding all

their efforts to get clear off, by the merchants ; who, to save their lives, them
selves now abandoned their property, to the amount, it is said, of twelve thousand

piastres : for from Clash to Canghal not a village is found, nor a cave, nor a

copse of wood ; and many of them lost their hands and feet, by mortification.

The people of the distant farms, hearing of this affair, came and plundered what

was left, and carried off these riches in their sacks. And lately, when Elkebelli,

Pasha of Sivas, was returning from Aleppo to that place, his army is reported to

have lost upwards of two thousand horses, from Malatia to Clash. It was with

great difficulty that we reached Canghal in the evening ;
and our spirits returned

to us only by drinking of the wine which we had with us. In the morning we

again departed ;
and travelled the distance of half a station in the snow as before,

suffering from the severity of the cold wind, enough to freeze us and parch us up.

The farm-houses and cottages in the district of Canghal have caves underground,
to serve as a refuge from the frost. Our carriers turned aside from the Malatia

road, alleging that it was very rough, and took us along the road to Derinda :

and God had mercy upon us, and we arrived in a land of safety. We had now-

passed the snows, and had begun to see the ground ; and we pitched our tents,

and slept there that night. Rising next morning to pursue our journey, we saw

no more of the cold. In the evening, we came to a place called Elmaghair. All

our road for these two days lay along a valley, and a river of flowing water, with

which the neighbouring meadows and sown lands are irrigated. This stream is
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said to come from the vicinity of Angoria and Tosia, and unites with the River

Eli Bostan, which is named Chilian : on its banks are (&)$) barren jujube-trees.

On the morning of Palm Sunday we ascended some high mountains : and on

our approach to the city of Dcrindd, these highlands resembled the Malolan

country in the territory of Damascus, and the roads in those parts ; only that

these are exceedingly rugged. The soil is like that of Aleppo, for its red mould

and rocks. At noon, we descended upon the town and its numerous gardens.

It is supplied with water from a large stream, springing from a rock under the

castle. The walls of the houses and gardens are all of brick, similar to the con

struction of Cara. Its castle is a very fine large building, at the top of a large high

hill, with sides of equal dimensions. We were informed that the Othmanlies

wrested it out of the hands of the Curds. Its charitable foundations are manv ;

and its fruits, of all kinds, abundant ; for its inhabitants are few, and its wardenso
numerous. We bought an okka of dried mulberries for two Othmanias.

On the morning of Monday in Holy Week we left this town
; and passed over

an immense low plain, all the sown lands of which are subject to irrigation. In

the evening we stopped to sleep in one of the villages on Eli Bostan. The
situation of these lands is very fine, and their waters abundant. They lie very

low, are covered with cottages, and are hemmed in by the surroundin&quot;
1 mountains.

SECT. X.

ANCIENT CITY OF ELBESTIN. HAZARDOUS PASSAGE OF THE RIVER JIHAN.
PILGRIMAGE OF SOD KERABID.ZEITOON.

ON the morning of Tuesday in Holy Week we crossed the River Eli Bostan,
and entered the township of that name. It is a small borough ; but was anciently
a renowned city, and is known in history by the name of Elhestin. The name
of its river is Elezrek, or the Blue River, and is the same as the Chhfrn or

Jihan *, the source of which is close to an Armenian village in the
vicinity.

; There can be no doubt that the Jihan, or Jyhoon, was the ancient Pyramus, wherever that river

may have discharged itself into the sea; and, if the conjecture be correct, that it has changed its former
course, one cause of that change is sufficiently manifest in the volume of earth and sand that it still

continues to roll down from the interior. This great quantity of deposit has produced a plain of sand

along the side of the gulf, somewhat similar in shape, and equal in si/e, to that formed by the Ghiuk

Sooyoo ;
but the elbow, where the current that sets round the gulf quits it, is obtuse, and without any

shoals. This river, half a mile from its mouth, is 490 feet wide, and is the largest of all the rivers on
the south coast of Asia Minor. Xenophon, in his First Book of the Anabasis, gives it (the Pyrairius)
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This town had walls formerly ; as it is related of it in the history entitled
&quot;

Pearls

for the Threads of the History of the Turkish Empire,&quot; (cJl^H fy ^J (jL.il!
g,j)

that in the year of the Hegira seven hundred and fifty-four, in the days of

the Sultan, the upright king, Saleh, son of the Sultan, the protecting king,

Mohammed, son of Calavon, marched forth the Emir Seif Oddin, Arghon,

Elkamili, the depositary of the Imperial power in Aleppo, and with him the

troops of Aleppo, for the city of Elbestin, in quest of the Emir Craja, son of

Dilghadir, Prince or Chief of the Turcomans
; to seize him, and take all they

found with him, scattering the collection of his multitude, and hastening the

amputation of his root and branch. On arriving at the city, they found it empty

of Sakman ;
for the Prince, as soon as notice reached him, fled, with all his

attendants, and escaped. The invaders immediately quartered themselves in its

palaces ; and thence went forth daily, to destroy its walls, and raze its monuments.

Soon its streets became as a last night s dream, and its frequency as the morrow

of a departed caravan. Still, the traces of its ancient buildings are apparent,

and the sites of its churches and convents are marked by heaps of stones.

We staid here two days ; and on the morning of Holy Thursday we set forth
;

and, having proceeded three hours journey, came to the bank of the River Jinan,

to cross it by a ford known only to the people of the country. It was at the

height of its overflow, in consequence of the melting of the snows : and as it

was found impossible to take us over by fording, they unloaded the packages

from the backs of the animals, and the neighbouring peasants, who were all

Turkomans, stripped naked, and, distributing among themselves the smaller

burdens, carried them across the river on their heads. For the heavier, they

brought two large timbers, which they bound together, forming them like a boat

or raft : and on this, and others of the like, they placed the bales ; which they

dragged, thus loaded, from the bank of the river to the deepest part, by means

of buffaloes. Then loosing the buffaloes, they pushed off with the rafts to the

opposite shore
; and, discharging the bales, returned to take others by the same

conveyance, until they had carried over the whole of our luggage. Many of the

persons were busied, till night came on, in carrying over their goods on their

the breadth of a stadium, or 600 Greek feet, at the place where it was crossed by Cyrus ; but we need

not conclude, from thence, that it has so materially diminished. Xenophon, probably, expressed himself

in round numbers of this river, as well as of the Cydnus at Tarsus, and the Sarus, where the army

crossed, to which he respectively assigns the breadth of two and three plethra (200 and 300 feet) ;

whereas the former is no more than 160, and the latter but 270 feet wide, near their mouths.&quot;

CAPTAIN BEAUFORT, p. 296.
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horses. There remained myself, our Lord the Patriarch, and the Metropolitan

Gerasimus, who had made up our minds to pass in the boat, which \vas to be

towed up for us, as safer and more convenient. As soon as it came, they loaded

it, and we went on board. No sooner had the buffaloes drawn it into the deep,

than it inclined with us, first on the right, and then on the left
; deluging us with

water on both sides, to above our girdles. The bales fell down from their places ;

and had it not been for the attendance of some Armenian people in the water,

and the favour of the Almighty, we should have been altogether drowned. The

spectators called, &quot;Alas !

&quot;

and gave us up for lost, and shouted and hallooed ; for

the river runs with a strong and deep stream. Those who were able, hastened

to our assistance ; and by the intercession of all the Saints, they saved us, and

put us on shore, deprived of our senses like dead persons. On recovering, we

cursed our condition, from fright, terror, and drowning. We stripped ourselves

of all our clothes, and covered ourselves up with our cloaks only, almost

perishing with cold
; and it was a most especial bitter night for us, particularly

as we could procure no fire-wood, and our other shirts and clothes were all

packed up. However, we spared no expense in obtaining what was to be

purchased for our restoration to vital warmth : but it was impossible for us to

rise from the spot where we were seated : there we remained, just as we sat

down, till the next morning.

Early on Good Friday, the caravan proceeded : but we staid behind, with those

travellers on horseback whose bundles had fallen into the water. Having beaten

up the neighbourhood, they engaged the peasants to draw out their packages.
This delay was very convenient for us, who staid, till near the approach of noon,

drying our goods and wardrobe in the sun. We then mounted our horses ; and

again, on this day, suffered great hardship from the roughness of the road.

Indeed, we had as yet seen nothing equal to it : for this route by Zeitoon (the

well-known Armenian town) is notoriously bad, all the way from Eli Bostan to

Marhash. It winds on ridges of hills ; and through valleys, the bottom of which

is covered with rapidly-flowing streams, issuing down from the tops of the moun

tains ; and here and there are springs, throwing out water like rivers. Withal,

the path is narrow, admitting but of one horse to pass at a time ; and, O heavens !

if any of the baggage-cattle happened to totter, and its feet to slip, it would

tumble the whole descent, with its burden, down to the bottom of the valley.

And how many burdens were carried away by the River Jihan ! for the whole

border of this river is without the smallest flat, to make a bank. We did not

VOL. II. 3 o
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arrive at the station till after night-fall ; and it was only angels, undoubtedly,

that carried us. This road is all but impassable by day-time ; how then were

we saved along it by night ? The harassing difficulty of the route was particu

larly great for our Lord the Patriarch, being a corpulent man : and it was impos

sible to escape the jolting by walking on foot ; for when we alighted to walk, we

stumbled on brooks rushing down from the heights with the force of large

rivers, which we were unable to pass without again mounting our horses : and in

this way we reached at length the station, which was at a mill, between two

mountains, in the middle of the valley ;
but both ourselves and our horses were

nearly dead with fatigue. As soon as our company, who had for the most part

preceded us, were aware of our approach, they came forth to meet us at a

distance, with lanthorns and torches. These two nights were equivalent to all

that we had suffered during our absence from home, in vexation and labour ; and

actions arejudged of by their ends.

On the morning of Holy Saturday we rose early, to pursue our way, which lay

over mountain-ridges covered with deep snow. The mud was therefore equally

deep in those parts where the sun had effect. And this mountain-track we

pursued till noon; when we descended into the Valley of Zeitoon, with its

vineyards. We passed by the Pilgrimage of Sob Kerabid, that is, of Mar

Johanna, or St. John the Baptist, which is visited by the Armenians from Aleppo.

It is an ancient dome, in the midst of hot springs ;
into which a company of

Armenians, who were with us, went to bathe. These waters are beneficial in

all chronic diseases. In the afternoon, we came opposite to Zeitoon ; and there

halted. Zeitoon is situated on the flat of a hill, and its houses are built of brick.

We sent and fetched some wine from the town ;
but we could find no eggs there,

nor cheese, nor meat ; which we wanted for the next day, being Easter Sunday :

for Hasan Pasha s men had plundered the whole of this country. Wa were

surprised at the name of this town, Zeitoon ; and at first supposed that it was

from the great number of olive-trees around it they had so named it. But the

case is quite the reverse ;
for there are indeed immense woods surrounding it,

but not a single olive-tree is to be seen in the neighbourhood.
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BOOK XVIII.

SYRIA.

SECT. I.

MARHASH.OSMAN DADA.BORGE. ACCOUNT OF METROPHANUS,
ARCHBISHOP OF ALEPPO. ARRIVAL AT KELIZ.

ON the morning of the Passover we moved forward. Our breakfast was on

cheese, a mould of which had been kept by us since we left Wallachia ; and on

bacon, which had been given to us at Sivas. Our road this day was again very

rugged, over huge mountains like walls, on which we were told they cut the

wood for Aleppo. We coasted, for the most part, the River Jinan
;
and how often

did it happen, from the narrowness of the path, and the great overflow of the

river, that our road was entirely covered with water ; and that the beasts, with

their burdens, were fairly carried away by the stream, only some being recovered

with great exertion ? In the afternoon we came to a bridge near Marhash, over

the Jihan
;
and we alighted. From this place we began to see the red soil of

Aleppo, and the
(Jj&amp;gt;x*) oak, almond, olive, and pomegranate tree in the

orchards
; and we now smelt the air of Aleppo. Marhash is a large borough,

with abundant waters, and a handsome castle on the flat of a hill. Here we ate

salad and greens, and (sUXJ!) the white mushroom. We left on Tuesday morning ;

and not crossing the ford of the River Ak Soo, or &quot; White Water,&quot; through fear

of its depth from overflow, we went round by the bridge ;
and had to exert

ourselves much, to wade through the rice-grounds ;
for all these lands are laid

under water, for the rice-plantation. In the afternoon we came to an ancient

stone minaret, where, it is said, was formerly a large town, called Osmanjik, or

Osman Dada ; and near to the pillar is an ancient khan.

On Wednesday morning we proceeded on our road ; and again suffered great

hardship, in consequence of the great quantity of mud and clay, and the waters

of the rice-grounds. The poor baggage-cattle used to sink to their necks, and

their burdens would fall from their backs ; and then the carriers had to wade,
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with their clothes, in the mud and water, to drag them out and reload them: and
it was with the utmost

difficulty that we got through, and entered the famous
Durenda pass or strait, which is a narrow defile between two mountains. On
clearing this, we arrived at the top of the mountain, at the place of division of
the two roads, to Intab and Keliz ; where a part of the caravan separated from

us, to take the Intab road, whilst we joined with those for Keliz. We soon
came to the vine-grounds belonging to the two districts

; and in the afternoon
reached the town called Borge, and celebrated for its tower.

On the morning of Thursday after Easter, we passed by the town of the

Vineyards ; and came to the boundaries of vine-plantations and grounds of Keliz.

The Turkomans were now assembling from all parts of our country, on their

departure to the regions of Sivas for the summer and their (JUo) summer
quarters. We looked at them with great interest, and had a grand review of

them : and truly it is they who are the cultivators of the earth and its fruits, and
the source of our joy and happiness. In the evening, I alone arrived at Keliz, as

a courier Jij^K ^z u^Ixj
^!|

: but they would not believe me ; and when they
looked on me, they were like persons confounded, and not trusting to their

senses : for all accounts from us had been interrupted ; and it had been asserted

of us, that we had been killed in Wallachia, during the war of Constantine
; of

which we have given the history, and in the course of which every person found
in the convent which we once inhabited was unsparingly slaughtered. They
rejoiced at our arrival among them

; and we united together in thanking God,
and praising his Holy name, for our safety.

I immediately wrote letters to Aleppo and Damascus, and the other towns of

Syria ; and we sent them by a runner, to inform them of our approach : and our
return in this way proved to be the more fortunate course

;
for our original intention

was no other than to go from Tocat to Caesarea, and thence to Adana, Antioch
on the Madik, and Antioch of Syria ; only we found no companions for that

route ; and we had no design of coming at all to Aleppo. This was because of

the
multiplicity of wicked and scandalous acts perpetrated among the Christians

by the enemy of God, Metrophanus, son of the priest Beshara, Metropolitan of

Aleppo, whose consecration to that See was a judgment of God on its people.
For to what purpose did he use the opportunity of the absence of our Lord the

Patriarch, but for evil, and the tyranny of his arm, and for numerous frauds and
extortions ?

particularly, during the government of Abshir Pasha, he put forth a

claim that there were owing to him, by them, some six or seven thousand piastres,
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as we were told : and he drove the Pasha to collect this money from them.

This the Pasha did by bastinado and slaughter, making the Metropolitan palace

into a barrack for his Aghas, an office of extortion, and a prison : whilst the

Metropolitan himself was moved to compassion for none of his flock, but harshly

persisted in his tyrannies and abominations, defiling the character of the prelacy

by his actions, and permanently injuring the Christian interest. The whole o*

the money, however, Abshir took himself, and used it to pay the Sarja and Sak-

man, without giving the Metropolitan a single piastre. Observe the actions of

this impious wretch and abandoned of God ! observe his impiety and hypo

crisy ! which he carried to such a pitch, that he even extended his fraud and

extortion to the abuse of the register of the (*U-) raw silk which they collected

every year from the Christians, at the Feast of the Nativity, for the poor

an excellent custom, which had existed since the time of the former Patriarch,

Ephthimius, known by the appellation of Kurma
;
and in the time of our Lord

the Patriarch, when he was Metropolitan, had come to increase. But now, in

his days, this infidel has been the cause of its being laid aside, for the reason we

alluded to ; for, by the register, they began to lay hold of the Christian ; saying to

him,
&quot; You gave last year (suppose) five garments value of raw silk [or, You gave

more or less] ;
and this shews the value of your property, as you were considered

to give a tithe of what you possessed.&quot;
This and other such hideous transactions

he was guilty of, to an extent which, in description, it would be tedious to

pursue : and he became bold and barefaced in his vices and deformities, in his

drunkenness and other irregularities, making the very sound and name of Greek

a jest and derision among the other nations. In the time of the Patriarch

Kurma he used himself to administer the Church revenues, and managed its

property with his own hands ; but at the beginning of the Metropolitanship of

our Lord the Patriarch, it was recommended to him to appoint forty Vakeels or

Deputies, two of whom should annually stand before God and serve the Church,

from the day of the festival of the Forty Martyrs till its anniversary. And this

affair having been thus established, the temporalities of the Church prospered, by

the blessing of God ; its cellars were filled with oil from year to year ; wax torches

were stored up in its recesses ; and its treasury was furnished with every thing

needful ; until the time of the person we are speaking of, and his Metropolitanship,

which befel as a visitation from God upon the same. Then the business was so

changed, that the Vakeels began to be appointed by legislative degrees, by orders

of the Pasha, by the preponderance of contests and animosities, and by the weight
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ofpurses ofmoney and protections, to the effect of overwhelming the Church with

thousands of debts : God reward them as they merit ! All these affairs and

circumstances came to our hearing at Keliz ; and we were greatly angered,

particularly our Lord the Patriarch, who ceased not to execrate the Metropolitan,

and to curse him, praying vengeance upon him with all his heart.

At the beginning of his Metropolitanship, when he first began to practise his

vices and enormities, the Patriarch had sent to cut him off from the priesthood :

but he went to his holiness at Hemah, and employed many persons to intercede

for him ; promising before God, and swearing the most sacred oaths, that he

would renounce wine and spirits, and all intoxicating liquors : and after we had

written and taken on his account legal bonds to this effect, backed by the

grandees and doctors of Hemah, the Patriarch pardoned him. On this he sued

for a fine, before the Magistrates, against the Christians of Aleppo, for having

read the Istatikon of his deprivation and excommunication ; being supported in

this suit by his son and relatives. Afterwards, on returning, in the company
of our Lord the Patriarch, to Aleppo, he relapsed into his former state, and

broke his oaths in secret. Thus he was continually disordered ; and from his

great assiduity in the abuse of inebriating beverage, he became afflicted with

diseases and sicknesses : but still he held on, until God at length destroyed

him by the dysentery (^tiajjJI ta); as will shortly appear, in the course of this

history.

I had in the mean time written a letter, by the courier, to my own house, and

cautioned my family not to spread the news of our coming ; but I desired my
sons Ananias and Constantine to let me see them, to satiate my longing desire

for them after such a distance of time ; it being now seven years, all but three

months, since I had parted from them : for we had positively settled not to go

to Aleppo, but from Keliz to direct our steps to Damascus. No sooner, however,

had my uncle Elhodge Elias, with my sons, set out and come to join us, than

the report was spread in Aleppo ; and immediately numbers of friends, Christians,

Priests, Deacons, and other classes, hastened their steps towards Keliz, to visit

us ; and greeting us with the most cordial salutations, they intreated us to arise

and come to their city ; for that the rarity of the visits of our Lord the Patriarch

to them was an imputation on their character, and that they should be disgraced

before all the other towns, when it was heard of his near approach to their city,

and yet sudden turning aside from it, though his own place and country. As

for the late Metropolitan, the averted from God, the ravenous wolf, that scattered
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the flock of Christ, and delivered them into the mouths of wolves ; as soon as he

heard of our arrival, he fell sick of a fever, and died to all appearance ;
but it

proved to be a trance, from which as he recovered, he sent to excuse himself

from attending us, by reason of his infirmity.

SECT. II.

SOLEMN ENTRY INTO ALEPPO. CONDUCT OF THE ARCHBISHOP OF EMESSA.

VISIT OF THE METROPOLITANS.

WE performed Mass in Keliz on New or Low Sunday, with all joy and exul

tation : and in this place we staid the length of fifteen days. Having been

perseveringly solicited by the visitors from Aleppo, and by those of the Priests and

Ayans who were come to ask his blessing, the Patriarch at last inclined to their

desire, and consented to go to Aleppo ; but on condition that he should collect

among them his proper dues ; and that whatever he spent in the service of the

Pasha, and all the presents, should be at their cost : and to this they engaged

themselves one with the other. We set out therefore from Keliz with few things,

leaving the rest there ; and arriving near Aleppo, at the village Bilirmon, we

alighted there, to remain till evening, and make our entrance privately. But

the Christians, speedily hearing of our approach, came out in entire bodies of

every sect, to meet us ; and flocked upon us troop after troop, in multitudes. If

we had entered Aleppo just as we came up, it would have been more convenient

and more quiet ; for whilst we alighted to stop at the village, the concourse and

sally of the people increased, and the affair became so urgent, that we were

forced to arise and move towards the city. The women had come forth as far

as the Khanakia ; and we were unable to pass over the bridge Bash Cubba for

the pressure of the crowd, and the throngs of those meeting us : nor, but for the

Janissaries and Yaskias who walked before us with staves, should we have passed

on at all. When we came to the Turb Elmesihin, we saw from a distance that

the Faza or Campo was entirely filled with people, and it was with great diffi

culty that we moved onward. To the church, in conformity with the usual

practice, we found it impossible to proceed, both on account of the multitudes,

and because evening was come on ; though the Priests of the various congrega

tions were ready, from their love and respect for the Patriarch, to receive us in

their robes God be bountiful to them ! The Metropolitan also, who has been
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already so often mentioned, came to meet us, quaking and trembling at his

condition, for which he grieved and lamented audibly : and God is witness, that,

from the change of his person and countenance, we should not have known him.

He came walking, and was supported by four bearers, as he knelt and suppli

cated ; and, through the closing in of the crowd, he was nearly trampled on by

the people s feet. In this way we entered the Metropolitan palace ; where we

yielded ourselves to repose, and threw off all the cares of travelling from our

minds, praising God for our safety and happy arrival in our native country, and

for being again united with our lovers, companions and friends. Our entrance

into the imperial and well-guarded city of Aleppo* was on Thursday evening, the

twenty-first of the month Nisan.

*
&quot;The city of Aleppo, including its extensive suburbs, occupies eight small hills of unequal height,

the intermediate valleys, and a considerable extent of flat ground ;
the whole comprehending a circuit

of about seven miles. Besides the wall, the city was formerly fortified with a broad deep ditch ; which,

at present, is, in most places, filled up with rubbish, or converted into garden-grounds. On the north

side is Bab al Naser, formerly called The Jews Gate
;
but that name was changed by the son of Saladin,

Milek al Uaher, who rebuilt the gate more superbly than it had been before. Under it is a lamp,

constantly burning, near an iron grate ;
and the Turks may often be observed to stop there for a few

minutes, and to mutter certain prayers or ejaculations. According to the Missionaries, it was once the

residence of the Prophet Elisha; and the lamps are kept burning in commemoration of this saint. The

castle of Aleppo is, by the natives, deemed absolutely impregnable, if not attacked by surprise, or

surrendered by treachery. The city is supplied with good water from two springs which rise near

lleylan, a village about eight miles distant to the northward. It is conveyed thence, by an aqueduct,

partly on a level with the ground, in some places covered, but mostly open ;
and partly subterraneous,

refreshed by air-shafts. After making several turnings, the aqueduct enters the city on the north-east

side ;
and the water, by means of earthen or leaden pipes, is distributed to the public fountains, baths,

seraglios, and to as many of the private houses as choose to be at the expense. The public fountains

are neat, plain buildings, with large arched windows, guarded by an iron grate. The gardens are

separated from each other by low stone walls ;
and are supplied from the river, by the aid of Persian

wheels. Aleppo, although encompassed by hills, is well ventilated, and enjoys a pure penetrating air.

The westerly winds, predominating in the summer, serve to moderate the excessive heats; which, were

it not for this kind dispensation of Providence, would render the country in a great measure unin

habitable, considering the cloudless sky, the intense power of the sun, with the reflection from the white

chalky soil, and the stone walls of the houses. The olives produced at Aleppo resemble the Spanish

olives, but are not quite so large. The annual produce is little more than sufficient for pickling. The

gardens afford several varieties of grapes ; particularly a small white grape, reckoned superior to the

rest. The large grapes produced in the houses, upon the vines that cover the stairs or arbours, are

of beautiful appearance, but have little flavour. The ripe grapes begin to appear in the market in

September ; but the height of the vintage is not till November. The pistachio-tree is cultivated with

great industry ;
and the nuts are reckoned superior to those produced in any other part of the world.

Besides a considerable consumption of them at home, large quantities are exported to Europe. The

pomegranate is common in all the gardens. There are three varieties of this fruit ; one sweet
;
another

very acid ;
and a third, that partakes of both qualities agreeably blended. The number of inhabitants

has been computed at three hundred thousand. The language universally spoken by the natives is

the vulgar Arabic.&quot; RUSSELL S Natural History ofAleppo.
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On the eve of the following Saturday we made a procession of the whole

Priesthood, with the Deacons, at the time of the Ef&amp;lt;ro&5v, according to the custom

of this country, in grand commemoration of the Martyr St. George, whose festival

was on the morrow ;
and thus our Lord the Patriarch was met on this eve by

all the Priests of the various congregations, in their copes ; and was conducted

into their churches with the utmost veneration and respect. The next day we

performed Mass with a grand procession, and a distribution of wax tapers to all

applicants ;
and the Christians, God bless and prosper them ! met together in

great solemnity, to do honour to our Lord the Patriarch, whom they vied with

each other in entertaining at dinner and supper ; having arranged among them

selves, that when he dined at one place he should sup elsewhere. And so

eagerly did they press forward for the honour of entertaining him, that at times

it happened that two or three were at one and the same moment in preparation

of a banquet. Nor were their good works and charities less multiplied and

abundant. Against their Metropolitan, for his conduct towards them, they still

came with complaints : and the Patriarch lamented their case
; whilst the Me

tropolitan himself continued stretched on the bed of sickness.

The courier whom we had sent to Damascus was now returned, and had

brought us news of the greatness of their joy at our approach and personal safety ;

which they expressed to us in letters ; conveying also a request, that his Holiness

would speedily come to them, to take in hands the reins of government, and

management of their affairs ;
for that they were become like vine-stocks after the

vintage. At the same time, they also complained of the Metropolitan of Emessa,

son of Amish, a second Judas, and of the enormities which he had committed

among them, and the injury he had done them. For they had sent and invited

him to dwell with them, as deputy ;
and he went and performed Mass in the

Patriarchal See, occupying the Patriarch s throne, and wearing the sacco, conse

crating to holy orders and standing at the Ket^^a all this without the permis

sion of the owner of the See. They accused him of performing unlawful

marriages for money ; and of perpetrating great enormities, greater even than

those of the Hemahian, the Metropolitan of Aleppo. When he heard of the

approach of our Lord the Patriarch, he was ashamed and confounded ; for he had

been continually reporting of us, that we had been killed, and could never

possibly return
;
and he had been telling the people, that he was now the person

to exercise Patriarchal authority over them
; thus ungratefully proving treacherous

to his lord and master, who ordained him Priest, and consecrated him Bishop.
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And as the Metropolitan of Aleppo was afflicted with the love of drunkenness,

this man fell a prey to the temptation of hoarding money, and hardness of

heart and avarice ; as we shall relate in his history ; which, if it please God, we

will give at full length.

Afterwards he fled from Damascus, and repaired to the Convent of Sidenaia,

where he remained : and apprehending the rage of the inhabitants of Damascus

against him, because he had forced them to contribute large sums of money to

the Governors, and knowing their complaints against him to their spiritual

master, he employed himself in writing to the Governors petition upon petition

to their prejudice, from his retreat at Sidenaia ; until we sent him a letter, com

manding him to arise and come to Aleppo. Hither also repaired, to present to

us their salutations, Kyr Melatius, Metropolitan of Terapolis ; Kyr Nicolaus,

Metropolitan of Akkar ;
and Kyr Naocaptes, Metropolitan of Ladikia. In the

mean time, letter came upon letter from Damascus, beseeching the Patriarch to

arise and reach them, and adhere to them with his suite ;
until at length our

purpose was fixed ; and having sent and fetched the remainder of our baggage

from Keliz, we began to pack up, and start upon the journey towards them. On

this, some of the Christians of Aleppo came in, to ask us to take away their

Metropolitan from them, that they might breathe and rest, during his absence, for

a while. Then our Lord the Patriarch held a meeting on this account, and on

the affairs of the Vakeels, all of whom he deposed from their offices, substituting

others : and on reckoning the debt remaining due by the Church of Aleppo,

they found it to be seven thousand piastres. All the Church property, the copes,

and the materials for Mass, were pledged with the owners of the piastres : and all

these depredations had been committed by the Metropolitan, to supply himself

with money, over and above the sums which had been paid to him and for him

by account. What then could the Patriarch do with him ? He gave him into the

hands of the just Governor, to requite and punish him. And now he asked the

Patriarch that he might go with him to Damascus : but the Patriarch refused, by

a providential direction of the Almighty, as it will hereafter appear : and we left

him to the care of the imps of Satan.
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SECT. III.

DEPARTURE FOR HEMAH. ARRIVAL AT DAMASCUS. RE-CONSTRUCTION OF
THE PATRIARCHAL PALACE.

WE went forth from Aleppo, in company with the Mecca pilgrims, on

Thursday the twenty-first of the month Haziran
;
and on arriving at Hcmah,

we were encountered by tidings of good fortune. The case was, that in

Damascus there were two great men of the grandees of the city ; one named

Abd Ossalam, Kakhia of the Janissaries ;
the other, Abd Olbaki, Yasgi of the

Janissaries. These men had been very rebellious and headstrong against the

Imperial government ; and had maintained a secret correspondence with Hasan

Pasha Eljelali, in opposition to the Vazir. When the said Hasan Pasha perished,

the Vazir sent a Khatti Sherif to Kadri Pasha, Pasha of Damascus, whom we

mentioned formerly as being Pasha of Silistria
; commanding him, by some

stratagem, to cut off their heads. He invited them, in consequence, to the palace ;

and having beheaded them, sent off their heads to Constantinople : and we now

saw in Hemah the persons who were travelling with them. We rejoiced at this

greatly ;
for it was a magnificent boon to us, to judge by what we were told

afterwards of these men ; namely, that they were watching the hours for the

arrival of our Lord the Patriarch ; and we were far from having wherewith to

satiate their avarice. But God was pleased to put an end to their existence.

These, then, who were the chiefs of the rebellion, having perished, the Vazir

sent urgent injunctions to the said Kadri Pasha to cut off the heads of all those

poor wretches among the Janissaries who had been long remarked for their

obdurate animosity against the Sultan and his Vazir : and a multitude of them

having been beheaded, the rest fled into Yemen, Egypt, and other countries of

Arabia. Antecedently to this, the Vazir had sent two Shozbahi Capicols, with

their men : the one Shozbahi of the twenty-sixth Oda, the other of the thirty-

second Oda, with from six to seven hundred men ; and having removed the

Damascus Janissaries from the guard of the castle, he garrisoned it with these

alone. The conduct of the former was now subjected to scrutiny ; and the wrath

of God fell upon them, for the numerous acts of tyrannical cruelty they had

exercised on the people ; being restrained by no ruling authority, and having no

commander : and thus God granted to the Vazir to have his will of them ; and

all this fell out to our great good fortune, praise and thanks to the Almighty !

When we arrived at Emessa, the wicked Metropolitan of that place, that
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second Arms, came out to meet us
;

for he was come away from Sidenaia by

the employment of deceit and hypocrisy : but we made him no reproaches about

any thing ; on the contrary, we smiled at him,, took him with us,, and comforted

his heart, that we might obtain our purpose from him, and accomplish our

judgment on him before his enemies,, by assembling a council on his conduct

and person. When we were gone two days from Emessa, I, in private, began to

admonish and chide him, reminding him of his sinful acts one by one ;
but he

met my reproaches with subterfuges and denials.

At last, we entered the fortified city of Damascus *, on the morning of Friday

* &quot; The city of Damascus is encompassed with walls, extending- about two miles from east to west,

and a mile and a half from north to south ; but the suburbs are much larger than the city : that to the

north is small
; part of it is called the Meidan, where they have an open place for riding-, and other

exercises
;
and there are likewise several burial places and gardens in it : but on the south, the suburb

extends for two miles, and is inhabited chiefly by Turcomen : it is called Babel Elah [The Gate of God],

because the gate at the end of it leads both to Jerusalem and Mecca. From the former it is computed
to be six days journey ;

that is, about a hundred and twenty miles. The Barrady, and two or three

streams of water that are brought from it, run through several parts of the city. Damascus does not

answer within to its outward appearance : the streets being all narrow, there is a foot-way on each side

of them, and a lower way in the middle for horses and cattle, just large enough for one beast ; which

serves also to carry off the water, after rain. Most of the houses are built, for a few feet from the founc

dation, with hewn stone; the rest with unburnt bricks: their palaces are very magnificent within, and

are built round a court, but make no manner of appearance without ;
and it is very rare that more than

a dead wall is seen from the street. The bazaars or shops make a better appearance, which have wide

streets between them
; and many of them are open only to foot-people: they are covered over at top

with roofs or arches, which are a shelter from the sun, and keep them cool. They have water in such

abundance at Damascus, that all parts are supplied with it
;
and every house has either a fountain, a

large basin of water, or at least a pipe or conduit. The waters, indeed, of Damascus are the great

conveniency and ornament of the city, and of the places about it
; and the division of them is very

curious. These waters have two sources
; the Barrady before mentioned, and a river called the Fege.

After these streams are united, the river is called the Barrady, till it comes within two leagues of

Damascus
;
and then it is divided, by art, into eight streams. This division of the waters into so many

streams, which run so near to one another, may be looked on as a very extraordinary thing ; and the

place is so pleasant where they begin to widen at the field of Damascus, that it is very much fre

quented as a place of recreation, where neither verdure nor trees are wanting to make it a most

agreeable scene.

The Pasha of Damascus conducts the caravan to Mecca that goes yearly from Damascus. He has

a body of Janissaries, under their Aga : out of these they take what they call the Capicules, who are

guards to the gates of the city ; each of them having a gate allotted to him, and a certain district near it,

over which he has a sort of absolute power.
&quot; The Patriarch of Antioch ordinarily resides at Damascus, who has under him forty-two Archbishops

and Bishops. This Patriarchate is worth forty purses a- year ;
which revenue arises partly out of a

tenth of what the Bishops receive from every family throughout the whole Patriarchate, which, from

each house, is from four to twenty shillings a-year ; and partly out of what he receives at Antioch,

Damascus, and the country about them, which is his own peculiar diocese
; being fifteen piastres for a

license to bury, and five for every marriage, which all the Bishops receive in their own dioceses.&quot;

POCOCKE, Vol. II. p. 117.
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the first of the month Tamoz, being met by the Christian community with all

veneration and respect, and with joy, gladness, and exultation. We now began,

first of all, our service to the Pasha, by waiting on him : as we also waited on

all the Ayans of the town, with presents of wax-tapers, sugar, and cloths. Then

we commenced paying our debts. The first on the list we owed, was to

the house of the Khoja Nasir Oddeen ; the whole amount of which, by legal

judgments, was nine thousand and odd piastres ; which we paid, writing a dis

charge between us and them: to another creditor we owed two thousand piastres,

and paid him ; to another, two thousand five hundred
;

to another, a thousand ;

and to another, five hundred : and in this way we paid about fifteen thousand

piastres. The Patriarchal house also claimed certain sums of money, and cloth,

and musk, and fur, &c. We expended on the Pasha, and on the rest of the

servants of the grandees, more than three thousand piastres. The house of the

Patriarch, and the
(uli&amp;gt;)

court enclosure, had crumbled to ruin ; for the most part

being built of bricks, and the wood having decayed with age. We therefore razedO O *&amp;gt; O

them to the ground ;
and built a new palace suitable for ourselves, with cells for

the Clergy, and porticoes, houses of privity with water running through them,

(tt&amp;gt;ls^&amp;gt;) store-houses, and paved courts. The (xcU ) court-yard we paved with

materials of various sorts and colours
;
and I sent to Aleppo for yellow and green

tiles, expending on this pavement, and the pond in the centre, about six hundred

piastres. In front of the palace I erected a facing of black and white stone,

from the foundation to the top ;
and on it I set a spring and fountain, formed

with variegated mosaic and coloured marble, flowing with water, which, breaking

as it falls, cheers with its sound the heart and mind, and dispels melancholy from

the brain. In its structure, I set up two pillars of marble, twined and rounded

after the fashion of the ancient Greek pillars : for I took the master, and shewed

him some pillars at the door of the Mosque called the Genezari, outside the

Toma Gate, the bases of which are js^* like the Grecian bases. The two pillars,

with their pedestals, cost thirty piastres ;
and are, at this moment, an object of

the greatest admiration to the beholder. All this had relation to the saying of

the sayer, that the masters of this time and age are unable to work like the

ancient workmanship. In the centre of this place I set a porphyry table, an ell

and a half in length, and three in breadth, with a frame round it of white marble

and black ^l* : and in this black and white facing I set the date, in three lines

of poetry, formed with the beautiful new-glazed tile, in such a manner, that no

one should be able to alter it, or adapt it to a different sense, in any part, from
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beginning to end. Over the door of the portico I placed a yellow slab, with the

date of the building upon it in Greek, and in Grecian characters, for the Children

of Greece to read. The court enclosure was dark ; and I therefore opened two high

windows into it. In the corner of the summer-house, which is called Mishraca

(AJJ^^U),
I built a water-closet, with a high cupola and arches, and water-basins

all round, in imitation of the privies of the grandees of Damascus, which they

build of grey stone. To the court enclosure I opened a large window ; and

placed in it a solid iron window-frame, with a latch, of the weight of six and

thirty pounds ; whereas in the place of it there was formerly wood. Near to it

I opened a secret door into the grey stone porch ; and made this door like the

surrounding materials ; so that, when it was shut, no one knew it was a door.

I enlarged and heightened the gate of the court, building it up with grey stone :

and all these gates and doors I framed with the wood of the Syrian and white

mulberry-tree, that they might not decay by length of time, making solid work.

The porch behind the court enclosure was all vaulted : and I widened the court,

and paved it with black marble. Here was the water-cistern, strongly built up
with black marble, and collected by me into one, from the several which used to

exist in the houses of the neighbours : and near to it was made a private door

for the domestics. From the court-yard there was taken up more than a

mountain of earth
;

for we removed the soil, and put stone in its place. The

method of building at Damascus is with J^si and red earth, their earth being

burnt; and not like the building at Aleppo, with its peculiar earth and lime.

For the pounding of the earth a hundred piastres did not suffice us. The pond

on the premises used to be very large, with gardens all round it : but I reduced

it in size, and increased the open ground for walking. For the lemon and orange

trees I made enclosures, like the mouths of wells, with stone, having a (j^)

selvage, a pretty piece of workmanship ; and I paved round them, including the

whole court-yard. All along the walls I set an
O^ji&quot;) edging of black and white

04&amp;gt;) tiles, for the people to sit on : and the whole place, from being narrow and

confined, became spacious and roomy. The beauty of the (xtU) court-yard, with

its lake and fountain, was a subject of talk in the city of Damascus ;
and many

of the grandees came from time to time to see it. We expended on the whole

of this building about three thousand piastres. Of all its embellishments, nothing

would be so worthy to excite your desire and envy, my Brother, as the beautiful

rows of narcissuses, hyacinths, and other flowers, placed on the steps of the

fountain, from top to bottom, with the water breaking amongst them ; the
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^Lwi)
wine-bottles on the banks of the pond, all round, with the water-pails

meeting each other ; and then to see us sitting in the new portico in front,

drinking to our God, with our cups in our hands. And I pray to the Almighty

that He will move every reader of my poor history, and every hearer, to the

visitation of the Holy Jerusalem, and to the view of this admirable spot, which I

had so well learnt how to arrange : and certainly, if a whole treasury of gold

had been in our possession, its entire expenditure would have passed through our

hands, and this edifice would have stood as a memorial to future ages, for men

to beg a blessing and a reward for us from the bountiful Sovereign of the universe
;

for though the money we had with us was the produce of Christian alms, yet its

employment on these good works was undoubtedly a most meritorious act.

SECT. IV.

THE PATRIARCH S KHAN IS REBUILT AT DAMASCUS. DECEASE OF THE

METROPOLITAN AND ERECTION OF A DIVAN KHANAH AT ALEPPO.

THERE was belonging to the Patriarchate, a khan, which had been bequeathed

to it, opposite the porch door of the Patriarchal palace : and over it, in stories.

were apartments for the poor : but it had latterly become an abode for prosti

tutes ;
and many attempts had failed to drive them out, for their hypocrisy, and

the vices and enormities they were continually committing. But I expelled

them at once ; and having levelled the whole building to the ground, I raised it

again from the foundations, making it two stories high ;
the lower story con

sisting of nine large and roomy workshops, and the upper of eight ; something-

handsomer, and more spacious. The yearly rent of the khan having been

formerly only five and twenty piastres, now rose to more than a hundred and

twenty : but I laboured excessively at its re-construction, especially on account

of the vast quantity of earth within it : and God give us refuge from the

Damascus edifices ! You have no sooner made a hole in a vault, than the whole

wall, both above and below, is in ruins. On this khan we expended about two

thousand piastres. For the pounding and sifting of the earth alone, one hundred

piastres did not suffice us. To this building I made a small door, like that of the

Metropolitan palace at Aleppo ; and over the threshold of one of the shops I

wrote the date of its construction.

In our absence, the Aga had settled in the old Patriarchal palace, and made it
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his lodging, having been admitted by the gate of the oven ; and it was with great

difficulty that we drove him forth. I then closed up the two gates with stone,

and made a single new gate for entrance ; the outside being handsome, and

deeper than the Metropolitan palace-gate at Aleppo ;
and formed with large

polished stone, with a wicket-gate ;
and another similar to itself, inside

; both

resembling the gates of a castle. And now, thanks to God ! the inmates no

longer fear that any one will break in upon them
;
for no one s hand has strength

to break the gate ;
so deep are its pannels, deep enough to hide the whole body

of a man. For the rest, the masters and able workmen were about two years

employed at the building of the palace : but the khan we made all our

endeavours to finish before the winter, by multiplying the masters and labourers,

who were, in all, from sixty to seventy persons : and it was completed in the

space of eighty days ; at which the Moslem lords w-ondered much. For if the

work had been for them, the operatives would not have done it in two years ;

but as these were all Christians, they were ashamed before us, and worked with

their whole hearts at the charitable undertaking, more particularly as it was for

their countryman, their Church, and their Patriarch.

It was the custom for the house of the Patriarch, from the time of the former

Patriarchs, to receive every week two loads of wine from Sidenaia. This custom

in our absence was interrupted ;
but I laboured much, and exerted myself, until

I set it on foot again.

Soon after our arrival at Damascus, there came the Metropolitan of Saida, the

Metropolitan of Beirout, the Metropolitan of Baalbec, and the Metropolitan of

Terapolis to us, to present their salutations to our Lord the Patriarch ; and his

Holiness then dismissed them in their various directions, to collect the Noria, or

contributions, for him as usual. He himself went on a visit to Sidenaia, on the

first of the month 1161, the opening of the year SEVEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED AND

SIXTY-EIGHTH of the world : and I staid in his place in Damascus.

Six days after the Festival of the Cross, a courier reached us from Aleppo, with

great news, full of joy and gladness ; informing us of the death of the Metropo

litan of Aleppo, on the thirteenth of 1161, after a short illness, in which all his

bowels were voided, and by which he surrendered life amidst his tears and

lamentations. All rejoiced at his death ;
and God visited his people, and freed

and released them from trials and temptations. The arrival of the courier with

us was in the afternoon : I instantly dispatched couriers on horseback to Sidenaia,

to carry the news to our Lord the Patriarch ;
and he received it after supper,
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before he was gone to bed. He was elated with joy not taking pleasure in the

Metropolitan s death, but in the release of the inhabitants of Aleppo from his

wickedness; and rising, he immediately performed a
Hu.gaK^r,&amp;lt;n&amp;lt;;

to the Mother of

God, in thanks and praise to her, who brought him these happy tidings in her

convent. I then sent to impart the joyful intelligence to the rest of the Heads

of the Clergy of the Tirana, who were all highly incensed against him.

At this time, an idea occurred to our Lord the Patriarch, that he would apply

himself this year to the concoction of the holy Mvgov or ointment ; and not

merely on general grounds, but because there remained of the ointment made

by the late Patriarch Joachim, son of Ziadah, scarcely more than one gallon :

and we now therefore wrote down the names of the drugs and
(^SliLe)

aromatic

roots in a book, and began to buy and collect them ; sending to obtain from

Egypt the oil of balsam.

At the commencement of the Fast of the Nativity I passed over to Aleppo,

where I remained till the tenth of the month Adar. I had begun here, also, to

build a Divan Khanah, which was absolutely requisite, and two vaults for prisons

and the
(&amp;lt;Gj)

stores
;
both on account of what passed, in my absence, of frights,

horrors, alarms, plunder and rapine, on the part of the lord Ahmed Pasha, as we

mentioned formerly, and but now from fear of Hasan Pasha and Murteza ;
and

also because there had fallen to my purchase a beautiful marble pillar for cutting

into slabs, together with three stone arches of grey, yellow, and black stone, at

an easy price of about two and thirty piastres. Thus the undertaking prospered,

and the edifice was completed in a manner suited to the plan. I was building

in Damascus what I have mentioned, at the same time that in Aleppo they

were carrying on this building in my absence.

I then passed back to Damascus, in company with the (^jls^) Pilgrims for

Jerusalem, and joined my father
; and kneeling down to his Holiness, received

his blessing.

SECT. V.

PREPARATION OF THE HOLY MYRON. SIX SEVERAL CONCOCTIONS.

WE now set about completing the affair of the holy ointment ; and having

collected all the materials and utensils for Palm or Passion Week, we pounded

the drugs in the (^la) mortar, for five concoctions. We pounded the parts of
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each concoction, and placed them in a large paper by themselves, writing the

name upon them.

These were the parts of the first: Of JjjJuJlyy ^1 &amp;gt;t!y y&j jUi-xi J\A one-

hundred and twenty drachms
;
of red cassia-wood, sixty drachms

;
of Yakouti

amomum, sixty drachms
; of liquorice-root, thirty drachms

;
of the s^j reed,

thirty drachms. Of these we bruised and broke to pieces those which required

it, as appointed in the book : then they are steeped in holy water and old wine,

being covered to the depth of two or three fingers in a clean vessel, on the eve

of Palm Sunday, to be boiled on the morrow. In the original copy of the pie-

scription, only one part is prescribed ; for example, of the flowers of J.jJ^ forty

drachms, whereas we made it thrice as much, that is, one hundred and twenty

drachms, and so of the rest. As I have given an account of the ingredients in tin-

first concoction, so I shall hereafter do of the others.

On the Friday preceding the Saturday of Lazarus, our Lord the Patriarch,

after Morning Prayers, proceeded, with the Heads of the Clergy and the Priests,

to the Church of St. Nicolas
; and having performed prayer over the fire-grate,

and an AyuHrpog, lie sprinkled with it the place, and the two new fire-grates

which had been set up, towards the east, in the middle of the said church, upon
the pavement ;

which they therefore covered with clay, that it might not be

injured : and hither were brought two large brazen vessels, after being whitened.

On the morning of Great or Holy Monday, after prayers, the Patriarch wont,

as before, with the Heads of the Clergy, the Priests, deacons, and laity, to the

said church, and made a beginning of the service. We then brought the

materials of the first concoction, which we had steeped over night in holy water

and old wine of the country, in the proper vessel
;
and they were emptied into

the large pan. Over them was poured the quantity of eight and twenty pounds
of pure oil, and as much old Damascus wine, with holy water : and each time

the Patriarch added an ingredient, he chaunted, saying :

&quot;

In the name of the

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, one God.&quot; Then he used a leaf

of (jd} laurel, a leaf of
(&amp;lt;jJ) myrtle, a leaf of (^ULaa-) rosemary, and a small

quantity of the male rosemary. The old wine and the holy water he threw in

to prevent the oil from burning in the pan ; and the leaf of laurel and rosemary

for the sake of the scent. We engaged, to assist us, two physicians of the town,

ami gave
1 the direction to them

; as the management of such operations is their

art and profession : for otherwise, who unassisted could attain his end ? the holy
divine traditional directions having been forgotten for a number of years.
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We had prepared and broken up, as fuel, some dry wood of the oak. The

first thing our Lord the Patriarch took in hand, was three clumps of wood,

with three stalks of hemp, and three lighted tapers, which he placed in the grate :

then he wetted a part of the remaining fire-wood with hot holy water, which was

set over the second grate for this purpose : then he placed it over the lighted

tapers with a portion of the hemp, after having sprinkled the grate with the

Ayiao-pog ;
and he lighted up the fire in the two grates. One of the Priests sat

on a chair opposite the grate, to maintain the fire ; wetting the wood, piece by

piece, with the aforesaid hot water, and lighting it by little and little, so as to

keep up a gentle flame ;
as it is regulated in the book, which says,

&quot;

It is necessary

that the attendant on the fire should be watchful, and keep it burning at a gentle

rate. When the grate is hot, he must sprinkle on it some of the warm water ;

and be cautious not to throw on it any cold water ;
nor must he ever cease

stirring.&quot;
And according to this direction the Priest acted, constantly stirring

with a wooden ladle with a long handle, for fear the liquid should boil over

and run away, setting fire to all around. Every now and then he put into it a

quantity of the warm holy water before mentioned, as it is directed in the

book :

&quot; Whenever the water is diminished, you must add to it some of the tepid

water, by a little at a time ;
and beware of using cold.&quot;

From the moment the fire began to burn, our Lord the Patriarch in his Epi-

trachelion and Omophorion, the Heads of the Clergy in their Epitrachelia and

Omophoria, and the Priests in their Epitrachelia, were reading the holy Gospels ;

and the Deacons, with their girdles, were chaunting the Epistles, and Prophecies,,

and Psalms of David, and all the other chaunts and prayers, all of them with

their heads uncovered, from the beginning of the lighting of the fire until the

evening. So also the Deacons, with their fans, were fanning die cauldron, and

making the changes of dress : and a large torch was burning in a candlestick

before the grate.

The indication, when you wish to know whether the water is all gone that

was mixed with the oil in the cauldron boiling over the fire, is, by observing as

long as the oil JMM bubbles some water still remains in it
;
but as soon as the

bubbling ceases and is gone from it, and the oil is at rest, then is the time to add

to it what you please of the warm water. When you have stirred the mixture,

and find that the aromatics and odours have been well mingled with the oil ;
and

when you perceive that the strength of these aromatics and odours is gone forth

into the oil, and its smell is good ;
take it off from the fire, and leave it the whole
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night, till the next day, to cool. Thus we did ;
and placing over the mouth of

the cauldron a large towel,, we tied it fast, lest any thing should fall into it. On
the morrow we strained the oil through a clean napkin ; and removed it into

another vessel, as it is ordained in the original prescription. The aromatics are

sifted like grain, and are removed into another vessel by themselves.

On this day we got together the ingredients for the second concoction : they

were the best bitter costus, sixty drachms ; the red rose of Irak or Jor, cleared

of the stalks, sixty drachms : white makasiri sandal, sixty drachms ; ladanum,

Jaoli frankincense, ginger, cloves, and AJ!JU^, of each a drachm: and dry (L~J&amp;gt;j

costus, thirty drachms. The whole is bruised small, particular pains being taken

to break up the wood ; and over all is poured sufficient holy water to cover the

mass, which we thus steeped from Holy Monday at noon till Tuesday morning,

when we took it, and put it on the oil which had been boiled the day before.

The Patriarch lighted the fire, as we mentioned the first time : the stirrin&quot;-

was kept up ;
and water, when wanted, was added, by little and little, from the

warm holy water : and the boiling was continued full four hours. Then we took

off the mixture, and left it till the afternoon to cool
; when we strained it as

before, and put away the drugs, with those of the first concoction. In the mean

while, the Heads of the Clergy and the Priests recited the Prayers; and the

Deacons, with their fans, performed the changes till the end.

We had been steeping the ingredients for the third concoction since an early

hour of the morning of this day ; and having brought them, we put them over the

oil, as it had been already boiled and purified ; and the Patriarch again lighted

the fire. This is the quantity of the ingredients of the third concoction : c-^
sixty drachms ; picked bark of the red cassia, twenty drachms ; (^j^) nutmeg,
fifteen drachms ;

the best spikenard &amp;lt;xxJ ^jol^ thirty drachms ; the best (Jw/ j

cloves, thirty drachms
; (&amp;lt;uljuuj) mace, thirty drachms : and we boiled them from

the afternoon of Tuesday till the evening. Then we took the mixture off the

fire, to cool and strain it as usual on the Wednesday morning, separating and

laying aside the aromatics in a heap.

We had pounded the requisites for the fourth concoction, on Tuesday :

they were these: j+eji* cinnamon IA.^ t-^x* and cloves, thirty drachms; the

best red Arabian myrrh, sixty drachms; ^li- jjm jy choice lignum aloes

(jy*J) jf. y^) thirty drachms ; the best Irak saffron, thirty drachms. Of these we
bruised those which required it

; and having poured upon them water enough to

cover them, and more, we steeped them through the Tuesday night in the holy
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water, until Wednesday morning, when we laid them on the thrice-boiled oil,

and boiled it again, with the usual slow fire, from morning till noon. The same

ceremony was observed as the first time, in reading verses, flapping fans, &c.
;

and we then removed the mixture from the fire, to cool ; purified it
; and put the

aromatics aside by themselves, in a heap.

Afterwards, we collected the ingredients for the fifth concoction ; which were

as follows : the best red Falak astrac, one hundred and twenty drachms ;
which

we put to the boiled oil, with three pounds of despumated honey, and holy water

as before. We then set the whole on the fire, on the Wednesday afternoon, till

the evening, until all the moisture of the water was gone from it, and the

bubbling had entirely ceased ; and its scent was good. The indication and trial of

this was, that the physician who presided over the operation brought a new

cotton-wick, and, having dipped it in the boiled oil, applied it to the flame of a

taper ; and when lighted, it did not flicker or spirt.
We now knew, therefore,

that all the watery moisture was evaporated from the mixture ;
and we took it

off from the fire. In this interval of time we had pounded the ingredients for

the sixth concoction ; which were, Jo^ ;
1 a cinnamon or

Uj&amp;gt;
cloves, one hundred

and eighty drachms ; the finest scented Asafiri spikenard, sixty drachms ;
the

best red bark of (akvLO cassia, thirty drachms; (**U*MJ) mace, twenty-four

drachms ; the best
, Jl5i! -jJU! j^ Kakoli lignum aloes, sixty drachms. These
Sf

we reduced to a powder, which we bolted through a silk sieve ; and afterwards

the Patriarch threw it on the boiled oil, and mixed them together. The physi

cian then added the oil of balsam, which was one hundred and fifty drachms, in

a brazen vessel, held over the fire till it melted. Together with it he added

fourteen miscals of the purest powdered musk, and an equal quantity of the best

amber ; mixing these two up together in a like portion of the old myron, which

the Patriarch laid on the boiled oil, and stirred the whole : and we covered up

the mixture till the morrow.

This night, a great and evident miracle appeared from some of the images on

the door of the tabernacle of this church ; and this was, that, soon after dark,

they poured forth virtue, that trickled from them like a stream of water ; at

which we were astonished.
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SECT. VI.

CONSECRATION OF THE MYRON. ERECTION OF A NEW PULPIT. THE CASIDA
OF IBN ODD IB.

ON the forenoon of Holy Thursday, the Patriarch attended in the church, and

began to pour the myron into new glass-vessels which had never been used
;

whilst all, with their heads uncovered, were chaunting the Tgovagiu, and &quot;The

Lord is my pastor, c.&quot;
; and we put them aside in rows. Then the Heads of the

Clergy, and Priests and Deacons, went and robed with our Lord the Patriarch
;

and came and took the vessels, singly and in couples, in procession, with

torches preceding them, and seven pairs of fans, with which the Deacons fanned,
behind them

;
and all chaunting,

&quot; Have mercy on me, O God, &c.&quot;
; until they

entered with them into the inner Mariamiya Church
; and having placed them on

the holy table, they began the Mass. At the time of carrying round the body,
the Priests carried the vessels of myron round before it, as it is directed to be
done

; and the Deacons followed with their fans, until, having re-entered the

church, they replaced the vessels on the holy table
; when the Patriarch bent

his head, and recited over them, to the end, the usual and appointed prayers.
After Mass, we deposited the vessels under the holy table, until the morning of
Easter Sunday ; when we took them, and laid them up in the myron treasury.

For this Easter festival I made a new pulpit, with four handsome gilt pillars,
and a cupola, in the inner Mariamiya Church

; and the first thing I read in it

was the Gospel for Easter. Before this, I had sent to fetch from the Church of
Beirout a piece of a marble slab, a large squared and polished stone

; and I laid

it over the table. This, which was previously very small, I had removed ; and set

in its place a new table, with arches, pillars, and a marble column in the middle.
On it I wrote the a^ra, and placed on it the said slab

; and it came to make an

extremely beautiful appearance. Thus likewise, the next year, I placed over it

a stone cupola, with four marble pillars, of a handsome octagonal form, with

rings of brass, shining like gold, with
jj,^ above and below, ofthe same metal,

resembling the workmanship of the ancient Romans, and headed each in the
same shape, with four entablatures to face on all sides

; on the front one of
which I wrote the asra. We fortified the cupola with two iron shafts, from arch
to arch, to prevent its shaking: and expended on it altogether above four
hundred piastres.

I set up also another large pillar of fine marble, of an octangular shape, with
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a fountain at the top of it, for the Priests to wash their hands. The three doors

of the tabernacle I made of mulberry-tree, to shut and fasten
; not as they were

before, mere doors. The myron treasury or repository is in the door porch of

the chapel of the Saints Cyprianus and Justinus, which issues upon the treasury,

in the ^^ of the wall built by the Romans, and was of great depth. I now

made to it a floor of division, with a trap-door of walnut-tree, and put the large

(&]/) flagon of myron below, and the smaller vessels above : and made for it

a pure iron door, with a lock to fasten it, with a stone door outside, on which

they lay (^/-^O mortar, that its place might not be known.

A certain Priest of Damascus, the Khori Johanna Ibn Oddib, had composed

verses on all these circumstances and incidents, and particularly on the prepara

tion of the divine myron, forming a Casida ;
in which he celebrates the praises of

our Father and Lord the Patriarch, Kyr Macarius of Antioch ; saying :

IF you wish, O brother! to make yourself acquainted with an agreeable

history, which may cause you an increase of grace,

Listen ! My subject is the beginning and sequel of the Patriarchate, possessing

the golden word,

Of the Father and Lord Patriarch, Kyr Macarius of Antioch, the Aleppian.

When approached the death of the late Patriarch who preceded him,

Euthymius the Greek, a Sciot by birth,

He sent and called him to Damascus, and appointed him his successor

To the Apostolic See of Peter, the supreme in station, with the consent of the

Heads of the Clergy of the province, of the dignified Priesthood,

Of the assembly of Ecclesiastics, and of the whole congregation of the Orthodox.

This was on the eleventh of the month Teshrin Elavval,

In the year Seven thousand one hundred and fifty-six since the first man.

He staid in Damascus about nine months, and went forth then to visit his

province.

He returned to Damascus, from Aleppo, after he had spent two years of his

Patriarchate,

And again resided here for three years ;

After which he set out for the city of Aleppo, seeking a passage into the

country of the Christians,

In company with his son, the blessed Archdeacon Paul,

And those of the Priests, Deacons, and disciples, who joined them.

The reason was, the accumulation and multiplicity of debts and pledges
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Which encompassed his See by the conduct of the fraudulent.

The duration of his absence was full seven years,

During which he encountered all kinds of evils and enthralling hardships.

But God brought him back safely in the end,, after hope had been cut off;

And on Friday morning the first of the month Tamoz, in the year Seven

thousand one hundred and sixty-seven, the affliction ceased.

This, indeed, was a day full of great joy,

When sorrows and cares gave way to permanent cheerfulness.

No sooner were our ears saluted with the voice of his admirable instruction.

Than our souls revived after a long trance.

He had great trouble, on account of the payment of the debts ;

And cleared all the holy vessels that were pledged.

On the eve of the commencement of the month Teshrin Essani,

The Archdeacon his son sent letters to the city of Beirout,

And brought us, by order of his father, a beautiful stone, perfectly white and

polished,

With which he renewed the holy altar in the bright tabernacle of the Mother

of God ;

And we began again in the Lord to be joyful, congratulatory, and cheerful,

And to move from feast to feast with perfect delight.

Then he began collecting vessels, drugs, and
(^wUfi) aromatic roots,

For the concoction of the holy myron, the reverend and the venerable ;

And he did a good wr

ork, for which he will be remembered to the end of

time, conferring a blessing on every person who is anointed with it and

believes.

He inquired into what was left of the myron prepared by the Patriarch

Ibn Ziadah,

And found no more than a
-Iji ^J flagon-full.

He began the operation on Great Monday, the first day of Passion Week ;

Continuing it till Holy Wednesday in the evening, when it was completed.

It was done in the presence of the whole body of Prelates and dignified

Priests,

And of the Deacons and Servitors and Monks.

The Patriarch was robed in his Omophorion and Epitrachelion,

And read the Gospels, with Glorias, Kyrie Eleisons, and Halleluias.

So, also, the Heads of the Clergy, dressed in a similar manner,
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Read, together with the Priests, the Gospels, Epistles, and Psalms in chaunt.

Some of the Priests and Deacons sat attending to the fire ;

Others were employed in stirring the mixture, not neglecting at the same

time to glorify God.

The Deacons chiefly were fanning with their fans, and singing Halleluia ;

And all, both within and without, were in admiration.

And now the Chapel of St. Nicolas became like a royal garden,

Being beautified and perfected in the midst of this great and splendid mystery.

And, oh ! the wonders that took place in it on the eve of Holy Thursday,

When the divine virtue flowed abundantly from the images ;

And all the assembly, both great and small, beheld it,

And praised the Omnipotent God in his Holy Trinity.

The whole Christian Church afterwards, with the women and children, pressed

forward,

To give glory to God, and to ask the benediction of the Patriarch.

Some of them took of the ashes, for a blessing to themselves, and a protection

to their children ;

And some took of the refuse of the drugs, for the cure of diseases.

Others took of what was cleared away from the myron and the skimmings,

For the sanctification of the bed-ridden, and cure from c^UUll murrain.

On Holy Thursday, which was the sixteenth of Nisan,

Of the year Seven thousand one hundred and sixty-eight of the world,

Our Lord the Patriarch made a grand procession ;

And the Heads of the Clergy and Priests carried the vessels with perfect

reverence,

Whilst the Deacons carried the fans and the rosaries
*jyjj,

and flapped in

the midst of chaunts and hymns.

They removed the myron from the Church of St. Nicolas to the Inner Church ;

And placed it on the main altar, called Alfazila.

At the great Eisodon, they carried it round
&amp;lt;uJl^ *fs*.jj

In the whole of the great church, and returned to the exalted city :

And after the Lord Patriarch had read over it the appointed prayers,

We deposited it under the splendid high altar.

On Holy Saturday the Archdeacon erected a new gilt pulpit,

In the beautiful and venerable great Inner Church ;

And in it he read the Gospel of Easter, for the first time ;
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As the celebration of the Mass was held that day, in this edifice.

Afterwards, the vessels of the myron were carried to its proper store ;

And it was laid up, as usual, in the ancient place prepared for its custody,

Which is behind the door of the Chapel of Saints Ciprianus and Justina.

Here the Archdeacon made a new second floor,

Placing the whole of the myron, including the old flagon, under it and upon it.

On the vessels I wrote the date of the preparation, in large letters.

To the said treasury the Archdeacon had an iron-door made,

On which he set a lock for security.

This was finished and perfected at the present fortunate sera,

The year One thousand six hundred and sixty of the Incarnation of Our Lord

the Messiah.

Well done, then, the three things which were made new for us

A holy table, the divine myron, and our preacher s pulpit!

And we thank Our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ ;

And pray him, by the intercession of his to be every way lauded Mother,

That he prolong to us the life of our Lord the Patriarch,

In health and stability, free from all doubt and suspicion ;

And preserve the Archdeacon his son, of exalted worth ;

Granting him all his good hopes, and increasing his piety and grace ;

May he continue to him his offspring, his beloved Ananias, the Deacon ;

And inebriate him with a virtuous joy at his admirable son Constantine !

Let every one, who reads or hears this composition, pray for its author a

reward,

In the name of Khori Hanna, Ibni Rizk Illah, Ibn Iddhib.

SECT. VII.

COUNCIL ON THE METROPOLITAN OF EMESSA.HIS EXCOMMUNICATION
AND DEATH.

IN regard to the Metropolitan of Emessa, Ibn Amish, it may be proper not to

pass over in silence the disgrace that befel him : for we assembled, on his behalf,

a Council ; at which were present Meletius Metropolitan of Terapolis, Philippus

Metropolitan of Beirout, Eremia Metropolitan of Seidon, Nicolas Metropolitan of

Akkar, Neophytus Metropolitan of Ladikia, Gerasimus Metropolitan of Zabdani,
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and Gregorius Metropolitan of Horan ; all the Priests of Damascus ; all the

Ecclesiastics, and the Ayans, in the Church of St. Nicolas : and all judged him,

and established against him, to his face That he, first of all, stood in the

Cathedra : secondly, that he robed in the Narthex, after the manner of Despots

(Patriarchs) : thirdly, that he ordained Priests and Deacons : fourthly, that he

consecrated, to be a Nun, a worldly person, naming her Simeona
; (for not find

ing any Nun to be her surety or godmother, he made a certain Monk, named

Simeon, to be her godfather ;) and this was done when she was already dead,

after the departure of her spirit, for the sake of her succession : fifthly, that he

was continually giving forth and saying, &quot;The Patriarch Macarius will never

live to return ; I am your Patriarch :&quot; and sixthly, that he celebrated unlawful

marriages, within the four degrees of consanguinity, both in the city and in the

country, to take money. Such enormities and evil practices as these they

brought against him, without number ;
and all unanimously sentenced him to

suspension from the priestly office, and excommunication, till repentance. The

form of this was written in an Istaticon, which we sent to the whole
&quot;Tvugxfa

or province : and all rejoiced at it, for he was to all of them a razor with his

tongue. This was the form :

&quot; PRAISE TO GOD ALWAYS !

&quot;

Macarius, by the mercy of God Almighty, Patriarch of Antioch and of all the

East. It being the date of Sunday the eight and twentieth of the blessed month

Ab, in the year Seven thousand one hundred and sixty-seven from the creation of

the world, conformable to the month of August, and to Dzi 1 Higgeh of the year

One thousand and sixty-nine of the Hegira, a Holy Council was held in the pre

sence of me, who have put my signature and seal at the top and bottom, and in

the presence of the Heads of the Clergy of the province of Antioch, in the city

of Damascus, in the Church of St. Nicolas, whose signatures and seals are

attached at the end
;
and their meeting and declaration were directed against

Athanasius the Metropolitan of Emessa That he had come to Damascus and

occupied the Patriarchal clrair, . without the command of the Patriarch, and

without their counsel or consent ; that he had said Mass in the Patriarchal

church, and put on his robes outside in the porch ;
that he had consecrated

Priests and Deacons without the permission of the Lord of the See
;
that he had

stood in the Cathedra, to which no one ascends but the Patriarch ;
that he had

dared to utter falsehoods against his brethren the Heads of the Clergy ;
that he

had celebrated unlawful marriages in the city and country, and pronounced them
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lawful, on receiving money this charge being proved against him, to his face, in

presence of the said Holy Council, the Priests of the city, the several orders of

Ecclesiastics, and the Ayans of the congregation ; moreover, that he had gone to

the Sidenaia Convent, had mounted to the chair, and performed Mass without

permission, after the Priests, Ecclesiastics, and Ayans of the congregation had sent

to forbid him so to do ; but he would not refrain. Before this, many enormities

had been evidenced against him, and registered on his account in the journals,

having been established before his face : Wherefore I, Macarius, Patriarch of

Antioch, in conformity with the ordinances of the Christian law, by command of

the Almighty, and of the Sultan, have adjudged that this man, viz. the above-

mentioned Athanasius, be cut off from all and several the degrees of the

Priesthood, having no power or authority for the performance of Mass or any

other Priestly function, nor to put the Epitrachelion round his neck : and should

he transgress our prohibitions, let him be anathematized, and excommunicated

from the glory of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, and from

the holy assemblies, until he return and repent, and free his credit from what he

has plundered to himself from the Patriarchate, from the Church, from the funds,

from the fees, from the living, and from the dead. And on this, the Holy

Meeting separated. Farewell.&quot;

After this, the Metropolitan fled from Damascus by night ; and went to Aleppo,

where he remained a year and two months, persevering in his hypocrisy, until

the Almighty hurled him to destruction on the eleventh of Teshrin Essani, cut

off and excommunicated as he was : and the Arabian country lost a Bachman,

I mean, Ibn Ahmah, whom may the Creator reward according to his deeds!

His own couriers brought to us the welcome news of his decease.

SECT. VIII.

THE PATRIARCH MAKES A VISITATION OF HIS DIOCESE. GREAT DEARTH OF

PROVISIONS. NEW REGISTRATION FOR THE KHARADGE AT DAMASCUS.

As to our Lord the Patriarch, having staid at Damascus a year and four days,

he departed, in the night of the fifth of Tamoz, for Sidenaia ; whence he passed to

Raas, Beirout, Terapolis, and Hemah, wholly occupied with the affairs of his

flock. At Aleppo he arrived on the seventh of the month lyar ; having spent the
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Easter holidays at Hemah, and consecrated for them a Metropolitan in the

person of the Khori Neophytus the Sciot, who was one of the Deacons of the

Patriarch Euthymius, and from the same country. This ceremony took place

on Procession Monday, the second day of the glorious Passover, in the year

Seven thousand one hundred and sixty-nine, in the presence of Antonius

Metropolitan of Baalbec, and Gerasimus Metropolitan of Zabdani. The Pa

triarch s arrival at Aleppo was the cause of happiness, congratulation, and joy ;

for there was in that city a Pasha, called Elkhaski, a tyrant and an extortioner,

who went to unheard-of lengths in oppressing the people of Aleppo. And this

year there had happened a great dearth, extending over most countries, even to

Romelia, Wallachia, and Moldavia, as we were told : and particularly felt in

Arabia ; so much so, that the cJ^U makkuk or eleven pounds and a quarter of

wheat, in Aleppo, reached the price of one hundred piastres, and could not be had ;

and so of the other grain. The like was the case in Syria : only the blessed God

was merciful to Damascus, in its Pasha, who at this season ruled over it. This

was Ahmed Pasha, son of the Vazir Elkuprili, who sent and fetched from Egypt

a great quantity of corn, rice, and other grain ;
a thing which had never

happened before ; for it had never been the practice for wheat to be exported

from Egypt : but he, being a Vazir, the son of a Vazir, had it given to him
;
and

at the same time that the sack of the corn of the country was sold to the

countryman at eighty, he bought it at forty and less. If it had not been for

this, the people would have eaten one another. As it was, there were days

when the price of a pound of bread, made up of all sorts of grain, of the raspings

of bones, of (Jjj) dung and so forth, rose (God have mercy upon us, and save

us !) to three piastres, and even to three piastres and a half; and could not be

had at that price, the bakehouses being choked up with crowds of people.

Whilst the Pasha of Damascus was performing such acts of bounty as we have

mentioned, Elkhaski was doing quite the reverse
;
and our Lord the Patriarch,

through fear of his tyranny, was wasting his days at Hemah, and in the country

round about. But soon, this tyrant s wickedness being arrived at its height, God

hurried him off to vengeance ;
for the Sultan (whom God assist!) and the Vazir,

having been apprised of his tyranny, were enraged against him, and sent and

took him and put him to death : and the joy of the Almighty was shed over

Aleppo and its inhabitants ; among whom, now, our Lord the Patriarch made his

entry with tranquil mind. The Aleppians were delighted at his arrival : and it

happened that the very same evening they hanged a man called Abo Joseph
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Bawi, in whose house was the
&amp;lt;DJ|yJ| J&. This man perished with Judas, and

his execution was gladness to all the people of the town.

In regard to myself, I remained as his deputy, in the place of my father, at

Damascus
; waiting on Ibno 1 Vazir as usual, and associating with all his Agas

and Kakhias. When the officer who collected the kharadge passed, the Jews

complained against the Defterdar who was in Damascus, being the person who
collected the kharadge for the support of the pilgrims, for having taken from
them last year one thousand piastres beyond what was commanded by the Sultan.
Ibno 1 Vazir was angry with him, in consequence ; and, having demanded his

accounts, determined on a fresh registration of the Christians and Jews.

Now our Lord the Patriarch had sunk from the kharadge of Gliaza one
hundred and forty-one names, in the time of Abshir Pasha

; for this Pasha loved
him much

; and every Pasha of Damascus is authorised to sink the kharadge of
Ghaza one hundred and one names and upwards. The Christians of Ghaza
were most of them turned Moslems

; and still they were charged with the

kharadge of the conquered. They therefore combined together, and came and
fell at the feet of our Lord the Patriarch

; who was moved to compassion towards

them, and sank from them what we have mentioned ; so that there remained on
their account forty names, and no more. But he expended for this purpose
about two thousand piastres : the diminution, however, he effected. When the

Christians of Damascus heard of this, they were all in commotion ; and said to

the Patriarch,
&quot; You sink the capitation of men who are not of your province ;

how then are WE to be treated ?
&quot; So he applied his cares and endeavours, and

sank from them one hundred and twenty names : from the people of Cara,
fifteen names

; from the people of Mazonia, fifteen names : and for this purpose

they laid out from four to five thousand piastres. Afterwards, through the

absence of our Lord the Patriarch for these years, there being no beneficent

person to stop the violation of this arrangement, the above-mentioned Defterdar,
on coming to Damascus, and learning this, used it as a pretext against them,

every year, to take from them, after the fulfilment of their kharadge, one thousand

piastres and upwards, until the present time. Now, therefore, the Mutribgi of

Ibno 1 Vazir went forth prepared to take the census, and attended by a scribe

who was an associate of ours
; whose heart we contented, so that he wrote

according to our desire : and this was a mercy from God
;
for otherwise, if he

had reckoned the Priests, Deacons, children, and abortions, as is directed in the

Boyolerdi, or imperial mandate, with which he was furnished, it would have been
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a thing of no good. The capitation kharadge of the Christians of Damascus

was, at this period, four hundred and eighty names
; the kharadge of the Baal-

bekkians, twenty ;
and that of the people of Kafarbihim, a like number. The

officer now pushed on his census with such vigour, that a stream of persons

went out before him, attended by certain old men, from street to street, and

from house to house. In secret, we had given them warning to remove the

hesitators and abortions from appearance. In the mean time, the Aga took his

station at the entrance of the district, or at the head of the street, and made an

admonition, warning, and commination to the principal persons and most

knowing and influential of that quarter, not to conceal any one. He, therefore,

who was bold of heart, and was not inscribed, being known only to ourselves,

passed unnoticed
;
but the timid stumbled on their own betrayal. The Yasgi

had with him a book of blank leaves, inscribed, at the top of each page, with the

names of the different tribes of the Damascans by themselves, and of the tribes

and people of the country and l^^xl by themselves
;
and under the proper title

he wrote down each person s name. If he was c_^! brotherless, and not married,

and had no property, the Aga passed him over ; but he wrote down every one

that was
&amp;lt;_^c1

and ^lc, and had property. In this way we strengthened our

hearts, with the power of God Almighty ; and made up the census of the

Damascans at no more than four hundred and seventy ; and they were thus

freed from the annual extortion of the Defterdar. The Baalbekkians were

numerous
;
but we annulled a great part of them, and wrote them down, with

the consent of the Aga, at no more than forty-three names ; though they exceeded

one hundred and fifty, but poor in the extreme. The people of Kafarbihim,

who were about two hundred in town and country, we set down at sixty only :

and in like way we managed the rest of the titles. As to the affair of boys

arriving at the years of puberty ; whatsoever boy of these he found, we inter

ceded for him, and satisfied him on his account, either with a piastre, or with

two
; taking from him a paper, with his signature, for a token, that he might not

seize him a second time : for after finishing his register, the Aga, with his ser

vants, started on the search
;
and seizing whomsoever he found, mulcted his

family, and the people of that quarter, for not giving in his name. We, as for

as was in our power, contented his heart to the termination of the affair, and

the full collection of the kharadge : only I expended a great &J.:, and all was

in the quest of a heavenly prize and reward. If it had not pleased God that

I should be present this year at this affair, the burden would have increased
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much ; but, through the Aga s great love for us and his intimacy with us, con

tracted by means of gifts, presents, and entertainments, he would not listen, in

our prejudice, to the speeches of our enemies, nor of the heretics, who, out of

their hatred and jealousy, whispered the most malicious insinuations against us.

Thus terminated the registration ; as well the Defterdar being content with us,

as all the Kakhias and Agas cf the Pasha, who had each of them recommended

us to the kindness of the Mutribgi.

SECT. IX.

APPOINTMENT OF IBN OLFAZIR TO Tim GRAND FAZIRSHIP. REGULATION
OF SUNDRY CHURCH MATTERS BY THE ARCHDEACON. HIS RE-UNION

WITH THE PATRIARCHAT ALEPPO.

SHORTLY afterwards came the removal of the Pasha from his office ; his lather

sending after him, to make him Vazir in his place : and he set off with the

couriers, with one hundred and fifty horses. He had been engaged in a war

against the natives of Maan and of Shahab ; and had fixed, that, to be admitted

to an amnesty, they should pay five hundred purses to his Highness the Sultan
;

for the receipt of which sum he left, on the spot, Caplan Pasha, Pasha of

Terapolis, with his own troops, and the troops of Damascus. In two days he

arrived at Hemah, and travelled day and night till he arrived at Adrianople ;

where he saw his father, at whose death he was appointed to succeed to the

Vazirship.

During this year that I was Vicegerent to the Patriarch, in conjunction with

Kyr Nicolaos, Metropolitan of Akkar, five of the Priests of Damascus died. At

the beginning of the Patriarchate of our Lord Macarius, there were thirty Priests
;

of whom, up to the present time, fifteen have died God have mercy on their

souls ! At the obsequies of the five, and after their interment, I performed all

the rites usual in this country ; giving to the assistants wine and biscuit, and

making them drink three rounds to the souls of the deceased. On the tomb or

vault of the Priests I laid down a large polished stone, on which I inscribed the

dates in Greek. On the tomb also of the Monks I placed a large black stone,

to mark the spot.

I established the custom of keeping a register of the names of the deceased ;

placing in the tabernacle a book, in which are written the names of those who
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die, from day to day throughout the year ;
so that they are commemorated, by

means of it, at every Mass
; and the friends of the defunct are warned of the

fortieth day, the half year, and the anniversary, to perform obsequies for him, or

Mass, After the conclusion of the year, his name was crossed out
; and this

regulation was to be enforced by the Candilaphthes.

The officiating Priests were in the habit of encroaching on each other in the

service of their weeks, burying the dead, baptizing infants,, and consecrating

tapers without permission from the Prefect of the week, and without the per

mission of the Vice-Patriarch : but I prohibited them from this, ordering that

all the Church business, which arose in the course of the week, should be dis

charged by the officiating Minister of that week, with the approbation of the

Vicegerent ; and in this there proved to be a clear advantage to all, a main

tenance of due regularity, and an annihilation of the previous dissensions and

animosities. I also prohibited the country Priests from performing the duty of

the town Clergy, and encroaching upon them
; and compelled them to restrict

themselves to the discharge of the business of their communities in the villages

and country districts.

I enforced the practice, that the Heads of the Clergy should throw incense

over the deceased and round his corpse, then to the Assistants, according to the

custom of this country, and afterwards to the Clergy.

The Christians on the festivals were in the habit of pressing forward to the

participation of the holy mysteries, without confession : having sent, therefore,

and obtained from our Lord the Patriarch an Istatikon, I compelled the masters

of confession to make a subscription with their names, and to sign papers to be

distributed to their disciples who should confess to them, whether men or

women ;
and the Priests and Deacons communicated the mysteries to none

without a sealed paper : so that thus the Church was recalled to order.

In Damascus there were superintendants of the kharadge, men of old standing,

wicked infidels, with no fear of God, whom it was found impossible to remove

from their office, because every year they contrived to bribe the Kharadgi or

Collector, and by his protection secure themselves in their places ; whence they

haughtily exercised their authority over the poor and wretched, leading a luxu

rious life from year to year on the purse of the Christians. However, I exerted

my endeavours at the present time, and succeeded in removing them ; replacing
them with four others, venerable for their seniority, religious men, and fearing
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God : and through their means there was great quiet this year, and much profit

to the poor.

It had been usual for the Sheikh or Mayor of the Christian districts to be

himself a Christian, and to be appointed with the assent of the Patriarch and his

fellow-Christians : but, in our absence, that authority had been usurped over

them by an accursed person, one remote from God, and injurious both with hand

and tongue; who had thrown the affairs of the Christians into much confusion,

and completely subverted all order and regularity, by his addiction to wine, and

his concealment when sought after
; and none had power to remove him. We,

however, removed him, to the entire deprivation of his office
;
and I appointed

another in his place, a man who, during the time of his retention, reduced all

things to peace and quietness.

Whenever a new Pasha came, it was usual for the district of the Christians

to be required to furnish a certain number of lodgings. On the arrival of Ibno

1 Vazir I exerted myself vigorously; and by laying out a sum of ready money, and

pledging some bales of goods, I purchased a number of houses ; which I fitted

and arranged, disposing them after the manner of the most respectable lodgings :

so that by this means both parties were relieved and delighted, and the houses

of the Christians were saved from being ruined by the Soubashi and his

followers, and from the intrusion of the Sheikho 1 Khara. In the mean time, I

opened my hand in generosity, and in giving to eat and drink, as is suitable for

the conduct of the Patriarch s Vicegerent, and for the Patriarch s house : and

the effect of this was, that my word prevailed with every one ; and with the

public in general, whatever the Deacon said passed current. All this was done

by my father s desire.

During the expedition of Ibno 1 Vazir against the natives of Shahab and those

of Maan, much pillage and great losses occurred to all their connexions, whether

Christians, Moslems, or Jews : but, to the utmost of my power, I benefitted our

community, and repelled these injuries from them.

The Christian women had a hideous custom, which they had introduced in

our absence
; and this was, that when any one died, or news came of any person s

death, they sallied forth at the beginning of the night, with their families and

friends, carrying torches, and, amidst continual shouts of Walwala ! going round

to all the houses of their relatives. I sent therefore, and obtained from our Lord

the Patriarch an Istatikon of excommunication against whosoever should do this :
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and if any proved obstinate, and did so, I permitted no Priest to perform the

funeral rites to the dead body till it stank, nor until they had paid their fines to

the Church of God : and I finally put a stop to this bad custom.

This blessed year I incurred great loss and excessive expense, on account of

the extraordinary dearth of provisions, and the consequent assaults of the poor
on the Patriarchal palace, into which they pressed without my having the power
to bar them or shut them out ;

as also on account of the kharadge, as has been

already mentioned. And the twelve months were not elapsed, before my breath

was gone ; when, panting with labour and anguish, I made an effort to escape

from this painful situation ; and went forth from Damascus on the evening of

Thursday the fourth of the month Tamoz, four days after Ibno 1 Vazir, in

company with his Kakhia, Salih Aga ; who was directed to follow him, with his

heavy luggage, his goods, and treasure. Between this officer and me there had

existed much intercourse ; and I interceded with him, to a great extent, on behalf

of the Christian community : of which number was a Priest, linked with ten persons
from Maaloula, at whose place had been killed one of the jyjUJj of Ibno 1 Vazir.

As delinquents suspected of the murder, these men had been brought and

incarcerated in the castle prison ; where the poor wretches remained a whole year,
without once having their heads shaved, in the greatest misery ;

and where two

of them had died : for a mulct had been imposed on them, part only of which

they had paid, leaving the entire payment unaccomplished. A great number also

were in the Pasha s prison, from the country of the Druzes
; and many others,

on suspicion only, had been confined, as those mentioned above, nearly a whole

year, crowded one upon another. For all these, whether Christians or Moslems,
I ceased not to intercede, until he had compassion on them all, and pardoned

them, by presenting their list for pardon to Ibno 1 Vazir : and by the Divine

inspiration, their gaolers set them every one at liberty.

Thus I departed with him from Damascus, in company of our friends
;
and we

entered Aleppo after him, on Monday the fifteenth of the month Tamoz. Here

we were united with our Lord the Patriarch, and received a blessing from his

Holiness : and may the Lord of all Glory, and the God of all Majesty, preserve, at

our entreaty, his valuable life ! May he prolong his existence in an old age,

abounding in good works and attended with tranquillity of mind, with release from

debt, and a freedom from unpleasant apprehensions ! May he benefit us by the

blessing of his holy prayers; and guide his pure supplications to our good, and to
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the good of all the rest of the Christian flock ; and not shew us to him, nor shew

him to us, in the day of evil
; hy the intercession of Our Lady the Virgin, the

unsullied Mother of God, of St. Peter the greatest of the Apostles, and of all the

Saints ! Amen ! Praise to God always !

THE completion of the copy of this Book was on this day, the Nineteenth

of the Month lyar, of the Year ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND

SIXTY-FIVE of the Divine Incarnation.
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